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MINUTES OF THE GENERAL ASSOCIATION.

The opening meeting of the Convention was held in the Lecture 
Room Oi the Chemical Building of the University of Toronto April 
7th, 1896.

Hon. Dr. Ross, Minister of Education, and Dr. James Loudon, 
President of the University of Toronto, delivered addresses of welcome.

Alfred Baker, M.A, President of the Association, replied, and in 
concluding his remarks said : “ I have pleasure in reading a cablegram 
which has just been placed in my hands. Just at this moment the 
teachers of England are meeting at Brighton, and they have cabled to 
us: ‘ The National Union of Teachers sends fraternal greetings and 
good wishes ’—signed by the Secretary.”

Prof. Pike then threw upon the screen diagrams showing the 
location of the various rooms in the Chemical Building for the guidance 
of the audience who visited the various departments, and afterwards 
the Biological Building, under the leadership of Prof. Ramsay Wright.

Wednesday Evening, April 8th, 1896.

The evening session was held in the Public Hall of the Education 
Department, President Baker in the Chair.

Rev. Chancellor Burwash read the 28th chapter of Job and led 
iL prayer.

Roll of Officers was called, and the Minutes of last meeting, having 
been printed, were taken as read, on motion of Mr. W. J. Hendry, 
seconded by Mr. R. H. Cowley.
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8
minutes.

Secretary Doan read a communication from T)r n ■ 
stating that, on account of Parliament hpîn„ , Bourmot-
be present to read his paper A mm ? ™ session, he could

SinclÏr.\P^i”™hna™eXtk,e„AUditing 0Ommit‘Ce- Meam- S- B.

The President then read his address.
,. 6 Association was addressed bv Mr T T Mr,™

“ Thalnflue.ee of KindergaLn Methods H‘'08*3’

Archibald MacMorchv a^ote* of° thBtLKWASH’ 8Monded b7 Mk. 
Baker and Mr. Hughes for the addreLanfenvereT “ ^ Pr°f'

JJ- thel^Zt^rCer/trZ^ £ ^College and Hi»h Set- nnl n . ' our Directors from the
Councillors of ‘tt^nZT***** * “*

Executi,J%T\m0Ved’-SeC°nded by Mk' MaoMuhcht,
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Cowley gave notice that he would move 
evening to reconsider the motion 
this meeting.
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general association.
Dr. Bourinot, 

> he could not 
•ead from the 
bing delegates

ived its adop- 
amed by the

9
Mr. Aylesworth’s nof Jt f deIe»ate>the Resident ruled that 
the enLr* ,.th ,notlce was m order,and that the word " 
he constitution should be interpreted

ot the annual convention.
Mr. McAllister 

Executive appoint

meeting ” in 
referring to the daily sessionsas

moved, seconded by Mr. Strang, that the
Mr. John R BmrTTÎÎT‘°^ 7 C°n,titutioa Carried. 

Campbell of St Th ’ !k^ad.°,C’ moved- seconded by Mr. N. M. 
Inspector of East MiddhT’ that Mr John Dearness, Public School 
ensuing year. ' ^ 6 Pre9ldent of this Association for the

a

Messrs. S. B.

Embury, t;pe~VteTbUerp™°il: ame"d"“”t ‘h“‘ Mr A1,“

The President appointed Messrs.
Scrutineers, and the electi

Mr W j 'hJZ"88 re"e'eCted “ Secretlry by acclamation.

ihes, on the 
igher Educa-

Manley, Munro and Smith asled by Mr. 
ed to Prof.

on proceeded.

F. Manley, 
rs from the 
nd from th

as President.
The President then declared the session closed at 10.30 p.m. 
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: a Physical 
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10 MINUTES.

Mr. At les worth then introduced the motion of which notice had 
been given at the meeting of the previous evening.

On motion of Mr W. H. Fraser, seconded by Mr. J. J. Craig, 
Mr. Aylesworth’s motion was referred for consideration to the committee 
to be appointed by the Board to report on the revision of the constitu
tion.

Mr. J. C. Brown expressed the opinion that the publication of the 
proceedings of these meetings should be expedited, so that the volume 
could be issued in three or four weeks from the close of the Conven
tion.

Scott
1

/ 1
Mr. W. H. I raser, as one of the Editorial Committee, testified to 

the zeal of the Secretary in pushing the publication, but with such 
large number of persons with whom dealings must be had, who hold 
manuscripts, reports or proofs, and who cause numberless delays, he 
considered that the proceedings were issued with great promptitude.

Mr. W. F. Chapman asked the Vice-President to take the Chair 
while he moved a vote of thanks to the President for the manly, able, 
dignified and courteous manner in which he had presided over the 
meetings during the year. The motion was carried.

The President replied that the office had been one of the most 
pleasant he had ever

I
secom
ament

a

leges t 
fees tc 
such t 
recomi 
ment.”

Tl
ment s 
with a 
part of 
Carrietl 

e Th 
Board c 
Departi 
other m

occupied in his life. On the part of everyone 
with whom he had come in contact there had been a desire to facilitate 
any business that he had in hand, and committees had heartily 
co-operated in the despatch of the business. He had enjoyed the work, 
and was exceedingly obliged for the vote of thanks.

The thanks of the Association were also tendered to the Press for 
publishing full and accurate reports of the proceedings, and to Dr. 
Ross, Minister of Education, for the use of the Education Buildings. 

The session closed by singing the National Anthem. It
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COLLEGE AND HIGH SCHOOL DEPARTMENT. 11ce had

MINUTES OF THE COLLEGE AND HIGH SCHOOL 
DEPARTMENT.

Craig,
mittee
nstitu- Toronto, April 8th, 1896.

The annual meeting of the Department 
Scott s lecture

of the 
rolume 
mven-

was held as above in Mr.
m, p 4 °f r°ronto Normal School, at 10 a.m.
Ihe President, Dr. Burwash, took the Chair.
The Minutes

room

«“^iftl,oW™’thMArliCle 2 °f the Constitution be'

lem ot H,>r^h eîgTnin teachins in of the Universities, Col- 
Ss to the Ont °F, °"ta7°’ Wh° have re8h‘ered and paid their

'r;.7e“ vzzsr -
,„»„fTlî“i|ArtiCle 3:ha" read 88 follo« : “ The officers of this Depart 
ment shall comnst of a President, a Vice-President and a Secretary *!,!

,rom of »e Associations forming an toCi
Carried.t^*9 Dep,rtmen‘- shal1 be ‘ho Executive of the Department."

tied to 
such a 
3 hold 
ys, he 
ude.
Chair 

r, able, 
er the

on the 
epart-

i most 
iryone 
ilitate 
iartily 
work,

That Article 4 read
Board of Director, of

epartment shall be the President and the Secretary, «c officio and four
ItT, ^ e'eCtef annUa"y hy 1,81104 by ‘his Department " 
It was moved m amendi ‘ ' —

Mr. Strang, that the words after the word “

iss for 
;o Dr.

Igs.

annually” e struck 
’ from and by the Executive

out, I
of the College

The amendment was carried.
The President and Secretary were appointed a Committee to brinrr 

these amendments before the General Association, in order that it! 
Constitution might be amended accordingly.

The President then read his address 
of the Provincial University.”

After some discussion as to the best means v 
of the President prominently before the country 
Embree were requested to consider and prepare’ a 
subject, and submit it to the meeting to-morrow
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12 MINUTES.

TIt was moved by Mr. Grant, and seconded by Mr. Fletcher, 
“ That whereas the Commercial Section of this Department has unani
mously approved of the principle that Bookkeeping and Commercial 
Transactions should be obligatory on all First Form pupils for one 
year.

year

i “ Be it resolved, That this Department concur in this action and 
recommend to the Minister of Education that the regulations relating 
to the subjects of the First Form be amended on these lines, and that 
a copy of this resolution be forwarded to the Minister.” Carried.

It was moved by Mr. Squair, and seconded by Mr. Cowley, 
“ That in view of the fact that an agitation seems to exis* to modify 
the conditions for entrance into the High Schools of the Province, this 
Department appoint a Committee to take the matter into consideration 
and to report as promptly as possible, said Committee to consist of Dr. 
Burwash, Professor Hutton, Messrs. Strang, Steele, Henderson, Ellis, 
MacMurchy, Carscadden, Embree, Merchant and the mover.” 
Carried.

It
this Di 
Depart 
to enqi 
Exami 
the Bo

It
W. W. 
tion, th 
are iss 
school

M
The meeting then adjourned. Pedago

Th
ManleyToronto. April 9th, 1896.

The Department resumed at 10 a.m., the President, Dr. Burwash 
in the Chair, and about 150 members present.

The Chairman read a letter from Professor Dale, of Queen’s Col
lege, Kingston, regretting his inability to be present, and requesting 
permission to withdraw his paper.

Mr. Squair presented the report of the Committee on High School 
Entrance :—

“ That Professor Squair, Messrs. MacMurchy, Merchant and Dr. Bur
wash be a committee to prepare a presentation on the subject of High 
School Entrance, the same to be printed and circulated ; and that the 
Executive be hereby instructed to bring the matter before the Minister 
of Education, and to give attention to any movement or legislation 
affecting the question.”

The report was adopted.
On behalf of the Committee on the President’s Address, Mr. Strang 

reported :—
“ That the Executive be requested to prepare a system of news

paper communications during the coming summer on the wants of the 
Provincial University.”

The report was adopted.
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COLLEGE AND HIGH SCHOOL DEPARTMENT.

The Department t,ien elected the following officers for the ensuing

President ....
Vice- President 
Secretary.........

13
FCHER, 
unani- 
aercial 
or one

year :

H. I. Strang, M.A.
W. H. Fraser, M.A.
Fred. F\ Manley, M.A.

It was moved by Mr. Stevenson, seconded by Mr. Ellis, that 
this Department'disapproves of the recent regulations of the Education 
Department in giving to the Public School Inspector the sole authority 
to enquire into complaints from the decisions of the Board of Entrance 
Examiners, and recommends that all such appeals should be laid before 
the Board of Entrance Examiners. Carried

W w TW“ m0Veu byL MB- A- W- Wwoot. »nd seconded by Mr. 
LTr /T™: thf the Executive suggests to the Minister of Educa- 
t,on that when cjrcuUrs affecting High Schools and Collegiate Institute,

. y 16 Department, a sufficient number be sent to each
school to supply each member of the staff with

Mr. Levan then read his address 
Pedagogy.”

The subject 
Manley and Burt.
to thfmeLmtm.the “ °* "^ exhibited it

The meeting then adjourned.
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a copy. Carried, 
on the “ Ontario School of

continued by Messrs. Robertson, Strang, Ellis,was
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14 MINUTES.

MINUTES OF THE MODERN LANGUAGE oppoASSOCIATION.
of A

Tenth Meeting. Asso 
the ITuesday, April 7th, 1896.

, . Asaociation met its Tenth Annual Convention, at 10 
o clock a.m„ on Tuesday, 7th April, 1896, in the Normal School 
Building, Toronto, Mr. D. R. Keys, President, in the Chair.

On motion, Mr. J. H. Cameron

A. tc
take

was $ 
Freni 
Chasi

was appointed to act as Press
Reporter.

The President then delivered his inaugural address 
ject of “ Our Debt as Teachers to Matthew Arnold.”

Mr. Maurice Queneau, Toronto, then read 
“ Octave Feuillet.”

on the sub-

the 1 

satisf
a paper in French, on

Adjournment. (

AuditTuesday, April 7th, 2

The Association assembled at 2 p.m., when Mr. T. A. Brough 

a paper on “ Shakespeare’s Kings.”
Papers were then read by Mrs. B. Kirkman, Seaforth ; Miss M. 

B,.r A^dison> Stratford, and Miss H. Charles,Goderich, on “ Exami- 
natmn Tests m French and German.” Discussion followed by Me 
bhaw, Van der Smissen, Hogarth, Fraser, Squair, Fern 
Radcliffe. 6

P.M. 1
JOwen Sound, read

I
4
C

A. W. 
S. J. ]

ssrs. 
uson and

COn motion of Mr. J. Squair, seconded by Mr. W. H. Fraser, the 
subject of examination tests in French was re-committed to Mrs 
Kirkman Miss Addison and Miss Charles, with the request that they 
embody their views as to such tests in examination papers suitable 
for the Primary and Junior Leaving Examination, to be presented at 
the next annual meeting.

On motion, Messrs. T. A.

Secret
which

A

T
Brough and S. J. Radcliffe were appointed 

a paper on “ The Ger-

Mr. \\
Auditors.

P
Miss Ella Gardiner, Belleville, then read 

man Lyric since Goethe.”
Adjournment.

Steve: 
of Eng 
Tambl

OiWednesday, April 8th, 2 P.M.
it was 
been a] 
ment, ] 
Depart 
tion.

The Association assembled at 2rp . , P-m-. when Mr. W. S. McLay
Toronto read a paper on “ Ibsen.” Discussion followed by Messrs’ 
Squair, Fraser and Lane. J

On motion of Mr. F. H. Sykes, seconded by Mr. W. J. Alexander 
it was resolved, That this Association views with favor the possible Th
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opportunity of having a meeting of the Modern Language Association 
o America in Canada, and asks the Executive Committee of this 

ssociation to consider the question of inviting, in co-operation with 
e Minister of Education and the University of Toronto, the M. L. A. 

. to meet in Toronto during the Christmas vacation, 1897, and to 
ake such action in the matter as seems to the Executive desirable.

On behalf of Mr. F. J. A. Davidson, Stanford University, who 
was absent, Mr. W. H. Fraser then read 
French Verse.”
Chase.

UN.

10
iool

a paper on “ Fixed Forms of 
Discussion followed by Messrs. Squair, Cameron

ress
and Iub-

The Auditors reported that the books and financial statement of 
the Treasurer had been examined by them, and found correct and 
satisfactory in every respect.

motion of Mr. J. Squair, seconded by Mr. G. A. Chase the 
Auditors were thanked for their services.

The following officers were elected for the year 1896-97:__
President............................................Mr. A. W. Wright.
Vice-President..................................Mr. F. H. Sykes.
Sec-Treasurer................................... Mr. W. H. Fraser
Councillors ; Mr. D. R. Keys, Mr. J. Squair, Mr. Geo. E.

A. W. Burt, Mrs. B. Kirkman, Miss E. Balmer Mr. W 
S. J. Radclifte.

On motion of Mr. J. Squair, seconded by Mr. J. C. Rogers the 
Secretary was appointed to represent the Association on any body in 
which the Association may require to be represented.

Adjournment.

on

On a

gh,

M.
mi-

Shaw, Mr. 
S. McLay, Mr.

srs.
uid

the
rs.
iey
ble

Thursday, April 9th, 2

,, T|ie, Association assembled at 2 p.m„ when a paper was read by 
Mn. W. Pakenham, Brockville, on " Keats—his Growth and Promise ” 

Papers were then read by Mb. M. F. Libbt, Toronto • Mb A 
Stevenson, Arthur, and Mr. W. A. Phillips, Listowel.on "The Teaching 
ot English Composition. Discussion followed by Messrs. Chase F 
Tamblyn and Embree.

On motion of Mr. J. N. Dales, seconded by Mr. S. J. Radcliffe 
it was resolved, That, in view of the fact that Mr. W. H Fraser has 
been appointed Vice-President of the College and High School Depart
ment, Mr. J. Squair represent this Association on the Executive of that 
Department, in order that the Association may have its due 
tion.

P.M.at

ed

3r-

raser,

Y,
rs.

representa-

The Association then adjourned, to meet at the call of the Chair.
:r,

'le

.
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MINUTES.

MINUTES OF THE NATURAL
SCI EN CE ASSOCIA TIO N

M;rM“ ^de, School, .t 2
About fortyle^ Z preP:rEKT TüR!,ER «»“ the

The Minutes of last meeting were read 
were approved.

Upon motion of Messrs. Hill ami Lennox Mr G W Mnri
appomted pcT Reporter ,or this year, * * M°rde"

his TraNf 'B A- then delivered

—v; zr„i:„Tyn, hul n rat the 4e-s“z

many, & for ïhTpubUoth^ *£ Wi" °f th«modified by these needs In Public « °f he syalem should '*> 
such ,s Botany, shouTd be tauoht at, h induC“ve *«7.
the Public School programme Wore the nunif b X “ “rly Place in
reotoodidheteriine ot'’study- :trif

introduced, in this country of great mineral wealth 
Ur. Hare, Messrs. Stevenson, Spotton, Hill 

also contributed to the discussion.

and, after a small addition,

was

should

Stevens, and Cowley

ÎSjî.tîcToïSSS ilSSS*

on motion, this was ordered to be paid. ’ tCl UP'
The election of officers was then proceeded with ThP fnll • 

-Unanimously chosen for 1896-7 ._ followingwere u|
Honorary President..
President...................
Vice-President.......

‘ * Mr" El C- Jeffrey, B.A., Toronto.
' ■*“r’ y j1; Jenkins> « A., Owen Sound. 

• ..Mr. J. R. Hamilton, B.A., Brantford.

- _______________
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Secretary-Treasurer...n ... ...Mr. E. L. Hill, B.A., Guelph.

Rr^fT0'i?T J- M' Cole- Ay''“« ; J. S. Copland, B.A.,

b,m, A R. ' J ey’ °ttawai Jos- Sto»ord, B.A., Ph D., Morris- ourg , A. Stevenson, B.A., Arthur.
Moved by Mr. Ellis, seconded by Dr. Hare, that 

Messrs. Lennox, Hamilton, Macmurchy, Jenkins 
“ Proceedings.” Carried.

Mr. Jenkins then conducteda symposium on “ Methods in Science.”
mLPT d °« V6ry dearly the causes and circumstances by which 

ethods are affected. The able manner in which he conduced the

ymposium called forth discussion and expression of opinion in such 
manner as to be very helpful to those engaged in Science teaching

Mb-MoT^h"^ E,U8' “d C°Pl“d ™de ™'"abk
Mr. E. C. Jeffrey, B.A., the 

gave a lecture on “

the papers of 
be printed in the

on, x

ras

ed
:al
>g- a

con-
be

newly elected Honorary President 
lL . . . The Anatomy of Plant Stems,” which was largely

aerlreo“f h IT, reSearch' The Ieot"re ™ illustrated by a lârge -, of beautiful photo-micrograph», prepared for the purpose Mr
Jeffrey was «corded the thauks of the Assoeiatiou for his admirable

y,
n
y
d

y Tlî:‘h„ird ”'™=>ld i„ Mr. McIntosh’s room. Model School,
Pre“nthlcZn’ ^ ^ “ 2 ^ Vice-

Mr. N. Macmurchy, of Elora, read a concise and valuable 
on Nature Study in the Public Schools.”

After discussion, it was resolved that the President, Vice-Presi 
dent and the writer be a committee to look into the subject and offer 
recommendations to this Association at its next meetino

Mr. X R. Hamilton, B.A., of Brantford, then give a paper on 
Botany During the Winter Months." A profftable discussion then 

followed, ,n which many valuable points were brought out
Upon motion, Mr. W. H. Stevens, B.A., of Lindsay, was requested 

to read his paper on Simple Apparatus " next year. ’

on
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MINUTES OF THE CLASSICAL
association. 

chApril ,7, T :ith Mb- j- e-Milner Mn r r „ dent’ the Ch,lr' In the absence of Mr. 
Inner, Mb. J. C. Robertson was appointed to act as Secretary; Mr

O. J. Joll.ffe was made Press Reporter, after which the
meetingadjourned.

method of'rntr00; o'" “• J' B°ME" re*d » Pnper describing hi, 
lethod of teaching Latm prose. After discussion, the President r

Lti„7MEtT;t00k the?air' A ^ Dt H. L. WtLSONon re 
Latin poet Statius, was then read. The Association decided to try to
scTokr if °f 1897 the Presence of some eminent clasLl
scholar, ,f possible, Principal Peterson, of McGill University
teachti‘°onfgnfl1SCUS8i0n T ^ 6ffeCt °f the new regulations on the 
th, R “ f Cla^Slcs;on the suitability of the Primary Latin Book and

was followed by “ 11,6 R°min Pr°nUnCilti™ °f

On Wednesday p.m., April 8, the following 
othcers of the Association for 1896-7 were elected as the

President........
Vice-President

.J. E. Wetherell.
L. C. Smith.
J. C. Robertson.

« iras ïss.îîb£:sr
Secretary-Treasurer 

Councillors :

pap ttr ^
Uank verse entitled "A Day with Homer”; Mr. C. S. Kerr read

riT <_™ “,The Wora™ of Ho,ner”i and Mr. D. E. Olassey The Similes of Homer.”
After a discussion on the printing of the papers read before the 

Association, the meeting adjourned.
„ „ 0n Th“«day p.m., April 9, Mr. H. J. Crawford read a paper on 

Homers Heroes in Shakespeare,” Mr. J. N. Bell one on “Odysseus” 
and Prof. MacNaughton read the second part of his paper, describ- 
ing the production of “ Antigone ” in the theatre at Athens.

With the appointment of Mr. H. J. Crawford as the representa- 
tive o the Association on the Committee of the College and High 
School Department, the annual meeting came to a close.
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mathematical and physical association. 19

MINUTES OF THE MATHEMATICAL AND
ASSOCIATION.

PHYSICAL

Toronto, Tuesday, April 7, 1896.

p.m. in the Model Sdhool, about fiftyThe Association met at 2 
members being present.

At the request of the President, Mr. R. a. Thompson, Mr. F. F. 
Manley, Vice-President, took the Chair.

In the absence of the Honorary President, the President read a 
paper on “ Number,” a short criticism of “ The Psychology of Number,” 
by Messrs. McLcllan and Dewey.

A discussion on the paper followed, in which Messrs. Martin, 
Toronto ; Glashan, Birchard and Dr. McLellan took part.
P HE P^ESIDENT then took the Chair, and called on the Honorary 
President, Professor Dupuis, for his address. The subject was “ The 
Relation of Elementary Algebra to Elementary Geometry”
discussed the^papen RobertSOn’ Gl“sh>”

This concluded the session.

Wednesday, April 8.

at 2 p.m., the Vice-President, Mr.I he Association met again 
Manley, being in the Chair.

Mr. J D. Dickson, of Niagara Falls, read a , 
Teaching of Mathematics under the New Curriculum ” 

In the

paper on “ The

paper it was pointed out that the subject of Arithmetic
was in a very unsatisfactory condition ; that primary teachers would

very poorly prepared in it, and would be unable to teach it well
I*1»' *ARST0NE thought the weak point was that the public

examLl? ^ ^ ^ * Arifchffieti«. and candidates at entrance 
examinations are very poorly prepared in that subject.
and Arith v r!gretted the almosfc Poetical abolition of Grammar
wenXTe^tr‘ended that P"MiC ^^1-

DeLiP”0F' MC^y with DeLvry; and on motion of Mr
DeLlry, seconded by Prof. McKay, a Committee was appointed to 
P epare a resolution recommending the Minister of Education to 
lemand an extra paper in Arithmetic from candidates for 

certihcates. Carried.
Messrs. McKay and DeLury were named as Committee.

Mr. DeLury

teachers’
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20 MINUTES.

Inspector W. H. Ballard then read a very thoughtful paper 
“Hints on Teaching Arithmetic.” He strongly advised definite 
teaching of the meaning of unit and measure ; and gave many example 
to illustrate.

on

Mr. W. Taylor discussed the paper.
Mr. A. T. DeLury then gave an address on “ Some Nineteenth 

Century Mathematicians.” The speaker explained the rise of the theory 
of functions, the theory of substitutions and other modern advances. 
Interesting personal remarks were made in regard to the leading 
mathematicians, including the late Dr. Young and Mr. Glashan of 
own Province.

our

On concluding, Mr. J. C. Harston moved, and Mr. R. A. Gray 
seconded, a vote of thanks to the lecturer. This 
agreed to.

unanimouslywas

Thursday, April 9.

The Association met at 2 p.m., The President in the Chair. 
Mr. J. C. Glashan gave a very interesting paper on “Some 

Curiosities of Ancient Arithmetic.” He explained the Greek and 
Chinese methods of computation, and gave practical illustrations.
Many other odd arithmetical phenomena were also presented to the 
meeting.

The President then asked President Loudon, who was present, 
to say a few words. President Loudon expressed his pleasure at being 
at the Association, and remarked that in teaching Elementary Dy 
mics he followed some of the methods referred to by Mr. Glashan. * He 
tried to make Formula clearer by geometrical representation.

Mr. C. A. Chant then addressed the meeting on “ The Electro
magnetic Theory of Light.” The use of the theory was very briefly
referred to, and then a general outline of the mathematical analysis 
was given.

The report of the Committee appointed to deal with the question 
of Arithmetic was presented by Mr. DeLury.

It was moved by Mr. R. A. Gray, seconded by Mr. W. Taylof, 
that it is the firm conviction of this Association that the practical re
moval of Arithmetic from the

na-

course of study for Junior Leaving 
• certificates can hardly fail to operate harmfully on the Public Schools, 
and thus affect our whole system ; that a Committee, consisting of 
Messrs. Manley, Birchard, McKay and Thompson, be appointed to 
interview the Honorable the Minister of Education, and to urge upon 
him the advisability of making an examination in Arithmetic com-

*
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311

pulsory for Junior Leaving certificates ; and that the members of this 
Association employ whatever means may be in their power to 
public opinion on this question. Carried.

The election of officers for 1896-7 resulted as follows 
Hon. President.. .. J. C. Glashan, Esq., Ottawa.
President.. ..

te
es arouse

E

;h v
n

.........F- F. Manley, M.A., Toronto.
Vice-President....... W. H. Ballard, M.A., Hamilton.
Secretary-Treas

a■y ;is.
I- j- Birchard, Ph.D., Toronto.

Executive Committee : J. Davison, B.A., Guelph ; R. A. Gray 
BA London; J. C. Harstone, M.A., Lindmy ; W. J. Robertson, BA* 
LL.B., St. Catharines ; J. T. Crawford, B.A., Hamilton.

Representative to the College and High School Department : A T 
DeLury, B.A.

After a few inspiring farewell remarks by Dr. McLellan the 
meeting adjourned.

lg
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MINUTES OF THE HISTORICAL ASSOCIATION.

Wednesday, April 8, 1896.

The Chair was taken by W. J. Robertson, B.A.,
President, there being about thirty present.

The Minutes of last annual meeting were read and confirmed.
The President read his inaugural address on “The Monroe 

Doctrine,” which appears in the Proceedings. A discussion followed 
in which Professor Wrong and Mr. Sinclair took part.

Then followed an address on " Luther and the German Reforma
tion,” from Rev. Herbert Symonds, of Ashburnham.
Clark and others entered into a discussion of this paper.

Adjournment.

d
s.
ie

LL.B., thet,
i lg :i-

e

)-
y Professors

n
Thursday, April 9.

i, The Association resumed at 2 p.m. on Thursday, The President 
in the Chair.

The Association elected the following officers for the
1

? 5 ensuingi, year :—
f

President William Houston, M.A., Director of 
Teachers’ Institutes, Toronto. 

Peter McEachern, B.A., Toronto. 
Miss Nellie Spence, B.A., Toronto.

3

1
Vice-President. 
Secretary........

/

_____

«

r



MINUTES OF TUE COMMERCIAL ASSOCIATION.

Toronto, Wednesday, April 7, 1896.

The Association met at 11 a.m. in Mr. Murray’s 
The Chair was taken by the President, J. A. Wismer M A 

the second Annual Meeting of the Commercial Association opened 
with a good attendance of Commercial and other teachers.

The Minutes of the last Annual Meeting were read and approved. 
The President then appointed Mr. A. G. Henderson 

Reporter, and Messrs. W. Grant and W. H. Fletcher 
the present Session.

The President delivered his inaugural address, “ The Place of 
Commercial Work and Drawing in a High School Course.”
Evans Grant, McKay, Longman, and Fletcher discussed the points
brought out by the address, after which a vote of thanks was tendered 
to Mr. Wismer.

Jhe Auditors’ Report of 1895-96 was then read by Mr. Grant- 
“To the President and members of the Commercial Association 

Your Auditors beg to report that they have examined the book 
and vouchers of the Secretary-Treasurer, and find them correct We 
find the balance on hand at this date to be one and "/lfle dollars.

“ All of which is respectfully submitted.

room.
, and

as Press 
as Auditors for

Messrs.

Wilrur Grant, ) ,
W. H. Fletcher, j Auditors.

“Toronto, April 7,1896.”

Toronto.

ngston ; 
Wrong, of Toronto,

•JzrsszrZàTssæ. *“
paper closed with an excellent plea for the study of History.

Professor Wrong’s address on “ The Discoveries of the Cabots ” 
dealt chiefly with the authenticity of the alleged landing place of 

. ro essor Wrong gave many and strong reasons for doubting 
the correctness of the locations recently assigned.

22 minutes.
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,, .T“l S‘CREI1BÏ read «“ ^'lowing report from the Executive of 
the ^ssoc'atlon'lu which it was recommended that the suggestions re 
the Departmentui Regulations should be discussed by the Association 
and that steps be taken to place the opinions ’
before the Minister of Education:
t k ^i Jhat the Bo°k-keeping and Commercial T 

shouhl be placed among the obligatory subjects.

tone, and Geometry, in the list of subjects 
Examination " "

iss
m ;
to,

of members thereonH-

ransactions ot Form
o-
l’s

and Rhe-
3 That rh;8 t0 C°nstitute the Commerçai ExfminaSt^nnd 

Departmental R^uTatiol.ta’meltd by a^dttk^V A” * ^

-.w-
allowed to bring paper, ruled for journal or ledger with ,Cand!dfe J* 
room ; and that credit be given for the ruling ?„ ^ £

I
of

‘g

d
i

writing.
■ h„ iUTlle 'T* T re,d Clause ^ clause. and heartily 

by the members of the Association. y
• Moved by Mr. Grant, and seconded by Mr Evans .

w^XSEüsîiï.r - sof the General Association membership fee." CmM ^ eXC'0S,V<! 
The Session was then adjourned to meet at 2 p.m.

1.
concurred in3

r

i

Tuesday, p.m., April 7, I89G. 

The Association re-assembled at 2
p.m., the President in the 

gc, gave an address on 

was tendered to

Douglas, Barrister, then gave an address on “Penman-

Chair.
"Shorthand J”HNS0!'' 0< üPPer Canada Colle

Mental Discipline.”
Mr. Junior6 diSCaaSi0”’ 6 1,eart)' V°‘e °f thanks 

Mr. W.

as a

3
ship.”

BE
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The Association opened at 10.30, the officers and members having
been detained at a meeting of the College and High Schools Associa’ 
tion.

The Minutes of the previous day were read and adopted.
v .M“NS0N then Pvesented the report of the Committee on 
Vertical Writing :—

“ W}^’ many schools have already introduced this system of 
penmanship, and

" Whereas, the Educat'-.n Department has authorized a series of 
text-books on the vertical system of penmanship, a step which will 
lead to a somewhat general adoption of this system by the pupils of 
our schools, and

‘ Whereas, the finger movement is most objectionable in any 
system of penmanship, and that this movement is almost universally 
used in teaching vertical writing, and becomes a fixed habit among
students who practise it from the beginning, thereby unfitting them 
for business penmanship ;

Be it therefore resolved, and this section of the Ontario Ed 
tional Association hereby expresse its belief, that the great uca-

cause o

the laek ot attention to nm.c*, m ve-nenT,
cause of fa,lure in connection with the vertical system, and that the 
shonïd taira”' in the o, writing

be adopted^ "carted.™3' ^ GBAM' th“ report

use

Wednesday, a.m., April 8, 1896.

This paper evoked considerable discussion, particularly 
reference to the vertical system of writing.

Moved by Mr. Eldon, and seconded by Mr. Evans, that the 
President name a Committee to report on vertical writing. Messrs 
Dickinson, Morgan, Fletcher and Eldon 
this Committee.

with

were appointed to act on

A hearty vote of thanks tendered to Mr. Douglas.
Mr. W. Grant read a paper on “ Book-keeping.”
Several points relative to methods in Book-keeping were dis

cussed by members of the Association, after which Mr. Grant was 
accorded the thanks of the assembled teachers.

The meeting was then adjourned.

was

t24 MINUTES.
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Mr. W. H. Fletcher then read an interesting and instructive 
paper on “ Drawing-Illustrations," and was tendered the thanks of the 
meeting.

The following officers were elected by acclamation, for the ensuin» 
year :— ®

President..........
Vice-President...

...........W. H. Fletcher, Kingston.
.......... W. E. Evans, Galt.

Sec.-Treasurer.............. Wilbur Grant, Toronto.
Councillors: Miss C. J. McCutcheon, Strathroy ;

McLellan, Goderich ; A. J. Dickinson, London;
Whitby ; J. D. Conklin, Ottawa ; S. Huff, Meaford.

Moved by Mr. Scott, and seconded by Mr. Dickinson, that 
retiring President be the representative of the Commercial 
to the College and High Schools Association.

Miss K. 
A. G. Henderson,

the
Association

Carried.
Moved by Mr. Grant, and seconded by Mr. Huff, that the repre

sentative to the College and High Schools Association, be an ex-officio 
member of the Executive of the Commercial Association. Carried.

A hearty vote of thanks was then accorded to the retiring officers. 
The Association then adjourned until the next Annual Meeting.

MINUTES OF THE PUBLIC SCHOOL DEPARTMENT. 

Toronto, April 7th, 189G.

The Public School Department of the Ontario Educational Asso
ciation met at 9.15 a.m., in the Gymnasium of the Normal School.

Mr. D. Young, of Guelph, the President of the Department 
pied the chair. , occu-

Mr. W. E. Smith, Toronto, opened the proceedings with Script 
reading and prayer. r

The Minutes of the last

ure

meeting, having appeared in the printed 
Proceedings, were, on motion, confirmed without reading.

Mr. W. L. Mackenzie, Toronto, was appointed Minute Secretary • 
and Messrs. T. Porter, Toronto, and A. Weidenhammer, Waterloo 
were appointed Press Reporters.

Mr. W. H. Harlton, Secretary, presented an account for $6.2.‘ 
for printing, postage and express. On motion by Mr. W J Hendry

Toronto, seconded by Mr. H. Ward, Guelph, the account was ordered 
to be paid.
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26 MINUTES.

COMMUNICATIONS.

and(1) From D. W. Parsons, Delhi, Secretary, Norfolk Teachers’ 
Association, enclosing copies of resolutions to the Minister of 
tion.

dow;
Educa-

Assc(2) From Jno. R. Brown, Madoc, outlining resolutions re Inspec- 
Certificates and the management of High and Public Schools. 

w From W- F- Darroch, Harriston, Secretary of North 
Wellington Teachers’ Association, forwarding copies of resolutions to 
the Minister.

(4) From James H. Packham, Secretary of West Grey Teachers’ 
Association, containing copies of resolutions to the Minister.

(5) From Miss Lottie Tobey, Chatham, Secretary of West Kent 
Teachers’ Association, enclosing copies of resolutions to the Minister.

(6) From J. H. Dick, Fergus, Secretary of South Wellington and
City o- Guelph Teachers’ Association, with copies of resolutions to the 
Minister.

tors’
“ Thi 
shou

Natu
were
satisf

(7) From W. Irwin, Flèsherton, Secretary of South Grey 
Teachers Association, with copies of resolutions to the Minister.

(8) From Miss S. E. Drysdale, Secretary of Lanark Teachers’ 
Association, forwarding copies of resolutions to the Minister.

On motion, these communications

1
our 1

1
were referred to a Special Com

mittee on Resolutions to be named by the President, the Committee 
to contain one representative from each county sending resolutions.

On motion, by Messrs. McMillan and Weidenhammer, 
report of the Committee on Resolutions to the Minister 
and adopted as printed in the Minutes of 1895.

The Treasurer, Mr. J. A. Hill, Toronto, read his report, showing 
Receipts $32.85, Expenditures $6.25, Balance $26.60. On motion it 
was received and referred to the Auditors.

Mr. D. Young then delivered the President’s Address. On motion 
by Mr. A. A. Jordan, Meaford, seconded by Mr. D. W. Parsons, 
Delhi, Messrs. E. T. Young, Hamilton, A. McMillan and W. E. Smith, 
Toronto, were appointed a Committee to confer with the other Depart
ments, with a view to carrying out the suggestions of the President.

Miss A. A. Carey, Doncaster, read a paper on " Phonics,” which 
was discussed by Messrs. McMillan and Smith, Toronto.

Mr. Hugh Simpson, Orono, read a paper on “ How Teachers 
may Gain Influence Outside of School in Rural Sections.” Messrs J 
W. Henstridge, Portsmouth, A. H. Musgrove, Wingham, S. McAllister 
and Jno. Campbell, Toronto, took part in the discussion.
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receipts.
April 18, 1895—By Balance.........

“ Dues..............

disbursements.
April, 7, 1896—To Postage.........

“ Printing.........
" Express.........

Balance on hand $26 60

PUBLIC SCHOOL DEPARTMENT.

, Husband, Oakville, read a paper on “ Grouping Subjects
and Grading Certificates,” and gave notice of a motion on the lines laid 
down in his paper. Discussion was deferred.

Professor Baker, M.A., President of the Ontario 
Association, was introduced, and gave a brief address.
„ mi “r: H^GH SiMPSON- 0ron°. gave notice of the following motion :

should C the °P*ni0n of this Department no Teacher’s Certificate 
should be granted to any person until 21 years of age.”

The meeting adjourned.

27

Educational

Tuesday, April 7th.
The Department resumed its session at 2.00 p.m.
The Minutes of the morning session were read and adopted
ÎÎÜ w°aK=RK’ London'read aW*r on ‘Canadian Meteorology.”
Mb. W. A. Sherwood, A.R.C.A., Toronto, read a paper «Color in 

Nature and its Relation to the Schoolroom." Questions on the subject 
were asked by Messrs, tirant, Kirk, Hicks, Hill and Hendry, and 
satisfactorily answered by Mr. Sherwood.

Miss E. J. Preston, Ottawa, read 
our Population.”

Miss Agness Davidson, Crumlin, read a paper on “ The Position 
of Physiology and Temperance on the Public School Curriculum ”

po,ted prog°Z.,Uee 1PP°il“ed 10 °°n!erWith “‘he' Departments re-

The President appointed the Committee on Resolutions as follow, . 
j essrs. McMillan, McAllister, Wilkinson, Ward, Jordan, Parson 
Harper and Brown, and Misses Lottie Tobey, Chatham,
Chatham, and Jessie Davidson, Elora.

MR. H. Ward, Guelph, presented the Auditors’ Report, which 
on motion received and adopted, and is as follows •

were

paper on “ The Elements of

s, Irwin, 
M. Irving.
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28 MINUTES.

In pursuance of notice, Mr. Hugh Simpson moved, seconded by 
Mr. ( has. Keith, Bowmanville, that in the opinion of this Department 
no certificate should be given to any person under 21 years of age. 
After discussion by Messrs. Campbell, Jordan, McMaster, Parsons, 
Harlton, Kirk, McAllister and Hill, the motion was carried.

The following notice of motion was given by Mr. Jordan, Meaford :
That in the opinion of this Department it is a matter of regret that 

the Minister intends to abolish, after 1897, the granting of Non-pro
fessional Specialists Certificates to any but those obtaining the degree 
of B.A., and would respectfully ask the Minister to allow the exist
ing regulations to stand.”

The Department adjourned.

to C(
and
two

T. Y
and
NonWednesday, April 8th, 1896.

The Department met at 9 a.m.
Mr. Rout. McQueen, Kirkwall, opened the session with reading 

and prayer.
The Minutes of the preceding session were confirmed as read.
In pursuance of notice, Mr. Jordan moved, seconded by Mr. 

\\ eidenhammer, that in the opinion of this Department it is a matter 
of regret that the Minister intends to abolish, after 1897, the granting 
of Non-professional Specialists’ Certificates to »uy but those obtaining 
the degree of B.A., and would respectfully ask the Minister to allow 
the existing regulations to stand. Carried.

Mr. Jno. R. Brown, Madoc, read a paper on “ The Relation of 
School Work to the Occupations of the Public.”

Mr. W. Irwin, Flesherton, read a paper on “ National Patriotism.”
Mr. Andrew Weidenhammer, vWaterloo, read a paper on “ Music 

in the Public Schools,” and gave the following notice of motion : “ That 
in the opinion of this Department the Theory of Music and Sight 
Singing should form part of the instruction in Public and High 
Schools ; and that in order to secure capable teachers in these, all 
candidates for the teaching profession be required to pass as thorough 
an examination in Theory of Music and Sight Singing as in any other 
subjects on the curriculum.

The following gentlemen then delivered short addresses : Hon. 
Geo. W. Ross, LL.D., Minister of Education ; George R. Parkin, LL.D., 
Principal of Upper Canada College ; James A. McLellan, LL.D., Princi
pal of the School of Pedagogy ; Jcmes L. Hughes, Public School 
Inspector; Alexander Muir, B.A., Author of " The Maple Leaf.”

The session adjourned.
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The session resumed at 2 p.m.
The Minutes were confirmed as read.
The election of officers was deferred till after the Conference.
Mr. McMillan presented the report of the Committee appointed 

to confer with other Departments, which was receiv d and adopted, 
and is as follows : “ That in future there should lie mint sessions on
two out of three afternoons.”

Pursuant to< notice Mr. Weidenhammer, seconded by Mr. E. 
T. Young, Hamilton, moved his resolution re Music. Messrs. Gray 
and Hughes, of Toronto; McMaster, East Toronto; and Pemey, of 
Norwood, participated in the discussion. The motion was lost.

The Department entered into joint session with the Inspectors’, 
Trustees, Training and Kindergarten Departments, with Rev. Alex 

Jackson, Ph.D., of Galt, in the chair.
“Our Rural Schools—Their Status, How can they be improved ? ” 

was the subject of a paper by John Ball Dow, B.A., of Whitby. A 
discussion followed on “ Equipment,” by W. E. Tilley, M A of Bow- 
man ville ; “ Efficiency,” by Mr. D. W. Parsons, of Delhi ; and “ Transi
tion from Home to School," by Miss Agnes E. McKenzie, of London.

Mr. A. A. Jordan, of Meaford, read a paper on “ The Relative 
Rights of Principal, Parent, Trustees, and Inspector.” Discussion fol
lowed on “ Parents and Trustees,” by James H. Burritt, B.A.,of Pem
broke ; while “Principal and Inspector” was discussed by A B 
Davidson, B.A., of Newmarket.

Miss Georgina Loveck, Ottawa, read a paper on “ The Impor
tance ot Kindergarten Training to the Youth of Canada.” Mr. J. H.
Putman, Ottawa, discussed the subject in the relation of the Kinder
garten to the Child ; Mr. W. H. Ballard, M.A., of Hamilton, in relation 
to the School ; and the Chairman, in relation to the Nation.

Mr. W. E. Groves also discussed Mr. Jordan’ s paper.
The joint session closed, and the Department resumed.
Mr. Brown, Madoc, gave notice of motion re sending copies of the 

Minutes to the Teachers’ Institutes.
The election of officers was held, and resulted as follows •—

President...........
Vice-President..
Secretary..........
Director..............

...............W. E. Groves, Toronto.

.............. Miss A. S. Hendrie, Hamilton.

...............W. H. Harlton, Toronto.
.............. A. A. Jordan, Meaford.

I
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Wednesday, April 8th.
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Thursday, April 9.

The session opened at 9.00 
Mr. James Grant, Guelph, conducted devotional exercises.
A communication was read from the Toronto Teachers’ Associa

tion, conveying a resolution passed unanimously by that body to the 
effect that British History be eliminated from the Public Schools in
classes below the 5th book. Referred to the Committee on Resolu
tions.

a.m.

A motion by Mr. Groves to proceed with reports of Committees
was lost.

Mr. Jas. Grant, of Guelph, read a paper on “ Our Public School 
Curriculum.” Messrs. Ritchie, Musgrove, E. T. Young and others dis
cussed the paper.

Mr. J. Suddaby, of Berlin, read a paper on “ Mental Law Under
lying Attention.”

Mr. J. R. Ailsa Craig, read a paper on “ What to
Expect of Senior Pupils.”

Miss Jessie P. Semple, of Toronto, read a paper on “ The Educa
tional Value of Drawing.” On motion by Mr. Groves, the Committee 
on Drawing were allowed to present their report, that it might be dis
cussed with Miss Semple’s paper. Mr. Groves read the report of the 
Committee, and after a discussion by Messrs. Wilkinson, of Brantford, 
Knowles, of Hespeler, Linton, of Hamburg, Gray and Hicks, of Toronto,’ 
a motion was unanimously passed requesting the Minister to withdraw 
the present series of Public School Drawing Books, and to issue another, 
in which the practice of drawing as opposed to copying should prevail,’ 
said series to be accompanied by a “ Teacher’s Manual ” of minimum 
cost.

Mr. W. Hickson, of Bobcaygeon, read a paper on “ Offenders and 
their Punishment.”

Mr. Wm. Smith, of Peterborough, read a paper on “Progressive 
Steps in Arithmetic.”

Notices of motion were given by Mr. McAllister re the Educa
tional Council, and by Mr E. T. Young re the School of Pedagogy.

MINUTES.

Executive : A. H. Musgrove, Wingham ; E. T. Young, Hamilton ; 
W. Linton, Hamburg.

Treasurer........... ........................George M. Ritchie, Toronto.
Auditors: G. K. Pdwell, Toronto ; S. Y. Taylor, Paris.
The session adjourned.
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PUBLIC SCHOOL DEPARTMENT.

Pursuant to notice, Mr. Husband moved, seconded by Mr. 
Delgaty, of Centralia, that it would be in the interests of education 
if the standard for non-professional certificates were raised to GO per 
cent, on each subject, and 75 per cent, average ; that subjects should 
be grouped into Mathematics, Science, English, etc. ; and that when a 
candidate passes on any subject or group of subjects, he should not be 
required to do so again. Lost.

The session then adjourned.

31

l ton ;

Thursday, April 9.

The session resumed at 2.00 p.m.
The Minutes of the morning session were approved.
Moved by Mr. Chas. Keith, of Bowmanville, seconded by Mu. 

H. Simpson, of Urono, that Messrs. McMillan, Groves and McAllister 
be a Committee to select such papers as are to be printed in the 
Minutes and Proceedings. Carried.

On motion by Messrs. Brown and Jordan, it was decided to for
ward to the Teachers’ Institutes, for their approval, amendment or dis
approval, copies of all resolutions on legislation passed by this De
partment, with a request to report their action to the Secretary of this 
Department, the Minister of Education, and their Representative in 
the Legislature.

Moved by Mr. Musgrave, of Wingham, seconded by Mu. Scott, 
of Guelph, that while the recent amendments to the Public Schools 
Act require the teachers of Continuation Classes to hold First Class 
Certificates, this Department is pleased to have the assurance of the 
Minister that the interests of all teachers at present engaged in such 
work shall be properly safeguarded. Carried.

Moved by Mr. McAllister, seconded by Mr. Harlton, that 
while the Minister did not see fit to preserve in its original form the 
clause of the Bill for establishing an Educational Council, this De
partment accepts in good faith his assurance that the public school 
teachers of the province shall have fair representation on that Council 
and have greater influence thereby. Carried.

Messrs. Groves, Harlton, McAllister, McMillan and Brown 
appointed a Committee to present the resolutions of this Department 
to the Minister.

On motion by Messrs. E. T. Young and Weidenhammer, 
solution was passed expressing regret that the Education Department, 
in passing the regulation allowing graduates of the School of Pedagogy 
second class certificates without actual experience in public school
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32 MINUTES.

teaching, has not only opened another channel for the inexperienced to 
enter the profession, but has also expressed an opinion depreciating 
the value of actual experience in public school work.

Mil. McMillan presented the report of the Committee on Résolu- 
tions, which was received, and considered clause by clause ; and, after 
some slight amendments

Leav
have
havi:

adopted. The adopted report, together 
with the Minister’s reply to each clause, when presented by the 
Committee on Legislation, is as follows :—

was
Publ
Com

I. (Re Entrance Boards and Entrance Examination.)

(1) That Entrance Districts should coincide with Inspectoral 
Districts, with one Board of Examiners for each District.

The Minister, while offering no objection to the proposed change, 
regarded it as inexpedient to make any change in the newly consoli
dated law for a year or two.

(2) That the Board of Examiners for the Entrance and Public 
School Leaving Examinations should consist of the Public School 
Inspector, a Representative from the High School or Schools, appointed 
by the Minister of Education, and Public or Separate School Teachers, 
as the case may be, actually engaged as teachers in the Public or Separate
Schools, the appointment of these to rest with the Teachers’ Associa
tions.

the r

renev

has n 
taugl

traim 
in thiThe Minister’s reply was the same as to clause 1.

(3) That the teacher’s report of the pupil’s work for the term be 
considered by the Board of Examiners.

The Minister expressed approval.
(4) That Reading be not simultaneous with other subjects, and that 

due precautions for secrecy as to the matter to be read be taken.
The Minister strongly aproved, and gave the Committee to under

stand that he would have it carried out.
(5) That Canadian History be continued for the Entrance Examina

tion, with a brief outline of British History, as follows
I. The Origin of the English Nation.
II. Feudalism.
III. Constitutional Development, including (a) Magna Charta, 

(b) Institution of Parliaments, (c) Struggles between the Kings and 
Parliament, (d) Final Supremacy of the People.

IV. The Naval, Commercial and Colonial Supremacy of England.
V. The Development of the Literature.
The Minister did not commit himself to any opinion on the 

changes proposed, but implied that it was a difficult matter to deal with.
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33PUBLIC SCHOOL DEPARTMENT.

(6) That no literary selections be placed on the Public School 
Leaving Course not found on the Primary Course, and that pupils who 
have passed the Public School Leaving Examination be credited with 
having done the First Form work in the High School.

The Minister expressed approval, and explained that in future the 
Public School Leaving Course would be identical with the First Form 
Course of the High Schools.!

(7) That “ The Forsaken Merman ” should be discontinued from 
the memorization selections for the Entrance.

The Minister did not disapprove of the recommendation.

II. (Professional Examinations.)

(1) That Model School Certificates be interim for one year, and 
renewable for two years upon passing a further professional examination.

The Minister approved of the principle of the recommendation.
(2) That no candidate be admitted to the Normal School who 

has not been trained at a County Model School, and who has not 
taught one year.

The Minister said it was being carried out in practice.
(3) That graduates of the School of Pedagogy who have not been 

trained at a Model or Normal School, should not be permitted to teach 
in the Public Schools.

The Minister expressed approval.
(4) That the standards for Entrance, Public School Leaving, 

Primary and Junior Leaving Examinations continue to be 33 ^ per 
cent, on each subject, and 50 per cent, of the aggregate.

The Minister considered that the Curriculum having been ex
tended, the aggregate would be dispensed with.

(5) That the non-professional qualification for Inspectors remain 
as at present ; but that the professional qualifications consist of an ex
perience of at least ten years’ teaching, five of which shall have been 
spent in a Public School, so as cover the teaching of all the grades of 
Public School work.

The Minister appeared to favor present arrangements.
(6) That no Teacher’s Certificate be granted to any person who 

has not reached the age of 21 years.
The Minister did not concur in this recommendation.
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34 MINUTES.

The Minister thought the suggestion a good one, but indicated that 
the expense involved might present a difficulty in carrying it out.

(2) That the Honorable the Minister of Education consider the 
advisability of withdrawing the present series of Public School Draw
ing Books, and the preparation of a new series which shall consist 
largely of blank pages, with suggestions as to what figures are to be 
drawn, together with a few pages of illustrations in each book, all of 
which to be of the highest type of execution, as models for the pupils 
to see, not to copy ; that a “ Teacher’s Manual,” to accompany the 
series before mentioned, be also prepared, such Manual to contain a 
large number of examples with illustrations as to how to teach, and 
full explanations of the drawings contained in the Manual, keeping 
constantly in mind the fact that many teachers had entered upon the 
practice of their profession before the present proficiency in drawing 

exacted ; that in the preparation of the new series, the fact that 
the present series makes too great a demand upon the time of teacher 
and pupil be kept in view.

The Minister did not seem to think there was any immediate 
prospect of these recommendations being carried out.

On motion, the thanks of the Department were tendered to the re
tiring officers, the Minute Secretary and Press Reporters, and to all 
who had prepared and read papers for the Department, and a grant of 
nine dollars was made to the Secretary.

The meeting closed with the National Anthem.

was

MINUTES OF THE KINDERGARTEN DEPARTMENT.

Tuesday, April 7th.

Meeting opened at 9.30, Miss Bolton in the chair.
After reading of Minutes and roll of members was called, Mrs. 

Hughes read a communication from Mr. Blake, Editor of Kinder
garten Neive of Springfield, offering to speak upon the Inter
national Kindergarten Union, it was decided to ask him to speak 
Wednesday morning.

President’s address was an

on

explanation of the purpose of Syllabi, 
upon Truthfulness and Discipline. In connection reports were read from 
London, Ottawa, Hamilton and Toronto. A committee was appointed, 
composed of Miss Russell, Toronto, Miss Laidlaw, London, Miss Loveck, 
Ottawa, to condense the several reports.
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35KINDERGARTEN DEPARTMENT.

mt Mrs. Wylie was the bearer of greetings from Buffalo Kinder- 
gartners, who extended an earnest invitation to Ontario Kindergartners, 
to meet in Buffalo at the National Education Association.

The Ontario Kindergartners sent back greeting and thanks to 
their American sisters, with the assurance that all who were able would 
be there.

she
,w-
list
be
of The Trustees’ Department asked that three delegates from Kin

dergarten Department meet three from each of other Departments, with 
the object of bringing each into closer relation with the other. The 
following ladies were sent : Miss Mackenzie, London ; Miss Currie, 
Toronto ; Mrs. Shepherd, Guelph.

Mrs. Hughes invited the Kindergartners to meet at her house, on 
Thursday afternoon; meeting adjourned at 12, to meet in Training 
Department in afternoon.

>ils
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nd
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1er Wednesday, April 8th.

Report of Committee on 
connection with other Departments.

It was moved and seconded, that during two afternoons of the 
session, the Public School, Inspectors’, Training and Kindergarten De
partments unite in a common meeting to discuss subjects of interest to

After hearing Committee’s report, it was unanimously decided to 
agree to it.

The election of officers resulted as follows :—

Miss Bolton, Ottawa.
Miss Macintyre, Toronto.
Miss F. Bowditch, Hamilton.

Mr. Blake then spoke on benefit to be derived from joining the 
International Kindergarten Union. The subject was discussed, Mrs. 
Wylie of Buffalo and Mr. Jas. L. Hughes of Toronto, speaking in favor 
of it. A vote of thanks was tendered Mr. Blake.

An hour was then spent in games and songs.
Meeting adjourned at 12.30, to meet in Public Hall at 2 p.m.

Thursday, April 9th.

Miss L. P. Mackenzie, of Brantford, read a paper on Children’s 
Rights, which was discussed ; and then followed a discussion on the 
practical songs and games held on Wednesday.

Arrangement of Future Programmes, inite
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36 MINUTKS.

Mrs. Ada W. Hughes then gave an interesting talk upon Color 
Work, followed by brief addresses from Hon. G. W. Ross, Mr. McCabe 
of Ottawa, and Mr. Chown of Kingston, on the benefit of Kindergarten ‘ 
to the children.

mitte
l

Educ
Mrs. Shepherd, Guelph, opened a discussion upon Limitation of 

Assistants’ Certificates. It was moved by Mrs. Rose Cameron, 
seconded by Mrs. Ella Shepherd, that our Association recommend 
the limit of Assistants’ Certificate be three years, as in a third class

carried, and a committee, consisting of 
Mrs. Hughes, Mrs. Shepherd and Mrs. Cameron, was appointed to see 
the Minister of Education on the subject.

Moved by Mrs. Hughes, seconded by Mrs. Shepherd, that this 
Association do join the I. K. U. Carried.

It was decided that Mrs. Hughes represent the Ontario Kinder- 
gartners at St. Louis.

was i

•'

Psycl
Mast<certificate. The motion was

J

il 1
years

Miss Temple gave an instructive paper on Clay-Modelling 
Development through the thumb.

Meeting adjourned at 12.30.

a. Lo
b. Ps:

Thursday.

The condensed report on Truthfulness was brought in too late to 
be read before the Association, and that on Discipline was left over 
until next year. It was decided to print report on Truthfulness with 
the Minutes. c. Hh

d. Pei
MINUTES OF THE TRAINING DEPARTMENT.

Tuesday, April 7th, 1896.

The Training Department met in Principal Kirkland’s room at 
9.30 a.m., with Principal MacCabe in the chair.

The Committee on the “ Adjustment of Public and High School 
Subjects ” not being in a position to report, and explanation being given 
as to the futility of any report at the present time, was discharged.

Moved by Mr. Elliott, and seconded by Mr. Kirkland, that in 
order that those taking active part in the programme of next year may 
have ample time wherein to prepare their papers, a Committee be 
appointed for the purpose of selecting such subjects as will prove of 
interest to this Department, and that these subjects be apportioned 
either by this Committee or by the incoming Chairman and Director, 
among such memberp as are deemed suitable to prepare papers on the 
same. Carried.

a. Ps;

b. Etl
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TRAINING DEPARTMENT.

Moved by Mr. Rannie, seconded by Mr. Scott, that the Com- 
mittee consist of Messrs MacCabe, Kirkland and Elliott.

On explanation of Mr. Scott the report of the Committee 
Educational Values of Subjects was deferred.

The following report on a special course for Model School Masters 
was read by Principal Kirkland :

The Committee appointed to report on a “ Course of Reading in 
Psychology and the Science of Education suitable for Model School 
Masters,” beg to report—

I. That such a Course should include
(1) Logic, (2) Pure Psychology, (3) Ethics, (4) The History, 

Theory and Art of Education.
II. lhat the Course might be so divided as to be taken in three 

years, as follows :

37

on

1st Year.
a. Logic.................
b. Psychology ....(1) McLellan,

devons or Fowler. Reference, Minto, Davis.

(2) Kirkpatrick’s Inductive Psychology,
(3) Ladd’s Primer of Psychology,
(4) McLellan’s Psychology of Number.
t or Reference, Wundt, “ Human and Animal Psy

chology.”
c. History of Edu

cation .
d. Pedagogics

Quick s Educational Reformers.
(1) Payne, J., Lectures on the Science and Art of

Education.
(2) Spencer, Education.

Snd Year.

(1) Tracy, Child Study.-
(2) Perez, First Three Years of Childhood.
(3) Sully, The Human Mind.
(4) Dewey’s Psychology.
(5) James, Psychology—Chapters on Attention,

Habit, and Memory.
a. Theory (1) James Seth.

(2) Hislop, Elements of Ethics.
(3) Green, Book II., Prolegomena of

Ethics.
b. History. Sedgwick, Outlines.

Watson. Hedonistic Theories.

a. Psychology.

b. Ethics.
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H38 MINUTES.

c. History of Edu
cation ............ (1) Com pay re, History of Education.

(2) Laurie, Comenius.
d. Pedagogics.... (1) Rosenkranz, Philosophy of Education.

(2) Payne, W. H., Contributions to the Science of 
Education.

Coni

Claw

(3) Bain, Education as a Science. Psycl 
of Ni3rd Year.

i
a. Ethics (a) Social (1) Mill’s Utilitarianism. Pedaj

tion,
year.

mÊ
(2) Spencer’s Data of Ethics.
(3) D. Y. Ritchie’s Essays.
(4) Green’s Essays on Political Obligation.
(5) J. G. Hume, Value of Ethics, Socialism. 

Reference (b) Theoretical. Green, Prolegomena.
Sedgwick, Methods.

*

11b. Introduction to Princ
Philosophy .. (1) Descartes, Meditations and Methods.

(2) Spinoza by Caird.
(3) Leibnitz by Dewey.
(4) Morris on Kant.
(5) Watson on Comte, Mill and Spencer.

1
1
I

the Ci 
discha 
1896 : 
Hugh 
Murra

c. Pedagogics and 
History of Edu
cation

I

. (1) Mahaffy, Old Greek Education.
(2) G rote’s History of Greece, the time of Socrates, 

Plato and Aristotle.
(3) Thring, Theory of Teaching.
(4) Froebel, Education on Man.
(5) Com pay re, Lectures on Pedagogy.
(6) Lange, Apperception.

III. The Specialist Certificates, at present issued by the Education " 
Department, are only indirectly qualifications for certain educational 
positions ; your Committee, therefore, beg to recommend that 
Specialist Certificate be issued, having for its basis the foregoing 
Course, and only those holding this certificate shall be eligible for 
appointment as County Inspectors, Model School Inspectors, or for the 
position of Principal or Vice-Principal of a Normal School.

All of which is respectfully submitted.
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TRAINING DEPARTMENT. 39

After discussion, it was moved by Mr. Scott and seconded by Mr. 
Connoly, that the principle of the report be affirmed. Carried.

The report was then read clause by clause.
Moved by Mr. Kirkland, and seconded by Mr. Lough, that 

Clause I. be adopted. Carried.
Moved by Mr. Wilkinson, and seconded by Mr. Connolly, that 

Psychology of 1st year be as read, with the exception of " Psychology 
of Number.” Carried.

On motion, the “Psychology of Number” was placed among the 
Pedagogics. The other clauses were adopted as read, with one excep
tion, viz., that Green and Sedgwick on Ethics be omitted from 4th 
year.

e of v

yfi

ion. The meeting adjourned at 11.30 a.m.
sm.

Wednesday, April 8th, 189G.
The Training Department met in Principal Kirkland’s 

Principal MacCabe in the Chair.
The meeting was called to order at 9.15 
The Minutes of the previous meeting were read and confirmed 
It was moved by Mr. Scott, seconded by Mr. Alexander, that 

the Committee relating to “ The Educational Values of Subjects ” be 
discharged and the following substituted, to reportât the meeting in 
1896 —Principals MacCabe, Kirkland, McLellan.and Messrs. Glashan 
Hughes, Ballard, Alexander, Elliott, Rowe, Lennox, Houston, Sinclair’ 
Murray, McIntosh, Tilly and Scott. Carried.

It was moved by Mr. Kirkland, and seconded by Mr. Lough, that 
Committee consisting of Messrs. Earlier and Suddaby be appointed 

for the purpose of laying before the Minister of Education the report 
of the Committee on a Specialist Course in Psychology, Ethics and

room, with

a.m.

tes,
a

Pedagogics. Carried.
It was moved by Mr. Scott, seconded by Mr. Sinclair, that the 

papers of Mr. Hughes and Dr. Tracy, read before the Child 
section, be published in the Proceedings. Carried.

It was

ion Study
nal

moved by the Secretary, and seconded by Mr. Brick, 
Perney and Allen be appointed to report the proceeding 

of the present Convention to the daily papers. Carried.
It was moved by Mr. Barber, seconded by Mr. Suddaby, that 

election of officers be held to-morrow, Thursday.
It was

ew
that Messrs.ing

for
ihe

», „ m0Ved in amendmenfc by Mr. Sinclair, and seconded by 
Mr. Murray, that the election of officers be proceeded with at 11,45 
to-day. The amendment was carried.

»



That the Subjects of the Curriculum be—
1. The Science of Education, including (a) Psychology, (b) Logic,

(c) Ethics.
2. The Art School

Organization and School Law, (c) School Management, (<£) Practice 

in Teaching.
3. History of Education.
4. Physiology and Hygiene.
5. Elocution.
6. Orthoepy and the uses of words and phrases. _ .
7. Such review of subjects of non-professional course as is found

necessary.
The Books recommended by Committee : 

Psychology 1. Kirkpatrick’s Inductive Psychology.
2. McLellan’s Applied Psychology.
devons.Logic.........................

School Organization
and Management..!. White.

2. (Reference) Baldwin.
History of Educa

tion.........................
Physiology and Hy

giene......................

Orthoepy and Study 
of words and 
phrases.................

Quick (in part).

1. Public School Physiology and Temperance.
2. (Reference) Huxley’s Physiology.

1. Ayer’s Orthoepist.
2. Ayer’s Verbalist.

Extract from Report.

MINUTES.

A paper on “ Practical Teaching in Training Schools ” was then 
read by Mr. McIntosh, of the Provincial Model School.

After discussion of the paper, it was moved by Mr. Connolly, 
and seconded by Mr. Scott, that the Executive Committee of the 
Association be requested to have the paper incorporated in the Pro
ceedings of this Convention. Carried.

The report of the Committee on 
read by the Secretary.

On motion of Mr. Sinclair, the report 
of its contents being deferred.

40
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*r 41TRAINING DEPARTMENT.

It was moved by Mr. Scott, and seconded by Mr. Elliott, that 
in case time does not permit of Mr. Sinclair’s paper on “ Fatigue ’’ being 
read at the meeting, and in view of the fact that members of the De
partment will have an opportunity of hearing it at the Child Study 
Section, the Printing Committee be requested to publish the paper in 
the Proceedings. Carried.

On motion, the meeting adjourned at 10.45 a.m., in order that the 
members of the Training Department might have an opportunity of 
hearing Inspector Seath’s paper on “ Reading,” to be given before the 
Inspectors’ Department.

was then 1
I

Connolly, 
bee of the 
i the Pro-

Ji

was then

discussion

Thursday, April 9th.

The Training Department met in Principal Kirkland’s room at 
9 a.m., with Principal MacCabe in the chair.

It was moved by Mr. Kirkland, and seconded by Mr. Scott, 
that the Secretary prepare a report of the proceedings for the daily 
papers. Carried.

The election of officers was then proceeded with, the result being 
as follows :—

(b) Logic,

(b) School 
1) Practice

Chairman...................W. H. Elliott, B.A., Hamilton.
W. Wilson, Esq., Toronto Junction.
W. Scott, B.A., Toronto.

The following resolution was then moved by Mr. A. A. Jordan, 
seconded by Mr. Wark, and carried :—

“ That this Department learns with regret that it is the intention 
of the Minister of Education to abolish, after 1897, the granting of 
Non-Professional Specialists’ certificates to any but those obtaining the 
degree of B.A., and respectfully ask the Minister to allow the existing 
regulations to stand, and that a copy of this resolution be forwarded 
to the Minister.”

Owing to previous arrangement, a joint meeting of the Inspectors’ 
and the Training Departments was now held, with Inspector Summerby 
as chairman.

The question of the “ Proposed Changes in the Professional Train
ing of Teachers” was introduced by Mr. J. Rannie, of Newmarket, 
and ably discussed by many of the members. As a result, the follow
ing resolution was 
opinion of the Training and Inspectors’ Department, the Regulations 
of the Education Department making the standard for passing the 
Model School Examination uniform, was, under the circumstances, con-

Secretary 
Director.

as is found

perance.

moved by Inspector Thom, and carried :—“ In the

4
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minutes.

«*£££*■ drti0n; kUt the ^ ». that the 

and more populous counties • the î'00 great 1,1 the wealthier
the foiled pelnCbe ;tered 't; ^ ***”

err-*->4 >*« srd ciass
paper, 50 per cent, on the practical teaching, and 60
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\
per cent, on each 
per cent, on the

forms,
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takingWeenOT,'^1ST T ** ^idatepractical teach^ LdttweeCo SUb>Ct' 5°^ «*■ «

tw„ dc»:: and ,s"ot th°Minister of Education. ^ ^ resoluhon before the

introducedCmigB„?sd ” was the"

the appointed meribm tf'ttoEntr ^ Mp and carried. " that
^ hoiding tTcL^r^tr Sh°U,d ^

teaching Fourth or Fifth Book Classes ”*
t m A Pa?T 0n the “ Teacher and his Work ”
J. Mills, B.A., of North Bay.

The meeting adjourned at 12.15.
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MINUTES OF THE INSPECTORS DEPARTMENT.

Tuesday, April 7th 1896.
The Inspectors’ Department 

the Library, by the President, 
Deacon

Tiwas called to order at 10.15 
Mr. W. J. Summerby. 
prayer.

as printed were adopted.

stating that an arbitral wouTd^reTnt hi" hlin InSpeclor MorSM 
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inspectors’ department.

The Secretary having stated that his predecessor reported that 
he had no minute book, on motion of Mr. Platt, the Secretary 
authorized to purchase a minute book.

Messrs, Michell and Tilley referred briefly to blank school

43
is, that the 
ie wealthier 
it in future 
.1 3rd Class 
:nt. on each 
:ent. on the

was

forms.
On motion of Mr. Moses, seconded by Mr. Deacon, Messrs 

Michell, Tom and Robb were appointed a Committee on Resolu
tions.i candidate 

er cent, on 
;otal, as the

Mr. T. A. Craig was then introduced, and read a paper on 
“Improvements in our Public School System.” Messrs. Dr. Tilley, 
G. D. Platt, C. A. Barnes, Dr. Kelly, J. H. Knight, J. S. Deacon! 
C. Moses, and W. Mackintosh discussed the paper, after which Mr. 
Craig made a few closing remarks.

Mr. Michell

tries of the 
before the m

then introduced, and addressed the Department 
on “ The Necessity for Increased Inspection of Model Schools by 
Public School Inspectors.”

After some discussion of the subject by Mr. Deacon, Dr. Kelly and 
Mr. G. D. Platt, Mr. D. Fotheringham introduced a deputation from 
the Public School Teachers’ Department.

Mr. A. McMillan, on behalf of the deputation, spoke with refer
ence to a closer union between the Public School Inspectors’, Public 
School Teachers’, Training and Kindergarten Departments. He sug
gested the formation of a joint committee from the Departments named. 
After Messrs. Knight, Mackintosh, J. Coyle Brown, Tom, and Mr. 
Young, Public School Teacher, Hamilton, had spoken favorably of the 
proposal, Mr. Fotheringham moved, seconded by Mr. Michell, that 
the Chairman appoint a committee of three to consult with similar 
committees from the other Departments to accomplish the 
sought. Carried.

The Chairman named Messrs. W. Mackintosh, C A Barnes 
A. Wherry as the committee.

Mr Moses, seconded by Mr. J. Coyle Brown, moved that the 
rovincial Model School Inspector be requested to notify the Public 

School Inspector of the date of his visit to the County Model School
After discussion by Messrs. Platt, Knight, Tom, Moses and Michell 

Mr. A. Brown moved, seconded by Mr. Knight, that the resolution 
moved by Mr. Moses lie on the table until Mr. J. J. Tilley, Model
School Inspector, has an opportunity to give his views re the* résolu- 
tion.

R
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id Press m DAfter, fUrth6r discusaion by Messrs. Mackintosh, Wherry and 

McBnen, Mr. Brown’s resolution was carried.
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44 MINUTES.

T il MRt fLArTTv m°Ved’ seconded by Mr- Michell, that Messrs. Dr 
lilley John Johnston and McBrien be a committee to draft a suitable 
resolution,re the death of Inspector Scarlett. Carried.

Meeting then adjourned until 2 p.m.
« Whti S® a]f*e™oon.seasion Mr. Clendening introduced the subject 

What Should Constitute an Inspector’s Visit to a School ? "
He was followed by Mr. G. D. Platt 

a Public School Inspector.”
A profitable discussion of both papers was then participated in by 

Donley ’ 8ht’ TOm• R°bb' N'W' CamPbel1' D^messand

Mr. John Seath, Inspector of High Schools, was then introduced 
and read a paper on “ How to Improve Reading in the Public Schools."
Wh„ mV d™u8=ion b7 M=®rs. Dr. Tilley, Platt, Dearness, 
Wherry, McBnen, Dr. Kelly and Knight, a vote of thanks to Mr. 
beath tor his instructive and interesting 
of Messrs. Mackintosh and McBrien.

Mr. Seath replied, explaining that illness had prevented 
ough a preparation as he had intended.

Mr. Mackintosh moved the adjournment.

Wednesday, April 8th, 1896.

The Convention assembled at 9 
The Minutes of the first day were read and adopted.
Mr. Mackintosh presented the following report on behalf of the

Publ^School'vvork.ed t0C°nfer With the other Departments concerning

“The committee appointed to confer with similar committees 
appointed by the different sections representing the Public School 
elements of the Association begs to report that, at a joint meeting of 
these committees, it was unanimously resolved to recommend that the
r\Tn0^S °f Wednesday and Thursday during the Annual Convention 

ol the Educational Association be devoted, so far as the Public School 
eachers , Kindergarten, Training and Public School Inspectors’ Depart

ments are concerned, to union meetings of these Departments.”
On mot on of Mr. Mackintosh, the report was adopted.
Mr. J. J. Tilley. Inspector of Model Schools, then addressed the 

meeting re the request that he should notify the Public School Inspectors 
of his visit to the County Model Schools. He advanced 
dozen good reasons against complying with the request.
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After discussion by Messrs. A. Brown, Knight, Platt and Dear
ness, Mr. C. Moses, with the consent of Mr. J. Coyle Brown, asked 
permission to withdraw his resolution, which was granted.

Mr. McBrien then moved, seconded by Mr. Reazin, that a vote 
of thanks be tendered to Mr. J. J. Tilley for his clear and satisfactory 
explanation. Carried.

Mr. Reazin then read his paper on “ A Lesson from the Model 
School Examinations.”

After discussion by Messrs. Tom, Mackintosh, McBrien, Day, 
Brebner and Alexander, Mr. Dearness moved, seconded by Mr. 
Reazin, that, in the opinion of this Department, the regulations 
erning the Model School Examinations in 1893 and previous 
should be restored. Carried.

Mr. A. Brown then

3 subject

)uties of

3d in by 
ness and I

1

reduced 
ichools.” 
earness, 
to Mr. 
motion

gov- 
years

gave an address on “ An Inspector’s Cate-

Messrs. Deacon, Mackintosh, Michell, Dearness, N. W. Campbell, 
McBrien, Dr. Tilley, Knight and Colles spoke briefly on the thorough 
work that would follow the observance of such a catechism as Mr. 
Brown outlined.

The next order of business was the election of officers, which 
resulted as follows :—

chism.”

is thor-

President 
Secretary 
Director .

Mr. J. S. Deacon. 
Mr. W. F. Chapman. 
Mr. C. Moses.

The report of the committee re the death of Inspector Scarlett 
then received, and is as follows

L
1
HU

of the 
îerning was

J• XJ

Resolved, That this Department of the Ontario Educational Asso
ciation hereby records its sorrow on account of the sudden death of 
Edward Scarlett, late Inspector of Schools for the County of Northum
berland—a position which he filled with so much credit to himself and 
acceptance to the people of that county for nearly half a century—and 
desires to convey to his sons and daughters the assurance of our deep 
sympathy with them in their sad bereavement. Our prayer is that 
the grace which sustained the father in his hours of sore bereavement 
alter the death of his beloved wife, their mother, may bring consolation 
and hope to the children in this their time of
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(Signed) W. E. Tilley, 
John Johnston. 
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46 MINUTES.

Messrs. J. Coyle Brown, Mackintosh, McKee, and Dr. Tilley bore 
testimony to the worth and nobility of character of the late Mr. 
Scarlett.

I

Depa
Moved by Dr. Tilley, seconded by Mr. Knight, that the report 

be adopted, and a copy sent to the eldest member of the family of the 
deceased. Carried.

<
]

the F
Mr. O’Dell, successor to the late Mr. Scarlett, and Mr. Prendergast, 

the newly-appointed Inspector of Separate Schools, were then intro
duced by Dr. Tilley and Mr. Chapman respectively, and briefly 
responded.

On motion of Mr. Michell, the committee to consider blank school

1
Tom

Regu 
passii 
stanc 
that 1 
wealt 
futur

forms, appointed at the last meeting, was re-appointed ; said committee 
consists of Messrs. Dr. Tilley, Summerby, Mackintosh, Dearness and 
Carlyle.

The meeting then adjourned till 2 p.m.

At 2 p.m., a joint meeting of Public School Teachers’, Trustees’, 
Kindergarten, and Inspectors’ Departments was held in the Gymnasium.

On motion of Mr. Young, Chairman of the Public School Teachers’ 
Department, Dr. Jackson, Chairman of the Trustees’ Department, was 
appointed Chairman.

He immediately called on Mr. John Ball Dow, B.A., to introduce 
the subject “ Our Rural Schools—Their Status—How Can They Be 
Improved ? ”

The subject was discussed by :—
Dr. Tilley, on “ Equipment.”
Mr. Parsons, on “ Efficiency.”
Miss McKenzie, on “ Transition from Home to School.”

The next subject, “The Relative Rights of Parents, Principal, 
Inspector and Trustees in the Classification and Management of the 
School,” was then introduced by Mr. Jordan,

The subject was discussed by Mr. Burrows, who considered the 
Rights of Parents and Trustees; Mr. Davidson, of Principal ai.d 
Inspector ; and Mr. Groves, of Principal.

Miss Georgina Lovick then read a paper on “ The Importance to 
the Youth of Canada of Kindergarten Training.”

The subject was discussed by :—
Mr. Putnam, on its importance to the Child.
Inspector Ballard, on its importance to the School.
Dr. Jackson, on its importance to the Nation.

The joint meeting then adjourned.
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inspectors’ department.

Thursday, April 9th, 1896.
A union meeting of Training and Public School Inspectors’ 

Departments was held in Mr. Kirkland’s
On motion of Dr. McCabe, Inspector Summkrby took the Chair.
Mr. Rannie introduced the first subject, “ Proposed Changes in 

the Professional Training of Teachers.”
After discussion by Inspectors Knight, Reazin and Alexander, Mr. 

Tom moved, seconded by Mr. Michell, that
“ In the opinion of the Training and Inspectors’ Departments, the 

Regulations of the Education Department making the standard for 
passing the Model School Examination uniform was, under the circum
stances, considered a change in the right direction, but the result is 
that the supply of Third Class Teachers is becoming too great in the 
wealthier and more populous counties ; therefore, it is resolved that in 
future the following percentages be required :—

“ («) For Professional Third Class Certificates, each candidate be 
required to take forty per cent, on each paper, fifty per cent, 

the practical teaching, and sixty per cent, on the total.
“ (6) That County Certificates may be granted to each candidate 

taking between thirty-three and one-third per cent, and 
forty per cent, on each subject, fifty per cent, on the prac
tical teaching, and between fifty per cent, and sixty per 
cent, on the total, as the County Board considers expedient.” 
Carried.

On motion of Mr. Mackintosh, the Chairmen and Secretaries of 
the two Departments were appointed a committee to lay the resolution 
before the Minister of Education.

Mr. J. J. Craig then briefly introduced the subject “ The Appointed 
Members of the Examining Board for the High School Entrance 
Examination should be Public School Teachers engaged in eilher 
Fourth or Fifth Form work.”

After discussion by Messrs. A. Brown, Rannie, N. W. Campbell, 
Tom and Mackintosh, it was moved by Mr. Rannie, seconded by Mr. 
Tom, that the appointed members of the Entrance Examining Board 
should be teachers holding not lower than Second Class Certificates 
engaged in Fourth or Fifth Book Classes. Carried.

Mr. Mill then read his paper on “ The Teacher and His Work.”
Dr. Ross, being present, was requested to address the meeting, 

which he did to the profit and delight of all, referring chiefly to recent 
legislation.

The meeting then adjourned.
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48 MINUTES.

The Inspectors’ Department re-assembled at 2 p.m.
Minutes were taken as read.
Moved by Mr. Michell, seconded by Mr. Deacon, that this 

Department requests the Minister of Education to authorize a suitable 
spelling book (including the leading prefixes, affixes and roots of 
language) for use in the Public Schools. Carried.

Mr. D. McCaig read a paper on “ Persistent Truancy.”
The subject was discussed by Messrs. Chapman, J. J. Craig, Breb- 
Dearness, Reazin, Knight, Michell and Fotheringh 
Moved by Mr. Deacon, seconded by Mr. Tom, that a committee 

consisting of Messrs. Fotheringham, J. J. Craig and Brebner be 
appointed to consider needed reforms in the Truancy Act. Carried.

Moved by Inspector Cami bell, seconded by Mr. Michell, that 
this Department learns with regret that it is the intention of the Min
ister of Education to abolish the granting of Non-Professional Special
ists Certificates after 1897 to any but those obtaining the degree of 
B A., and we would respectfully ask the Minister to allow the existing 
Regulations to stand, and that the Secretary forward a copy of this 
resolution at once to the Minister of Education. Carried.

Moved by Mr. Morgan, seconded by Mr. Reazin, that Mr. J. 
Coyle Brown be given ten minutes to discuss “ Reading, and How to 
Teach It.” Carried.

After Mr. Brown had spoken ten minutes, Rev. Mr. Colles was 
introduced, and discussed the subject, “ Conditions on which Orders for 
Legislative Grants should be Issued to Rural School Sections, Election 
of Two Trustees Annually in Rural Sections, and Other Points in Our 
School Law.”

our

ner, am.

After Messrs. Reazin and A. Browrn had briefly discussed 
points in Rev. Mr. Colles’paper, Mr. Fotheringham presented the 
following report of the Committee re Truancy :

Moved by D. Fotheringham, seconded by J. Brebner, that in 
the judgment of this section of the Ontario Educational Association, 
the time nas come when

some

should be taken to insure thorough 
sanitary inspection of all school premises at frequent intervals, and 
also the carrying into effect of the Truancy Act; and as the enforcement 
of these laws by local officers has generally failed, it is our opinion that 
the duties of sanitary inspector and truancy officer might wisely be 
combined in one properly qualified person for each inspectorate, said 
officer to be appointed by the County Council, and to be accountable 
in sanitary matters to the Provincial Board of Health, and in truancy 
matters to the County Council or other body able to see that these are 
also thoroughly done.
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Further it is suggested that each municipality should be required 
to contribute towards the salary of such an officer an amount equal to 
the average amount now paid to such local offiicers ; that the County 
Council shall pay an amount equal to all paid by the subordinate 
municipalities ; that this officer share in the fines made under his 
efforts, and shall not be dismissed without the approval of the Provin
cial Board of Health.

Mr. Fotheringham, seconded by Mr. Brebner, moved the re
ception and adoption of the report.

Mr. Mackintosh, seconded by Mr. Robb, moved that the report 
be referred back to the Committee, to leave out the part referring to 
truancy. Lost.

The report was adopted.
Dr. Tilley reported on behalf of the Committee on School Forms 

that the forms are printed for another year, but that there is a good 
hope that after that the changes suggested last year will be made.

Dr. Tilley moved, seconded by Mr. Mackintosh, that the Com
mittee on Forms be continued to considered the new regulations.

After further discussion of Rev. Mr. Colles’ paper, by Messrs. J. 
Coyle Brown and Mackintosh, Mr. Colles moved, seconded by Mr. 
Reazin, that in the opinion of this section, Rural School Boards should 
be constituted to consist of six trustees instead of three, and that two 
trustees should be elected annually in each rural section, and that one 
of the said trustees be chosen from those having children attending 
the school in his section.

Moved in amendment by Mr. J. J. Craig, seconded by Mr. Mac
kintosh, that Messrs. Colles, Reazin, and Brebner be a Committee to 
confer with the Public School Trustees’ Department re Election of 
Rural School Trustees. Carried.

Moved by Mr. J. S. Deacon, seconded by Mr. W. F. Chapman 
that the Executive Committee of the Ontario Educational Associa
tion is hereby requested to publish in the Minutes at least an
epitome of all the papers and addresses given before this Department. 
Carried.
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nRev. Mr. Colles moved, seconded by Mr. J. J. Craig, that 
teachers in rural sections may procure pens, pencils, and paper for 
their pupils and supply them at net cost, reporting to the trustees at
the end of each term, amounts received and expended for the same 
Carried.
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Mr. Wm. Mackintosh.88* Department Mourned on motion of
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Wednesday, April 8th, 1896.

The Tenth Annual Convention of the Public and High School 
Trustees of Ontario began in the Examiners’ Room, Education Depart
ment, at 9.30 a.m.

After the registration of delegates, the President, Rev. A. Jack- 
son, M.A., Ph.D., Galt, began the proceedings of the session by taking 
the chair, and calling upon the Rev. Dr. Hay, of Cobourg, to begin 
the convention with prayer.

The Minutes of the Proceedings of this Department in convention 
in April, 1895, as printed in pamphlets and distributed throughout 
the Province, were taken as read, and upon motion were confirmed. 

The Secretary-Treasurer reported as follows :
“ The copy of the Minutes of Proceedings of the ‘ 1895 ' Annual 

Meeting of this Departn mt was made ready for the printers and sent 
to the Secretary of the Ontario Educational Association before the 
middle of May, 1895 ; the printed proof was corrected and returned,
July 22nd; the printed pamphlets (850 copies) were received Novem
ber 25th.
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“ EarJy in October a circular was prepared and sent to the mem
bers of this Department, asking for suggestions of topics for the Pro
gramme of 1896.

“The President, Director and Secretary of this Department 
met in Toronto, November 22nd, 1895, and drafted the Programme for 
vhis meeting. A printed proof of the Programme was corrected and
returned to the Secretary of the Ontario Educational Association 
early in February, 1896.

“In the last days of February and first of March, 1896, copies of 
th> Proceedings, 1895, together with 800 Programmes for 1896-the 
latter as to date, corrected with a pen—and a circular calling attention 
to the aims and advantages of this Association, were sent to the Chair
men, and also to the Secretaries of all the Boards of Education,Collegiate 
Institute Boards, and High School Boards, and of the Public School 
Boards in all the cities and towns, and in many of the incorporated 
villages of Ontario. Also, copies were sent to all the members of this 
Department in 1895. And, about the middle of March, to the editors 
ot 12o newspapers published in Ontario.

“ The bills payable and accounts of this Department are all settled 
leaving a balance of 818.30 in the treasury.
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George Anson Aylesworth,
“ Sec.-Treas. Trustees' Department, O.E.A.

"Newburgh, April 1st, 1896.”
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On motion of Messrs Godfrey 
Secretary-Treasurer 
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of the entailing, during the greater part of the school year, the miseries 

of chronic cold feet upon the pupils, especially detrimental to the health 
or the girls. He regarded basement heating apparatus as essential. 
Another thing frequently noticeable was the lack of beauty in and 
about country school-houses. A good dictionary and an encyclopaedia 
ought to be kept in every public school. He suggested that* as in the 
High Schools, a part of the public grant should be distributed accord
ing to equipment, instead of all upon a basis of attendance

Mr. D. W. Parsons, Delhi, spoke briefly of the “Efficiency of 
Rural Schools.” He stated that only about two per cent, of Public 
School pupils ever try the High School Entrance Examination. As 

tnere is nothing too good for our Canadian boys and girls,” he thought 
there ought to be a higher grade of work in all our Public Schools 
‘ What is needed is some sort of fanning-mill to sift the grain of real- 
teachers from the bushels of chaff-teachers. There ought to be raised 
higher obstacles to the entrance of the profession o teach g ”

Miss Agnes McKenzie. London, in speaking of the Transition 
from Home to School," declared that as to both equipment and teachers, 

the best is the cheapest in the long run.”
The next subject, “The Relative Rights of Parents, Principal In

spector and 1 rustees in the Classification and Management of the School ” 
was introduced by Mr. Jordan, of Meaford, acting upon short notice 

substitute for Mr. E. H. Carpenter, of Windsor. . Mr. Jordan had 
had small time for preparation. He thought it would be well to allow 
principals of Public Schools to be members, without vote, of the Educa
tional Committees of School Boards. He would have the teacher and 
the parents discuss together, after school hours, troubles that might arise
about pupils misconduct, the School Board itself to be the last resort 
—a sort of Privy Council.

Mr. James H. Bvrïutt, B.A., Pembroke, of the Trustees' Depart
ment, before reading a paper he had prepared, said he could scarcely 
agree with Mr .Iordan s plan of settling cases of pupils' misconduct 
Every Schoo Boari should have a Standing Committee on Discipline. 
Ihat Committee should hear the teacher first, and in private. If not 
able then to settle the trouble, they should next hear the parents and 
perhaps the pupil In the majority of cases the Committee could settle 
t e whole difficulty without even reporting to the whole Board Mr 
Burritt then read his paper on “ Parent and Trustee.”
. . fp A- Bl 1DaVI]DSt0Ni B A > Newmarket, dealt next with the sub- 
ject Principal and Inspector." He said the inspector visits the 
school, first, to report to the trustees the condition of the school ;
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second,

and to take advice. The inspector ought not o hurry, but to be«re."sra T™~:‘ :ssrn£should do all the classification and promotion. Parents interfere some
times from sympathy ; they think their chil will be " discouraged " 
if not promoted, but the child will be much orse discouraged if put 
on too last ; sometimes parents interfere from vanity-they want their 
child to keep up with a neighbor’s child.
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even 
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the Youth f n bje?’ „ The Imp°rtance of Kindergarten Training to 
the Youth of Canada, was introduced by Miss Georgina Lo4k

Ottawa. She said that “Education is to know-use-govern every’
power. It is acquired by practice, ie., self-activity. The old East
Drav!r’’PrThe Sayh “ ?/,StrUgg.le and b7 labor we gain answer of 
prayer The aim should be to give the child something to do. It is
theSyivu> 8 that,thei8iavaf be£ins t0 worship, to instruct, and to write ; 

e child s mind is like that of the savage. The kindergarten draws
out and leads on the child’s powers through symbols. " How we teach 
is of much more importance than what we teach.” “ Only through 
work can man conquer himself.” Californian statistics show thlt 
among 14,000 people that had received kindergarten schooling only
became a criminal “ In influence and power over the child love is 
infinitely greater than anger.”
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At 4 p.m. the Trustees’ Department resumed 
the Examiners’ Room. separate session in

TMr. J. E. Farewell, LL.B., etc., in the Chair

the of tNH"„„Srjecb ™

It was held that the results of this Association’s action in 
sufficed for the present as far as High Schools 

The Association
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are concerned.
School, the debate glSytldentgl ^c^tiuTemb^ 

the subject of the Fifth Form in Public Schools. Col. Cubitt of Bow 
manville thought there must be at least two teachers in any Public 
School where the Fifth Form was taught. Mr. Lemaire, Weston, said 
that where there were four teachers it was yet difficult Mr Ohm™
to* Whitby, said that by a judicious arrangement of the tL^ble
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and a proper grouping of subjects the Fifth Form work can be taught 
in rural Public Schools having but one teacher. Mr. John A. 

Leitch, Biantford, said that the education imparted in our Public 
Schools must be kept as complete as possible. He thought that our rural 
Public Schools of thirty years ago were better than those of to-day. 
Mr. Geo. J. Fraser, Woodstock, said “the Public School is the poor 
man’s college.” When some of the delegates spoke of the insufficiency 
of the Public School education which left off at the end of the Fourth 
Form, Mr. J. Anderson, Arthur, said “ I know a fellow that never got 
beyond the First Book, and he can add up interest on a mortgage so 
high that nobody can pay it ! He doesn’t even omit Sundays.” ° Mr. 
G. Y. Godfrey, Meaford, was of the opinion that no “home-work” 
ought ever to be given to the pupil before at least the Third Form was 
reached. Col. Deacon, Lindsay. Mr. McGibbon, St. Catharines, Mr. 
Werner, Elmira, Dr. Brown, Dunnville, and Major Mason, Hamilton, 
continued the discussion.

Rev. Dr. Jackson entered the room and resumed the Chair.
It was moved by Mr. J. E. Farewell, Q.C., etc., Whitby, and 

Col. Cubitt, Bowmanville, “ That in the opinion of this Association 
every Collegiate Institute and High School receiving County grants 
should be required to teach without charge the subjects of the ‘ Fifth 
Form ’ to pupils residing in the County.”

Mr. J. Ball Dow, B.A., Whitby, pointed out that this resolution 
seemed to conflict somewhat with former resolutions adopted by this 
Association, as touching the teaching of the Fifth Form in Public Schools.

The motion was lost, and the session adjourned.
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Thursday, 9th April, 1896.ion in
!

The Convention resumed at 9.30 a.m., the President in the chair. 
Mr. Jas. H. Burritt, B.A., presented the Auditors’ report.

We hereby certify that we have examined the accounts of the 
Treasurer of the Trustees’ Department, O. E. A., and the vouchers 
submitted therewith, and that we have found the same correct.”

Jas. H. Burritt.
Geo. Y. Chown.

cts on

1894

(Signed)
'ublic 
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ublic 
, said 
tMis- 
table

Toronto, 8th April, 1896.
On motion of Messrs. Burritt and Chown, the report of the 

Auditors was received and adopted.
Moved by Mr. Burritt, seconded by Mr. Geo. J. Fraser, and 

resolved unanimously, “ That this Trustees’ Association respectfully ask 
the Hon. the Minister of Education to allow this Department to recom-
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mend two names to His Honor
ment u ex«mi„ere under section 5 Li®"tc“u>t^»''e™or for appoint- 
vising Uws respecting ^eEducation*1 ^

The follow,ng were elected officers for 1896-7 - ‘ ,-
Presnfenf-Jas. H. Burritt. B.A., etc., Pembroke
S T*”'-001 J“- Deacon, Lindsay
Becomf Vice-President—S. W. Brown I no n 
Secretary-Treasurer Gpn An . , ’ " •* Dunnville.

ton County °“'Anson ^worth, Newburgh, Adding-

Messrs. Anderson" Arth^^ElHo^ IT ^ I*6 Ex®CUt've Committee :
Kioto, St. Catharines; Leitoh BrlfLDg u; T’ W°°dstek > 
Ottawa; McNeillie, Lindsay; and Werner’EbLTr' ^ May

Executive Committeeeinclu'rUslame<ffi0^eerS &nd ekcted -embers, the 
<3 0., LL.B., .rwttb^ ro J- E Farewel1'
ham (1889); Rev. J. Somerville DDH0^°n°« A' Bel1' Ch»t-
MacCraken, B.A., Ottawa flSOl'l p" °"e" Sound 0890); John I. 
bourne (1892) ; S. S Lazier 0 C r.T r"' ?' ^ McRot>bie, Sc.D., Shel-
Ball Dow B.A., Whitby ,189if " pL'B';i’ Hamilton (1898-4) ; John 
Galt. Ii so \ y ) ’ **ev‘ Alexander Jackson, M.A., Ph.D.,
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TRUSTEES DEPARTMENT.

discussion was tabled, because all needful assurances in the matter had 
been given by the Honorable the Minister of Education at last year’s 
convention.

Before the motion “to lay upon the table" was carried, Col. 
Cubitt, Bowmanville, asked the opinion of the Deputy Minister of 
Education, Mr Millar, who was present, as to the imposition of fees 
upon the Primary pupils in High Schools in localities where instruc
tion in Public School “ Fifth Form ’’ work is imparted in the High 
School, and not in the Public School. The Deputy Minister replied, 
“that the law certainly gives the right of imposing fees ; but 
matter of fact in many High Schools Primary, or “ Fifth Form," pupils
~~~ not charged fees. The localities themselves control, and can settle 
the matter.”

as a

are

Moved by W. J. Burns, M.D., Caledonia, and J. E. Farewell, 
Q.C., etc., Whitby, that the Legislature be memorialized to make 
clause 7, section 31, of the new High School Act compulsory instead 
of permissive. Carried.

Moved by Mr. Jas. H. Burritt and Dr. Brown, that the sum of 
thirty dollars be paid to the Secretary-Treasurer as a fee for services 
rendered to this Department. Carried.

Mr. John E. Farewell,Q.C.,etc., submitted the following Report:—
The Special Committee appointed yesterday on the matter of the 

printing and distribution of the Proceedings of this Department beer to 
report as follows :— 6

1st. That by reference to the Minutes of the Association of Public 
and High School Trustees for the year 1892, it appears that a delega
tion from the Ontario Educational Association, consisting of Messrs, 
k, inclair, Hughes and Chapman, addressed the Trustees’ Association 
upon the question of union.

It appears from the records, that umber of pertinent questions 
were put to the delegation and answered by members thereof.

2nd. The information received by the Committee, 
recollection of such of them

a n

as well as the
,. „ . as were present, establishes that the ,
tion of printing and distributing the Minutes of this Department was 
considered, and that it was pointed out to the delegation that this 
Department would require the printing and distribution of 
number of

ques-

..... thls DePartluent for the various townshfn 
and county municipalities as well as for the Public and High School 
Boards, and that the Ontario Educational Association delegates were of 
opinion that the request of this Department in this 
reasonable and should be complied with.
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1892'™ »!»'*?TCen°w M“IUteS °f the T™stees' Association for
JrttfTf 7? d that °"e of the «*»■» given in the
report of the Special Committee appointed to consider the question of
union with the Ontario Educational Association, was that there w™ld 
be a great saving financially " by the grants of the General I 
tion paying for the printing of the Minutes.

That,

wort 
with 
Cou| 
of Pi 
ing c 
out i

ssocia-

\ our Committee further report that the 
of Education has intimated that if necps^rv . ,. „ ,

All of which is respectfully submitted.

Honorable the Minister
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Revisi

John E. Farewell, Convener.Toronto, 9th April, 1896.
On motion of 

Special Committee 
adopted.
p. , M°,?d 5R' A‘ Hl Deike> Guelph, and Mr. E. M Young

icton, that the Executive Committee report at our next regular ’
mg upon the advisability of publishing a periodical de^oteT f 

e ucational matters of special interest to trustees and parents • and if 
recommended, to suggest how it can best be done. ’ * ‘f

The motion was lost.
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work m our Public Schools, without increasing expenditure there, 
with no corresponding diminution of work and cost in High Schools ? ” 
Coupled with the foregoing was the suggestion, that “ If the teachers 
of 1 ublic Schools and of High Schools could co-operate in the teach
ing of certain classes of pupils, more effectual work could be done with
out increased cost.”

At 12 o’clock noon the Convention

2 o’clock p.m., Thursday, 9th April, 1896.

The Convention of Trustees re-assembled,Col. Deacon in the Chair. 
The Secretary reported that at a meeting of the Executive Com

mittee of this Department, held immediately after the latest adjourn
ment of this Convention, the Rev. Dr. Alexander Jackson, M.A., etc., 
was nominated as Director from this Department to the Board of 
Directors of the “ Ontario Educational Association also that, pur
suant to a resolution adopted at the forenoon session of this Conven
tion, the names of Mr. John Ball Dow, B.A., etc., Whitby, and Mr. 
âmes H. Burntt, B.A., etc., Pembroke, were selected to be recom

mended to the Hon. the Minister of Education for appointment to the 
Educational Council, under Section 5 of the Act Consolidating 
Revising the Laws respecting the Education Department (1896)°

On motion of Mr. E. M. Young, Picton, and Mr. E. Y.
Meafoid, the report of the Executive Committee 
nominations approved and confirmed.

Moved by Mr. E. M. Young and Mr. J. G. Elliott, Kingston — 
That whereas in publishing the results of Departmental Examina

tions only the members of the High School Districts together with the 
names of the successful pupils are published ;

And whereas it is most desirable that’sufficient information be 
published to show the standing of each High School in the Province • 

Therefore be it resolved that this Department strongly recoin 
mend that in future the names of the High Schools, the names of the 
successful pupils, the number of pupils sent up for ekch examination 
and the average number passed in each examination, Primary, Junior 
Leaving, and Senior Leaving, be published, showing the schools in 
which the candidates were prepared. Carried.

Topic 4 (B).—“ Methods of Deciding Appeals (of unsuccessful 
candidates at Departmental Examinations).”

Mr. Burritt presented this subject. He said that appeals are rarely 
successful He thought that appellants had a right to be heard in 
their own behalf, and their answer-papers submitted for
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tion to third parties. Mr. Warner said that 
dealt with unmercifully.

The President, Rev. Dr. Jackson, resumed the Chair
by “!<■ 0«”STON, Whitby, and Mr. Burr,tt, 

That in the opinion of this Association it is advisable that a small 
committee be named by the Minister of Education to consider the 
Appeals by examining the papers of the appellants • 
to consist of men who

rule appeals wereas a
and
delet
ansv
Law

JOH! 
Hon, 
of th 
Ross 
he h 
Trus 
of hi

said committee
Mr nh v T™ DOt Examiners of the papers that year.”

as applied to the deciders of appeals. Mr. Young asked for instances 
of injustice. Mr Burrittand Mr. Warner detailed several instances. 
Mr. Warner made a strong plea for better methods of dealing with 
appeals, for the sake of the children of the poor, to whom an adverse 
decision « a very serious matter indeed." Mr. J. J. Mason did not
,,o„|lt;,rC-C" CMe ',ad Lbeen mat*e «ut. Dr. McGillivray rather 
doubted the existence of such hard instances of injustice.

After some further discussion the motion 
declared carried

partn 
in wl

(
was voted upon ; and

tion,
every
neces:
shoul

division of 17 for to 8 against.
“ How r1°i C/0CT Convention Pr°ceeded to discuss Topic 5-

How Rest to Teach Patriotism to our Public School Pupils.”
Mr. J. G. Elliott, Kingston, introduced the subject. He said that

bllitv °ntehlfc«”rafla BrUish SUb>Ct’ WaS °°rn to a great responsi- 
ity, that the flag-flaunting species of patriotism was mostly

spunous; that if we could impart to our pupils a sufficient knowledge
of our country there would be no trouble about their patriotism. He

P W0UM be t0 giVe t0 the PUPils biographical 
accounts of the careers of statesmen, upon- stated occasions, such
aphorized G™6118 l ^ anniversaries. He complained that the 
authonzed Geograph.es used m our Public Schools give much greater 
space and prominence to the United States than to Canada. He quoted 
the Rev. Principal Grant as declaring that “ We have not yet any good 
History of Canada for boys and girls something is wanted re
sembling Scott’s • Tales of a Grandfather.

The Hon.
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M.A., 
over ti
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j „ . .. P* Ross’ Minister of Education, entered the Convention,
and was invited to a seat beside the President.

The discussion Twiv m a i was continued by Col. Deacon, Mv. Burritt, Rev Mr 
Wilkins. Mr. Aylesworth, Judge Ardagh, Mr. Farewell and Mr. Anderson

By request the Hon. the Minister of Education closed the debate
upon the snbjec of Patriotism; and he proceeded to explain 
the provisions of Ontario Educational legislate

A
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and consolidated. At the conclusion of his address, a number of the 
delegates interchanged with the Minister informal questions and 
answers 
Laws.

as to various phases and items of the working of our SchoolURRITT, 
t small 
1er the 
imittee 
ear.” 
amina- 
,mber ” 
stances 
tances, 
g with 
d verse 
id not 
rather

It was moved by His Hon. (Judge) J.A. Ardagh, B.A., etc., and Mr. 
John A. Leitch, that the thanks of this Convention be tendered to the 
Hon. the Minister of Education for his address, and for his explanations 
of the new Education Act. The motion was carried, and the Hon. Dr. 
Ross responded appropriately ; taking occasion to acknowledge that 
he had received very valuable suggestions from this Association of 
Trustees, and had been greatly aided by it in the discharge of the duties 
of his Department.

On motion of Cols. Deacon and Cubitt, the thanks of this De
partment were tendered to Mr. Jno. Ball Dow, B.A., etc., for the manner 
in which he discharged the duties of the Presidency in the year 1895.

Mr. Dow expressed his appreciation of the vote of thanks.
Col. Cubitt gave notice that, at the next meeting of this Associa

tion, he would move that it is the opinion of this Department “ That in 
every Public School where the Fifth Form is taught, it is absolutely 
necessary, in order that justice may be done to all the pupils, that there 
should be at the least two teachers.”

Mr. J. E. Farewell, Q.C., etc., introduced to the Association Mr. 
Muir, author of “ The Maple Leaf Forever.” 
dressed the Convention.

i ; and

ic 5—

Id that 
ponsi- 
uostly 
dedge

1Mr. Muir briefly ad-
ï

Moved by Mr. Crown, Kingston, and Mr. May, Ottawa, and 
unanimously resolved, that the report of the Committee on the “ Terms 
of the Union,” read by Mr. Farewell, and the 
Schools,” etc.,

He
ihical 
ch as 
b the 
'eater 
uoted 
good 
d re

paper on “ Our Rural 
read by Mr. Dow, at the joint meeting held Wednesday 

afternoon ; and the paper on “ Patriotism,” etc., read by Mr. Elliott, 
all be published in the pamphlet copies of the Minutes of Proceedings’ 
of this Department.

On motion of Messrs. Burritt and Farewell, the cordial thanks 
of this Department were tendered to the Rev. Dr. Alexander Jackson, 
M.A., etc., for the able and courteous

i.

in which he has presidedmannerition, over this Convention.
The Rev. Dr. Jackson responded feelingly.
At 5 o’clock p.m. the Convention adjourned, to meet again in the 

Examiners’ Room, Education Department Buildings, Toronto, at 9 30 
o’clock a.m., Wednesday, 21st April, 1897.
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ADDRESSES DELIVERED AT THE OPENING OF THE CONVENTION. J
Dr. James Loudon, in welcoming the members and visitors, said :
Ladies and Gentlemen On behalf of the University I beg to 

extend to the Ontario Educational Association a warm welcome within 
these walls, and I do so the more heartily, not only because we are all 
members of one common brotherhood of teachers—members I should 
rather say of one common brotherhood and sisterhood of teachers—but 
also because

M

form component parts of one national system of educa
tion. To representatives of this Association in the presence of the 
Minister of Education, who is the official head of that system, it is un
necessary for me on this occasion to indicate the intimate relations 
which exist between the various parts of the system, or to explain how 
it is that the success of one part depends upon the efficiency of the 
others ; but I may be permitted to remind you that there is much 
ignorance abroad as to the nature of these relations, and to add that 
I consider it the duty of everyone in a position to do so to call atten
tion to the existence of the relations in question, and to explain how 
essential they are to the vitality of our national system of education. 
I may add further that I look upon the formation of this Association, 
constituted, as it has recently been, on an enlarged basis, as calculated 
to disseminate correct views in regard to this and kindred matters. 
You are invited this evening to examine the equipment possessed by 
the University in some of its Science departments, more particularly the 
Chemical and Biological departments ; and I have no doubt that manv 
of our old students, whom I am glad to see here to-night, will be struck 
with the magnitude of the changes that have been introduced into the 
teaching of these departments since they left the University. After 
your examination of these two departments this evening I hope that you 
will come to the conclusion which we ourselves have reached, that in 
these scientific laboratories we possess facilities for teaching science of 
which not only the University but the Province may well be proud.

we
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deal to our school trustees for their enterprise in building beautiful school 
houses with ample equipment, and decorating the school grounds, and 
compensating our teachers far beyond their expectations. For these 
and all other mercies we are devoutly thankful. Representing these 
different and varied and influential forces in the educational world, 1, 
as head of the Education Department, rejoice to see you here. Here I 

in this building, representing the culminating point of our great 
public school system, the goal to which many of you are aspiring, the 
goal to which some of you have already attained, the goal of our whole 
national system of education, at leasv, on its literary and intellectual 
side, representing, again let me say, the unity of our system ; for 
it not that our system is articulated as it is, bound together in its 
various sections, each fulfilling its place, as Professor Loudon has said, 
it would be incomplete; and in that respect

see

were
>n the

our system is unique 
among the systems of the world. England, with her centuries of pro
gress and with all her greatness and power, has no such organiza
tion, has no such system of organized school co-operation as 
there is in the Province of Ontario. Looking back on the work which 
is supposed to find its culmination here, it is hard, as Professor Loudon 
has said, to say to which part of our school system our successful 
students owe the most.
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I have stood on the platiorm in the Pavilion 
various occasions at the commencement exercises of the University 

of Toronto, and when I have seen from one to two hundred students 
kneel before the President, or Chancellor, or Vice-Chancellor, as the 
case might be, and receive his benediction and the honors becoming 
their years of study, I have wondered to myself, looking in imagination 

their history, to which part of their school lives they 
indebted for their sv ;cess, for their preparation for citizenship, for the 
roundedness and completeness of character which they were supposed 
to have attained. You can study this point each for yourself. It may 
be that much of that accuracy which enabled the young man to obtain 
honors in his University course was owing to his careful training in 
the kindergarten. It may be that there his mind was first directed to 
those forms of thought which developed and strengthened with the 
years, so that when he came to compete in the large * arena, where his 
exertions were most strenuously put forth, he would be able to say 
that his success was owing perhaps to the kindergarten, perhaps to a 
quiet, demure young lady in a country school-house, perhaps to the 
forceful energy of a teacher of a public school, perhaps to the skill and 
precision of his masters in the high school. We know that his ultimate 
success was
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and united together completed hi him^the^ful^T8 7^ &U jointed 
fully developed B.A., or M A or BSn /y deveIoPed man—the 
particular time. For all that von hi °* whatever he was at that 
system can do for our young men w f°ra11 fchat our school
and we welcome you hire L proud7v 1 deV0U^ ^ankful,
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and the best resolves and the highest motives should be applied for the 
benefit of the State. As Minister I gladly welcome you here. I have 
spent ten of the best years of my life in the school-room, with what re
sult it is hard to say. I have spent twelve or thirteen years directing 
the teachers of this country, with most gratifying feelings of plea 
happy many a time, sometimes with considerable fear lest I 
all times doing the right thing ; but whether I fail or whether you fail, 
this thing is quite evident that we are accomplishing a great deal for 
oi»r beloved Ontario, and we believe that with all our faults it will be 
said of us that we did 
were

sure, 
was not at

best in the various departments in which 
employed, and that the country has benefited by our services. 

President Baker President Loudon and Mr. Ross, on be
half of the members of the Ontario Educational Association, I have 
to offer you our sincerest thanks for the kindly welcome you have ex
tended to us at the beginning of this

our we

our thirty-fifth annual meeting.
The members of this Association will have no doubt as to the 

genuineness and heartiness of the greeting from two such representa
tives as yourselves.

You, Mr. Ross, have stood on every round of the ladder, until to
day you direct from the top the educational institutions and educational 
interests of your native Province. It is difficult for

of wider experience, and consequently better equipped for his 
work ; it is impossible for us to conceive of one more likely to enter 
sympathetically and deeply into all the trials and aspirations of the 
teacher. Let me add that it is with peculiar pleasure we teachers of 
Ontario, regarding you as especially our own representative, see you 
recognized as the most eloquent speaker and one of the ablest states- 

in public life in Canada to-day.
For more than thirty years past, President Loudon, you have been 

officially associated with the great institution whose chief executive 
office you now worthily fill. During this period you have had to 
do with most of the acts of University administration, and have 
initiated very many of them. It is with exceeding satisfaction that 
your old students, in revisiting the old institution, find that you are 
keeping it abreast of the scholastic and scientific demands of the times ; 
and those of our body who are not your old students share that satis
faction ; for the University of Toronto is the common property of all 

It is rather remarkable that an age like the present, when 
knowledge is so easily and so rapidly transmitted, by telegraph, by the 
daily press, by magazines and by the multiplication of books’ «diould 
also be an age of conventions. Or is it that the very vastness and rapid
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begin toovtrtoke the g^ontpJt^0"8 j'6”8"5' 1~n0°™= man 
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nan can 
the way 
tions to

Ontario to know, to see that the Provincial University is equipped as 
it is; to know that there is no great discovery in heat, in light, in 
sound, in electricity, in chemistry, in biology, in photography, that may 
not be tested in these laboratories—I say more,—that may not receive 
fresh applications and fresh advances in these laboratories ; to know 
that for the study of that vast department of human knowledge, which 
we call the natural sciences, the University of Toronto has facilities 
that are unequalled in this country and unsurpassed on this continent.

But, gentlemen, I must say no more, or I shall interfere with the 
Association’s purposes in coming here this evening. I have only to 
add that the members of the Association feel deeply indebted to Prof 
Ramsay Wright and to Prof. Pike for the deep interest they have 
taken in this year’s meeting; and that we thoroughly appreciate their 
kindness and the labor they have voluntarily taken upon themselves 
in opening their laboratories to the members of the Association.
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PRESIDENT'S ADDRESS.
Eudies and Gentlemen :__

When a«ion, the omn Kd“nt°„lTd,?7D mt’ b-' ■“-aiimouh eke- 
•ion, the distinction was entirely Educational Associa-
one which 1 hud always feh l h ,T?!Cted * bat yet was 
ambition to every member ot tide'1 cgltl™tt.te object of honorable 
we may esteem the JZ 0ninton ati°“-, HoWever bW
~i--, w,™ .e.ri-'.c-;,,:;.--;

rKK-zz BH1

the honor vou have done L 1 f? ?°U my sincerest ^nks for
Of office may pro" a nTnnwoly K h<>Pe T “ >aar
bust and the years that are to comeas this17“ honorab|e 
uess and in power. ’ 38 thls bod.V grows in useful

The educational

our own profession.

system of this 
of any country, exists in 

hnuui, and hence requires 
arise from

country, the educational sys- 
a state of continued unstable equili-

v.,, o.m~^:~^—^:d0!f .r: 
K r,tar “rirr;^—
parliament, as it has apïlv bleJ clU j™*, , ™S ed"cati”aa' to assist in this work of reading ‘ ! d,imeets froni year to
is t0 be aPPlied at the top in the form 8U°h readj,,8tment
or at the bottom in the conduct nf dei>artmvntal regulations, 
room. We meet to extend our ea^ one’s school or school-
I trust with the philanthropic purpose oftdl?/ knt°Wledgt’ and’ 
sional knowledge of others- to inc ^ •# °* addlnS to the profes- 
work, and to qnicken tïe en’thnsia.^ °Ur °"'n lntOT«“ <- our 
bor need we be ashamed to confess that°“' Pr°!®i8l<mal brethren, 
greater eagerness in that we hi ve îh 7 g,ther here with the 
friends and of reviving „,d associations P S"re °f mwting »'d

fessional interest "but'also' tha^the”01 0“'-T ‘° protect ,he>r pro-

wonderfully progressive scUce CZZ** ^ abreaat * their 
I'.v reason of the constant advance In^Rlhi? ff** ln 'onvention 
reason of the progress being made in » o'1 mterpretati»a. by 
history, and by reason of the advance ôf 1 Unravellialf of early 
tmn Of science to religion. JoumaHsts °Ce an" ° ,b“
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merely to suggest a new libel law that shall afford the greatest 
reedom from attack with the greatest exemption from responsi 
11 ’ ut t)ec‘au8(' journalism is progressive in the main in the 

character of the information it presents to the public, and especi- 
a .v m its methods of collecting that information. The only 
professional body that does not meet in convention are our friends 
the lawyeis, from which circumstance, I take it, we are 
infer that law is not a science, certainly not a pro 
however aggressive the practice of the art may be

Our presence here to-night is an acknowledgment of 
lound conviction that education is 
some of us

to

our pro-
a progressive science, though 

can recall periods when we feared a retrogressive 
noi ement had set in. We can all agree that it is never stationary 
In universities and colleges the array of facts and principles 
seated is so vast, the subject matter is so diversified, that I fear 
the purposes of education are often less prominent before the mind 
of the professor than they are in the mind of the kindergartner 
" * in8tructs her infant class. If, however, the instructor be

n able man, and 1 ve a vigorous and comprehensive grasp of his 
abject, fortunately he will unconsciously educate, as well as per

mit the science or literature he expounds to do so. If the nro 
essor have not the qualities of which I speak—ability vigor and 

comprehensiveness-then a wise Providence has orda^d that de 
paitmenls of knowledge shall of themselves instruct and brine out

“LTgemC:' TZ""""" -* * £
1-, -Ivetsities „PrT«„XTdr'rar „:hre

HSHF- " «
of the TbjLrLZT 'ZïïiïT that :he «■“«**'<>-' va,„e 
over, advance iT^ntt VSUZZ “ "g“ >dv““* »» 
of a new school in literature or In art An'dVth!? *'ll'nltatio" 
have, within the lifetime of the oldest present tnîwn ""’ ”
;:;oh“gco,v,;„rybr ^ «r* -d'=*

cover, of America, leaving Snùth” ,h V'8'

balanced b, the contributions of science to the art wL ’ In

pre-

recog-
coursean advanced
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72 GENERAL ASSOCIATION.

methods of instruction the universities have been equally active. 
I t link it is a sufficiently general characterization of these methods 
to sav that the effort has been to keep the creative faculty equally 
active with the receptive. Thus we have laboratory and other 
practical work in science, the insistence on constant reference to 
original authorities in history, the collaboration of facts in every 
direction in sociology with the formulation of theories thereon. 
The student is taught to create his own knowledge, or at all events 
to give it form. But the great gain of the latter part of this 
century to educational method in its higher aspects has been the 
doctrine of evolution. I cannot conceive of any one surveying the 
field of science, of history, of philosophy, of sociology, except from 
the vantage ground of this great doctrine. It is a clue that guides 
us through the maze of isolated fact, an “ increasing purpose ” 
that “ through the ages runs.”

In connection with this matter permit me to say that there 
is one department of study which in universities and colleges does 
not appear to have kept pace, in educational method, with its 
fellow departments. I refer to the subject of English literature. 
And here let me remind you that students enter on the pursuit of 
this branch of knowledge equipped as in the case of no other branch 
of knowledge, and with opportunities about them for the prosecu
tion of this branch of knowledge such as are presented in the case 
of none other. The student of chemistry is not usually born in a 
laboratory, and the first impressions of his infancy are'not associ
ated with the elements, their characteristics, usi-s, and modes of 
combination. If such were the environment- of infancy, the chemis
try of our schools and universities, admirable as it is* and abound
ing in real work, as it does, would be far in advance of where 
now find it.
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ït has often been complained that the teaching of English 
literature is ineffective, that it does not necessarily produce men 
who write or speak pure English. It is also complained that ques
tions not dissimilar in principle are proposed at examinations that 
are academically remote; and, on the other hand, it is contended 
that this cannot be avoided, that the subject cannot be graded as 
can a science. This contention is, I believe, untenable. The sub
ject can be graded, and degrees of difficulty defined as clearlv as 
in science.

To tell the truth, while the teaching of English literature has 
made a great advance in our high schools, it remains in tin uni
versities relatively greatly inferior to that followed in the sciences 
I have already referred to the improvement in educational method,
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in the caseflm . . °f the scIencea» being in the direction of an effort to 
appeal to the creative faculty. In English literature, even in aca 

emic situations of greatest altitude, the teaching remains an
bvPitsllf° he re,Ceptive facu,ty> 11 is criticism only, and criticism
nal tv TCaïn° J ^ de8truction spontaneity aL origb 

ality. In the sciences students are required to do real work not
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If you permit your attention to be directed to the work 
by the Association at its last session and in preceding years, you 
will observe that the papers read and addresses delivered may be 
divided into three general classes: 1. Those of general educa
tional interest, such as the addresses before the general associa
tion, or Chancellor Burwash’s address on “ The Economics of 
Education ”; 2. Those on pedagogical topics; 3. Those on literary 
and scientific subjects. It may become a question in the future 
in what proportion the Association, or any part of it, should divide 
its time between classes two and three; in other words, to what 
extent it should be

■
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tens 
I fe 
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on the one hand a collection of literary and 
scientific associations, and on the other a body of professional 
ladies and gentlemen gathered together to discuss theories 
methods of education. For
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my °wn part, I sincerely trust that 

both features may be enduring characteristics of this Association. 
They are both necessary to give variety and attractiveness to our 
meetings. It will be for thfe members, in the exercise of their good 
judgment, to maintain the balance of power.

The division of the College and High School Department into 
associations came primarily, it may be, from a desire to protect 
certain interests, but it has made possible and distinctly encour
aged papers on literary and scientific subjects, and has imparted 
to this department the qualities of a literary and scientific society. 
A perusal of the papers published in

il

il

our “ Proceedings ” wiM 
allord ample justification for this departure. They show the 
breadth of culture of the specialists in our high schools, and the 
extent of the work that is being privately done by them beyond 
the bounds of the high school course. They show the strong desire 
that exists amongst our specialists to maintain a high standard 
of scholarship and prove, inter alia, that there is no position in 
our educational system that cannot be filled from our high schools. 
Separation from the universities means no relaxation of the effort 
to excel In work that was originally entered upon as a labor of 
love. Our educational system is a decentralizing influence. The 
college is the university of the city; the high school is the univer
sity of the town ; the public school is the university of the village ; 
and from them all radiate the benign influences of a culture that 
penetrates far beyond the limits of the institutions themselves. I 
sincerely trust that from no motives of economy shall we be in
duced to curtail in future years in any respect our printed reports, 
even though such papers as I now refer to are quasi non-profes
sional in character. These papers in many cases have been 
evolved after much careful study, and can be properly estimated

!
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IheK feelln8 «self upon me that the universit,
exÔîîo Wh,ch heretofore has been like a delicate
exottc, fading away with each succeeding attempt to introduce it 
may receive its true organization and permanently engraft itself

r°hUL, fr1 8y8tem’ territorial combination! among
our high school specialists. The desire amongst our spedal!s 
teachers to engage in higher literary and scientific work is st on!
whaw'FT* t0 d° 80 is -H attested. Yet men and wZ 

r t » ir accomplishments and earnestness of character 
scarcely prosecute with ardour a branch of study without ’
, , ,D1 e ° Jfet towards which their work is directed. I feel that 
holding positions as lecturers in a university extension movemen 
wou,d furnish our high school specialists with such an object
h /Urt 7 °1f.thl8 movement implies the somewhat popular 
treatment of subjects usually within the scope of a university
(°arSfkn°W °f feW better tests of a man’s intellectual strength 
and of the soundness of his scholarship than his ability to pre
m popular and yet instructive form the truths of science or the 
theories of philosophy. It is scarcely too much to say that the
comn/r ith,T -n 8CieDCe’ 88 in ethics> may be expounded to 
—-ly ramed mind8’ thou^h not always the processes 

by which these great things are reached. What I wish to say,
then, is that the highest professional qualities and most scholarly 
attainments of our teachers might find employment in the work of 
university extension. And it would be 
be as blessed to give
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a case in which it would 
. , to receive. My suggestion is that in dif
terent parts of the province groups be formed of half a dozen or 
ten high schools, the teachers in which should undertake to give 
ectures, or courses of lectures, in each other’s towns. Their 

labors could often be supplemented by those of other professional 
men clergymen, doctors, or lawyers; and the university professor 
could be brought down as often as possible. I feel that the move 
ment should not proceed wholly or even principally from the uni
versities; that to be successful it must be decentralized, and this 
decentralization should be not merely in the matter of administra
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tion, as implied by the existence
:i“^rirrg as imp,ied by ^ pupation

, . USUaIly known as local talent. He who first
said One man is as good as another” 
and was

of a local committee, but also indi
gret
less

unmindful of ,he law
ggiegation of men is as good as another.” I believe that 

in many sections of Ontario we have the material necessary fo, 
the successful carrying out of university extension 7
shnniHhre 8aid n0thing 88 t0 the f°™ in Which encouragement 
should be given to the movement by the Education Department

by the universities; nor have I referred to the extent to which 
organization should be directed from these central bodies, though 
these are important matters. g

Our College and High School Department, as a matter of choice, 
devotes a large share of its attention to literary and scientific 
specialization; our other departments, as a matter of necessity, 
confine their attention to administration and to the science of edu
cation in its theory and practice. These latter departments 
therefore more professional in their work. They are occupied 
'\ith the very foundations of education; and psychological insight 
and philosophical, analysis, however profound, can find in them a 
field for activity. The characteristics of recent German litera
ture are of far less importance to us in Ontario than the question 
“ How best may wading be taught,” and, but for a mental per
versity from which we all suffer, would be of far less interest. You 
say the teachers of the primary schools are at a loss for fresh sub 
jects to discuss: not nearly so much at a loss as are the novelist? 
of the day for materials for a fresh plot. The greatest triumph 
of the age is not the steam engine, nor the marvels of electricity, 

the wonders of engineering, but our free primary schools; and 
our chiefest aim should be to make them approach perfection. Such 
advance is to be sought (1) by improving the salaries of teachers, 
and by making their positions more permanent; (2) by extending 
the teachers’ knowledge in science and literature, and by giving 
them a better professional training. With the former the public 
are concerned; for the latter we have to depend upon our univer
sities, high schools and institutes of training.

The question of constant progress in our primary schools, if 
is needless to say before 
difficult one. If there ca
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an audience as the present, is 
be constant progress, there is at 

least a profound and inevitable need for constant change, which 
in a lengthened period, we hope, means progress. Progress and 
mere change shade off into each other so as to become partially
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indistinguishable. In human 
gress

it also 
pation 
o first 
fectly. 
i said, 
? that 
ry for

? . thi advancement °f the public school is an endless one-

iz z : rr of the »d'—■>* o, ,h= m,r„, „„e,’
S“ Z Ei:t ! 0r rther ,hcre,0re’ we « constantly before us. Every nation has its legends, which are merely the
expression of the racial^ instinct that illimitable 
before mankind. It has been 
knows more

progress lies 
said that the modern schoolboy

when the tîG an,C eDt Philos°Pher; and the time will come
when the scientific knowledge of the schoolboy will, in many direc
emind's me ofbth°nd ^ °f the phil°8opher of to-day. * Truth 

reminds me of those puzzle pictures in which, amidst the inter
lacing branches of trees or the varied forms of a landscape you
YoVg^e and0nJ° d-SCerD hUman faces or the of animals.
otW eon h J m V,am; y°U fruitle88ly attempt this and the
vou and b D’ at la8t 80me one Points out the form to 
ou, dnd /on are surprised that you did not see it before You

were staring straight at it, but yet did not make the proper com
lunation did not interpret aright. I doubt not we are constantly
worlT hltrUthS Capab,e in their might of revolutionizing the 
vorid) but we see them not until one shall come who shall point

them out to us, and they will then be evident even to a little child 
In speaking of children George Eliot has said, “What we can 
never see they will know; and the knowledge which is a depart 
mg sunlight to us is rising with the strength of morning to them ” 

To emp oy, however, a mathematical figure, while advance in 
e physical sciences may be represented by an infinite series 

whose sum is inanity, advance in the science of edncation ™ 
rather be represented by an infinite series whose sum is finite 
. he greater need> therefore, in the latter case for restless vigi
lance, that n, ne of the terms be lost. We possess already in

+me8ümabIe advantages,-a homogeneous popula
tion fully alive to the advantages of education, and prepared to 
make sacrifices for it; free schools, the entire body of the people 
being directly interested in maintaining their efficiency; 
denominational schools,—may we never depart from them, 
ground is thus unencumbered and cleared for testing 
tional methods. To express the idea otherwise, disturbing influ
ences are removed, and we have almost ideally perfect conditions 
lor making our experiments. The value of the result in the case 
of each sucoeeding experiment must depend on the teachers them
selves. And while
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^onec7th^dgment ? t0 What meth0ds 8ha.l be tested, 
vention. We mustVso recffilecTthafwitfthe^WeTpart
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the most part look along th^Tne^hat^I am'h^’ T f°F

sssssrs£zrship, literary and’ «cienHfl L 1 llsmS of the standard of scholar-
amidst equal difficulties the^nroffW^ i°? .certiflcates> though, 
with equal ve^tlTo hJn i Pr°fe»aWDaI trai™S of teachers has 
scholarshin is n L "Pt ™ view the Department. But
teaching1 power- Tnd * eXilminatio- than
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as a counterpoise any transcendenta, uCnci 8Xt n, ‘ ar s 
n its sister associations. To the Historical Association we took 

for an improvement in the teaching of history and for JV 
creased interest amongst the rising generation to the h,sto“ o,
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There are certain subjects which at present and no snecial 
place in our organisation, but which are by no means deserving 
Of neglect. Technical education will every year grow in imnof
m,w’ iT! *llaM S°"K‘ da-y llave « knocking at our doors for ad- 
mission. But a matter of truly pressing consequence is the ques-
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Î«“iôl f/rl trata‘“g- 1 ,eel ,herc «''«"'d be created at once a 
section of the Association whose special care should be this reallv
uoportan, branch „t calture. There is an evident difflento in

mg or such a body a place in our system or organization •
I °geWandC°H ah8 sTlj| i* °"e °f thc of onr Col!

ge and H,gh gchoo! Department, since it concerns colleges and
, gh aud publlc schools equally ; and to make it an independent

aerordtoa°LWwh'<l| "°‘ be keePillB with the scheme
S ' we “re c»nsti,»‘bd. Yet the importance of

I >sical training is such, and the neglect of it so great tint
organization is necessary to secure for it the attention which it 

ubt not, if the effort be made, our constitution will 
ntly elastic for the recognition of a section devoted

deserves.

to this subject.
Last year a resolution was adopted in our High School De

optional ^ ThCtdallj ^77 ^ physical traini“g should be
kÏ 7e inJt i PiUlm7Ï regU,ations for higb schools and col- 

gmte institutions say, Drill, gymnastics and calisthenics shall
be taught during the regular school hours and in well organized
classes, not less than an hour and a half each week in each division
L T m ’7,IIL * # * under efficient supervision ” ;

nnt nhi 7* that have no ^’mnasium, gymnastics are
t obhgatory, and drill and calisthenics shall be taken up only in

suitable weather, and in accordance with the circumstances of 
each school.” It is not difficult to appear to live up to the latter 
provision, affording as it does opportunities for evasion; the high 
school inspectors know better than I do to what extent the former 
regulation is carried out. As appears from the report the 
Minister of Education for 1895, the provision in' the way of gym
nasium and appliances ” in our high schools is very limited. One ’ 
conscientious gentleman returns “ $2 ” as the value of such appli
ances in his institution. Were it a report of twenty years ago,
I should have thought it referred to the stock of canes in the prin
cipal’s keeping for the physical exercise of the masters and the 
anguish of the boys. The average expenditure in the high schools 
on “ gymnasium and appliances ” is but $98, and this is very un
evenly distributed, 59 out of the 93 high schools being absolutely 
without appliances. The average expenditure on the same ac 
count in the collegiate institutes is upwards of $1,400, which seems 
not unpromising, and it is pretty evenly distributed. In the case 
of the public schools the majority of the scholars are courage
ously returned as undergoing instruction in drill and calisthenics ; 
and if these reports are to be depended on, Ontario in
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a quarter of a million of, shall I
sion would be able to place 
infantry, in the field.

Now what I wish 
partmental

say

provision th.7th. 0“ here b that
shall be conducted* under ,T#°* m°dea of Ph>'«'™l training 
OU. as it sho Jd £ is scarce,,
«on of the value ot pb,.,XZ2Taa lT^ carried 

our apprecia-

satici mens in cornore sec clean, the value careful and s“s
nng the sana mens, we practically ieuore

mnmn. We should be encouraged ^ammg ln 8ecuring the corpus
cal training by reason of tilery definite^ to ^h>'9i"
much more definite than thn« , Î te results obtainable,—
yet we choose to leave physical ° m.ental training- And
of youthful exuberance if wl d he SP°rtive vagaries
English literature™ m the cum^t ^ to
leave the scholars to nid- .m a J , ™ f °?r schools> and to 
papers as came to hand we should V* f • °f ? fr°m SUCh news"

we have done and are doing for the^lto^of’ttè^”” 7°* well considered svstem nf «a « cuiture of the body. In a
occupy the same relation to nhti ^ ^ames and sP°rt should 
debating and of th r+ * ^Slca culture that the work of the,rd,nZrk1^e'^7rXTiar7‘r "0,<k to *-

work to the detriment nf , 8 * In certam cases sports

.™t,it £ z:::" att,tude ™ «££

tionh„ef thelod”'wit°h ,t seHot1 ««Cation"?, deT™

will be held at Innsbruck an international exposition for nil

0,'3,ir°r"'rte'1 With PhySlcal ed"ration ; and til summer thé Olympic games are revived at Athens We in r,„„u !
afford lag behind , and especially we to this
not affort to be unfaithful to our trust in respect to this important
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president’s address.

I have ventured in the course of my address to occupy your 
attention with a very incomplete discussion of several subjects 
which I thought not unworthy of your consideration ; and as I 
bring my address to a close, like the German scholar on his death
bed, I almost regret I did not confine my attention to 
I done so I should have spoken to you on the question of the sexes 
in the teaching profession,—the extent to which competition for 
positions exists or is likely to exist between them, the effect of 
this competition on the profession and on the standard of educa
tion, and the means by which the competition may be relieved. 
The difficulty, however, of obtaining, especially from foreign 
tries, the statistics so necessary to such a discussion, has deterred 
me from enlarging on these points. The question of occupations 
for clever and highly educated women will each year force itself 
more on public attention; and the educationists of Ontario will 
do well to accustom the public mind to the thought that 
should, in numbers, enter other of the learned professions than 
that of teaching. It is only by the removal of all barriers, whether 
legal or such as arise from unfounded prejudices, that the ques
tion I refer to can adjust itself in the interest of the teaching 
profession and of the general public.

During the recent agitation at Oxford respecting degrees for 
women, it was charged that the admission of women to all the 
privileges of the University would render that ancient seat of 
learning sexless. I hope that in the same sense the teaching pro
fession in Ontario may continue sexless ; for in it we have need of 
the peculiar genius of each sex, exalted by the highest accom
plishments and talent, in seeking to realize that splendid dream of
the perfectibility of the race, which is the inspiration of our pro
fession.
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William Kingsford, LL.D., F.R.S.(C.), Ottawa.

good education” o'their^™^*11^^086 who deelre *® give a 

en.t on them, are guided bv some fhê’ J"Ung re,atl™ depend- 

in view. It may not inthefr“w„ 1,„7 ,aS ,0 the “bject they have 
tion, and the hope they form may va^ând °' dcflni'

sion. The feeling, however, whatever it 
activity; hence I humbly conceive 
acter may enable us to place it 
moreover, that it will not be 
obligation is entailed.

.0 examte “ iTtertf H” 'T* “ ^ » d"»young mind, that this honed fL Î th*d,rectlon to be given to the 
no means ctoar tha there wm h be attainedi and it is by
tive definition of that'T”* aCCeptanc6 of any posi 
must vary in the ratio of th*> « T*’ Saccess- The estimate of it
material results desired e C0D8lderati°n given to the 
wealth as the first object in life* mY regard the acquisition of 
it cannot be said that its DOw,-r i °°ey.wi11 Purchase much, but 
acquisition it can confer uLoubMy ™ ndtene ^ val;:;!ble
and that it will extend iiberty action mÛepenie™ 
men struggling for a livelihood 
desire to obtain this

wanting in preci- 
may be, has a recognized 

that an inquiry into its
somewhat concrete form- 
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with the status it confers The! i , 8 Pepated to b« wealthy,
doctrine of the all-potentiality of moM^b^ut " nVî'h'^'V^

play an admitted part in any system of teachinT Of th *° 
character is the desire thnt t, ea<ming. Of the same

With these aspirations there is a wholesome fear of the evil 
consequences to which ignorance can lead. We are not wanting in
Z"o, : Î thd‘ eitent d brutalizes the individual, and „7itZa 
tion of a class dangerous to the well-being of the state, to be duTy
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guarded against with continual watchfulness. It has also its 
comic side, when, if free from guilt and from endless evil conse
quences, it casts ridicule on those afflicted with it. A story is told 
of a baronet utterly uneducated, whose estate lay in the neighbour
hood of a battle ground renowned since the Wars of the Roses, 
in life he resolved to be presented at Court. George HI., who fol 
lowed the rule of making some civil remark to every person who 
attended his levee for the first time, found a difficulty in selecting 
a speciality in the baronet’s career for a topic of personal comment, 
so he congratulated him on the historic associations of his estate 
as being near the i^ene of a renowned b .ttle. The baronet was 
surprised by the remark. Finally he stammered out, “ It is true, 
jour Majesty, that I did have a few rounds with the blacksmith, 
but I am surprised the fact should be known to your Majesty.”

We may smile at the story, let us profit by its teaching and 
cultivate the judgment and intelligence to avoid such an exhibi
tion. An

’ MAY
Late

give a 
spend- 
T have 
defini- 
preci- 
'nized 
char- 

form; 
n the unhappy incident of this character might 

from which much
mar a career

was hoped, and create a false impression only to 
be effaced by careful effort.

We cannot fail early to learn the vastness of the 
modern art, science and literature, in which 
attain but little

duty
o the field of
is by 
posi- 
of it 

al or 
n of

as a whole we can 
more> than partial and elementary knowledge. 

NY e may see the plain widely extended before us, but how few 
able .to pass onward to any extent on its ample space. As we 
advance forward towards the goal we desire to reach, we soon learn 
.at !t 18 only by continuous movement we can accomplish the 
journey t° excellence and prominence in any one branch of learn
ing. What really can we know of many subjects beyond their first 
principles and mere elementary facts? Whatever the training 
we pass through and however efficient the aids we receive in our 
studies we must be all more or less self-educated. The difference 
îes in the start made in life’s race; the progress we may achieve

effort*" en-T'r t0 the g°al ÎS rea,ly d°Pendent on our own
effort. It is by our own industry alone that the problem lying be
fore us for solution can be mastered.

I ,0ne+°i the objections ur^d against the study of the classics is
t]bn bm!ted Pro^r^s made by the schoolboy, and that unless con- 
tinned in mature life, from the insufficiency of the knowledge ob
tained is of no value. It must be extremely limited for this criti-
andmstLte aCC!Pted- The b°y at lea8t learns the abstract laws 
hiet ure of grammar, and gains some acquaintance with the 
history and civilization of antiquity. Is it different in any other 
pursui . In abstract mathematics, in chemistry, or in the study
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8CWh7 tha.‘ have advan™d "ap-
named are we abk P''°a ""dp'' the
The first heights of a ranee of hm maSte"in^ 8ome facts? 
stand out to usLthe attainable from the ^ below,
have" been gained they are discovered to°h OUr.JOUrm7; when they 
sive elevations rising above us which one v ° J a 8®nes of succes' 
mounted before the summit is reached EquaUvto tT t0 be.8Ur"

Z n° ,0ng ta-8-t ho^ mZSZTZ

It istw n°t immediately that a boy can learn the books of p„,ha 
that are read; but when mastered T w «♦ * of LucIld

MSt'Erv r r has?cr'rsrthe
has PZd~ i,asw: zz °l7Z- discip,ir ™s vkiv
inodern thinkers, no studies «tend to cultivat™** ° 
the faculties, or in a more partial or feeble manner
wOridthMorv °f riVieWfleXPreS8ed bj men 6minent in
cartes The a T myS6lf to d’Alembert and Des-
«he „;„d„ without^ ^lr„ntltehdat„pta°ndycL,;Z8trrht

££ r zgeometry and arithmetic studies which never Ira’dto'an'vthinri °‘

EsF-vïursrcrssSS
and judgment, only attainable by study and perseverance The 
opérât,on, however, is nothing more than the reduction of an eq^ia 
tion to greater simplicity, and I cannot recognize any operation of

d iar„ce°r 7 UriBg hejmA »e exercise of pabenceand diligence. Moreover, when the result has been reached, it is simplv
the means to an end: the creation of a formula applicable to
chan, es or astronomy. In the former to determine the force
required to meet a strain; in the latter to admit of the calcnlatiJn
o the movement of heavenly bodies; a science essentfai to Z
thoK who d* •°g?eer’,he electrlciM «”<« «he astronomer. I refer 
those who desire to examine into the view I express to the « n?a
eussions on Literature and Philosophy,” by Sir William Hamilton.
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The same remark applies to the physical sciences, whether it 
be chemistry, geology, electricity, indeed to any section of physics. 
The interval is wide between the incidental study of any branch 
and concentrated undivided attention in its acquirement. The 
former only aims at a general superficial acquaintance with facts 
and principles, in itself desirable and worthy of consideration, for 
it saves us from making ourselves ridiculous, and enables us to 
understand new inventions and discoveries., , . What can we learn
of chemistry, except in a general way, without constant experi
ments with stills and retorts, the use of delicate instruments for 
analysis, and the pneumatic trough for the test of gases ; indeed 

a moderate knowledge of chemistry calls for the work of 
years in a laboratory. The superficial information we obtain from 
books we soon forget, and all that
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commit to memory relative 
to symbols, is only remembered by those with whom it is a duty to 
bear them constantly in mind. Nevertheless it is our dutv to 
know something of chemistry without the desire of becoming 
chemists. In the same way minute and precise knowledge relative 
to geology, mineralogy, electricity is only possible when we make 

one study the leading subject of investigation. Can we hope 
to do more in any case than master the leading facts and charac
teristics of the several sciences we superficially investigate?

How can it be otherwise if the men who attain eminence con
centrate their attention on one branch only? There is such a sub
division of labour, so constant an examination of the codified truths 
such nice and delicate distinctions, possibly slight in themselves! 
but on wnich important theories depend, that it is only by con
stant study and examination that the truth is to be had. In 
modern scientific work, the “good all round man” is simply accept
able in the circle of mediocrity. He may shine in an after-dinner 
conversation, and, with those who know a subject superficially, may 
pass for erudite; but with abler critics his reputation is indeed 
slight. The French tell us that in the kingdom of the blind the 
one-eyed are kings. Dans le royaume des aveugles les borgnes sont 
mis.' In modem life, to succeed in the science we profess, we 
require both eyes, and the use of every faculty.

On this point I will ask, whether in the high schools and uni
versities we are not introducing too many subjects, and thus dissi 
pate the attention of the student in place of concentrating it upon 
the choice he should make of a limited number; the studies enforced 
having little influence on the formation of character. There is a 
tendency to impart a superficial knowledge of a multiplicity of sub
jects, each one of which to be thoroughly mastered demands
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years of patient study. Are we justified in devoting the first ve-.r* 
of impressionable youth to this diversified ordeal» Is it not rather
b^XnrrVhe r *—««• « o^Vea,™^
y persistent effort in one direction. You mav look through th„ 

records of literature, art, science and political life; you may probe 
the lives of those who have attained eminence I care not Ww tn 
career has be™, „m tod ,ba, auece™ to eaTZ „a, ‘to 
attributable to imperfect, uncertain, feverish, dissipated effort but

ïsæzsæ+sr*within - “
I am afraid that this is not the 
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sciences for the inculcation of mental discipline, 
ever, adduce the influence that science has 
tion and personal comfort, with its 
effects, as a criterion of the moral 
study so advocated.
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as

We cannot, how- 
exercised on civiliza- 

ramifications and beneficent 
benefit to be inculcated by the 

Any system of education that would neglect 
such consideration would be strangely imperfect. It was the fault 

e teaching of the last, and the early years of this century. It 
is absolutely necessary that wc obtain a fair knowledge of the- 
principles and laws by which natural phenomena in the application
?ncLClenCe-/r ^tr°1Ied’ but this acquaintance with every day 
facts is widely different from the minute and extended invesW
thenLr,abou1 of afterTife^ PUrSUit °f “ attainment to foim I

equalil 
that is 
by pru 
on ext 
that a 
a man 
ization

are
_ nomenclature, classification, and order, indue- 

tively formmg the principles by which any science is governed 
Essentially it is the case in geology ; palaentology is above all 
other of its branches dependent on minute differences of species.
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We may recollect “ The Autocrat of the Breakfast Table,” by Oliver 
Wendell Holmes, who tells us of the professor who had devoted
beetle8111 *“! *** t0 the 8pedal 8tudy °f a sPecies of the
itiel nf ti have , ay men Wh0 are mentioned as author-
of tV * f8 °f the tl,il0bite’ and wh0 define the classification
or the ponferæ, known as the common sponge.

. n,ThiS Study is essential in the determination of geolo-
g cal epochs, the relative age in the formations of the earth’s
minutenta 8U1,de tG P!:actical husbandry; but this technical 

C3n baVe n° inhuence on general education. In thisC°MiV1 ',hat “ ,s un'else -re thau attempt tot 
plant the cardinal facts and the general principles which, to a cer 
tarn extent, can be mastered by ordinary industry.

Undoubtedly there is
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zens must toil and moil, and the few be rich and prosperous We also 
differ in the objects individually we desire to attain; but in this
wh,T n^,W\ *he inCentive to Progress, and the influences bv 
wh ch civilization is advanced, for the one active principle 7
vails we aim to attain that which we do not possess
rnwarÜ "wmaÎV' "? T Writing a book> eMeP‘ come
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difficult to see how it can be otherwise with the incitements to 
fort and ease which science furnishes. Itcom-
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In all the changes in the mode of life during the last seventy 
years, in the improvements of material comfort in every direction 
with the extraordinary effect of the introduction of railways, which 
have worked a revolution in modern thought scarcely inferior to the 
impetus given by printing, and with the general dissemination of 
education in all classes, with all this, I humbly conceive that the 
student of history will find the main characteristics of humanity to 
be the same to-day as we read of them in Herodotus. We may 
trace in the early records the same varied panorama of passion, 
motive, patriotism, cruelty, self-interest and abnegation, with ex
amples of that indescribable fascination which never fails to 
attract, and of that ruggedness of manner which so constantly 
repels, as we to-day experience in the intercourse with our fellows. 
We meet much in the study of the past to colour the theories 
niaj form of human life. The improvement in morals, manners and 
attainments visible in our observation of this century cannot be 
referred to all classes. The imperishable works of ancient litera 
ture remain to betoken the highest genius, the most subtle origin
ality, a marvellous knowledge of the human heart, set forth in an 
energetic and most perfect form of expression; works which have 
outlived twenty centuries. The improvement most discernible is 
to be traced in the attainments, the manners, habits and tastes of 
the humbler classes. The Roman spectators who crowded to the 
circus to witness the Christian overcome in the struggle with 
wild, savage beast, and torn to pieces, or who shrieked out applause 
during the combat of gladiators when the fate of the vanquished 
depended on the upturned thumbs of the excited crowd, as Byron 
has written, slaughtered to make a Roman holiday, from their 
standing point could not recognize that there was hard-hearted 
cruelty or inhumanity in their nature.
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In their view they were 
present at a legalized ordinary amusement. In their hard code 
suicide was looked upon as the legitimate relief from misery. The 
reader of Livy may recollect the last Macedonian king, Perseus, 
imploring his conqueror, Æmilius Paulus, not to lead him in
triumph, and receiving the reply that the matter was in his own 
hands.

Now a days we look sternly on amusements disgraced bv 
brutality. We legislate against cock-fighting and dog fights. 
Bull-baiting has long been forbidden by law. The prize ring, how
ever, although illegal, retains its supporters, who, if not 
oils, are certainly noisy.
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ln,peIrteTt.ma“e

ti0n ,0f, P“r chlldren> or> as my contemporaries would say of 
grandchildren, it is not possible to pass unnoticed the considera
tion of all that can be effected by home influences. How much lies 
• a the power of the mother, or the female connection who supplies 

er place Indeed it is not possible to overestimate all that can 
e effected by this wise and fostering care. M. de Quincey in his 

essay on Shakespeare has speculated upon what Shakespeare’s 
mother must have been. Mary, the daughter of Robert Arden, of 

e ingcote, of one of the most ancient families in Warwickshire,
dnvl nf°ÏSda 6ie US C3n be tvaccd for six centuries from the 
days of Edward the Confessor. Mary Arden!as Charles Knight
8n>s, the name breathes poetry. Her position in the county gives 
an assurance of the worth and station of the Shakespeare familv 
and sets at naught many of the absurd myths that have entwined 
themselves around the supreme and universal excellence of her 
son To my mind, in the scenes with the Queen in Hamlet there is 

deference shown by the n
which suggests Shakespeare’s recollections 
own young years.
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the qualities of gentleness, of thoughtfulness 
sympathy with what is good. When 
rec< ive this teaching, the effect 
follies as we advance in life

ZulZ TidOT LhTtent that future of those de» on them may be moulded to good by their precept and example.

Tt m.ay be inferred from what I have said that in 
judgment, neither the study of mathematics
. e cecognized as the surest means of training, forming and develop
ing the young mind; that in their extended study they must be 
•eparded as technical, to be followed with the design of fitting a 

student for a professional career. There will ever be two schools
the oCthordiff6re?t ;he0Hes of education; the one the practical; 

other, for want of a better word, may be called the philosophi- 
1- m the etymological meaning of the word; the love of wisdom

tereorerrreS that aU teachin* is preparatory for active in- 
tercourse with the world in the siate of life to be followed. The
second keeps in primary prominence the development of the moral
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being; the effort to endow it with fixed principles, to create a 
standard of duty, to impregnate the young mind with sentiments 
of honour, truth and duty.

It would be absurd, as it would be unjust, to deny that these 
views have no place in practical education, and that the advocates 
of this system, when affirming as a primary principle that nothing 
should be learned but what may prove useful, neglect all moral 
training. Indeed they contend that it fully finds place in their 
system; but, *hat such is the competition in every avenue of pro
gress that in order to fit the youth successfully to struggle with 
his competitors, it is necessary to gain the ability of doing so at as 
early a period of his life as possible. This argument is met by the 
objection that this peculiar training engenders much thought of 
self, that its tendency may make a man expert in a peculiar walk 
of life, but is not elevating in a moral point of view.

Nor is there accord among those who adopt the opposite theory 
that the greater advantage is attainable from the study of lan
guages. The advocates of this view are divided on the expediency 
of prominence being given to tW ancient over modern languages.

ere we meet the practical argument that Latin and Greek, in 
whatever light they may be regarded as accomplishments, are use
less in our intercourse with the world, while modern languages 
really prove of daily utility.

I
ledge which a boy in the ordinary course of education may reach 
in the few years of his school novitiate. It is the common experi
ence, unless with those endowed with rare ability, to permit of 
exceptional progress. It is stated of the late Lord Leighton that 
his father remarked to Powers, the sculptor, that after much hesi
tation he had at length consented to make his son an artist 
Powers at once interrupted him by replying « that, nature has done 
for a ou. ’ This illustration sustains the view that those only
gifted with genius and great powers can reach the first rank of the 
calling they embrace. Indeed the most able and conscientious teach
er can do little more than trace for us the path we should follow : it 
depends on our own abnegation and industry how far we advance 
upon it. I venture to express the opinion that in no one pursuit is 
the fact more apparent than in the study of a modern language. 
There is hardly anything so special. So many considerations 
embraced, grammar, idiom, the knowledge of the words and phrases 
in use, the tournure of the language, the genders, the pronuncia
tion, both of great importance, for a fault in either direction may 
lead to a sad faux pas. I recollect once remarking to a young girl

are
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ADVANTAGES FROM EDUCATION. 91
reate a 
timents who, I was given to understand, knew French perfectly, “ Vous 

parlez donc Français, mademoiselleHer intention was to reply
11,1 Pru” she said “un pou," for the meaning of which I refer you 

to the dictionary.it these 
vooates 
îothing 

moral 
u their 
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le with 
o at as 
by the 
ght of 
r walk

Necessarily there are degrees of education enforced by circum
stances. If the boy, from family exigencies, is destined at an early 
age to gain his own bread, the time at his disposal will admit only 
of his learning ret ding, writing and arithmetic as they are now 
sometimes spoken of as the three R’s. This teaching is all that is 
possible with what incidental instruction can be given in general 
history, and in the principles of applied science. Where no such 
sacrifice is required, in my poor opinion, the study of the ancient 
languages should form the basis of education: Latin preceding 
Gieek, the cultivation of which must depend on time and opportu 
niiy. Even a moderate knowledge of the former language, and I 
admit such is the general result in ordinary cases, tends more than 
any other form of knowledge to discipline the mind, 
structure of these languages and the strict laws of

theory 
of lan- 
diency 
;uages. 
oek, in 
re use- 
çuages

From the
grammar a

logical habit of thought is called forth, and a key to the grammar 
of all modern languages is gained by the study. Likewise the 
history of Greece and Rome encourages generous sympathies with 
the student, for it is replete with examples of patriotism, self- 
sacrifice, courage and devotion to duty ; conduct never recorded 
but with praise. While vice, cruelty, treachery, meanness, false
hood and tyranny are mentioned with detestation. Equally it in
culcates the love of truth, the foster-mother of every virtue. That 
sense of right and of duty, which, as Socrates tells Crito, is a voice 
I seem to hear as the coryphantes hear the sound of flutes with 
the resound of the echo, that nothing else can be heard. 
No one will dispute that the study confers purity of style and 
correctness of taste. Is it not something to speak and write 
noble language with simplicity, force and correctness 
are never misunderstood, and are able to express our thoughts with 
vigour and subtle emphasis? To command attention without affec
tation, to avoid the effort when artifice is apparent in every 
sentence? To learn to imitate the language we find in the writings 
of Goldsmith, of Macaulay, Jeffery, Sydney Smith and de Quincey. 
There must be a groundwork for every class of information, and 
what is essential is the creation, of a core of sound knowledge, 
around which is to be coiled the technical attainments by which 
are to gain our bread.
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Parents must not suppose that a schoolboy leaves the sixth 
form with much more than a general knowledge of the ancient
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languages. He does not in the allotted time become a professional 
scholar, such as we read of three centuries back, when Latin cl: 
the common medium of correspondence; which produced men of 
the type of Erasmus, Luther, Roger Ascham, or Milton; in modern 
times as Bentley; or who possess the knowledge of Greek of Person 
Jowett or Lowe (Lord Sherbrooke), of whom hereafter I have to 
speak. I have to ask, is the progress in science or in mooern lan
guages relatively greater under the conditions 1 name? My argu
ment is simply this, that limited as the knowledge of the classics 
possessed by the boy at the close of his school life, or even as a 
youth in leaving the university, the study of them is the safest 
ordeal to follow in the formation of mind and character.
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thThe rebound against this theory is attributable to the excessive 

and almost exclusive teaching of these languages in vogue until 
the first twenty years of -his century. They formed the main basis 
of education; indeed little else was taught. What was known 
‘ sphering ” was taught after Walker’s Arithmetic. We are told 
by Lord Sherbrooke that the mathematical master at Winchester 
stopped at the fourth book of Eu'clid, and this was after 1825. Eng- 
ish grammar was not looked upon as an essential ; modern history 

obtained but scant attention; French a moderate amount of studVf 
German at that date was in the matter of education an unknown 
ongue. !Not the slightest attention was given to science. Possibly 
îere were occasional lectures on astronomy and on electricity, in 

the former with a workable orrery, in the latter the experiments 
made were the chief feature. Latin and 
sidered paramount. So much so, that in an essay written in 1811, 
Sydney Smith complained that it was the custom to bring up the 
first y^ng nien 0f the country as if they were all to keep grammar 
schools in little country towns; and that a nobleman, upon whose 
knowledge and liberality the honour and welfare of his country
sTortfT 18 dmgently W°rried for half his life with longs and 
shorts. No man was considered fit for a bishop who was not

rned in Aristophanes; indeed we owe some of the best editions 
of classics to clergymen looking for preferment.

The teaching is now in the opposite direction. Horace tells us
tnat when foolish people avoid one vice they run to the opposite 
' X rem.e’ Dum Vltant stulti vit™ in contraria currant. Thus the

• ZTr 0r m*n- languages is advoc“d 

y < ion given to the classics is pronounced to be a waste of 
Ime A powerful ajoute of this theory was one of the most dis 

tinguished men of modern times, the iat'e Robert w! “t
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Sherbrooke, a scholar of rare gifts and multiplied attainments. 
From his recognized classical knowledge and his opposition to the 
study, there arose the mot that he was the Phillippe Egalité of this 
branch of learning. Of a respectable family in the squirearchy of 
Notts, under the great physical disadvantage of imperfect sight, 
he worked bis way up to the first rank in political life, having been 
Chancellor of the Exchequer. He numbered among his friends the 
first public men and the first scholars in England. It may interest 
those who do me the favour to listen to me, that he was an intimate 
friend of Sir Edmund Head, and visited him when Governor- 
General, in Toronto in X83G. Sir Edmund then consulted him on 
the selection of the seat of government for the Province of Canada, 
as then constituted, and he is accredited with having contributed 
to the recommendation of Ottawa as the capital. We also read of 
him in the biography by Mr. Vatchet Martin, that his influence to 
some extent led to the withdrawal of the British garrisons from 
Canada. He said in he House of Commons, “ In my opinion 
nothing could be so strong or so incentive in America to war with 
this country as the notion that they could catch a small English 
army and lead it away in triumph. Never mind, if it were thirty 
to one it would be all the same; the popularity that such a capture 
would confer upon the successful general or President of the 
period would be irresistible.” [Vol. II. p. 233.]

Mr. Lowe was one of those elaborately educated Englishmen 
who are entirely without acquaintance with the history of Canada, 
some tell us we have no y, or even of the continent, until 
the United States became a power in modern international rela
tions. He knew nothing of the revolutionary war of a century back, 
or he would have more correctly judged the two great disasters ex
perienced by the British, and there were two only, the surrender 
of Burgoyne at Saratoga and of Cornwallis at Yorktown; both per
fectly explicable. They were, in the first place, caused by the med
dling, cowardly, incapable Lord George Germain, typical of all that 
is insolent to an official subordinate, and of extreme sycophancy 
to the King. He was then Secretary of the Colonies, and he threw 
the blight of his presence on all brought in contact with him. The 
incompetence of Burgoyne, joined to the abandonment of him by 
Germain, led to his surrender. It was possible for him to have 
retreated with his army in safety, but to spare himself the disgrace 
of that reverse he strove to establish that he had been ordered to 
execute what was in itself impossible. It was Germain’s corre
spondence with Cornwallis which led to his self-assertion, his dis
regard of orders, and his bad generalship tint caused his defeat:
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ami we must not set out of view the want of enterprise, courage 
and conduct of the British admiral. Mr. Lowe evidently knew 
nothing of the U. E. Loyalists who settled Upper Canada, and their 
esccndnnts; and he had no thought of the war of 1812, and its

? : "T aPPe°' “ Stro“^ «very Canadian
witl „ J 7, are here P”86"1. cannot fail to remember that 

htn the last few months a powerful appeal has been made to this 
sentiment and that the whole country was stirred to the hearts
W. °to ,hUr8t by Whnt C0"M »“'? be construed as an
nrav' m, ^ ty aBd of Patriotism. Let us fervently
minne.» y ‘T* . We cnImot be tl««isible to tile danger of

position, but there is the common resolve, if the exigency so

ZI’Z r‘dT‘ “ as men- 1 am “* "eve to discuss this pL^
us i rraBonai* and ** ^ 91~«
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benefit on his mind and thought. It is difficult to recognize that 
he advanced the true purport of education, the development of the 
reasoning powers, by his advocacy of confining the attention of the 
hoy to modern languages and the sciences. Every earnest student 
of a modern language not his own, early discovers that he must 
give to it exclusive attention. Let me ask you, of what value in 
the practical duties of life is superficial knowledge of any kind? 
But even a little Latin is o? use in the study of French. If you 
have a fair knowledge of both, and it is your fate to visit Italy, you 
will be surprised at the facility with which you will pick up the 
language for everyday conventional use. I do not speak of literary 
proficiency of the language, as any of you will soon discover if 
placed in a position to observe the distinction. German is another 
matter. It is a study entirely apart. Many may conceive that 
being cognate with English his mother tongue wili aid him. It is 
quite the reverse. Tne analogies between the two languages re
quire advan. id knowledge to perceive. I may adduce a familiar 
example. Our gable, the wall closing at an angular point, is the 
word gabel, a fork. It conveys the same idea; here the relation
ship stops. German is a language demanding the closest applica
tion. Thus, I contend that the study of these languages and the 
pursuit of science, however laudable in themselves and elevating 
in themselves, can only be considered as advanced studies for the 
higher education, when the character is formed and fitted to re
ceive them.

Lowe himself to the last clung to the love of classics, and they 
never ceased to furni ih illustrations in his argument. There is 
comic incident connected with the tax, which as Chancellor of the 
Exchequer he introduced, a tax on the manufacture of matches. It 
obtained favour in the House of Commons, and in the present day 
writers of eminence on political economy justify it. The manufac
turers opposed to the tax, as manufacturers are in such circum-. 
stances, had a card to play which they did not neglect. They 
started up all the young girls engaged in the manufacture and in 
the sale, by the dread of losing their means of livelihood, and in
duced them to form themselves in a procession with banners and 
music, and proceed to the House of Commons, noisily to protest 
against the tax being enforced. The unthinking public accepted 
the trick as a good demonstration against an unjust imposition. 
The proposition at the time, and since that date, has been brought 
forward in a disparaging spirit to Lowe’s ability, and in a minor 
way caused him annoyance. A strange feature of the case was
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Ex luce lucellum, we all of us know,
But if Lucy can't sell them, what then, Mr. Lowe 1

I have felt it my duty to introduce Mr. Lowe’s 
his deservedly high reputation no one 
has obtained greater countenance
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Naturally we look forward that our children will be well nr
quainted with the history of their own country, with a general' 
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which everywhere present themselves. I may be told that Va™ 
are accepted moral truths. Yes, but while teaching the reau re 
ments enforced by our daily life according to our duties and 1 
ton, surely we ought not to omit to impart the moral f«“ 

dtgntty of character by which the temptations to which 
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’ luce' Ihere is a ph ‘ase of the people worthy of remembrance, that 

“ Life is rot a11 beer and skittles.” It is a truth we learn at an 
early date. We find how the most prosperous career is chequered 
by many disappointments; that the most favourable, equally with 
xbe least attractive, condition entails serious and exacting duties, 
and that failure in their observance leads to a day of reckoung’ 
certain and sure, be it late or early. We are taught how much of 
oui fate lies in our own hands; that when dark days come upon 
us we have to be true to our purpose, and that we slacken neither 
our perseverance nor our hope. We cannot be insensible to the 
fact that there is much good and evil fortune by which our desti
nies are shaped, but we do not better our condition by stopping on 
the roadside to weep over a reverse.

I trust my imperfectly expressed remarks have not tired you 
I have to thank you for the attention you have been good enough 
to give in listening to me. Even if,
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Saint Paul says, you have 
had need of patience, I have 'driven not to be wearisome. Permit

in my last words to repeat Juvenal’s celebrated lines from the 
Tenth Sadie:

as

me

“ The one certain path to a life of peace is through the observ- 
ance of virtue. Oh, fortune! if prudence guide us, thou hast no 
divinity, but we make thee

Nullum numen babes si sit prudentia sed te,
Nos faeimus, Fortuna, Deam, caeloquo locamus.

goddess and place thee in heaven.”a
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THE INFLUENCE OF THE KINDERGARTEN 
HIGHER EDUCATION.

James L. Hughes, Toronto
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pies that should guide the teacher in the work of teaching im/train
dples'should*^'1811011* in SCb0<>' C°“r8e- The aPP'ication of prin- 
l. n , h gC 38 the child ascends through the advnndne 

pernds of ,ts growth, but the laws of true educational develoZint
The J Umve.rsf1,y in the university as well as in the kindergarten 
These principles have influenced the work in schools
even where the kndergarten itself is not recognted Many men 
Who still speak disrespectfully of the kindergarten " 
ously influenced by its spirit, and are applying principles which

îïïsœri,ad -ot

isight and in power of higher achievement.” There is no teacher 
«. whom this statement does not apply. It is as true of the college 

professor as of the primary teacher. No other educational writings 
bear re-reading so well as Frœbel’s, because his insights *
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dearer, more comprehensive, more distinctive, and therefore more 
difficult of general comprehension, than those of any other writer, 
lien trained under old methods are unable fully to grasp liis ideas, 
as they have no conceptions to which they can be definitely related! 
It requires experience and training to prepare the minds of teachers 
to apperceive FrœbeVs ideas. The next generation, especially those 
who are fc tiinate enough to receive a kindergarten training 
apperceive Frœbel’s principles more fully, and interpret him ’ 
truly than we can hope to do.

What is the kindergarten spirit ? The distinctive spirit of the 
kindergarten is the result of Frœbel’s recognition of the sacredness 
of the child s selfhood or individuality. He taught that every child 
has special power, and that its fullest growth and truest education 
cannot be attained unless this special power becomes the dominant 
element in its life—the central current to which all its other powers 
form tributary streams. By individuality Frcebel meant the divine 
e ement in the child—the only element possessing power to stimu- 
hite and coordinate all its physical, intellectual, and moral activities. 
He gave to selfhood its rightful place as the guide of the child’s 
powers. At the same time that he trained the individual powers of 
a chdd he developed its individuality. Individuality 
dividual powers should be clearly distinguished. Individuality is 
the originating and controlling element of character that starts the 
individual powers to act, and guides them while at 
tive power of character is
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work. The mo- 
more important than the operative 

power, and should be trained more definitely. As motive power is 
higher than operative power, it is more susceptible to training.

He believed that the divinity in the child, its individuality, its 
originality, its distinctive characteristics, its selfhood, was the part 
oi its nature that should be most definitely trained, because on its 
development he based all his hope for the child itself and 
uplifting influence on its fellowmen.

He objected to every system that magnified knowledge at the 
expense of the child, and his whole life

even

' Ifor its?ges
nen
isci-

was a protest against the 
stamping and moulding » processes of teachers who failed to re

cognize the sacredness of the child’s selfhood. What he valued most 
was not power, but creative power. He summed up his conceptions 
of individuality in the germ thought, that, “ the fulfilment of man’s 
destiny is the representation of the divine nature within him.” To
wards the accomplishment of this destiny by each child he con
stantly aimed in working out the details of every part of his educa
tional work. This ideal made creative freedom a logical conception, 
and gave it educational value. Without it the suggestion of
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hwould be al s"*' «-a «Pontanelt, might lead to anarchy 
frLdln, arm°”10"s Rrowtl' *®warda truth, justice, and perfect w

tlTh,s foundation educational principlc-the recognition of the 
«acredness of the child’s selfhuod~led Frcebel to discover the lead- 
ng features of Ins educational system. It revealed to him the vital
hePch,aidCe I°t 'VTT'’ 8y8tematic’ aud Persistent study of 

^hdd: ,made the chlld> and not the knowledge to be com
municated to it, the focus of educational thought. It led him to 
make freeo mi and happiness the sources of productive interest and 
he essential conditions of child-development. It .aught him that 

the divinity in the child should not be passive or merely responsive 
o suggestions from others, but that selfhood should be self active 

that is, active in the conception as well as the execution of an 
idea ; in motive as well as in deed ; in originating as well as in 
operating; in seeing as well as in doing,-and realizing thb, he 
self-activity the highest process of human development 
him that the divinity in the child should not cease to grow, but 
should increase in power through progressive stages, and on tlis he 
founded his law of evolution. It gave him a clear conception of the 
unît/™0110” °f Ule md,yidual’ as a Perfect unit in the universal
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xH11 The study of the child, reverence for its individuality, joyous- 

Less and spontaneity, true self-activity, progressive evolution, per- 
ect community of feeling, and cooperation in action for the accom- 

p is iment of a common beneficent purpose; these are the essential 
elements of the soirit of Frcebel’s kindergarten
tionaUh'oSfandT*inflUenCed “s"1" ot
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are workmR gradually upward from the primary through 
the Intermediate departments. This is natural, because at Ural 
kindergarten methods were studied much more than the principles 
on which they are based. Until recently high school and college 
men could be divided into two classes; those who denied that the 
kindergarten had any educational value, and those who were gra- 
Clous y wi rag to admit that it might possibly possess some slight 
educational advantages for very young children. A great awaken- 
ng has been going on in the lies' high schools and colleges during 

the last few years, and the indications are that the next ten years 
will do much to verify Mr. Courtl,ope Bowen's predictions. The 
springtime is here, and the life is flowing upward to the
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«lead high school and college branches. Some of them are green 
with fyesh leaves, and wMte already with the blossoms of progress 
that give promise of rich and abundant fruit.

CHILD STUDY.
A deep and widespread interest has been aroused during the 

past ten years in high schools, normal schools, and even universities, 
in scientific child study. The kindergartens undoubtedly deserve 
rlie credit for arousing this general and earnest study of the child. 
They made the child the centre of interest, and the chief agent in 
its own development. They became objective representations of 
gieat principles, not as theories but as vital realities in active oper
ation. Applied principles reveal truth more definitely in an hour 
fhan the theoretical exposition of the same truth can do in a cen 
fury. The kindergartens respected the child’s selfhood; they ele
vated it above the knowledge it is intended to use; they aimed to 
deal with its divinity rather than its depravity; they helped to 
make real Emerson’s ideal, that the child is the “ sun of the world;” 
rhey proved that the child is the supreme educational factor; and 
ny making these facts and principles objective, they guided the 
world to the study of the child, and placed educational investiga
tion on a logical basis.
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DISCIPLINE.
The kindergarten spirit has affected the discipline of the 

schools more than it has yet influenced the methods of teaching, 
in a single generation it has transformed the disciplinary agencies 
of the schools. Rev. J. G. Fitch said in his official report to the 
English government two yee.s ago, that “ the kindergarten had so 
thoroughly changed the discipline of the English schools that the 
disciplinary terms now used in the official instructions to teachers 
would not have been understood by them a few years ago.”

Even in high schools, colleges, and universities the old auto
cratic, domineering, arbitrary, coercive, mandatory spirit has al
most disappeared. The former antagonism between teacher and 
pupils or students is becoming rapidly less, and the 
cooperative harmony has dawned in good secondary schools and 
universities.

Froebel recognized the value of the teacher’s guidance, but he 
realized very clearly that the teacher’s influence might be too great. 
His profound respect for the selfhood of the child was so great that 
he w ould not allow the teacher to overshadow it or prevent its free

Restriction dwrarfs, coercion 
blights, and domination destroys individuality, and therefore Froe-
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bel waged against them a war of extermination. He refused to 
destroy power in the effort to educate. His comprehension of the 
inter relationships existing between all the truly developing pro- 
cesses of nature made him decide, that even between essential free-

6 "°ntr01 there must be a cour8e that produces 
perfect harmony, so he sought the “ perfect law of liberty ” that he 
might guide childhood without destroying its spontaneity.

He believed so thoroughly in the law of evolutionary develop- 
ment through successive stages of human growth that he did
! ™ rf-?mShe? v?araCter in the chiId- He allowed little children 

condition of liberty which shocked the martinets, and agitates
dom6h t em He dGDied that anarchy was caused by free-

cont’rol andTh ? ^ the Datural resu,t of ™erciveCZT ! tbat «raturai control, especially during unconscious 
childhood, made it self-conscious in the weakening 
to a natural indifference or resistance to 
the subsequent conscious period,
harmn6 SeIfactivityto be intermediary process to produce 
harmony between spontaneity and control, and interest to be the 
motive that leads to self-activity when the selfhood has not been 
made passive by arbitrary control. With loving sympathy as an 
attractive power, making the teacher a friend instead of a domi
neering autocrat, and with the interested self-activity of the child 
as the central thought in the teacher’s philosophy, he knew discb 
pline would soon settle itself in 
lieve that children
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more contented when engaged in appropriate occupations than 
w en ,dle. Productivity being, according to his philosophy, the 

a function of humanity, he reasoned that creative self-activity is 
the most perfect source of human happiness, and the only rational 
agency in truly developing discipline.
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bBut it may be answered, “ all children do not like to work.” 

This statement Froebel declined to accept. It is very likely to be 
true that all children do not like to do work chosen for them bv 

vn-teachers, and to which they are driven by the teacher’s am 
thonty The wonder is that there is so little rebellion against work 
selected by others, and towards which children are driven by au
thority and not drawn by interest. Even when the persuasive 
power is the witchery of loving reverence for the teacher, work 
chosen by the teacher never has the maximum of power to interest 
or develop, and cannot long hold the attention of the pupil or make 
the path of duty the path of pleasure.
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do love productive work if they are trained to plan it as well as 
perform it. “ They yield themselves,” said he, “ in childlike trust 
and cheerfulness to their formative and creative interest ” 
methods of most
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The
. schools in the past destroyed the formative and

creative interest by making the pupil passive instead 
receptive instead of executive. of active,

ment ïW. f 6 m u Uncon8clous Period of the child’s develop
ment, Froebel would have the control of mother rnd kindergartuer
so oroughly in harmony with the spontaneity of the child as not to
bfelt by it. The highest disciplinary skill of the mother or ldnder-
eWl toVood -0WD by/heitransference of the child’s interest from
the external “ ™ that the child is *<>* conscious of
tlu external, guiding influence in making the change
surrender of one interest for another.

?velop- 
id not 
ildren 
fitates 
7 free- 
ercive 
scious 
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or of its own
. When the child becomes

taTntCh ltS T Per80Dality’ the teller’s duty is still to main
tain the harmony between control and spontaneity
both the control and Now, however,rid «srz: Mpjxrr:ttnorZn n 1 'he rightS °f °thers’ aad «econd by the reuMza
(liUaHnihtLPerSOa a -a<Î!,antageS FeSulting from self-control in sul.or- 
huating the undesirable to the desirable in one’s own tendencies.
riende of^the departme“ts the tea<*er should be the confidential 

A m ? PUP ’ and not a mere dictator to whom the pupil 
should render unquestioning obedience. Exigencies may arise when
the teacher may wisely say “ Thou shalt,” or « Thou shalt not ” as 

ie result of the “ better choice between two evils.” Such an inci
dent is always a moral catastrophe, and the wise teacher undoes 

e evi so far as possible when the conditions that precipitated 
the collision have passed away.
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... new generations of children trained in the kindergarten and 
fil ed with its spirit of individual liberty and individual responsi- 

int3 rise through the schools to the universities, they will expect 
and receive a fuller recognition of their ability to exercise self- 
control and share in the management and discipline of the institu
tions in which they are being trained. A freer race will demand 
and deserve still greater freedom. When perfect freedom and full 
responsibility for individual action are the supreme elements in the 
management and discipline of colleges and universities, the young 
men and women in them will receive the best training in good 
citizenship. Self-government must create the experiences by which 
the mind becomes capable of apperceiving the doctrines of political 
economy.
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104 GENERAL ASSOCIATION.

The kindergartens were proscribed by the Prussian government 
because they threatened the tyranny of imperialism. The imperious 
spirit of the schools fought against the child’s right to liberty, and 
the tyrant schoolmaster would have proscribed it, too, if he had 
possessed sufficient power. But the kindergartens flourish 
in Prussia, and the kindergarten spirit will soon completely over
come the spirit of imperious domination in the state and in the 
school.
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SELF-ACTIVITY. le
The schools are beginning to understand the meaning of Frre- 

hel’s fundamental law of self-activity. When fully understood, 
this law is the most productive element in school work, and the 
surest test of true teaching.

There is a wide difference between activity and self-activity; 
between expression and self-expression.

FrcebePs ideal of self-activity was distinctly his own. It in- 
< hides the motive to action, as well as the action. It means more 
than action in response to the will or suggestion of another, teacher 
ov parent. It is the expression of the selfhood of the child; the 
execution of the plan of the individual who is acting. It includes 
the originating and directing power, as well as the operating power 
°fthc child. The action of the pupil in response to the direction of 
the teacher is infinitely more productive than mere receptivity, but 
not so developing as action in response to his own definite motive.

True self-activity is the only certain method of coordinating 
the brain of the child and developing its motor centers, and of 
revealing the child to its teacher and to itself in fruitful self-con
sciousness. It is the only way of overcoming the great weakness 
of humanity, which is shown by the possession of knowledge be
yond the powTer of execution—of insight greater than the power of 
attainment. The highest power is the power to use powrer.

Self-activity is the only process by which we can secure accu
rate thinking by our pupils. We used to believe that our pupils 
were thinking while we talked to them. They did sometimes think, 
fortunately about things quite foreign to the subject under 
sidération. Then we imagined that they were thinking when we 
showed them pictures or things, or when we performed experiments 
before them.
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Each of these successive steps was a distinct im
provement, when compared with the step below it in the advancing 
sequence. But no good school is now satisfied even with experi
ments by the teacher, either for the illustration or the discovery of 
truth. In chemistry, physics, botany, cooking, sloyd, and all forms
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of manual training, each student is supplied with apparatus or 
tools and material with which to perform his own experiments and 
note his own discoveries.

This development is the outcome of the revelation of the prin
ciple of self-activity in the kindergarten. Frcebel’s exercises in the 
kindergarten always had two parts or stages. In the first, the class 
followed the guidance of the teacher in gaining new knowledge or 
experience; and in the second, each child applied its 
ledge and experience in the expression of its own conceptions and 
purposes. This revelation of the “ inner in the outer » Frcebel 
made the basis of the growth of selfhood and the training of opera
tive and executive power.
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Nearly all schools are yet in the first stage of Frcebel’s process, 
the second stage is much more important. The knowledge and 
experience of the first are of little value unless they are applied 
in the second stage. The real growth of the individual results al
most entirely from the work of the second stage. The growth of 
hrcebel’s idea of self-activity has never been practiced ; but its 
selfhood in pupils goes on to a limited extent in schools where 
growth is not due to the schools, but to the exercise of self-activity 
outside of school. The teachers of the world would be startled if 
they could examine the brain of

|tivity ;
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submit to ordinary school processes during all his waking hours 
till he was twenty-one years of age. Brain growth, especially in 
the motor centres, and the unfolding of selfhood yet depend chiefly 
on the work and play of the children outside of school.

a man

Many schools are now making a partial application of Frcebel’s 
self-activity in some departments of school work. In drawing, the 
tcachet is not satisfied with giving new thought or new elements of 
beauty to the pupils; each child makes its own use of the new ele
ment in making an original design independent application 
ol it in association with the knowledge previously acquired. Writ
ing and grammar are no longer taught cs ends, in good schools, but 

in self-expression. Composition is no longer a dreadful 
formality, but is a means of revealing in visible form the
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concep
tions of each child. When compositions have to be written as home 
exercises, wise teachers do not assign the subjects, but allow the 
Pupils to select their own subjects. True self-expression 
more than a statement of views in regard to questions or subjects 
chosen by others; it means the expression of opinions on the sub 
ject most prominent in the mind and most vitally related to the life 
of the writer.
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There is no department of schoolH ' : 

fi i

f “ without original thought conception prevents the de
velopment of the power to think, and destroys the natural unity 
between original thought and its definite expression, 
in the full interpretation and perfect 
thoughts of the greatest writers could

5 * are
!
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If a training 

expression of the best 
. ,, develop the power of self-

expression, then actors would inevitably be the best speakers in 
the world, as they are unquestionably the best interpreters of the 
thought and feeling of the masterpieces of literature. But, not 
withstanding the fact that they are accustomed to appear before 
arge audiences, and should therefore be free from distracting 

consciousness, few actors are able to express their own views with 
clearness and freedom. No subject in the whole range of school 
work needs to be considered by teachers more carefully than the 
subject of reading. The methods now in use have sent out from 
the schools at least ninety-seven per cent, of the pupils without 
interest in any definite, systematic course of reading; they destroy 
the natural power of expression, they make pupils weakly self
conscious, and they fail to give them the highest power of true self- 
expression.
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! Iti; a» Oliver Wendell Holmes said: “I had no instruction in gram 

mar or language when I was at school. I learned to write by hav 
mg something to say, and trying to say it in the best way.” Henry 
Irving said to the students of Harvard: “ If you are true to your 
individuality, and have great, original thoughts, they will find their 
way to the hearts of others as surely as the upland waters burst 
their way to the sea.”

The greatest opportunity for teachers to make valuable dis 
coveries in their professional work is to be found in extending the
application of Frcebel’s law of self-activity in the methods of 
teaching.
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PLAY.

The kindergarten, by making play an organic part of actual 
school work, has led teachers to regard it as an important, if not 
an essential, educational process, and has done much to change 
educational ideals and reveal the truth that the communication of 
knowledge is not the highest duty of the school.

Play is now recognized as the best agency in securing the com 
plete development of the child’s physical life; but it accomplishes
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IN FLUENCE OF THE KINDERGARTEN.

much more tlian physical growth and energy. It is the best pos 
sible process by which the motor brain can be increased in size and 
coordinated with the sensory brain. It lays the basis for energetic 
character. It reveals the absolute importance of individual train
ing as an essential to the success of the club or team. Every cricket 
lacrosse, football, and baseball player knows, that, if there is one 
weak man on the team, the whole team is weakened. Play makes 
deal, also, the power of organized action. These two lessons 
the most important lessons the race has to learn, and play is the 
best objective, realisi{c, experimental method of revealing them.

TRUE OBJECTIVE TEACHING.

Froebel’s use of material has done much to improve the meth
ods of using objects in school. English and American teachers at 
first completely failed to grasp the aim of Pestalozzi in his objec 
tive work. His chief purpose was to define and develop the senses 

that they might be reliable agents of the brain. English and 
American teachers saw in his object teaching but a new method of 
acquiring knowledge rapidly and definitely, and objective teaching 
deteriorated into formal information lessons concerning 
objects. The English Education Department proved its wisdom 
by prohibiting what were called object lessons in England, and 
their re-introduction into English schools resulted from the eleva
tion of the ideals of teachers as a result of Froebel’s better use of 
material in the kindergarten. Froebel made a much higher use of 
material than Pestalozzi. He aimed, not merely to define the 
child’s powers but to develop its selfhood, by allowing it to 
varied material as a means of self-expression in revealing its 
conceptions and in transforming its material environment so as to 
subordinate it to high purposes.
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MANUAL TRAINING.

Froebel’s use of material in the kindergarten has completely 
changed the ideals in regard to manual training. Educators now 
demand that all children, and not a few, shall have manual train
ing; that manual training be given before the age of fourteen; and 
especially that manual training shall be introduced into schools 
for educational instead of economic or industrial reasons. There 
is an economic element in manual training, but it is subordinate 
to the educational element The greatest function of manual train 
ing is brain-making. The motor brain has been neglected in the 
schools; manual training not only develops the motor brain but 
coordinates it with the sensory brain.
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CO-OPERATION OR COMMUNITY OF SPIRIT.
The greatest lessonmorality, based Zte"" ki"dCT*“‘*“ <■ *• 

of Christ in regard to 
Frœbel

need of
understanding of the teaching 

community of aim and altruistic 
m the perfect development of individual

a new

purpose, 
power as a

viyamc cooperation of the race the onlv nrocess•n ,. imlUTr, gr0Wth of humanity in wisdom, purity, and poweT 
The individual growth was a means, not an end Every nart of hi. 
kindergarten system leads to the higher morality of ChrMa, 
luunity ot spirit. The schools should become the greatest agencies 
'• th« »<* to unity of higher purpose, Sd In Sinn

proper conceptions of inter relationships and strengthening intef 
dependence. It was Frœbel’s aim to make the kWdergarten and 
the schoo1 a little world, where responsibility is snared^y all in

in and vof't re8VM~Cd b> bl-otherly sympathy developed by 
nil, and voluntary cooperation practiced by all. When Frœbel's
educational principles have been practiced long enough to make 

urn dominant elements m human character, there will be 
to the illogical socialism that demands 
defiance of individual rights.

Frœbel’s recognition of unity was so clear that it became the 
undamental law of his system. He saw unity between man and
,Z;nod e”, 7” rd God: betWMn man’s Intel

lectual and spmtual natures; between his receptive, redective and

coin

an end 
compulsory cooperation in

INDIVIDUALITY.
kindlrgLTcmTtdinl I"0 'U » shown in the

.......

to make them as unlike as possible 
true unity are based
Fnity is not sameness. Perfect harmony in mimin
comp,ete and «ehnite egression of diifejt tones aTthe same time.

i,’ but lf each part is perfect in its distinctive 
makes a perfectly harmonious whole, and the per

ds on the distinctive perfection of each 
. , individuality or selfhood pecu-

lts best growth and work are possible only as

was
The new aim is 

God’s perfect harmony and
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inlike things, 
results from
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individual part. Each child has an
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executive powers; end between childhood, youth and maturity 
He saw, too, the unity that should exist between the stod es 
the school curriculum. His kindergarten i* ti, , ,
presentation of practical correiation^yet^rought Z TlZ 

Barnes stones occupations, observation lessons, and all the work 
done bv and for the little ones in a kindergarten rotate’,, 
central, dom.nant purpose, which has some nLraï vital relation 

s up to the child’s life, and varies with the conditions by which 
the child is surrounded. Both Herbert and Prcebel saw the neces 
sity for correlation; but to Froebel correlation was a part of his 
univeisai law of unity, and, os usual with him, he mode it a reality
teachers “‘"8 U,e k,°derftarten is disclosing it to

on

one

apperception.

Froebeli , c recognized the weakness of teaching which presented 
knowledge to the mind and trained the receptive agencies that 
they nnght brmg it definitely to the mind but failed to train the 
mind itself to make it capable of comprehending and relating the 
knowledge presented to it, and neglected also to stimulate the mind 
so that it was anxious to receive the new knowledge and add it to 
the similar knowledge already possessed. The primary aim of 

ie indergarten, so far as mental development and mind storing 
concerned, is to form apperceptive centres in the mind, so that 

all knowledge may be clearly comprehended and definitely related 
Froebel secured apperception in its highest and most productive
form by his law of self-activity. In self-activity the originating 
element is the child’s

are

mind- Activity results from interest 
first aroused in the mind of the individual who acts. The mind 
is not responsive merely to appeals from without; it is aroused 
and reaches out with living interest to find and grasp the new facts 
<»r principles. In the kindergarten the child’s apperceptive centres 
are first defined, and then enlarged by active—not passive, or 
merely responsive—interest.

own

NATURE STUDY.

Ihe kindergarten is unfolding to the schools a new and higher 
form of nature study. Froebel led the child to study nature, not 
that its store of formal knowledge should be increased but that 
its life might be purified and the process of its own evolution to 
higher life revealed. Nature was to Froebel a temple of life. He 
placed the child in sympathetic touch with nature in order that it 
might become acquainted with life in its growth processes and in
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its evolution to higher life, 
central element in all
apperceptive centres were as essential in spiritual development as 
n mental growth, and he believed that the only possible way to 

form religious apperceptive centres in the child’s nature is to bring 
it into loving attitude towards nature, that it may first see the life 
in nature, and then recognize the unseen life behind the life of 
nature. He would have the child reverence the life in nature so 
fully as not to destroy it wantonly. He trained the child in 
kindergarten to sow seeds and water the plants that came from 
them in order that it might realize its power to start other life to 
grow and help the life to still higher, grander life. The conscious
ness in the mind of the child that it can aid plant life to greater 
life will by easy transition become in the mind of the 
woman a consciousness of power to aid other human lives to nobler 
lite. This is the most productive and most elevating apperceptive 
center that can be implanted in human nature.

He believed that life must be the 
true religious development. He knew that
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COLLEGE AND HIGH SCHOOL DEPARTMENT.

TU.E WORK AND WANTS OF THE PROVINCIAL UNIVERSITY. 
Chancellor Burwash, Victoria University, Toronto.

In discussing this subject Dr. Burwash. ^ , . fli'st considered at
some length the relation and office of the university in the iutel- 

. lectual life of the country, and the work required to discharge this 
function. He then summed up this work as follows:

1. To lead in the provision of a broad, thorough course of 
higher culture at present required by about one in every two 
hundred of our population.

2. The provision of facilities for the best, most accurate and 
thorough learning in the departments of natural science, physical 
science and mathematics, historical science and philosophy, with 
provision of thorough working knowledge and solid scholarship in 
the most important languages and literature.

This second branch of the work of the university brings us 
into a third relation of the provincial university, viz.: 3. To be 
the helper and perfecter of all the special schools of professional 
knowledge, enabling them by the aid of the special departments 
of university learning to reach a much higher level than would be 
otherwise possible. Divinity, law, medicine in its various 
branches, engineering, agriculture, architecture, music and the 
fine arts, may all thus benefit by association with the university.

4. But perhaps the most important of all the work of the Pro
vincial University is its relation to the teaching faculty of the 
country. We have in this province 
graduates, of whom one-sixth

now about 3,000 university 
teachers, exceeding in number 

any other profession, except the clerical. The preparation of these 
teachers for their work devolves very largely on the universities, 
and most largely upon the provincial university. Of the present col
legiate institute and high school staff, 311 are graduates of Toronto 
and Victoria, 68 of other universities, 191 not being university 
graduates; the total by last report being 570. These university 
graduates have taken four years of their preparation at the uni
versity, and now one at the School of Pedagogy. It is evident that 
they are largely dependent on the university for several things: 
First, their accurate knowledge of the fundamentals of their sub
ject; second, the broader scholarship which places that knowledge
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and psychological prindples’XcTunderlie^5 T l0gi< a' 

and, fourth that L-nnwina , ,, Ile lPir work as teachers;«•i-ed b/:i,r^^^,::zor^z,tseif wh,kh k 

;n,atr.itmport7t- “»• ^rrntLt

ments of two millions of m ^ ? SUpp ,V tIle educational require-
a^'XLTi:,r oiw ”thoumnd

fessional students in

c
1
r
li
i

arts,
nearly another thousand of pro- s

affiliated schools.
w, mütt Zr mr'nB f“ ""nt" <>f the l'--vincial univendtv, 
sources of'mm ^ " -
under throe heads-CapL,, Cpment **'"

•n «ho LTce^rtât “*
invested in sito h, îm- “ , 0f thls sum $1.434,2.10.21
vested in „nprod,,ZTn’ndS SÏÏÏSS'.’ÏÏÏÎ"
«*,« In productive endowment “ 

capital must he added that of income. '

o
e
li
Si

n
hare
hiare in- 

and
To this statement of 

as follows:

ol
O
vv

Income from Endowments 
Income from Fees, etc......

et
$76,144 80 
43,748 75

is
asTotal..........................

For the sake of comparison we may place beside 
hose of twelve leading universities of the United States: ' 

Leland Stanford........  7r,
Chicago............  ...................... .............................................. $20,000,000
Harvard............ i................................. „ .............................................. 12,000 000
Columbia................ ........................... , XU............................................... 12,000,000
Cornell................. ‘  ............................J’JJJ............................................... 10,000,000
Johns Hopkins.............................. ’7,.............................................. 6,500,000
California.............. .. V l nso.............................................. 3 870.°00
Pennsylvania.... o'orr ....................................... 3,700,000

.........................‘IÏÏ............................................ •....................
Minnesota..............  . ’ .............................................. 3,147,000
Wisconsin........  ............................ ......................................................... 2,200,000
Michigan.............. XX.......................9„l............................. ................. 2,000,OOo

,778.................... .... 1,750,000

figures represent available re- 
ease of all the lower figures, 

grounds and equipments 
state grants to income, or by 

The annual income of 
a quarter of a million, and in

fit$119,893 64
er

our figures
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It must be added that these 
sources in each 
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.. . principally buildings,
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chers; 
iich is 
ts the 
ential. 
quire- 
nts in 
f pro-

!irtnil„n,bTM the mmi0"' EaCh Of fh,8C lo.titlrtloD, 
' , buildings, and equipments an amount equal to To
™,l! Vt',cepli0" 0f Jolms H°l>kins aod Michigan, who 

. p “ buildings and no large investments in lauds, but large 
investment in apparatus and libraries.

The next aspect of a university is its equipment for univer
sity work. The first element is the library. We have a library 
of about 50,000 volumes, fairly well selected. The universities 
enumerated stand as follows in bound and unbound volumes in
i irary. 720, 235, 232, 200, 100, 1G0, 100. 100, 53, 37, 32, 10, thou

sand in each case.

m

;i
‘l-sity, 
nt re- 
them

laboratories is apparatus; in fact we may judge of the efficiency 
oi the laboratory by the apparatus with which it is furnished.

ur apparatus and museum are Valued at f43.000. one-half of 
" ut i is in the museum and biological department, fairly well
XPP.f™ ,WOrk- . *boUt *1" 000 iu P'»™» and 15,000 inchcm. 
istry, |l,o00 in psychology, all fairly furnished. In mathematics, 
astronomy geology and mineralogy, we are almost without out
fit, with the exception of the collection of Canadian typical min- 
erals recently purchased.

Again, we may compare our total outfit with that of the 
twelve leading universities named, which stand as follows. As 
the figures include library, we must add our library, making our 
equipment *167,294. Of the twelve American universities in 
'Oui cases there are no separate returns. The highest equip-

F50’°00’ the ,0West is ^50,000. Four stand 
7o0, 585, 575, 300. Four 185, 170, 150,
. ^xt turn to staff. In considering staff, we shall not
consider the professional faculties, as they are so largely repre- 
sented by affiliated colleges that neither income, resources, nor 
staff can be included in the estimate, though they add greatly to 

es rength and prestige of the uinversity, placing it in the first 
•. nk of the universities of the continent. On the other hand, we

mclude the arts faculty of Victoria, as all arts students of 
Mctoria are also arts students of Toronto, and as the arts faculty 
ot Victoria is thus directly engaged in doing the 
the university as a whole :

1. The classical department, including Latin and Greek lan
guages, literature, history, philosophy and comparative philol
ogy Eight men: four professors and four lecturers.

lated 
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3. Moderns, including German, French, 
Thirteen men : five professors and 
Hirers and five other instructors.

4. Oriental languages—Three

,

men.
Italian and Spanish— 

associate professors, three lec- wi
si

two professors and a 

two Urm™' “f Ph,l080phy-Po"r -- two professors and

men: in:fellow.
as
st$
sh

fellow. ‘ mtn- f0,lr professors and a

In
thi
th.
de8. Department of

i
men: a professor, a lec“d'a“fe“g '''"‘“-«''V-Three 

two demonstatore ."Ida'fènow^"' “ |,ro,eS8°r*a '«‘“cr,

meu: - — -
I»rofesao“ te^doLoiaSor and Mow” Pr0feMOr’ aS‘,0Ci'“e

12. Department of geology and mineralogy—Two 
fessor and a fellow. k

versify TnvolveUs tïe Tbo^of* no TelTthan ûttvT ^ ^ ^ 

atructmg 1,013 students, of whom eleven are in' VlcToria”™’^

graduate curtTum^thla "fai^M '*t Z*™"*»* «V P»*‘- 
about adequate n„, Li!. 4t eret sig''< appear to be

cousin and California. ” "“meS are Mi"»osota Wia-

In proposing the question, What 
vincial university ? there 
which it may be 
educational
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r, with would place us more closely in line with the curricula of the 

English universities and of the universities of the United States ?
1. Following our present line of policy, two departments are 

without adequate staff or equipment, and three others should be 
strengthened. For geology and mineralogy we need an additional 
instructor, building and laboratories, 
astronomy, an observatory and equipment and additions to the 
staff are needed. In philosophy, the branch of metaphysics 
should be developed to the old-time rank held by Prof. Young. 
In English, the staff should be enlarged to admit of the most 
thorough work in rhetoric and composition. In political science, 
the subject of constitutional history and philosophy should be 
developed to rank of the other subdivisions of the department.

Again, provision should be made that our choice young men 
who have served their apprenticeship as fellows and lecturers 
should not be lost to the university when they are becoming most 
valuable. The present large and efficient staff is maintained only 
by paying men salaries less than are offered in high schools.

Last of all, the trustees tell us when any of these important 
needs are pressed upon their attention that the first of all 
is the means to keep out of debt, and that

l.
nish— 
ee lec-

and a For mathematics and

s and

aclud- 
tional 
nd a

Three

turer,

lec-

ciate wants
even our present staff 

needing enlargement and better support, and our present equip
ment, so decidedly inadequate in some points, is beyond our pres
ent means. We need a hundred thousand dollars additional en
dowment to make income equal to present expenditure, two hun
dred thousand to place the department of geology and mineralogy 
upon a satisfactory basis, and two hundred thousand more for 
the development of other departments referred to above; 
even then we are in annual expenditure a hundred thousand dol
lars below the minimum standard of the first-class American uni
versity. I mean below in dollars, not in brains or work.

But this measure of improvement, which is pressing for ini 
mediate attention, is not all that we could desire. There is, with
out doubt, a serious fault in our present system. It is not the 
ideal system, but one which has been forced upon us by our neces
sities. We are crowding postgraduate work into 
We are crowding it in because

pro-

uni- 
, in- 
For 

post- 
o be 
ricu- 
t of 
will 
ican 
'ing

and

88,
Vis-

our B.A. course, 
our young men require it 

and will get it somewhere, and because we cannot afford the post
graduate course to which it properly belongs. The undergradu
ate course has its natural delimitations, which cannot practically 
be changed. At the one end the collegiate institute hands the 
student over with a preparation pretty definitely fixed as to its 
extent. Our children are born to-day as ignorant as they

pro
em
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were
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years ago. Life is as short os ever. The work 
inde«nitely8proIonged "a h 8Ch0°'t,a“d *»• CM'

througli his public school roursett ,3' Z hlYT8? 8b0Uld b“ 
his B.A. at 21 Nothin* ’ h hlgh sch°o1 at 17, and
terially prolong these limit. tHh Tf"'"*’ W‘" V'er^ ™a 
cialist within those limits nf +• ^ttempt to make a man a spe- 
ture specialist and at the s-i ^ 18 t0 make him a very imma-
have abundance "? narrow nJ T l mmw ""
side of college halls n, ’ /’edantic’ fragmentary specialism ont- 

the univershfv Th f n m<'™ let us aot ™«er it to invade the ^^and^gCX:' ‘a Sh°U,d ^ b=

at least always imply that even if it dJI ,degree should
extensive scholarshin v’l , .. oeN not lmP*y profound or
always be immature R,w-, LP at twen^™« -ast almost 
well grounded Ft„n,r * * mil-v bc fl"rl-v broad and thoroughlv 
have aeon" rod a nro ? “P°" ,b'8 '0,mdl,ti™. at 25 a man Ly

SS «“p’roF-‘“5 ™”,p“ba'“ Ltgrôd":^

eeeeh?=e=h:
EBE3i2»Sœ
ESEErlËFHs-
by making our present unprodnctiTproperty aZabl1'1”’ f“ber

:;"::™an,^r;oiLtL;rb"r:zL”
men, to whom Providmi n / gênerons and broad-minded 
should nM Toronto mil r "trU8ted large wealth. Why 
Donald, or sSoTfjS»*he example of Me 

treal ? No man could ’ °r Redpath-. or M»r™e, •» Mon- 
monument to pernetmte tv * m°r< endurinS or a more worthy
would constitute him a co-wo^er^the^h^lb Chaîr’ Which 
land for generations to come If this thought of our
present pressing needs for our more ad^ced am^ *° the 
perhaps wait until onr unproductive capita,

department.
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THE ONTARIO SCHOOL OF PEDAGOGY. 

I. M. Levan, B.A., Toronto.

Hie principle of requiring 
those who purpose to 
means new.

some professional knowledge of 
engage in the wohk of teaching is by 

, M - *n theory it is as old as Socrates; it was advocated 
by Mulcaster in England as far back as the reign of Elizabethez:rk :° ,hr “ -*«* *». , r 1,1 a"",Kf three centuries it was abandoned
and when revived it was regarded as a new and imnùr an, dis’ 
«ver,- in he realm of Pedagogics. In Ontario its SZLin

« 2 C.* 0“l teachera for ‘Mr work was first tested by the
establishment of normal schools, and subsequently J
by the establishment of model schools in every countv of 
almost universaîl^conceded'8 department of educational work is

wherein 7885 t”, "‘l“ T""™1 “ waaflrat recognised in Ontario, 
ire in 1885 two collegiate institutes were utilized for fm,r

"rsMass nnMiclV”. T °' high Sch°o1 ,la8ia‘"=tarsrr- F!r-xz “s
« *- ---

tion and practice in teaching, under criticism 
masters. This

no

was extended

■

of the departmental
theory and art J'feTn°!,0Wed b-v an examination in the 
mot, and art of teaching; and the candidate’s

the training institute
or failure.

Hi. practical work at
was considered in determining his success 11

™e weakness of tins arrangement was that the teaching of 
1 apprentices was largely empirical, and little rational Their 

teaching was chiefly imitative, and Fy were a, iihe“ to pick !
Ws d“fert“to m»rr,ÏS »' "n' ,enCh,nK *he-V 0baervi‘d'' T° rorrect 

a matter of blind -e tbe,?eachmK more » matter of reason and less 
a School of ™ ,m,tahon' a" important step was taken in 1880: 
rind ? p f Pedag0ff-V was established in Toronto for instructing 
candidates on the doctrinal side, and to this school the training 
institutes were affiliated. The term of four months was broken 
into two parts. During the first half candidates 
m the theory of education at the School * ~

the Ithers
nded
Why
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u

the second half. . ,, wa® speut’ as before> iu observation and practice
teaching in the training institutes. But the term of instruction

train in ° h "ll Candidate to reaP the full advantage of his training, either on the practical or on the theoretical side; there
was moreover, no assurance that he carried into practice in his
r;gVh; ‘"“V**» doctrines he learned àt the 

In.. . . f 1 "< aKrK'V' Accordingly, hi 1891, the outside training 
nstitotes were dropped, and the two then existing Toronto
eg ate institutes were adiliated in their stead; and the theoretical 

and the practical work 
term of four months.

1
1
ii
i
i
f
Icol-
c

was carried on concurrently for the full 
This arrangement, however—the nearest 

approach to a satisfactory one that the school has yet seen-lasted 
foi only one year. Since then the School of Pedagogy has been 
left without affiliated practice schools

S,“P in the hi8tOT.'- »f the school was taken in
vear'oTeM , T ,“8tructio“ lengthened to the academic 

eight months. And again an important step has just been
taken in the affiliation of the collegiate institute at Hamilton with 
the school, and its approaching removal to that city.

Such, in brief, is the history of the School 
as it is hereafter to be called, the Ontario 

founded in the belief that there is 
of education. There

a
t
t;
I
P
VI
a

1, (i
lc
hiI
uiof Pedagogy, or, 

Normal College. It 
a science as well as an art 

some> 1 know, who denv that such n 
science exists; who mintain that teaching is an imitative art 
that we teach as we have been taught; and that the best 
non tor teaching is association with

is
was fe

an*
A
Cl]prépara-

scholarship ^ . .v - university professors of wide 
scholarship who declare that in a School of Pedagogy method is
foS,-nnT a^°Va 8Ch°larShip; that instruction in method fosters 
formalism, deadens originality, and encourages dull uniformity.

But does experience show that this position is tenable’ If

hn. nL 1 n v ‘ P°°r feachlnlt "U' beget poor teaching» 
that one who has been taught by poor teachers can never himsetf
good tei'rlo teacher? and that those who have studied
Mt W .tr c”""ot but become good teachers? Again,

"an r rr^-—- &
scholarship

: te
at
in
11

of
fai
gii

become Bn
under gii

hii
bri

... . æzæzsno means the only element? queuing,
Does not this argument, too, overlook the fact that th 

mg of the high school and the teaching of the university
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truction 
e of his 
;; there 
î in his 
1 at the 
raining 
ito col- 
oretical 
he full 
nearest 
-lasted 
is been

the university does not, therefore, provide the graduate with a 
method for high school teaching. But does not a university degree
Let ufsee ^ 8"bjeCt matter of hiSh school teaching,

t us see Take classics, for example. The subject matter of
classics as taught in the university, is chiefly philosophy history
and poetry Is this the subject matter of classics as taught in

e high school. It is a part, indeed, but a very small part; of
e eac nng o classics in the high school, three-fourths (i think

1 ™. We I1W thln the mark) is taken up with grammar and 
posi ion. The university professors must take it for granted that uni-'rxzzrr : 8:,mcien* kMwkd** »f

■ ^ ugher study; and as a consequence the graduate
carries with him from the university halls but little more know 
(dge ot this branch of the subject than he carried with him when 

first he entered those halls. This is not cited as a reproach to the 
~*7 The univeral» =ot time to teach everZing ttot
“‘rrr 8"'dJ; in c!,l88ics: “»'•18 it be blamed for p e 

fernng the higher work to the lower and less liberalizing.
In other departments of study also there is the same difficulty 

Arithmetic and English grammar play an important part in the 
curriculum of the high school; what part do they play in the 
teaching of the university? And other subjects might be enumer- 
« ed m which, either in their matter or in their method, the teach- 

g of the university differs from that of the high school •
1 have mentioned must suffice.

We must not, therefore, conclude that a university course is 
no practical use to a student who intends to teach * It is cer

“him °- ?r 7:,t0 him- In subjects it docs
g ye him that special knowledge which lie is expected to teach.

i Te.n W len ^ does not Sive him that special knowledge it 
«ives him what, to a teacher, is of incalculable value. It gives 
him power to master new subjects in a short time- it gives him 
breadth of view; it gives him stores of knowledge by which liis
t ZfiZ ,bfehenriCl:d "nd «h» him culture; and

tint n n? ’ V , °nff en0Ugb t0 stand î*» something more
‘h6 traCher-h™^' - » of

But, to return from this digression, 
founded in the belief that there is
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eatrr*
=t^Si55?Wa,,d
*'■“ •**"“» K m,».^Ahett;tzïa“5lm“n*“ore
•mil to impart it in the

pi

but

i
1................. the abi,ity to impart knowledge,

which knowledge is acauirerHs^f sometimes the way in
- • ff is acquired is of more value to the student than

And this ability exists in its 
based

t
c

the knowledge that is acquired.

mr ra “** *
teachers in the form of strnn ^ UF6 ^as endowed some
are The^Schoo/*n1 ^ ^t hrou gh° the6study* of do^trin 

the Education Department^ j^ds its sessions in the theatre of 
leaving certificates or univer«-t, f “ LUtS are bol(iers of senior 
sists of twelve members bv whom ,Tts teachi”g staff con-
*!»““' Prolog,-, ,,le science of ^!,cat7on tL'll**,'''" ed“ca'

m^X"Lt::tnrbmmTd ‘«aching

ployed is lareelv th* 13 / Slde’ the method of teaching 
the method of interrogation' is^m '?''' ‘,h°"gh’ where Practicable, 
.'ear bv year. Two wriHe” “ aZ„T’ “d b gIWtog f“™ 
are held each year, the results è? ü“ a C0"d"cted *>J the staff, 
with the candidates’ class work f " '.'I*’ taken *“ conjanction 
«■e staff. Another e«Xion c^duct^t °f

connected will, the school, is also held ? n exa\nmm 
three examinations, considered , d the results of these
or the failure of the candidate. IfTroesSaTlT ““ .8Ucce8s 
"itenm certificate, entitling him to teach fn, / ’ " rece,res au 
acltool or collegiate institute. At the end of ? a hiBh
work in the school-room is satiefict„n„ , .1 , ° years’ if his
'ors, he receives a permanent certifie-!? ° Ugl1 sch°o1 inspec- 
the mass of humanity. “'fAcate; otherwise he is lost in

Theoretically, therefore, the 
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ister of Education whereby the apprentice’s 
oversight and direction from teaching may receive
„i„v v„ the head master under whom he

KisaaK-SSr
11,h" '-t,„c„ra •„ met» r::zzhampered. To overcome this defect as much as they can until 

he proposed affiliation with the Hamilton CollegiaL Institute
instructionIl^ey^)laVedo^'n8^ l̂^^,î^)l^^^^ oMhe^ princi^deeTof

^gXUgahnrteacnhgltheir
i eaagogy and teach lessons for observation. But the time
these teachers is almost wholly taken nn with , ® f
work ana m-*i, . J 1 UP W1th normal school

zythziD,ng‘t'z
^“8e “'together wM. p^tkai'tehh^™ UeS^itl““tfÔbvîoÙ” 

disadvantages, the former alternative is chosen 
dents, formed into a class, model lessons 
by the lecturers, after the principles that 
and the aim of teaching the subject have 
considered. ~

To these stu-
occasionally taught 

govern the teaching, 
T7i . been laid down and

as
«aught bv the lecturer"',he

method of teaching it. On the following day
weighed"'* Th Cri,iCi8m' 118 “CTit8 '"'f "» defects are carefully 
weighed. The arrangement o the lesson, the method of present-
were ob^ dr,:,'," ', W‘“ ““ "»- whether^.
tinn 7 ?, K Wh,ch should h“ve been secured by ones-
sh,m7d hw, h” "'"estions were asked when the information 
should have been given by the teacher, whether the obiect of
Reaching the lesson was attained-tliese and other matters of like 

' re are a11 considered by the class. When there is i feelimr 
of mutual confidence between the lecturer and tie “adit'in 
training the privilege of criticism is not likely to be abus'd, and 

benefit of such criticism to the class is great 
Iks.de» exercises of this kind, each teacher-in training is ex- 

pected to teach to his fellows some assigned lesson in each de
partment of study. After a sufficient number of lessons has been
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taught before the whole class, in 
such teaching the 
student conducts 
to which he belongs.

Such teaching is doubtless open to criticism. The conditions 
under which the student here teaches conditions
der which

order to relieve the strain 
whole class is broken up into sections, _ 
a recitation before the members of the

j
and each 

section i
t

... are not the conditions
will teach when he enters a high school.

un- i
But, in

’ it i®’ perhaps, the best substitute 
ing is certainly not wholly value-

a £
that can be had. 
less. Apart fror

n

punition of a lesson with a view to teaching it under criticism
vtl totiTcriSrai!li°gLC'‘n ,in, SOme meas"re b* s”ch teaching rc' 

*° h's cr,t.lc ll,s keow'cdge of the subject taught, his grasp
the subject in its entirety and in the relation of its parts his 

power of presenting the lesson in an orderly and logical wav’ his 
ability to question searching and alluringly, his poweHo 
wherein an answer is imperfect and to send 
straight into the heart of the 
character.

ai
tt

see
P«a winged question 

error, and other qualities of like
. B“‘ he,ca“not ,0 a”J appreciable extent reveal his

power to govern a class except in so far as he shows it by strong 
personality and wide scholarship. - 7 g

Here, too, the lesson is followed by criticism, or by a col
loquy between the lecturer and the cla_ n the lesson and 
ts presentatmn. An attempt is made to search out what

18 g°°d ln the lesson and what is bad, and to show a rea- 
son for the opinions held. If some point o difficulty in 
the lesson has not been made clear, or has been awkwardly 
aught, it may be taken up and discussed; perhaps the teaching 

ot it may be attempted by several members of the class, until it 
is satisfactorily disposed of. Other methods of presenting the 
whole lesson may be suggested by the lecturer or by the class. 
Ihese suggestions are considered, and perhaps 
them tried.
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one or more of 27
beeFrom what has been said, it will be seen that, while method 

holds a prominent position in the teaching of the school, no at
tempt is made to teach it dogmatically, or to represent any given 
method as the only way in which a lesson should be taught. In
deed, no point is more strenuously insisted on than that it is false 
to suppose that there is only one right method of teaching 
son. It is shown that there may be as many methods of pre
senting a lesson as there are teachers considering it, and all of them 
may be right, right because they conform to the test of all true 
method—adherence to the rational principles of teaching deduced
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terests. J k J to come mto collision with his pupils’ in-

123rain of 
id each 
section

from psychology. Nor do 
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months, the nmtt'enro^elch 'yZ hZ 'ZZtuLt-t
YEAR.

1893- 94
1894- 95
1895- 96

GENTLEMEN. LADIES. TOTAL.
48 34 82
67 40 107
85 75 160It can hardly be supposed that this rapid increase in attend 

is due to the popularity of the school. No school which in 
terposes a barrier between the student and his goal can e^r be 
popular in the ordinary acceptation of the term. To what then

f d.Ue • 1 erhaI)S this year in part to the expected removal of
l e school from Toronto. Perhaps more generally toXTuan 

cial depression which makes a salaried position more than ever 
an object of desire. Perhaps, too, to the wider diffusion o 
uglier education. All the high schools and universities 

mg out a yearly increasing 
tions which

ance

3
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and 

what 
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ardly 
ihing 
til it

are turn-

„ P-re them "***
and some of these, with no clear, determined 
but in sheer despair to know what 
into the school.

of Pedagogy; 
purpose in view, 

to turn their hands to, drift

roneft^zz^z vzz:z::zz
ihre haSMCe° eacl1 3'ear’ end before the century is ended

TZ ZZZZ tW'Ce 88 "«men as men to attendL .;p °f 70 wh0A have u“iversity qualifications, 43 are men and
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Finally, let us consider the aim of the school 
are current regarding the aim of the School of 
cording to one of these, it should protect those now engaged in 
caching by preventing overcrowding in the ranks; according to 
he other it is a place where all who offer themselves may^ be

“htoTir", 'n ‘he W°rk °' te“h">S- of ttiese
lews, I think, is wholly correct We receive candidates who

mraho, “uW!!° '",re recelved from ■“*»» those endow-
”=Ter, w „,r WhiCh W0'"d mi,ke «t™
teachers without any training whatever. We believe thev
greatly benefited by receiving a training; but no examination
um bar them out of the profession, if they desire to enter it;
Others Ladr810n Z116 Pr0fe88i°n i8 enrichti<1 and ennobled. 
Others we receive whom nature never intended for teachers and
w om no amount of training can make teachers. But the great
majority belong to neither of these classes, but to a middle class

scholarship,

Two ideas 
Pedagogy. Ac-

are

; and

for ï ‘ïe "lm of the "id What should it do

FF-. gainst incompetent teachers, and by providing them with teach 
rs who possess scholarship, have thought on the problems of 

teaching, and have had a little training in the art of teaching it 
should safeguard the interests of high school teachers bv ex "
edlv'df wh the Pr°fe88i0n (8S a year’8 8Pecial training undoubt- 

«>( s) those who would like to use the teaching profession -
a s eppmg stone to some other occupation, and are not prepared 
to throw all their energy into the arduous work of teachingP and 
also by assisting to bring about a very desirable state of affairs— 

e Permanency of good teachers in the profession. And finally 
t should safeguard the interests of candidates for the teaching 

profession by obliging them to consider and solve in advaZ 
niany of the difficulties they will meet in the actual presentation
of tTT f° theU‘ <,la88eS; aDd b-V yarding them against 
of teaching or government into which their inexperience might
destroyedthem’ “d ^ WWch their influence t be wholly

as

errors

i
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ideas With this let me conclude, that the training of teachers for 
secondary schools is in the educational atmosphere, and has ap- 
parently come for good. Chairs of pedagogy are being estab- 
lshed in many of the most progressive universities of the United 

The establishment

Ac-
fed in 
ing to 
ay be 
these 

i who 
ndow- 
essful

States. institutions for the training of 
secondary teachers is one of the important recommendations of 
the British Royal Commission on Secondary- Education; it is a 
strong recommendation of the famous Committee of Fifteen- and 
it is ably and urgently advocated by President Schuman, of Cor- 
De I University, in the April Forum, who predicts that such in
stitutions “will uplift, ennoble, and liberalize the teaching pro
fession which is in constant danger of degenerating into a sorrv 
trade-as schools of law, medicine and technology have alreadv 
dignified the callings of the lawyer, the doctor, and the engineer.”
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modern language association.

modern language association.

OUR DEBT AS TEACHERS TO
MATTHEW ARNOLD,

D- R Keys, M.A., Toronto.
Ladies and Gentlemen of the 

tion : Modern Language Teachers’ Associa-

gratitude for ^ honofyou^d mTC 

your President for this session, 
feel it now, and I shall ever feel 
it has been

must be words of 
year in electing me 

I felt it keenly at the time, I
rny fortune tn *° be °De of the hipest honors

agree with me that such ma ri” f § teachers’ 1 think you will 
else ,0 endure £ £T
SSff let

whom I must remain a debtor- “d ^ old ««<1*. to

aZghLttoZvl1*' °”“ *" the “imU“ '“hogs that

indelden,T;tr ttete ”7 “7°" ,** 8Ware’ ™ "'ended
«ah, and e,iLd Z atparl hoir? '~8’ ,M'udiug Eng. 
it has been incorporated as a mi Altbo"gh
Association, its objects are stUl the ' 6 ° ar'° Educati°”i>l
the teachers of modern languaees and

ïïïL» : r: £? f “tm an eminent sense was qualified to represent mod °e Wh° 
and English—one whose lift* • ,P efent modern language
—one whose influence unon edn r ^ devoted to school work 
has not V ien equalled Othpr ^ m Eng,and and in Ontario 
in England ; Dr Rymon In7n “ m°re ^Auence
had more influence in Onti • K °e °r two °thers doubtless
influence, both in En^and anT^H “° T had 80 
It must not be forgotten that there Vi grett diff^^ f™'*' 
English institutions and our own - that thil diff ? tW6en 
Pronouuced i„ our scboo, Jtlm' ln“ 
that much of what Matthew
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questions bears little more upon Ontario than it would have 
done if he had been a Chinese inspector instead of 
one.

an English
When, for instance, in his general report for the year 

1852, he deals with the high rate of fees in Wesleyan schools 
its effects on discipline, instruction, and class of scholars, wé 
feel that this is only of antiquarian interest to us; but when we 
see in the next paragraph what he has to say of Welsh schools 
we feel that this is not a dead issue. And when we remember 
the place he held as a master of English style; when 
ber his intimate acquaintance with French literature — an 
acquaintance vouched for by no less an authority than Sainte- 
Beuve himself ; when we remember his devotion 
Goethe, and his admiration of the German educational system; 
I say, when we remember these things, we shall admit that few’ 
subjects should suit an audience of modern language and Eng
lish teachers better than Matthew Arnold.

Arnold was a teacher, and the son of a teacher. Quick, 
in his book on educational reformers, finds it singularly appro
priate that the first special subjects set at the Cambridge exami
nation for teachers in 1880 were Locke and Dr. Arnold. He 
goes on to characterize Dr. Arnold

D.

socia-

we remem-Is of 
? me 
me, 1 
onors 

will 
d all 
icher 

and 
i rime 
you

3, tO

to German

“ perhaps the greatest 
educator of the English type, i.e., the greatest educator who had 
accepted the system handed down to him, and tried to make the 
best of it.” “Locke,” he says, “on the other hand, 
refused the traditional system, and appealed 
tion and authority to

as
>urse

ided
3ng-
ugh
mal
ides

from tradi-
Could we

a correct description of what Matthew 
do than this ? He refused the traditional 
pealed from tradition and authority to 
method, not alone in matters of school reform, but in that 
wider criticism of, life in which he seems to have felt specially 
called upon to engage, and to which he devoted so many vol
umes of his prose works. His highest aim in life was « to make 
reason and the will of God prevail.” In this, therefore, we may 
observe how great was the difference between the father 
and the son. As Swinbourne put it in his telling way, 
when he hailed Matthew Arnold as a fellow-fighter against 
the Philistines : “Hail, David, son of Goliath!” His father, 
however, had the training of him, and it is well that — ’ 
have in Matthew Arnold—the steady upholder of the continental 
methods—one who was himself educated under the old rule of 
Latin hexameters and Greek Alcaics.
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association.

% of a xti f<™ <«■* 4...didcs, except the sixth and seventh hoL ^ ^ a11 Thuc^
Herodotus; the early books <Tl7 ^ the 8ix first books of 
three times over. I had read five 1 h&d d°ne
Æschylus—several of these two 
haps or five of Euripides- 
nearly all the 
that several times 
quite all Virgil;

at least
plays of Sophocles, four of 

or three times over; four per- 
portions of Aristophanes, 
a third of the Iliad hue 

over; one or two dialogues of Plato- ’ not

a considerable portion of °f Livv aud Tacitus;
hooks of his Ethics; besides of68 Riet0,‘ic’ 3,1(1 two or three 
been used to do my very best I 7'" ^.’ <*her thinKH- I had 
were not marked but exiu-es • " *ranslatmg in the class. We 
fully, and invaribl!? given bv T'" ° appr°batlon graduated care-

t0 «very boy know how‘he had done'T"1’ " ^ ^ 
r^fT da lon^ origLhiS

Odyssey; only

part. 
exercises

We were 
every week

Of this century ^Andtttan '’"'r'!i Wll°o1 trail,i"K the flrst half 

<hwk Iambi™ c,,«rri n°Wed »*»» — of

SeSrttrc'i.r" athe* w',,a «tïïlïïîî
lB ,"fl"enw ot ‘he elasHleal framing
f not less Pronounced than it 

Arnold found that 
well as

been wan-

on Matthew Arnold 
was in the works of Clough,

a Homer a sL^T'” k"owl,'dge had a Goethe
■"Oder,, language têaÎZ'mT W" ”8 ” Ckero- We, as

™ »= «"d that when wLTi tJnTTLoM,6
great French and Germ-.,, , «« * A dPane»yrics on the

trained in the school rn ‘ ” I(‘8’ We can feel that the speaker
In Oxford Arnoîd trr ° RUffby and the hall« of Oxford.

digate prize for poetry °y8 « 7 “i1Seholarsl,ip and the New-
friend Clough the leadershi * ?°fu ,ndeed’ he shared with his
His work in this field m" ^ 1 \ °xford School.

of course, both prefer andTalT' ^ P°et
self-control, of serene calm i, +1 ‘ her’ and the doctrines of 
teries of life of livinn- \i !' presence of the insolubl
there shou.d ll TL^ ^ 8i'"8'

poetry of Matthew Arnold.
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ling of 

high- 
Thu cy
cles of 

least 
)ur of 
r per- 
lianeg, 
I, but

With Arnold, however, poetry was but an avocation, not the 
main business of life. In 1851 he was appointed one of Her 
Majesty’s inspectors of schools through the influence of Lord 
Lansdowne, whose secretary he had been. No doubt this posi
tion as inspector, along with his hereditary bent for teaching, 
led him to take the role of a general critic of life and manners in 
England. In this capacity he wrote “ Culture and Anarchy,” a 
book which procured for Arnold the title of the “ Apostle of 
Culture, by whicli name he is likely to be known as long as 
English literature survives. In his essays on Joubert, Arnold 
has made two classes for the immortal among literary men. 
“ There are the famous men of genius in literature—the Homers, 
Dantes, Shakespeares—their praise is for ever and ever. Then 
there are the famous men of ability in literature—their praise is in 
theii owd generation. Of this second kind there are some w’liom the 
outskirmishers of the new generation, its forerunners, recognize 
as of the same family and character with the sacred

not
citus;
three
had
We

care-
sure

were
week

personages,
exercising, like them, an immortal function, and, like them, 
inspiring a permanent interest. They will never, like Shake
speare, command the homage of the multitude; but they are 
safe; the multitude will not trample them down.” So it will be, I 
believe, with Matthew Arnold himself, and largely because he 
foreshadows the wider spirit of the coming time, 
cosmopolitanism which made him so clear-sighted to the merits 
of foreign nations is evidence of this.

half 
e of 
ight 
n of 
van-

That large

It needs no prophet’s 
eye to perceive this tendency towards the unification of human
ity. And, as openness of mind and flexibility of intelligence 
increase, we cannot doubt that his fame, who did so much to 
promote openness of mind and flexibility of intelligence, will 
also increase.

lold
but

1 as
as
it

the But what in the meantime has he done for his countrymen ? 
He has shown them their narrowness, as Thackeray showed them 
their snobbery.
twenty millions of inhabitants, mostly fools.

ker
ird. Thomas Carlyle said that England contained
‘W- Carlyle was a

Scotchman, and, as a critic of English life, is liable to the objec
tion made by Mary Stuart to the English critics: « Der Britte 
kann gegen den Schotten nie gerecht sein.”

But Arnold was an Englishman, and the son of an English
man, and from his judgment there can, on the score of national 
prejudice, be no appeal. He has classified the 
people as Barbarians, Philistines, and Populace, 
of “ an upper class materialized, a middle class vulgarized, and
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a lower class brutalized ” nu ,
that expressed through the mouth " ',‘'7!™* °f his judgments is 
character in Friendfhip's Garlald »'«?* f™8*®” A™inins, a 

satirical works of our time The miZT °f the mo8t delightful 
Of England is there (p. 340, deZribJ u v ^ ,‘he rulln* 
cated, to begin with in the u ' ^our mi<*dle class is

nicikes money, but beyond that ? 
middle class seems to have its 
besides, except religion, 
ments have they ? 
have the

association.
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an enjoyment 
on well in business, 

drugged with business 
sense blunted for

i
and 1;

tyour 
any stimulus 

enjoy-
v

r * • What other
monopoly of the world of 1 ^ hlghest cIass seems to

enws itself, as y„„r Shakespeare woulTLT in^ m'ddle Cla88 
and possesses life only by readme in th Wger-mugger,
does devoutly, the doings of ,C newsPaPers, which it
state of development and civili/nt’ Pe°P 6‘ Talk of the present 
land as they represent it to às ' ^“g'and’ mea”i“g Eng.
ger of England the hnrh., ' ? by* the caPltal> pressing dan- 
tion of her mid e class is middl<' d“”! the civiiiza-

Amold saw with a c enrne! a rapita'’ P^mg want, 
delusion of national Drido ' u 8 ' "e t0 hls freedom from any
lishmen, that the times are changed and T'°! most Eng- 
intelligence. He saw ^ *^at ours is an era of
fitted to see, ttatTn pl’i't F “8 P°8i‘to“ spedaliy 

Geist, the Englishman what ! ^nce, what the Germans
be, was falling—nay had fané _üi “atural endowment might
to the latter’s superior training ” Through t!*16 German’ owinS 
he has exhorted the English Pirn +• the pen of Arminius, 
to search, and not reet fm th^ tL^^16 ClaSS to ^t Geist

£ Pa^plt^ Z 'Z 88 ‘heythought in the startling contrast 
■all programmes. “ I have told you our German 

e elevation of the whole people through culture
better pTgmmmeta^ttT,'™61 b"' ^ y°“ ma* hlw 8»me 

our time to be" Thc'mo'ie™ """h,8 "hat he co“8‘ders the task of
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OUR DEBT AS TEACHERS

have the greatest possible number of one’s
now'Bas‘mn!trd Y WWCh ”e °re <0 tr? 0UP8e*ves and oneYaother 
now, as national grandeur in , uluerconcention nf ,, ’ n tae ° ^ regal and aristocratical

P it, was the standard formerly.” p 330 \
*" v88™6 WOrk Matthew A™'* warnedthe EnS „ that

caned splendid. Perhaps the best result of that
Anglo-Saxon ÜTtLTEZ ’ST ^ 

younger member of the family ? 
the author of Greater 
spoken of

TO MATTHEW ARNOLD. 131

Here

isolationwas

to say of this 
Another of his friends (not 

., .. , Britain> but probably the same G. S.
Condescension io Foretaerf’TX IVY F “°“ “ °erta,n 
in ..Friends»,», GarCd"
mumphs6 ToFuYeX ^ T "r8t °r the* ^o=ism
the English mUUU ^ ° f7 ^ had a1' the PhiHstinism of

2 blindly as they seemed ÏXg thY Jar *“££ £ 

Buncombe, they showed at the same time a feeling for ideas5 -, 
rnacty and pIaj mind wlkh onr m.ddie c]ae2M Dodtea=’na
Hfe tiïhT Z1"6 Americans Probably from their democratic
the’ future * ^ its.forward stride> its gaze fixed on
culture their middi T^eD’ lf y°U talk °f culture> look at the 

ure their middle, and even their working, class is gettimr
ircXesTv rhTT“re <",rS 8re getUng- Thc tra9h which*
ms a! Edi Ye" A 8and am°ng ”“r middle ='a««es

has no readers mAmenca; . . all onr best books, books which
the h the?.b: °°'y the Sma11 Curated class, are in America
MatthXV ,Y grea‘ re8dl0g p,,blic-” The time came when 

‘Y" An>«'d saw for himself this American branch of the
ished g“Te - °pi“ion °f “ wae the lMt article he pub 

hshed, appearing m the "Nineteenth Century” the month he

S*Tr I title “ Civilization in the United States.”
r,thecharm.0'tlleirw"m- ‘'The American woman in 

g uerai . . . is herself, enjoys her existence, and has 
quently a manner happy and natural, 
and it is

so

are

He

conse-
It is her great charm ; 

moreover, a real note of civilization, and one wh'ch
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has to be reckoned to the credit nf t 
equality.” Rut tim ,1 d 1 f Amencan life
trast afforded by the AmenY-T ^ °f democracy and the con- 
lowing passage: “ Far from admitti arebrought out ia the foi
ls a danger, and that his predomina nt ^ their averaSe man 

tiful lack of refinement distil” 1*1 °Ught about a Plen- the words of my friend Col mZ beaut^ theJ declare in
Boston, that Nature said some vZ80"’ • & prominent critic at 

!i8h ^ my best race, b' we ha VlaT ** ** Eng"ID one drop more of nervous Zd, f en enoughî P*
with that drop a new ranee of d ! make the Am(irican.” And
race, and a lighter pure? m P °pened 00 the hi,mar
humanity was born.’” ’ 6 hlghly organized type of

It the English 
“ The Americans

and of its

1

i
1
1

i

s 2;, z‘ ~z::
tim is ‘he want of the InterottLg-J”^ ? ^merica" 
want of those two great elements nf,n. dUe. to »
elevation and beauty xnd j °f the interesting, which 

tjl And wllat the Americans

cool and
And, above all, better

I
i
t
8

I r
a
fare

urgently require is 
cism by their

now must 
sane criti

ll
a steady exhibition of 

;',r me" °f I'ght and learning. 8
newspapers. c

I have touched 
some length upon his 
that the surest way to preserve 
their intelligence. We
hooks "'Thés '■> his
nooks. These are three in number:
si ties in Germany, 1868;
Elementary Schools,
was

s
upon Arnoldservice, in ,8eaa,hC’,ah"edhaVedWe'tat

English people
must n Cir. .niati°nal g,0I*y was to train 
must now consider more closely his views

purely pedagogical 
Higher Schools and Univer- 

A French Eton ;

b
«I
la
m

: hi
a posthumous work consisting ofT? °n 

permanently valuable in + ! consisting of whatever
English Education "P"** to the
was M.rooCdd'8Apri°f 4™!^ "”.°f schools, to which he 

30, gave him 1 am„|! ' d, ^‘Ch ',e "signed April 

educational JZ, and hfs'VoTas"^TT'* ^E°*™'
r..rrr,r^TrHFi-F"::
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m
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Stsystem of
loon

near that which ha
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“ ,tt 0per”ti0» ™ Ontario. - g„ch „ system,” Mjd A

not so muoh hh ideas on o! verel i‘ C Lf"-” “ '=
his Idea, on school work. ErmJ il l! ™ h<TC: but 
ought to feel in Infor* of • u * ^ n the present audienceth^tod/tirrc^r to «
mother tongue and its literaTurê a part JTV !° ^ the 

foreign nations have <fon« +v>- V Sf‘hooI course ;
foreign nationsMr wc hare lü Z 1 Z 1° "*h"scliool purposes with mnd ^ . ( earnt how to deal, for

ZZllZLZ .X^Fv'F’8"" r‘:'-c‘«
zz: s:;: m pec

r,i?„:—-'. zz::Lz:::rrz°speak:^rtbr”as

connection with 
structor’s

of its , 
he con- 
the fol- 
îe man 
a plen- 
:lare in 
itic at 
e Eng- 
i; put 
” And 
human 
pe of

“ can

worse. 
3 was 
made 

ng up 
viliza- 
to a 

h are 
must 
criti- 

)etter

is, and
a quite secondary and 

may be naturally got in 
and, above all, the in- 

pronunciation should be sound
- mux a upon as true scho,W e,sewhere> and not to
opening fjh ZiZtXZZ'Z T "Z™’

mrrgv«:ihedandrat’ -- «°» fore,Kn

ha, ever been dote yrt ” W'‘h ,hem' Tiew use, than

poh^tnXrtvi:”"'60;,hpraiue * «■= *udy of

in Ontario at ’present 17 ”° *" l'k<“'J’ *° °verlook that subject 
modern languages as life . arP to °'rerlo”k the study of 
tion of the coZntinl With re«ard t0 *he wider ,„es-
aeceptance. “ There should" nft *”S '"*** WllJ meet with readier 
course for all schof. er a certain point, be no cast-iron
studies. Acceding "! ““f, bnmanistic or naturalistic

lowing on the line which is not hie 
have yet some

Something of it 
learning the languages’ 

precept and practice in
(It at
eople
train
dews
gical
iver-
s on
ever

as

and far
'
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the

he
pril 
lish 
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itic 
The
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own line, such studies 
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of what
is iw ' T° realize this ideal

a body of°teacChersain T'Z h°
üaes of study, thoroughly mLtereofti, °*
every man shall be set to ZZ !wlr busin^ and of whom
thoroughly mastered, and shall* not he^ii^3^11 Which he has 
he has not.’’ Need T nni e , e be aIlowed to teach 
mated, or how mM,P we J*, ^ We ,lare approxi-
■deal? Some instances might be Jreo to lPpr0*in““e’ to ‘hie 
pomte we are foi,owing htaad^ atooet " h°W

Compare, for instance, his advice so 
study of the best English authors h!’ T™ ^ ted’ that the 
of instruction of pupil-teachers and th ? 61& P8rt f the course 
English poetry be prescribed for ^ ? * WOrk of cIassical
our own departmental prescription*™^ 68 f°P admission> with 
nations as contained Œ , With the «"I-

of learning by heart extracts from1 mod ?!!*’ 1S95' Hls aPProval 
more than one place in the same drcnlar “ e'S° refleCted ™

“ - ho^iotttîtimrwtn™ !Ù7entaZ &'h00,S' A™>"> -»•:

r- r-- >zzïxszao n” ;„M„X°n™ TdX0' Arnold
the English education department LmY’ ”n<1, "““mended to

tnely, what the text-book is so that it be
Some of the books D
others; but almost
is adequate for it
of almost all o
bended by the mind, if the i„
joe as a cine to the facts; h„V„XT
same person often uses one grammar
pupil-teacher, another

<
conception 

It is, secondly, 
of the two main
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to-
The care he bestowed on the

of school organisation might be ™errtd°ta°f Sth°°‘ fl,tin8s ““I 
to our Ontario system n, f ted to as mother parallel
is found in that* part’of o PVrh.apS the most imPortant parallel
for a tea he?s l^hca e ™ thTom T*

sity matriculation. We i „ olrf„hTe'2*** ** * UnlTer'

towards realizing the ideal suggested bv “ '0I1*,
reports (n ibri. « j. . ^ Arnold in one of his

z -“^.chjrr,„,h:‘:L^LT,hXm„e
In some respects, however, Arnold 

with our system, especially to the plan 
though he recognizes the fact that 
tion “ supplies a stimulus of 
In his

might have found fault 
of payment by results, al- 

grant-earning examina-
desire for simpiicity, W ^ ^ ™

comphcated system something to cavil at, although here again 
find h,m recognizing the need “for children under thirteen of

elementary mechanics, animal physiology, physical geography and

this

our
we

university system would escape the charge that he has made 
against the English universities: “It is in science that 
most need to borrow from the German universities, 
university has no liberty, and the English 
science; the German universities have both.”

To his own

our

our

we have
The French 

universities have no

dor. and more than his customary humor, 
peachment. Unsystematic he undoubtedly 
less on that account

lack

With his usual 
he accepts the im 
was; but had he the 

a philosophy? An aim he certainly had, 
and this aim he held steadily in view, and with 
bearing fruit at the present day. His aim 
think, to interest them in the great 
wrote; in his own words, “to make 
prevail.” No one can read his

can-

a success that is 
was to make people 

problems of which he 
reason and the will of God 

books without receiving a stimu-
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lus to higher intellectual and spiritual life, 
read His books have been

by thousands upon both sides of the Atlantic, and therefore 
he has succeeded in his intent, and has interested 
readers in these problems who would 
thought of reading Cointe's philosophy, 
recension of Mr. Frederic Harrison.

To sum up: We teachers are indebted to Matthew Arnold for 
three excellent books on education, in which 
able exposition of the French and German 
criticism of the schools of the mother 
also a debt of gratitude for the

a great body of 
never for a moment have

in the charmingeven

B
œiwe have an admir 

systems, and a candid 
country ; we owe him 

influence of his personal example, 
n the midst of a laborious life (how very laborious it was his 

letters have just revealed to us), lie did not fail to cultivate an 
outside interest, to give the English world the benefit of his views 

the great problems of life, to impress upon that public his 
conviction that they were falling behind the times in matters of 
education, and becoming besotted in their glorification 
trap; above all, 
lectual. He could

1 eti IT
vo

l d’e

poi
oil ex]

l’ai

of clap-
him h stimulus, both moral and intel- 

say with his own Empedocles:
jeuwe owe

con^ea, I take myself to witness, 
That I have loved no darkness, 
Sophisticated no truth,
Nursed no delusion,
Allowed no fear!

8 form
n’aiI Siè
d’AAnd therefore, O ye elements! I know—

^ e know it, too—it hath been granted me 
Not to die wholly, not to be all enslaved.
I feel it in this hour. The numbing cloud 
Mounts off my soul ; I feel it, I breathe free.”
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UCTA VE FEUILLET.
Maurice Queneau, Toronto.

Octave Feuillet n’est pas un inconnu pour vous ; deux de 
Le Roman d’un jeune homme pauvre,” 

et la hee. Elles sont inscrites au programme de l’examen d’entrée à 
1 Université ; et, à ce titre, le nom d’Octave Feuillet excite-t-il chez 
vous un intérêt qui dérive en même temps de l’obligation où plusieurs 
d entre vous sont de l’étudier et de l’attrait de ses productions.

En effet, pour faire comprendre aux élèves une œuvre étrangère 
pour leur en donner le sens vrai, il est de toute nécessité de leur 
expliquer non pas seulement la lettre du livre, mais la pensée de 
auteur. Autrement un livre n’est qu’une suite de mots vides de sen 

Or, quelle est la pensée d’Octave Feuillet dans le “ Roman d’u 
jeune homme pauvre ” ? dans "|La Fée ” ?

La même que dans tous 
comprendre que je vais m’appliquer.

Octave Feuillet est

:>ld for 
admir 
candid 
s him 
ample, 
us hi s 
ite an 
views 

le hi s 
ers of 

clap- 
intel-

ses
œuvres vous sont familières : “

ouvrages ; et c’est à vous la bien faireses

un optimiste. Né dans une situation de 
ortune excellente, n ayant jamais connu ni revers ni déception il 

n’admet pas la désespérance, et à l’homme de Werther, 1’ “ Enfant du 
Siècle,” tel qu’on le trouve dans Alfred de Musset, il oppose Jeanne 
d Atho*e de “la Fée,” Charlotte du “ Journal d’une Femme,” dont le 
charme, la grâce, la noblesse de cœur ramènent au sens de la vie de 
malheureux égarés du pessimisme ; car Octave Feuillet a ignoré 
l’âpre saveur du pessimisme ! 6

Oh ! par exemple, pour atteindre ce résultat, Octave Feuillet ne 
recule devant aucune

8

excentricité d’imagination ; il se rappelle volon
tiers que son enfance littéraire a été bercée aux rêves du Roman
tisme ; mais le Romantisme était illimité dans 
les Rêves d’Octave Feuillet

Rêves, tandis que
, . . limitent à une scène très déterminée ; ses

creations n ont plus ni le monde ni l’infini pour théâtre, mais un château 
aristocratique, un salon élégant ; et ce rapetissement du cadre, ce 
rapetissement de l’idée imaginative, tels que Théophile Gautier et 
Alfred de Musset les avaient conçus, créent chez Octave Feuillet le 
Romanesque.

Oui,

ses
se

toute 1 œuvre d’Octave Feuillet est romanesque ; c’est de plus 
une œuvre distinguée, élégante. r '

Octave Feuillet, écrivain, appartient au troisième Empire ; et on 
peut dire que ses œuvres sont la peinture élégante de la société qui 11
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régnait en maîtresse 
Peinture 
vraie,

Tuileries, à Compiégne, à Fontainebleau, 
que nous pouvons croire d’autant plus exacte, d’autant plus

„ R.k].r,laUfcer nC?Upa jusqu'à la chute de rEmPire la place de 
Bibliothécaire des Palais Impériaux ” ; admis dans l’intimité de l’Em-

pereur, il ui avait été aisé d’observer et déjuger la société quelque peu 
frivole de 1 époque, mais si élégante, si exquise, et sur laquelle l’élément 
tominin, si brillant et si séduisant, 
irrésistible empire !

Ausi combien gracieuses, combien

aux
se
so
n’i
ta
ba

exerça un aristocratique et toujours

«ci„ . charmantes, combien dange
reuses, si elles pouvaient l’être, sont les héroïnes d’Octave Feuillet- 
Sous quel es aimables couleurs il nous les peint ! Il les pare de toutes 
les séductions et déploie pour elles toutes les magies d’un style

pli
pei

Fe
Le style d’Octave Feuillet I Mais c'est la grâce même, c'est le

parfum capiteux de la passion, c'est la vie dans toute sa puissance et 
sa splendeur.

“ M. de Camors,

me
dej
Joi
Veicomme perdu,dans sa rêverie, avait les yeux fixés 

devant lu, sur la portière qui faisait face à la chemmée—TouU-coup 
cette portière se souleva, presque sans bruit, et la marquise de 
Campvallon présenta sous les pli, de la draperie son jeune front 
couronne. Elle embrassa d'un regard l'intérieur du boudoir, et, après 
une pause, elle laissa retomber doucement la portière, et s’avança 
directement vers Camors étonné et immobile.—Elle lui prit les deux 
mains sans parler, le regarda profondément, jeta encore un rapide coup 
dœil sur son mari endormi, et tendit ses lèvres au jeune homme- 
Il eut le vertige, oublia tout, se pencha, et lui obéit.

“ Elle reprit le chemin de la galerie. Camors la suivit, 
sant sous H portière, elle se retourna et lui dit à demi-voix :

“ Voilà le crime ! ”

tou
Oct
d’éc
déti

tard 
ave< 
la “ 
relie

En pas-

(Page 231.)
On a dit que le style d’Octave Feuillet était un style à l’eau 

de rose, en voulant dire qu’il manquait de consistance. Le pense qui 
voudra ! Mais le passage, que je viens de lire, emprunté à M. de Camors 
ne manque ni d’allure, ni d’énergie.

Ouvrez “Julia de Trécœur” et lisez ce portrait : “La pureté 
sévère de ses traits, l’éclat profond de son regard bleu frangé de long 
cils noirs, l’exquise harmonie de ses formes, n’ étaient pas ses seules ni 
meme ses principales séductions: elle devait son attrait rare et 
personnel à une sorte de grâce étrange, mêlée de souplesse et de force 
qui enchantait ses moindres mouvements. Elle avait dans ses jeux de 
physionomie, dans sa démarche, dans ses gestes, l’aisance souveraine 
d’une femme qui ne sent pas un seul point faible dans sa beauté et qui

ne c 
l’onc

j’en i

crim: 
mom 
je vas

fille; 
d'un 
je sui

princi 
de jm

■>
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int plus 
lace de 
e l’Em- 
pie peu 
ilément 
oujours

se meut, ee développe et s’épanouit avec toute la liberté d’un enfant dans 
son bemeau ou d'un fauve dans les bois. Faite comme elle l’était eHe 
n avait pas de peine à ee bien mettre : les plus simples toilettes s’àius

SUF P6”0""6 ,ve= une P^kioa élégante qui faisait dire à la 
„ n • angage inexact, mais expressif :
-Un 1 habillerait avec un gant de Suède ! ” (Pa£re 105 »

Je ct01s ^ue ulia de Trécœur” est le roman le plus troublant qu’ait 
écrit Octave Feuillet. Et certainement cette » Julia ” est la femme la 
plus romanesque que le cerveau de l’auteur ait imaginé 
peut-être son charme si séducteur, si captivant.

Pendant ses premières années d’écrivain de 1848 h i*r,a n * 
Feuillet n’. guère publié que quelque, piZ'de ‘

ment accueillies, mais qui étaient de purs jeux d’esnrii m • 
depuis ont paru M. de Camors (1867), Julia de Trécœur (1872^7 
Journal dune Femme (1878), Histoire d’une Parisienne final ’ 
Veuve (1883), et enfin la Morte (1885). 881^’

.«ut zzs entre m meiiieurs'octave Fe"n,et
Octave Feuillet aborde

baronne de Pers, dans son

dange- 
euillet ! 
toutes 

l style

ee ; de là vient

rable-
:’est le 
ince et ! Ic

K fixés 
i-coup 
ise de 
front 
après 

.vança 
deux 

s coup 
me.—

romanesque (et c’est par là qu’il plaît) 
.. . point l’anaiyse, mais l’exposé de problèmes

dcducatmu morale que l’école psychologique reprendra plus tard™”
non

I! soulève les questions qu’ Alexandre Duma, fils tren,portera plus

la Morte, mais compliqué d’un élément que Paul Bourget a mis en 
relief dans son roman intitulé : Disciple.

Une femme, Sabine, aime M. de Vaudricourt; pour l’épouser elle 
ne craint pas d empoisonner 1. jeune Mme. de Vaudricourt. Et qiand 
loncle de Sabine reproche à sa nièce le crime commis, Sabine répond:
j'en suï.ÎmI:“ "rt 'gn°re m°n ^! * > -

i pas-

l’eau 
e qui 
mors,

que

.‘‘Sabine, ajoute l’oncle, si vous avez compté sur quelque faiblesse 
criminelle de ma part, vous m’avez méconnu ; 
moment, est de vous livrer à la justice et, si horril 
je vais le remplir.

“-Vous y réfléchirez auparavant,mon oncle, dit froidement la jeune 
Mie ; car s, vous me livrez à la justice, si vous donnez au monde la joie 

un pareil procès, vous devez prévoir ce que dira le monde : il dira oue 
je suis votre élève, et il ne dira que la vérité ! . •

’’-Mon élève, misérable ? Vous ai-je donc jamais enseigné d’autres 
principes que ceux que je pratiquais moi-même ? Leçons de droiture 
de justice, d honneur ? ’
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—Vous me surprenez, mon oncle. Comment un esprit tel que le 
votre ne s est-il jamais douté que je pouvais tirer de vos doctrines et 
de nos communes études des conséquences, des enseignements différents 
de ceux que vous en tiriez vous-même? L’arbre de la science, mon 
oncle, ne produit pas les mêmes fruits sur tous les terrains.” (Pacre 248 > 
... Da™ le "Disciple," Paul Bourget fait dire à Sixte, son héros 

philosophe : “ Faut-il rendre la dyuamite responsable des crimes que les 
criminels anarchistes commettent par elle ? Cet argument 
pas.”

p.
K
pi
TOC

s’i

pr
ne compte m

Mais dans la discussion des problèmes même les plus délicats, dans 
la peinture des unions mal assorties et du danger qu’offrent de telles 
unions, ce qui est le thème habituel d’Octave Feuillet, jamais 
1 auteur ne se départ des grâces d’un style qui a fait de lui l’auteur 
favori des salons à la mode.

Voyez Mademoiselle Jeanne Bérengère de Latour-Mesnil, l’héroïne 
de L Histoire> d’une Parisienne": “Elle avait heureusement reçu du 
ciel tous lésions qui pouvaient, favoriser l’ambition que sa mère 
concevait pour elle ; son esprit, naturellement très ouvert et très actif 
s’était merveilleusement prêté dès l’enfance à la délicate culture mater-' 
nelle. Plus tard, des maîtres d’élite, soigneusement surveillés et dirigés 
avaient achevé de l’initier aux notions, aux goûts et aux talents qui 
sont la parure intellectuelle d’une femme. Quant à l’éducation morale 
elle eut pour maître unique sa mère, qui, par le seul contact et par la 
pureté du souffle, en fit une créature aussi saine qu’elle-même.”
vl A- Cel .™érites aj°ufcons-en un autre, dont il est impossible à,
1 humaine faiblesse de ne pas tenir compte : elle était extrêmement jolie • 
elle avait la taille et la grâce d’une nymphe avec une mine un peu 
sauvage et des rougeurs d’enfant (page 3). Et que deviendra ce bijou 
de sensibilité exquise et raffinée? Lisez plutôt “Le Roman d’une 
Parisienne ” et vous aurez la sensation d’une œuvre forte.

Le “ Roman d’un jeune homme pauvre ” et “ La Fée,” qui vous 
intéressent directement, sont d’une conception très différente. Dans 
“ La Fée,” Octave Feuillet ressuscite la fée “ Urgel,” enchaînée par le 
vieux Merlin et condamnée à porter sous de misérables haillons le 
deuil de sa jeunesse ravie. Mais un prince jeune et beau se présente 
et brise 1 enchantement : tel est le rêve vécu par Jeanne d’Athol. Elle 
a promis à la mère du Comte de Comminges de faire tout ce qui est en 
son pouvoir pour ramener son fils à une saine appréciation de la vie 
et elle emprunte, pour y réussir, les traits de la Fée Urgel. 
Comminges est le jeune prince libérateur.

Cet acte de comédie, écrit
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la faavec enjouement, est d’un style simple 
facile; c est une conversation élégante, parfois enjouée, entre deux
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héros 
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personnes de beau monde et de belle éducation. Le rôle de Melle de 
Kerdic est vif empreint d’une certaine raillerie qui ne manque pas de 
piquant ; elle feint de ne pas croire au désespoir de M. de Comminges, 
pour mieux relever son courage : "Alors, c’est d’un bon suicide qu’il
6ag1; r ’ l6 '—Encore un aileron de bécassine ; M. le Comte.’’

tirer, dit M. de Comminges, après quelq
pris le parti, désormais immuable—de briser 
mourir tout-à-fait.”

Et Madelle de Kerdic, de répliq 
“ Vous prenez du café, n’est-ce pas ? ”
Et que vous dirai-je de la délicieuse ballade de 

manoir ?
Ncst-ce pas délicieux, ce cadre qui IWeloppe, cette jeuue femme 

a demi-penchee sur le comte et chantant, accompagnée de l’orchestre :

luttes intérieures, je 
ma coupe vide, et de

ues

s, dans 
telles 

jamais 
luteur

uer :

Roger de Beau-

éroïne 
;çu du 
mère 
actif, 

nater- 
irigés, 
ks qui 
orale, 
>ar la

I.
Dans la brume du soir 
Qui dort sous ce vieux chêne ? 
C est Roger Beaumanoir,
Le jeune capitaine................
Pendant qu’au fond des bois 
Courent ses chiens danois.

II.
Il effeuille, en rêvant,
Dans la verte fontaine,—
Il effeuille, en rêvant,

» Des fleurs de marjolaine.............
Pendant qu'au fond des bois 
Courent ses chiens danois.

III.
O mon jeune amoureux,
Des fleurs que ta main sème,
Dit la fée aux yeux bleus,—
Je tresse un diadème.............
Pendant qu’au fond des bois 
Courent tes chiens danois.

Le " Roman d'un jeune homme pauvre,” se distingue de toutes les 
autres œuvres d’Octave Feuillet non par l’idée qui est très romanesque, 
mais par 1 exécution. Il peut se diviser en deux parties distinctes • 
Maxime à Pans; Maxime au Château de Laroque, en Bretagne.
la fantoisiem^re ^ ^ réallSt6’Ia 9econde appartient au domaine de

ale à 
jolie ; 
î peu 
bijou 
l’une
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ar le 
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leux Le réalisme qui s’étale 

vérité ; et si cet essai
aux premières pages est d’une parfaite 
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peut dire que cet essai est un coup derelève chez Octave Feuillet, on 
maître.

Octave Feuillet a si heureusement réussi dans la ceinture
mZ2qZétr„qUi déc0nce;te"tl<» '""g» jours™, pain du jeune
partie II lT-q Ln7ent b“"couP à ''intent de la seconde 
partie. Il est impossible de mieux dépeindre qu’ Octave Feuillet les
l’humilTt/6 T PaUVre jeUne homme. fier, honnête, luttant contre 
1 humiliation d un aveu et vaincu par la délicatesse et la bonté de son

Vaubergeer.°me qUe’ ’hui C°nder«e de ** hôtel, Madame

La pauvre femme a deviné les souffrances de Maxime • e’ie mon!* 
en cachette un bon petit dîner dans sa chambre ; Maxime rentre et feint 

e ne pas comprendre que ce repas est pour lui.
“ Monsieur a probablement dîné, dit Madame Vauberger d’une

O
. Ji

s’i
ré
>
do
pl
Ju
toi
la
va

voixtimide.
—Probablement.
-C'est dommage, car le dîner était tout prêt : il va être perdu

Allez-vous en, lui crie Maxime.
Puis, comme la pauvre femme sortait, il s'approche d'elle •
—Ma bonne Lou.son, je vous comprends, je vous remercie • 

je suis un peu souffrant ce soir, je n'ai pas faim, ’
. Ah ! Monsieur Maxime, s'est-elle écriée 

saviez comme

pai

est
se

IR en pleurant, si vousvous me mortifiez ! Eh bien ! vous me payerez mon dîner
OU " Z V0U’ me d* l’argent dan,P i main Zd ü'

en reviendra, . . . mais vous pouvez être bien sûr
i • .me do"neriez cent mille francs, ça ne me ferait pas autant de 

p aisir que de vous voir manger mon pauvre dîner ' CVc une fièr 
aumône que vous me feriez, allez ! Vous qui avez de iw > u 6 
Maxime, vous devez bien comprendre Ça, pTuZt. 'eSPnt'

Lh bien, ma chère Louison 
pas vous donner cent mille francs 
votre dîner .

(
pai

que quandvous ass

aim

. que voulez-vous i Je 
• mais je m’en vais

... Vous me laisserez seul, n’est-ce pas ?
Oui, monsieur. Ah ! merci, monsieur. Je 

monsieur. Vous avez bon cœur.
, ,~Et b0n “PP^1 Louison. Donnez-moi votre main ■ 
LIZ P°Ur 7 'Uettre dC «J- tranquille . , . UZ n,oZ

L'excellente femme est sortie en sanglotant (page 55).
Peut-etre est-ce que nous nous intéressons plus au malheur qu'au 

mais ce te page vaut toute la seconde partie.

ne peux 
manger Sar

réel
vous remercie bien,

pro< 
l’Ac 
pari 
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:oup de Quelque temps ava it

fit pm!tre -“° Déum“<,°e'

SuJ."‘ dea pl,“S simples : deuî jeUMS g™s mariés depuis peu 
s imaginent qu’ils ne s'aiment pas ; et la jeune femme est bel et bien
Zhr-, .T"' 6 ? aPPe"e à ün ami comm“"' avocat, qui
J. ® très “musant de l’homme sympathique : il entend les con-

JT” du ™‘rl et de '* fem™« i c’est un esprit ün, délicat ; il est de 
plus honnête homme, ce qui est essentiel it son rôle. Il promet à
Juliette de presser le jugement de divorce, et un jour il lui annonce que 
out est fin, : elle est divorcée. Juliette fait à son mari ses adieux et

la pauvre oclate en sanglots: "Je t'en prie, je t'en prie .... laisse-moi' 
va-t-en !

sa

ire des 
i jeune 
econde 
llet les 
contre 
de son 
adame

monte 
t feint

e voix “—Eh bien ! Adieu donc ! Adieu ! ”
L’ami intervient : Eh bien ! Mais alors ! 
“—Après deux ans d’intimité, dit Juliette,du, et on ne se séparepas. ...
L’ami :
“—Sans émotion .

dîné

• • n est"ce Pas ? Mais quand cette émotion 
est aussi vive et aussi tendre, il me semble qu’il vaudrait mieux ne pas
se séparer............Qu’est-ce que vous en pensez, Juliette ?

“-Mais c’est impossible................le jugement prononcé . . .
L ami répliqué :
“—Ce jugement

mais

vous
liner,
tid il
uand
t de
fière
deur

ne pourrait—il être une épreuve imaginée 
par un ami curieux, plus habitué à aimer qu’ à être aimé ?

Juliette avec joie. Ah ! Ne dites pas cela, mon ami ! Car je vous 
assure que je vous aime bien !

De Rhodes à d’Epinay: Vous entendez, d'Epinay 
aime bien. ...

S
H

. Elle vous

D’Epinay :
Quel brave homme vous êtes !
Ce dénouement rappede celui de "Divorçons.” de Victorien 

Sardou ; seulement, dans "Divorçons,” les deux jeunes époux sont 
réellement divorcés.

ieux
nger

lien, Telle est, dans ses traits essentiels, empruntés à ses plus belles 
productions, l’œuvre d’Octave Feuillet, de son vivant Membre de 
1 Academie française. Œuvre romanesque, brodée sur un canevas tout 
parisien auquel elle doit sa légèreté et son élégance ; œuvre exquise et 
d un parfum parfois capiteux ; œuvre d’artiste par la richesse de 
peintures et le coloris de

ce
roir,

ses
ses portraits ; œuvre morale, parce qu’elle est 

aussi un enseignement et qu’ Octave Feuillet est, non le complice, mais 
le juge de ses personnages.

l’au

J
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SHAKESPEARE’S KINGS.
T. A. Brough, B.A., Owen Sound.
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Of Teufelsdrockh these significant 
I, with

disugges- 
puts into the mouth

nrmfizia . words: “ The only title wherein
w ... confidence, trace eternity, is that of King. Well was it
in K** bjJhe° 0gianS: a kinS rules by divine right. He carries 

cevtZ aoUhpd0rity f?m G°d’ °r man wiU neyer give it him. Ex- 
as concZbie"06 H»™ chosen freedom

will ever
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they areareaMzhiff the' ^ they wil1 become conscious that
ra y c realizing their own true selves and growing in the like

* God’ whose true shekinah on earth man is
Kings have occupied a rathfer large place in history Some
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Instead of kingly courage and fortitude he displays the basest 
cowardice. His one fixed idea is co be king; king over all the 
inheritance of the crown if possible; but if that prove beyond 
his power, then to be king over as much of it as he can. He is 
ready to buy the neutrality of the French king by granting the 
dauphin the hand of his niece, and endowing her with a princely 
territory, to be severed from the English crown. He defies the 
papal legate with bold words:

lgges- 
nouth 
ierein 
yas it 
arries “No Italian priest

Shall tithe or toll in our dominions ; ”Ex-
but, threatened by a foreign invasion and a revolt at home, he 
yields up his sovereignty to the pope, to receive it again as a vas
sal. Regardless of kingly justice and mercy, he usurps his ne
phew’s throne, and vith fiendish heartlessness flatters the fellow 
Hubert

much
men
and
that
like- that the tender, loving, innocent boy may lose his eyesight 

and his life. His mother’s death excites in him no sorrow; his
son s sympathy no response. His meanness is immeasurable. He 
desires Arthur’s murder; but when he is believed by his nobles 
to be guilty of the child’s death, and they revolt in consequence, 
he would fain escape their vengeance and the wrath of heaven by 
laying all the blame on his miserable agent in the bloody deed. 
The papal legate has hardly received his humble submission and 
gone to negotiate on his behalf, when he authorizes Faulconbridge 
to disregard his solemn pledge if that course should seem advan
tageous. We behold without pity this wretch whom no human 
tenderness has ever touched, tortured in his last hours by the con
suming fires of hell.

Some
ailed
ough
iy of
re in
hole
hose
ome-
roin
had
But
svith From King John it seems natural to pass to Richard III., that 

other monster among our English kings. Not that they are al
together alike, for in some respects they are as far apart as the 
poles. Instead of the coward in battle, who takes prisoner a de
fenceless boy, and allows his aged mother to fall into the hands 
of the enemy, froir. whom he makes no effort to rescue her, we 
have one who f-ars neither man, devil, nor the vengeance of the 
Almighty. His enemy, Queen Margaret, characterizes him

‘‘A foul, raia-ahapen atigmatic.
Mark’d by the deatiniea to bé avoided,
Aa venom toads, or lizard’a dreadful atinga.”

The mild, forgiving King Henry VI. says:

“ Good Gloater and good devil were alike."
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While his aged mother thus paints to him his life:

Tetchy and wayward- thy infancy :
Thy schooldays frightful, desperate, wild and furious 

hy prime of manhood daring, bold and 
thy age conhrm'd,

was

; T
venturous ; 

proud, subtle, sly, and bloody.”
:

But we have a still nearer view of this 
he is quite plain with

aimonster in body and spirit;
us himself:

“ T. C*n 8mile and murder while I smile.”
“ UhatT 4 Saif WheU m08t 1 P1^ lhe devil.”

I that have neither pity, love, nor fear ;

power of the feront ^Tcham'ing w^ ÎS ™thless- He has the

~^n„vhhLPrirs Anne aB «^ahL:r,ht,troy'He

bitterest te-nts of hTs wTdowrd^qoet^^6^”8"®

from her
another is wiled into hil eonfidL Wito' °“ victim after
then with a smile hurled to '*”Sed t0 Serve.hls PurPose, and
his blood is not without qualitieswhic°h if not ^ f°Ul slander of 
.vet raise him immeasurably oh™ +uh‘ f * redeemmff features, 
We can scarcely“orbear^ to ^admire th t ^ COwardl7 ^hn. 
tarries him from ne M00dv ori +he ternbIe enerSy of mind that 
not the name oH ar and eL t0/nother- battle he knows
quality in others Salisbury» ^ ackn°wledge the same good
his own mngva:st: Aiban’s ai*d
remark. From the first he i« th Ca forth hls enthusiastic
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‘ Richard hath best deserved of all

hoZT^ife rrtr:rk^phar8,!n him *w* —■*“has not that alacrity of spirit, nor cheer ofTn'd ,h7T "<> 
wont to hare”; once a prayer escapes 1,. " !^ he
Jesu ’»; but when he awakens into f,,ll ^ ’ H mercy'
himself with “Soft! I did but dream” Tohta"™”’’ ^ CherkS

my sons.*’
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SHAKESPEARE’S KINGS. 147 I“ Conscience is but a word that cowards use, 
Devised at first to keep the strong in

The approach of Richmond recalls his halting

great within my bosom ; ”

and he goes into battle to die as he has lived:

“ March on, join bravely, let us to’t pell-mell ;
If not to heaven, then hand-in-hand to hell ! ”

riijü y 1
awe.”

courage:
“ A thousand hearts are

il i;spirit; II
Hi! !

. 0 h SCh!rd IIL’ wh0 gather8 up in himself the selfishness, 
treachery, bloodiness and irréligion of the civil wars, let us now 
turn back to his namesake Richard II., with whom the Wars of 
the Roses weve ushered in. His cardinal defect as a king is read

t.le 8<fn<: of the Pla^ He is weak; and to his weakness 
«iU his other faults can be traced. He prejudges Bolingbroke be- 
fore he has heard his accusation of Mowbray; when the men accuse 
each other in his presence, he, without investigating the charges, 
commands them to be friends, but is not obeyed; and when in the 
lists they appeal to the judgment of heaven, he persuades the conn- 
oil to forbid the appeal and to punish both. Then he takes leave 
of them as friends, pledging them, though banished, never to seek 
his injury; and departs to unmask his hypocrisy in the company 
of the low-bom favorites, to whose flattery his lack of manly 
spirit has betrayed him. He has already earned our contempt; 

u he is to sink still lower. His flatterers have succeeded in 
transforming his weakness into insolence, petty tyranny and 
shamelessness. Extravagance has emptied his coffers, but blank 
charters will fill them, and afford him means against the Irish 
rebels. Just at the moment of this resolve Gaunt sends for him to 
hear his dying admonitions. The King breaks out-

s the 
. He 
urner 
g the 
as he 
s her 
after 
, and 
1er of 
ures, 
Tohn. 
that 

aows 
good 
and 

astic 
; de- 
with 
alis-

■H
I If

ik it;

1Now put it, God, in the physician’s mind 
To help him to his grave immediately ! 
The lining of his coffers shall make coats

wars.
the

To deck our soldiers for these Irish 
Come, gentlemen, let’s all go visit him ;
Pray God we may make haste and come too late ! ” I

lis conduct in his dying uncle’s presence is in keeping with this 
preface. The earnest, loving warnings of aged Gaunt 
swered by insult and sneering reference to his 
His farewell to his uncle is—

iing
he are an- 

approaching end.tvas
'ey,
cks “ And let them die that age and sullen have ;

For both hast thou, and both become the grave.”
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To lay aside life-harming heaviness, 
And entertain a cheerful disposition.”

in“tLethab"enete°of1^rei!w™ BicliaM”1"? ‘n C<Um0t be cheerful 

Pity' fA„derhePT hU8band ™itM gardened
Tower s he cô™ 7 * T* ^ »“« “ «he wayto The
his captivity he isTsited hvTT™ W’“1 * breakinK hcart- I»

in Vorh-s narrat,:^n,is“„b™ss ZSSZgX
the speech beginning- °f “ "n88peI“ h,e he expressed than by

I *' Of comfort no man speak ;
Let s talk of graves, of worms, and epitaphs ! "

r.nt even t„ snob speeches the fatal taint of weakness comes in
drivel LIT -, !n P"M lnt° «‘ta^gance or descend into 

ivel that excites the unconcealed laughter of his friends I„
but one speech, it seems to me, he strikes a truly manly note-

“ Northumberland, thou ladder wherewithal 
The mounting Bolingbroke ascends my throne,
The time shall not be many hours of age 
More than it is. ere foul sin. gathering head, 
bhall break into corruption : thou shall think,
Though he divide the realm and give thee half,
It is too little, helping him to all ;
And he shall think that thou which know st the 
To plant unrightful kings, will know again,
Being ne er so urged, another way 
To pluck him headlong from the usurped throne.
The love of wicked men converts to fear,
That fear to hate, and hate turns one or both 
To worthy danger and deserved death.”

He dies as we might have expected. Like Louis XVI., he meets 
the instruments of death with the impotent fury of a madman
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in his 
in and 
When

It is significant that in the characterization of so weak a 
king Shakespeare has chosen to set us thinking upon that much- 
vexed question, the divine right of kings. King Richard sup
ports the claim in more than one passage :

“ Not all the water in the rough rude 
Can wash the balm from an anointed king ; 
The breath of worldly men cannot depose ’ 
The deputy elected by the Lord :
For every man that Bolingbroke hath press’d 
To lift shrewd steel against our golden crown, 
God for his Richard hath in heavenly pay 
A glorious angel : then, if angels fight,
Weak men must fall,

sea

eerful 
e her 
derest 
to the

In
tor heaven still guards the right. 

“ Show us the hand of God 
That hath dismissed us from our stewardship ;
For well we know no hand of blood and bone 
Can gripe the sacred handle of

ables. 
ut in 
pause

our sceptre, 
Unless he do profane, steal, or usurp.

“ God omnipotent
Is mustering in His clouds on our behalf 
Armies of pestilence ; and they shall strike 
Ycur children yet unborn and unbegot,
That lift your vassal hands against my head 
And threat the glory of my precious crown.”

otice. 
How 

in by

But the king is not alone in thinking as he does, 
thus resists the appeal of Woodstock’s widow:

ïs in, 
into

Gaunt

In “ God's is the quarrel, for God’s substitute,
His deputy anointed in His sight,
Hath caused his death : the which, if wrongfully, 
Let heaven revenge ; for I may never lift 
An angry arm against His minister.”

Carlisle exclaims:

“ What subject can give sentence on his king ?
And shall the figure of God’s majesty,
His captain, steward, deputy-elect,
Anointed, crowned, planted many years,
Be judged by subject and inferior breath ?

“ My Lord of Hereford here, whom you call king,
Is a foul traitor to proud Hereford’s king 
And if you crown him let me prophesy 
The blood of England shall manure the ground,
And future ages groan for this foul act.”

So much on one side; there is a good deal to offset a hasty 
conclusion. Curiously enough, we may gather from these very
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S“Sf:Tl’Lg,L0,f 'helk,“S!8h,P conditional, and

of subjects. Gaunt tells Richard thafhe'hT h“ * d'Vine right 
of the crown that h» * d,. at he has become possessed
that: h h may depose hlmseIf- * Carlisle reminds him

tl
tc
ei
sc
faThe means that heaven yields must be embraced 

And not neglected ; else, if heaven would,
And we will not, heaven’s offer we refuse,
The proffered means of succor and redress.

The king himself confesses the impotence of misused kingship:

ow crown

h<
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“f
soT, “ Within the holl

i hat rounds the mortal temples of a king
Keeps death hie court, and there the antic sits, 
ocofhnp his state and grinning at hi 
Allowing him a breath, a little scene,
To monarchic, be feared and kill with looks, 
Infusing him with self and vain 
As if this flesh which walls about our life 
Were brass impregnable, and humor’d thus 
Comes at the last and with a little pin 
Bores through his castle wall, and farewell king ! "

He admits, too, that he is but suffering

an
s pomp, sa

dii
ofconceit,
sel

for his own folly:
I for the concord of my state and time 
Had not an He

to hear my true time broke, 
I wasted time, and now doth time waste

ear
me.”

„r(J“ ,be case. »f Henry VIII, the central figure of Tudor 
Z7’ «L J1 MPeCt hear a grea‘ leal upon the

ter at all- h! „ /"i! 'S t0° great a to talk about the mat 
anointed of th^Î* ^ he conceives to be that of the deputy
Blyn m^ Hels fh" T but he Anne
in» himself ^ ’ therefore’ no &reat difficulty in persuad-

in themselves, they 
Wolsey, to quote his 
rise again.”
the Council, the king permits 
to disclose their intentions,
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SHAKESPEARE’S KINGS.

no question, commands his trembling servants 
o be reconciled to the archbishop ; receives instant obedi

ence; and then with kingly condescension begs the man 
lately sentenced to the Tower to become the god

father of the infant Elizabeth. We do not leave the play 
however in perfect sympathy with this proud autocrat. While 
our ears listen to Cranmer’s prophecy of the glories of the virgin 
queen, and of him who should rise starlike from her ashes we 
cannot forget the deathbed of Katharine, with its vision of the 

sweet spirits of peace,” and her dying blessing of him who had 
so foully wronged her and her more than orphaned child.

We have had one type of weak king in Richard II., we have 
another in Henry VI. Henry is a bookish king, a mediæval 
saint, whose weakness, unlike that o Richard, is scarcely 
dissociated from that saintliness so esteemed by the Christianity 
of the middle ages, exercising itself not in self-assertion, but in 
self-repression. The kingship is a burden to him:

151
that brooks

so

ever

“ No sooner was I crept out of my cradle,
But I was made a king at nine months old :
Was never subject longed to be a king 
As I do long and wish to be a subject.”

He reproaches himself with the fruit of his weakness:

* F°r yet may England curse my wretched reign. ’•

He would gladly see his son king in his place, 
further:

Nay, he goes

“O that my death would stay these ruthless deeds.”

Throughout his life disaster attends his feeble efforts His 
attempt to reconcile Somerset and York by wearing the Lanças 
tnan rose and making York regent of France, pleases neither, is 
answerable for the death of the heroic Talbots, and hastens the 
loss of France. When he is won over by the designing Suffolk 
to break his engagement to the daughter of the Earl of Armagnac 
and to marry Princess Margaret instead, he shares his throne with
a second Helen, who paves the way to his own death and the ruin 
of his house. He is chid from the battlefield by his queen and 
Clifford, since they prosper best when he is thence. But this 
mild, meek, religious enthusiast, whose lack of force 
land

cost Eng-
rivers of blood, and permitted every social tie to be trodden 

under foot, receives the assassin’s dagger with calmness 
dignity, and with his last breath prays for his murderer and
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Two kings remain for brief notice, and both are strong. It 
might be claimed that the chief defects in the character of 
Bolingbroke, or Henry IV., are selfish ambition and hypocrisy. 
But he is no true hypocrite. He employs deceit as the servant of 
his ambition ; but he
attempt to hide from his 
his life. He sa_ys,

y<
c<
u<
tc
oideceives himself by it; nor does he 

son the motives that have governed
- never

w
P*
P<D “ God knows, my son,

By what by-paths and indirect crook’d ways 
I met this crown ” ;

and if he has vowed a pilgrimage to the Holy Land, and on his 
deathbed counsels his son to plunge into foreign quarrels, he 
freely confesses that his prime motive has been and is the keeping 
of the hard-won crown. Something, too, may be said in pallia
tion of his ambition. He was near to the crown in blood; 
Richard had proved himself incapable; instead of guarding the 
realm he was wasting its resources, and allowing it
with human caterpillars. Bolingbroke noted all this; he felt 
himself
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“ More like a king, more kingly in his strength. ’ chi
tiltand determined that the tools should come to the hands that 

could use them. 868The great stain on his character is the death 
of the deposed king, whom, to secure his throne, he felt compelled 
to sacrifice. But once firm upon the throne he is not bloody. 
He pardons the two-faced Aumerle, although he has broken his 
Lather’s bond on his behalf and may prove a dangerous rival to 
his throne, converting him to a friend aud supporter, who at a 
later day lays down his life for king and country in the English 
van at Agincourt. If he sends Worcester and Vernon to the 
block, they have refused his mercy, and lack of decision and 
promptness would plunge the country into the disorder from 
which his firm rule is guarding it. His disloyalty to Richard is 
met by almost life-long alienation from his own son, whom he fears

He does not for the last time lay 
down the uneasy head without drawing from us a measure of 
pity, and we are glad that even for an hour he is permitted to 
know the true nobility and greatness of him who had been thought 
the madcap prince.

When once in the presence of Henry V. we do not need the 
praises of the Archbishop of Canterbury to persuade us that we 
are face to face with a kingly king, 
trust his father reposes in him; proves himself a hero in the 
field;
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younger brother John of Lancaster, who has had his place 
council board; is proud to P
uoble Scot, Lord Douglas, and 
to dismiss him ransomless, 
of Falstaff and his

ig. It 
cter of 
pocrisy. 
vant of 
loes he 
iverned

at the
encounter a worthy foeman in the 

at the close of the fight rejoices 
though he has been the companion 

crew, he has never lost his self-control 
was probably attracted to such companionship by the free ex 
pansmn which it permitted to his mind and wldch the close and 
POI.,,0 court denied him. When he becomes king he gaZs the
withtr M Very true man Wheu he forbids Sir John*
ul treatZem Z “f* Wl,ile he at°ida «■' censure for

is treatment of the shameless old knave by assuring him that
emÎL diU<? h,UnSelf I)r°I,erly he will not see him want, 
emphasized his determination to rule well by taking as his chief
Mm whi JUdgefWh° had b6en eourageous^enough to s ntence

wh, hpnnce r COntemi,t of =»“'■'• He is merciful to the 
who has insulted his person, but sends to the block the con

pirators who, for foreign gold, would have betrayed the nation
rnmg7LqTer ?° th°Se who ^ield in battle; but if the enemy 

>I>< am he will kill his prisoners to renew the fight His 
character has limitations rather than defects. Thus he charges
LtZnZt En!,:hh,,bei,,g a uau"per' hb

seat on the English throne; and though he will not lift
X?heT'e T CM‘erbur)' has assured him that his 
n just, he does not see what is very plain to one in modern times 
that u kingdom is not like a private inheritance and that 2 
subjects as well as the king of a foreign land deserve considéra 
Hon before war is declared. His most promiuenTZratieristic" 
perhaps ,s that universality of intellect and sunny though serious 
d spos,t,o„ which we read in Shakespeare himself, our king Z
of nil ,! T™"Te™ We 8ee in hia humble ascription to God 
. .. e * "r-v 'lf ™tory. His universality of powers calls 

1 u- admiration of the archbishop. His rich genial onen 
nature enables him see the equality all true menZVwm 
„ . ™ntaml”at'Ou by loose companions, sends him from tent to 
tent „ converse a, a brother with the common soldiers, and gives 
,r ® charming and kmgly courtship of the French princess 

™ust have called forth the devotion and worship
wml! Mevethatï “dla‘meWing m,*htJ •TOTth”>' and wa 
of Fa™^ King dThn! Prld' S“iri‘ ** ™da

“ This England never did and never shall 
Lie at the foot of a proud conqueror 
But when it first did help to wound itself.”
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And now the question occurs, Did Shakespeare’s writings ex
ercise any influence in the events which followed close 
accession of the Stuarts ?

f!
upon the

Some argue that his work was ob
scured by the Hebraistic spirit that so obstinately opposed these 
kings. But I cannot believe this; I feel disposed to think that 
in their struggle with the Stuarts Shakespeare proved an ally of 
the Puritans. The Puritan ideal of a king was David, the shep
herd of Israel; hence they had little sympathy with those whom 
they looked upon as the enemies of God’s chosen people. Those 
whose sympathies went naturally with the court, those who had 
imbibed the lesson of Elizabethan culture and sat at the feet of 
the teacher of the age, could not regard with complacency the 
gross, slovenly, clownish King James; nor when the amiability 
of Charles I. was set up as quite offsetting his license, perfidy, and 
tyranny, could they forget that England had been almost ruined 
by kings as amiable as Charles. Shakespeare had shown his 
countrymen what a king should be, and the lesson, if observed 
at all, could not but be fatal to the Stuarts. The lesson is now 
open to all the world, and is bèing directly or indirectly learnt.

Not that it is friendly to the rule of the mob, or assures the 
permanence of modern republicanism.
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da,Shakespeare’s good-na

tured contempt for the mob comes in in play after play. V. _
must have kings, whether kings so-called or not, and the assassina" 
tion of American and French presidents is almost 
the assassination of

feiWe
ali

ri
ottas ominous as
cloa czar.

If republican government is to be in reality what some of its 
admirers claim, the ideal form of government, then must every 
citizen be himself a king, and exhibit in his daily life “ the king- 
becoming grace ”

the
ii; yea

welI
owi

Justice, verity, temperance, stableness, 
Bounty, perseverance, mercy, lowliness, 
Devotion, patience, courage, fortitude."
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i„ JrV'Ji? iD th! closlng J**« »' the nineteenth century-year» 
“ , a WC"lder‘ul Pr°8resi> of scientific knowledge and the
i^ r^nte aend0veTtnh °' ge“1U8 haVe Prod“«=d atari-

g results, and yet these seem to be only the prelude to still
greater achievements. Already, by means of the telephone
™ de SePi,rated b-T the width of a continent are brought within

Wh‘!e acr0ss the oobmarine cable are flashed

“,the ffCdlt ea for travelling are so abundant that the remotest 
ni rs of the earth are within easy access, and a return ticket 

for a trip around the world can be secured at a cost that brines 
such a pieasnre within at least the fond anticipation of the Cana 
d.an school teacher, m this progressive age we require to e»r 
c.se our imagmatiou to believe, as we were taughUn our school
fcrence HenceT0111' g'°be .iS aCtuall)' 25>000 ™i,e= 1= circum- 
lerence. Hence it is no surprise to find people of
alities in almost any country of the world
others with

many nation-

more sordid motive, but all
cose contact with those who speak a language different from 

i-ven to our fair Dominion there 
,\ear thousands of immigrants from 
well as

their own.
flocking every

own b Jrom the more distant regions of Asia^that within ’ ^

Undrprrthare t0 be heard many and diverse languages.
Under these circumstances is it not imperative for the Em?

hsh-speaking population of Canada to have some acquaint^* 
vuth the languages spoken by other nations ? And is this no!
, >Uia [ important in regard to countries with which Canada 
has such direct and frequent communication as she holds with
tioan"Cthafnd temany ? UiS' = matter fo co g atuia
ghenIn o„rUZc î" T- f!W years greatCT attention has been 
Cprma * educational institutions to the study of French and 
German and mure practical results are now demanded
to consider what“Ss ,bfehok''e8 modera language teachers
these languages is t „m M n° fimed ttt teaching of
French and n ° ^ave our pupils so conversant with
Mntm.vÏTb* the k°0WU;i*e acquired will be of prie the perusal of a ï. b”“n<“su transaction, the casual meeting, or 

perusal of a favonte author ? For, while it is true, notwith-
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standing what has been said, that the majority of our scholars 
may never see France or Germany, it is at the same time true, as 
has also been pointed out, that natives of these countries are our 
fellovr-citizens in this Dominion, and that very many Canadians 
at so.nv time in their lives find themselves greatly embarrassed 
on account of their inability to understand or use any language 
but English.

Let us ask, therefore, when a student may be said to have a 
practical knowledge of the French and German languages ? We 
answer, when he has a speaking knowledge, a reading knowledge, 
and a writing knowledge.

Advisedly we put speaking first. Prof. Gouin tells us of a 
child that in six months had become so familiar with a language 
(his mother tongue, of course,) that he could understand all that 
was said to him and could make known all his wants. This 
must have involved the training of, the ear to detect the various 
sounds employed. Then the child must have learned to associate 
the sounds with the objects (that these sounds combined into 
words were used to designate, and, finally, to reproduce the 
sounds with which he had become familiar. Similarly, our stu 
dents must in the first place become familiar with the sounds of 
the language to be studied, then they require to know by what 
names things are called, and not the names of objects merely, but 
of actions also. They must be trained, too, not only to identify 
the sounds as they hear them, but also to reproduce them. In 
short, it is necessary for students of French to be able, like the 
child to whom reference has been made, to comprehend thoughts 
uttered by others, and to express their own ideas intelligibly.

As the aim of this paper is not to discuss methods, but 
simply results, we pass on to notice the second requisite—a read 
ing knowledge.

The heaven-inspired ideas of master minds are by the writer’s 
and printer’s art transmitted to succeeding generations, enrich
ing, elevating and ennobling all who have an opportunity and 
possess the knowledge necessary to read and understand them. 
Many works abounding in such noble thoughts are to be found 
in French and German literature. Where, for instance, can be 
seen a more perfect gem in this respect than “ Un Pilosophe Sous 
les Toits ” ? Who can read that book without feeling 
sympathy for the unfortunate, a greater responsibility in living, 
and loftier aspirations towards a high ideal ?

In order, then, that students of French and German may not 
be deprived of such an important means of culture, but may be
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able to hold intercourse with noble men and women, from whose 
recorded thoughts they cannot fail to derive benefit, they must 
have sufficient acquaintance with the language to gather the 
author’s meaning from the printed page, 
in passing, that the more I become acquainted with methods and 
the more I watch results, the more firmly am I convinced that 
merely to require the translation of an extract from a text studied 
in the class is, I had almost said, no test at all of the candidate’s 
familiarity with the language. For, in spite of the utmost 
and vigilance on the part of the teacher, and, indeed, from the 
very circumstances of the case, the pupil will take the teacher’s 
own translation of the passage, and, by an effort of memory, will 
reproduce in English the ideas of the author without in

And here, let me say
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cases even recognizing the words of the language from which he 
is translating. But if a student can from an unseen passage 
obtain a clear grasp of the thoughts that have been expressed in 
French or German, it is fair to conclude that he knows something 
about the foreign tongue.

1IBesides this, however, in order to a just appreciation of any 
language, some acquaintance with the history of that language 
and of the literature of the country is desirable. For example, 
it is interesting and instructive to learn the sources whence the 
language is derived, the changes that have taken place in it, 
corresponding to the progress and development of the nation, the 
different schools of thought which at various crises in the national 
life have given utterance to the people’s desires or fears, to their 
joys or their sorrows.
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An exercise like this will greatly assist 
in lending a charm and giving a spice of variety to the otherwise 
rather monotonous routine of ordinary class work.

There remains to be noticed the third point mentioned—a 
writing knowledge.
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The remark may at times be heard within the sacred pre

cincts of the Collegiate Institute sanctum, “That pupil cannot 
compose two sentences in good English.” Surely, then, he can 
not be regarded as having a practical knowledge of English. 
The same is true for the student of French or German. Until
he can express his own thoughts not only orally but also in 
writing, in the idiom which will be recognized and readily 
prehended by his foreign correspondent or reader, he must cer
tainly be deficient in linguistic attainments.

com

y not 
ly be Now, as an examination is designed to test the candidate’s 

knowledge of the subject studied, an ideal examination in French
t
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one that would test the student’s ability to ex 
press in these languages his ideas, both orally and by writing, in 
an intelligible manner, and at the same time intelligently’ to 
understand the ideas of others as communicated to him. This 
includes a test in conversation, sig’it translation, and original 
composition, to which might profitably be added an examination 
on the history of French and German literature.
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EXAMINATION TESTS IN FRENCH AND GERMAN.
Miss M. E. T. Addison, B.A., Stratford.

Not long ago, in conversation, a gentleman was heard to say, 
This is a constructive age. Do you notice how the world turns 

to those whose powers lead to the building up of society, to the 
establishment of reform, to invention, to anything, indeed, which 
is accomplished ? People are so weary of mere criticism which 
results in nothing. ’ Then he went on to show that the patient 
seekers after truth are striving more earnestly than ever before, 
to put the ideal into tangible reality.

If this be true, and the close student of the times cannot 
doubt it, is there any question of more importance to us than the 
realization of the ideal teaching in practical results of the highest 
order, not only through method, but also through one of its ablest 
promoters, the examination?

However much we may sometimes wish otherwise, and how
ever conscientious we may be, the fact still remains that the 
examination, whether departmental or private, determines to a 
great extent the character of the teaching done, and this, the 
character of the pupil’s study. Hence it is, that an ideal test in 
examination ought to and will raise the standard of both teach
ing and study, of both teacher and student.

This ideal examination must, therefore, compass all the de
partments or divisions of the ideal standard in the study of 
French and German; nor must it be a test of the pupil’s know
ledge only, but much more of his training.

Now, as a speaking knowledge of a modern language implies 
the training of the ear to catch quickly and exactly the sounds 
of the language, the training of the ear and vocal organs in order 
to reproduce these sounds, a large vocabulary, and an acquaint
ance with grammatical forms; as a reading knowledge denotes 
the acquisition of idioms, comparison of the peculiar modes of 
expression, and an understanding of the genius of the language 
and its literature; as a writing knowledge includes accuracy, the 
exercise of thought and judgment in comparison, in the rejection 
of one form for the choice of another, with a further comprehen
sion of the spirit of the spoken or written matter; an ideal 
examination test must cover all these points, i.e., it must test

1. The training of the ear.
2. The power of reproducing the sounds heard.
3. The vocabulary.
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4. The knowledge of grammar and idiom in application 
than in the abstract. rather

the sensîe^oM^foreign^hmguagè, ^expr^sing^t^xactl^an^^11^

rectly in the mother tongue.
6. A slight but appreciative knowledge of the literature, o 

the history, of the language, of its spirit, of the people speak-

cor-

7. Literary insight into the choice of 
■Is such

words and expressions.

under the p
when in one year we had to give our highest forms three and 
four years work; but under the new regulations, we answer yes. 

a pupil can read with proper accent and expression; if 
en a passage is read to him he can understand it, and if he has 

at h,s command a good vocabulary of words and idioms, with 
the power to apply grammatical forms, has he not all the essen
tials of conversation ? All he needs is practice, and a very few 
weeks among those who speak the language will give him readi- 
ness m utterance If, therefore, an examination will test his 
eadmg and his ability to understand what is spoken 

sufficient, and is not this examination practicable ? ’ It is easv 
enough in our own school-rooms, where we can have daily reading 
conversation and dictation. Could we not have the first and 

st of these on the final examination also ? Could there not 
be during or just preceding the departmental examinations, 
exchange of language teachers, who would read some passage for 
dictatmn and hear the various candidates read another passage
essÎullvTngtnh f to be re^ired to pass suc-

nth/r nH 1 ° branches as weI1 as in the others ? An
ther alternative would be the appointment of someone who would

go from school to school and examine, as the reading in English 
is now examined. A final test of this kind would be a tremen- 
dous impulse in the teaching and studying of modern languages
the JbiHtÏT ?g,r °f +fammar’ vocabuIarj, and idioms, with 
the ability to intelligently translate, have a sufficient test in the
present papers. But what of the outlines of the history of the
language, of its literature, and, above all, of the power of th!
aticfdlv t<t dlS*mgU1Sh between anonyms; to speak or write idiom- 
atically, to choose an essentially French or German expression
m place of a literally translated one; to show a literary insight 
nto and a comprehension of the language; in short, to grasp 

the spirit of the language ? The passages for sight translation

is not that

an

S
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THE GERMAN LYRIC SINCE GOETHE. 103
rather aroused German hearts, and after the War of Liberation, all Ger

many rose against his being deposed from his position at the 
University of Bonn, and demanded that he should be reinstated. 

Theodor Kôrner
rstand 
id cor an ardent worshipper of Schiller, 

strong, noble ideals and his pure life endeared him to his
His patriotic songs display much youthful enthusiasm, 

particularly his “Leier und Schwert,” his “ Gebet wàhrend der 
Schlacht,” and his “ Schwertlied,” his swan song

was His
coun-ire, of 

speak-
try.
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“ Du Schwert an meiner Linken 
Was soli dein heitres Blinken ?”

Another of these poets. Max v. Schenkendorf, wrote 
drously beautiful poem, “ Muttersprache,”

“ Muttersprache, Mutterlaut, Wie

a won-

so wonnesam, so traut.”
These patriotic lyrics have not the same significance for us 

foreigners as for the genuine Germans, though we can see that 
they voiced the popular spirit at the time of their appearance,
and did much to awaken enthusiasm both for freedom and the 
fatherland.

■

One of Germany’s best beloved poets is Ludwig Uhland 
lived in Suabia, Tübingen and Stuttgart, and died in 1862. ne 
studied the literature and history of the middle ages—the folk-lore 
of mediaeval times, and had some affinity with romanticism He 
is often called

FJ who

MUnew romanticist, differing from first 
ticists, that he did not lose himself in dreams, but 
and truly. His lyrics and ballads are excellent, and he sang 

lmself mto the very hearts of the German people by such songs 
as Des Sângers Fluch” and “Des Knaben Berglied.” Professor 
Hermann Grimm says of Uhland:

“ We all have learned chivalry, patriotism, loyalty from 
land’s poems.”

A group of Suabian poets formed itself about him, consisting 
of Gustav Schwab, a preacher, who reminds one of Uhland in his 

Der Reiter und der Bodensee,” and Justinus Kerner, a doctor, 
w io believed himself in direct communication with spirits, and 
had in his house a somnambulist. Kerner’s poems are imbued 
m it i a spirit of melancholy, and hé writes much of death.

Endowed with greater genius and talent than Uhland was 
Heinrich Heine, who, however, did not do so much good for Ger
man youths. At Bonn University, from v. Schlegel, Heine im
bibed ideas of romanticism—dissatisfaction with the world 
and its interests. In 1820 everybody in Germany read Bvroa. 
leople had conflicts over the disparity between the'world* and

a roman- 
worked well
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i lieir ideas—Weltsclimerz—the 
ideal a morbid sensation, so often TulTin Byron's' writings* 

He.ne w°rked °„ this spirit, and tore it into shrLs *
His style is clear, graceful, light 
expressed cynicism for all that 
character.

i’
1

and tatters. 
But too often he 

Heine is not a moral

$and airy.
we revere.

garded noting !ntensJly se,fi8h and egotistical, and re-
I ieder ' w! I * SaCmL Yet in his “ Buch der
Pprmo T 6 d m08t exquisite poems. After Goethe, Heine is
gifZ uJaX 'r< pr GOd gave him «Plendid 
of ihp V V !the’ he t00k the simP,e tone, the simple strains 
of the Volksheder, which live with the German people forever 
In his poems we often find a tone of melancholv and pain By

°”e tat“ “ art"

-te *
show all the weaknesses 
reform.

:
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young men who strove to 
in , world, while they clamored for
from Ju°S Heutschlhnd developed 

authors, who worked for freedom 
rebellion, to work for

ri
a:

another group of 
and wrote to incite people to E

a constitution.
. 0f th™'‘. P°l,tlcal Poets. Ferdinand Freiligrath and Kinkel hid 

o leave their country and work in the « Ansland.-- Ü

Marine™ a”d ““ Prei,*rath “
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tl

They found
w e The Ancient

ninac no v poems of Burns and Bret Harte. He is the
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Kinkel’s political er
wi
dc
Le
an“ Es ist so still geworden. ”

and others of his poems are charming
lvricf0b^"shV0n/a"er8,ebe“ gai"eds"™e tome for his political 
0 ncs, but showed more poetic talent in his
Lveming, Children and Cradle Songs.
“ Das Lied der Deutschen.”

I: na
ea
mtSpring, Morning, 

His best known poem is Rl
th.

“ Deutschland, Deutschland über Ailes 
Über ailes in der Welt.” Mi

and “ Mein Vaterland”: po<
a <

“ Treue L’iebe bis zum firabe 
Schwôr ich dir mit Herz und Hand. ” Oti
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“ Lieb Vaterland, magat ruhig sein 
Feat ateht und treu, die Wacht. die Wacht

Tlie remaining lyric poets cannot be assigned to définit*

One Austrian poet, Nicolaus Lenau 
possessed a lovely, beautiful nature, true and good, but was ex
TZeloZZl "H11"611 UDder drCUmStanc^■ unfavorlble to

A ftp,, t . 116 was a true Poet, nervous and idealistic
cam* t a dlSappoimtments in love, which almost crushed him he
cnul ve toTim' Lfinding °D,y matorial1™' everything seemed 

P sive to him. He regretted keenly the loss of nightingales
His beautiful ScWm-8/0 Germany’ he found hi™elf celebrated, 

beautiful Schilflieder are set to music by Schumann.
Emanuel Geibel of the University of Munich is a lyric poet

\Z ■ P”ms are deep’ pure' earne8t He had^not-d Z Itvn,U:,HHelUl‘ bU' Si"g8 Wi“- earnest, deep fcHng
d true piety. All is pure and good in Geibel’s lyrics and the 

German nation regard him as one of their favorite lyric poets 
Paul Heyse also lived in Munich, and was the spMt and 

tentie of a literary circle there, until differences with Geibel 
caused h,m to return to his early home, Berlin. Though his m 
erary fame rests clnefly upon his historical novels, yet he has also 
written some charming lyric His constant topic is iove Hey "
reutc”°d Jee,;an v ligi°n’ bUt take8 “ ,0r 8rantcd that “ vornehme 
“ '".''"j bel‘evc w ,h™e things. Yet his poems are reflned 
< nd beautiful, and show consummate art.

Of the Swiss poets, none manifests more the character of th* 
na ion than Wackernagel, whose poems are full of power and 

Along the Rhine, from Cologne to Strasburg, are 
which dwell poets, who sing the praises of the

nature and 

rth and in

am Rhein ”

was of noble birth, and

earnestness, 
many villas,
Rhine. Kai 
the legends of the Rhineland.

A great number of poets have their homes in

“ Song of the New German Empire ” 
Ott* r* sonnets in which the war of 1870-71 is depicted
Otto Roquette Albert Mger and Theodor Fontane are 
ne poets, and have produced a few absolute masterpieces.

a collection

THE GERMAN LYRIC SINCE GOETHE.

ment erected on th? J* the magniticent national mono-tlful Zu„„ ,h„ Ph ' d’ and comman(ling the most beau- 
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The religious lyric of the present time does not yield in beauty 
or smoothness of form, or in genuine spirituality, to the religious 
lyric of past ages. The hymns and spiritual songs of Spitta, 
Hammer and Sturm, such as “ Gott Griisse Dich,” are distin
guished by beauty of language and fulness of thought.

But after Goethe, Schiller, Heine and Uhland, Friedrich 
Kückert is Germany’s greatest poet. His “ Liebesfriihling ” is 
full of most exquisite, delicate and heartfelt devotion, breathed 
to a lady, who afterwards became his wife:

I

“ Was ich nicht gelebt, das habe ich nicht gedichtet.”

says Goethe,
1 Was ich nicht gedichtet, das habe ich nicht gelebt.”

says Rückert.
llückert knew Sanskrit, Persian and Arabian, besides all Eu

ropean languages. He translated holy Sanscrit poems, also 
much from Persian and Arabian. These latter are full of quips, 
cranks, assonances and alliteration. In the technique of all pos
sible verse-forms, Kückert is unexcelled. He could do anything 
with the German language in rhythm, rhyme and melody. He 
wrote also exquisite, naïve poems for his children.

Another poet who paid much attention to highly perfected 
forms of verse was August v. Platen. He spent most of his life 
in Italy, and there studied classical literature, 
wonderful works of art, but they are too artistic, and do not live 
with the people.
but this form of poetry, introduced by Schlegel, has always 
thing foreign to German literature. Von Platen introduced also 
other verse-forms, as Terzinen, Madrigals, Ritornellos and Ghase- 
len. His views are generally pessimistic, but in form his works 
are models.

The work of many other poets possesses originality, and is 
pure and delicate, with manly strength, 
duced many exquisite lyrics into his epic, 
much artificiality and pretension in his poems, though they 
fresh and flowing. Baumbach has produced a volume of lyrics 
which are light, airy and pleasing. Theodor Storm, born near 
Bremen, on the German Ocean, can beautifully describe the

He is not passionate, but a 
quiet sadness pervades his poems; he is not sentimental, but 
shows almost too much resignation.

Nor are women unrepresented in this field of poetry, 
the royal Carman Sylva down to some of humblest rank,, many

His lyrics are

His Venetian sonnets are exceedingly pretty,
some-

Victor Scheffel intro-
Julius Wolff has too

are

sea.
His style is delicate and pretty.
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THE GERMAN LYRIC SINCE GOETHE. 167
have produced work which is naïve, original and natural. Car
man Sylva’s poems breathe real, maternal love and womanly de
votion. Marie v. Ebner Eschenbach possesses genuine creative 
genius, and shows in “ Ein Kleines Lied ” that she recognizes the 
essence of poetry, that there must be in it not only melody and 
song, but “ eine ganze Seele.”

eauty
gious
pitta,
listin-

drich
And so we might continue, for the list of German lyric poets 

seems about endless. In a choice little book, which I happened 
upon in Berlin, containing German Lyrics since Goethe’s death, 
selected by Maximilian Bern, I have counted the names of two 
hundred and thirty poets. Indeed, almost every German, cold 
and stolid as he appears to strangers, but emotional as he really 
is, a compound of a strong martial nature and a child like sim
plicity, almost every German expresses himself with 
poetry. It seems to be his vital breath.

To speak generally, the German lyric is characterized by 
depth and warmth of feeling. The theme is often love, and 
where is this emotion more delicately portrayed. A sweet sad
ness often lends a charm to these poems, and one feels that they 
are the real language of the heart. Grief, pain, melancholy and 
death receive poetic treatment. The delights of spring and sum
mer are pictured. The praises of wine are often sung. Nor 

children forgotten, and many of the sweetest poems are cradle 
songs and simple ballads for the little ones. The glories of the 
Rhine and the legends of the Rhineland appear again and again. 
The sea receives attention. The religious lyric shows ardent and 
pure love of God and humanity. The political, the war and the 
patriotic lyric have a genuine martial ring about them, and by 
rousing to enthusiasm the patriotism and chivalry of the Ger
mans, these contributed no mean share to the consolidation of the 
German Empire.

In form these poems are varied.
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Mention has already been 
made of the light, airy grace of many of them. In general, they 
are brief, and pass from simplest movement to complex. I_‘ 
are often highly artistic in form, and full of figures of speech, fit
ting of harmonies and arts of diction.

After even a

too They
are

Tics
near cursory acquaintance with the German lyric 

since Goethe’s time, one must recognize that Heine, Uhland, 
Rtickert and Geibel have been genuine lyric artists, while all 
through the century Germany has ever had a whole forest of sing
ing birds.
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tl
HENRIK IBSEN.

(ABRIDGED.)

W. S. VV. McLay, B.A., Toronto.

Ibsen’s work may be roughly divided into three classes. These

ri
s-
hi
hi
cl
tiiare:

Historical and legendary dramas.
Dramatic poems.

3. Social dramas of modern life.
The historical dramas are four in number, namely: “Lady 

loger of Ostraat,

1. rc
Tl
tv
so
ba» a The Vikings at Helgeland,V U The Pretenders,” 

and “ Emperor and Galilean.” Of these, “ Emperor and Galilean •” 
deals with the Emperor Julian and his persecution of the early 
C hristians; while the remaining three treat of early Norwegian 
history and legend. These Norse historical dramas are exceed
ingly interesting. Few people, it seems to me, could read them 
without being excited to take riiore than a mere languid and pass
ing interest in the history and character of the “ little rock-fast 
rock people,” as the Norwegians are pleased to call themselves. 
Hut these dramas are more than historical dramas, they are trage
dies of the human soul. For example, Lady Inger of Ostraat has 
for its motif the struggle between her patriotic duty and her 
ternal love, and it is this human element, this old but 
conflict between two apparently opposed duties, that gives the 
drama power over our hearts and imaginations. Lady Inger of 
Ostraat is perhaps the best adapted for my purpose in this paper, 
and I shall therefore take it as the typical example of Ibsen’s his
torical dramas.

he.
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The time of the play is the age of the Reformation, 
was the period of Norway’s deepest political degradation. 

, was under the yoke of Swedish and Danish rulers.

moThat
AtShe
DaAlmost all

the old aristocratic families had fallen into decay, and among 
those that were left there was hardly any Norwegian sentiment 
Love for their Fatherland was to be found only among the lower 
classes, and a few outlawed Norwegian nobles. In the words of 
the play, “ an empty helmet, an edgeless sword, a shield without 
a grip,” were suitable symbols of Norway’s faded glory.

Lady Inger was the last of the nobility in whom there flick
ered a single spark of patriotic love, and in her the Norwegian 
patriots rested their hopes, 
sworn over

1oI jun
but
jun
son
Ost
and
sup
If tWhile yet a young girl, she had 

the bier of Knut Alfson, the murdered Norwegian pa- son
and

✓
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tnot, to venture life and lands to avenge his death on the foreign 
rulers. Before she married Nils Gyldenlove, the foreign High 
Steward, she had met Sten Sture, the Swedish Chancellor, and 
had fallen in love with him. Their natural son became the 
happy and innocent cause of all her trouble.

un-
. . Fearing lest so

close a union with the powerful Swede might endanger her posi
tion of influence in Norway, she sent the boy-child away to be 
reared by her friend, Peter Kanzler, a devoted Norwegian patriot. 
Then arose that heartrending conflict between two impelling 
tives that comes to so many men and women. Her love for her 
son and her devotion to her native land came into mortal com
bat, and the result was paralysis of action in life and a broken 
heart in death. Fear lest any step she should take might en
danger her son’s life rendered her incapable of any decisive ac
tion. Finally, to win Denmark’s friendship, and thereby, as she 
fancied, to save her son’s life from death at Danish hands, she 
married Nils Gyldenlove, the Danish High Steward, and by that 
act became “homeless in the hearts of her people.” By this 
marriage she had several daughters, two or three of whom she 
married to Danish noblemen. But she had not given her heart 
with her hand, and, as a consequence, her “ wifely duties were 
as serfdom to her,” and she had “ no mother’s heart for her daugh
ters.” But her son was the “child of her very soul,” and the 

one thing that brought to mind the time when she was a woman 
and nought but a woman.” During all the years from her son’s 
birth to the night during which the events of the play take 
place. Lady Inger has never once seen her son. Peter Kanzler, 
the boy’s foster-father, has retained him as a hostage for his 
mother’s fidelity to the Norwegian cause, and Lady Inger’s 
mother’s heart had sorrowed and wept for the love of her son. 
At the time of the opening of the play, the peasants of the 
Dales are in revolt against King Gustav of Sweden. They wish 
to put the so-called “ Dalejunker” on the throne. This “Dale- 
junker” is supposed by all to be the legitimate son of Sten Sture, 
but in reality Sten Sture’s legitimate son is dead, and the “ Dale- 
junker,” around whom the peasants are flocking, is no less a per
son than Lady Inger’s and Sten Sture’s son. He comes to- 
Ostraat, and is received by Lady Inger as the heir to the throne, 
and she by various means is persuaded to come out boldly m 

But a new thought has entered into her breast. 
If this young man has a claim to the throne, why should not her 
son, who is equally the son of Sten Sture, not have a claim also, 
and why should he not be king ?
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This thought insinuates itself into her soul, until it possesses 
her wholly; ambition for her son becomes her passion and leads 
to disastrous results. This “Dalejunker” in her home stands in 
the way of her son, and he must, therefore, be put out of the 
way. She gives orders for his death, little dreaming that in 
reality he is her own son. Even before the deed is done re
morse seizes her; she repents and wishes to prevent the mur
der. But it is too late; she arrives but in time to hear the blow 
struck and the awful thud of her son’s body falling upon the 
floor. Even yet she knows not that it is her son she has had 
murdered, but the thought of her deed fills her with awful fancies 
and fearful hallucinations. In her brain the procession that 
will celebrate the crowning of her son as king mingles in fancy 
with the funeral procession of the murdered youth. As the 
men-at-arms bear the coffin through the hall she beholds for the 
first time Sten Store’s ring about the neck of the dead man. In
an instant she recognizes her son and realizes that she is his 
murderer. With an agonizii^g shriek she falls senseless upon

The lights are out and the play is done, and Lady 
Inger needs only another coffin and a grave beside her child.

_ this brief outline of the main action I have perforce 
omitted any reference to the minor episodes that go to make this 
a soul-stirring tragedy. The wooing of Elina, Lady Inger’s 
daughter, by Nils Lykke, the breaker of women’s hearts and the 
betrayer of her sister Lucia, is well wrought, and challenges fn- 
vorable comparison with the similar episode in Shakespeare’s 
Richard III. Ibsen has made good use of the tragic elements 
with which his story abounds, and has produced a powerful 
drama. One is inclined to say that it is too powerful. An 
atmosphere of gloom pervades the play from beginning to end, 
and not even the faintest ray of sunshine is permitted to pen
etrate as a relief to the all-encircling sombreness. This is true 
of all these historical plays. They are dark, foreboding trage
dies, without a glimmer of cheerfulness.

Each scene adds something to heighten the tragic tone and 
effect, until the intensity becomes almost painful, 
gains undoubtedly in force and concentration, but 
effect is assuredly lost when it becomes more tragic than the 
reader or spectator can bear. Another feature of these histori
cal plays is the melodramatic quality that characterizes them. 
Again, it must be observed that, like the dramas of the Greek 
stage, iLady Inger of Ostraat presents only the crisis of the ac
tion.

his coffin.

The play
thesome

It is true of a great many of Ibsen’s best plays that
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great deal of the action has preceded the opening of the play 4 
necessary consequence 0f this is that not a little of the dialogue

rrïï? sffsuz sr.r k 1
the action, not a few of the plays observe the unities of time

!C! a! Wb 1 38 °f action- To these facts may be partially
ZrV ^ impre88ion of «fistic wholeness that Ibsen’s belt 

work seldom or never fails to make

more

on the reader.

DRAMATIC POEMS.

« ItrJÎÜT» ha! "I?tten three dramatic P°ems, “Love’s Comedy,’’ 
translated, and I must, therefore, confine myatfontion

drama, deal with question, that have a special interest for tw'

ime Theîrg<f’„Mat “T”1 ” a”d “ Peer <*"* ” <•* for all
e. Their full significance does not yield itself to the

less reader, nor even to the careful
to “Faust,”

mBrand”

Id.
•I iÉfclèirforce 

ce this 
[nger’s 
ad the 
£es fn- 
►earc’s 
ments 
iverful

care-
reader upon first perusal. As 

can rpturn to them time after time, with the
greater ^auty. '*"*“"* WiU diSCl°8e ampler mea™g and

“ Brand” and “ Peer Gynt” are companion pieces, and should 
be read together. They are totally unlike in many ways, but 
their spiritual significance is the same. Both deal with the 
solemn problem of self-realization. “ Brand ” shows one way to 

us great end, the way that leads to success; “Peer Gynt” pre-
"Zr.Tb:rW?J ",a)r that ends ln sad, hopeless failure. 

Peer Gynt is Ibsen s life like portrait of what the Norwegian
leople are; “ Brand” is his picture of what they ought to be. 
But they are more than this. Few of us care two straws for 
knowing what kind of people Norwegia 
are more or r

one

An
) end, 
o pen- 
s true 
trage-

- But Norwegians
. *>, lke °ther people in the world, and what applies
to them applies to Canadians as well. If the man, Peer Gvnt
be the incarnation of all that is weak in the Norwegian charac- 
ter we must surely confess that the Norwegian character is re
markably like the Canadian character. In other words, “ Brand”

n ‘ Qlfl 8re W°rld p0ems’ not merely natîo°al poems.
Brand is filled with angry denunciation of mankind, as repre

sented by the man Peer Gynt, and the elevation of a lofty though 
terribly severe ideal for men to aim at attaining. I shall try to

ns are.e and 
play 
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modern language association

set forth the charge that Ibsen makes against 
ideal that he sets up.

In the first place the age is half-hearted in everything. It 
is neither good nor bad; it is only half good or half bad. A 
spirit of cowardly compromise has eaten its wav into the very 
Mas of mankind; men are no longer men, they are only half

f 5 T\,n0t anxioUH to be wholl.V good, and dreadfully 
afraid to be wholly bad. To Ibsen’s mind this half-heartedness 
is worse than downright wickedness. With Browning, Ibsen 
could have said:—

the age, and the

“ Let a man contend to the uttermost 
For his life’s set prize, be it what it will !

And the sin 1 impute to each frustrate ghost 
Is, the unlit lamp and the ungirt loin, 
Though the end in sight was a vice, I say. "

For Ibsen this spirit of compromise is Satan; it is this luke- 
warm hatf-heartedness that renders the task of raising men so 
difficult As Brand says: “From the mean comes meanness 
good,,and 8imple; but active evil can easily be converted into

In addition to being half-hearted, men are hypocritical. They 
pretend to believe one thing, but their actions are wholly out of 
harmony with their beliefs and professions. As Brand puts it:

len separate life from faith and instruction; they have built 
no bridge between life and religion, or between action and idea ” 
They have not yet learnt that their religion should be more than 
mere profession, that it should show itself in daily life, 
aie very glad to believe that centuries

They
u ago on the cross One bore

J!_Pfna ty f°r them; but the.V exhibit no life to indicate that

a belief means.they have any conception of what such _ _____
fancy they can now dance through life, and never* for one moment 
realize that the acceptance of His sufferings brings to them any 
responsibility of love and sacrifice. Sacrifice ! They know not 
what it means. They are too lazy and too slothful ; they are as 
Brand says, “ slack of heart and dull of soul.” 
not with depth of feeling and anguish of 
their prayers never reach Heaven.

They

They pray, but 
soul, and as a result

utter with intensity of desire, and that is, “ Givethis day^ur 

daily bread, for material comfort is the only thing they ardently

Half-heartedness, then, hypocrisy, slothfulness, absence of 
genuine feeling and low desires, are the items in Ibsen’s indict-
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HENRIK IBSEN. 173
nd the .Tenà»“g:’ and W"° 18 there 10 «he genera, justice of

lg. It 
id. A 
ie very 
ly half 
adfully 
tedness 

Ibsen

Brand is a Norwegian pastor, who believes 
that he has with all his heart 

He has an in- 
the sickness in 

gospel that will heal

a call to cure this sickly generation, 
spiring certainty that he not only knows where 
mankind is, but also that he has the
For him, there are three classes of men who need to be regen-
■ rate,] These are the light-hearted, the faint-hearted and The 
wrong-hearted. The light-hearted dance through life and forget
2e unwmîn,PtreC'PiT deatl1 “* *helr feet; ,he faint-hearted
■ ^ ° en8ase m a desperate struggle with sin* they 
have lived in a rut of habit, and are too lazy to take the trouble
between°tln 'T” a"?1' The wrong-hearted cannot distinguish 
between the ev 1 and the good; indeed, they take the evil for the
good. Against such as these Brand «gilts with all the strenu- 
ousness of his earnest soul.

.. Th,° ®rst ^VOSition of his gospel is that man should be him- 
seif whatever that self may be. Let him be what he ought ”
< clw ne,T bC that> let "lm »» ”ho»y and solely a man 
ol clay. But the great question is, How can a man be himself -
there is one sure way, and that is to slay himself. "In thé

of self-sacriflce, say, Brand, lies the possibility of upris-
Ug. The path of self-renunciation is the only path that leads 

to perfect self-realization. Us
But this sacrifice must not simply be outward form; it must 

fi t be an inward, spiritual feeling that w,„ manifest itselt in
Mn- there M To the “v"lture of self-will must be
am there the new Adam must bc born.” Furthermore the

trTisCenot° ma« 8'?d “"'l Wi"inK' “ U-vi,IK in anS'iish upoé the 
■mJ\h -T? T; b“t t'-is «''St, mltinq the death 

<.ioss, this is taking hold of salvation” 
avails.

men.

s luke- 
nen so 
inness, 
d into

They 
out of 
uts it: 
? built 
idea.” 

e than 
They 

e bore 
s that 

They 
oment 
n any 
w not 
ire, as 
v, but 
result 
i they 
y our 
lently

of the
It is this willing that 

seems to be in accord, 
man does that exalts him, but

With Browning, again, Ibsen 
Both agree that “ ’Tis not what 
what man would do.”

Once again this sacrifice 
there must be must be complete; in it 
everything, Brand"” Bwrytti^g

dented if J'h™ "P- lf, nec,,Raary; a™' '»= itself must not be 
dimed if it be required. There must be no haggling, for “ every
Fhmn* .T3' 18 "0t '8 t,10UKh I* wore cast into the sea.”
I many, the sacrifice must not end with to-day. 1 It must last

irough life, till one’s all has been sacrificed, till the will is 
pletely under control, till the 
holds

ce of 
ndict- com-

commandment “all or nothing”
supreme sway in the soul.
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II Joyous, whole-souled, life-long self-surrender is the golden 
way to complete self-realization. The reward of such sacrifice 
Is the “ cleansing of the will, soaring faith and unity in the soul.", 
This is the stern but blessed gospel that Brand preaches to frail 
mankind. But he does more than preach it; first, like Chau
cer s poor parson, he followed it himself. If he requires “all or 
nothing” from his flock in the Norwegian highlands, he is 
vigorous in his demands

1
H <

i

i! i
f no less

upon himself. His people unanimously 
and spontaneously acknowledge that, while other people pointed 
out the way, he alone walked in it. Throughout the poem 
him pass through the waters of tribulation in his resolute 
ence to his principle.

t
I
1we see 

adher-
He sacrifices fame, pleasure and wealth; 

nay, more than that, he gives up child and wife; but in doing so 
he reaches lofty spiritual heights of which not many so much as 
dream, and but few attain. And yet he fails as far as lifting up 
the people is concerned. Notwithstanding his noble example, 
Ins flock do not follow him; they are willing to go a certain dis
tance, but no farther; they soon falter and fall off, and he is left 
alone on the heights. The ponderous vis inertiæ of 
overcomes him.

i
I
1
t
n
n
iiil the people

As the provost puts it, “ No one wins a struggle 
who has not the times on his side,” and Brand sadly confesses 
that « he fights forlorn who fights alone.” But, nevertheless he 
has won the greatest of victories; he has been true to his 
he has won victory over self.

Si

a
f<

!
Clideal,

He has won that inner, spiritual 
victory that will surely bring its eternal reward.

From this cold, prosaic statement of Ibsen’s “criticism of 
life” one might imagine that “ Brand” is a homilv from the lips 
of a stern Puritan divine. But “Brand” is not "a sermon. It 
is a beautiful poem, filled with many poetical images and stimu
lating thoughts expressed in appropriate form. For pure pathos 
few scenes surpass the remarkable scene in the fourth act in 
which “Brand” demands of his wife the last and most heart
rending sacrifice of all. This and other beautiful 
be read to be appreciated.

As I have already said, the poem “ Peer Gynt” is a companion 
piece to “ Brand. ’ Both give the same solution to the problem of 
self-realization. The answer of both to the all-important ques
tion is that “ To be oneself is to slay oneself.” Brand realizes him
self because he treads the path of generous, unselfish sacrifice. 
On the other hand, “ Peer Gynt” is convinced that

I ir
h
n
SI

di
ir
v<
w
Inpassages must

. . no one can be
himself who makes of himself a “ sumpter-mule for others’ woes 
and others’ weal.” His motto is, “ To thyself be enough.” He 
chooses the path of selfish self-sufficiency, and the end is sad ruin 
and the loss of his soul.
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HENRIK IBSEN. 175
Peer is the incarnation of all that 

He is a typical half-man. 
of his ancestors, and fancies that 
come of him.”

Brand so angrily de- 
He lives in the memories 

some day “great things will 
He never sets about doing anything great; it is 

so much easier to dream of doing great things. He never looks 
facts squarely in the face; if obstacles present themselves, he 
Wl11 avoid them, and n ver by any chance attempt to 
them His motto in fe is never to take the inevitable step, 
regarding a particular action that is performed before his 
he confesses that it would be possible for him to

nounces.

overcome

eyes

Peer—
At worst you may call me a sort of a bungler, 
But certainly not an exceptional sinner.

The Button Moulder—
Why that is precisely the rub, my man ;
You’re no sinner at all in the higher sense ; 
That's why you’re excused all the torture pangs 
And land, like others, in the casting ladle.

You’re nor one thing nor 
A sinner of really grandiose style

t’other then, only so-so,

Think of it, wish it done, will it to boot,
But do it ! No, that s past my understanding.”

He is only one of your middling sinners. He has not 
been an out-and-out sinner, but has always hedged and 
tried to strike a balance by doing something good. If he has 
made money by selling idols to the heathen in the spring, he has 
made up for his wickedness by sending out missionaries to them 
m the fall; even from this laudable enterprise he derives per
sonal advantages, for he is careful to sell the missionaries Bibles— 
always at a handsome profit. If he has taken on the outward 
form of Christianity it is only to quiet his conscience, 
cause, after all, it is “ best to follow the fashion a bit.”

Such a man, then, is Peer Gynt, and doubtless there are 
many more like him. He has failed in the purpose of life. He 
has tried to be himself, but has taken the 
never been himself at all.

and be-

wrong path, and has 
. , , He has only been a lialf-man. For

such ha If-men as Peer Gynt there is, according to Ibsen, no in
dividual immortality. The souls of all such men are gathered 
into one melting-pot and moulded over. This idea Ibsen de
velops in a conversation between Peer Gynt and a Button-Moulder 
who is Death in disguise. From this dialogue I make 
tations:— some quo-
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176 MODERN LANGUAGE ASSOCIATION.

Is nowadays not to be met on the highways.
It wants much more than merely to wallow in mire 
For both vigor and earnestness go to a sin.

y
; 1

<i
The sulphur pool

Is no place for you, who but plashed in the mire : 
In consequence, friend, I must melt you up.

Now you were designed for a shining button 
On the vest of the world, but your loop gave way, 
So into the waste-box you needs must go,
And then, as they phrase it, be merged in the 

Peer—
You’re surely not meaning to melt me up,
With Dick, Tom, and Harry, into something new ? 

The Button Moulder—
That s just what I domean, and nothing else. 
We’ve done it already to plenty of folks.

1

mass.

i

Peer— «
But I wont be deprived of one doit of myself. 
Have me judged by the law in the old-fashioned way.

isBut this other notion—to have to be merged
Like a mote in the carcass of some outsider_
This casting ladle—this Gynt cessation—
It stirs up my innermost soul in revolt.

U
tl
S
G

It is not surprising that Peer’s soul should be stirred 
dea is a novel one for him. We do not like the idea nor mo-.

an Peer does, for though most of us are half-men, just like 
1 eer, we are equally as convinced as he of our own value and 
are equally as sure that we deserve individual perpetuation. But 
what right has any mar to expect that he will have 
immortality, if he has had

The P<
11
tl
fr

an individual 
individuality on earth ? Accord- 

nig to Ibsen men who are really good men may expect an eternitv 
of bliss; really downright sinners will undergo an immortality of 
pain; both will be preserved as individuals, for they have been 
hem selves wholly, whether good or bad, and that, after all, is the 

principal thing. The startling nature of this position is 
only increased by the realization that there are a good many
dard m I" WOnld’ an<1 that if men are judged by this stan-
dard the majority will end in the melting-pot. Like Peer most
men fail to fulfil their purpose in life; they “set at defiance their
iifes design, and as a consequence must be “clapped into the
-casting-ladle with other spoilt goods.” But how is a poor human
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HENRIK IBSEN. 177
wretch to know what is his “ life’s design” ? 
that every man must solve.

This is the riddle
...... , Let me quote again another portion

of the dialogue between Peer Gynt and “The Button-Moulder”:—

Peer—
What i8 it, at bottom, this “ being oneself ” ?

The Button Moulder—
To be oneself is to slay oneself,
But on you that answer is doubtless lost ;
And therefore we’ll say : to stand forth everywhere 
With master’s intention displayed like a sign-board.

Peer—

But suppose a man never has cause to know 
What Master meant with him ?

The Button Moulder—
He must divine it.

Peer—
But how oft are divinings beside the mark,
Then one’s carried into the depths in middle

There is the heart-breaking tragedy of life in a nutshell. Life 
is a problem of maximum importance, but man has but a mini
mum of light and guidance to the solution thereof. Men spend 
tie energy of a lifetime in trying to guess the vast riddle of the 
kphinx, but the end is often flat failue. So it is with poor Peer 
Gynt; he has miserably failed in life’s great purpose. In the 
poem, however, his final fate is not absolutely decided, and from 
he last scene it would appear that Ibsen intends to suggest that 

the love of a pure woman may avail even so far as to rescue him 
from the extinction he so richly deserves.

I must confess that I have failed to give any adequate ac
count of this remarkable poem. It would require a whole article 
to give anything like a full conception of the humour and pathos 
the whimsical fancies, the delicious and wholesome satire and the 
meaningful thought that render this dramatic romance a mar- 
vellous poem. My only hope is that by what I have said of it 
and “ Brand” and the historical dramas, may inspire some of my 
hearers to go to the originals.
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FIXED FORMS OF FRENCH VERSE.

F. J. A. Davidson, M.A., Stanford University.

-X , g™ P of fixed P°etlc forras (poemes traditionnels à forme 
fixe) which comprises the Ballade and chant Royal, the Rondel 
and Rondeau, the Triolet, the Villanelle and the Virelai has no 
analogy outside of French literature. In the other Romanic lan
guages, especially in Provençal and Italian, we may obs^e the 
Phenomenon of poems-in all cases of popular origL-for which 
certam rules are prescribed (e.g., the Provençal Balada had to 

ave a refrain and a cheerful accompaniment); but these rules con
cern usually rather the contents than the form, and nowhere in 
the literature of the south do we find the strict exactitude of struc- 
fuie manifested in the northern French 
these poetic forms

i t

forms. The origin of

recited to the accompaniment of music. Certain stanzas and 
tam combinations of stanzas appealed more to the popular ear 
than others, probably in some cases on account of the accompani 
men , and other poems (songs) were constructed on the same 
models, which eventually became traditional. In the other Ro 
mance languages such forms never became very exact, preserving 
thus to a greater extent the character of their popular origin. But 
in France that need of precision in matters of versification which 
gave us the classic alexandrine and the law of the succession of 
rhymes, seized upon these rough diamonds and 
them into poetic gems.

i

cer-
:

cut and polished

It will be impossible within the limits of this paper to state
o poems according to the various 

forms, or to investigate their origin in detail; it will be sufficient
Ï pr?n?ipal characteristics and indicate the present

of the forms.

the rules for the composition 1I
t
(

status of our knowledge concerning the derivation 
Two well-defined characteristics are common to all 

1. The Refrain, one or more

i
tthese forms:

verses, sometimes also only part of a 
verse repeated at definite intervals. 2. All the stanzas of any of 
these poems run on the same rhymes, so that if, for example, the 
first stanza is constructed on two rhymes, all the rest of the poem 
must employ only these two rhymes. In all 
and extent of the poem is rigorously prescribed,
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FIXED FORMS OF FRENCH VERSE. 179
ballade of type A (the first of two chief types) m-st consist of 
three eight-lined stanzas written in octosyllabic verse, the last line 
of the first stanza repeating as the eighth of each of the others, 
and as the fourth of the Envoi, a half stanza which completes the 
poem. The refrain and the Envoi are perhaps the two most inter
esting marks of this group of forms, and they are at the same timp 
incontrovertible proof of its popular origin.

The refrain is common to the early lyric of many languages, 
including Greek, Latin and Hebrew, and seems to have arisen from 
the practice of choral singing, it representing the part of the chorus 
while the rest of the stanza represents the solo, 
the forms under discussion it received an artistic development far 
beyond its original purpose. It came to serve as a kind of climax, 
a peroration to the stanza it concluded, containing and being a 
recapitulation of the thought therein expressed. Or in the hands 
of a master it often

forme 
Rondel 
has no 
ic Ian- 
ve the 
which 
lad to 
îs con- 
ere in 
struc- 
gin of 
mance 
mg or 
d cer- 
ir ear 
npani 
same 

tr Ro 
;rving 

But 
which 
ion of 
lished

t: ,

But in the case of

came to be the instrument of pleasant and 
artistic surprise, as in the following perfect Rondeau by Voiture:

Je ne sçaurois faire cas d’un Amant.
Qu’autre que moy gouverne absolument.
Car chacun sçay que j’aime trop l’empiré.
Ce n’est ainsi qu’il me falait écrire,
Vf us n’y sçavez que le haut Allemand.
Je veux qu’on soit à moi parfaitement:
Et quand je fais quelque commandement.
Je n’ entends pas que l’on me vienne dire:

Je ne sçaurois.
Je vous rend ray le même compliment,
Et quelque jour quand voudrez longuement 
Veiller icy, je vous diray sans rire 
Ma mère entend que chacun se retire.
Ne pensez pas m’arrêter un moment.

Je ne sçaurois.

The Envoi, which is found chiefly in the Ballade and Chant 
Royal, is usually in form a metrical repetition of the latter half of 
the preceding strophe; in contents, an invocation, message or de 
dication. The origin of the form of the envoi is to be found in a 
musical repetition or flourish, with which in time a text came to 
be conjoined. The function of the Envoi as to contents was origin- 
aHy filled by the last stanza of the poem : in the older romances 
and pastourelles we frequently find this last stanza containing the 
dedication, which eventually the Envoi usurped. In the older 
ballades this dedication begins regularly with the word Prince, 
or Sire. Regarding the origin of this curious formula there has 
been much discussion. The most natural explanation seems to be 
that it was an address to the patron of the poet, and this view is
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wbri°Ut tbG fact that tIle P°ets were often on familiar terms
CoÏs dtT, P7I1CtV aS f°V examPle Clément Marot with Fran-
hi hlÎlZfnt8',! Z00» » V,i6W represented by Charles Asselineau 
ville,_ ntoiredela Ballade, which serves as a preface to De Ban-
h ' ,cnt(^six Ballades Joueuses) is that the word Prince may
test" whnr a! 0riginal,y, t0,the P°et Cr°Wned in the ,ast P°etic eon- 

st, who also assigned the subject of the next contest in those
toefr’nrodn^ 8 °f ^ “iddIe agGS to wbich Poets Emitted 
hui productions in competition for crowns and rewards. In this

S , too, the word would have a concrete meaning, but in the
gwpt "guratr eg-ic°

Homermere mU'“’ «« the

These forms are of considerable antiquity; the first Ballade 
mentioned by Littré is by Guillaume de 
but in Maclmut (1290-1377), 

Le Bit de la Pantliere d'Amours by Nicholas de Margival, 
,fr°,n early in tlle thirteenth century, occurs a well 

Balade> and also a Balucfele or Ballade in miniature.
The Rondel, which is the earliest form of the Rondeau, came 

to its perfection in the hands of Charles d’Orléans, father of Louis 
All., who has been called the last of the trouvères (1391-1464) 
Rondel is a poem of thirteen lines on two rhymes. The two first 
lines form the refrain, and are repeated twice, in the middle of the 
poem and at the end. In the Rondel of C. d’Orléans these two 
refrain-verses form a syntactical whole, and are connected only by 
their contents with the rest of the poem. In the Rondeau, into 
which at the end of the fifteenth and beginning of the sixteenth 
centuries the Rondel developed, only the initial verse, often indeed 
only the first few words thereof were repeated as refrain, as in the 
specimen quoted above. The Rondeau, both in name and in struc
ture seems to be related to the musical form of composition known
as Rondo. The problem of this connection is, however, as yet un
solved.

. _ as the form just
mentioned, nothing could show a greater contrast with it than the
Chant Royal, a poetic structure worthy, by reason of stateliness 
and harmony, of comparison with the Olympian odes of Pindar. 
It is a poem of five eleven-lined stanzas written throughout on 
five rhymes, for which, as in the Ballade and Rondeau, the first 
strophe forms the model for all succeeding. The extreme difficulty 
of composing in this form will be apparent to all, and according 
to certain authorities (e.g. De Gramont) the epithet “ royal ” refers 
to the greater difficulty of the form. Others interpret the

The

While obeying the same fundamental laws
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as implying the especial sublimity of the subject-matter 
in such a treated

poem, or connect it like the ballade-formula “ prince ” 
with the poets crowned as kings at the literary festivals. It is 
certain that it is peculiarly adapted to serious and stately subjects, 
the Chant Royal really represents a further development of the 
ballade. A swarm of variations 
appearance of what we

accompanied and followed the 
now know as the Ballade, but the two 

types of the latter, the Ballade of three eight-lined stanzas in octo- 
sy able verses, and the Ballade of three ten-lined stanzas in deca
syllabic verses, together with the Chant Itoyal, have alone per
sisted. This, by the way, is an additional proof 
origin of the form. Had it been the invention 
would not have taken 
lution.

the popular 
of a single poet it 

many shapes in the process of itson so evo-

We now come to of the most graceful and original forms 
of the group, to the Villanelle, which may be defined as follows: 
A poem in heptasyllabic verse on two rhymes, consisting f an 
even number of successive tercets of the rhyme order ah 
rhyming verses of the first tercet forming a refrain which runs 
throughout the poem, alternating as the final verses of the succes
sive tercets. In the last stanza both lines appear as refrain, thus 
converting the last tercet into a quatrain with the rhyme-order 
abaa. As an example of the Villanelle we quote the following of 
Joseph Boulmier:

one

the

En Hiver.
C'en est fait, je deviens sage,
Sage, helas! faute de mieux; 
Et voilà pourquoi j’enrage.
Espérance, ô doux mirage,
Tu n’ enchantes plus mes yeux;
C’en est fait, je deviens sage.
Plus de fol enfantillage.
Plus d’enivremqnt joyeux;
Et voilà pourquoi j’enrage.
A cheval sur un nuage,
Plus de chasse aux rêves bleus;
C’en est fait, je deviens sage.
Hiver, ton blanc paysage 
A déteint sur mes cheveux;
Et voilà pourquoi j’enrage.
Chaque jour, à mon visage 
Le miroir dit “Pauvre vieux!”
C’en est fait, je deviens sage,
Et voilà pourquoi j’enrage.

According to Lubarsch (Franz. Verslehre, p. 383,) the word 
villanelle is connected with the Spanish and Italian villano
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(peasant), and denoted originally songs which were sung in the
country at the hearth-fire during the long winter evenings or else
for dancing in the open air. The Villanelle seems to have retained
It ^ar "FaCter ,0Dger than aQy other of the group for as

uote^nvVht °f ahe 8ixteenth century the name was used to de-
534 ifinJ T men7 P0em with a strain. Jean Passerat 

( 34-1602) was the poet who gave it the artistic development so
eudent m the specimen quoted. The exquisite strophic rhythm of 
the Villanelle, in which a verse on the second rhyme is regularly 
endosed between two on the first, of which one bears the refrain, 
Banville has compared, not inaptly, to a woof of silver and golden 
threads traversed by a third of rose colour.
T» ,T1!e Triolet, which we have now to mention, is related to the
thereof T ^ ‘ +d’°rléans; it is perhaps only an older form 

,In the sixteenth century it even passes under the name 
Rondel or Rondeau. It is nevertheless a distinct form, and 

eventually differentiated further by confining itself to the octo
syllabic metre, whereas it was at first written in decasyllabic 
*erse as well. It has been found to be best adapted for light, 
playful verse, or else for delicate satire. Here is one by De Ban 
vine of the former character:
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foTriolet, A Amarante.

■le mourrai de mon désespoir 
Si vous n’y trouvez un remède. 
Exilé de votre boudoir,
Je mourrai de mon désespoir.
Pour votre toilettedu soir 
Heureuse la main qui vous aide! 
Je mourrai de mon désespoir 
Si vous n’y trouvez un remède.
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find also in modem times longer poems composed of 
a series of triolets, e.g., Le$ Prunes of Alphonse Daudet. 
The origin of the name triolet is uncertain. An obvious sug
gestion is that it arose from the threefold repetition of the refrain 
Or it may have been originally destined for three-part song. Char- 
acteristic of the Triolet is the predominance of the rhyme a which 
recurs four times over the rhyme I which recurs but twice.

The Virelai deserves mention for the sake of the distinction be
tween Virelai ancien and Virelai nouveau. The Virelai ancien is a 
rarity in French verse, and with the Virelai nouveau has nothing in 
common but the name. The Virelai nouveau reminds one somewhat 
of the Villanelle. It is a poem in free verse on two rhvmes of 
which one forms the rime dominante, and may connect a large
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ü!‘T,br.0' 8u,cce8si,'e 8tMZ"=. while the other rhyme simply break, 

f™'8’ ?» divide the poem into period. The two rhyme’
refrain oMhJv'6 ,clearly <,lstlnct from each other in sound. The
is pfacedat ttTheid TT* °f & C°Uplet °D the main rh^me’ aad
vers orde M i* ^ and a,S° at the close> but *
thl L Moreover, throughout the poem the two verses of
glnningTof theV aDd &t arbitrar^ intervals. The be
ginnings of the V irelai nouveau are not exactly known It is first
rZR01685byitheseee8UithPrieSt M°UrgUeS * hÎ8 Tmite de ^m/î- 
he r;2oo,“, as wc have a,ready s°" *•

this We have„°ow indicated in general terms the characteristics of 
this group of forms and also what is known of their origin It 
remains to sketch briefly their historical development.
■ 1, "?.hlstory may be fairly divided into three period, eiclud
mg the thirteenth century, in which, a, a group, they were ItUMn

imihüToa th StaS!’ 88'°"°W8: l8t Fourteenth and fifteenth and 
St half 0. the sixteenth century, the period of their culmination

and greatest popularity. 2nd. The first half of the seventeenth 
century. 3rd. The second half of the present century.

During the first period they were practically the only vehicles 
or iyne poetry We can have no idea, for i/stance, o" the Z

with tiSTm 7 °f !he BaUade’ exceP* PerbaPs by comparing it 
vith the widespread use of the sonnet in our own day. Nor

d it embrace a less wide range of subjects than tln/latter 
It was made the vehicle of religious, political, amorous sa
tirical, and even scientific thought, and this in spite of’ the
KHSL,?' Tt! °‘ the Ball8de- A- «amination of Bal 
1. de literature shows no small degree of literary and poetic merit
has left T t0 I** P°PUlar °rigiD and 8low development of 
aS!6ft 38 eleven hundred and seventy-five Ballades, embracing $

g at variety of subjects, besides numerous Rondeaux, Virelais etc
and one of the earliest treatises on versification, all of which have
rlri, R There are T* Sockte des An°k"° Textes in
laris. There are thousands of Ballades in MSS in the Royal
snid tw lïrary/7iting PubMcation> and in general it may be 
nhill ! î68e °mS aff°rd a fleld of interesting literary and 
ma ns°foCh ^Vesti^on> in which as yet nearly everything re- 
chamL a nîDe‘, 6 haVe already mentioned Machaut. Des- 
literafnr f fiC Y/" d,°rléans 38 ^Portant names in the early

e I * ,? °, t r18- T° the firSt ***« belon* 3180 Jehannot 
AlJ Fr0188art <the chronicler), Christine de Pisan,

« n Chartier, and last and greatest, François Villon. Lescurel
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has left sixteen Ballades, mostly of singular grace, lightness and
elegance. They constitute one half of his total remains which

Gd‘ted bj Montaiglon, Paris, 1855. Nothing is’ known
tion H T88,1* (1337141°) is the next to claim our atten-
ôry He wrUt UP t0 aa his old age was to his-

tory. He wrote a vast quantity of the short, formal pieces which
were fashionable, and often inserted them into longer poems of an
allegorical amatory kind. Many of these are aLbï^phicîl

ab™a“a'^rfh inrt"'i0r t0 Lescurel’ and tb»“gb far less remark-'
champ Ld Ma mat8 * Ca" h°ld bis — ”>‘b **

1
1
I
I
t
s

I
d
1... Christine de Pisan (13631420) was a pupil of Deschamps as 

he latter had been of Machaut. A complete edition of her works
Roy Paris ei886d Th1 tb®. des An™ns Textes by Maurice
BaHades wh oh'f 8 f Contains one hundred and seventyBallades which form a large proportion of her entire work
°ariiretnwork- h'f.r a‘ the beginninR of Urst volume '

r k’ bU their comP°^tion is Shown by M. Roy to have 
extended over a period of five or six years ami i !
degree of finish r„ ™ ? ‘Y ’ d the-y show a great
passed In th « * + P ,tlC,charm theJ are scarcely to be 
husband d firî twenty the Poetess, who in 1389 lost her 
o“t!“ ’„r!f Üllr!m,B,0rtU e !n exquisite verse. The subject

a lofty and ideal
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young
Wi

pcof Ill *! ph!?tS 0f love do not form exclusively the subjects 
of all the Ballades of Ch. de Pisan. We find scattered here and
there the most diverse ideas, and the author manages to vary with 

accomplished art the expression and the fancy of her poetry
catelv Tronic °f T*™** produced by il,n<*s; there the deH- 
ately ironic praise of a contemporary; next a dissertation on the

bands'68 It g°°n ?***’ °V a ^ directed a^st jealous bus- 
bands. It will be seen that Ch. de Pisan is a poet of no
lean order ; but until M. Roy undertook the complete edition

of her works, they had remained in obscurity for
centuries, unprinted or printed only in extract.

Alain Chartier (1390-1455), like Froissart, devoted himself to 
a egoncal and controversial love poems, and like Deschamps 
Ui. de I isan, to moral verse. On the whole, he may be said to be 
the most complete example of the scholarliness which tended more 
and more to characterize French poetry at this time, and which 
too often degenerated into mere pedantry. Chartier is the first 
considerable writer of original work who latinizes much: he, how
ever, observes due measure in it.
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To the strictly mediæval period, which Charles d’Orléans
',t0 C'°°e' be'°nB I**™ composed in these fornfa

°; % th08e Wh°- ^ve not IZ
pres rved. They are indeed the vehicle for all manner of thought

oi limited to any tone or special inspiration. The reason is that
I-bLt ’ en‘irely ln 'he rhythm' »”d b-T -o oToVlote

Halvin’ h6. flrSt m0dem man in Francev as Petrarch was in
dates 7t1431& Peri°d °f °wn- Livin8 between the 
Î7 , °f ^31-1485, he occupies a position between Charles d’Or
léans the one hand, and Marot and his school on the other 

is work is full of touches of nature as well as distinguished by 
consummate art of expression. • Boileau, in his Art Poctique 
dates modern French poetry from Villon: “ Villon sut le premier 

m ce* dossiers, Débrouiller Vart confus de nos vieux
romanciers.” His special title is « Prince of all ballade-makers,” 
but he is equally at home in the Rondeau.
Death is beautiful; in it
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His Rondeau on
. , . , occurs the famous line, u Deux estions
beûZZl"meur’" the 0ldest verslon of “t”« hearts that

er.‘I0rary WHl1 Vil,on and Partly succeeding him
wh0

mostly moral in Le,’and a^Z^’^

thJ1?*?’ Um Foîf’ Une L°V” He deserves notice for
„p ridicv.le which he casts on the classic formula of the envoi
evince which in fact had been often used in a senseless man 
ceci pris ») V a P ^ UP°n W°rds into “Prins <*” (modern

lo B+t ^as reservt d for Clément Marot (1497-1544) the noet 
laureat of François I., to close with glory the flrst great period
verBe^ the rkrtnr i HlS ^ f™06 18 in utter contrast to the stiff 
erse of the rhetonqueurs. As an example of his elegance ana

smsibihte we quote the following Chant dc May, in ballade fom

Chant De May.
En ce beau mois délicieux.
Arbres, fleurs, et agriculture,
Qui, durant'l’yver soucieux,
Avex esté en sepulture,
Sortez pour servir de pasture
Aux troupeaux du plus grand Pasteur;
Chacun de vous en sa nature.
Louez le nom de Créateur.
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Les servans d’amour furieux 
Parlent de l’amour vaine et dure, 
Où vous, vrays amans curieux, 
Parlez de l’amour sans laid jre. 
Allez aux champs sur la verdure 
Ouir l’oyseau, parfait chantear; 
Mais du plaisir, si peu qu’il dure, 
Louez le nom de Créateur.
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Quand vous verrez ri-e les deux 
Et la terre en sa fioriture.
Quand vous verrez devant vos yeux 
Les eaux lui bailler nourriture,
Sur peine de grand forfaiture 
Et d’estre laron et menteur,
N’en louez nulle créature.
Louez le nom de Créateur. histc

Balh
tingi
whic
babl;
wher

Envoy.
Prince, pensez, veu la facture.
Combien est puissant le facteur:
Et vous aussi, mon escriture,
Louez le nonu de Créateur.

Around Marot was grouped a whole generation of more or 
less clever versifiers, and such an authority was he that the im
portant Art poétique of Thomas Sibilet, published in 1548, rests 
almost entirely on his works.

After Marot the deluge. In 1549, the year after the publica
tion of Sibilet’s work, was issued the manifesto of the Pléiade, 
which inflicted a crushing blow on the Ballade and its congeners. 
Their sentence, in the language of Du Bellay’s Defense et Illustra
tion de la langue Francoyse, is as follows:

“ Ly donques, et rely premièrement (ô Poète futur), fueillete de 
ma'n nocturne et journelle, les exemplaires Orecq ? et Latins, puis me 
laisse toutes ces vieilles poésies françaises aux Jeux Floraux de Tou- 
louze, et au Puy de Rouen ; comme Rondeaux, Ballades, Virelaiz, 
Chantz Royaulx, Chansons et autres telles epiceries, qui corrompent 
le goust de nostre langue, et ne servent sinon à porter tesmoignage de 
nostre ignorance.”

So the good old French forms went into disgrace, stigmatized 
as epiceries, and do not reappear until the seventeenth century, 
under the patronage of the Hôtel de Rambouillet. The names 
which best illustrate this period of the history of the formal lyric 
are: Voiture, Sarrasin, Benserade and La Fontaine. Vincent Voi
ture (1598-1648) was the chief of the school of coterie poets, who 
devoted themselves to producing vers de société, either for the 
ladies or the great men of the time. This admirable writer of
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prose and verse published absolutely nothing during his lifetime, 
though his work was in private the delight of the salons. He 
brought the Rondeau and the Ballade, which the Pléiade had 
rejected, once more into fashion. Benserade, the principal rival 
o! \ Oiture, was famous for rondeau-making, and translated the 
whole of Ovid’s Metamorphoses into Rondeaux, which were sump
tuously printed at the King’s Press at a cost of 10,0(10 francs. Sar
rasin, an admirable prose writer and a clever composer of Bal
lades, wrote a pompous funeral poem on Voiture’s death, ia which, 
as Mr. Gosse says, “ among other strange mourners, he makes the 
poor little triolet, all in tears, trot by the side of the dead poet.”

The last great name of this period which is linked with the 
history of these forms is that of La Fontaine (1631-1687). Thirteen 
Ballades in the edition of the Grands Ecrivains series are all dis
tinguished by great dignity of expression, in accordance with 
which he regularly chooses type B in decasyllabic metre; he pro
bably shows more true poetic feeling in these Ballades than any
where else.

187

-f

After La Fontaine the traditional fixed forms relapse into 
silence—a silence which endures unbroken for nearly two 
tunes. The rise and growth of dramatic poetry, and the rule of 
the alexandrine force the lyric into the background. The opinion 
of the time is pretty well expressed by Trissotin, in Les Femmes 
Savantes:
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“ La Ballade, a mon gout, est une chose fade, Ce n'en 
est pim la mode, elle sent son vieux temps"

But the old forms possess a wonderful vitality, and when the 
second generation of Romantics set to work to restore all that 
was best in the older poetry, they were not neglected. Théodore 
de Banville, Joseph Boulmier, Alphonse Daudet, Albert Glatigny, 
have all had a share in the good work. There are many examples 
of these forms in recent French. They seem to have obtained a 
new lease of life, and it is impossible to foresee what development 
uiav be in store for them. In England, where various attempts 
have been made to write the old French forms, from Chaucer and 
Gower onward, they have conquered a new domain and widespread 
favor. In America, too, they have attained in recent years a rapid 
growth of popularity, and being transferred to the English lan
guage they have lost nothing of their true character. This group 
of truly national forms may not inaptly be compared both in point 
of origin and in elegance of structure to the Gothic cathedrals of 
the middle ages, at the building of which the whole people labored, 
and to which each contributed his part.
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THE TEACHING OF ENGLISH COMPOSITION. 

A. Stevenson, B.A., Arthur.
f

The writing of compositions in schools is frequently a process 
of making bricks without straw, and very sorry bricks they often 
are. Now, success in writing presupposes an abundant supply of 
materials. These materials consist, on the one hand, of cultivated 
feelings and a lerge stock of ideas, and on the other hand of a 
copious vocabulary. Young people, of courses, having their reflec
tive powers but little developed, acquire their emot'onal cultiva
tion and their ideas, as well as their language, chiefly through con
tact with people and books. The boy who has been brought up in 
a cultivated household, where conversation usually ranges higher 
than Easter millinery and horse shows, and sometimes goes beyond 
politics and the market, or even beyond church socials and the 
meetings of societies of Christian Endeavor, such a a boy will come 
to school well equipped for writing, and will need but little in
struction on the subject. Therefore what Oliver Wendell Holmes 
said of moral training might also be said of training for composi
tion ; that is, that the right place to begin, is with the boy’s grand
father. Yet, as this method, however desirable, is clearly impos
sible for us, and as we cannot even begin with the boy’s father, 
we must needs be content to begin with the boy himself. Well, 
then, the best training for the average boy in composition is not 
writing compositions, but reading them; that is, reading good 
literature, such as is suitable for his age and mental advancement. 
If he has naturally a taste for reading, or can be got to have such 
a taste, the rest will be an easy matter. The first requisite for his 
success as a writer is reading, the second is reading, and the third 
is more reading.

It is an old doctrine that we learn to do by doing, or rather, 
perhaps, by trying to do. This maxim, however, has its limita
tions. There was once a man who tried to lift himself
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fence by tugging at his boot straps. It is not recorded that he 
ever succeeded in getting over by that method. So it is idle to 
keep young people at work writing compositions before they really 
have anything to write about. Otherwise they will be like the tar- 
baby in the famous yarn of Uncle Remus, they will just keep on 
saying nothing, and saying it in a very wearisome way, too.

It must bp taken for granted, then, first and always, that be
fore a boy can write, he must know something to write about. If 
he does not always have on hand what we want him to write
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THE TEACHING OF ENGLISH COMPOSITION. 189

about, we must give him a chance to get it. 
awaken

We may
or quicken his interest by conversation on the 

topic, conversation more or less of the Socratic kind; we 
may send him to books for information, and also for 
terms and modes of expression, and we may send him out 
with his eyes and a pencil, both well sharpened, and ask him to 
note down what he sees. In employing J he latter method it is 
times well to follow the example of the “ city news ” editor of a 
large daily when assigning work to a young reporter; we may give 
our pupils some indication of what they are to look for. 
sending them out we read to them some well written nature-sketch 

the same topic as they have in hand or on a similar one, the ef
fect will be good. I have found the writings of Richard Jefferies, 
John Burroughs and Henry Thorean especially suitable for this 
purpose. There are touches of poetic imagination in these writ
ings that lighten up a nature-sketch wonderfully. We might even 
\ enture to read to the class a poem bearing upon our topic, such 
a poem as Roberts writes, or as may be found in a good collection 
like- that made by the poet Bryant. In character descrip
tion associated with narration, the field for choice of 
models is boundless; but in our enthusiasm for Dickens, 
Thackeray, George Eliot and “ Ian Maclaren,” 
not forget Hamlin Garland,
Urne Jewett and Mary N. Murfee. 
ing American authors is that they frequently describe types and 
incidents with wnich the Canadian boy and girl, at least outside 
of the cities, is more likely to be familiar, and here, as elsewhere, 
it is well for learners to proceed from the known to the unknown.

Their own personal experiences ind adventures, or those of 
their relatives, however trivial they may bë to others, are usually 
interesting subjects for young people to write on. But in attempt 
ing to write a story of adventure most beginners make the great 
mistake of dwelling altogether too long on unimportant particu 
lars, and not nearly loi g enough on the matters that really are of 
importance. I know of no better corrective of this tendency than 
the careful reading and broad analysis of a few of Edgar Allan 
I'oe’s Tales of the Grotesque and Arabesque, followed up by a 
study of his short essay on the Philosophy of Composition.

Sketches of scenes and incidents in nature and of mankind 
and womankind and their ways; tales of adventure and accounts 
of modes of life and of occupations and processes of work in the 
town and on the farm, both in early days and at the present time, 
these make up the greater part of the compositions of my pupils.
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At exposition or argument we do but little, except by way of an 
occasional criticism of some extravagant or misleading statement 
in newspapers, magazines or elsewhere.

I have not said anything as yet, nor shall I say much about 
the method of the teacher’s work in criticising and correcting the 
compositions of his pupils. It seems to me that th~re is often an in
finite deal of work done here by the teacher which is productive 
of \ery little good, and which might have been much better pro
vided against—an incalculable amount of energy, indeed, sadly 
run to waste. Let us take a leaf out of the practice of the 
ful market gardener. He knows that the first and most important 
provision for a good crop is a clean soil, properly tilled before the 
seed is put in at all Unless this condition be fulfilled all his sub 
sequent efforts will be at a disadvantage, and will frequently 
profit but little. The ordinary farmer is not so particular. He 
takes a piece of ground that happens to be handy, ridges it up 
and sows his crop, say carrots, in it. Then he waits until the 
carrots and the weeus both get a good start. Now, with infinite 
labor and pains, with multitudinous groans and indescribable 
backaches, or on bended but not prayerful knees, he pulls out the 
weeds to give his carrots a chance. Or perhaps the farmer 
his own br ck and sets the boys at the carrots. And people wonder 
why boys leave the farm! But the market gardener doesn’t do 
things in t; is way; if he did he’d starve. He doesn’t have 
weeds. He kills them before they grow. That is scientific 
tice; the other way is main strength1 and—something else, 
course teachers are not so foolish as farmers—it couldn’t be so— 
nor are compositions just like carrots; and yet if the ground of our 
pupils’ minds were well cultivated by industrious and careful 
reading, there would not be nearly so many weeds in our crop of 
compositions.

Now. taking all previous general preparation for granted, I 
come to describe very briefly how I deal with a single class 
cise. A list of topics is given out at least a fortnight before the 
work is to be brought in. In some cases the period is longer. 
About the end of April, for instance, I shall receive a number of 
sketches for which the writers will have been collf jting material 
during five or six w<?eks. They will attempt to describe, from 
their own observation chiefly, the incidents of that perennial 
marvel, the coming of spring. This topic, you will observe, is 
si asonable, and it is not too difficult for the entrance class, nor too 
simple for the staid senior-leaving candidate. Pupils 
couraged to observe all the phenomena incident to the change of
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of an 

:ement
the season, and then to select those that are the most striking, or 
that can be worked up into the most harmonious whole. Every 
means is taken to have the pupils full of the subject, not ovly full 
of knowledge, but full of interest and even enthusiasm, at least in 
the cases where this is possible with high school pupils. Of course 
the teacher also must observe and take notes; he also must be full 
of knowledge and full of enthusiasm, so that when the proper time 
ccmes he may speak with authority, and not as a mere pedagogical 
scribe.
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When the hour arrives for the sketches to be handed in, the 
pupils are requested to interchange their books with their 
panions for the purpose of criticism. Pupils choose their 
critics, and if any pupil does not wish to show his work to a fel
low-pupil he hands it in to the teacher before the class work 
begins. However, I am very rarely asked to receive a book in 
this way. The r">rk of criticism occupies the whole lesson period, 
the teacher meanwhile walking about among the members of the 
class, settling doubtful points when he is appealed to, or occasion
ally interrogating the critics when he observes errors that have 
bi en overlooked. Pupils find this work very interesting, and the de
gree of interest is probably the measure of the degree ot profit de- 
r.ved by them. The matter and style o 1 the writing appeals to them 
the more directly and forcibly because of their knowledge of its 
authorship; they are quick to observe the points of fact they have 
themselves overlooked: the more striking errors and excellences 
of expression are reacily seen. The books are now collected; the 
work is examined tha: very evening by the teacher, and the books 
are returned the next day. I think it of great importance that 
the teacher’s criticisms should be known as soon as possible, and 
before the pupil’s interest in the subject has had 
to cool.
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And so on the next day another class period 

is devoted to revision and correction. Typical instances 
of errors have been noted by the teacher, and these 
are read out and are briefly criticised by the class, or 
failing this, by the teacher. The common errors on the writer’s 
book have been indicated merely by underscoring, or by a cross 
at the end of the line. Pupils are expected to find out for them
selves what the error is, and also the mode of correction. If they 
cannot do so they appeal to their neighbors or to the teacher, who 
is meantime going about among them to see that the errors are 
certainly corrected. As an aid to this result the teacher’s marks 
are required to be left until the correction is approved. And so 
the work is completed.
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W. A. Phillips, B.A., Listowel.
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In the teaching of composition, it may be safely 
very few of our teachers have found their work 
all details.
a fair return.

stated that 
satisfactory in

Effort expended in the mechanical technique yields 
Grammar, punctuation, use of words, sentence- 

structure, paragraph-structure, and essay-plan pass a respectable 
ieview before the fateful day of examination. But the very 
walls of the composition examiners’ room must even yet retain 
the echoes of many a deep-drawn sigh for a glimpse of a friendly 
oasis in the monotonous expanse of desert commonplace, as the 
weary examiner trudged on through a barren world of words 
words, words.
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The memory of those days has suggested to me a few thoughts 

w ich will form the subject of *ny remarks. There are diseases, 
he physician says, the causes of which are, for a time, not easily 

understood, and the patient is simply advised to be careful in 
his diet and regular in his hours and habits, in the hope that 
nature will effect a cure. We have followed too long this 
laissez-faire system in teaching composition, trusting to a sub
stantial diet of mechanical technique and critical routine, aided by 
nature, to produce a cure of the ills of the composition patient. 
Therefore, with an indistinct idea of the object he is seeking in 
his study, and judging from the importance the teacher attaches 
o these mechanical details, the student makes the mistake of 

looking upon them as elements synonymous with a finished style 
A modicum of thought will give him all the excuse he needs to 
lead him to inflict on his teacher page after page of his common
places, and in all seriousness he would ask for an explanation of 
a severe criticism.
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PlajThe main cause of his misconception is one which is diffi

cult to determine in definite concrete form for his use It is 
easy to show him that his thought is crude, his situations un
natural, and that his sense of proportion or his mental perspective 
has resulted in distorting the picture conceived in his mind. But 
when ue has overcome these, it is not so easy to show him that 
1here is something still lacking, that his essay is devoid of in
terest—in short, is commonplace, 
livious of the fact that
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him every day has its necessary accompaniment of daylight, hav
ing the “ regulation” constituents, with the sun generally shining 
somewhere in the vicinity, while picnics, drives, walks, 
si'ms by land or water, and the inevitable but harmless accidents, 
add the human feature of interest. Every evening has its sunset 
glow, every night its accommodating moon, and, if the essayist 
has seen fifteen years and not more than eighteen, the scenery is 
enlivened by an accommodated pair of moonstruck lovers, dis
cussing the only commonplace the world will tolerate. Every 
bright day has its sunshine, every gloomy day its clouds, and every 
storm its thunder, lightning and rain. Spring invariably melts 
away the snow and swells the river, and every season is gravely 
and minutely described for our information. In this way the 
essayist goes on endlessly, and when he nnds no scoring against 
grammar, punctuation, etc., he thinks he has a grievance if his 
essay is marked at thirty per cent, 
much of the matter he has given should have been assumed or 
thrown into subordinate places in the description, and in 
ment the horror of his situation flashes on him, for on that princi
ple of criticism the volume of his essay would be diminished 
than the reflection of the human hand under X rays, and would 
present to him a ghastlier skeleton, 
foundations of his faith, and it has fallen, and as yet you have 
given him nothing to take its place, 
tive, not constructive, and teaching based on it is negative and 
chilling, not positive and encouraging. To remain at that stage 
is, I am convinced, what too often we teachers do, and for lack 
of that positive content, the next essays ring but another change 
of the commonplace.

This endency in teachers will, I think, admit of an explana
tion that contains the essential features of the cause of the pupil’s 
failure. People are delighted by the singing cf Albani or the 
playing of Paderewski or by the paintings of the great masters, 
yet may themselves be unable to understand either difficult art 
or find the sources of the artists’ inspiration, 
result, in many cases, we read the great masters of literature. 
Our attitude towards them is what I shall call the merely re
ceptive, a sort of passive state, marked chiefly by the absence of 
any critical reflection—the attitude of the lay mind whose only 
aim is, of course, to gain an hour’s pleasant diversion, demanding 
the expense of no serious effort. Teachers of composition with 
such ideals naturally confine themselves to the merely formal de
tails we have already noticed.
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Or rejecting such a system as faulty, we may approach our 
subject of study in a different way, and assume the attitude of 
the zealous scientist. We take the finished product, ."d by an 
exhaustive analysis we form a tabulated list of its grammatical, 
rhetorical, intellectual, and emotional constituents, 
passes in critical review before the wondering eyes of the student, 
and he beholds a skeleton, duly articulated and standing not in
side of, but beside its fleshly covering, that has lost all form and— 
what to our scientific teacher is of only secondary importance— 
its life. The fragrance and beauty of the spring flowers 
delight, but the knife of the botanist not only sets free the vola
tile spirit of that fragrance and destroys the beauty of the flower, 
but it also makes wounds that send out exhalations, never fra
grant and never associated with our pleasure. The more ethe
real blossoms of literature even more surely lose their delicate and 
volatile life and charm under cold, calculating analysis, 
procedure can find no excuse but that of utility—a utility that 
often plays the role cf the cruei foster-mother to the delicately 
organized and sensitive child.

These I have considered to be the two main reasons for the 
fatal commonplaceness in our pupils’ essays. But I am aware that, 
in the minds of most of us, there is another that can be stated 
fairly by slightly modifying the dictum, “ Poets are bom, rot 
made,” to read, “ Essayists are born, not made.” This idea in the 
teacher and tne pupil works admirably to paralyze all effort after 
the so-called unattainable, to discourage that individuality which 
is said by the one and believed by the other to belong to genius 
alone. Indeed, I venture to say that many will consider that 
teacher a public benefactor, deserving a name that will be green 
when that of the aspiring pupil will have disappeared in the ashes 
of the editor’s waste paper. But it is well known that the mod
ern editor can be safely entrusted with the process of discourag
ing over-eager fledglings of literature. The teacher, on the other 
hand, while he should not arouse in his pupils undue ambition for 
fame, cannot afford to assume the office of the critical editor, for 
thereby he destroys not only the natural and powerful incentive 
to work, but also the very basis of that interest which leads a 
pupil to polish his style, and which even gives birth to moments 
of inspiration that would never have see:i life under the oppofite 
conditions. The editor must seek entertainment for his readers, 
and, however well disposed he may be, he is not paid to instruct 
or encourage contributors; the teacher must believe in wide pos
sibilities in his pupils, and must always remember that he is 
paid to instruct and encourage his contributors.
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What, then, is the objective point at which the teacher of 
composition should aim ? In his progress towards it, is it pos
sible to set definite mile-posts throughout the route to be taken ? 
That it is possible to have a fixed standard of absolute literary 
merit is proven by the requirements of our departmental exami
nations. Essays that with but slight changes would have graved 
many of our lighter magazines were marked high, it is true, but 
were treateu not as exceptional at all, or as the work of genius. 
If the examiner expects this, the teacher, in all consistency, must 
make it possible for the pupil to attain the proficiency demanded 
of him.
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While thinking on this line and endeavoring to understand 
the nature of the elements of literary expression, and to reduce 
them, in a measure, to laws for practical class-work, I came to 
the conclusion that there may be some analogy between 
position and reading, and that a thorough knowledge of those 
features most directly entering into good expression in reading 
may suggest the general character of those that give the literary 
flavor to the work of a good writer.
Reader an extract of a somewhat dramatic and narrative nature, 
and required my class of entrants of last July to read it in the 
presence of our music teacher, who marked the musical range 
through which the voice of each passed while reading, 
suits are as follows:—
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The first line contains the musical range (from seven to two), 
and the second contains the marks given by me at the entrance 
examination for composition, before such a comparison was 
thought of. The uniformity in the relative standing of the 
pupils in the two columns is striking, whether any important 
conclusions may be drawn from it or not. Naturally I tried to find 
the common potent factor or law explaining the phenomenon, and 
with what success I shall leave you to judge. In reading, the 
mere statement of fact needs but a small range of musical notes, 
often only two, and never more than three; but when the 
sational and emotional elements are introduced, the range is 
terially affected, often increasing to the extent of an octave, while
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complex emotions produce those wonderful curving inflections 
and intonations that reach a triumph in the flexible voice of the 
child or of the trained elocutionist. The class in question about 
equally appreciated and expressed what I shall call the merely 
intellectual element of the passage, but the defects in expression 
increased in proportion as the range uf notes employed decreased, 
until the emotional features and conversational directness disap
peared altogether. To state it differently: some made nothing 
more than an intellectual connection with the facts in print be
fore their ey^s, while others made in addition an emotional and 
personal connection with the whole situation described, 
significant trifles—a pause, a curve, a tone—show the ready play
ful fancy, acting the conjurer and bringing before our eyes the 
moving and living picture. What has been said about reading 
may be said about composition. The commonplaces of fact suffi
ciently enlighten us regarding a particular piece of des- ription, 
and with them most pupils are satisfied; but, taking the 
facts, another pupil will introdpee those significant literary trifles, 
a humorous situation, a flash from his own personality, a throb of 
sympathy, an exclamation of surprise or admiration, a happy 
phrase containing the ordinary writer’s paragraph, 
tive touch that opens a widening vista to our fancy.

The analogy does not end with these rather trite and 
eral features.
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in teaching. All the conditions necessary for good results in the 
attainment of expressive reading hold good in the sphere of 
position.
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The pupil must be familiar with his medium of ex

pression, so as not to be handicapped by any feature of novelty 
taking his attention from the main matter, 
cultivate a healthy class sentiment, encouraging self-expression 
or originality, that is, an exercise of the imagination that will 
make the student feel he is dealing with thoughts at first hand, 
and that he alone, on the given occasion, is responsible for their 
expression.
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In consistency with these two conditions, the re- 
. ward for the work done should be indicated as definitely as possi

ble, in order that the student may have a criterion based on the 
judgment of his teacher, and know the relative proportions that 
should exist between merely formal technique and individuality 
of conception. To do this satisfactorily, the teacher must be more 
than the mere pleasure-seeker in literature, more than the mere 
analyst; ne must bo able to d.scriminate between those merely 
intellectual elements for clearness of thought and those distinc
tively literary elements—that projection into the current of the
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thought, of an original personality throbbing with life; he____
with care and appreciation point out these delicate instruments 
of the literary artist and demonstrate their effective work by * 
stripping the thought ( ' them and making them a definite sub
ject of sympathetic study.

Finally, between reading and composition there exists an
other, and, in its bearing on this matter, a very important rela
tion, which, however, is no longer that of mere analogy, but is 
clearly a strong confirmation of the soundness of the same. Oral 
reading on the lines indicated assists powerfully in introducing 
through the ear a sense of rhythm, a ready suggestion of word or 
phrase to fit the idea and an intuitive detection of harsh sound- 
combinations. But this is only a small part of its benefits. The 
cultivation of a power to express both the emotional and the in- 
telleetual elements of what we read presupposes the awakening 
of our literary appreciation under conditions most favorable to 
leave lasting impressions.
mint of instruction to the mind of a pupil thus awakened, and 
readily he assimilates literary form, a sense of proporton, and 
avoids what once he did, because he does not find it in the works 
of his favorite authors.

ft is unnecessary to analyse further the relation existing be
tween these two subjects. My purpose throughout has not been 
to disparage the formal features of the teaching of composition, 
but rather to try to give to the expression of the pupil’s individu
ality its due place and to suggest a few ideas that have been of 
great benefit to me in practical work, by showing me more clearly 
how hiu mind acts and how the teacher may, therefore, more 
easily direct the faculties acting. My only apology for present
ing to you this very imperfect treatment of the subject is the ex
pectation that it may lead my fellow-teachers to greater 
in the same direction, and assist to 
important subject.
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TEXT-BOOKS IX SCIENCE. 

T. H. Lennox, B.A., Woodstock. prim
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In choosing the subject of this essay I have been influenced 
by the fact that it has never been discussed in this association. 
And it has seemed to me that a subject of so great importance 
should receive more attention than has hitherto been given it.

The object of my paper, while giving my own views on the 
subject, will be to provoke discussion, and bring out whatever of 
good has been arrived at in the experience of the science masters 
of our high schools.

I should like, first of all, to invite discussion of the question 
whether text books on physics and chemistry should be put into 
the hands of the pupils. If so, ,at what stage of the pupils’ career, 
and what should be the character of the text book?
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It has long been recognized that to gain a knowledge of these 
two branches pupils must come into actual contact with the things 
dealt with, and there must be laboratories and apparatus ; all that 
goes without saying. Of course there must be a teacher, since the 
pupil needs direction and control. I am not of those who would 
put the pupil in the position of a discoverer, and have him build 
up de novo a system of science, traversing the path of 
tors in the discovery of facts and principles. That is impossible, 
since only a few possess the necessary qualifications, and such an 
attempt would be enormously wasteful of time. Imagine, if you 
pier so, a lot of pupils turned into a laboratory to pursue the 
high path of original discovery!

The ideal method in this province, as I conceive it, is to have 
the pupils learn a number of the facts of the science from experi
ments, and arrive at principles and laws inductively. Of 
the time is greatly limited, and the induction must necessarily be 
based upon a small number of examples. There are, to be sure, 
cases where the facts learned in the laboratory may be supple
mented by recalling others in the pupils’ past experience; and I 
think this should be done to make the induction as wide as pos
sible. Inductive teaching is more readily carried out in some 
other branches than in the physical sciences and biology, where 
its value was first demonstrated. Yet, I think it should be carried 
out as far as circumstances will permit.
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If the method here sketched be sound, where, it may be asked, 
is the place of the text book? My answer is in most cases in the 
teacher’s library, to serve as a guide or limit to the work to be 
covered. Certainly not in the hands of the pupil.

To give the pupil a book containing statements of laws and 
principles which he should think out in connection with the facts 
they are based on, is to rob him of the most valuable part of the 
training that may be obtained from the science course. Let us 
make all due allowance for the value of clear, concise statements 
and aid to memory of the printed form; there is still, I venture to 
say, abundant reason for withholding text books in some subjects 
and at certain stages of the pupil’s school career. The necessity 
for seeking and seeing likeness in the midst of unlikeness; of 
generalizing, in short, secures a concentration of the attention 
which even
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print cannot produce, not to mention the firmer grasp 
of a law or principle1 arrived at in this way.

We have cast aside text books in the sciences that state what 
is to be observed, and we send the pupil to the things themselves, 
there to see, or learn to see, what occurs or what is to be ob
served, and to find if possible its explanation. Why not take the 
final step, discard the last leading-strings and allow the pupil to 
strengthen the higher powers of his intellect? We insist on the 
pupil observing for himself; why not insist even more strenuously 
on him using his logical faculties?

Can this be accomplished when the pupil looks into his book 
and sees the generalization already crystalized out for him?

In this bookish age it seems to be a difficult task to disen
tangle ourselves from the idea that school education of all kinds 
must of necessity be associated with books. The idea possibly 
gains some force from the interests of authors and publishers.

What I have said applies especially to the more elementary 
portions of the sciences and the lower forms in our high schools. 
With senior leaving classes the text book must play a more im
portant part, and indeed the use of books forms a part of educa
tion in itself.
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In regard to botany, too, the case is somewhat different from 
the physical branches. Some kind of rulèd note book is very con
venient, especially for purposes of classification, and when the 
pupil has made some progress. There are, however, serious ob
jections to their use in the lower forms of the high schcols. 
Botany is, of all studies, the one best adapted to cultivate the ob
serving powers, or perhaps it were better to say, to form habits
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of observation. Now, the use of schedules, such as those in the 
high school note book, by suggesting what is to be observed, seri
ously interferes with the proper cultivation of the observing 
powers. It is like a constant prompting of the pupil. It does not 
allow the spontaneous selection of characters that are striking or 
distinctive of species or genus, but reduces the whole to one dead 
level of monotony. It would be intolerably irksome only that it 
is exceeded in that respect by some other studies. In my opinion 
there should be only a blank book used in the primary. The 
of schedules is not so objectionable in the junior and senior leav
ing classes, as the pupils will have been trained without them in 
the primary, and they are more convenient for purposes of 
pari son.
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METH0D8 IN SCIENCE.

(abstract.)

W. H. Jenkins, B. A., Owen Sound.

In introducing the subject of Methods in Science Teaching 
m,- purpose is not to deni with the details of methods, but rather 
o offer a few considerations regarding some of the conditions 

which affect generally the methods to be employed.

The conditions here discussed
1. The aim in science study.
2. The course or curriculum prescribed.
3. Science text books.
4. Equipment.

are:

Methods in science teaching are profoundly affected by the 
aim in its study. Broadly, a student pursues the subject for («) 
technical knowledge, (b) general information, (c) mental culture.

If technical knowledge be the aim of the student, methods 
must be adopted to secure that result. The pupil has to learn 
how to do; and this must be followed by sufficient practice to 
secure facility in doing. Perfection in the mechanical part of the 
work becomes of great value. This can only be acquired by actual 
handling of apparatus and practical experimentation.

Where science is studied merely tio acquire the general infor
mation essential to a liberal education, the learner is not troubled 
with the mechanical doing; he has merely to obtain and 
ihe results.

master
How these were acquired is not essential, and the 

teacher is saved a great labor. A few illustrative experiments, 
the lecture method and a text book of the ordinary informational 
character will secure the results desired.

Where the aim is mental culture, the teacher is concerned 
lhat his pupils shall know not only the how and what, but essen
tially the why; the hand must be trained to do, the eye and ear to 
observe, and the reason to correlate all facts obtained. This last 
aim is by far the widest, and includes the others demanding the 
best methods by which these are best secured, and also special 
methods to secure the operation of all me :tal actions, both in kind 
and in degree. In securing the first result apprentice methods are 
adopted; in the second, lecture methods; while for the third, thumb- 
rule, imitation and memory give way to self-effort.

15
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byMETHODS ARE AFFECTED BY THE COURSE OR CURRICULUM.

There is a close relationship between this and the aim of the 
study. If, however, the course is too extensive for the time to be 
devoted to it, it can only be covered by studying from charts or 
text books what should be done by the pupil or obtained by direct 
contact with nature. Methods must be changed to suit the cir
cumstances. Or the course may be unsuitable for experimental 
verification or demonstration, in which case the acquisition of 
knowledge can not be reached by the independent effort of tile
pupil. Methods must be changed, and the best adopted for the 
end in view.
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METHODS ARE AFFECTED BY THE TEXT-BOOK.

No matter what aim the teacher may have, or what method 
he desires best to secure this aim, so long as students have access 
to text books, there is likely ^o be danger to the successful employ
ment of this method.

We have had three types of text books: One in which the ex
periment is illustrated and described; the observations and con
clusions stated. In using such a book the teacher is practically 
confined to two methods: (1) Have students commit to memorv 

in language study. (2) Confirm the observations and conclusions 
by repetition of the experiments, 
method?

as
What mental gain in either

A second type of text book attempts to combine didactic in
struction and experimental work. In such books discussions of 
principles frequently follow immediately after the experimental 
work, and in this discussion all too frequently the unambitious 
student may ferret out ready-made observations and conclusions, 
so that when a teacher comes to question upon the experimental 
work performed, he is astonished to Und how glibly observations 
and conclusions are given, and how clever his students

A third type brings nature into the class room elaborately dis- 
sected in all her type forme, and the dissections illustrated with 
all the elaboration which can be devised by woodcuts, electros and 
other printers’ arts. In such case what is a teacher to do? How 
vitally his methods are affected by such a book!

METHODS ARE AFFECTED BY THE

are.

equipment.

Equipment may be provided for simultaneous 
tion for the whole experimenta- 

course, or for collective experimentation in sets
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by rotation, or for the teachers table alone. In the first two
îhM ""m 0"9 '° be are much the sami In ,he
third ease methods are entirely, or almost so, changed Eliminât
mg the question of cost, what is the ideal equipment?

These are a few of the most prominent 
closely affect the methods to be adopted 
pointing out wherein methods 
conditions may be 
a scientific basis.
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SATURE STUDY IN THE PUBLIC SCHOOLS. 
N. MacMurchy, B.A., Elora.

I
In a paper read before the inspectors’ section of this associa

tion last year by Mr. N. XV. Campbell, of Durham, the necessity 
of a public school programme was pointed out, and in considering 
ihe aims of such a programme, he says: “ In my opinion science 
should receive greater prominence. That which teaches pupils 
the right use of their eyes,

1
!

and tongue has been relegated to 
the back shelf too long. How often are the common phenomena 
of life totally unknown to the pupils in our public schools? Eyes 
they have, but they see not, and ears but they hear not. Gerund
grinding should give place to a deeper and better knowledge of 
things.”
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Have we who have to deal with pupils after their passing 
through our public schools not found this to be only too true? 
Many of them are indeed quite incapable of accurate observation, 
and hence also of clear thinking. Now, this surely should be the 
main object, not only of a public school education, but of all edu
cation. Since the days of Bacon the value of the study of Nature 
has been pointed out, but in no branch of education have we been 
so conservative as in dealing with subjects of study. Has not 
almost all the progress made in public schools for the last number 
of years been in adopting better methods of . teaching rather than 
in improving the curriculum of school work, which is practically 
the same as twenty years ago.

To take advantage of the natural impulses of the child seems 
to be a course in education which we should have long since recog
nized and used to its fullest extent, for only that can become the 
real intellectual property of the child which he has grasped 
thoroughly, and by the free action of his perceptive faculties made 
his own. This idea of education is based on the training and 
quickening of perception,—perception which registers itself per 
manently and produces a lasting effect on the mind of the child. 
Seeuig this necessity for the free activity of perception Pestalozzi 
and Frœbel formulated the doctrine of self-activity.

To learn the child must act, must re-create, and by his self 
activity the child becomes self-expansive.

This( idea of education
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have yet to adopt to a great ex
tent. true, we have kindergartens established 
and cities of the province, but their influence

we
in many towns 

is as yet small.
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With the exception of the introduction of the kindergarten 
1 lien in methods of teaching alone that 
The kindergarten aims at giving the child

it is
have made any advance.

, , - work suitable to his
mental powers so that he may learn from doing, and thus awaken 
us faculties, chiefly of course those of observation. But after the 

child has passed this stage of school life (if perchance he has had 
‘e advantage of it), the idea of self-instruction is immediately 1 >st 

sight of on his entering the public school, 
garten and the public school there is

we

Between the kinder
„ a great gap. In the latter

the method of self-instruction and self-development is to a great 
extent reversed. The power of observation is no longer developed 
and is almost wholly neglected. The attempt is made to 
rinnd with facts
serving and reasoning.
* J?1"®*th® 1113111 °bject of an education is to teach the pupil 
to think, to gain this, it seems to me, all will grant that the first 

mg required is to train him to observe accurately, for without 
accurate observ tmn there cannot be clear thinking; when they

the ob

fill the 
own ob-feat of memory, not from the child’sas a

reach the
serving faculties is past, at least it is much more difficult to teach 

em the right use of their perceptive powers then, than it would 
have been at a much earlier stage. It is quite imperative that the 
child be a close observer of things around him; be able to arrange 
us observations and draw inferences therefrom, for all have to 

do this in after life, whether they desire to do so or not.
Education is not mere rote learning; it is enabling the child 

to recognize, to analyse and compare, that is, to think about what 
is before hun no matter what the subject may be. We must get 

d of the idea that “Knowledge is power.” Knowledge with 
thought is power, and knowledge without thought 
machines. ° makes mere

nn. ^ *f by fol,ow * ut the idea of Froebel in introducing 
nature study in our pu ic chools, and if we from this obtain the 
(esu-ed results, surely then we have given the reason why there 
should be such study in our public schools.

I might add also that any subject which will train 
tion will train our pupils not only to think, but also to . 
imagine, for we cannot separate these faculties. What we want 
is not subjects to train separate faculties of the mind, but those 
which will train them all concurrently. Although in many of our 
schools reading, writing and arithmetic are well taught, still the 
teacher is mainly employed in teaching to read, to write and to 
cipher; little being done to enable his pupils to gain ideas.

percep- 
reason and

Now,
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il pupils were led to acquire ideas,.... they could easily do from
natural objects, instead of words and figures, the symbols of 
things, there would be abundant opportunity to make the busy 
work of the school thoughtful and interesting. It would enable 
the pupils to devote their time to expressing their thoughts gained 
during their lessons in writing and drawing, and thus the bus.v 
work would not only be interesting but instructive, instead of 
mechanical and laborious, as copying words and figures must 
necessarily be.
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i he object should be to make thought work the basis of teach
ing the pupil to read, to write and to cipher; that is, to teach these 
incidentally to a large extent with the acquisition of ideas.

In this way schools will become endowed with new life. At 
present we attempt to teach scientifically, but there is lack of con 
nection between the subjects. If nature studies were introduced 
the different subjects might be taught in their natural relation to 
each other, all the work unified and every lesson made a language 
lesson. If we make a study of the way the growing mind acquires 
ideas, we cannot help adopting the rational method of giving the 
child something to observe; have him compare and analyse these 
observations in different ways, and by his so doing teach himself 
to think, to remember and to imagine. This system has been 
shown where tried to answer better the needs of the people, and 
to accomplish more in a given period than that we now follow. If 
nature study were introduced as the basis of developing the child, 
lesson hearing would be done away with to a great extent, and 
the teacher’s energy would be devoted to actual teaching.

All subjects being taught to a large extent in connection with 
nature study, the ideas gained regardless of subject, would be led 
to support each other, and they would become clearer to the child, 
being viewed from different aspects. Language will then be re
garded simply as a means of expressing ideas, not as something 
apart from ideas, and reading, writing, spelling, and composition 
will be taught incidentally in connection with the nature lesson, 
or at least with that lesson in which the child is enabled to ac
quire ideas. In my opinion the child can better acquire ideas from 
a lesson in the study of nature than it can from one in history, 
literature or geography, for he is brought thereby into actual 
tact with the object, and gains his knowledge therefrom directly, 
not at secondhand, as he does in the case of the latter.

Dr. J. M. Rice, in his concluding article on the Public School 
System of the United States, published in the Forum of June, 
1893, thus states his conclusions: “As I have stated in previous
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i-articles the pupils in such schools (i.e., those in which ideas are 

made the basis of all instruction), read for the purpose of gamine 
thoughts, but while gaining ideas from the written 
they are learning how to read.

‘ They write for the purpose of rendering more clear the ideas 
gained during the lessons in science, history, literature and geo 
graphy. While thus rendering their ideas more clear they learn 
spelling, penmanship, the construction of sentences, and how to 
write compositions. The immediate
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language being thus seen by the child, even spelling and penman 
ship become interesting and lose their purely mechanical nature, 
and school life is from the first made fascinating. And, strange 
it may seem, it is nevertheless true that the results in language 
are, at least in the primary grades, by far the best in those schools 
"'here language is taught incidentally, and poorest in those schools 
which devote most time to its mechanical study.”

So far as the principle of utility is concerned in nature study 
think it should be kept in the background in our public schools! 

Of course it cannot be lost sight of, for the child cannot help but 
gam useful ideas. This, however, sLmld not be the main object 
of any education. It should not be required of us to make our 
pupils farmers and tradesmen, but to make them intelligent by 
developing the different faculties of their minds. When we have 
enabled them to become intelligent they will have no difficulty 
in gaining the secondary or utilitarian value.
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PRIMARY BOTANY IN WINTER MONTHS.

«7. R. Hamilton, B.A., Brantford.

Since the introduction of the, , new curriculum in the high
schools and collegiate institutes, the science classes in the lower 
forms have necessarily become very large, as compared with the 
science classes of former years. This at first sight may seem a 
matter of not very great importance; perhaps many will say that 
it is as easy to teach thirty-five and 'forty as fifteen and twenty.

ns may be quite true in some subjects, such as grammar, arith
metic, and perhaps even the languages, where a large amount of 
work is done by the pupil in connection with each theory or rule 
expounded by the teacher. But in a subject like botany, when 
practical work is indispensable, where specimens in abundance 
necessary, where the teacher must exercise a constant supervision 
of the work of each pupil, the size of the class must not be large 
if efficient work is to be done.,

There is certainly a difficulty in teaching a large class of 
young pupils starting botany, and this difficulty is increased ten- 
told in the winter months, when nature’s great book is practically 
closed to the young botanists, and they are forced to resort to an 
artificial supply of material for laboratory work 
ferior substitutes

are

Only very in-
can be had for “ the verdant hills and woodlands 

spreading wide,” be it text book, herbarium or greenhouse.
These, valuable as they may be as aids to more advanced 

pupils, cannot, to thei , « - _ y°un£ botanist, supply that interest and
pleasure which he gets from the examination of a fresh specimen- 
cannot supply that pleasure which the great Linnæus speaks of 
in h,s celebrated oration at Upsal, when he says, “ I have on foot 
passed over the frosty mountains of Lapland in quest of plants; I 
have clambered up the craggy ridges of Norland, and wandered 
amid its almost impenetrable woods. I have made excursions
“ 0SmoHnde8tth°ftDal!rrlia’ th® gr°VeS °f Goth,and’ tiie heaths 
of Smoland, the trackless wastes of Scania. Truly, there is
scarcely a part of Sweden I have not crawled through and ex
amined, yet not without great fatigue of mind and body My 
journey to Lapland was an undertaking of immense labour- but 
the love of truth and gratitude towards the Supreme Being 
strains me to acknowledge that no h
than a

con-
pleasant oblivion of past sufferinrcrme^on ml^nd“i was

iL mHabo„t.’-'T ,lle iD,?8tim0ble "Stages which , gained
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liome; know the locality in which it 
which it thrives; 
it otherwise than

grows; discover the soil in 
it in all stages of its growth; in fact, know 

a laboratory specimen.

nuinlTstirr'8 bw 8idd’ U i8 needIv8s t0 say> applies strictly to pupils starting botany, and as you all know we get them fresh
v”t7,„nem i°SC ’W|“h,rat“yk“»wledgeof kindred sciences, 
."‘7“" "l-T ‘«““W "1..CI, would in any way (it them specially 
for the class of work necessary in the study of botany.

ideas of gre8t Cai‘e mU8t be taken that erroneous
wL 8Ubje? are DOt imPla“ted in their young minds. With more advanced pupils, who have had a training and 

ave become fairly well acquainted with the growth morpholoev 
and class,«cation of plants, it is very different. They mTy !„fn

I " t0 microstoPlc work; the study of the minute strnc-
in th inhb f <mtS; the 8tud^ of minute cryptogams easily grown
wo fbl k i7; “d maDy °ther thiD^8 regarding plant life that
would be totally unintelligible to the class of candidates 
lor the commercial examination.
now ^n°fgh *haS bee“ 8aid t0 8how that serious difficulties must 
now confront every science master, who has the handling of the
c asses in botany preparing for the commercial examination.

.> a\ e large classes of these young pupils beginning the sub
ject in September; a few dropping in later in the fall, and 
even beginning as late as the second term.

Now, the difficulty must be apparent to all. Where are the 
pupils to obtain the abundance of plants necessary to carry on this 
work pr°perly? How, during the winter months, can the teacher
Ihe snSfmP'°{ed’ raake satisfactory progress, and teach 
in* subject as it should be taught

If our winters did not set in so early in the fall, and s tardily 
depart in spring (for often in this northern climate does linger
the rr Chl the lap 0f May ”)* no serious difficulty would meet
examinarioVn Candidate8 ia *«* the commercial
together he “w 8<u ,here examination, for our motto cannot al

to keen Z 8ed Vîtæ de8cimus ” « long as we haveto keep witlhm the prescribed limits of the curriculum, and pre
pare candidates in a short ten months, with perhaps but a third of 
^s time, giving ample facilities for the proper study of the sub-

see
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These difficulties are perhaps not altogether 
have been intensified by the introduction of the new, but they 

new curriculum.
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•I

Formerly candidates studying botany also studied physics. 
Then botany could be dropped during the winter months, and 
the time devoted to the preparation of the physics ; when 
favourable circumstances for the study of botany returned 

ie bulk of the time could be given to the subject. Now, 
however, pupils have but the one science, botany; and no such in
terchange can be made. The time-table is arranged for a certain 
number of classes in botany, and these must be carried 

the year, unless the rearrangement of the school 
made, and this might cause much trouble.

However, since the difficulties exist, what 
teachers of botany, is, how shall 

First, let us consider
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we overcome these difficulties? 
some of the different aids the teacher 

may employ in the preparation of his candidates 
how shall it be used? The text book;

Experience has taught most of us, we may 
safely say, that to place a text book in the hand of young pupils 
commencing botany is, to say the least of it, dangerous. They are 
too apt to suppose that from it they can obtain all the required 
knowledge of the subject. Wit'h all respect to the excellent text 
books m botany, all will allow that in thinking this they would

6 h' “heF W0Uld think of giving a page of botanical 
tei ms to be studied f-om the text book. That would be a dégrada-
Hon of the subject; that would be drudgery, equalled only by the 
old style of preparing Latin and French vocabularies. Such a 
method of getting up botanical terms could result only in giving 
the pupil an erroneous idea of the subject, and perhaps a lasting 
distaste for it. No doubt the text book, if used judiciously as the 
pupil progresses in his observations, may be made a valuable aid; 
but the greatest care must be taken that the young pupil is not led 
o regard the book altogether as his source of information, and 

entirely neglect that which, at all times, should be the true 
viz., the plant.

Then, with regard to colored charts and models. These may 
be useful in a way, but their use with young pupils can not give 
good results. It is a useless exercise to have pupils make dr w- 
mgs of parts of a plant, when he has book diagrams 
grams of a somewhat similar plant before him. In such a case he 
will be guided more by the diagrams than by the plant, and in this 
way defeat the object of the exercise.

The collecting and preparing of specimens for the her
barium is work that the pupil should engage in; and 
he will no doubt profit by any time spent in this way. But 
can these dried specimens be used to advantage in winter?
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ysics.

and 
when 
irned 
Now, 
;h in- 
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first place, a large number of the same plant would be required, 
at each pupil might have a specimen. In such classes it is 

better to have all working at the same plant. The specimens 
would soon become destroyed by constant handling, and we may 
say that it is necessary that the pupil not only handles these speci
mens, but to a certain extent dissects them. Looking after these 
specimens would be a source of much trouble and labour to the 
teacher, and the progress made with the class would not be at all 
equal to what might have been made with fresh specimens.

During the winter months
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some good work may be done in 
studying fruits, if these have been systematically collected during 
the previous season. To have a complete >et of fruits collecting 
should be carried on throughout the spring, summer and fall, and 
large numbers of the different fruits and seeds must be stored up 
for the winter’s use. H

If the pupil can be encouraged to plant different seeds, and 
watch the growth of the young plantlet, and make sketches of it 
m its different stages of growth, much excellent progress may be 
made. It is not enough that the pupil show you sketches of grow
ing seeds; you will be more certain that the drawings were made 
from real plantlets if the specimens be brought into the labora
tory. Many pupils are too indolent to plant the seeds, and watch 
their sprouting; but are sufficiently ingenious to construct draw- 
mgs, either from book diagrams or from glimpses they have had 
at the work of more enthusiastic and industrious pupils.

This planting of seeds, of course, is done at the pupil’s own 
home. Yet it would be an excellent thing if each school had a 
conservatory, where plants in different stages of growth might be 
seen. Such an addition to our schools would undoubtedly facili
tate matters greatly, and botany could be more efficiently taught 
during winter months.
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Preserving fluids may be used to advantage. Perhaps the 
best is Shering’s Formyline, using 2.5—4.5 
according to the size of the flower.

Such specimens as the flowers of Capsella, Veronica Ameri
cana and Potentilla Anserina, were very well kept in a 3 per 
cent, solution. These flowers served very well for dissecting 
purposes, but for young pupils, without much training in careful 
observation, this class of specimen is quite inferior to fresh, newly 
collected plants.

Finally, then, we may say, that pupils commencing the study 
of plants cannot obtain proper instruction either from text books,

per cent, solution
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cli&i-ts, dried plants, or fluid-preserved plants. All of these have 
their uses in botanical pursuits; but they must be used sparingly, 
if at all, with young pupils.

He who begins the study of wild plants must betake himself 
to their home In the forest, field and meadow. He must see the 
plant in its native luxuriance and beauty; must see it in all stages 
of its growth. We have pointed out that in this northern climate 
such a course of study is impossible for at least two-thirds of the

v

teaching year.
ïhen, I maintain, we are wrong in attempting to teach this 

subject to young pupils throughout the year. The work is not 
congenial, nor can the best permanent results follow.

Therefore, I suggest the following as an alternative for the 
present curriculum in science for the commercial examination 
A course in botany that would 
months’
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not require more than eight 
preparation, the time during winter months to be taken

up in giving the pupils instruction in some of the most elementary 
work in physics. ( J

No doubt it will be said that such a change would curtail the 
time for botany to too great an extent. But why teach the sub- 
ject under unfavorable circumstances? Why make uphill work 
for both teacher and pupil? The short course in elementary 
physics would help the pupil, even in his botanical studies, and 
would most certainly place him in a better position for going on 
with the primary work in physics.
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THE TEACHING OF LATIN PROSE. 

(AN ABSTRACT.)

R. J. Bonner, B.A., Collingwood.

h this 
is not

If a

orreryforeign language is the medium of instruction. 3. Knowledge of 
the language is acquired through the ear, rather than through the 

The aPPllcatlon of these three principles to the study of 
Latin prose will greatly facilitate the work, although it is inad- 
visable to adapt them entirely to a language, conversational know
ledge of which is rot required by our curriculum.
. t1The ^?Cab,,lary for writing Latin should be the vocabulary 

of the author read, gained by way of phrases rather than of in-
to'ltlmTr i- T° °Xamine the last PrinciPle « is not advisable 
to attempt Latin conversation, as Caesar’s Latin is not suitable,

t much can be done by reading aloud to fix vocabulary, inflec-
WOrd"°rder- No method' however, can be successful 

which does not enlist the interest of both teacher and pupil. The
t.eonChlf t,mtereSt 8!10Uld be that arisinS from study and investiga- 

n of the principles of the language, as illustrated in the work 
under consideration. In, arousing the interest of the student 
nothing is so effective as the feeling that he is working out a sub- 
ject for himself. If, instead of referring him to a grammar, or 
«t once explaining a new construction, the teacher would en- 
deavor by means of questions, to lead the student to observe, and 
state the differences between the Latin and the English, the know
ledge would not only be more readily retained, but its acquisition 
wou d be accompanied by a feeling of pleasure. If, in addition to 
teaching the language, the powers of observation 
tion can
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be developed, the value of the study is increased.

The task set before the teacher of Latin prose is to make his 
class familiar with every phrase and syntactical usage in 
tain portion of Caesar. While it is necessary to devote certain 
hours to the teaching of composition specially, it has always 
seemed to me that every lesson should be a composition lesson.
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214 CLASSICAL ASSOCIATION.

The first lesson ill prose begins with the first lesson in translation. 
Prose composition proper cannot be attempted until some Latin 
has been read, for Latin prose is imitative in its character. Both 
itérai and idiomatic renderings of the Latin text are of the first 

importance; literal, that the exact meaning of the Latin may be 
grasped; idiomatic, that the difference between Latin and Eng
lish modes of expressing thought may be recognized.

Reference ought not to be made to a grammar for the expla
nation of syntactical difliculties, as the class can easily be led, by 
caieful questioning, to explain them for themselves. For example 
take the accusative and infinitive construction, one of the 
earliest difficulties in reading; have the sentence translated as 
literally as possible and written on the board. The class will im
mediately grasp the meaning and put the sentence in ordinary 
English form. Write the idiomatic English translation on the 
board and underneath it the Latin, then ask the class ta state the 
differences between the two sentences, and in a short time they 
will understand the construction sufficiently well to imitate it in 
turning English into Latin. It is not advisable to tell them any
thing more than can be learned from the example under considera
tion. A comparison of several examples will illustrate 
for the tense of the infinitive. So the
if the rules had been 1er rued from a grammar; while, instead of 
the memory’s having bee i taxed to retain parrot-like a series of 
rules, which can under no circumstances be interesting, interest 
has been aroused at every step by the consciousness of mental 
power exerted and strengthened. Next, the vocabulary of the 
passage translated should be dealt with by drawing attention to 
every phrase. Finally, the Latin should be read intelligently and 
intelligibly, in order to enlist the services of the ear. The charac
ter of the pupil’s reading can easily be tested by the teacher’s 
trusting to it for his comprehension of the meaning' instead of fol
lowing the book.

As the lessons go on, the occurrence of each new point in 
connection with a construction, can, with profit, be 
occasion of a review of the points already learned. I have always 
required my classes to keep an index of syntax; for example, 
verbs that take nt with the subjunctive indefinitive pronouns, uses
°! *bl‘a.tlve’ etc> In the later stages of reading attention 
should be directed to word-order, connection of sentences, and the 
structure of the period. Much can be done by the teacher to fix 

ie vocabulary in the student’s mind by grouping expressions 
phrases as they are met.
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slation. 
î Latin 

Both 
lie first 
may be 
d Eng-

tV.S>T!l!'T leS80"S 8h°Uld 1,6 "‘“P'y the putting into 
ti« of what is learned in the translation lesson, 
illustrative of syntax and

prac-
Short sentences,

year’s wnrt a . v,ocrbulary> ar* sufficient for the first
vocabu^rv th T .1S alWayS less variety in syntax than in 
vocabulary, the points in syntax should be repeated
possible with - _ as often as
classe. T tT" ,W°s “d phrasM- In tte i^ior leavingclasses I give three kinds of exercises. First, I try to illustrate
the whole text read by a series of exercises, each one of whTch
covers a definite portion of the text. It is highly necessary that
tenceseordC18eSfSh<iUld ^ C°nnected Pieces> for connection of sen- 
,, ’ ,, er of clauses and the periodic construction, should be
mm°EgnalishraCt!hed ^ ^ *8 la,mched iab> selections

• sPossible dim Jr8' • arG Sh°Uld ^ taken t0 '«Peat as often 
as possible difficuihes in syntax. In the winter term I alternate

se exercises with suitable pieces from Caesar, freely translated 
After a few exercises of this kind the student is fully equipped for
sisHnneT passaees- I have always been sparing of as-

• ‘ ,° 1(1 clags; in the case of an unusual phrase I ask for
simp er forms, and in the case of individual words for English 
synonyms. This is much better than giving the Latin equivalent, 

it impresses on the mmd the importance of translating ideas 
. ther than words. Where phrases cannot be treated in this way 

I refer to a chapter in Cæsar containing the 
phrase. The mental effort required in making 
makes the work much more interesting and profitable.

In dealing with the passage after the exercises have been 
marked by myself and returned, I put on the board a scheme 

e sentences as they would be arranged in Latin. First of all 
ascertain by questioning, the sentences which have the same 

subject, or can be changed so as to have the same subject. These 
are then grouped in one sentence. The next point is to decide 
upon the order of the various subordinate clauses in the rearrang- 
e sentences, then upon the particular constructions that are best 
adapted for translating these clauses, and, finally, to determine 
the best method of establishing the connection between the sen
tences. The principal idiomatic phrases should be taken up in such 
a way as to show that if attention is paid to the meaning rather 
than to the form of the words, the difficulties vanish. This 
scheme I regard as more important than the translation of the 
passage. However, a Latin rendering should be written 
board to enable the pupil to correct the 
teacher.
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A grammar lesson, in so far as it is a lesson in syntax, should 
be the classification and arrangement of the knowledge gained in 
translation lessons. The syntax of Cæsar should be collected 
under headings, and the class should be required to commit to 
memory examples of syntactical usages. The result will be that 
each student has a complete statement of Latin syntax, as illus
trated by a certain portion of Cæsar, which he has learned almost 
imperceptibly in the lessons in translation, prose and grammar.
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A DAY WITH HOMER.

L. C. Smith, B.A., Oshawa.

Methought the stream of Time had backward rolled, 
And I was standing on the fruitful plain 
That lay between the sea and ancient Troy.
T saw one straying on the curving beach,
Whose hoary locks were playthings for the wine 
That freshening came across the swelling waves.
I listened to the mystic music of a voice 
That chanted to their measured beat, in tones 
Now whispering soft and low as rustling leaves,
Now rolling with the boom of tumbling 
Now clanging as the clash of brazen

ir.

waves,
arms.

He waved his magic hand. Aurora fair, 
Arising from her loved Tithonus’ side,
With rosy fingers deftly backward drew 
The crimson curtains of the ruddy dawn.
And ushered in the day. Afar appeared 
A mighty fleet, whose dark and curving prows 
Were cleaving fast the tossing waves, impelled 
By oars that lashed the sea to hoary foam,
Or sails that forward bent their_ , snowy breasts
In eager haste to reach the sounding shore.

Again the minstrel waved his magic hand.
Upon the yielding beach updrawn, the ships 
Lay propped. Unnumbered hosts upon the shore 
Were marshalled. Mighty kings with gleaming helms 
Of nodding plume, and fourfold shields that shone 
As noonday suns, and towering ashen spears 
With glittering points of ruthless, piercing bronze.
To curving chariot yoked, the shapely steeds,
Whose ample manes, down-flowing, swept the ground. 
Impatient stood, swift-footed as the blast.

.

Out-streaming from the Scaean gates of Trov 
There issued forth a host in like array.
Then with a shout that shook the arched sky, 
These hosts advancing, met upon the plain. 
Bows twanged, and bitter a rows winged their 
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To gallant breasts, and dyed the ivory skin
With purple stain. Huge glittering spears, impelled
By mighty arms, resounding rang on shields;
Or, piercing, cleft both shield and glancing helm 
Of brass, and hurled the hero crashing down 
Upon the earth, with loud resounding arms,
And spread a veil of darkness o’er his eyes. 
Fleet-footed steeds with manes back-streaming, flew 
Across the plain with whirling chariots bright, 
Whose drivers urged them on with stinging lash 
To bear the crested warrior to the fray.
Or, prince and driver gone, the car o’erturned,
With panting nostril, wild, distended eyes,
They plunged in mad confusion through the host.

He waved his hand. Afar across the sea 
I saw divine Olympus lifting high 
Its form sublime, and dn a marble base 
Of snow upreared, with dome of blue above,
The glorious palace of the heavenly gods.
They in their golden halls, with purple lip,
Were quaffing nectar sweet that Hebe fair 
Presented each in gleaming cups of gv»u.
They sat upon their lofty, shining thrones,
And feasted on ambrosia rich, and heard 
The harp, whose golden strings Apollo swept 
Till breasts were thrilled and melted with the strains 
That spread like fragrance through the vaulted hall.

Supreme on shining throne, in splendor sat 
Majestic Jove, whose nod imperious shook 
Olympus to its base, but yet who feared 
The stinging taunts of jealous Juno’s tongue. 
Deceiving with her craft immortal Jove,
But shrinking when his anger *vas aroused,
Yet yielding not the purpose of her heart,
On lofty couch of gold resplendent sat 
Imperial Juno, stately queen, of large 
And lustrous eye, and shapely, snowy arm,
And fragrant bosom dear to mighty Jove.

Beside her sat Minerva, fair of brow,
Alert to prompt with winged thought, her queen :
And he of skilful hand but limping feet,
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A DAY WITH HOMER. •

Who wrought in gold the chambers of the gods 
Arrajed in panoply of jangling brass,

ere too, sat cruel-eyed, broad-shouldered Mars 
Who wore the fiercest brow of all the gods.

There sat the virgin queen, whose buskined feet 
Are swift to chase at early dawn, across 
The breezy hills, the flying stag that falls 
By wingéd shaft shot from her sounding bow 
And Venus, favored child of mighty Jove,
With perfect moulded arm and breast of’snow 
Mirth lighted eye, and soft caressing hand — 
Love, fairest form that ever found a home 
On earth, or in the golden halls of heaven

1

Thus there were gathered all the immortal ones 
Who meet at Jove’s command in heavenly hall. 
Although endowed with human hates 
Yet all were and lovej,
u v,. . gods’ and godlike seemed thev all. 
Sublimity celestial clothed their brows, '
And wrapt their forms in more than mortal

Obedient to his call, 
arose and swiftly yoked 

His brazen-footed, golden-manèd steeds 
To brazen chariot bright, and grasping fast 
The golden reins, came sweeping down 
The shining slopes of his Olympic home, 
And swifter than his lightning, shot athwart 
the sky, and sat, in gleaming gold arrayed 
Upon the heights of Ida, many-rilled. '

grace.

He waved his hand. 
Then mighty Jove

I saw the heavenly portals open wide. 
Upon a silver with golden wheels,
In all the splendor of a stately queen,
Imperial Juno rode, and, at her side 
Minerva, clad in panoply of war.
The queen of heaven, with outstretched, radiant arms. 
Held firm the shining reins, until her steeds,
With glittering feet far-reaching, measured swift 
The airy space across the purple sky,
And bore her down upon the plains of Troy.
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Then Neptune, too, forsook the wooded height 
Of Samos, and came striding down;
And entering, ’neath the sea, his home 
Of gold and crystal, quickly yoked 
His tawny-manéd steeds; across the deep to Troy 
He sped in glittering car, whose whirling wheels 
Cleft through the parting waves a level way,
While round his car the creatures of his realm 
Careered, rejoicing at the presence of their king.

Thus came the gods, to mingle in the fray 
With men, upon the plains of Troy. I saw 
Dread Diomedes wound with wanton spear 
The clinging arm that loving Venus drew 
About her son to save him from his foe.
I heard her piteous wail, and saw the drops 
That dyed the clasping arm with crimson stain.
I saw him pierce, with brazen point, the side 
Of Mars, and heard the god when wild with pain 
He roarea as loud as many thousand men.
Again I saw the vengeful god, when mad 
He rushed against Minerva, azure-eyed,
And smote her fringèd ægis with his spear.
But swift she hurled him crashing down.
He covered acres wide. His streaming locks 
And brazen arms were all defiled in dust.

I saw Achilles, unexcelled in strength,
In manly beauty unsurpassed by all
The princely Greeks who fought on Trojan field.
A king that by deliberate choice preferred 
A short but glorious career, to long 
And peaceful reign among his myrmidons.
A king whose every act was passion-swayed 
By love of fame or friend, or fierce revenge.
ITis thoughts were not concealed with cunning craft. 
But swift escaped the barriers of his teeth.

When Agamemnon swore with angry threat 
To rob him of Briseis, fair-cheeked bride,
I saw his mighty frame convulse with rage.
His fingers clutch and half unsheathe his sword, 
While taunts and bold reproaches rained from lip 
That hotly hurled the hated insult back.
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And when they led the unwilling maid away,
1 saw the tear that stained his rugged cheek,
As lone he sat upon the sobbing shore,
And called his goddess mother from the deep; 
Unbosomed all the burden of his heart,
And prayed for vengeance from the immortal gods.

When Agamemnon sent imploring aid 
And vowed the maid uninjured to restore,
I saw him spurn in proud disdain, the bribe 
Uf Lesbian maids, and steeds of tossing mane,
And hand of princess rich, whose father deemed 
A wounded spirit could be cured by gold.

When dearest friend had fallen in the fray,
1 saw him lowly bow his head, and heap 
The ashes on his comely locks, and lie 
Prostrated on the shore, while sobs betrayed 
The grief that lay so heavy on his heart.

him don the greaves, the corselet bright,
The helm of golden crest, the wondrous shield,
That Vulcan wrought: I saw him grasp his spear 
Of Pelian ash, and mount his stately 
I saw the steed, caparisoned in gold,
That bowed its graceful, yellow-manèd neck,
And warned its master of his coming fate. ’

I heard his loud, exultant shout that sent 
A thrill of fear through all the Trojan host.
I saw him raging, wreak a fierce revenge 
For dear Patroclus’ death. He revelled in his wraMi, 
And slaughtered Trojan foes, till all the earth 
And all his beauteous arms were black with gore.
He spared nor prince nor peasant in his path,
Nor even spared the unarmed fugitive 
Who knelt and begged for mercy at his feet.

there Hector, too, I saw, in gleaming arms,
Alert and active in defence of Troy.
He fought not for revenge or fame, but home 
And kindred, loving wife and infant child.
I saw him pass the Scæan gates, when back 
He turned again the fleeing hosts, then stride
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Away to Priam’s palace high, to bid,
In tones of reverence and filial love,
Ilis aged mother to the goddess pray,
And offer garment rich with wondrous work,
Lest dread destruction might upon them fall’.

I saw him meet white-armed Andromache,
His tall and graceful wife, the fairest dame 
Of all that wore the trailing Trojan robe.
When weeping, clinging to his hand, she told 
How father, mother, brothers,—all were slain, 
And how she feared for him, her all in all;
I saw the hero bend his crested head
And soothe with gentle hand his weeping wife.
I heard his tender tones as low he spoke 
Of sacred Troy in ruins,—brothers brave 
And aged Priam trampled in the dust,—
Of all the hidden pain that rent his heart 
When he remembered some harsh-minded Greek 
Would lead away his tender bride, a slave.
To weave the web with tears, and water bear 
In Argos, for some haughty Grecian dame—
Hut yet his soul must falter not, nor fear;
And he must do his task, as she her own.
And patient wait the stern decrees of fate.

And then he reached his hand to clasp his child. 
But, when it shrieked to see the nodding crest,
He laid his glittering helmet down, and took 
The fearful babe, caressing in his arms;
And having prayed a blessing from the gods. 
Restored him to his mother’s yearning breast.
As she stood smiling through her recent tears,__
A hero he, that found ’mid din of 
A tender word for mother, wife and child.

I saw him yoke to chariot of 
His wind-swift steeds, and send the hostile Greeks 
In tumult flocking back across the plain.
Then burst exultant through their vaunted walls, 
And scatter flames among the updrawn prows.
His glancing helm was ever first of all.
His form the foremost in the thickest fray.
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Again I saw him as he stood alone 
Without the walls of Troy, when all had tied 
And left their brave defender to his fate, 
Resolved to fa'ce the dreaded foe and win,
Or die a not inglorious death.
His spear with mighty force, and truest aim, 
Rut harmlessly it fell upon the shield 
That skilful Vulcan wrought in heaven’s forge. 
Then, though he knew his fated hour was nigh, 
Undaunted still he drew his gleaming blade, 
And rushed upon his god-assisted foe.
I saw Achilles pierce with ruthless spear 
His tender neck.

He hurled

I saw his princely form 
And proudly nodding plume prostrated low;
I saw the iron-hearted victor o’er 
His fate exult, deny his dying prayer,
And strip his shoulders of their shining 
Then, thrusting through his feet the cruel thongs, 
He bound him to his brazen car, and trailed 
His noble head and streaming locks behind.

arms.

1 heard the wails of woe on Trojan walls; 
feaw aged Priam, in his deep despair,
Lie groaning on the ground. I heard the shriek, 
The piteous cries and moans of Hecuba.
I saw her cast her shining headdress by,
And wildly rend her streaming silver hair,
As she beheld her bravest son, her boast,
The darling of her heart and lofty Troy,
Thus dead and dragged in dark, defiling dust.

I saw Andromache among her maids,
And they were weaving web of wondrous art;
But thoughtful of her Hector’s swift return,
Had warmed a bath to sooth his wearied limbs.
She heard the shriek of aged Hecuba,
And, fearing for her dearest, rushed away 
Like one distracted, to the tower wall.
She saw the sight. Then strength forsook her limbs, 
And sense her soul. Upon the earth she sank,
And from her head the veil and fillet fell,
Revealing all the glory of the brow
And marble breast that gallant Hector loved.
I saw the streaming tears of Trojan dames,
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As low they bent about her shapely form.
I saw her faintly rise and wring her hands, 
While sighs and sobs her swelling bosom shook; 
I heard her low and pitiful lament:—
Her faithful husband fallen in his youth,— 
Defence of her and all the Trojan dames,—
The insult heaped upon the harmless head 
Of Hector’s infant son, that oft had sat 
And richly fed upon his father’s knee,—
The dying hand her fingers had not clasped,
The faltering lips that left no loving word 
To be remembered all her life, with tears.

Once more the minstrel waved his magic hand. 
The golden sun sank in the ocean down,
And darkness slowly fell. The fruitful plain,
The gods and heroes vanished from my sight.
But still, across the centuries of years,
I hear the mystic music tof that voice;
I see the glories of the wondrous
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THE WOMEN OF HOMER.

C. S. Kerr, B.A.. Woodstock.

Characterdrawing is essentially the sphere 
and the dramatist. To study the workings of the mind, to e* 
plore the emotions, to analyze motives for action, to give in 
short, in the most minute detail all the subtle forces which are 
set in movement through the human being; all these admittedly 
constitute the most important work of fiction and the drama In 
epic poetry the portraying of character occupies no such promi-
/ P a^e’ °r’ perhaps 1 should say, receives no such elaborate 
treatment. And especially is this true of Greek epic poetry. The 
aim of the Greek mind is to present the most primary motives, 

not to give in detail individual or special traits. And this fea- 
ture is particularly noticeable in the delineation of the characters 
of the Homeric heroines. Except in one individual case, they 
come upon the stage for a brief space and then vanish; and we
»HmnL8ees! nm aga*n’ 6XCept perhaps t0 catch of them a passing
?iewPnf J ’ evein m thlS scanty space the bard gives us a vivid 
view of their minds and hearts, and
known types of womanhood.

Difficult it is to disassociate from one’s mind 
ceived regarding these characters from other l 
of the writer of this paper, however, has been to study as care
fully as possible the actual words of the poet, and as accurately 

R he knew how to give the Homeric portraiture. No attempt 
has been made to take up all the woman characters nor to say any
thing regarding the divinities. Four leading characters have 
been selected, each of which may be regarded 
of the Homeric times.

of the novelist

we recognize in them well-

the ideas re
sources. The aim

as a typical woman

The scene which brings to our view the first of 
ers is “ the ringing plain of windy Troy.” It is a moment of 

ciitmal import. Paris has challenged Menelaus to single corn
ât, and Hector has despatched a message to request the old King 

,,riain’l7itb his elders, to take their stand on the wall and view 
1 *le flSht TheJ assemble, and, as they await the beginning of the 
struggle, there appears in the distance a white-robed figure, which 
despite any contrary inclination they may have, compels their 
admiring attention; and well it might, for the form which pre
sents itself to their dazzled vision is that of the fairest woman 
of her time, w ywoiW, Helen of Sparta. The old king addresses her 
in most magnanimous fashion, and requests her to give the

our charac-

names
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In Helen’sof the leading Greek warriors in the plain below.
have at least two phases of character, or perhaps 

She laments bitterly her departure

ease 
refu 
tom 
Still 
to t 
spot 
thet

answer we
slates of mind, illustrated, 
from her home, and upbraids herself for the hasty act which has 
produced such heartbreaking results, 
cedes to Priam’s request; which fact exemplifies a certain gra
ciousness of demeanor, especially towards those who have shown 
themselves kind to her. She points out the different Greek heroes 
and briefly sets forth their leading characteristics in a way which 
shows her to be a woman of keen insight and penetration.

At the same time she ac-

som
spir
tll06
serv

The most marked feeling, however, which possesses her soul 
—brought out both at this point and in a later book—is that of 
remorse. This overshadows everything in the picture which the 
poet draws for us of her life at Troy. In a moment of weakness 
she has been persuaded into a course of action which only brings 
a life-long regret, and a loathing of her own act which colors 
every thought and deed. It is the “ violent fire which soon burns 
out' itself,’’ leaving nothing but the black heart-ruin behind it. 
Nothing reveals this feeling more strongly than her attitude to
wards Paris. She takes no pains to conceal her profound con
tempt for him both as a soldier and as a man. 
at times she yields to him and accepts the inevitable situation 
which she has brought upon herself, still it is with undisguised 
dislike and under strong pressure that she does so. 
holds Menelaus, her heart turns to her old home and husband. 
And even when restored to her place of honor and dignity at 
Sparta, she still feels the sting of her former conduct and its bit
ter results.

Now, what does all this prove regarding her character ? I 
know that there is great conflict of opinion as to the real char
acter of Helen; but to me the Homeric conception is that of a 
high-spirited, I might almost say high-minded, woman, who, un
der the impulse of the passing moment, is betrayed into an act 
unworthy of her. Then, when the awakening comes, as it does 
all too soon, she turns from her unworthy partner with a feeling 
of contempt, and shows her real nature by her keen appreciation 
of the character of the great souled Hector. Her independence 
of spirit, combined with a certain haughtiness and im
periousness, is what we might naturally look for in a woman of 
transcendent beauty, who had been courted and flatterd by the 
leading princes of the world. A woman of strength she certainly

A weaker one would have accepted the
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227THE WOMEN OF HOMER.

But this Helen stubbornlyease, have become reconciled to it. 
refuses to do, and broods mournfully over her woes until the end, 
turning for relief only to the ordinary tasks of her household. 
Still she is not all bitterness. The heart of the woman responds 
to the little kindnesses shown to her by the Trojans, and a re
sponsive chord was touched which vibrates strongly in her. pa
thetic lament over the dead body of Troy’s greatest warrior.

Briefly, then, the Helen of Homer is a woman of great per
sonal beauty, independent, imperious, sensitive, shrewd and high- 
spirited, combining with these qualities a deep tenderness for 
those who loved her, and the faculty of appreciating keenly any 
service done to her.

Side by side with Helen during the long and weary years of 
the Trojan war lived the wife of crest-tossing Hector, the white- 
armed Andromache. In only two scenes of the Iliad does she play 
any prominent part, and one of these is the funeral of her husband. 
The other is that matchless picture of the interview between her
self and Hector before the latter sets out for the conflict once 
more. Here we have sufficient material furnished us with which
to paint a clear and distinct portrait of this beautiful character.

In placing her alongside of Helen, we are struck by the differ
ence between the situations of the two, especially in the relations 
existing between them and their respective husbands.

vividly set forth the difference between loveless unions and
Helen lives a life, as

There
we see
those in which love is the mainspring, 
far as possible, independent of her husband: Andromache’s whole 
world is her husband and home. The contempt of Helen for 
Paris she takes no pains to disguise; whereas no words are too 
strong to set forth Andromache’s love for Hector. Helen shows 
chagrin because Alexander has escaped the hands of Menelaus; 
but nothing can be more intense than the solicitude for his safety 
of great Hector’s wife. The advent of an offspring would prob
ably only have tended to make wider the gulf between Paris and 
Helen; the presence of the boy Astyanax makes complete one of 
the most matchless pictures of domestic felicity in all literature.

Enough has been said, then, to give us a clear insight into An
dromache’s character. In her we have a simple, gentle nature, 
with perhaps a share of the weakness which usually accompanies 
such characteristics, and which is not lessened by her union with 
such an one as Hector, who to her is, as well as husband, father 
and mother and brother, 
haps an old-fashioned sort, who finds her all in her home and its 

She gives patient attention to household duties and

She is, then, a typical matron of per-

in mates.
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228 CLASSICAL ASSOCIATION.

pleasures, without showing any special interest in the affairs of 
the great outside world, except so far as they affect the safety or 
fortunes of her loved ones. A faithful wife, a devoted mother, a 
genuine home maker; a bright, beautiful character, and one that 
will always be attractive and find many imitators as long as hu
man hearts and affections remain the

Fiom Troy, with its scenes of battle and carnage without and 
tumults of conflicting emotions of women’s hearts within, 
the sea to Ithaca, the rough, craggy island-home of Odysseus, 
Tpr)Xù, ÛAA* dyaOij K<wpoTp6<f>o<; ; a fitting home for the much enduring 
heio and his faithiul spouse ireptypiov Penelope.

Penelope is not presented to us under the most favorable con
ditions. Her husband still lingers far away, and to her is left 
the task of bringing up her son and of guarding both the posses
sions of Odysseus and the citadel of her own person against the 
persistent importunities of the bold suitors. And she is fully 
equal to the task, in the execution of which there are brought out 
clearly and vividly many pointé in her character which show that 
she is of that metal the stamp whereof is that of pure gold.

She stands as the type of a deep-thinking, far-seeing, patient, 
brave, true-hearted woman. We note, first, her shrewdness.
T his is best illustrated by the well-known device of the web. 
This, however, is only one example of the skilful tact to which her 
loyalty to her absent lord and her watchfulness for her son’s in
terests stimulate her. She makes herself agreeable to the suitors 
that she may obtain their gifts and win over their favor towards 
Telemachus.
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temiHer remarkable courage receives a striking ex

emplification in the fearless way in which she faces the wooers 
when she learns that they are plotting the death of her son. In 
her continued resistance to those who had such designs upon the 
property of her husband, in addition to the qualities mentioned 
above, she exhibits a patient fortitude and a steady constancy of 
purpose which is almost incomprehensible. And through all and 

all there shines, like the bright sunlight glow, her 
ing loyalty to her absent Odysseus.

The phases of her character emphasized thus far are, for the 
most part, those of the mind. Her heart qualities, however, 
also quite apparent in the story.
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She is tender-hearted, sym

pathetic and affectionate, a fond mother, and one who takes great 
pride in all that pertains to the welfare of her 
for her husband was of the enduring kind; that which never fal
ters, amid all the vicissitudes and stem trials through which it 
has to pass. And, after the long night of trouble and anxiety is

son. Her love
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229THE WOMEN OF HOMER.

over, after the return of the one for whom she has waited so long, 
and whom, owing to the long vigil, which has become almost sec
ond nature to her, she does not recognize for some time; then 
comes the morning, bringing the reunion of these two loyal, lov
ing hearts; and we have a picture of conjugal felicity rarely found 
on the pages of the poet. The heart has been true and Penelope 
has her reward.

Our last sketch takes us to the richly-dowered island of the 
Phoenicians, to the court of King Alcinous and his young daugh
ter Nausicau, a maiden “ àOaiyai (frvijv «ai cîSoç ôfiotrj."

The island is a fitting home for perhaps the most charming 
and attractive of all Homer’s heroines. A land where flowers bloom 
the year round, and the fruit of the trees never perish nor fail 
winter or summer, enduring through the year. From the glow
ing description of the land and the court of Alcinous we are not 
surprised to find in his daughter the almost perfect young crea
ture whose character adorns the poet’s page.

Carefully nurtured and trained physically, she is the personi
fication of bounding strength and activity. With steady and un
faltering rein she guides the course of the mules, as they drive 
to the place where she meets Odysseus. As a natural result of 
this training, she possesses an abundance of beauty and grace 
which insensibly attracts us towards her. In the game of ball 
she far outshines the fairest of her maidens; in personal charm 
and bounding grace, “ as sportive as the fawn, which, wild with 
glee across the lawn or up the mountain springs,” a veritable Ar
temis among her nymphs.

But external attractions are not her only possession. These 
are but the casket, which contains the jewel of a rich character, 
one not fully developed as yet, but bright with the promise of an 
ideal womanhood. She lias felt the natural stirring of senti
mental feelings in her heart, but this is accompanied by a becom
ing modesty and dignity, which might be expected in such a char
acter. She possesses all the joyousness and light heartedness of 
youth, combined with a fitting discretion and a sense of her duty 
towards her parents, to whom she is so dear, which is beautiful 
to behold. She is sympathetic also, as ho appeal of the distressed 
is made to her in vain. In all that she undertakes she is sincere 
and thorough.
young maiden, and her fair figure illumines the canvas with a 
brightness and a charm which have found a warm place in the 
heart of every lover of Homer.

No shadow falls athwart the portrait of this
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the
elmHOMER IN SHAKESPEARE. 

H. J. Crawford, B.A., Toronto. witl
phri
insu

The difficulties and uncertainties surrounding Shakespeare’s 
play of Troilus and Cressida, and the number of theories pro
pounded in explanation thereof, remind us vividly of the great 
Homeric question itself. Entanglements of time and plot are 
noted, and the very date of the play is in doubt—some critics, re
cognizing two divisions, the love story of Troilus and Cressida, 
and the camp story of the Greek heroes, would assign an earlier 
date to the former; whereas others think that, at any rate, the 
play shows the marks of early fancy and crude taste, combined 
with later and maturer thought and expression. Again, the au
thorship, at least of certain portions, is held doubtful, and we 
observe the revival of the “ botcher” familiar to students of the 
Odyssey; prologue, epilogue apd scenes in the fifth act have all 
fallen under suspicion; while views of this drama’s merit and in
terpretations of its meaning have been as divergent as they have 
been multitudinous.

for
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To certain of these controverted points it will be necessary 
in the course of this paper to advert; but for the general purpose 
of comparison it will suffice to let Homer stand for the Iliad and 
Odyssey, and Shakespeare for the play under consideration.

“ Tlie piece of skilful painting made for Priam’s Troy,” be
fore which Lucrece stands in sad meditation, may be instanced 

of the many allusions to the Trojan war in which Shakespeare 
shows his sympathy for the Trojans as against the Greeks; but 
in the 3 roilus and Cressida, where actual personages masquerade 
under Homeric titles, and often comport themselves in a manner 
Homer little dreamt of, this Trojan bias, naturally, appears in 
clearest colors.
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Whi
The most obvious illustration of this is in the portrait of 

Achilles. In the Iliad Achilles is the beau ideal of triumphant 
youth, with peerless powers of body and of mind, and with a 
touch of melancholy, due to his recognition of the impending 
doom to which he is fain to submit, but which he will not per
mit to check his energy or achievements. In the very first book 
he comes forth as the champion of the public good against Aga
memnon’s tyranny; both there and in the great debate of the 
ninth book, he shines as an orator of power and passion Nor 
does he lack the gentler qualities of mercy for the weak and re
gard for the refinements and amenities of life; he whiles away
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HOMER IN SHAKESPEARE. 231

the tedium of inertness with songs upon the lyre; he is Patroclus’ 
chivalrous and loving friend.

But, as he is supreme in valor, so he is vehement of passion, 
with a quality of vehemence proper to that early age, or, as Lang 
phrases it, with a touch of the Iroquois. So when, under the 
insults of Agamemnon, this passion rises to its height, we look 
for sudden vengeance to smite the insulter. Yet, submitting to 
Athene’s word, he is able to check the outburst, and retires in 
justly indignant resentment. Inexcusably wronged, he disdains 
overtures he distrusts, and remains implacable. Here, as Jebb 
says, “ In order to express human nature in its highest intensity, 
he is unique in anger, as he was peerless in action.” 
placability brings its punishment in the death of Patroclus, which 
leads to his own. Thus we see the tragedy of love and hate 
that forms the ethical basis o the Iliad. If his sin was great, 
so was his punishment great, and Leaf’s argument that his action 
in Book ix. alienates our sympathy, does not seem convincing.

Inexorable though he is, and ruthless in his rage at the death 
of liis friend, he has moments of noble restraint, as in the pa
thetic scene of Priam’s visit; and, in estimating his character, 
this trait, as well as his generous chivalry and impetuous intoler
ance of the tyranny which was working public woe, should not 
be disregarded.

Such, then, is the Achilles of Homer.
But what of the Achilles of Shakespeare ? 

treduce him:
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“ The great Achilles when opinion crowns,
The sinew and the forehand of our host,
Having his ear full of of his airy fame 
Grows dainty of his worth, and in his tent 
Lies mocking our designs.”

While Patroclus amuses him by vile imitations of the chiefs:

Now play me Nestor ! hem and stroke thy beard,
As he being drest to some oration,’
That s done, as near as the extremest ends 
Of parallels, as like ..s Vulcan and his wife ;
Yet god Achilles still cries * excellent !

The challenge which Hector sends through Æneas to all the 
Grecian princes is regarded by Ulysses and Nestor as “ relating 
in purpose only to Achilles,” who, “ were his brain as barren
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,. , ^ ma>' note a rather odd feature in the characteriza-
tmn of Achilles in the play. For although the Trojans together 
with the cleverest of his countrymen, see in him the Greek cham 
pion a recognition presumably due to former deeds of valor—yet 
m the fifth act, w here (roused by Patroclus’ death) he meets Hec- 
Jor, he has degenerated into an arrant and treacherous coward.

1 am unarmed; forego this vantage, Greek,” exclaims Hector; 
to which the redoubtable hero makes

Strike, fellows, strike ; this is the man I seek.
On myrmidons, and cry you all amain,
‘ Achilles has the mighty Hector slain.’
Come tie his body to my horse’s tail,
Along the field I will the Trojan trail.”

This is a scene, however, where the critics see the “ botcher.”
Sufficiently ferocious, indeed, does he show himself in his in

terview with Hector (a probable reminiscence of the combat in 
the Iliad). He “ 
the while:

And here

answer:

oppresses his visitor with his eye, exclaiming

“ Tell me, you heavens, in which part of the body 
Shall I destroy him ? Whether there or there or there i 
That I may give the local wound 
And make distinct the very breach whereout 
Hector's great spirit flew. Answer me Heavens ! ”

a name

As for his mind, we have already heard Nestor’s estimate, and 
Thersites, who had a decided relish for “ wit,” is characteristi
cally ready with his scorn, often bracketing him with Ajax: “ 
tor shall have a Hec-

great catch if he knock out either of your brains; 
f were as good crack a fusty nut with no kernel”;* and again:

1 here’s Ulysses and old Nestor, whose wit was mouldy ere your 
grandsires had nails on their toes, yoke you like draught-oxen, 
and make you plough up the wars.” The pride and van it v with 
which he is puffed up are used as marks for the “ derision medi- 
cinable of Ulysses, in the comical scene where Agamemnon and 
all the princes make a procession past his tent, and “ lay negli
gent and loose regard upon him,” while Ulysses tarries to regale 
him with an abundance of massive wisdom, using Ajax to point 
the moral. But perhaps at no time do we feel more keenly into 
what depths of degradation Homer’s godlike hero has fallen than 
when we learn from this scene the reason for his inaction Alas ' 
he is enamored of Polyxena, Priam’s daughter, 
cates secretly with the enemy, 
we are no

and communi- 
Baseness can sink no further- 

longer surprised when, just as he is about to bestir
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1L
11ll i n

himself, he receives a letter from Hecuba and 
light o’ love,

cteriza- 
igether 
cliam 

>r—yet 
:s Hec- 
oward. 
lector;

a gift from his

“ Both taxing me and gaging me to keep 
An oath that I have sworn, I will not break it. 
Fall Greeks, fail fame, honor or go or stay 
My major vow lies here, this I’ll obey.”

And such is Shakespeare’s Achilles, 
jans treated with such entirely

: 11

Nowhere are the Tro-
scant

TZZ fâvT deprecie,,0n’ ,0r “* atemerely
H”mer we’ PMhaps, catch glimpses of Hector’s inner im- 

pat'ence at an unworthy cause, especially in his upbraidings of
Knob*6-na‘r COHOmb’ Parl=. «van when these, as in the case in 
Book Jin., seem undeserved; and sometimes, too, as when
£r bon f0,ydama8’ ad,,ice’ he would appear to allow his spirit 

honor to overcome his care for his country’s safety. Nor
the Greek poet endure that the Trojan should carry off the 

palm in single combats with the Argive champions.
ie Achilles, he feels that destiny cannot be avoided nnd 

has a foreboding that Priam’s city will fall ’
Andromache, his country expects him 
him to war.
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but, he replies to 

and his own spirit calls

.eous to Helen.
'- One mner, “ 'k 'î*0.1"8 mouth ls Put famous declaration, 
f , . 18 best> to fi^ht for our own country.” We can
ancy him, like many a Southerner in the American civil 

perhaps suspecting the justice of his cause, but thoroughly 
unced that it was his patriotic part to repel the invader.

But in Shakespeare, Hector, whose courage none can ques- 
tion, does not merely suspect, he expounds the lack of moral right 
° thf Trojan side. « What merit’s in that reason which denies 

ding ° her ^ asks, and hearing the" “x

“ ’Tis mad idolatry
To make the service greater than the god. ”

Yet he yields his larger wisdom to the romantic notions 
and Pans; and Shakespeare, with 
ology, makes him say that they

‘ ‘ the cause and question now in hand 
Have gloz’d ; but superficially ! Not much 
Unlike young men, whom Aristotle thought 
Unfit to hear moral philosophy_”
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“ Thus to persist
In doing wrong extenuates not wrong,
But makes it much more heavy. Hector’s opinion 
Is this in way of truth, yet ne’ertheless 
My spritely brethren, I perpend to you 
In resolution to keep Helen still,
For’t is a cause that hath no mean dépendance 
Upon our joint and several dignitie».,}

This is the key note to Ilector’s character in the play; he 
consciously devotes himself to seeking glory ; hence his behavior 
after Ajax slightly worsts him; we note the patient Hector's petn 
lance with wife and servants, his challenge to the Greeks, his dis
regard of Cassandra’s prophetic ravings. Thus, though in 
trast with Achilles, noble, brave, and courteous, “ he falls a vic
tim to ambition, for glory.”

The common obloquy with which the Greek heroes 
ered may be further shown by presenting the characters of Patro- 
clus, Ajax and Thersites. Froan Briseis’ touching lament in Homer 
we get an insight into the character of Patroclus—the brave and 
gentle knight, of truth and sympathy and courtesy unfailing— 
who deprecates his lord’s “ untoward spirit,” and to whose fate 
look mournfully forward as soon as we hear that “ this was to 
Patroclus the beginning of evil.”

In Shakespeare he cracks jests for the self-worshipping 
Achilles, does his mean bidding as “ Achilles’ bracli,” and even, ac
cording to the foul Thersites, plays such a part as Homer nowhere 
hints at with regard to any. But even such a Patroclus, “ with 
little stomach for the war” himself, has not sunk so low but that 
he is moved to exhort his master, in poetry more strangely beau
tiful amid such surroundings:

“ Sweet, rouse yourself ! and the weak wanton Cupid 
Shall from your neck unloose his amorous fold 
And like a dew drop from the lion’s mane,
Be shook to air.’

Let us witness also the demoralization of Telamonian Ajax 
Homer’s “ best of warriors next to Achilles.” Throughout the 
Iliad, in Achilles’ absence, he is ever bearing the brunt of the 
fray. In his duel with Hector, “ huge Aias, bulwark of the 
Achaians,” shows himself a man of such prowess as calls forth 
the praise of his opponent, who seems quite willing to have the 
combat stayed. His words are few and manly, « Achilles is away, 
but we are here many willing to fight thee.” Achilles, too, still 
wroth at the general, acknowledges at th» debate the force and'
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sense of Aias’ blunt remarks.
decks of the swift ships, when the other Greeks retire; and it is 
A as upon whom Menelaus calls to rescue the body of Païrocfus

at Odvssm,Ty’- tOWeVer’ 116 appears amonK the shades, still sullen
«dun Tra n, T- ^ the Troi,us and Creisida he is 

dull, brainless Ajax/’ employed by the cunning Ulysses to
pluck down Achilles’ plumes. He and Achilles L «two curs

fin H V 6 TCh 0ther” Upon him Thersites pours in copi- 
flood his virulent abuse, and Ajax replies with blows:

It is Aias who strides upon the

■
lay; lie 
eliavior 
's petn 
his dis- 
in con- 
s a vic-

ous

i i 4 This Ajax, sneered Thersites, ‘ has not so much 
Wit as will stop the eye of Helen’s needle 
For whom he comes to fight.

The somewhat farcical duel between Ajax and Hector 
ruptymtemi^ed by Hector’s unwillingness to a « gory emu la- 
* ° ’ betw"™ referring to the story of HeJone which

SZttXZ? CMton-and which ' ™
is ab-

re cov- 
! Patro- 
Homer 
ve and 
tiling— 
’ate we 
was to

The “baiting” of Ajax by Ulysses 
clever and amusing. They seize the and Nestor is extremely

astonishment at Achilles’ pride to di^e his'rivaî IZTeZ 
upon Ajax himself “with the wittiest raillery” extravagant comP 
p iments, proportioned to his egregious stupidity, while he marks 
the progress of their plan by such bombastic explosions as

lipping 
yen, ac- 
owhere 

“ with 
ut that 
y beau-

“ H 1 go to him, with my armed fist 
I’ll panh, him o'er the face.”

Thersites gives a most diverting description 
m his swollen pride: and pageant of him

“ (4oin« UP an(l down the field asking for himself."
In short, he is a genuine type of the “ vis consili expers ” “ The
hand is masterly,” says Gervinus, “with which physical strength 
is exhibited strengthened at the expense of mental power The 
abundance of similes and images with which this rare but simple
ful “with d!8Chben 18 mexhaustibIe; the discernment is wonder- 

wHh which all animal qualities are gathered to form this
man at once both more and less than human; Mar’s idiot; a pur
blind Argus, a gouty Briareus !” pur

Thersites is aristocratic Homer’s

Ajax, 
ut the 
of the 
of the 

! forth 
re the 
away, 

o, still 
:e and’

one demagogue:
“ Bandy-legged was he, and lame of one foot, and his 

two shoulders, rounded, arched down upon his 
chest ; and over them his head 
scanty stubble sprouted on it."

was warped, and a
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“ his mind was full of words, many and 
disorderly, wherewith to strive against the 
chiefs idly and in no good order, but even as 
he deemed that he should make the Argives laugh—”

So he reviles Agamemnon, is rebuked and cudgelled by Odysseus, 
with the approval of the “ common sort,” and—exit Thersites. But 
the Thersites of Shakespeare (described as the image of Homer’s 
Thersites in a concave mirror) does not confine his railing to the 
generals; he reviles all the world; his abuse is infinitely 
and far more significant; it includes the causes of the war and the 
ruling passion in the heart of each participant:

“ Nothing but lechery, incontinent varlets. ’

Of Menelaus he is particularly contemptuous:

“ I care not to be the louse of a lazar, so I 
Were not Menelaus.”

“ To be a dog, a mule, a cat, I would not care, but to be 
Menelaus, I would conspire against destiny.”

Next to Menelaus, Achilles, “idol of idiot-worshippers,” and 
Ajax, who have the physical qualities he lacks, are the objects 
of his envenomed wit:
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“ I had rather be a tick in a sheep than 
such a valiant ignorance."

“ Shall the elephant Ajax carry it thus ?
He beats me and I rail at him ; would that 
I could beat him whilst he railed at me. ”

Possessing some wit himself, he shows considerable respect for 
that “stale old mouse-eaten dry cheese Nestor,” and that “dog
fox Ulysses.” He might fulfil the function of “ chorus” in the play 
if it were not that his version of truth is garbled, his vision dis
torted and his mind (as Dowden says) “ made up of the scum of 
the foulness of human life.” 
the voice of Shakespeare.,

In Iliad 24, Troilus “dauntless charioteer” is lamented by 
Priam as one of his sons “ cut off by Mars.” 
of Troilus in Homer, and of Cressida not at all. Now, though 
doubtless in point of particular interest, the unhomeric charac
ters of Troilus and Cressida are inferior, yet the essential unity 
of the drama requires the juxtaposition of the two plots; and 
very ingeniously is the parallel drawn between the story of Mene-
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Cme^ei^on the^thP. ^ ^ ^ and Troi,us’ Cressidu
»<de, t,.„ugll;rM«,t"x:: :x:l,e aJ"antage

and
on

e&LZ rtsuw7he ^ œs s: ~;n4L° rrh„ef sretwwn’ -- ^

gimetemton» P»L‘he ferVMt and ™su«plcious Trail,,, ,t„ whose 
?„ .. 'n',", - , "1''"'"" 18 ns “ tetchy to be woo’d to woo” an «he
her coy artMo the O”88™81 S"it”,> Cre8sida bl“hely tracers
eye, hTr Zet to 1” ZSZ, “ T* * b"

Wle to victimize the sophisticaied

iEEEES'zHEÈ
piece Y,tl ! K T"g e, °W of the "Clheh Paris, Helen In this 
an excuse tor de7erri„7tÆa«f w7j;‘°;;STWng to Parb>

x wr %U,- , , . 16 SL1 ^reproaching and remorseful Helen of the

i?BEE2E5fEEWise old Priam, with his experience of heaven-sent suffering. 
p • ^ subtle pathos in presenting her in comnanv with
«“ed aPshtoe’ S° *hat h6r weaknen,Ww

presented as Lang says, in Homeric Psychology, by makimr
Jmnt" ? °J the ^C-Goddess) is almost forgotten in the con

consctence" a”t JT T°rSe,Ul home-longings and her stirrings of 
conscience at the absence of her brothers. Nor less unlike is
t h e nTT ?*'“ *° the 8ti" ”■«■» elaborate portrait of her in 
I, p y , J’ Where al,u8ion is again made to her temptation and
ZiTZZCe’ Wher! hm 8>""patV aad solck feminine intuition 
I ? ' m couirast to the somewhat slow but kindly Mene
own home " “°W hapM and honoured wife in her

sidéré™ °f thC minor characters, let ns pass on to con-
the woridll .T Para lel between resourceful Odysseus and 

worldly-wise ülysses, who, in the play, forms the counterpart
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to Troilus, aptly styled by Dowden “ the noble Green Goose.” In 
the comparatively meagre sketch of Odysseus in the Iliad, 
he is represented as shrewd and eloquent.

“ When he uttered his great voice from his chest,” said 
An tenor, “ and words like unto the snowflakes of winter, 
could no mortal man contend with Odysseus.” He is the wisest of 
counsellors, the best man for a mission, the least despondent of 
leaders; when alone and surrounded, with the day going against 
the Greeks, he proves himself their most resolute and plucky 
fighter—a truly enduring soul.

then

shou
speai

thou
very
medi
becoi

Such are the qualities evinced also in the Odyssey, under 
trials so severe as to bring them into strong relief. He 
has his human failings, and sometimes his own incautious daring 
is responsible for his difficulties; but these failings simply 
to throw a brighter light upon his supreme resourcefulness. Al
together he is such a man as Athene’s protégé ought to be.

Jebb, in his Classical Greek Poetry, has thus admirably 
med him up:

“No superhuman paragon, but an able, nimblewitted, brave, 
patient man, who fights or devises his way through many trials; 
not without lapses from prudence, not without experience of dis
couragement, but with a sound brain and a warm heart, and, 
thanks to the gods, with final success.”

Of the leading characters in the Troilus and Cressida, Uly 
is the most prominent and least lowered; but “ lowered ” notwith
standing. He has the sound brain, but not the warm heart; 
he penetrates the characters of Troilus and Cressida, not to speak 
of Achilles and Ajax.

To his wisdom the motives of the whole war, and, so to say, 
of the whole world, seem unworthy.

But his wisdom is entirely conscious and worldly, not instruc
tive or spiritual, and he is content to use his great powers to de
vise petty artifices and further worldly aims. His eloquence is 
magnificent, though sometimes prolix enough to come from the 
Nestor of the Iliad. Witness the rhetorical expansion of the Ho 
meric text:
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harangue on “ Degree.”
There is a positive embarrassment of riches in Ulysses’ 

Godwin declares enthusiastically that “Never did 
morality hold a language more profound, persuasive and irresist
ible.” How admirable the sententious wisdom of his advice to

speeches.

Achilles on the need for perseverance in well-doing, where he 
those well-known and oft-misapplied words:
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“ touch of nature makes the whol» world kin- 
Ihat all with one consent praise new-born gawds,
Though they are made and moulded of things past.
And give to dust that is a little gilt,
More laud than gilt u'er dusted.”

:£ ~ surs;
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But when 
thoughts could
very speech ^ fZ
rr“tAchmw'the man

the heart, and is
despite its

nprv , , . and P°etic imagery, fails to touch 
U , pervaded by a moral gloom.

inns but This3is° °°ticed tbe Persistent predilection for the Tro-

EEFi=iE€E= EipiSEsi
century Guido ZZ"" ‘T’ Bl‘"0it WM PN^ed aTu whose w^0B^ac^U^rF!r„s'r ‘7^’ 7

aS b„™7 h?,harea,ludcd’ appeared about 1360. °
this poem doubtless supplied Shakespeare with his lovenlnt 

wl.,Ie the persons and events the Trojan lejeud wereThteflv 
known to.him through Caxton, who translated Le Ferre’s “His7

ve™e Lde7^at”tl‘7“Tl'yBoaofc’’Wh0 ,ranala,Pd iato

tot rr a 7,a>’ tbe ""d many others. Herne
also that fundamental anachronism by which the manners 1
(ustoms of mediaeval chivalry prevail at the siege of Troy so that
ST* But ^abov cha,IeDRe 18 lik- ‘hat „t a herald a/a tourna- 
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was the whole classical education of the middle ages and the 
greater part of that of the Renaissance.

Virgil was the sacred oracle of those times, and in his great 
national epic, the Trojans were the ancestors of the Romans. So, 
from the seventh century onward, nation after nation, Franks and 
Normans, British and even Turks, boasted, in sincerity, the 
historic pedigree. In England legends to this effect were intro
duced upon the stage, so that in Hector, Shakespeare was honor
ing an ancestor. In the poem of the English Lydgate, Homer is 
actually rebuked for exalting the traitor Achilles at the expense 
of the illustrious Hector. Nothing is clearer, therefoi-e, than that 
Shakespeare’s partiality for the Trojans is in harmony with the 
common 
Homer himself.
was also acquainted with Homer, if not in the original, yet 
tainly in Chapman’s version, the first seven books of which had ap
peared in 1598. Assigning this play to 1607 we can easily believe that 
Shakespeare had seen the most of Chapman’s great production, 
while it is inconceivable that such intimate friends can have failed 
frequently to discuss the work as it progressed.

There are abundant evidences also in the play itself. The 
character of Thersites, the review from the tower, the reference to 
the faction among the gods, the apparition of Cassandra, are among 
many others generally referred to the Iliad. Besides, the limita
tion of the action and the similitude approaching caricature in 
several of the characters, seem conclusive.

There remains, then, the difficult problem of determining why 
the whole scene is such a monochrome of black. This obscure 
subject is hedged with difficulties. Theories of the play have been 
set forth almost ad nauseam; but the best of the commentators 
have treated it with the most reserve. Gervinus quits it with dis
satisfaction, and Dowden in his earlier edition of the “ Mind and 
Art ” declines it altogether. I hope it is with the proper diffidence 
o' a mere layman, foreign to the college of “ Shakespeare inter
posera,” that I approach it at all, or venture on a choice. Almost 
any solution is open to difficulties. Take, for example, the 
paratively moderate suggestion of some that Shakespeare, without 
intending to attack Homer as a poet, wishes to ridicule the wor
ship of the ancient moral ideals, shown to be low compared with 
modern ones; and that the story of Troilus and Cressida is his 
commentary on the Greek view of women as proven by their ten 
years’ war for Helen. To this theory it may fairly be answered 
that surely this was “ too starved a subject” for the mighty 
Shakespeare’s pen; that it would be only just to compare the
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and the Hellenic civilization with that of other nations of the same time;

ofmVeW W°Uld be likely to deny the growth of higher ideals in 
-,500 years or to worship the lower in preference; that Shake
speare had small facilities for learning the moral conditions of 

lat eaily age; that this picture is drawn from various sources 
and grossly exaggerated; and that, as a matter of fact, the civili
zation Homer portrays was in many moral respects 
vanced than several later civilizations, while in particular (to 
use the words of Leaf) “ the position of women, the keystone of 
the family, was as high as any that the world has yet seen.”

It seems to me we shall never be able to get away from the 
conviction Gervinus speaks of: “ That a fiction

is great 
ms. So, 
.nks and 
he same 
•e intro- 
s honor- 
mmer is 
expense 
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course, 
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yet cer- 
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iuction, 
e failed

more ad-

. ------so unconscious and
innocent as the Homeric must ever remain unfit for satire.?

A parody the play undoubtedly is. Shakespeare has contrived 
to make his Greeks rid'zulous by the simple means of individual
izing them:

“ The large Achillea, on his pressed bed lolling—”

much in the manner of Patroclus and Theosites in 
géant.” their “ pa-

We are given unexpected particulars of the grand heroes, 
which are fatal to their dignity, and so the narrow line is crossed 
that separates the sublime from the ridiculous. Perhaps it is 
not unreasonable to assume that the play is not meant for a pol
emic, but is merely a humorously-conceived picture of the legend, 
with a natural Trojan bias, and that, if the vein of humor is more 
cynical or less genial than we might have wished, it is owing to 
the circumstance (as Dowden 
in g composed this comedy at 
better suited his turn of temper.

However this may be, I think lovers of the epic will gladly 
leave the sordid gloom of Troilus and Cressida for Homer’s purer 
air, and with heightened zest revisit with Odysseus the land of 
the Cyclopes, or watch him string the bow the wooers fail to bend, 
listen again to Achhles’ burning eloquence, or with him pursue’ 
as in a dream, the fleeing Hector, yielding to the fancy that still:
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“ Athwp rt the sunrise of our western day,
The form of great Achilles, high and clear 
Stands forth in arms, wielding the Pelian spear ; 
The sanguine tides of that immortal fray 
Swept on by gods, around him surge and sway, 
Wherethrough the helms of many a warrior peer, 
Strong men and swift, their tossing plumes uprear. 
But stronger, swifter, goodlier he than they,
More awful, more divine. ”
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ODYSSEUS.

W. N. Bell, B.A., Simcoe.

Homer, by the consent of all ages, stands in the first 
poets. There is in him 
of time and a 
of the modern 
than two thousand

:

rank of
an enduring vitality that defies the hand 

breadth of sympathy that makes him the poet alike 
as of the ancient world. He charmed Plato more 

, ,, years ago. He charms the philosopher as well
lie Md t0;day- The P'-fo™ Socrates confessed that
for i en from 118 earllest years an awe and love of Homer
dZ hi "Z CaptaiD and teacher of Poets. But not only
stinctiveXufh r^flned taste of a People, in whom art was in- 
vfllnn T^ he P°Wer t0 awaken their loftiest impulses of 
valor and love, and reverence. Even yet he satisfies and even yet
he stirs the hearts of men. Sordid indeed must the heart be 

at he cannot torch, and dead to the nobility and simplicity of 
nature herse” Wherein, then, lies the secret of tZvitaMty
tlve ePo!csTneTChe °f ** ^ and 0d^ over a” other primï 
than in il a"S!ver has often been given, but never better
than m the words of Professor Jebb: “ The supreme and distinc
tive work of the Homeric poet was to body forth those human
contemYVr1Ch ^ race cognized its own ideals, and‘in

templating which it became conscious of itself.” It is the
dramahc power , f Homer that distinguishes him. He embodied
enr ^ nü SF Z °f paSSi0n in Achilles, intellect and effici
ency in Odysseu He made sweet modesty to live in Nausicaa
tenderness and t njugal loyalty in Penelope.
. rt is the present purpose to examine 
intellect, Odysseus, the study of whose 
itself, may, perhaps, serve
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character, important in
of an ulterior PurP<>se. From its unity
of conception, we may argue the unity of the poem itself and trace
a distinct design. Thence we may take strong ground against 
those who view the Odyssey as a patchwork of lays composed bv 
many succeeding bards, and finally pieced together byThTtyra^ 
Pisistratus. For there are those who, by robbing us of HomTr 
one and indivisible, would make the Homeric epos nothing short 
Of a miracle. Wl,„t but a miracle would it be, if a pZ, „ ulible 

n manner, so perfect in music and so harmonious in conception 
were the work of more than one ? P ’

As in the Iliad, the purpose of the poem is set forth in the
ufterTh f h etrUSe ÎS t0 8ing of the hero who wandered 
after the fall of the sacred citadel of Troy. But it is in the fifth
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book that we first meet the king himself. The earlier books seem 
designed to awaken interest by showing the pressing need of his 
return, and only incidentally do we catch a glimpse of his char
acter. The mild benevolence of his reign and his tenderness 
a husband are naturally the traits most prominent.

In the cave of the goddess Calypso, to whose island liis raft, es
caping the jaws of Carybdis, had drifted, we first behold the lon»- 
expected king, who is “ peer to Zeus in counsel.” In face he is 
swarthy and black-whiskered. His dark eyes flash with fearless 
energy His hair clusters, « like the hyacinth,” about a brow 
of intellect. Remarkable rather for breadth and massiveness 
than for stature, his frame bespeaks might and endurance. That 
brawny arm fel’s the beggar Irus with its lightest blow, and 
bends the great bow of vengeance as nimbly as a harper stretches 
a string of his harp. Kingly dignity and repose distinguish every 
curve and movement. In physical perfection he reaches the 
Greek ideal, “ like unto the gods in form.”
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He satisfies the Greek 
conception of symmetry, mens pulchra in corpore pulchro, the 
symmetry which was to Socrates to koXWov <%«*.

In the later prime of life, he has passed the first stage of man
hood, in which, as in Achilles, the man of passion and 
overshadows the

prowess
of thought, and has attained that harmony of 

body and soul wherein the former, though still in full and vigor
ous life, is simply the servant, bowing in all things to the will 
of the higher nature. So, the temptations which Odysseus 
not of his own power resist are not carnal but spiritual tempta
tions. The passionate impetuosity, the longing for fame, which 
make the young Achilles great, have been subordinated in the 
older man and curbed by prudence.

Turning, then, to consider the particular type of wisdom por
trayed in Odysseus, we have the key in the words iroXy/^Xaw*, 
iroAv/^rts and i/o/njç, the most distinctive of all the epithets 
applied to him. He is of ready counsel and infinite versatility. So 
Helen in the Iliad calls him “ skilled in all ways of wile and cunning
f evice’ Hls wisdom> then, is the wisdom of the general and the 
statesman rather than of the philosopher; and this is in keeping both 
with the concreteness of Homer, and with Greek ideals generally. The 
very life of a Greek state depended on her generals and lier ora
tors, and so the man who proved himself great on the field of bat
tle as well as in the Ecclesia
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was for them the truly great. The 
power of Odysseus’ intellect appears in both these forms. Al- 
cinous, the Phæacian king, charmed with Odysseus’ 
bis wanderings, attributes to him in
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«■(«action because his “noble counsel," us he says, has outwit- 
id his cruel host But they are not yet out of difficulty, for 
° ^ emus stands guard at the door, when the sheep go out next 

morning. Again a cunning plan of the king makes the sheep, 
tied together in threes, carry out his comrades. For himself he 
saves the largest ram of the flock, to whose long wool he clin-s. 
This brings a crisis, wherein even the stout heart of Odysseus 
must have quailed. The ram is the favorite of his master, and 
as he comes forth last of the flock, contrary to his wont, Poly
phemus must needs stop him to ask the reason. It is a moment 
of intense excitement. The giant passes his great hands fondly 
o\er the sheep’s back, and Odysseus escapes by the barest chance. 
It is the climax of the adventure, and doubtless Odysseus feels 
it to be the climax of his whole story. His escape has been the 
triumph of intellect over force. He has more reason to be proud 
of it than of escape from any other peril, with which he has been 
threatened. With the same pride the Athenians must have been 
elated after Salamis, and thé story of Odysseus must have taken 
on a
their own supremacy.

Polyphemus is typical of brute force. He is of immense 
bulk and strength, sluggish and fond of sleep. A cave is his 
dwelling, and the cattle share its shelter, not unworthily, with 
their master. He pays no regard to religion, and acknowledges 
no law but his own will, and hence is incapable of social life. 
Nothing touches him but an appeal to his stomach. When Odys
seus, offering him the wine, begs for pity and charges him with 
injustice, he answers not a word, but swallows the wine at a gulp 
and asks for more. “ More, if you please,” he says, “ and tell me
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your name, that I may give you a guest-gift.” ~ 
cup has vanished he specifies the gift with cruel humor. “ Well, 
No-man, I will eat you last of your company; the others first! 
That shall be my gift.” Outwitted and overcome, he turns 
coward and prays to Neptune, and in answer to the taunts 
of Odysseus, tries by a 
to entice him back.

When the third

very patent and clumsy stratagem 
It is a compliment to Odysseus—the 

compliment which mere muscle when defeated always pays 
to brain — that is, clumsy imitation, and of course is 
doomed to failure. He begs Odysseus to come back for guest- 
gifts since he does remember an old oracle which said that 
he should be deprived of his sight by Odysseus; but then he says, 
“1 expected some great and handsome man, clad in mighty 
strength.” He fails, like all of his class, to count mind in the A
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p y because such a position would be uncharacteristic of Odys- 

There must be nothing which he is debarred 
or hearing. But one may object that it
trust him to resist the temptation with his own strength. The 
answer is that Homer is not depicting a superhuman hero, and 
the song of the Sirens was irresistible for a man. What song is 
more entrancing to poor human nature than that of its ' 
me„,s ? Thi, i, the theme that the Siren, will weave into song 
or Odysseus for they profess to know all the story of Troy and

them^ admit th8 if ^ Z™**' “ My heart loD^d to hear
em, admits the human Odysseus. If we should look on the
yssey as in some degree allegorical, we should say that 

hero, as in the last encounter he overcame unreasoning might in 
ns escapes the wiles of flattery, and the fact that his own 

strength is not great enough for this latter trial is Homer’s tes
timony to the influence of this temptation, even over the minds 
of men distinguished for stability and penetration.
to art"„0t!!^Str=I,B e:lde“ce.°f Ody„eu,' genius is hi, ability 
win k 1 i ' l"lfs 0n disguise with the utmost ease, it
.Tf Ljnarmemnered ? Iandlng at I,haca he assume, the role 

beggar He is a perfect beggar from the very outset. For
EuTP ’ l6 i d0WD Hke a coward before the watch dogs of 
Eumæus, he who, even as a lad, had been the first to brave the
wild boar, and had borne thereafter a scar which might at the 
moment, indeed, be visible through his beggar’s 
strategy still displays itself, but in 
manner.
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he proceeds to tell a story of how on a cold night at Troy he got 
a c oak by craft. He nudged Agamemnon, he says, and at once 
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soient of the suitors of his wife, 
tion . Nothing could have tried the perfec-

of lus disguise more severely. He knows his powers to dispense 
with either scoundrel at a blow, and he has the strongest 
for detesting both, yet he remains a 
seus only in so far as he stands firm 
saults.

reasons
patient beggar, and is Odys- 

. as a rock against their as-
.. * ommous movement of the head is all that warns us
that the kmg under the beggar’s rags has one more reason for 

ving Antinous his first mark, without chance of defence, on the 
day of requital. There is a touch of pathos as well as of humor
moïonT fDlWlth a reaI b6ggar in the palace‘ Irus claims a 
«« on°P^ of the court for begging and bids Odysseus be gone.

T?* d° any CVil t0 you” answered Odysseus,
• “ ? * gr“fge you your Fin8, but this threshold is large
enough to hold us both.” But Irus is not to be pacified and 
Odysseus is forced to face him. The fight is of extremely brief 

uration, and as the victor props his boasting foe agai/st the
of 6e;Xgala' 8' “8it therc’ n0W- and d0n,t ^ W* m 

When Odysseus emerges from his disguise 
, lag again °yer his long-sought fatherland of Ithaca. In him we
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T ™ the tield of battle, and see but little of
them in the civil relation. Aristotle dednes the heroic kingships as

r. „„à There ja macb to show ^
sway of Odysseus is paternal as well as ,«ri Mentor

lamenting in the assembly that his subjects have forgotten him 
implies that he was mild and gentle and careful of justice. Penelope 
says that he was superior to ordinary kings in "neither saying nor 
doing aught unfair to any subject," and by a change of mood from 
subjunctive to optative, it is shown 
a king’s hating his subjects 
loving them, 
timony also 
for him
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Eumaeus, the master swineherd,
his gentleness and benevolence. He longs 

more than for his own father. Under him he 
would never be afraid of overstepping his rights, as he 

in constant dread of doing under Telemachus. We must 
conclude, then, that, if he departed from strict justice, it was al
ways on the side of mercy. His sense of justice is keen even at 
the most trying moments. He spares the bard and herald of the 
suitors at a moment when the fury of the avenger might well have 
blinded him to tiieir innocence. We should notice also, that his 
rule is not absolute, but Kara vofxov, which implies

bears tes-
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towards women, another evidence of that àya.vo<f>po(rvvr) of which his 
mother speaks so tenderly. Fidelity to the marriage vow is idealized 
in Odysseus and Penelope. Offered marriage by the goddess. 
Calypso, Odysseus still turns with longing to his home in rugged 
Ithaca, and to Penelope, to reach whom he is content again to 
face the threatening deep, though he knows that she 
compare in any gift with the beautiful immortal. In the second 
book of the Iliad he

tin
mo
ma
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dro

cannot SW(

tlia
expresses no surprise that the Achæans 

should think of return, for if a man be away from his wife but a 
single month, lie frets when storms imprison him. 
the soul of honor and tenderness to his wife, 
ously annoyed, and answers curtly when the shade of Agamemnon, 
who, it must be allowed, has reason enough for distrust, warns him 
1o go home secretly, for women could no longer be trusted. He 
will brook no breath of suspicion against Penelope, who for her 
part reposes the most perfect trust in her husband.

Separation has pressed very bitterly on Penelope's heart. For 
‘ wenty weary years of waiting the dirge has been the sad 
paniment of her daily tasks. “ Her nights "wane over in sadness, and 
her days are full of tears.” « She ever bedeweth her widowed bed 
with tears.”
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Too sad to hear is the song of Phemius, the bard, who 
sings, A^utoli/ i/oWok \vyp6v. “ Cease,” she cries, “ from this grievous song, 
for it wears away my heart within.” How natural is the climax 
of her grief ! It comes at the sight of the great bow, which, 
since the departure of Odysseus, has hung untouched in the 
armory. She has at last consented to accept the suit of the 
who shall win in a contest of the bow, and has gone to fetch the 
weapon. But she has no sooner taken it from its peg than she 
sinks down and shrieks out the agony of her heart, 
the victor will claim her, and then all will be over. The poignancy 
of her grief suggests the question, Why had she not dismissed the 
suitors long since? It was evident that she could be happy with 
none but Odysseus, yet she kept putting them off and allowing 
them to hope. The answer is that, in Homer, wedlock is woman’s 
natural sphere. That is where her duty lies; and Penelope, 
assured of the death of Odysseus, would be bound by every 
sidération of duty to accept 
Telemaclius to return from his fruitless 
“ Thou knowest what a woman's heart is. 
to advance the house of the man she marrieth, and for- 
gettetli her former husband and children.” And Telemaclius him
self, influenced by motives more sordid than dutiful, wishes her 
to return to her father’s house and choose a husband. About this
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nor does he scorn the good things which she gives. His wit is 
quick and his spirit eager, and withal there is an engaging simpli
city in his character. He has the royal dignity of Agamemnon, 
but he is uo autocrat; the courage of Achilles, but he is deeper in 
counsel. He has the tenderness of Penelope, the eloquence of 
Mentor, the judgment almost of Athene. And throughout all the 
epic he is the same Odysseus. The same qualities of heart and 
head distinguish his every act and word. Dramatic genius of the 
first order was necessary to the creation of such a figure, and until 
the detractors can show us a Lear, or a Hamlet, or an Othello pro
duced on the patchwork plan, we shall continue to hold that the 
Odyssey is the work of one, and that one a poet of supreme and 
unfading splendor, whom we love to read and commune with as 
Homer
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MATHEMATICAL AND PHYSICAL ASSOCIATION.

1 h
THE RELATION BETWEEN ELEMENTARY GEOMETRY 

AND ELEMENTARY ALGEBRA, AND THE AID WHICH 
EACH MA Y RECEIVE FROM THE OTHER.

Professor N. F. Dupuis, Kingston.
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Lagrange has said, “So long as algebra and geometry- 
separated, their progress was slow and their applications were re
stricted ; but when these two sciences became united, they lent each 
other aid, and advanced together with rapid pace towards perfection.”

Also, the question has been asked, “Has Geometry given birth to 
Algebra, and shall she receive no benefits from her offspring ? ”

I am sure that no mathematician of the present day would deny 
that the higher geometry, in particular, owes very much to algebra ; 
or would maintain that it would have been possible, without the 
powerful aids of co-ordinate methods or of quaternions and the cal
culus, to bring the higher geometry to its present very advanced state 
of development.

And I do not believe that any person, who has philosophically 
studied the whole matter, will pretend to say that even elementary 
geometry, apart from that system known as “ Euclid,” has not greatly 
•profited in breadth and generality by its connection, although
extent a casual one, with the methods and processes of elementary 
algebra.
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But there are, nevertheless, some teachers who are inclined to 
answer our question with a vigorous no ; who deplore even the proba
bility of ever departing from the circuitous and wordy methods of the 
ancient Greeks, and who look upon algebra as, at least, being out of 
place whenever allowed to enter the domains of elementary geometry ; 
who fear it as an evil thing which might work mischief in the beauti
ful system which was worked out with so much labor by Euclid and 
his predecessors.

To try as well as I

iffit
ll

to get at the point of view of these men, 
to show that their objections are fanciful rather than real, and to point 
out, as time will allow me, some of the decided advantages which 
elementary geometry receives from its connection with algebra, and 
vice versa, is the object of this address. And if any person will listen 
to me without prejudice, even if he be so overpowered by the efful-
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gence of Greek geometry as practically to live in the very days of 
Alexandrine glory, I believe that my address will not be completely 
thrown away upon him.

I shall treat my subject in the following order :
1. As to what algebra really is.
2. Algebra, in a masked form, is common in Euclid, Greek algebra 

being developed through geometry and for the assistance of geometry.
3. Some of the ways in which these two great wings of mathemati

cal science are capable of assisting each other.
First, then, as to what Algebra, in its modern development, really is.
If we are to judge by the definitions given in numerous algebras, 

published during the present century, we must conclude that the 
writers are not very well agreed as to what definition should be given 
to the subject, for they are in accord in only one point, and that is that 
algebra is connected with arithmetic, and according with number, and 
from the statements usually given we would infer that it has no place 
outside of number.

Some of these definitions follow :
Francœur (1809) does not define algebra, but gives a somewhat 

long statement of the nature of its operations.
Gamier (1811) says “Newton calls algebra universal arithmetic,” 

and then goes on with some remarks of Lagrange, but gives no fixed 
definition.
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Bonnycastle (1820) says that it is the science which treats of a 
general method of performing calculations, and of resolving mathemati
cal problems by means of the letters of the alphabet. We note here 
that Bonnycastle, apart from the word “calculation,” does not limit 
the application of the subject.

Hind (1829) says that algebra in its simplest character is a method 
of representing numerical magnitudes by means of symbols, etc.

Chase (1849) calls it that branch of the science of numbers which
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employs general symbols of quantity.
Lawrence (1853) says algebra is the method of computation in 

which letters and other symbols are employed.
Bobillier (1876) defines it as the science which pertains to the 

general solution of problems respecting numbers.
Bourdon (1877) says that algebra is that part of mathematics in 

which we employ proper signs to abridge and generalize our reasoning 
upon the solutions of questions respecting numbers.

Serret (1877) says that it is properly called the analysis of equa-
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Wentworth (1882) defines algebra as the science in which 

reason about numbers, etc.
Birchard and Robertson (1886) say it is the science which teaches 

the use of symbols to denote both numbers, and the operations to 
which numbers may be subjected.

Hall and Knight (1887) and Charles Smith (1890) both define 
algebra as the science which treats of the relations of numbers, etc.

. Two notable writers, La Croix, whose translated works first gave 
an impetus to the study of modern mathematics at Cambridge, and 
formed for many years the standard text-books of that University ; 
and Chrystal, the author of undoubtedly the fullest work on algebra 
in the English language, and a man thoroughly acquainted with the 
philosophy of the subject, give no definition of algebra, although 
Chrystal occasionally speaks of it as the “ Mathematical machine," 
which, if it were not for the mechanical associations, would be 
quite a comprehensive definition of the subject. I have no serious 
fault to find with any of the definitions quoted, except that they are 
in general too restricted to satisfy the usages of modern mathemati
cians. For these latter speak of double or vector algebra, of the algebra 
of quaternions, and of other algebras which are obedient to peculiar 
laws of transformation.

Some of these might, by a little straining, be brought to square 
with the definition of algebra as related to number ; but quaternions 
and vector algebra, in which fully one-half of the symbols employed 
have no relation to number, cannot be so disposed of ; and still less 
algebras like Boole s Laws of Thought or Pierce’s Extensions of it.

The algebra of present usage is something which suffices to ex
press exact relatioi s, and through which transformations of these 
ulations are brought about in accordance with certain previously 
determined laws of operation. N o matter, then, under what division of 
thought they may fall, all things which are capable of exact relations, 
and which are, under any consistent convention, subject to the same 
laws of operation, are expressive in, and workable by, the same algebra.

Here, then, I think, we have a key to the answer to the question 
as to what algebra really is. Every relation in mathematics can be 
expressed by the words of the English, or any other complete language, 
either spoken or written ; for every symbol employed must at first 
have its force and meaning described or defined in that language. And 
hence, by a tedious circumlocution, possibly too complex for the 
average mind to follow, all the relations and operations of mathematics 
might be written down without the use of a single symbol.
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256 MATHEMATICAL AND PHYSICAL ASSOCIATION.

No, not exactly without a symbol ! for the written word is 
symbol of both a sound and an idea ; and all language, whether spoken 
or written, is the science of the proper use of a certain class of 
symbols. And since algebra in all cases replaces this circumlocution 
by the substitution of a simple sign for a complex word-symbol, and 
occasionally for a whole sentence, what can we call algebra but a 
language, and, on account of its eminently symbolic character, 
bolic language ; and as the principal
express exact or mathematical relations, I would venture to define 
algebra, if a definition is wanted, not as a science, but as the symbolic 
language in which mathematical relations are expressed and discussed.

The student who would make a proper use of any language must 
not only be conversant with its words, he must also have learned the 
laws of the construction of words into sentences capable of clearly ex
pressing his ideas, and he must know the idioms and the logic of the 
language, so as to be able to direct his arguments towards some legiti
mate conclusion. So, also, a knowledge of the signs and symbols of 
algebra, and of its formal laws of operation, although of fundamental 
importance, is not sufficient in itself to give to any person a competent 
knowledge of algebra. He must, in addition, be familiav with the 
methods of combining his symbols so as to be able to direct his dis
cussion towards some desired end.

The analogy is complete ; and the
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answer which I have given to 
the question as to what algebra really is, virtually includes all the 
definitions quoted, and much more ; for it is sufficiently comprehensive 
to satisfy all the demands of modern

1!

usage.
Of course, algebra, with its symbols and signs as we have them 

to-day, originated in arithmetic, and arose from a desire to generalize 
the fundamental operations of arithmetic, so as to arrive at relations 
existing between general quantities instead of between particular 
bers.
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This generalization naturally introduced new quantitative ideas 
and relations, such as negative quantity and imaginaries, and in this 
way created an algebra which has risen far above its humble origin, 
and which expresses ideas that transcend common arithmetic.

But the formal laws of operation, which prevail in our algebra 
of a non-special form, are those which govern the operations of arith
metic, and which were derived from arithmetic at first.

And any subject, in which exact relations are possible, and which 
under any reasonable and consistent interpretation of symbols can be 
shown to be amenable to these operative laws, is capable of being 
accurately and logically discussed by the machinery of algebra.
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Now, there is no difficulty in proving that, if we employ the 
quantitative symbol of algebra to stand for and represent a line- 
segment, and the product form of two such symbols to denote the 
of the rectangle constructed on the two segments represented by the 
quantitative symbols of the product, the symbols thus employed 
rigorously subject to the formal laws of our algebra.

Hence we see that such algebraic relations as admit of intelligible 
interpretation can be interpreted indifferently as a relation among 
numbers i.e., as an arithmetical theorem, or as a relation among 
line-segments or areas or volumes—i.e., as a geometrical theorem. And 

thence conclude that in its modern development and usages, algebra 
has just as much claim to be called universal geometry as to be called 
universal arithmetic

area

are
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The following illustrations will make this clear: 
1. a = Vb c, if interpreted arithmetically, tells us that the number 

denoted by a is a mean proportional between those denoted by b and 
c ; and when interpreted geometrically it tells us that a denotes the 
side of the square whose area is equal to that of the rectangle whose 
sides are denoted by b and c.

2. The identity (<t + 6 + c)2=a8-^Z>2-^c,+ 2 (ab + be+ca) in arith
metic says that the square of the sum of three numbers is equal to the 
sum of the squares of the numbers and twice the sum of their products 
taken in twos ; and in geometry it tells us that the square on the 
of three lines is equal to the sum of the squares on the lines together 
with twice the sum of the rectangles made by taking the lines in 
pairs ; or, putting it in a different form, if a finite line be divided into 
any three parts, the square on the whole line is equal to the sum of 
the squares on the parts and twice the sum of the rectangles 
formed by taking the parts two together.

In this latter illustration two things are worthy of notice, first» 
that as the letter stands for a piece of a line, no idea of number or a 
unit of measure is introduced ; and second, that the fundamental 
identity may be proved either by an arithmetical process or by a 
geometrical one.

There are limits to our powers of intelligible interpretation in both 
arithmetic and geometry, and the restrictions are greater in geometry 
than in arithmetic. Thus a=b-|--y/—c, where c is absolutely positive, 
has no interpretation in either arithmetic or geometry as a real re
lation, although it is made geometrically possible by the 
tion of Argand’s diagram. The identity a b (a + b)=a3 b + a b3 is in
terpretable in arithmetic but not in real geometry, for the sine
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of geometrical interpretation is homogeneity in one, two, or three 
dimensions only.

But some people raise the objection that you should not employ 
algebraic symbols in geometry, because the quantitative symbol of 
algebra stands for number, and you cannot properly represent the 
different lines of a geometric figure by any set of numbers.

Well, if we are to adopt the current definition and make algebra 
merely generalized arithmetic, there is some force, but not an irresist
ible one in their objection ; but if we take our quantitative symbol as 
a line symbol and make the remaining dependent conventions, the 
objection has no force whatever.

Besides, I do not think that
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working with arithmetical algebra, as to whether our variable is to 
come out a whole number or a fraction or an irrational, and 
sider any one of these as an answer to our problem. But if such 
quantities as ^Z2 or 1 + 3 V'"b or 2 + ^Z3, etc., are to be called numbers, 
then we have certainly extended 
and with this extension
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our idea of number very decidedly, 
longer justified in saying that the 

a geometrical figure cannot be properly represented by 
number, for it ct denotes the side of a square, a -y/2 exactly denotes 
its diagonal. And this is the view of number taken by Wierstrass, 
Heine, Dedekind and other modern mathematical leaders.

Secondly, algebra under a masked form is common in all the 
ancient systems of geometry. The second book of Euclid from the 
first to the tenth proposition inclusive, and the whole of the fifth book, 
consist of a geometrical algebra ; and the sixth book deals with a sub
ject which is algebraic in character, since proportion is general in its 
applications to all species of magnitude and quantity.

Moreover, the seventh book deals with greatest 
and least common multiple, and proves that numbers which are least 
in any ratio are prime to
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one another. Book eighth treats of 
tinued proportion ; book ninth of square and cube numbers, and of 
primes ; and book tenth is wholly occupied in the consideration of in
commensurable numbers, and is so peculiar in character that it is best 
read by a person versed in modern algebra.

All these books

con-

It
geometrical algebras applied to arithmetic, 

and the whole manner of treating the subject is, as De Morgan has 
said, evidence that the arithmetical character of geometrical magni
tude had been very extensively considered by the Greeks, and That 
an arithmetic of a character closely approximating to modern algebra 
must have been the guide.”
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or three We have here then a kind of comparison between the method of 
development followed by the Greek, and by modern mathematicians. 
The Greek began with geometry as his primary subject, and through 
it he formed a geometrical algebra, which he applied to the elucidation 
of the difficulties of arithmetic. The modern, on the other hand, start
ing from arithmetic, developes an arithmetical algebra, which he 
ploys in the investigation of geometrical relations.
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That the modern algebra employs symbols extensively, while the 
ancient does not, is matter of detail rather than of principle. 
But it is this very symbolism that gives to arithmetical algebra those 
powers to which it would be in vain to aspire by an algebra burdened 
by the periphrasis of a spoken language.

It seems natural to ask why Euclid or his contemporaries did not 
found their algebra upon arithmetic as modern students have done. 
The answer is not far to seek. The arithmetic of the ancient Greek
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was of the most limited character. He was an accomplished arith
metician who could multiply together two numbers rising into the 
thousands, and tie who could perform the corresponding division 
a great arithmetician. Nor would you wonder at this, if, supposing 
you knew nothing of modern arithmetic and its principles and symbols, 
you were required to multiply together the numbers denoted by 
8m, yxorj and tif/ps, where each letter stands for a definite num
ber, but relative position has no force.

In fact there was no true science of arithmetic until after the 
invention of the Arabic or rather Hindu system of notation, one of the 
greatest inventions of all time, when or by whom made, nobody 
knows ; but we are certain that it was unknown to the Greek.

It seems to me that, although the sequence of subjects in 
accepted system of education makes it appear otherwise, elementary 
arithmetic is more difficult for the absolute beginner that elementary 
geometry is. For, among other things, the former lacks the powerful 
aid to comprehension which exists in the figure or diagram of the 
latter.
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It is probably due to the inherent difficulty of the subject that 
arithmetic, as a science, had such a slow growth even after the inven
tion of the Arabic notation ; in illustration of which Cajori gives the 
following as one of the brain-twisters of the 6th century :

“ Beautiful maiden, with beaming eyes, tell me, as thou under- 
standest the right method of inversion, which is the number which 
multiplied by 3, then increased by £ the product, divided by 7,
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diminished by J the quotient, multiplied by itself, diminished by 52 
:h;2~ 6XtraCted’ additi°n °f 8 and division by 10, gives the

ïhiswasin illustration of a new method called the method of
l T’10”' ** 18 qeite certain tha-t the ancient Greeks believed in 

^elation between arithmetic and geometry, the two great wings of th
- sciences, and therefore between algebra and geometry. Matters 

have progressed very much since Euclid’s day, but
ancient Greeks amongst us; for, judging from their actions, they do

ot believe in any connection between arithmetic and geometry
JlZ î l 7 EgainSt the introduction into elementary geo-
of arith° mg, Xy^‘ictl savours °f the methods or symbolism
methodsTm °r l ’ h°ld stron^ that the Periphrastic 
methods of the Greeks are the most beautiful, the most logical, the
have Zl'ZlT S1“S,jing t0 the h"ma" mind «"“Id P"»ibly

™ ? 1 h“ve no 1uarrel. although I am certainly not in 
cord with them ; but I think that they should be consistent7

intrvtr I01”, T ^ editions °f E“=1W, and are quite ready to 
introduce certain algebraic identities, merely for the sake of illustration
as they say. Thus they will tell you that (a + b)* =a2 + b2 + 2 ab 
corresponds to, or is an algebraic illustration of Euclid II, * • but 
they do not pretend to show logically in what the correspondence con- 
sists; for if they did this they would show, not that the algebraic 
identity corresponds to Euclid II, 4, but that it is that proposition and 
its proof expressed in symbolic notation. For, if they hold that 
6 are number symbols only, what geometrical meaning 
attach to the product a b, or a2 and b2 ? 
two numbers ; but 
of two finite lines, 
lines.

there are still some

a and 
can they 

d b denotes the product of 
l no one in his senses will speak of the product 
if he admits that a and b may stand for the

If they say that ab represents a rectangle there is another diffi- 
cu ty. For ab, as an arithmetical form, is a product that can be 
separated into two factors in an infinite number of ways, and they 
t ius forced to the conclusion that ab does not represent a rectangle as a 
geometrical figure, but rather denotes the area of such a rectangle with 
a suspicion that this area is in some way connected with
,, , .td°pt.mg th!S idea’ U becomes necessary to show, by some means, 
that if the form ab represents correctly the area of any one rectangle it 
must do so for the rea of every rectangle, w ether its sides be com

are
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id by 52, 
jives the

4, or of other like propositions, would be faulty.unless under particu- 
ar conditions. And thus so simple a thing as our algebraic illustration 
rings up, when followed to its logical conclusion, the whole question 

ot incommensurability, and incidentally of proportion amongst incom
mensurable quantities or magnitudes, and therefore the celebrated fifth 
axiom of Euclid s fifth book.
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* IWe find this illustration idea present intheEuclids of Potts Law 
Hall and Stevens, Mackay, and others, to the confusion of the think
ing student, who either receives these things dogmatically, or who 
having been taught that algebra is only extended arithmetic, fails to' 
comprehend the illustration and forms a suspicion that some bond of 
connection has been ignored or overlooked. For my own part I dis
approve of a course so illogical.

As we have now been brought face to face with Euclid’s doctrine 
o proportion, I must say something concerning it.

It may happen that a person, in developing some new line of re
search, is justified in framing any kind of definition that suits his pur
pose. But when an idea is already in the mind, that definition of it 
which does not accord with it in
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every particular, is faulty. Thus, 
although no definition may be possible which is absolutely faultl 
we cannot define a straight line, or an angle, as we please, if our defini
tion is to be correct as a working one. So it is with proportion. The 
idea of proportion is not a new or foreign one to the human mind, 
although it may be difficult to formulate it in words.

Now, a constant theme of admiration to

imess,

;• j jv 4i

11
, , . writers in the past
has been the way in which, they consider, Euclid has defined propor
tion in his Book V, 5, so as to avoid the difficulties which centre around 
incommensurability. More cautious writers, however, and principally 
recent ones, do not share in this admiration, but rather 
questioning the validity of his so-called definition.

Thus the late Dr. Casey says that it is not a definition, but 
theorem which should have been proved; and Chrystal speaks of it 
an indirect way of getting over the chief difficulty of the subject.

This so-called definition is rather a test, and it is allied to that 
kind of test, sometimes met with in mathematics, which is 
but not sufficient.

fake any four quantities A, B, C, D, and apply this test, which
> >

If when mA=nB, then also mC=nD, or vice versa, where m
< <

and n are any numbers whatsoever, then A, B, C, D are in proportion.
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If A and B as also C and D are commensurable, Euclid’s test is 
readily applied and is sufficient. But if A and B as also C and D 
incommensurable, no finite multiple of A can be equal to a multiple of 
B, and no finite multiple of C can be equal to a multiple of D.

Therefore, if mA >nB, and accordingly mC>nD, we may write 
mA — nB=e and mC—nD=e'. And however small e and e’ may be 
they are finite and independent of each other.

But we can also write mA=n(B+~), and mC=n(D+ ~) ; and 
as the test is here satisfied we must have
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A : B+-?=C : Z) + -e'n 1 n
a relation in which, although e or e is arbitrary, they are evidently not 
independent of one another.

The only way out of this dilemma is to make both -? and 
vanish by making n infinite ; and hence in applying Euclid’s test to 
incommensurables, it is insufficient unless we can show that the test 
is satisfied for infinite multiples.

Now apply these considerations to the first proposition of the sixth 
book, the proposition which is the key to all Euclid’s comparison of 
triangles and other plane figures ; for in the previous books he does 
not compare figures but merely shows that they

in tl 
of tl 
does 
does 
most

equal or unequal
to one another. In his figure he takes both multiples as three times 
the given magnitudes, and from these and the convenient word what- 

he draws the conclusion that the magnitudes under consideration 
are in proportion.

But this is not sufficient ; for, if whatsoever refers to a finite 
multiple, and the bases are incommensurable, it does not follow that 
the areas of the triangles are proportional to the bases ; as in this case 
it is necessary to show that the test is satisfied when whatsoever refers 
to an infinite multiple. And I am of opinion that we are not prepared 
to discuss the properties of infinite multiples, and certainly not in 
elementary geometry.

Again, when we say that two lines are to one another
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as two
triangles are, what do we really mean? We can compare the lines 
with respect to length only, while we may compare the triangles in 
several ways, viz. : as to their forms, the lengths of their sides, their 

etc. Evidently the latter is the only admissible one here. But 
in comparing lines we nacurally think of one of them as being longer 
or shorter than the other by a definite part of itself. And when 
compare areas, length does not come into consideration, so that 
think of one of the areas as being greater, i.e., covering more space,
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than the other by a definite part of itself, and in the case of proportion 
these excesses must have the same relations to their respective subjects, 
since they can have no relation to one another. Now in doing this 
I believe that, whether we think so or not, we introduce mentally the 
idea of quantity and quantitative relations. For I do not see how, 
apart from quantitative relations, two lines can hold to each other the 
same relations as two areas do.

It appears to me, then, that the only correct definition of propor
tion, whether it be tor accuracy of statement, or for working facilities 
is that it is an equality of ratios. But Euclid-and his predecessors 
amongst the Greeks had but a meagre idea of division, and therefore 
no adequate idea of a ratio, and hence found it impossible 
define proportion.

This definition, dealing as it does with number, places proportion 
in the domain of arithmetical algebra and necessitates the application 
of the principle of limits in proving it for incommensurables ; but it 
does not require that the ratio should be integral, or even rational, nor 
does it confine us to the adoption of any particular unit, and the unit 
most naturally assumed will be one of the magnitudes of the ratio.

If any person says that the principle of limits is foreign to the 
Greek methods, I have only to refer him to the 12th Book of Euclid. 
For the Greek mathematicians discovered that their previous methods 

insufficient to deal to any extent with curves and curved surfaces, 
and they were compelled to invent a new method, that of exhaustions.’ 
But the method of exhaustions is a legitimate parent to our modern 
method of limits, and the two are virtually one and the same in princi
ple. And my own opinion is that if Euclid had introduced his method 
of exhaustions and by it established the doctrine of proportion much 
earlier in his course, and built thereon, it would have been a great im
provement on his present system of geometry. }Vhy he did not do so 
has probably been already explained.

Thirdly, for those who from the influence of previous training and 
fixed opinions will teach along the lines laid down in Euclid, and for 
those who from force of circumstances are compelled to do so, algebra, 
in its geometrical relations, can do little else than act as illogicafillus- 
tration. But for those who are at liberty to pursue a course more in 
accordance with the advanced ideas of modern geometers, algebra be
comes a constant source of illumination upon geometrical processes 
and results.
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or Euclidian methods, but rather that these methods should be supple
mented and expanded, and their results generalized by means of the 
symbology of algebra.

const 
to re 
is su 
relatiTo those who follow such a line it becomes necessary, quite early 

in the course, to establish the theorem that if a and b stand for line- 
segments, the product form ab properly and under all circumstances 
denotes the area of the rectangle which has a and b as its sides. The 
conformity of the symbols, as thus used, to the formal laws of algebra 
is then easily established, and thence every homogeneous algebraic ex
pression of not more than three dimensions becomes at once geometri
cally interpretable, and is the symbolic expression of a geometric 
theorem. And more than this, theoretical geometry, by this means 
immediately falls into connection with that important system of prac
tical geometry known as mensuration, and which under 
educational system is very little more than a “ rule of thumb."

To illustrate by a few examples :
1. In the eleventh proposition of the Second Book Euclid gi 

the necessary construction for dividing a given finite line in extreme 
and mean ratio ; and in the tenth of the Fourth Book he gives 
struction for di awing an isosceles triangle whose basal angles are each 
double the vertical angle. But he gives these constructions dogmati
cally, and without giving any insight into the method by which he 
or his predecessors arrived at these constructions. This may be in 
accordance with Greek logic, but it is not in harmony with my ideas ox1" 
teaching.
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It commonly happens that when we want a construction we have 
no person to dictate one to us. We are then told, not by Euclid, who 
does not touch the question, but by modern geometers, to analyse the 
problem by supposing the thing required to be done, and then 
ing back until we arrive at the construction. And this is precisely 
the way in which we solve a common arithmetical problem by suppos
ing x to be the solution. If Euclid had put his 10th of the Fourth 
Book, into the Sixth Book and had analysed the problem, he would 
readily have discovered thatall that is required is to divide the side of the

mean ratio, and the longer segment 
becomes the base. But by his arbitrary mode of procedure, he misses 
the connection between these two important problems.

Chrystal says that to guess at the root of an equation, is just as 
good a way of solving an equation as any ; and so also, I suppose, it is 
quite legitimate to guess at a construction, if you can. But, un
fortunately, this guessing method, both in equations and geometrical

reason-
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ie supplé
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constructions is not always successful, so that it is at times necessary 
to resort to some other means ; and even when the guessing method
relations8 ’ 8°me ^ F0CeSS ™ay brinS out certain unforseen

lite early 
for line- 

mstances 
les. The 
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braie ex- 
reometri- 
[eometric 
s means, 
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present

we^r^:fen,ine-~in eXtre™e — «tic.

Let A B be the segment, and let C be the required point of 
bo that AC*=AB.CB=AB (AB-AC), or AC=+AB.AC-

Solving this as a quadratic in AC, we have AC = * (ABV5-AB1 ■ 
and we have to construct the right member of this las't equation ’
4 ED AE-!rP-enwtrwABand e<|aal to twi<* AB. and joi 
7, AE-ABVo. With E as centre and AB as radius describe
circle cutting AE in F, and AE produced in F'. Then AF -ABi/5
Aa-7-AB£+A& Bisect AF ™ O. and AF'lrot The’n 

A.Q—^ (ABy'o-AB) = AC, and AG'=£ (ABy/5-f-AB).
With A as centre and AG as radius transfer AG to AC and we 

ave the point C. Now the double root of the surd V5 shtwststh" 

ti-ereis a second solurion, and this second solution gives AC=-i(AB
\ So that lf> Wlth A as centre, we transfer AG' to AC'
where C lies to the left of A, we have the second point of division.

When a point is determined by cutting a line with a circle two 
points are usually determined. And although there may be strictures in 
t ie wording of a problem that lead us to accept one of these points to the 
exclusion of the other, there can be no geometrical reason for doin» so 
According to Euclid's use of the word » divide,” the point C' would be 
rejected because it lies without the limits of the line-segment AB • but 
the retention of both points has been a great stride in the generaliza
tions of modern geometry. In all such cases the student should be 
encouraged to seek the meaning of the double solution, and, if possible 
to so change the wording of the problem as to make it properly include 
both solutions. Thus Eue. II, 11, may be generalized as follows •

To find a point C in line with A and B such that the 
AC may be equal to the rectangle on AB and CB.

Again, in the isosceles triangle of Eue. IV, 10, we have an efficient 
means of finding the trigonometric functions of 18°, 36°, 54° and 72° 

Euclid’s method does not help us in obtaining these. But if we 
remember that to construct the triangle we must divide its side in 
extreme and mean ratio, the algebraic generalization given before tells 
us that if A B C be the triangle of which B is the vertex, AC=AB — .1 
(l/a -1) ; and from this relation we readily obtain the required ratios.
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Illustrations like the foregoing might be multiplied indefinitely, 
but time will not allow me to enter into any others.

Conversely, algebra, and indirectly the whole theory of number is 
capable of receiving, and does receive great assistance from geometry.

In the higher fields we have the whole theory of functions largely 
dependent upon the aids and illustrations which it is capable of 
receiving from geometrical principles ; and I do not believe that the 
theory of the complex variable could possibly have been brought to its 
present state of development without the aid of what is known 
Argand’s diagram.

But also, in its lower and

ciple 
like 1 
build 
not ii 
thing 
into i

views 
tise vas

more elementary parts, algebra is fre
quently most readily explained by reference to geometrical ideas.

Thus, what other explanation of the nature and oppositeness of 
positive and negative quantity ir, so natural and so satisfying to the 
intellect as that of distance measured in opposite directions along 

line, or angle measured out by opposite rotations about a
a

common 
mon point.

And then the graph of an equation is a most important aid in 
studying the nature of the equation and of its quantic ; for it pictures 
to the eye the operations performed and the results of such operations.

It is easy to show that the graph of a linear quantic is a straight 
line, and thence that every rational linear equation must have one real 
root, either zero, finite, or infinite.

com-

In that important quantic thr quadratic, and its corresponding 
equation, we receive still greater aid from the study of the graph.

Here we have a clear representation of the change of the quantic 
due to a change in the variable ; and with respect to the equation, 
learn what is meant by its roots and by their being real and different, 
equal or imaginary, and why they must become imaginary in pairs. 
We have also a vivid picture of what is meant by the maximum or 
minimum of the function, and why it should have one or the other, 
and other things which we have not time to fully consider.

In conclusion, I believe firmly in the great good that might come 
to mathematical teaching by a proper union of the forms and sym
bology of algebra with the methods of geometry ; a union not made 
for the mere

we

purpose of illustration, but founded upon logical grounds, 
so that each might become an exposition of, and an aid to the other 
The old cry of the logical sequence and the superior course of mental 
training, attributed to the works of the old Greeks, I have no faith in ; 
for true mental training consists in the establishment of great prin-
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lefinitely, ciples from broad generalizations, 

like bricks scattered
Isolated facts are in themse^es

, . , over the Plain> and which require the art of the
nntin'. / ü ‘ ^ the "oWe edilice- S° education consists,
not in studying detached particularities, but in learning the relations of
things to one another, and in uniting the scattered facts of any science 
into one great whole. J

Through your indulgence I have had the privilege of lavin- my 
views before you. I have preached what I believe, and I try to prac- 
tise what I preach. It is your privilege to judge without prejudice
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NUMBER.
R. A. Thompson, B.A., Hamilton.I

The science of Number is one of the purest products of the 
human intellect, 
a nee.

It is second only to that of speech in import- 
Being intimately associated with the daily life of man, it 

had its origin in the remotest Jmes, and has gradually umolded 
with the growth of the human ra e, having been assisted in all ages 
by men of the highest mathematical attainments. To one genius 
we are indebted for the digits; to another for the value of the 
digit, according to the position it occupies in the number; to 
another for the decimal point.

Although its origin is as remote as that of geometry, we find, 
that while the latter science in the days of Euclid had become so 
perfect in its development, that, even at the present day, it can 
scarcely be improved; yet, on the other hand, the arithmetic of the 
ancients could not be dignified by the name of science.

The Pythagorean school claimed to have raised arithmetic 
above the bare needs of merchants; in other words, they attempt
ed to develop it scientifically. Some “ wiseacres ” of the present 
day do not possess so much common sense as those ancient sages, 
as they wish to have it degraded into an art, to be used as an aid 
in commercial transactions only.

The ancients proved the theorems geometrically, and 
quently made little or no advance in fractions. The first arithmetic, 
free from geometrical illustrations, Was published by Nicomachus, 

Jew, about the beginning of the second century of the Christian 
This work was revised in the sixth century by Boethius, 

whose book remained the standard text for nearly one thousand 
years.
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Through the centuries which followed the publication of this 
work, we find nearly every scholar of prominence adding his mite 
to the development of the science.

\

In fact it seemed necessary 
for each to publish a treatise on arithmetic before he died. Slowly, 
but surely, the science was being established, operations 
assuming a fixed form, fractions were becoming better known, 
while the decimal point, possibly a printer’s error, added great 
strength to the treatment of decimals.

Notwithstanding the length of time the science has been de
veloping, a book recently published by D. Appleton & Co., strikes 
a death blow at the very foundations of our ninteenth century 
arithmetic. The distinguished authors, J. A. McLellan, LL.D.,
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SÏÏ5 UnlveX^'
consent to publish such a work if there 
doing. The book is written in 
style is controversial.

LL.D., 
would never 

was not just cause for so 
very forcible language, while the
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"l*0” *° PladD* b=fore the reader the proper
of taachl"8 PrimarJ' arithmetic, they keep «posing the 

fallacies in the popular arithmetic of the present day" The xm
iuteoduced L7n° irrltate‘l,ese S“tlemen, is that which On.be
“Is fônnded 1 T'ir °'l * Ce“*“ry arithmetic

devL ,'a"acy' the ««d unit, and elaborated by
ln*° a ““-railed philosophical treatise. I believe that

a Xl b° WM U.nd°uhted,y '» advance of his time, had he hi! 
* hance of resting his system in the class room would

g°”e r /ar With '*• He, as you all know, starts out
always atfemnts t° *1 hi“ °”C' whi,e throughont the course he 
a ways attempts to teach correct forms of speech. Ex. He holds

Xk a“d at8' have 1 here? Ans. You have a one,
,, . | d bloc., being carefully suppressed. By decep.
Hon, shall I say, he hopes to teach the abstract unit one After~o 2,8, rt,0"^:,,teacb Child to call a piece of candy a donkey if you like but
at the ame time he know-, better. While teaching the numbers
is ulZnTP l„r”“S ,.racti0ns are faugbt. The whole system
Ls ta a child h Tn°c “ the ^“^Ition of abstract num- 
b . m a chlld’ he has to receive a certain amount of mental de
stimulated T*' ^ ““ ** Sl°wly eTolved br the child himself,
stimulated by proper concrete examples.

The length of time required to teach the first ten 
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38 an antldote m hls games of marbles and baseball he oassivelv 
submits to the infliction, and learns, pam>t-like fro^r”n 

the combinations of the number 3, etc. He takes his meditine un 
plainingly, and after school hours he gets his ideas of number, 

and correct ideas, too, from his games. I venture to say that there 
are hundreds of boys who can count their marbles by the score 
but who do not know the first ten numbers according to Grube’ 
.an we not nere find an explanation of the fact that girls, as a 

e, display less aptitude than boys in arithmetic in after years 
as they do not have the same chqnce in their games to become 
familiar with numbers? If, as it is intimated, this style of arith-
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metic is taught to a great extent in our elementary schools, it is 
time that a “ Sampson” should arise to “ drive out the Philistines.”

Teachers are told that their usefulness would be greatly en
hanced if they were acquainted with psychology, 
teacher, accordingly, wishing to improve, takes to the study of 
this science. Before he has advanced very far in the subject he 
finds it necessary to enrol himself as an “ idealist,” a “ dualist,” 
a materialist,” or an “ eclectic.” After joining one of these 
schools he next has to satisfy himself as to whether the five senses 
are really five distinct and separate senses, or only differentiated 
parts of one common sense.

wh
mij

The faithful we
alb

I
bel:
A 1
1 he
tru
in 1He finds himself speculating on the 

probability of evolution; the class room seems to be forgotten, and 
with it the applications of psychology. The authors of this ex
cellent book come forward and give us these applications 
as number is concerned.

to t 
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The book reminds me of a nut. which 
has a very sweet kernel but a very hard shell. If you crack the 
nut with a haphazard blow you will be able to gather up some* 
small pieces of meat from amongst the fragments; if, however, 
,\ou hit the nut squarely on top the shell falls off and leaves the 
meat unbroken.

Ill;
plie 
the] 
nev 
us ‘ 
lion‘ A fit morsel for the gods." My time has been 

so occupied with other necessary matters that I have not yet 
cracked the nut, the psychology of number, by the correct method. 
As I am a disciple of the authors in believing that a “ vague whole 
should be made definite,” I hope to get the whole of the kernel their 
book contains before I leave it.
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Tlie opening chapter points out clearly “ What psychology 
do for a teacher.’ Due importance is given to a teacher's apti
tude, and the authors do not claim to make a teacher out of a fool, 
even though he may grasp some of the applications of psychology 
in the development of intellect.

Chapter II., headed the “ Psychical Nature of Number.” 
my fully and conclusively of the mental factor which 
present for the proper conception of number. You cannot by 
showing a child objects teach him number, but by a judicious 
selection of concrete examples, used in a constructive way you 
stimulate his mind, which, through its own working, will gradu
ally develop the number idea. In these examples the qualitative 
idea should be minimum and the quantitative idea prominent.
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®thics to teach a child to play 
marbles “ for keeps,” but he will get a good advance in correct 
ideas of number from the game. He is not materially concerned 
with the qualities of the marbles, but is intensely interested in 
the number he may win or lose.
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If it were possible to have objects for the school room in 
which qualitative properties
might be easily taught. Such oddities

entirely wanting, abstraction 
not having an existence, 

we must approach them as nearly as possible if we wish eventu
ally to reach the proper goal.

As teachers, we are cautioned against deceiving ourselves into 
relieving that a child sees all that we see in a mental experience. 

A arge number of text books for primary pupils are written from 
the standpoint of a finished scholar, 
truths as he now sees them, 
in his own case

were

The author presents the 
He forgets the fact that these truths 

gradually developed, and should be presented 
to a child in the same order in which he.received them. If this 
latter principle were strictly followed there would be quite a 
change in the subject matter of primary text books.

Chapters III. and IV. treat of the “Origin of Number with Ap- 
p ica ions. The authors have made out a very strong case for
their views, though, to the majority of us here, the matter has
never been so explicitly presented, yet we are orthodox. They tell 
us “ that number had its origin in the fact that there are linrita- 
tions placed upon the exercise of our activities; 
we naturally measure quantity. This measuring is only 
to an end, that of making a vague or unmeasured quantity 
a definite or measured quantity. The mind’s chief activity 
should always be along this line, and the particular qualities 
of the quantity should be in the background, 
ment when accomplished gives rise to number. When the
unit is accurately defined, then only can we consider that the
“ va8u<* whole has been made definite.” Before the whole is fullv 
measured, we have, first, the undefined whole, then the separating 
of this whole into measured parts, and lastly, the counting and 
relating of these parts. Some authorities will not allow that the 
simple process of counting is a mode of measurement; but, from 
ihe authors’ standpoint, which I believe to be 
is erroneous.

were

on this account 
a means

The measure-

correct, this view 
rhey hold that there are three stages of measure

ment, as follows (see page 47):
1. Measuring with an undefined unit.

Measuring with a unit itself defined by comparison with a 
unit of the same kind of quantity.

.1. Measuring with a unit having a definite relation to 
tity of a different kind.

a quan-

Couuting in the ordinary sense applies to the first stage, while 
all our ordinary measurements by exact units belong to the second 
stage. The third stage is not so often employed, it is necessary if 

wish to banish entirely the fixed unit theory.we
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In the beginning of chapter IV. one is somewhat startled at 
a definition of about eight lines, printed in italics, which we are 
told we must clearly understand before going further, as it is
bonk ? Ti G !?Ire treatment of number, as presented in the 
book. The authors happily follow up this definition with ex-
ZrlTt , °Ut Clearly the meani”S of the eight lines re-
S definite” W°rd8' ln making <<the ™gue

The closmg pages of this chapter are devoted to a criticism of
bZ™ ™d8 °f t6aching arithmetic, called “things” and “sym
bols The arguments against both methods are convincing 
Contrasts are made between those methods and the one advocated
of the author™1*1^ °Ught t0 convert the most sceptical to the side

It is shown that number should be taught, 
and distinct objects, completely isolated from one another, but 

at a constructive process should always be followed. There 
should always be a unity (or whole) capable of being separated into
theUf™mer°unitT’ ”°ltS Bhould be 8muPe<1 "K-in into

Teachers are again cautioned against the 
and are urged, and very wisely too, to 
capable of measurement by other units.

In chapter V. 
it is simply a ratio.
Newton, Euler, and 
such in their works.
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use of inexact units, 
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are given the definition of abstract number. 
This view of number is not

we

Euclid,
own J. C. Grlashan, have defined number as

new.
our11 It seems to me that no other rational definition can be given 

for number, though scores of definitions have been proposed. The 
above definition has been objected to by some on account of the 
supposed difficulty there is in getting a pupil to comprehend it. 
Uns difficulty has been successfully attacked in the « Psychology 
° Number,” and if its methods are consistently followed, much 
o this “ straining at gnats and swallowing camels ” will be 
dropped from our primary teaching.

The whole trend of teaching in the present dav seems to be 
to make things easy for the pupil. This is all right if used in a 
egitimate way, but when it comes to violating a principle for this 

end, a decided stop should be put to it. Rather teach a pupil to
t ice the difficulty and to overcome it. then to lead him around it 
by a false road.
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Where can we hope to build character better 
than by teaching the child to face the difficulty like a veteran’ 
The chief end of education should be the development of character
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titled at 
i we are 
as it is 

d in the 
vitli ex
lines re- 
e vague

for education is empty without it aids in 
the pupil. cultivating manhood in

1:The authors maintain that the commutative law in multipli
cation should be taught as soon as possible, viz., that $4 taken 
3 times equal (3 taken 4 times. There does not appear to be 
valid reason against using this law in that 
granted, we at

if ■

any 
With thissense.

once see a meaning to the operation usually per
formed in reducing say 12 yards to feet. Partition is driven from 
our text books and division takes its place.

This chapter is brought to a close by still further driving into 
oblivion the famous “ Grube method.” The correct method, by 
contrast, is brought prominently before the reader.

When sufficient drill has been given with concrete examples, 
may then introduce, for practice, operations with abstract 

hers; from time to time, however, the teacher should 
tion to the use of number in defining quantity.
\anced the pupil becomes the less the need for such reference 
bventually operations with pure symbols may be performed.

ChaPters VL and vn- treat on the arithmetical operations. 
The authors, while admitting that logically all the operations 
implied even in counting, hold that this is no reason the opera
tions shou d be taught simultaneously. They justly argue “that 
K is one thing to perform arithmetical operations in such a way 
as to involve the use of the correlative operation, and it is another 
thing to force these operations into consciousness, or to make them 
the express object of attention.”

Addition and subtraction
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umber, 
Kuclid, 
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,, . ,, . , the primary operations, seeing
that they involve less mental complexity than multiplication and 
« msion. Multiplication, although having its origin in addition, 
should not be looked upon as simply a case of repeated addition' 
but should be taught so as to bring out the factor idea. Addition 
s lould be taught before the inverse operation o subtraction, and 
multiplication before its inverse division. In the two former 
operations the real nature of number is not so prominently 
brought out as it is in the two latter. In teaching each opera
tion, however, we should work “ from and within a whole,” and 
no single operation should be exhausted before the others are in
troduced.

They say that “ practical common sense and sound psychology 
agree in recommending first the emphasis on addition and sub
traction, with incidental introduction to the more rhythmical and 
obvious forms of ratio, and gradual change of emphasis to the 
processes of multiplication and division.”
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On page 111 we tincl the following summary of the method 
advocated by the authors:

1. Counting is fundamental in the development of numerical 
ideas; as an act or operation with objects it is at first largely 
mechanical process, but with the increase of the child’s power of 
abstraction it gradually becomes a rational process.

2. From this (partly) physical or mechanical stage there is 
evolved the relation of more or less, and addition and subtraction 
a rise.

inte
frac
tern
nun

cati 
of t 
thei 
toss 
ishe 
rati< 
meti 
prêt 
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was

ifl
.1. The additions, through intuitions, of unequal (measured) 

quantities, which are thus conceived and expressed as a defined
unity of so many ones, is an aid to the development of the times 
idea.

4. Continuance of such operations—appealing to both the eye 
and ear brings out this idea more definitely.

f>. Counting by ones, groups of twos, threes, etc., brings out 
still more clearly the idea of times.

6. Through repeated intuitions, sums become associated with 
times, the factor idea (times of repetition) displaces the part idea 
•aggregation), and multiplication as distinct from addition arises 
explicitly in consciousness.

Emphasis is laid

not
tarie

book
can
drur

i

the mode of formation of the product or 
measured quantity in multiplication, as being obtained from two 
factors.

on
The 
saile 
prim 
in th 
add 
“ epo

One of these is the unit of measurement (multiplicand) 
and the other the number (multiplier) denoting times of repetition. 
The latter is a pure number, while the former, being itself a 
measured quantity, is called the derived unit, capable itself of 
being measured by another unit called the primary unit, 
two such units present in multiplication, the process for either 
integers or fractions can be rationally performed.

Of all hair-splitting operations ever introduced into primary 
arithmetic “ partition ” is “ facile princepsFor example: Divide 
$1,765 equally among 37 men. We are told we cannot divide $1,765 
by 37, but we must take 1-37 of $1,765. In the ultimate analysis 
how are we to get the result without dividing by 37? The authors, 
having established the truth of the “ commutative law ” in multi
plication, experience no difficulty in explaining the operation of 
“partition” to be nothing more than ordinary division. They
go so far us .to claim that the devisor may be an abstract number, 
while the dividend is concrete.
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Examples on page 123 clearly
illustrate the case.

From the definition given of number, the fraction idea is 
evolved, for by measurement with exact units the ratio idea (either
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integral or fractional) is soon manifest, 
fractions will have

Improper and proper 
no place in our arithmetics, and the simple 

term fraction will be sufficient, as a fraction, like an integer, is b 
number or the measure of a quantity.

The remaining chapters of the book are devoted to the appli
cations of the principles laid down in the former chapters. Some 
of the methods are new, while others are old, but in many cases 
they are very suggestive. The skeleton of the Grube method ia 
tossed around occasionally. The kindergarten is mildly admon
ished to make its methods harmonize a little more closely with 
rational primary instruction. The teacher in commercial' arith
metic is urged to have that vague term per cent, properly inter
preted by his class. I feel satisfied that the authors will find that 
as far as our high school teachers are concerned, this admonition 

However, as the “ Psychology of Number ” is 
not confined, for its circulation, to mathematical teachers in On- 
lario, the suggestions on percentage will do a vast amount of good.

I would recommend every teacher of arithmetic to study this 
book; he will get more good out of a careful study of it than he 

gain by solving arithmetical conundrums, or even conun
drums which are found occasionally in higher mathematics.

The authors have made out a strong case for their system. 
The position they take is sound, and cannot theoretically be as
sailed. Personally, I am charmed with their method for teaching 
Primary arithmetic. I am anxious to see the whole system tested 
in the class room, for if it is there found to be practicable, it will 

dd greatly to the value of the book, and it will indeed be 
epoch-making book.”

I must apologize for not doing this subject the justice it de
mands. By studying the book itself, you will, I am sure, succeed, 
if I have not, in making a “ vague whole definite.”
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dard 
othei 
is re<THE TEACHING OF MATHEMATICS UNDER THE NEW

CURRICULUM. our
train 
teacli 
of mi 
of su 
our I

J. D. Dicksôn, B.A., Niagara Falls.

Iu selecting this subject, "The Teaching of Mathematics 
Under the New Curriculum,” I was well aware that no fewer than 
three papers on mathematical teaching had been read before this 
association during the last three years. But it is necessary, as 
Mr. McDougall pointed out last year, that this matter should 
constantly be brought before this association, until the subject of 
mathematics receives as much prominence on the curriculum 
it deserves.

1
prese
voted
must,
it wa
must
other
tions.
least
made
more
of tin
puts i

as

I wish, in the first place, to point out the difficulties 
there are in the way of teaching mathematics as efficiently as 
should be done to primary, junior leaving and senior leaving 
candidates. This paper will refer to candidates preparing for 
teachers certificates only, and no reference will be made to 
triculation candidates further than to point out that the 
taking that course forms but a small percentage of the total 
ber of candidates preparing for the different examinations.

I he high schools, besides affording students an opportunity 
for obtaining a more liberal education than can be had at the pub
lic schools, have two distinct functions—the one to keep up a con
stant and plentiful supply of efficient public school teachers, the 
other to prepare candidates for the universities and learned 
fessions.
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I do not say that the former is more important than 

file latter, but T do say that far more time must be spent upon it.
This year the primary candidates have to write 

paper in arithmetic as the junior leaving. The first difficulty 
that confronts the teacher of mathematics is in trying to teach 
Mhat was junior leaving work (and is) to primarv students It 
seems ^to me that the difficulty lies in taking such a subject as 
arithmetic and raising its standard without at the same time
raising the standard of at least itt kindred subjects, algebra and 
Euclid.

on the same

S(
Junior leaving arithmetic is altogether too difficult—or should 

be—to teach to candidates as young as those generally found in 
»• primary form. One of two things will certainly happen. Either 

Ihe standard will be lowered or a much larger per cent, than 
usual will fail. It would be very much more in the interests 
of education that the candidates should fail than that the
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dard should be lowered; but the tendency will be altogether the 
other way. To lower the standard of the only examination that 
is required in that subject would have a most injurious effect upon 
our public schools. We cannot expect to get pupils well 
trained in that subject from the public schools unless 
teachers who have a fair knowledge of the subject, 
of minor importance when compared with the effect 
of such teachers en the thousands of students who 
our high schools.

Then there is another difficulty which the new curriculum 
presents to the mathematical teacher. The amount of time de
voted to the teaching of mathematics under the

’ NEW

we send out 
But this is 

of the work 
never reach

îmaties 
erthan 
►re this 
ary, as 
should 
►ject of 
lum as

_ , . , new curriculum
must, in fairness to the other subjects, be verv much less than 
it was under the old. A junior leaving candidate, for example 
must now spend more than three hours in the study of languages 
other than English for every one required under the old regula- 
tmns. The time required for languages in the junior forms is at 
least doubled, and botany and physical science have both been 
made compulsory. All these preclude the possibility of getting 
more time for arithmetic in the junior forms; and the amount 
of time required for languages or science in the senior forms 
puts a narrow limit to the time for the study of mathematics.

A student who obtains a junior leaving certificate 
out to teach with

i that 
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iculty 
teach

now. goes
a far more extended knowledge of languages 

and science than formerly, but his knowledge of arithmetic (and 
grammar) will certainly be less. And yet, of all the subjects in 
the public school course, are not these by far the most difficult 
to teach ? Are there not far more candidates that fail on these 
subjects at the entrance examination than on all the others put 
together ? And should not arithmetic—the onlv mathematical 
subject that thousands of pupils ever have an ' opportunity of 
knowing anything about, the one subject on the public school 
course that forms a first-class basis for pure logic—should not 
this subject be taught by teachers fairly conversant with it ? 
Whether candidates

Iti.
set as. 
time 

a and
can obtain the requisite knowledge of this 

subject in the primary form or not is the question in dispute.
Some, perhaps, may say that the new primary is better than 

the old, and that most of the teachers in the province are pri
mary teachers, and therefore the standard has been raised in that 
subject rather than lowered. But we must not forget that all 
teachers, whatever their non-professional standing may be. are 
ranked as primary teachers until they have attended the 
school. There are good
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jorit.v of the so-called primary teachers at the present time have 
passed the junior or the senior leaving examinations. The standard
of the new primary will not be as high in English and mathematics 
«is the old junior leaving.

rnos
spec
beei

X\e cannot expect that a candidate’s attendance at a normal 
school mil increase his knowledge of non-professional subjects. 
A normal school is not supposed to do high school work anv more
a U!. !■“, of PedaS°gy is supposed to do university work.
A candidates knowledge, then, of a non-professional subject- 
arithmetic, for example—must on the whole be measured by the 
examination he is required to pass in that subject. The mathe
matical course in the III. Form is not in 
lion.

rooi
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not

tiom
stud
mad
dont
dont
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a very satisfactory condi- 
It is limited to two books of Euclid and square root, in

dices, surds and quadratics in algebra. Nothing new has been 
added, and arithmetic and ratio and simultaneous 
algebra have been taken off.

equations in 
Without mentioning any additions 

that might be made, I would, suggest as a more equitable division 
that the theory of divisors and ratio should be put on the III. 
Form course instead of the IV.

was

1894
tead
what

That the proportionate amount of time devoted to the study 
of mathematics under the new curriculum is very much less than 
tlial under the old no one will deny, and the question very natur
ally arises, “ What were the arguments put forward that led to the 
changes being made?” 1 venture the following as a partial ex
planation of the change: During the last ten years the Education 
Department has put a good deal of stress on the qualifications of 
specialists in the different departments, and with the result, I be
lieve, of largely increasing the efficiency of our high schools and 
collegiate institutes. But this regulation regarding specialists, 
though on the whole productive of much good, has brought one 
evil with it. The whole tendency is for the specialists of the dif
ferent departments to strive to magnify the importance of their 
several departments, and generally at the exjiense of other depart
ments. And the reason is plain.
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Besides the honor there is in 
►eing at the head of what is considered the most important depart

ment, there is a better chance of vising in the profession, because 
there will be more openings and better salaries in that depart
ment. The strife is not confined to high schools and collegiate 
institutes. We find it in the universities. Perhaps it came from 
the universities.

So strong has been this feeling that one cannot help seeing that 
it has had its influence in the formation of the IInew curriculum.
The two departments, mathematics and English, are by far the deney
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most important to the public school teacher, and vet because no 
Z?' effort was made to magnify these departmin s. 1 my Lve 
been pared down to make room for others. a

If there are so many subjects on the curriculum now, that no 
can be found for arithmetic in a form higher than the pri

mary then let arithmetic be substituted for some subject that is 
not of so much impc tance to the public school teacher

It seems to me, however, that both of the difficulties men 
tioned would be obviated if the ratio of the times^ntonthe 
study of mathematics to that spent on all the other subjects 
made as great as it was under the old curriculum. Thto could be 
done by extending the coarse in mathematics as much as has bee^ 
done in the other departments. And there is 
should not be done.

room

was

no reason why it

160,InQfj7 thLe numbei; of second class teachers 
Î ■ 4. *%184 about 24 times as many.
teefhers in the public schools now is very little different from 
what it was in 1877 (250 and 262). 1 f

But, although the number of second class teachers has far 
.nore than doubled since 1877. and the number of primaries has
ltT'l«'mP1877ICalThh<h“‘T’ !'"'|a’,era8e salar.'' 1» loss than 
evident!.11 i , hlRl' Bchools ''lu<l oollegiate institutes
uinlifleatlol th ,um0re “T1"-1'8 with the present standard of 
1 .i dilations than the province requires. There are in round
numbers 8,000 (8.110) public school teachers in the province I
ts aIcul-ted «ha, the average nnmber of years that'a teachm- re
ma.ns in the profession is seven. Last year 1,449 candidates
obtained junior or senior leaving certificates at the midsummer
examinations. This shows that the high schools would have
difficulty in supplying a sufficient number of teachers
sP"a0ndard0naAq-UaliflC^i0nS ^ &t least UP to the junior leaving 
standard. A junior leaving certificate, with mathenyitics brought
op to the level of the other subjects, should be the 
would a"°w a candidate to enter a model school. A candidate 
must be eighteen years of age before he can obtain a teacher’s 
certificate, and many advocate that the limit should 
to twenty-one. There would be no hardship, then, in putting the 
junior leaving as the lowest standard for a teacher’s certificate.

If we had no primary teachers in our public schools the ten
dency would be for the number of first clas* teachers to increase,
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and the more we have there and the fewer in the high schools the 
better it will be for both schools.

If we, as mathematical teachers, w:sh to increase the desire 
for mathematical knowledge throughout the province, we must 
do so through the public school teachers. We should strive to 
create a liking for the subject, especially amongst those who are 
going to be teachers. And to do this, surely we should be allowed 
the privilege of teaching arithmetic to students who have reached 
the age at which they can appreciate the subject.
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UNITS OF MEASUREMENT IN ARITHMETIC. 

W. H. Ballard, M.A., Hamilton.

The subject of arithmetic as usually taught consists of an 
endless array of problems; a persistent counting over of dis 
similar units that never leads to definite summing up—a vague 
whole, which as a subject never becomes measured and definite.

Much will be done towards transforming this indefinite liow- 
much into the definite so-much if not only the first lessons, but all 

the lessons in arithmetic, are based on the practice of 
ing in its varied applications.”

. f8 the subject increases in difficulty, the proper units to be 
elected will need keener discernment on the part of the pupil. 
ie necessity of modifications in the unit to suit the ever-varying 

requirements of the problems under discussion will make com 
stantJy heavier and heavier demands on his resources, and his 
ability to select with due discrimination and adapt the proper 
means to the desired end will advance pari passu with his increas
ing knowledge of the subject.

The wonderful adaptability of the variable unit 
tion of problems will not only give the student increased power 
in attacking new difficulties, but by the ever-growing demands 
which it makes upon his

measur-

in the solu-

resources will steadily but surely lead 
\vorkt0 hlgher aDd hlgher pIancs of capacity for mathematical

• . central thought requires to run through the whole sub- 
ject of arithmetic—some rallying standard must be set up about 
which ail arithmetical operations will 
sort of centripetal tendency.

It something could be done towards this 
definiteness would attach themselves to many arithmetical opera 
bons which otherwise remain loose and purposeless, and whose 
performance merely serves to waste time and mental

If pupils can be so instructed in this subject 
only a clear consciousness of what arithmetical operations really 
mean, but also to have always with them something to strengthen 
•in perpetuate this, in the shape of a constant use of the proper 
mathematical names of the tools they are working with a créai 
step would be taken towards a definite- delimitation of the sub 
Jcot^and its accurate measurement would
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end a method and
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The meaning and proper application of the terms unit and 
measure are as easily learned as those of hundreds of other words 
which children use with readiness and accuracy. In fact home 
experience with the pint or quart measure, the two-foot rule or 
the yardstick may have already given them such a start in the 
right direction that the teacher has only to give definiteness and 
purpose to their knowledge already acquired to keep them going 
steadily forward on the right track.

Even at the very inception of the child’s school course, in the 
kindergarten, much is done that tends to lay a proper foundation 
on which to build in later years. The table at which he works is 
divided off into inch squares, and whenever he begins an exercise 
with his blocks he is directed to place his work so many inches 
from the side of the table. He is asked to count the children in 
the room by twos, fours, etc., as they are drawn up to march two 
deep or four deep. He handles a cube composed of eight smaller 
cubes, and subdivides this into twos and fours, counts the parts, 
and rebuilds the cube. He bandies a cube composed of 27 smaller 
cubes, sr. i divides this into nines and threes, counts the parts, and 
rebuild! the cube.
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Thus the child’s training in definiteness and precision is be 
basis and the elements are present which go togun on a proper 

make a fl"m foundation for his after-training in number.
To what the child gets in the kindergarten might perhaps 

with advantage be added a little more scientific accuracy in adapt
ing the nomenclature so as to aim more definitely at the pur
pose to be worked out in the pupil’s later course.

Early in his public school course he ought to make acquaint
ance with some of the fundamental units as definite units for the 

of measurement—he handles the pint, the quart, and

Her 
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price, 5 
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Thif 
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purposes
other units for measuring capacity, and should actually apply 
them to their uses by measuring quantities of various kinds. He 
has the foot-rule as a unit of length sub divided into smaller and 
still smaller units, and with it he may find the dimensions of his 
desk cover, his slate or his book, in inches, half inches and quar 
ter inches, and the dimensions of the school-room in yards and

quantity
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Even simple questions may be put in language more to the 

purpose sought. Thus, what is the quantity which contains the 
unit 47 times when the unit is 18 feet, |13, 36 years ? The ques
tion, “ How many hours are there in a week ?” may be changed 
to read, “ If the unit is 24 hours, and this unit is repeated seven 
times, what quantity will be produced?” A quantity contains
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the unit, (18.75, thirteen times; what is the quantity ? A 
quantity of wheat is measu-ed by using as the unit as much wheat 
as will fil» a bag that holds 2 bushels 1 peck; 56 of these bags 
are filled; how many bushels are there in the whole quantity? 
At 27 bushels to the acre, how many bushels would there be on 
36 acres ? What is the unit here ? How many times has it to 
be repeated? What gives this particular unit?

A very little practice of this nature, introduced at brief in
tervals. would thoroughly familiarize the pupil with the 
sary terms as well as show their proper application, and he would 
be able to use them as his working tools—they would be his

These terms are much more readily comprehensible in their 
meaning and varied uses than are those of multiplier, multipli
cand, subtrahend, etc., which the pupil is expected to handle with 
a dexterity only surpassed by that exhibited in the use of mar
bles or the skipping rope in the early spring.

To exemplify all the successive steps in the application of 
units to the solution of questions in arithmetic by a sufficiently 
extended series of problems, progressive in difficulty, would ex
haust much more time than I have at my disposal. But a few 
examples, selected pretty much at random, each exhibiting 
peculiarity of treatment, may not be out of place:—

How much would 20 apples cost at 2 for 5 cents?
Here we are required to measure the 20 apples by means of 

the unit 2 apples, obtaining the number 10; then the unit cf 
price, 5 cents, has to be repeated 10 times to produce the 
tity required.

This will be seen to be a case of equality of ratios ; the quan
tity, 20 apples, is first analyzed to discover the relation it bears 
to a certain unit, and then this ratio is applied to build up the 
quantity sought for, the unit of this new quantity being given.

This would seem like pulling one piece of mechanism to 
pieces in order to obtain materials out of which to construct an
other. The first is trken apart certainly enough; not to use the 
pieces, however, but rather to discover the plan of construction, 
and a new piece of workmanship is put together after this plan, 
but out of new materials.

In the case of what are called compound quantities, we have 
to consider a quantity which is the aggregate of several other 
quantities expressed with reference to different units, but these 
units are go related to each other that each of the larger is 
sured by the unit next smaller than itself, and, therefore, the
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whole quantity, taken as an aggregate of quantities, may be re
duced to a deiinite quantity, measured by any one of these sev
eral units.

Ae

this pr
Take, for example, 6 yds. 2 ft. 7 in. Here we have three 

quantities forming a sort of aggregate quantity and although 
they represent the same kind of quantity, length, we must know 
that a yard may be measured by a foot, and a foot by an inch, be
fore we are able to express this aggregate as a single measured 
quantity.

If a student is asked to measure these quantities by the same 
unit, and then perform the addition implied, the request should 
be as readily intelligible to him as to require him to reduce them 
to any the same denomination. And just here one cannot help 
thinking that if these several units were connected by the deci
mal relation, how eas; - all such quantities could be expressed 
with reference to any one of the units involved.

Suppose it Is required to divide $30 equally among three per
sons. A convenient unit1 in this case would be the amount of 
money required io give each person a dollar, for evidently a sim
ple repetition of this operation will exhaust the whole amount. 
It is clear also that the number of times this unit $3 is contained
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in the whole quantity of money is the same as the number of 
times each person is to receive a dollar. Here again we obtain 
the quantity we seek by measuring a different quantity, though 
in th's case both are sums of money.

The usual examples in sharing are not so simple as this; but 
it will be seen that they do not differ in principle from that just 
given.

For instance, “ Divide 30 apples between a boy and a girl in 
such a way as to give the girl 3 apples for very 2 given to the 
boy.”

Here the unit of operation evidently deals with 5 apples in 
such a way as to give 3 to the girl and 2 to the boy, for all that 
remains to be done is to repeat this operation until the whole 
distribution is effected. The unit for the measurement of the 
girl’s apples is 3 apples, and for that of the boy’s, 2 apples; and 
each of these units is to be repeated as often as the unit 5 apples 

be found in the whole quantity. The solution of this ques
tion, therefore, involves the following operations:

1. To And the measure of the whole quantity of apples with

can

5 apples as the unit; and
2. To find the quantity of which 2 for 3) apples is the unit 

and 6 the numerical value.
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these sev- I

As a still more complicated instance of the application of 
this principle, let me give the following:

The daily wages at a mill amounted to #97.20. 
there were 7 times

lave three 
I although 
nust know 
n inch, be- 
measured

In the mill
as many women and twice as many men as

Each man received #1.90, each woman 90c., and 
each boy 70c. How many were there of each class ? The unit 
tor measuring the quantity of workers is evidently the group 
formed of 1 boy, 2 men, and 7 women, for by the conditions of the 
problem these several quantities are repeated the same number 
of times The money required to pay this group for a day’s 
work at the wages named is #10.80; and it is clear that the group 
of 2 men, 7 women, and 1 boy will be found as many times in 
the whole quantity of workers as their daily wages of #10.80 must 
be repeated to produce #97.20. The resulting 9 times, therefore 
becomes the common multiplier of each of the units 2 men 7 
women, 1 boy, in order to obtain the whole number of each.

When there simple cases have been disposed of and the point 
is reached in the pupils’ progress, at which to take

there were boys.
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up the mea
surement of areas and volumes, occasion may be taken to make
some approach to a scientific definition of the terms unit, quan
tity, measure, number, ratio, etc. Some account can be 'tiven 
ot the extreme care that has had to be taken in preparing, con- 
Mructing, or defining the three fundamental units, aril how all 
ihese units are based ultimately, theoretically at least, on the 
unit of time, and that nearly all the quant ties with which physi
cal science has to dea> can be expressed either directly or indi
rectly in terms of thise three fundamental units, and how the 
units for the measurement of surface and volume are directly 
derived from that of length.

The introduction of the measurement of surface and volume 
furnishes perhaps the best possible series of examples of the 
necessity, nature and use of definite, accurate units of measure
ment. New light can be let in on the ever-recurring question of 
carpeting, while questions on brick work and kindred subjects 
will furnish a veritable pleasure ground for the mathematical 
treatment of the theory and practice of measuring.

I shall deal with but one of the many example which this 
part of the subject may be made to furnish.

“A rectangle 3 feet wide contains 18 square feet; find its 
length ?”
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The first horse costing 4 units and selling for 3; the second horse 
costing 4 units and selling for 5. But these numbers are not satis
factory, the selling price being represented by 3 and 5, instead of 
being equal. The first unit must therefore be taken one-fifth as

This will be noticed as another example of equality of ratios, 
for we first found the ratio between two quantities of area, and 
then applied the ratio so found to find the second of two quan
tities of length.

To find one dimension of a rectangular solid when two dimen
sions and the volume are given ; and to find the area of a face of 
a rectangular solid when one dimension and the volume are given, 
furnish very interesting examples, especially the latter, of the ap
plication of the unit of volume.

In the solution of problems arising from business transactions 
we find innumerable opportunities for calling attention to the use 
of units of measurement, but a couple will answer our purpose:

1. “ Divide f1,440 into three parts, so that 10 per cent, of the 
first, 12£ per cent, of the second, and 16 2-3 per cent, of the third 
may be all equal.” Take 10 per cent, of the first as the unit of 
measurement. Then this unit is contained 10 times in the first 
part, 8 times in the second, and 6 times in the third, or 24 times 
in the whole quantity; thus the ratio of the unit to the wnole 
quantity is found. This determines the unit and then the three 
parts sought for can be constructed.

2. “A dealer sold two horses at the same price. On one he 
lost 25 per cent., and on the other he gained 25 per cent. His total 
loss was $9.60. Find the cost of each horse.”

Here we have slightly more difficulty in fixing upon a suitable 
undetermined unit, changing it at pleasure until it finally meets 
our purpose.

We first express the cost price and selling price of the horses
thus:

whole area will decide for us the number of times a linear foot is 
contained in the length of the rectangle, for by taking away thi® 
strip we diminish the length of the rectangle by one foot, a’ a 
this operation can be repeated as often as one linear foot is con
tained in the length, or as often as the area 3 square feet is con
tained in the whole area.
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?ar foot is 
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large, raising the numbers to 20 and 15; and the second unit one- 
third as large, raising the second numbers to 12 and 15, thus:

15
15

32 30
of ratios, 
area, and 
two quali-

Now, since the selling prices are equal, all these numbers repre
sent so many multiples of the same unit. Hence the whole selling 
price is 30, and the buying price 32, making the loss equal to 2 of 
the units with which we are working. But this loss is stated to 
be #9.60, therefore the hitherto undetermined unit is found to be 
|1.80, whence the required cost prices are at once known.

In finding present worth, either by simple or compound in
terest, we set up a standard of measurement which is a group of 
quantities connected by the conditions of the question under con
sideration, but expressed in the simplest numbers, preferably in 
whole numbers. Thus the amount of #100 for two years at 10 per 
cent, compound interest is #121, and the interest #21. These three 
quantities being connected by the conditions stated will serve to 
solve any problem occurring under these conditions, and will give 
us any two of the quantities, interest, present worth (or principal), 
and amount where the third one is known.
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So, too, with our old friend, the double commission question, 
which has been recurring with more or less regularity for the last 
20 years or more. At 3 per cent, for selling and 2 per cent, for 
buying we have the quantities #102, #97 and #5 ready to measure, 
price of goods s. nt, price of goods bought, or commission respec
tively. In fact, we may regard them as conjointly constituting a 
unit to sclve every question involving these same rates of com
mission. no matter which of the three quantities chances to be 
given.

)n one he 
His total

a suitable 
illy meets I shall close with two questions which yield readily to the 

application of measurement where the proper units are selected.
The first is from the last year’s primary paper: “ A rectan

gular field, whose length is 4-3 of its width, contains 2 acres 112 
square rods. Find the length of a diagonal.”

In this case the length of the rectangle is evidently 4 units 
and the width 3, the unit being as yet undetermined, and, there
fore, the area of the rectangle is 12 square units, which furnishes 
the key to the solution for the area of the rectangle, when referred 
to a square rod as the unit, is 432, therefore our square unit con
tains 36 square rods, and one side of it is 6 rods long, and therefore 
a diagonal, which contains 5 of these unitu, is 30 rods in length.
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The next is somewhat difficult to treat arithmetically, unless 
attacked with due caution.

A person ordered $150 to be distributed among some poor 
people, but before the distribution had taken place ‘.vo more un
expectedly appeared, in consequence of which the former received 
$A50 each less than they otherwise would have done, 
did each receive?

How much

If the money to be divided had been $75, the unexpected com
ing of one more would have made the same difference (2.50) in the 
share of each. Now, if we make this $2.50 the unit of money, we 
snail have the $75 expressed by the number 30, and therefore 
must have either 5 persons receiving each 6 units of money, or 6 
persons receiving each 5. Therefore the quantity of money pay- 
able to each is 5 times $2.50, or $12.50, or would have been $15 had 
the other two not appeared. The number of 
to these are, of course, 12 and 10 respectively.
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i !For some months past the Anglo-Saxon world at least has 
been excited over the revival and extension of a doctrine or 
theory which has hitherto been considered, even by American au
thorities, an utterly untenable principle in international law. 
I his doctrine, named, as you all know, after James Monroe, Presi
dent of the United States from 1816 to 1824, has a history. It is 
this history, together with the position of this theory in interna
tional law, which I propose to discuss briefly. And here, I may 
say, I find my task at once easy and difficult. Easy, because 
much has been written

■
ji m y«

hi.

mso
the question during the last three 

months; difficult, because little or nothing new can be said on the 
subject. Nevertheless, it is possible that some of you may have 
not had the 1 usure or opportunity to give the matter much atten
tion, and it will be to these that my remarks will have special ap
plication.

on

P
First, as to the genesis and history of this now most famous

doctrine.
The United States began its career as a nation under circi in

stances with which you are all familiar. The struggle with the 
Mother Country, and the assistance given by France, gave the 
young Republic a strong bias against England, and an equally 
strong bias towards her great enemy, France. French ideas of 
equality and fraternity among all classes of men moulded and per
meated the opinions of early American statesmen, such as Jeffer
son, Madison and Monroe. The condition of Europe during the 
last years of the eighteenth century was such as to give encourage
ment to those who fondly hoped for the emancipation of the masses 
from the thraldom of monarchical government. With the spread 
of the democratical principles enunciated by the French Republi
cans all classes in the United States were in sympathy. To them 
it was a compliment to the young American Republic, and an endor- ' 
sation of the stand the American people had taken in throwing off 
the yoke of the Mother Country. Hence we find that a deep in
terest was excited in the United States in the events that crowd 
ihe pages of the history of Europe at this period.
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of republican princ'ples everywhere was for a time confidently ex
pected, and their apparent defeat when Republican France became 
the bond-slave of the Emperor Napoleon, and when the liberties 
of Europe were placed under the iron heel of the conqueror and 
tyrant, left a deep impression upon the minds of Americans.

The downfall of Napoleon in 1815, followed as it was imme
diately by a rearrangement and reorganization of Europe; a re
organization in which the rights of the peonle of Europe were 
scarcely considered by the monarchs and statesmen who carried 
out the ' healing and settling,” was another blow which went to 
prove that the day for the complete triumph of republican princi
ples was still far removed.

The United States then seemed to be the one home of demo
cracy, and the preservation of this refuge for oppressed humanity, 
the first duty of its citizens. Nevertheless, in spite of the interest 
taken by the United States in European affairs, it seems to have 
been the policy of all the early Presidents to occupy a position of 
dignified neutrality. It is probably true that in the desperate 
struggle winch England waged for twenty odd years against the 
colossal power of France and her allies; a struggle in which the 
very existence of European, and therefore of American, freedom 
was at stake, the sympathy of the United States was with the enemy 
of liberty, and against its most gallant and staunch defender. But 
the share the United States took in this struggle was confined to 
sympathy so long as her individual rights were not involved. The 
war of 1812, of so great interest to all Canadians, was, as we all 
know, provoked by the high handed proceedings of England on the 
seas towards American vessels and seamen. In Dr. Gilman’s Life 
of Monroe there is a summary given of the attitude taken by the 
United States presidents prior to Monroe, with respect to foreign 
affairs. There is not even a hint of the principle soon to be known 
as the “ Monroe Doctrine.” There are, however, several very dis
tinct declarations from Washington, Adams (J.), Jefferson and 
Madison, to the effect that the true policy of the United States is 
to maintain a dignified neutrality in the struggles and complica
tions so frequently arising in European affairs. At the same time 
it is recognized that the United States has a special set of interests 
to guard, if her dearly-bought independence was not to be sacri
ficed. This, however, was a very different attitude from that 
taken by Monroe in his famous message in 1823; while Monroe’s 
position is very far removed irom that recently assumed by Secre
tary OIney and President Cleveland, and endorsed by the United 
States Congress.
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I^et us now review the circumstances which led to the enunci
ation of the “ Monroe Doctrine.” 
exile of Napoleon in 1815 was followed by a congress of the great 
powers of Europe, to restore or rearrange the boundaries of the 
different states. Of ti ese great powers, perhaps no one claimed 
aud received so much credit for the destruction of Napoleon’s 
supremacy as Russia. Russia at thia period was governed by the 
Emperor Alexander, a man of curiously mingled qualities. Just 
at this time he was much under the influence of one Madame

Hi
The downfall and permanent

Krtidener, who filled his mind with all manner of Qtiixo' ic and 
chivalrous ideas. Of these one took a very strong hold, and 
through him found expression in an alliance between the monarch * 
of Russia, Austria and Prussia, and subsequently of France, to 
bring about a golden age in Europe—an age in which the principles 
o! Christianity would be recognized and practict d. This Holy 
Alliance, as it was called, bound the monarch» mentioned to “ex
ercise their power according to the principles of religion, justice, 
and humanity; to afford one another on all occasions aid and help; 
to treat their subjects and soldiers with fraternal feeling, and to 
regard their people as members of a great Christian family, whose 
guidance was entrusted to them by God.” Three years later 
grees of the five great powers met at Aix-la-Chapelle for the pur
pose, among other things, of removing the army of occupation of 
the allies from French territory. But an opportunity such as this 
afforded was not to be lost by the Kings of Russia, Austria,
1 russia and France. England was represented at this congress 
b> her ambassador, and through him seems to have given a pro
visional assent to the forming of an alliance of the great powers 
for the purpose of repressing r evolutionary movements of a popu- 
lai character among the people of Europe. This newT alliance was 

necessarily the outcome of the Holy Alliance, but it shewed 
pretty clearly what, under vague, misleading and high flown 
phrases, the professed advocates of Christian government meant 
when they proposed to rule in accordance with Christian prin
ciples.
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Very soon after this congress a practical illustration was 
given of what might be expected from the Christian Majesties of 
the Holy Alliance. Spain had, in 1812, during the enforced ab
sence of the Spanish King, obtained a liberal constitution, known 
as the Constitution of Cadiz. The return of the Spanish king, 
after the downfall of Napoleon, led to a conflict between him and 
nis people, which resulted in Spain adopting the Constitution of 
Cadiz, much to the chagrin of the royalistic and reactionary ele-
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ments of the nation. Naples and Sardinia both followed the ex
ample of Spain, and adopted its constitution.

Such a state of affairs was decidedly alarming to the mem
bers of the Holy Alliance, and in consequence, a congress was sum
moned at Troppau in Silesia, in the October of 1820. The powers 
held a brief conference, and then rose to meet again the same year 
at Laybach in Styria. Five great powers were represented by 
kings or ambassadors; besides a host of minor rulers, the King of 
Naples included, appeared to advance their claims. All of the 
great powers save England were resolved to crush out the popular 
movements in Spain. Naples and Sardinia. England protested 
against the policy of interfering with the people of Italy in their 
efforts to obtain constitutional government; and her position 
all the more 
was 
form.
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remarkable because Britain’s Ministry at that time 

well known to be anything but favorable to liberalism in any 
But England’s protest was unavailing, and an Austrian 

army was sent into Italy in 1821, which crushed the revolutionary 
party in Naples and Sardinia after a brief struggle, and restored 
all the absolutism, and along with it all the evils of the old 
regime. The sovereigns of Russia, Austria and Prussia endeavor
ed in a circular to justify this interference with the 
affairs of other states.

internal
They contended that there was a vast

conspiracy against all established power, which it was necessary 
to suppress. The British Government, while it acknowledged a 
right of interference in certain 
should receive

cases, denied that “this right 
a general and indiscriminate application to all 

revolutionary governments.” The right of interference, in other 
words, was to be the exception, not the rule.

The royal conspirators next turned their attention to Spain 
where a royalist insurrection had, in 1821, broken out in the 
north, in favor of abolishing the free constitution of Cadiz, 
rebels were
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Another congress was called at Verona, in 1822, for the pur

pose of interfering with an armed force in the affairs of Spain. 
At this congress the Duke of Wellington, the British 
pressed in strong terms the decision of his government not to 
share in the coercion of Spain. In spite of this outspoken pro
test, the other great powers resolved on interference, and France 
was
long-oppressed neighbor. This congress of Verona did more than 
discuss the propriety of restoring absolutism in Spain. It agitated 
the desirability of bringing into subjection to Spanish authority
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her colonies in South America, which had taken advantage of the 
Peninsular War to throw off the yoke of the Mother Country, 
establish themselves as independent republics. France, it was 
thought, meditated giving her aid to Spain to recover these colo
nies. with a view to her own aggrandizement in the New World. 
The danger to the newly-freed Spanish colonies was great, and the 
extension of French influence in the New World 
alike to England and the United States.

At that time Mr. George Canning was the lea ling spirit in 
Uritish foreign affairs, and he had
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assumed an attitude of pro
nounced opposition to the policy of the Holv Alliance in 
fering with the internal affairs of other nations. Mr. Canning 
recognized the necessity of preventing the Alliance from taking 
action to coerce the Spanish colonies; but as England stood alone 
among the great powers in the policy of non-interference, 
ning endeavored to enlist the support of the United States.’ 
represented to Mr. Rush, the United States Ambassador in Lon
don. that his country’s interests were likely to be imperilled if 
the Holy Alliance should succeed in forcing the Spanish colonies 
to return to their allegiance to the Mother Country. At first 
Mr. Rush was unwilling to move in the direction indicated by Mr. 
Canning, as the policy of the United States

inter-

Can-
He

was to remain neu 
tral in the conflicts continually arising among the European 
nations. But Mr. Canning convinced him that the interests of 
the United States were at stake in the matter, and Mr. Rush then 
communicated to his own Government Mr. Canning’s proposal 
that the United States should enter its protest against the Holy . 
Alliance using force to destroy the independence of the Spanish 
American republics.

James Monroe, the President at this time, had for his Sec
retary of State and chief adviser in foreign affairs, John Quincy 
Adams. The subject of making a formal declaration against Eu
ropean interference against Spanish America was seriously de
bated in President Monroe’s Cabinet, and Monroe 
tain as to the line of action he should take that he consulted 
among others Jefferson and Madison, ex-Presidents, and his poli
tical friends.
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The outcome of these anxious deliberations was
the “ Monroe Doctrine,” which might, perhaps, be better named 
the “ John Quincy Adams Doctrine.”

With considerable hesitancy on the part of Mr. Monroe, the 
following passage was put into the Presidential message, which 
was sent to Congress in December, 1823:—“ That we should con
sider any attempt on the part of the allied powers to extend their
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system to any part of this hemisphere as dangerous to our peace 
and safety. With the existing colonies or dependencies of any 
European power we have not interfered, and shall mt interfere; 
but with the governments who have declared their indepen
dence and maintained it, and whose independence we have on 
great consideration and on just principles acknowledged, we could 
not view any interposition for the purpose of oppressing them 
or controlling in any other manner their destiny by any European 
power in any other light than as a manifestation of an unfriendly 
disposition towards the United States.” Shortly afterwards a 
resolution embodying the principles of these principles was moved 
iu Congress, but it never came to a vote. The President’s mes
sage, added to the firm stand taken by the British Government, 
served to prevent any action being taken against the indepen
dence of the Spanish colonies.
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But in the same message occurred a passage which is often 
taken as part and parcel of the “ Monroe Doctrine,” although it 
really deals with a very distinct matter, 
ment had laid claim to the control of the North-west or Pacific 
Coast of North America, on the ground of prior discovery and 
occupation. Both Britain and the United States were inter
ested in refusing recognition of the Russian claims, and concerted 
action between the two Anglo-Saxon nations was equally to the 
advantage of both, 
disturbed by President Monroe inserting in his message the fol
lowing wholly indefensible statement:—“ The occasion has been 
judged proper for asserting as a principle, in which the rights 
and interests of the United States are involved, that the Ameri
can continents, by the free and independent condition which they 
have assumed and maintain, are henceforth not to be considered 
as subjects for future colonization by any European power.” It 
is quite evident that this second doctrine has

The Russian Govern-

But this harmony of action was seriously

In :
no necessary con

nection with the first, although both occur in the same message 
and both refer to the United States interests. It is certain that 
while Mr. Canning approved of the first, the real “ Monroe Doc- 
tiine, he strongly objected to the second. What meaning was 
attached to the “ Monroe Doctrine” by the American statesman 
who probably had most to do in framing the famous message, is 
shown by the following extract from a statement by John Quincy 
Adams (now President) in 1825, when referring to a proposed 
congress of American republics at Panama:—“An agreement be
tween all the parties represented at the meeting that each will
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guard by its own means against the establishment of any future 
European colony within its borders, may be found desirable. 
This was more than two years since announced by my predecessor 
to the world as a principle resulting from the emancipation of 
both the American continents.” Such is the explanation fur
nished by Mr. Adams, who was Mr. Monroe’s Secretary of State, 
and probably drew up his message. But it seems that even this 
mild and moderate view of the rights of the United States failed 
to receive the endorsation of the House of Representatives, for
l res°lutl0n was carried before that body that the United States 

ought not to become parties to any joint declaration for the 
purpose of preventing the interference of any of the European 
powers with their independence or form of government; or to
any compact for the purpose of preventing colonization upon the 
continent of America.” On this subject it is remarked by the 
eminent American authority on international law—Dr Wool- 
sey :—
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On the whole, then, (1) this policy is not a nalional one. 
the House of Representatives, indeed, had no right to settle 
questions of policy or of international law. But the Cabinet had

(2) The P'iaciple of resisting attempts to overthrow 
the liberties of the Spanish republics
self-defence, and of vital importance, 
prohibiting European colonization

as little.

was one of most righteous 
But the other principle of 

„ . was vague, and if intended to
prevent Russia from stretching her borders on the Pacific further
to the south, went far beyond any limit of interference that has 
hitherto been set «p. What right had the United States to 
trol Russia in gaining territory on the Pacific 
there

con-
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tude take*, by Mr. Calhoun, the famous Southern statesman. 
Discussing the President’s message, he declared that the Yucatan 
case was very different from that which led to Mr. Monroe’s inter
ference; further, that the declarations of Mr. Monroe could not 
be accepted as the settled policy of the United States, and were 
made without any threats of resistance. The principle, he said, 
that “ lies at the bottom of the President’s recommendation is, 
that when any power on this continent becomes involved in inter
nal warfare, and the weaker side chooses to make application to 
us for support, we are bound to give them support for fear the 
offer of the sovereignty of the country may be made to some 
other power and accepted. It goes infinitely and dangerously 
beyond Mr. Monroe’s declaration. It puts it in the power of 
other countries on this continent to make us a party to all their 
wars.”
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If, then, the comparatively modest claims of President Polk 
regarding the right of the United States to interfere in the affairs 
of North American States were likely to lead to serious interna
tional entanglements, what must be thought of the extraordinary 
pretension of Secretary Olney and President Cleveland ?

Mr. Calhoun’s contention that the Monroe Doctrine had 
been accepted by the United States as a national principle to be 
enforced, if necessary, by a resort to arms, is fully borne out by 
the Clayton-Bulwer Treaty of 1850. By this treaty, which deals 
with the proposed construction of a ship canal across Central 
America, to connect the Atlantic and the Pacific, the Govern
ments of Great Britain and the United States agree that neither 
will ever obtain or maintain for itself any exclusive control over 
the said ship canal, or occupy or fortify, or colonize or assume 
or exercise any dominion over Nicaragua, Costa Rica, the Mos
quito Coast, or any part of Central America, etc. 
the provisions of this treaty, for brevity’s sake, are not quoted; 
but the tenor of them is that the United States did not claim, 
receive, any special jurisdiction in the affairs of Central America. 
In other words, the Monroe Doctrine was not recognized as a 
principle of international law.

It will thus be seen that the Monroe Doctrine 
cepted by the United States as a principle of international law; 
much less was it recognized by other nations, 
erican authority already quoted, Woolsey, does not hesitate to 
condemn it in the strongest terms. “To lay down,” says he, 
“ the principle that the acquisition of territory on this continent
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by any European pow-r cannot be allowed by the United States 
would go far beyond any measures dictated bv the system of 
balance of power, for the rule of self-preservation is not applica
ble in our case; we fear no neighbors.” Doubtless it is true that 
with growing power and, we fear, with growing arrogance, the 
United States have become more and more disposed to interfere 

the disputes that have arisen between the European states 
and American peoples. The action of Louis Napoleon in forcing 
the Republic of Mexico to accept for a time an Emperor was 
viewed with strong disfavor by the people of the United States; 
nevertheless the form of Government of Mexico was changed 
without the Lnited State* vindicating their so-called rights bv an 
appeal to arms. The same disposition to interfere, or give covert 
aid, has been shown in her dealings between Spain 
volting possession, Cuba. But the wiser and controlling ele
ments in United States politics have generally been found on the 
side against active interference in the quarrels between European 
powers and American States. Lord Salisbury, then, when he 
repudiated the Monroe Doctrine as a principle of international 
law, was simply expressing a fact that, as I have shown, is fully 
recognized by the best American authorities, not to mention the 
opinion of standard European writers.
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ntain is not seeking to force her system of government on any 
American State; she is not seeking to establish new colonies on 
any part of this continent; she is not even meddling with the 
affairs of any North American people. On what ground, then 

resident Cleveland invoke the Monroe Doctrine as a justification 
for tus interference with the boundary dispute in South America ? 
; t first sight the ground is not apparent; nor is it possible after 
the closest investigation to say that it is well taken. But there 
is, by a forced construction of the doctrine, a relation between 
the present circumstances in Venezuela and that under which 
Monroe thought interference justifiable. Britain claims certain 
territory which Venezuela asserts belongs to her. From the 
standpoint of President Cleveland, Britain’s strength enables her 
to put forth unreasonable and fictitious claims, 
enforce regardiez of all right and justice, 
action a weak nation
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by France or Spain, and thus, under cover of a mere dispute over 
boundary lines, European influence in America might be inde
finitely extended.

It is not my purpose to argue the justice or injustice of the 
Monroe Doctrine—that has been done so well in Lord Salisbury’s 
reply, in Prof. Shortt’s excellent paper recently published, and 
in Hon. David Mills’ admirable and almost exhaustive article in 
the Canadian Magazine for February, that I may stand excused. 
Bui one is surprised at the attitude taken by a portion of the 
British press and by some of the British publicists regarding this 
Monroe Doctrine, and the recent American claims based thereon. 
To the Canadian who has studied the history of the relations at 
various times of the United States to Great Britain and Canada, 
it is bewildering to find that a powerful element in British poli
tics still persists in closing its eyes to the fact that hostility to
wards England, veiled or unveiled, has been the attitude of our 
neighbors since the Revolution ending in 1783. The attempts 
made in many quarters to prove that American sentiment is 
friendly to England, and that “ blood is thicker than water,” in 
this case, as in others, while entirely honorable to the individuals 
and associations engaged in the pleasant work of reconciliation, 
are based on a radically false view of what both the history of the 
past and the experience of the present teaches. The “ Monroe
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Doctrine” in its modem form is simply an expression of the 
hostility of the majority of the United States people to England 
and her American colonies. For the Mother Country to yield 
to her monstrous claims at this time may secure a temporary 
pt ace, and may gratify that powerful class in Britain whose com
mercial and financial interests are so closely interwoven with 
those of the United States. But the cessation of American in
sults and threats of war would be bought at the very dear price 
of Britain’s dishonor, without securing what all most ardently 
desire—the establishment of permanently good relations between 
the two great English nations of the globe, 
fleet on the horrors of war must shrink from the very thought of 
a conflict between nations so closely bound together by common 
interests, nevertheless Canadians, at least, must feel that a policy 
of resolute and calm resistance to all claims based on the Monroe 
Doctrine is the policy which will best secure the interests of the 
British empire, and at the same time put a stop to that spirit of 
perpetual and insolent aggression which unfortunately is culti
vated in the United States in the joint interests of patriotism and 
party politics.
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one dollar a month, 
tiou in Upper Canada in 1818, says there were only two schools of 
any note in Upper Canada, that of Straehan and that of Cockerell, 
which is high praise for the latter.

Enough praise has not been bestowed upon Governor Simcoe 
lor the noble part he played in providing educational advantages 
tor the new country he came to govern. In different letters from 
Xa\y llall, Niagara, we see how much and how deeply he had 
thought on the subject. On 23rd November, 1792, in a letter to 
Mr. Secretary Dundas, he speaks of providing for the education of 
the rising generation; and in 1793, to the Bishop of Quebec, speaks 
of the Sabbath being almost unknown to the children, who 
searching for amusements on the Lord’s day. Again, to the Duke 
of Portland in 1795, he urges the necessity of a school in Niagara, 
but is coldly told, with sublime disregard of distances, that those 
who wish to study Greek and Latin may go to Montreal, Quebec 
oi Nova Scotia, all the subjects necessary being reading, writing, 
accounts and mensuration.
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In 1798 Mr. D. W. Smith offers his house for sale for a free 
grammar school for the Home District, with four acres around it 
and 160 acres for endowment, but its position in range of the guns 
from Fort Niagara was objected to. In 1802 Mr. and Mrs. Tyler, 
between Niagara and Queenston, advertise “a regular day and 
night school; children from four years of age. both sexes; price 
in proportion to the kind of instruction; for young ladies all that 
is necessary for their sex to appear decently and be useful in the 
world, and in all that

Ni
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bien bred in the line of mantua making, will receive and do her 
endeavours to execute her work in the neatest manner,” which ad
vertisement is really more comprehensive than it at first sight 
appears.
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In the “ecord book of St. Andrew’s church, commencing 30th 
September, 1794, there are frequent references to teachers in 
nectiou with the church, thus: “ September 2nd, 1802, the Rev. 
John Young, from the city of Montreal, was engaged at one hun
dred pounds, Halifax currency, and a dwelling place, also to have 
the teaching of a school exclusive of his salary as a preacher of 
the Gospel.” On the 13th April, 1805, a meeting authorizes an ad
ditional sum of £50 to be given if the clergyman may be inclined 
to teach thirteen scholars in the Latin, Greek and mathematics.” 
Why thirteen we do not know. In 1797 steps were taken in Par
liament to establish four grammar schools, one of which was New
ark, now Niagara. By an Act passed in 1807, £100 was to be

con-
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heap of rums representing the homes from which’children had
gone forth to these schools. Thus records would be lost and for
some time indeed there were no schools to be recorded. ’

In 1822 the Rev. Thomas Green
afterwards for
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opened a private school, and 
Srlmni. i S°me years tauSht the Niagara District Grammar

Ulasgow University, Many of bis pupils afterwards became dis- 
Anguished men, as Mile* O'Reilley, Q.C., Judge Burns, Judge 
Miller; and several of his pupils placed a handsome tablet to his 
memory in St. Mark’s church, of which he had become the rector 
succeeding Mr. Addison. In the year 1823 there were eighty-five 
mmies on the register, while in 1827, from rival schools and the 
removal of a regiment, there were only eighteen. In the Niagara 
(Meaner of June 23. 1823. appears an account of the examination of 
the Niagara District Grammar School, and the names of the trus
tees, Rev. R. Addison. Wm. Dickson. Rev. W. Deeming, Chippewa; 
Ralfe Clench, Robert Ker, J. Muirhead, who
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gives the number studying Xenophon, Horace, Cicero, Virgil, Sal
lust, etc. In 1820 Rev. T. Green advertises in Qleaner that the school 
would reopen in August, and in the same paper the Rev. —. Hand- 
cock, A.B., graduate of Trinity College, Dublin, advertises to open 
an academy for Greek, Latin, etc., in Biftler’s Barracks, he being 
assistant chaplain to the forces in Niagara. The next year Rev. 
John Fraser, minister of the Presbyterian congregation, proposes 
to open a class for the various branches of the literary profession. 
There must thus have been three schools teaching classics. We 
who remember the day when mathematics was the important study, 
and who also remember that in the words quoted by our president, 
“ a king arose who knew not Joseph,” and English was given a 
more important place, recall with interest the days when Homer 
and Horace reigned supreme. In 1823 Mr. Green advertises that the 
District School is about to employ an assistant and accommodate 
boarders. In 1823 the report qf the Niagara District School, T. 
Green, teacher, hopes, in rather magniloquent language, “ that 
literature, at once the blessing and ornament of society, will 
flourish here with increasing bloom and shine in its generous 
lustre.” To open 7th July.
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Niagara is the fourth oldest high school in the province, hav
ing been founded in 1808; the three first being Cornwall, Kings
ton. York. It has been called by different names, firiit thee Ni
agara District Grammar School, next the Niagara County Gram
mar School, next the Senior County Grammar School (on this the 
Rev. T. Philipps always insisted), then the Niagara High School. 
The seal has these words, “Niagara County Grammar School, 
established 1808, incorporated 1853,” and has on it the figure of a 
bell, quill pen, inkbottle, globe, telescope. It may be said that in 
later days the existence of many of the small high schools depend
ed on this school, as when a bill was about to pass through the 
Legislature, the Hon. S. H. Richards, who was in the Cabinet, and 

the member for Niagara, seeing that his constituency would
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lose its high school, had such changes made in the bill as would 
prevent this, and thus saved many schools from extinction. 
Honor to whom honor is due.

A circular signed by Ralfe Clench seems to demand what we 
would now consider a work of supererogation. It is a system of 
Bible distribution, so paternal as to be resented in our days. The 
teachers are to inquire by going from house to house, if the 
settlers possess a Bible, and in what condition; if not able to pay 
for one, the name to be sent to Samuel Street at the Falls Mills, 
Secretary of the Niagara Bible Society. There is also the form
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of certificate from trustees to teacher to receive salary, stating 
that he has taught the school six months, is a British subject, 
not less than twenty scholars, and has demeaned himself to “ 
satisfaction.”

had
our

In 1817 were issued rules for the government of the 
schools in the District if Niagara, ten in number.

common
As Dr. Hodgins

succinct y remarks, ‘‘As compared with the comprehensive and 
e a borate ones of to-day, those of eighty years ago make up for 
their lack in this respect by their clearness and brevity.” 
No. 1—The school is to be opened with a short prayer.
9—To be closed with

$

Il ilNo.
a few verses from Gospel. No. 4—Corporal 

punishment seldom necessary, except for bad habits learned at 
home, as lying, disobedience; but gentleness would do better. No. 
5—All other offences, arising chiefly from liveliness and inatten
tion, are better corrected by shame, such as gaudy caps, placing the 
culprits by themselves, detaining them after school, and by ridi
cule. No. 7—Wednesday and Saturday for religious instruction; 
ten copies of Barron’s Questions on the New Testament to be 
furnished, the teacher to have one copy of the key. The pro
priety of rule 5 would certainly be called in question by our train
ing schools of to-day. The framers of the rules do not seem to 
have had much faith in the Scriptural knowledge of their teachers.

A few words with regard to other teachers. Mr. Cockerell in 
1800 was succeeded by Mr. Hughes; Mr. John Ray, who was fifty 
years clerk of St. Mark’s, also taught a school. There was a pri
vate school by Mr. McKee, who was a classical scholar; his wife 
taught fancy work—this being after the war. The usual way of 
starting a school was to go round and procure a promise of fifteen 
or twenty scholars; the usual pay was $1 a month. In the Gleaner 
of 1817 Mr. and Mrs. Roberts advertise a boarding and day school, 
English, French, construction of maps, and the use of globes.

The school in connection with St. Andrew’s
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till 1843. In the Gleaner of 1817 an advertisement speaks of the 
annual meeting of the congregation, when the account of monies re
ceived and expended in building the school-house will be produced. 
This building seems to have been used before the war as a school- 
house, and after the warwhat we 
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Sunday for divine worship and Sunday 
school, and on week days for a school, the upper part at one time 
being used for the colored children. In 1840 the school was taught 
by Mr. James Webster, and the trustees and members of the Kirk 
Session were the committee for its management. In 1842 Rev. 
Robert McGill advised as to how the school could still be main
tained in connection with the church under the Act passed at the 
late session of the Provincial Legislature.

on
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And now we turn to what we can find of what may well be 
called the backbone of the educational system of Canada. There 
have been several references to the common school before. In 
1823 had appeared a petition of the teachers of the Niagara Dis
trict, complaining of the. non-payment of their salaries, and the 
proceedings in the Legislature in consequence. And in 1839 
another complaint came before the Legislature, £500 being granted 
to make good the loss by the bankruptcy of the treasurer. On the 
9th September, 1826, there is a letter in the Gleaner advocating 
the erection of a public school-house, as the population of the town 
was then 1,200, and they had an able teacher in Mr. Thomson. On 
June 2nd, 1827, a certificate appears in the Gleaner, signed by Rev. 
Thomas Green and Thomas Handcock, A.B., testifying to the 
ability and fitness of the teacher of the Niagara common school, 
Mr. David Thomson, giving the number of the classes in arith
metic, grammar, bookkeeping, etc.; total twenty-five. The fees 
were 2s. 6d. or 50c.; with writing added, 62£e.; with arithmetic, 
75c. per month. An agreeable sparkle of color is given to these 
dry records thus: February 23rd, 1827, account of a collection 
taken up by the pupils of Mr. Thomson’s school in aid of the dis
tressed Greeks, 11s. lid. This was the year of the battle of Na- 
varino; and now after seventy years the generous deed of these 
Niagara school children is recalled even to the l|d., as we are 
sending away our contributions to the Armenians, so barbarously 
treated by the same “ unspeakable Turk ”; but now the nations of 
the world do not rise up as then tv aelp the weak. Mr. Rollston 
and Mr. Crombie taught here at this time. The methods of punish
ment to present pupils must seem amazing. One boy in the town 
was struck by the teacher on the head with a round ruler an inch 
in diameter; the boy falling to the floor insensible, was carried 
out to the snow to revive, 
boys of the school then did what so rejoiced the heart of the 
honest Yorkshireman when Nicholas Nickleby “ bate the school
master.” His next feat was on his removal to Stamford to shut 
up in a brick oven a little girl for punishment, but he was sent 
away in consequence.

Among the teachers of Niagara perhaps the most striking 
personality was Dr. Whitelaw, who taught the grammar school 
from 1830 to 1851. From the description given by his old pupils he 
must have been an able teacher and a Christian gentleman. His 
son John, a young man of great promise, died at an early age, 
and while his father’s assistant gave lectures on chemistry. It is 
one of my earliest recollections seeing nitrous oxide, or laughing 
gas, administered by him, and the disastrous effects in one case.
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The love of science must have been shared by the father and son, 
as we find that Dr. Whitelaw lectured in Kingston in 1817, while 
teaching the grammar school there. A course of thirty-six lec
tures was given on chemistry and geology, three guineas for the 
course. We know from the address of Sir Oliver Mowat in Niag
ara at the centennial of St. Andrew’s, that Dr. Whitelaw also 
practised medicine in Kingston. In 1838 the Rev. R. McGill and 
Rev. Thomas Green commend the progress of the pupils in Latin 
and Greek, taught by Dr. Whitelaw.

An old pupil gives some reminiscences thus: “The doctor was 
very particular in giving us, as he called it, ‘ a thorough ground
ing in Greek and Latin, and this grounding was sometimes secur
ed by to us very painful methods. The -oom was divided by a 
board partition; there was one stove, which very imperfectly heated 
the room, being half in one room and half in the other. There 
were forty pupils, many of them the sons of officers from the regi
ment stationed here. The Bible was read in the school, and we 
had morning and evening prayers. One circumstance I remember. 
When Brennan was hanged at the Niagara jail, we boys did not 
know any better than to get up a petition for a holiday. One boy 
wrote it from the dictation of another, while a third presented it. 
Such a lecture we received I shall never forget. Such depravity 

sure proof of original sin. The next day we went to school, 
our request of course having been denied; but the old doctor was 
ill. Whether he had taken our conduct so to heart we did not know ; 
we had the coveted holiday, but I question wrhether any of us went 
to see the execution.” Among the punishments in

was a

vogue was one
which may be considered questionable now, viz., to commit to 
memory a chapter of the Bible. At a later day in the common 
school, on his return from school a boy was asked the question so 
frequent then, “ Were you whipped to-day?” “ Yes, / was whipped, 
but Mary (his sister) was kissed,The teacher had left the room, 
leaving a monitor to give the names of all who talked, and 
coming to the little girl, whose name had been given, instead of 
the dreaded tawse, stooped down and kissed the astonished child.

In the report of a commission on education in 1839, among 
twelve, that of Rev. R. McGill is remarkable as suggesting 
changes afterwards embodied in the school system of Dr. Ryerson. 
He says that the master of the Niagara school receives £100 from 
the fund, pays £30 for a house, £40 for an assistant; the fees are 
£4 for each pupil.

The Rev. T. Philipps taught the grammar school from 1852 to 
1861, and had a large boarding school, forming quite a procession,
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marching to St. Mark’s on Sunday morning. Rev. T. D. Philippa, 
of Chicago, the famous cricket player, was his assistant, 
pupils were very successful in passing university examinations.

The buildings in which the school has been held have been 
varied as the teachers. In early days the block house, the stone 
barracks, and many others, before the present brick buildings 
erected, not without a long struggle, for the result of which the 
Rev. Charles Campbell, of Toronto, then chairman, deserves much 
credit. Four of the teachers have had a long term of office, Rev. 
John Burns, Dr. Whitelaw, Rev. T. Phillipps and Mr. Andrews, 
while the fifteen olhers covered various periods of from one to 

three years.
A reminiscence given by a colored woman of her school life 

in Niagara must not be forgotten. “ The first school 1 went to 
was to a yellow man called Herbert Holmes—Hubbard Holmes 
our people called him. Oh, he was severe; they were then, you 
know; but he was a fine man; had been educated by a gentleman 
in Nova Scotia, and then he went to England and came back. He 
used to drill the boys, and when holiday time came he would 
march us all in twos to a grocery kept by a black man, and treat 
us all to ‘ bulls’ eyes ’ and gingerbread. Holidays were not two 
months as they are now, but two weeks. I went to a black man 
upstairs in the school-house of the Scotch church; the 
full, full of children; the benches were slabs with the flat side up 
and the bark of the tree down, with round sticks put in, slanting 
for legs. The children all studied aloud, and the one that made 
the most noise was the best scholar in those days. Then I went 
to a Miss Brooks, from Oberlin College, in 1838-9. She was sickly 
and died of consumption. Oh, what hard times she had with 
of the boys; bad, rough ones. But Herbert Holmes was a hero; 
he died in trying to save a black man from being returned to 
slavery, and he is buried in the Baptist Colored Church 
yard.” The tragic and heroic death of this Niagara teacher I have 
told elsewhere, but some reference may be made to it here. An 
escaped slave was to be returned to the United States authorities 

the charge of having stolen his master’s horse in escaping; but 
Herbert Holmes organized a party of several hundred colored 
people, who blockaded the jail for over a week, and the teacher 
was shot dead while holding the horse’s head to let the prisoner 
escape. This was in 1837, and his drilling the boys may have had 
some result, as a company of black men formed here did duty for 
the Government which had given them refuge.

Among the educators of Niagara must not be forgotten Mr. 
John Crooks, who taught a Sunday school in 1820 to 1833, distri
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Philipps, buting tracts to the children in the place of library books. 
Another educator deserves honorable mention, Mr. Andrew Heron, 
the originator of the Niagara Public Library, founded in 1800, he 
being the secretary, treasurer and librarian, giving his services 
gratuitously, the influence of this library being widespread and 
beneficial, one thousand books having been put in circulation. 
Other libraries of those days may be named also, as among the 
schools and schoolmasters of Niagara, as the library of the Agri
cultural Society, founded 1793; that of Rev. R. Addison of 
books, now in possession of St. Mark’s church; that of St. An
drew’s church, 1833, and the present public library of 4,000 
\olumes, founded in 1848, for books are our teachers as well as 
men.
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Another educative force may be mentioned, viz., the many 
books printed in Niagara. Shortly after 1800 Andrew Heron re
printed Mayor’s spelling book, with the catechism of the Church 
of England at the end; and in 1841 was issued Davidson’s spelling 
book, used in the town for many years. From the advertisement 
it seems comprehensive, containing outlines of geography, gram
mar, religious lessons, morning and evening prayers and hymns. 
Mr. Davidson printed also “ Sacred Melodies,” used in the Metho
dist Church; Agricultural Reader, by a Vice-President of the Ag
ricultural Society (Bishop Fuller).
1812-14 was printed in Niagara in 1832, written by Mr. 
David Thompson, of the Royal Scots, teacher of Niagara; 
other books are the Canadian Forget-me-not, by John 
Simpson, and the first long poem of William Kirby, 
F.R.C.S., called the U. E„ giving descriptions of Canadian life and 
scenery, yet unsurpassed in Canadian poetry, 
ments of Mr. Heron, as bookseller, we see that the study of classics 
was not neglected; Cæsar, Ovid, Sallust, Homer’s Iliad, and 
many others.

The ladies’ schools must not be forgotten. One tells of a Mrs. 
Radcliffe, in 1820, who taught the harp and piano; another men
tions a young girl, Miss Birdsley, who was a good Latin scholar, 
having been taught by a Mr. McPherson. In the Niagara Herald 
for 1830 is the advertisement of the Niagara Seminary for Young 
Indies, taught by Mrs. Fenwick and Breakenridge.

Besides the names given before, as pupils taught in the early 
schools of Niagara, may be mentioned Bishop Fuller, Judge Bax
ter. Hon. Archibald McKeller, Judge Campbell, Hon. J. G. Currie, 
Rev. F. Trew, Judge Kingsmill, James M. Dunn, LL.B., F. Hark- 
ness, A. Nivin, P.L.S. Dignity is given to the schools of Niagara
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by the many points of their history which also touch the history 
of the country and the important part played by many of the 
teachers of the place.

Many amusing stories could be told of the snowballing 
matches between the public and separate schools, not quite 
citing nor so bloody as that described so graphically by Sir Walter 
Scott in the streets of Edinburgh with green breeks. 
tests between the town boys and the dock boys were perhaps as 
exciting in their way as those in the English universities between 
Town and Gown. It is recalled of one of the dock boys that when 
some boys were sent out to bring him in to school as a truant, the 
report came back to the horrified pupils that he was standing in 
defiance of monitors and master with a pile of brickbats collected 
to do execution on any assailing force.

It is not proposed to refer to the schools of a later day, or the 
changes from the severe methods of corporal punishment, the 
dreaded public examinations, the prize books, to the changed 
riculum, the presence of girds in the high schools, the change from 
the excessive memorizing, etc. While we must naturally exalt 
the present and acknowledge the merits of our school sys
tem, and what we owe to Dr. Ryerson and Hon. George W. Ross, 

need not depreciate the past, as some are so fond of doing. When 
hearing the boasting c er some supposedly new idea, and the con
demnation of any other system, we often wonder how the old 
system produced such grand men of such solid attainments, and 
we bow our heads in humility and salute the pedagogues of the 
past, acknowledging that they often did conscientious, excellent 
work, and humbly wish that our work of to-day may stand 
well the test of the searching light of the future, as we see that 
theirs has done; that our work may—as it is claimed is the true 
work of the teacher—enable the human souls under us to reach 
unto the divine.

In extending congratulations to the Historical Association, 
which has at last achieved existence, and to its president, Mr. 
Robertson, it may be well to ask what would be lost to the world 
were all history blotted out? How much would we miss if from 
all literature were erased the record of brave deeds, of heroic 
struggles, of all the battles, whether with mailed warriors, or the 
giant selfishness under all its multiform shapes? Let all the 
histroy of these brave deeds be blotted out. Still more, let all 
the literature inspired by them be destroyed. We shall have no 
Homer, and no references to Homer; no poems formed on the 
great epic; no Arthurian legends; no exquisite amplifications of
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these legends by Tennyson, nor the Idylls of the King, nor Evan
geline; no heroic story of William the Silent, as told by Motley; 
no story of Laura Record, by Mrs. Curzon; no heroic story of Joan 
of Arc, nor of Moses facing the mighty King of Egypt to free his 
people; nor of the little ruddy David before the great Goliath. 
Fancy blotted out of existence the main part of the wonderful 
tales of the great Magician of the North, and thus the exquisite 
pleasure derived from reading these tales, no story of Leonidas 
•it Thermopylae resisting to death that immense host, nor the in
scription, “ Go, tell our countrymen that we lie here in obedience 
to her laws”; no tumulus at Marathon to tell of a few bravely 
fighting against such vast odds; no story of Grace Darling, nor 
Daulac and his sixteen brave companions devoting themselves to 
certain death to keep back the Indian foe; no story of the Maiden 
Martyr of Scotland’s salt sea sands, chained to a stake while the 
tide came slowly rolling in; no story of the stern discipline of 
those brave soldiers on the “ Birkenhead ” saving the women and 
children, and going down to a watery grave with a ringing British 
( beer. And then the patriotic songs sometimes struck out on the 
anvil of a nation’s agony, as “The Southern Flag,” or “Scots wha 
hae wi Wallace bled ”; no ballads, such as Horatius who kept the 
bridge in the brave days of old; no story of Abigail Becker and 
her brave deed of “ seven men to save”; no column surmounted 
by the heroic figure pointing to the grand panoramic view from 
Queenston Heights. Still more, let us suppose all the lessons 
taught by those heroic deeds unlearned, and unperformed all the 
brave deeds inspired by reading of the past in emulation of heroes 
of other days! How bald, and poor, and tame would be our litera
ture; what gaps in the eloquent orations and appeals which have 
inspired men to greatness. What a blank would we find in verse 
and prose, where now there is such wealth of illustration and allu
sion. In discussing the prominence to be given to different sub
jects in the curriculum—let it always be remembered that history 
as an educator is an important factor; and it is earnestly hoped 
that this and other historical societies mav do a great work in 
developing a spirit of patriotism, a love of Canadian literature, 
and all that can ennoble
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THE CAUSES OF THE GERMAN REFORMATION.1

Rev. H. Symonds, Ashbuunham.

Whatever opinions we may hold in regard to the Reformation, 
there can be no question that it was one of the greatest and most 
epoch-making events in the history of mankind.2

It was the opening of a new chapter in human history. The 
nations that have most profoundly influenced the subsequent 
movements of human activity in all its manifold provinces have 
been those which most fully and freely adopted the underlying 
principles of the Reformation.

But its influence has not been limited to these nations. The 
real strength of any movement is to be tested by the power which 
it exerts over those who are opposed to it, and there can be small 
doubt that the principles qf the Reformation have profoundly per
meated those nations which yet as a whole rejected it. “ Protes
tantism,” said Carlyle, “is the grand root from which our whole 
subsequent European history branches out.”

The Reformation was a movement with many aspects. It 
was by no means simply a religious movement, still less a theo
logical.3
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It has a political aspect, a literary aspect, a social aspect, as 
well as a religious aspect. It was the end of a great age. The 
political, social and religious moulds into which the life of Eu
rope had been cast were worn out. For political, social and re
ligious forms are but shells which enclose the living kernel. Chris
tianity bfeaks with Judaism, but in new forms carries on its mis
sion. Democracy sweeps away monarchies, but Government govs 
on. The Reformation destroyed the unlimited power of the pope 
and the hierarchy; but churches, clergy, sacraments and sermons 
continue.
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I wish to speak of some of the various causes of this great 
event, for it is by no means the case that papal or clerical cor
ruptions were the sole cause of the Reformation.

This paper forms part of a lecture on Martin Luther and the German Reformation, 
originally prepared for a general audience. It was read before the Historical Association at 
a short notice and is therefore of a more popular character than if it had been in the first 
place been written for the Association.

2 “The Reformation is the hinge on which all modern history turns."—Froude, Lec
turet on the Council of Trent, p. 1.

3 “ The original Reformation was a revolt of the laity against the clergy."—Froude, 
ut tup, p. 4.
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complex organism of European civilization 
time of the Reformation. was broken up at the
torians who trace the ReformftLTio'a" aaTbJ^tweea'tTe Au" 

gustmian and Dominican orders of A
historians who fail to take 
ing together in the 16th 
mation.

monks, and very inadequate 
account of all the causes which, meet- 

century, combined to produce the Ref or-

t. ,L*t 7 in ,thf “rSt place aet‘k t0 «hke a comprehensive view of

,~’z rc
barians, which was accomplished in the fifth century. “Before 
he conclusion of the fifth century the mighty fabric of empire 

uch valour and policy had founded upon the seven hills of 
Rome was finally overthrown in all the west of Europe by the 
barbarous nations from the north, whose martial energy and 
whose numbers were irresistible. A race of men, formerly un
e Zv r, p,8ed’ not dismembered that proud sever- 

n, Ÿ> but Permanently settled themselves in its fairest provinces 
and imposed their yoke upon the ancient possessors, 
dais were masters of Africa, the Suevi held part of Spain, the 
\isigoths possessed the remainder, with a large portion of Gaul; 

ie Burgundians occupied the provinces watered by the Rhone
inhah tTh 1 °"tr0g<>thS alm08t a11 Ital* whilst Germany was 
inhabited by the Franks and other heathen and savage tribes.*

To understand the condition of things we must entirely wipe 
out ot our minds our ideas of the map of Europe, save that of its 
outline. 1 here was then no France or Spain, or Germany, or Aus
tria or Switzerland, as now. In the main Europe had composed 
the Roman Empire: the old Roman Empire being swept away it 
was a chaos of barbarous and warlike tribes, out of which modern 
Europe, as we know it, has been built up.

But the first stage

The Van-

modern Europe was

of the Holy Roman Empire and of the Holy Roman Church. 
Gradually out of the confusion of savage anarchy there re-emerged 
the old and yet new Roman Empire, to which the Holy Roman 
Church, by its missionary zeal and its organizing genius, lent the 
sanction and ties of religion.5

The greatest of the barbarians themselves, , _ , were filled with
admiration for the organization of that empire which they de
stroyed. Athaulf the Visigoth, the brother in-law and successor

4 Hallam, Middle Age», I., i.
4 Bryce, Holy Roman Empire.
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of the terrible Alaric, said: “It was at first my wish to destroy 
the Roman name, and erect in its place a Gothic Empire, taking 
lo myself the place and power of Cæsar Augustus. But when 
experience taught me that the untamable barbarism of the Goths 
would not suffer them to live beneath the sway of law, and that 
the abolition of the institutions on which the State rested would 
involve the ruin of the State itself, I chose the glory of renewing 
and maintaining by Gothic strength the fame of Rome, desiring 
to go down to posterity as the restorer of that Roman power 
which it was beyond my power to replace.

In the year 305 A.D. the Roman Empire was divided into two 
parts, the western empire, with Rome as its capital, and the east
ern, whose seat of government was at Constantinople. The western 
empire came to an end with Romulus Augustulus in 476 A.D., and 
henceforth until 800 A.D. there was only one emperor, who reigned 
at Constantinople.

This removal of the imperial presence and court from Rome 
gave a great impetus to the already great power of the Bishop of 
Rome. The spirit of the western church presented a great con
trast to that of the eastern. The eastern mind is speculative, the 
western is practical. All the great theological speculative con
troversies were waged in the east. Of the four great general coun
cils, one was at Nicaea, one at Constantinople, one at Ephesus, and 
the fourth at Chalcedon—all in the east.. Tr> Ur almost fanatical zeal 
for theological precision, the eastern church sacrificed life to form. 
The age of the great councils marks the commencement of the 
decay of the Greek Church, which fell an easy prey to the virile 
faith of the Mohammedan.

It was very different in the west. The only great western con
troversy was about a thoroughly practical question, viz., the rela
tions of human free-will and of Divine grace. The old 
Roman genius for government descended upon the shoulders 
of the popes and the church. Monasticisra in the east ran 
to all kinds of extravagance; in the west it became and con
tinued for centuries one of the most beneficent civilizing 
agencies the world has ever jeen. Missionary enterprise 
carried civilization in one hand and religion in the other, by the 
establishment of the monastery in the forests and wilds of Europe. 
It is perhaps hard to realize, but we should in justice remember 
that it was under the auspices of the Holy Roman Church 
that the nations of Europe were converted to Christianity. The 
story of missionary w'ork in the eighth and ninth centuries is per-

6 Bryce, Holy Roman Xtnpire.
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haps unsurpassed in the annals of missionary enterprise. To 
great countries like Japan and India we send our missionaries by 
vvos and threes; to England, then an insignificant island inhabit

ed by savage barbarians, Tope Gregory sent a band of forty 
monks. J
rule ofX ÏÏ55Ï'?l-th«LW^,dLmT^e™ment. ab8°late 

sidération of the tremendous problem of 
social chaos of the fifth

In con-
reducing to order the 

century, it is easy to believe that the 
papacy was for that time a divine institution, 
tences and forged decretals the 
tion, that position

By whatever pre
pope may have supported his posi-

nn «, n , WaB hi8 by the riffht of beinS the best man, and
on the whole was justified by its splendid accomplishments

Thus it came to pass that the Holy Roman Church established 
Bs sway over the newly organized states and peoples of Eule 

remains to speak of its relation to the Holy Roman Empire
Pire LX" t0 the eX,lnC,ion of th« western em-
8IIII t I) Vr ,That,emPlre wa8' however, revived in the year
MOU Xi’,? - ,0 MiSt (ln name at <««*> "“«1 the year
northern1 ÉnroTV * ‘"ï I}'a,"“8l, P°Wer P^-ü-ated in
North Vo^: H à °f "a"Ker ,r°m the '-«'“bards of
-th Italy, I ope Hadrian invoked the aid of Pipin, the king of the

ran s. ate death of Pipin the Lombards again took up arms
<ind again the Franks came to the rescue of the distressed
this time under Charles, Pipin’s son, known
or Charlemagne.

pope,
as Charles the Great.

nu i v Abe Lombard kingdom was destroyed and
Charles became the governor of Rome, with the title of Patrician
CreT yearS r0lled °Dl The alliance betwen Charles the
Great tind the pope was more firmly cemented with time and at
ast the event, which it is not improbable the pope had for
.me been revolving in his mind, occurred. It was Christmas Day
n the year 800. Charles was in Rome, and heard mass in the
asihca of St. Peter’s. On the spot where now the gigantic dome

o Bramante and Michael Angelo towers over the building of the
modern city, the spot which tradition had hallowed as that of the
Apost e s martyrdom, Constantine the Great had erected the oldest
•ind Btathest temple of Christian Rome. Nothing could be less
ike than was this basilica to those northern cathedrals, shadowy

fantastic, irregular, crowded with pillars, ringed all round by
clustering shrines and chapels, which are to most o us the tvnes
of mediaeval architecture. In its plan and decorations, in the sna-
cious sunny hall, the roof plain as that of a Greek temple the lomr
row of Corinthian columns, the vivid mosaics on the walls- in its
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brightness, in its sternness, its simplicity, it had preserved every 
feature of Roman art, and had remained a perfect expression of 
Roman character. Out of the transept a flight of steps led up to 
the high altar, underneath and just beyond the great arch, the arch 
of triumph, as it was called; behind in the semicircular apse sat 
the clergy; rising tier above tier around its walls; in the midst, 
high above the rest, and looking down past the altar over the mul 
titude, was placed the bishop’s throne. From his chair the pope 
rose, as the reading of the Gospel ended, advanced to where 
Charles knelt in prayer by the high altar, and as in the sight of all 
he placed upon the brow of the barbarian chieftain the diadem of 
the Ciesars, then bent in obeisance before him, the church rang to 
the shout of the multitude, again free, again the lords and centre 
of the world. ‘ To Charles, the most pious Augustus, crowned of 
God, the great and peace-giving emperor, be life and victory.’ In 
that shout, echoed by the Franks without, was pronounced the 
union, so long in preparation, so mighty in its consequences, of the 
Roman and the Teuton, of the memories and the civilization of the 
south, with the fresh energy of the north, and from that moment 
modern history begins.

Out of i his union of the Holy Roman Empire and the Holy 
Roman Church there sprang a magnificent theory of Christendom. 
Christianity was a world-wide society.
Rome, men with little knowledge of each other had held differ 
ences of race to be natural and irremovable barriers. Similarly, 
religion appeared to them a matter purely local and national; and 
as there were gods of the hill and gods of the valleys, of the lands,, 
of the sea, so each tribe rejoiced in its peculiar deities; looking 
on the native of another country, who worshipped other gods, as 
Gentiles, natural foes, unclean beings.” “ The Roman Empire, giving 
to many nations a common speech and law, smote this feeling on 
its political side; Christianity more effectually banished it from 
the soul by substituting for the variety of local pantheons the be 
lief in one God, before whom all men are equal.

Thus the Roman Empire prepared the way not only for Chris
tianity, but also for the Holy Roman Church.
Roman Empire, by the conversion of Constantine, became the 
Holy Roman Empire, men’s minds were, alike by the universal 
sway of the emperor and of the pope, prepared for the conception 
of a vast political and ecclesiastical unity. The idea of a world 
wide society, with the pope as its spiritual and the emperor as its

7 Bryce, Holy Roman Empire, p. 48.
8 Bryce, Holy Roman Empire.
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political head,

s ?3 ■“ÆÏX.VT. ! Zeal of cler» and monks, and to sub-
tol b to ™de a"d rough bnrons and knights? Thought- 
ful men know that everything truly great springs from great ideas,

of n to Û T behCld from a Hatance the tapering spireh| ‘ Cath«lral, as it seems to remind the whole surround
mg country ot another world, or stood under the arching roof of 

c great church at Ely, and contemplated the vast nave with its 
aisles and massive pillars, stretching up into the dim, mysterious 
choir, must feel that the application of the term Dark Ages to those
bui d 18 m, reSpeCtS hiisleading; and that those mighty
b“"de2 Wh.p hull as though for eternity, must have been inspired 
by a magnificent ideal. And that idea] was none other than the 
ideal of an universal empire and an universal church. St. Thomas
toat'^f tomPareS,the flation of ti|c Papal and imperial power to 
that of the soul and body. “The pope, as God’s vicar in 
natters spiritual, is to lead men to eternal life; the emperor 

as vicar in mutters temporal, must so control them in their deal
ings with one another that they may be able to pursue undisturbed 
the spiritual life, and thereby attain the 
mon

pre

same supreme and com
end of everlasting happiness.”
llius the Holy Roman Church and the Holy Roman Empire are 

one and the same thing under two aspects. These ideas inspired 
not only mediaeval architecture, but its painting and its literature.

*erf Î® m K°me a c°Py of a mosaic constructed by Leo III. about 
;0° tD- J* represents in the centre Christ surrounded by the 
Apostles, whom he is sending forth to preach the Gospel; one 
hand is extended to bless, the other holds a book with the words 
I ax vobis. Below and to the right Christ is depicted again, and

Hi e+R8ltlmgî °n HlS right hand kneels Pope Sylvester, on 
His h‘ft the Emperor Constantine; to the one He gives the keys

heaven and hell, to the other a banner surmounted by a cross 
In the group opposite, i.e., on the left side of the arch, we see the 
Apostle Peter seated, before whom in like manner kneel Pope Lee 
III. and Charles the Emperor; the latter wearing, like Constantine 
his crown. Peter himself, grasping the keys, gives to Leo the pal
lium of an archbishop, to Charles the banner of the Christian arms 
The inscription runs, “Blessed Peter, grant to Pope Leo life, and 
to King Charles victory,” while round the arch is written, “ Glory 
to God in the highest, and in earth peace to

9 Bryce, Holy Roman Emp re.
men of good will.” »
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Such was the theory of the Holy Roman Empire and the Holy 
Roman Church in the middle ages, and unless we strive to under 
stand it as a pious ecclesiastic, and a plain, straightforward, hard
hitting baron of the better sort might have regarded it, we must 
inevitably misunderstand and misinterpret that period of history 
which, lasting for just a thousand years, has been absurdly styled 
“ The Dark Ages.” “ General phrases like these,” it has been well 
said, “ not only give no information, as it is impossible to sum up 
great periods of history in single sentences, but they are essenti
ally inaccurate.” 10

Protestant historians have too often had eyes only for the 
abuses of the Middle Ages, and their interpretation of its history 
has been unduly one-sided. We must remember that it is possible 
to write a history in which there shall be nothing but facts, and yet 
to leave a thoroughly false impression upon the mind of the reader. 
Both Protestant and Roman Catholic ecclesiastics have thus 
sinned against the truth, but history can no longer be prostituted 
to the purposes of sectarian propagandism. Absolute impartiality 
is of course impossible, but at least all the necessary facts may be 
given, upon which the reader may base his own judgment.

We have now to trace the causes of the corruption, decay and 
downfall of the Holy Roman Empire and of the Holy Romap 
Church. It bore within it the seeds of its own decay.

For, first, according to the theory, these twin institutions 
should have been universal. But eastern Europe lay outside of 
both the Empire and the Church, whilst England never, and 
France only for a few years, belonged to the Empire. So long as 
institutions are living and beneficent, their theoretical imperfec
tions are overlooked ; but when they become objects of suspicion or 
hatred, these become as handles to the sword of their enemies. In 
the second place, there were flaws in the title deeds. Did Charles 
the Great win the empire with his sword, or was it conferred upon 
him by the pope? If the former, why did he never claim it, but 
only recei ve it at the hands of Pope Leo on that memorable Christ
mas Day in the year 800 A.D.? If the latter, we ask by what right 
the pope conferred an empire? These questions undoubtedly ex 
ereisvd the minds of politicians and ecclesiastics. The ecclesias
tics took the short cut of forgery. A document entitled the “ Do
nation of Constantine” was composed, “whereby it was pretended 
that power over Italy and the whole west had been granted by 
Constantine the Great to Pope Sylvester and his successors in the 
chair of the Apostle.”11

10 Grant, Religion» of the World, p. 177.
11 Bryce, p. 43.
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Tins is the most famous of the forged decretals, concerning 
" lich it is but fair to state that their spurious character was first 
pointed out by a Roman Catholic theologian.12

^Xhen the donation of Constantine was proved to be an im 
pudent fraud, the whole structure of the temporal power of the 
church, of which it was the chief corner-stone, fell into ruins.

In the third place, the heads of the Holy Roman Empire and 
the Holy Roman Church continually fighting. One instance 
must suffice. The popes steadily encroached upon the rights of 
the empire. When Pope Gregory VII., the great Hildebrand., 
p «iced the < opestone upon the edifice of papal supremacy by de 
daring “ that it was sin for an ecclesiastic to receive his benefice 
under conditions from a layman,” a provision which freed half the 
land and wealth of Germany, which

were

lly for the 
its history 
is possible 
its, and yet 
the reader, 
have thus 
irostituted 
a partiality 
its may be

was in the hands of bishops 
and abbots, from the control of the emperor, and placed it in that 
of the pope, the Emperor, Henry IV., who already mistrusted Hil 
debrand, prepared for war. The world beheld the following pas 
s.age of arms between God’s representatives: First, “The pope 
cited Henry to appear and be judged at Rome for his vices and 
misgoverninent. The emperor replied by convoking a synod which 
deposed and insulted Gregory.” The representative of God in the 
spiritual order promptly excommunicated the representative of 
God in the temporal order. Encouraged by this action, the Saxon 
subjects of the emperor broke into revolt, and Henry submitted at 
Canossa, and did penance for his sins. Then occurred 
most dramatic events in the whole course of European history. 
The pope was staying at the castle of the Countess Matilda of Tus
cany, at Canossa. The suppliant emperor was compelled to stand 
barefooted and woollen-frocked on the snow three days and three 
nights until Gregory consented to admit and absolve him. 
a dearly-bought triumph of him who claimed to be the 
of that Apostle who exhorted all men to “ submit themselves to 
every ordinance of man for the Lord’s sake.” 33

The fourth cause of the decay of the mediaeval theory of Euro
pean civilization was the schism in the papacy itself. From the 
year 1102 to 1168 there were no less than nine anti-popes. Again 
from 1378-1394 there were two, and again another in 1439. Each 
of these causes was like a new wedge driven deep into the mediæ- 
val theory of the unity of church and state. They gradually but 
surely dispelled the awe which produced unquestioning obedience. 
Questions must arise in men’s minds when they saw two popes,

12 cf. Ency. Britt., Art. “Canon Law.”
is Bryce, p. 159.
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318 HISTORICAL ASSOCIATION.

each claiming supremacy, or the pope and the emperor in deadly 
strife, and with each new struggle they were asked more loudly 
and boldly, until at last an answer was demanded, and when none 
was forthcoming from those in authority the people answered them 
for themselves.

There was another cause of political change which was simply 
the result of natural political development. The great political 
movement of the fifteenth century was the centralization of na
tional power in the hands of the kings. In this century the power 
of the barons as independent chieftaihs, owing only a feudal allegi
ance to the monarch, was broken. The whole policy of the crafty 
Louis XI. of France was devoted to the destruction of the power 
of the nobles and the centralization of the monarchical power.14 
In England the Wars of the Roses destroyed the old nobility, and 
prepared the way for the great kings of the line of Tudor. From 
Spain the Mohammedans were driven out, and by the marriage 
of Ferdinand and Isabella Spain became a united kingdom. This 
rise of a national spirit, which was followed after the Reforma
tion by the rise of national churches, so closely are politics and re
ligion connected, gave the death blow to the theory of the Holy 
Roman Empire. “ The most remarkable event in the history of 
the last three hundred years had been the formation of nationali
ties, each distinguished by a peculiar language and character, and 
by steadily increasing differences of habits and institutions. And 
as upon this national basis there had been in most cases estab
lished strong monarchies, Europe was broken up into disconnected 
bodies, and the cherished scheme of the united Christian state 
appeared less likely than ever to be realized.”16

From this sketch you will see how powerful were the politi
cal causes that not merely prepared the way for the Reformation, 
but rendered it inevitable.

We will now turn to the religious causes of the Reforma
tion, and as these are better known it will not be necessary to 
dwell upon them at any great length.

A recent writer upon the Reformation sets forth eight main 
influences which led to the Reformation.16

1. The overwhelming growth of the power and claims of the 
papacy, the abuses connected with the papal administration, and 
the immorality and tyranny of many of the popes. Of these, Alex
ander VI., the most infamous of the infamous family of the Bor- 
gias, was the worst. One of the best and most learned men of his

14 cf. Guizot, History of Civilization, vol. I., p. 289.
16 Bryce, p. 243.
16 Bettany, Popular History of Reformation, p. 2.
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(lay, Pico della Mirandola, “ gravely relates that the manner of his 
death was uncertain, some believing that he had been carried off 
by a demon, others that he was poisoned by wine which he or his 
son had prepared for one of his cardinals.” 17

The story of the poisoning is now discredited, but it shows us 
in what estimation he was held. The contempt and disgust with 
which his life inspired even abandoned men is illustrated by the 
events that transpired upon his death. “ Ere the corpse was cold 
the pontifical apartments were pillaged by the satellites of Cæsar 
Borgia, the pope’s son. At the funeral a brawl between the priests 
and soldiers left it exposed in the body of the church, 
placed before the altar its shocking decomposition confirmed the 
surmise of poison. Finally, stripped of its cerements and
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wrap
ped in an old carpet, it was forced with blows and jeers into a 
narrow coffin, and flung into an obscure vault.”18

A Roman Catholic writer, the Abbé Christophe, has sought 
to mitigate the verdict of history, but confesses that he would 
have liked to close the history of the popes of the fifteenth century 
with a holier and more glorious figure than his; and adds, “ Say, 
if >011 please, that Alexander VI. dishonoured religion and hu
manity; we will not contradict you.

2. The second cause enumerated is: The interference of the 
papal power with national and princely rights and liberties, and 
the antagonism this produced between Romanism and champions 
of natural liberty.

3. The immorality and practical irreligiousness of many of 
the secular clergy.

4. The wealth, degeneracy and corruption of most of the 
astic orders.

It is necessary to dwell upon these two causes, for they go far 
to justify the fierceness and bitterness with which the Reform
ers expressed their antagonism to the Roman Church. I do not, 
however, propose to quote a single Protestant writer, but solely 
Roman Catholic and mostly contemporaneous testimony.

M. Audin, the learned Roman Catholic author of “ A Life of 
Luther,” says that “ at the Council of Basle, 1431, Cardinal Julian 
said to Pope Eugenius IV., in speaking of the disorders among 
the German clergy, “ These disorders excite the" hatred of the peo
ple against the whole ecclesiastical order; and should they not be
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17 Clark, Savonarola, p. 230.
18 cf. Ency. Britt., Art. Alexander VI. A satirical Latin couplet of the period

V-' idit Alexander claves, altaria Christum.
Emerat ille prius, vendere jure potest.
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19 Clark, ut. tup., p. 231-2.
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corrected, it is to be feared lest the laity, like the Hussites, should 
vise against the clergy as they loudly threaten us.” 
dieted that “ if the clergy of Germany were not quickly reformed, 
that after the heresy of Bohemia, and when it would be extinct, 
another still more dangerous would soon succeed.” 
respect,” he says, “now remaining for the ecclesiastical orders 
will soon be extinguished, 
abuses on the Court of Rome, which will be considered the cause 
of them, because it had neglected to apply the necessary rem
edy.
long as they were like Alexander, scandalously immoral, or like 
Julius II., fonder of fighting than preaching or reforming, or like 
Leo X., openly suspected of infidelity, it was impossible they 
should be carried out.

Dante thus spoke of Rome:

Once Rome ! now false and guilty Babylon !
Hive of deceits ! Terrible pr’son
Where the good doth die, the bad is fed and fattened.
Hell of the living
Sad world that dost endure it ! Cast her out !

Juan Valdez, the brother of the secretary of the Emperor 
Charles V., himself a Catholic, said, “ I see that we can scarcely 
get anything from Christ’s ministers but for money—at baptism, 
money; at bishoping, money; at marriage, money; for confession, 
money—no, not extreme unction without money ! They will ring 

bells without money, no burial in the Church without money, 
so that it seemeth that paradise is shut up from them that have 
no money. The rich man may marry his nearest kin, but the 
poor not so, albeit lie be ready to die for love of her. (Bear this 
remark in mind when we are told of Luther’s crime in permitting 
two wives to Philip of Hesse.) The rich may eat flesh in Lent, 
but the poor may not, albeit fish perhaps be much dearer, 
rich man may readily get large indulgences, but the poor none, be
cause he wanteth money to pay for them.

When Roman Catholics themselves wrote in such good set 
terms, I think we shall admit that the violent language of many 
of the Reformers is not without justification.

Page after page might be quoted from the writings of Eras
mus, who well knew whereof he wrote, in condemnation of the 
monasteries, but we must pass on to the fifth cause, which was 

cf. Audin, p. 78, ff.
S1 Quoted from Seebohm’e Era of the Protestant Reformation, p. 67.
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issary rem- 
orm, but so 
ral, or like 
ing. or like 
ssible they

o. The revolt of intelligent men against the enforced accept
ance of a system of theology, or a scheme of religious practice, 
the mere authority of the existing church, when errors in inter
pretation or lack of competence to interpret might be proved 
against churchmen.22 v

6 The renaissance of intellectual, classical and artistic cul 
ture, leading on the one hand to a revival of mere paganism, and
influences11 fr°m th,S t0 a revivaI of reliRion apart from pagan

a mïe tyrai.‘nical and cr,1<d proceedings of the Inquisition.
». the continuous germination of practical and heartfelt re- 

bgion in the characters of such men as “the Friends of God,”
the Brethren of the Common Life,” and religious reformers like 

Savonarola.

on

Such were the causes already in operation which had produced 
1C premature and yet not ineffective movements of Wyclif, Huss, 
erome of Prague, those reformers before the Reformation-Causes 

which were a source of deep anxiety to the best Catholics, and 
were never more surely preparing the way for revolution than 
when Martin Luther

. 'Ll
d.

was born on November 10th, 1483.
“ At the Council of Trent, the authenticity of the Vulgate 
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facts a 
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COMMERCIAL ASSOCIATION.

THE PLACE OF COMMERCIAL WORK AND DRA WING IN 
A HIGH SCHOOL COURSE.

Coi
J. A. Wismer, M.A., Toronto.

When this newly-formed commercial section applied for recog
nition to the College and High School Department of the Ontario 
Educational Association last year, it was treated (as many of you 
will remember) in a somewhat cavalier manner by a number of the 
members of that department. There was evidently a belief that 
commercial work and drawing were on a plane quite inferior to 
that of classics, mathematics, modern languages and the sciences.

Having had many years’ experience in teaching many subjects, 
and speaking, as I do, without prejudice, I may be pardoned for 
saying that such an assumption is, in my opinion, both erroneous 
and unjust, to prove which is the object of this paper.

Two reasons have been givep for the efforts to push commer
cial work and drawing into the background ; first, because it took 
up too much time; and secondly, because it brought no glory to 
the school. I have also heard it sneered at as a bread and butter 
subject, because, forsooth, it enabled pupils who were compelled to 
leave school early to at once enter on a business career and earn 
their own living.

As to time, it is a specialist’s department in all collegiate in
stitutes, an'i hence has a right to as much time as any other de
partment. As to its bringing no glory to the school, there has been 
heretofore some truth perhaps, and so long as school boards and 
the public generally rate schools and teachers high or low, accord
ing to the number of students they can cram up in the shortest 
possible time for passing departmental and matriculation exami
nations, I cannot but sympathize with head-masters who are com
pelled to view the subject from that standpoint. I need scarcely 
say that such an opinion of the teacher’s duty as an educator is 
unworthy of an intelligent school board and of a semi-intelligent 
people. Wc know that the best teaching is needed for a class of 
dullards, that a school cannot be filled with bright intellects every 
year, and that, as a rule, teachers deserve most credit for their 
work in the years when they pass vhe least number of candidates. 
T have often thought that it would be a good thing if some such
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facts as these were printed in large type and posted up in sc 
conspicuous spot on the wall of every school house in Ontario, 
would have in it also the following hints to school 
becure the best teachers 
is doing the best work he 
alone.

trustees: 1st. 
you can. 2nd. Satisfy yourselves that he 

3rd. Pay him well. 4th. Let himcan.

Commercial work is a much more comprehensive term than 
most people imagine, and in determining what place it 
occupy it is necessary tô define its limits.

In some schools I 
to enable candidates to

should

am told it means only enough bookkeeping 
. . , Pass the primary examination, and the

work is done by the science or the mathematical master. Under 
such conditions commercial work, as understood by us, is simply 
not done, and there it very justly may be relegated to a secondary 
place. Better days seem to be dawning, however, and the Com- 

ercml Diploma Course, even as arranged by the Education De- 
partment, is certainly a step in the right direction. In every 
chool it should include: 1. Penmanship. 2. A thorough know

ledge of all ordinary business forms and their use. 3. Common 
pmnts of law in respect to notes, drafts, cheques, protests, partner- 
ships, mortgages, and the collection of debts, 
double and single entry. 5. Business 
commercial column of the 
such as

4. Bookkeeping by 
correspondence, telegrams, 

newspaper. 6. General office work, 
use of the letter book, indexing, etc. 

arithmetic. 8. Banking. 9. Stenography.
This work

7. Commercial

a • sterns to be sufficiently extensive for one master,
and in the ordinary commercial college it takes three men to do 
i . As if this were not enough, or for some reason which I have 
never yet heard explained, the department has tacked on model 
and object drawing to the work of the commercial master.

Having defined the limits of the work, we have next to 
S.der the alMmportant question, What is its educational 
the student? Which of his mental activities 
What effect has it on the building up o his chan 
I place first the power of observation-

con- 
value to 

does it develop? 
:ter? In answer

Writing, drawing and stenography train the eye to see and the 
hand to perform. This training is more thorough and more ex
tended in the mastery of these subjects than in any others on the 
school programme. A cultivated observant faculty is a potent 
factor in one’s success in life. The outcry for manual 
the schools is simply a progressive development along

training in 
the same
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324 COMMERCIAL ASSOCIATION.

Secondly, commercial work develops the reasoning power, i.e., 
Hie jud muent. This applies more particularly perhaps to book
keeping and commercial arithmetic. When a set of books are in a 
“snarl the amount of persistent thought and judgment required 
to disentangle them is known to practical accountants only. The 
journalizing of intricate transactions is as good a training to the 
pupil’s reasoning powers as any he can get from any other subject 
of study.

Thirdly, it trains the memory, and a good memory is, as we all 
know, a very excellent thing. Stenography is of especial value 
in this respect.

Fourthly, these subjects naturally induce independent effort 
and perseverance on the part of the student. How valuable 
influence this is 
know.

It
invitati 
becausi 
justice 
I was 
to deal 
1 have 
on any 
have ai

an
his real advancement, probably only teacherson

InFifthly, they induce habits of neatness and cleanliness.
Sixthly, they promote the habit of accuracy.
Seventhly, penmanship and drawing conduce to yood taste and 

aesthetic culture, more of which is, in the opinion of the Minister 
of Education, very much needed in our schools.

Lastly, in addition to its educative value, and unlike any other 
department in the school programme, a commercial course pre
pares a student immediately on leaving school for entering upon

In a country where so many of us are poor, 
this should, it seems to me, be a reason for praise rather than 
blame.

bookke
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remunerative work.

In the history of the world it is a well known fact that the real 
greatness of a nation depends almost, if not altogether, on the de
velopment and extension of its trade and commerce. It is also 
true that the cultivation of the commercial instincts of a race is 
the measure of its strength and progress. If this is true of 
and nations it must be true of individuals, for individuals make 
races and nations. The teacher is an important element in the de
velopment of the individual. Hence the work of the commercial 
master is a solid benefit, not only to the individual, but to the race 
and nation of which he forms a part.

Time will not admit of any more detailed investigation, but I 
hope I have fairly stated the case and shown that commercial work 
and drawing occupy, and should occupy, a place on an equality 
with that of any other department of high school work.
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power, i.e., 
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1er subject

BOOK-KEEPING. 
Wilbur Grant, Toronto.

It was with a great deal of reluctance that I accepted the 
invitation to prepare for this meeting a paper on Bookkeeping, 
because I felt that I would not be able to do the subject that 
justice that its importance demands, and, further, that perhaps 
I was inadvertently filling the place of one far more competent 
to deal with the subject than I

t, as we all 
cial value

However, if in this paper 
I have scattered a few seeds for thought, or provoked discussion 
on any points, I shall feel that I 
have accomplished something.

In commencing, let me state what should be the object of 
bookkeeping.

am.lent effort 
tillable an 
y teachers am repaid for my trouble and

lefts.

In a general sense, bookkeeping is a systematic recording 
of the transactions of a business, extending over any period of 
time, by which the merchant will be enabled to accurately deter
mine for himself, and, if needs be, to show to others in a concise 
manner how he stands financially.

But bookkeeping in this sense should not be confined to large 
mercantile establishments where competent and well-trained book
keepers are employed, but should be extended downwards through 
the various grades of mercantile life, even into the private life of 
the individual, where household receipts and expenditures should 
be carefully recorded.

I taste and 
e Minister

1 any other 
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If the practice, in a modified' sense, could be started among
children and they could be induced to keep a record of their 

little receipts and spendings, such a procedure, if followed up, I 
feel, would be exceedingly beneficial to the individual, would 
greatly tend to cultivate precision and accuracy with business 
habits, and encourage thriftiness among our people.

With the preceding remarks in view, I have no hesitancy in 
saying that everyone should have some knowledge of this subject, 
no matter whether he be in the professional, mechanical or labor
ing field of life.

our

tion, but I 
Tcial work 
n equality To those in mercantile life it is exceedingly important that 

they should be more or less familiar with the intricacies of book
keeping. It is not sufficient for a man to say, “ I can employ a 
bookkeeper who will know everything necessary.” 
places himself at the mercy of his employee, who, if he be dis-

Such a man
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326 COMMERCIAL ASSOCIATION.

honest and unscrupulous, may bring disaster to the concern in 
which he is employed. It is, therefore, incumbent upon the 
merchant to have at least a general knowledge of this subject. 
He should keep himself thoroughly informed in all branches of 
his business, so that he may not only direct it, but be competent 
to detect error and fraud should such ever arise.

Bookkeeping, when conducted on sound principles, is invalu
able, for, while on the one hand it promotes order, regularity, 
fair dealing, and honorable enterprise, on the other it defeats 
dishonesty and tends to preserve the integrity of man when deal
ing with his fellows.

In teaching this subject the following practices should be 
thoroughly impressed on the mind of the pupil 1. That he 
should be neat in his work. 2. That he should be precise in his 
method. 3. That he should be accurate in his figures; and that 
he should be systematic in all his entries. In short, to be careful 
in making a complete and true record of business transactions at 
the proper time and in the proper place. As a matter of fact, in 
case of a lawsuit, books kept in an uncertain and slovenly 
would have but little weight as evidence—in fact, might have the 
very opposite effect.
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Hence some system should be adopted, and the simpler the 
This, however, must be kept in view, that the plan 

adopted should be sufficiently comprehensive and explanatory to 
satisfy not only the person keeping the books but those who may 
have occasion to refer to them.

better. As
should 
by the 
tages o 
as a b< 
able tii

Hence the necessity for the 
adoption of certain recognized and approved systems, which, 
being plain and easily understood, must prove satisfactory to all 
concerned. Wi

There are in vogue two systems of bookkeeping, known 
Single Entry and Double Entry.

The former is passing gradually out of use, being only used 
by the smaller dealers. It is little better than the old-time 
tice of keeping accounts on

said b( 
vail in 
the pai 
ruling ! 
column 
tension

as

prac-
a slate and erasing them when paid. 

As but personal accounts are kept in his ledger, the dealer is 
only enabled to tell how he stands financially in regard to those 
persons he is doing business with. No opportunity is afforded 
of ascertaining his various sources of profits, nor whence are 
sustained his losses. This plan is, therefore, only suitable to the 
small retail dealer.

L.P. or J.

To the larger, more extensive mercantile and manufacturing 
concerns the system of double entry is applied with great advan
tages, which may be briefly stated as follows
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ances the books are wrong, and the 
comparison.

2. The discovery of such errors is more easily accomplished 
than by the other plan.

3. Accounts
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be readily analyzed. 
4. The profits or losses from various 

hence plans may be formed for 
business.
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regularity, 
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sources are shown, and 
more effectively carrying on the

In the whole range of life one book will appear to be indis
pensable, and in itself will meet the requirements of the indi
vidual as distinguished from the business 
the Cash Book.
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This is
1 would, therefore, advise the consideration 

of this book and the teaching of its uses as early as possible In 
fact, the sooner it can be taken up in the pubic school course the 
better. For this purpose a number of exercises might with ad
vantage be prepared, varying in description and becoming 
complex as they proceed. For ordinary purposes and for the 
smaller business concerns the single page plan of cash book 
w erein is used a debit and a credit column is ample and suffi- 

Balancing the account weekly should be adopted

concern.
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As progress is made in the subject, the double-page form 
should be introduced, and this form amplified from time to time 
by the introduction of special columns. As the uses and advan
tages of the special column Cash Book, especially when it is used 
as a book of original entry, are exceedingly important, consider
able time and attention should be given to its study.

With regard to the Day Book, comparatively little may be 
said beyond the fact that neatness and conciseness should pre
vail in recording the transactions. But where this book takes 
the part of a sales book I would! like to adopt a uniformity of 
ruling and usage of the ruled columns. There should be 
column followed by an item column, and that followed by 
tension column, as per the following example :__
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The book called the Journal, being an auxiliary book, need 
not take up our attention. But the principles of journalizing 
cannot be overlooked in the least. Considerable time must and 
should be spent on this part of the work, for many pupils have 
great difficulties in understanding and applying the principle, 
“Debit what goes into an account, and Credit what comes out of 
an account,"* and that every Dr. has its corresponding Cr.

When this and the Day Book are combined, as perhaps is the 
more general custom nowadays, we have the Journal Day Book, 
a book which is exceedingly useful, especially so when the busi
ness is of such a character as to allow of the use of special 
columns. As in the Cash Book, so here, the use of special col
umns will be a great saving of time and labor, and give great 
satisfaction in the application of the principle and usage.

Let me next touch on the Bill Books, which, with their ela
borate headings, present very little difficulty, especially in the 
recording of ordinary notes. It is only with regard to drafts 
that there is much trouble. If notes and the various forms of 
drafts be studied prior or simultaneously with the use of the bill 
books, the simple recording of them is made comparatively easy. 
The bill book is of great assistance, especially in a business where 
a large number of notes are handled, enabling the merchant to 
see at a glance, as it were, what notes are maturing, that he may 
make his calculations on them if they are receivable, or for them 
if they are payable.

The neglect to make provision in some way for one’s notes 
has a very bad effect on one’s financial standing, and tends to the 
curtailment of the dealer’s credit.

The Ledger is that book to which all the transactions are 
transferred and distributed into certain heads or accounts which 
tell their own history. These accounts, if unbalanced, will show 
(1) either a resource or a liability, (2) a loss or a gain.

In connection with the ledger no account should be opened 
therein without properly indexing it in the small book kept for 
that purpose.

In the matter of transferring or posting care should be exer
cised to so index the entries that a clear connection of the trans
action is kept from book to book.

The posting to the ledger should be performed as quickly 
as circumstances will permit. As it is customary to render ac
counts or statements immediately after the first of the month, 
this can only be done by the keeping of the ledger posted up to 
date.
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DR A WING—ILL USTRATIONS.

W. H. Fletcher, Kingston.

My subject is “ Drawing Illustrations,” and in the course of 
my paper I shall attempt to give a concise and general treatment 
of the subject, in so far as it relates to the more common pictorial 
representations of our books and periodicals, to the mechanical 
operations by which these pictures are produced, and to the draw
ings required for their production.

Perhaps in no other way are modern publications so differen
tiated from those of the last century as by the number and variety 
of their illustrations, and the increased skill shown in the execu
tion of these. The managers and editors of our daily papers, in 
response to the demand of the reading public, provide illustra
tions for almost every important article they cause to be printed. 
Our magazines, Canadian, British and American, abound in 
portrait, landscape and mechanical illustrations. The advertis
ing columns of nearly all periodicals are replete with innumerable 
representations, all designed to arrest public attention. In fact, 
we may with safety say that, in these days, all things are 
illustrated.

Yet, despite their number, we have considerable variety in 
the matter of our engravings. The processes and modifications 
of processes for producing printed pictures are very numerous. 
This article, however, can notice but a few of the devices which 
are now in general use. These are engravings on wood, on copper 
and steel, etchings, and photo engravings, which last we shall see 
to be based on the etching method.

Wood engravings for printing purposes are supposed to have 
been those first used. The Chinese conceived the idea that it 
would be easier to stamp a letter than paint the character with 
brush and Indian or China ink. From a single letter to a word, 
and from a word to a private seal, and representations of common 
objects were easy steps. Though the primitive methods of the 
Chinese have been greatly improved, yet the same principle under
lies modern work. A block of hard wood, generally boxwood, is 
cut across the grain and the section polished. A light coating of 
Chinese white is applied to this surface, and on it the drawing is 
made. When the sketch is complete the block is given to an en
graver, who proceeds to cut away all parts of the surface except 
the lines of the drawing. If the drawing is not in line a careful
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gradation of the surface must be made to produce in the print the 
proper shades. From the engraver the block goes to the printer.
“ T? C,ase of largc woodcuts, or where great haste is required, 

the block may be divided into several sections, and given to 
many engravers. Perhaps the best specimens of modern wood 
engravings for rapid printing purposes are those contained in the 
Graphic, of London, England.

as

Engraving on copper and steel is the opposite in method o 
wood engraving. In the latter the drawing is left in relief on the 
block, in the former the lines of the drawing are sunk into the 
surface. The process of engraving on copper and steel was de- 
rived from a method by which jewellers tested their engravings 
m gold for enamel work. These workmen, being anxious to test 
the accuracy of their lines before filling them with enamel, resorted 
to filling the carved space with ink, and taking an impression on 
tamp paper. The principle of pressing the paper into grooves or 
lines is that on which copper and steel engraving is based. The 
plate is polished, carved, and ink is made to fill the carved lines.

en y pressure paper is forced into the lines and extracts the 
mk. just here is where copper and steel prints derive their 
superior artistic effect. The paper is forced into the plates, 
hence the copy must appear in slight relief on the paper. In 
wood cuts the opposite is the case, the lines of the drawing being 
orce into the paper. But engraving on copper and steel has 

been found too expensive, and too slow for modern demands, h 
it has been largely superseded.

Various etching processes seem to be in most general use at
^Sent:, T+he root ldea of etching is eating away or corroding, 
and so the term can never, without a spice of vulgarity, be applied 
to a pen and ink drawing. To produce an etching the metaUdate 
«s covered on its polished face with etching ground 
w iich resists the action of acids. A good ground’is most 
sary for successful work. If good it will be so adhesive that it 
'w not quit the metal when a small quantity is left isolated be- 
>veen lines, yet not so adhesive that the etching needle 

easily and entirely remove it.

and

en ce

a composition 
neces-

cannot
WheMh° h”°d - “«T

Vhen the ground has been applied it is then smoked until it incor
porates enough lampblack to blacken it. The edges and back of
the meta! plate are now protected from the action of acid by giv-

g them a coating of Japan varnish. The next part of the work
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is to transfer your drawing from the paper on which it has been 
made to the prepared surface of the metal plate. Sheet gelatine 
is laid over the drawing and with a sharp pointed tool the lines of 
the drawing are scratched in the transparent gelatine sheet. 
These scratches are then filled with fine black lead. The sheet is 
reversed and applied to the prepared plate. By means of a bur
nisher such as is used by photographers the gelatine is pressed 
very tightly to the surface of the metal plate, and to this the black 
lead in the scratches now adheres. Now you have in light grey 
lines a copy of your drawing. The etching needle is now brought 
into requisition, and with it you erase all the lines of the copy and 
the ground under them, thus laying bare the metal plate. After 
this has been done the plate is ready for its bath. It is immersed 
in acid a sufficient time to allow of the metal being eaten away 
or bitten to a sufficient depth. When it has been properly 
bitten the ground is all removed, and after some slight retouching 
or rebiting the plate is ready to print from, in precisely the same 
way as a copper or steel engraved plate.

A combination of etching and photography produces what 
are called photo engravings. There are two principal kinds of 
these, viz., line and half-tone. For a description of the half-tone 
process I have relied mainly on an article from the New York Re
corder. The process is as follows:—A glass screen, with dia
mond scratched lines ruled at right angles so closely together 
that the spaces can hardly be distinguished, is placed an eighth 
of an inch in front of the sensitive glass plate in the photographic 
camera. The distance these ruled lines are apart will depend 
upon the purposes for which the engravings are to be used. For 
rapid newspaper printing the spaces are wide; for slow work on 
fine paper the spaces are very narrow. The photograph or wash 
drawing from which the photoengraving is taken is photo
graphed in the usual way, with the previously described 
screen in the camera between the plate and the pic
ture. This produces a negative of the picture showing 
the fine cross-lines represented by clear glass. Now, in order to 
have the same position of the object in the engraving as in the 
original, the film of the negative is treated to one or two coats 
of collodion, which gives it a sufficient consistency to permit of 
its being removed. This film is transposed to the opposite side 
of another glass. After careful mounting the new negative is 
ready to be used as a medium for printing on the zinc plate.
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Your attention has now been successively directed to wood 

engraving, copper and steel engraving, etching, the combination 
of photography and etching to produce half-tone and line photo- 
f pavings. I cannot hope that I have given you more than the 
mos general idea as to how they are produced, yet your interest 
may have been quickened so that illustrations may have 
fascination than they have hitherto had. more
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Little stress has been laid on the relation which drawing
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PUBLIC SCHOOL DEPARTMENT. ;

CHAIRMAN'S ADDRESS. 

D. Young, Guelph. i
Fellow Teachers, I am glad again to see so many of you at 
Annua! Convention, to welcome you here, and to know that 

the public school teachers of the province are becoming yearly 
more interested in the work and the success of this department.

In the first place, I have to thank you for the honor you 
erred on me a year ago in unanimously electing me to preside 

our this meeting; and I do thank you most heartily for your kind- 
ness although at tb : present moment I feel the responsibility 
much more than the honor attached to the position. I have looked 
l ack upon the list of past presidents, who have discharged their 

uties with such eminent satisfaction to you, and then forward to 
the Easter holidays of 1896, and to this present moment, with con- 
siderable fear and trembling. But of this I am sure, that I have 
your sympathy, and that I shall have your heartv support in 
earnest endeavor to make this convention, in its results 
the most successful in the history of this department.

And now, to relieve your minds, I wish to say that it is not 
my intention to make a lengthy address on an educational subject, 
t ur programme is, in my opinion, already too long. I shall en 
deavor in the few general remarks I shall make to call your 
tion to:
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1. What we have accomplished, and what, in my opinion 
should mainly aim to accomplish at this convention, and in 
ing out this programme.

2. The desirabil’ty of more complete organization of the 
Public School Department, and to the expediency of uniting with 
the ot’aer departments concerned in public school work, in order 
to secure legislation beneficial to all.

At the close of last meeting the committee presented the reso
lutions adopted by this department to the Minister of Education, 
and the result has been published in the minutes and proceedings 
of 1895. Although the concluding clause shows that the members 
of that committee were

;we
carry-

<

somewhat disheartened after interviewing 
the Minister, yet, considering what we have accomplished in the 
last few years, I think we have rather great reason to feel 
aged. The Minister has in many instances carried out

encour- 
our sug- 1
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gestions; in other cases he has taken them under consideration, 
and in the others he yet intends, I think, to follow the example of 
the Commendable Son in “ The Parable of the Two Sons,” neither 
of whom, however, took his father’s request into consideration 
with the courtesy that might have been expected. However, when 
we consider that all the recent legislation, from the inauguration 
of the public school leaving course to the increased holidays, and 
increased grants to rural schools, and the proposed continuation 
c asses for towns and villages, that all this legislation, most favor- 
able to the uplifting of the public schools, and therefore to the 
a vancement of the public school teachers of the province, has been 
mainly brought about by the agency of this department and de
partments interested in the same work; we may rest assured that.

we educate the people and combine our forces, this department 
will yet be of greater service in the cause of popular education.

As to the programme, I think the good sense of the association 
must determme to a very large extent the amount of time that 
should be spent on the discussion of the different papers that may 
come under our notice; but you will pardon me for saying that I 
am strong]; f the opinion that we should not spend much time on 
any subject the discussion of which is not likely to tend towards 
influencing the policy of the Education Department in favor of 
the improvement of the public schools, and the advancement of 
public school education in this province. I mean by this that the 
three days which we spend here should not be occupied mainly in 
orming ourse’ es into a mutual improvement society for the ex

press purpose of becoming better teachers 
doubt this is one object we have in view, 
the province c our county association work. We might perhaps 
better considei how much the value of our county associations 
might be enhanced to those now in the profession, if, for instance, 
at the county associations we could have the assistance of modern 
men, who have made a study of teaching, psychologically as well
as experimentally, such as the very best men we have now in our 
normal schools.
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During the three days we are here we should, I 
” energy towards improving the general 

edcuational policy of the province, and we should make special 
effort each year along such lines as will elevate the dignity of 
our calling in relation to public opinion. And, notwithstanding 
earnest and continuous efforts to improve our public schools and 
school system, is there not still much to be done ia 
eociation can assist ?

say, directly bend all our
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Our public schools as well as our public school system should 
be the pride of the country. The course should be liberal and
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extensive, but its curriculum elastic, attractive, and encouraging 
to those who have in view other courses than the teacher’s, the 
learned, the professional courses. The farmers, tradesmen, me
chanics and business men form the backbone of this young coun- 
ry; yet many of them have of late years been driven from the 

public schools to business colleges and secondary schools 
full public school education.

for a

How often we have looked after pupils who have left 
public schools with only a smattering of each subject now on the 
curriculum, although in their opinion they had an extensive know- 
edge of all the facts in connection with English and Canadian 

history, an exhaustive knowledge of formal grammar, and of 
drawing by the book. How often we have wished to at least in
terest our pupils in science, in civics, and to give to them the 
general information which they as intelligent citizens should have; 
but in doing, this we have had to content ourselves with merely 
taking advantage of the opportunities that presented themselves 
incidentally, as in the reading lessons, and in doing this we have 
discovered the advantage of having a good curriculum and of ad- 

ering to it for results. Then even more to be desired than a 
liberal course and a remodelled curriculum in our public schools 
is the well-trained, experienced and successful teacher, not the 
intellectual and precocious, but young and inexperienced graduate 
of a college or school of pedagogy; but experienced 
men and women

our

. full-grown
(especially men), capable of elevating, developing 

and directing into proper channels the endowments of those who 
to become the people of Ontario, the Canadians of the future. 
We should investigate the grievances of our profession. I 

do not mean by this that we should spend further time in criticis
ing, and, to a certain extent, deploring the existing conditions 
which we may have cause to regret. It is quite natural that this 
stage should precede all efforts of any association bent on reform; 
but I think we have spent already too much time and energy in 
this way (and perhaps some of our recommendations on this ac
count have been extreme, or, at least, extra-judicial, made as they 
have been on the urgency of the moment and without the proper 
organization to thoroughly consider, discuss, and advocate the 
purport or wisdom of their provisions); but I do mean that our 
department must now enter upon a broader and fuller work, and 
bear its share in the formative or legislative work of the associa
tion; and in doing this we shall not achieve the best results until 
we organize fully and unite our forces in advocating the measures 
on which we agree, until our discussions are marked by dignity
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of manner, until our resolutions are characterized hr calmness
all oltT , forethought, as well as a fair consideration for 
a o her sect,on,. With this end in view, I have become
£""":cd, flat «here is the greatest need of immediate!,

that 6 t0 Ô'“C ' W'th tlle 0,ller departments of the association 
. -ne working along the line most nearly related to our work

ieXr'2 ‘t° tte “X 0f C0 0Perati”K the°in8pectors* 
department, the training department, the trustees’ department
VU le we are at variance with any these sections, Trailer
desîrabil|etv°T10nS ‘T6 SeCti0nS differ on the necessity or 
desirability of any special legislation, and in fact without their
thf XiTZidT we C,,nn0t h0pe t0 secure that kei’lation. On 
me other hand, I am confident whatever
sections with 
not hesitate to look

and 
to a<thor-

fulle 
and 
to f< 
work 
mant 
ment 
and 
for t

measures these three 
unanimously approve, the department will 

upon with favorable consideration.
tent frnme7r'V glad t0 S3y that this year we have to a certain ex- 
X wT T pr”gramme with tM" e-d in view, and, a, yon will see, Wednesday afternoon will be almost entirely devoted to a 

non meeting of the four sections.
I have already suggested certain reasons why our department

he adoption 2 ha" ^
the adoption of certain measures by the Education Department
Z uTc ^ SU,bmit What iD ™y °pini0n would Iead t0 a more 

gh consideration of all such measures, and also to a more
plete organization of our forces in the different departments

eating on public school work, viz., that we should, «possible
a betterms°retCOmPfete °rganization of the ™unty associations and 
a better system of appointing delegates to the Provincial Asso-

our own

I would also recommend 
should have

for your consideration that
.. i, , -, 3 Permanent committee on legislation for the pub
lic school departments, a comprehensive committee, composed 
fa fair proportion of members (our director has suggested

thre. ^ f each of the department8 named abovgege8^d
the inspectors department, the trustees’ department the 
public school department, and the training department one 

member from each department of such joint committee to retire 
uach yen,. This committee or council would be to n greaÎT 
tent not on y in sympathy with the various sections doing public 
school work, but would also have the advantage of being per-
«Tdïffl °»”1 'Tt “ aXed <l"a,,tif-v- thoroughly conversant with 

dlfficultlee t0 be overcome in securing beneficial legislation,

we

m
m

*
m

mm
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y calmness 
eration for 
come thor- 
amediately 
issociation 
our work, 

inspectors’ 
epartment. 
or rather 

cessity or 
hout their 
ation. On 
îese three 
ment will

and would therefore be able not only to direct us largely, but also 
to act for us in a representative capacity.

I hope that these few remarks may lead to a further and 
fuller consideration by the association of the subject alluded to, 
and that before the close of this year’s session we shall be able 
to form out of all the departments interested in 
work a strong alliance with

public school 
perfect organization, com

manding the confidence and respect of the Minister, the Depart
ment, and all true educationists, and capable of influencing wisely 
and moulding materially the educational policy of this province 
for the good of our public schools.

a more

:ertain ex- 
s you will 
oted to a

‘partment 
i securing 
partment, 
to a more 
o a more 
lartments 
possible, 

tions and 
ial Asso-

that we 
the pub- 
iomposed 
uggested 
>ve, viz., 
?nt, the 
ent, one 
to retire 
?reat ex- 
g public 
ling per- 
ant with 
pslation,
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< vf r°n t0 glve a Phil0s°phical reason wh/this system

rhill , readlDg is the m°st important subject in the 
child s ear y curnculum. Nothing has more lasting effect upon
1,18 character even in early life, while the later elects are too

thaMhe^eacling o^read^n^t^althe btt™ and truly’
“CVne pri8 d0Ubt,,e8S true ^o'essVcS Ltns 

for readW and tilrary aSSeS’ ^ ^ never ac<J™e a taste 
become proficient cons#e<luence with much greater difficulty
science If he find*1-/1^ ^ ^ m°re imPortant branches of 
his books hph? d !!ard and painful t0 get the meaning from 
hnnl hL ’ \ S °PS readmg on ieaving school. If, on the other 
and, he gets pleasure from his book, then he is ready and eager

Goo8se” tTm^k “HanS Anderson’” hia “Grimm,” his “Mother 
. , ’ to Shakespeare. To learn to read is one thing to learn
f ,?Ve readmg something far greater. Therefore, too much at 
tention cannot be given to this subject. The teacher should keen
onr,:rTb her and have *“<* Ph» for her *1

clear to her "* ebe ™ke them

Again, if the reading lesson is uninteresting 
it will surely be so to the pupils; but if, 
enjoys, it, they will unconsciously catch 
the chief condition of success is secured

Reading consists in two distinct processes, each dependent
, P0D ,thf other- First is the recognition of the word and 
through the word to get at the thought behind it; and second
ThusPthSr °f thlS th°Ught through the recognized word! 
Thus these processes are the reverse of each other.
I see the word, and through it get the thought;
have the thought, and present the word.

must

one

to the teacher, 
the contrary, she 

up her enthusiasm, and
on

In the former 
in the latter I 

Hence it follows that
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Miss A. A. Carey, Doncaster.
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PHONICS.

the ûrst of these must precede the second, and it is with the first 
with word recognition, I purpose to confine myself. ’

or the teaching of this branch of reading, three methods 
Phonic6™ emp%ed-the Alphabetic, the Look and

341

Say, and the

the feriousadifflr!llf fil8t °f t?6Se’ We are a11 of us familiar with 
he serious difficulties experienced in the old A, B, C method

w rdT6ST kff rrS in,“° Waj indlcate t0 the «hild what the 
word is Take, for example, our little word « at”—spelling it it
sounds “eighty” (a-t). (J-l) would be g ’
empty, (k—m) came, and so on with many others
names0 n7thfinw*hat 1°^ ^ DOt Pro"°™<*d according to the 

ames of the letters that compose them. Besides, we all know
at while we have only twenty-six letters in our language there 

are over forty sounds used. 6
In the Look and Say method, or, as it is oftener called the 

word method, while there is less drudgery, still the child is de- 
pendent upon the teacher for every new word; whereas if he knew 
the powers of the elements composing the word, he could with a 
little practice readily coalesce them 
himself.

to give a 
I will 

tern must 
ly reason 
did to re
nter than 
s teacher, 
it in the 
’ect upon 
i are too 
;nd truly, 
le educa- 
ld learns 
e a taste 
difficulty 
aches of 
ing from 
he other 
ad eager 
“ Mother 
to learn 
nuch at- 
ald keep 
aer les- 
ke them

i.

our word jail, (m—t)

and find the word out for 
I admit this method helps to train the 

develops no mental activity on the part of the child 
for no original research, and Frcebel

memory, but 
It calls

, . . . A , says, “ Man is to be valued
ven in boyhood, not only by what he receives and absorbs from

™ mUC1h more what he Puts forth and unfolds for him- 
t + m 18 method is mechanical, and consists of a great deal 

of telling and much guessing, and often the child memorizes 
reading lessons and simply recites instead of reading them. 
Xeither does it train the pupil to use the knowledge already ac
quired in gaining new. He does not learn by what he already 
knows, nor can he recognize or form a new word for himself until 
by some means or other he has learned the powers of the 
composing that word.

his

lettersteacher, 
iry, she 
3m, and

Adults use the phonic method in recognizing new words for 
the first time. Take, for instance, a Latin book, read a page of 

we pronounce the words according to the sounds of the let- 
Look at the German.

Since this is

it;
pendent 
rd, and 
second, 
i word, 
former 

latter I 
ns that

ters.
so, and since we must admit that all other 

methods of word recognition become phonic, it is for us to decide 
whether or not we shall train the child in it from the beginning 
and give him all the benefits to be derived from it, or leave him 
to find it out for himself. If left to himself, think what 
amount of energy is wasted before he gains the power to

an
recog-
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mze new words. And should we..... „ lea<i the child, especially
the little child, along those lines on which there is the least pos
sible resistance ?

What, then, is the phonic method ? 
deals with the sounds 
names.

The phonic method 
or powers of the letters, not with their 

These are taught only incidentally.
It presents but one difficulty at a time, 

taught should be in, a, p, because in making these sounds the 
tongue lies motionless in the mouth, consequently these are found 
among all peoples to be the first sounds uttered distinctly. 
(Preyer s Infant Mind.) The teacher gives the sound of the let
ter first and the children imitate; she makes the letter, or rather 
the picture of the letter, and the children do the same. At first 
I would associate the sound and sign of the letter with a story. 
Make them real things, as making three walking canes of the 
letter “ m”—“ a,” a little girl standing beside them, 
to coalesce these two sounds, and we have the word “ma.” This 
would constitute a first lesson, and at once creates a bond of sym
pathy between home and school.

The first letters

Lead them

In like manner we may get the 
word “ pa”—P being a smoker. By this I mean that the mouth 
takes the same form in forming the letter “p” as the smoker’s does 
in emitting smoke from the mouth.

When they have acquired the powers of a few letters, they 
can begin to construct new words with them, 
divorce of knowing from doing.

Perhaps no two teachers will teach the letters in exactly the 
same order, yet all will be careful to present only one difficulty 
at a time—only one power of a letter at a time. The little learner 
must not be worried with contradictions and exceptions.

I would confine myself at first to the short sounds of the 
vowels, and the consonant sounds, ever remembering that much 
drill is necessary. Aim to gain the ability to pronounce 
words without conscious effort. “ The association of sound and 
symbol must be perfect.” When the child has learned the sound 
of a symbol let him make that symbol on his slate or the black
board. Thus we

Let there be no

new

see that from the beginning writing accompanies 
reading. While the ear is trained accurately as well as the eye, 
the hand is trained to act automatically; thus this method 
strengthens the co-ordination of eye, ear and hand in fixing men
tal impressions.

Great care must be taken to give and get the correct sounds 
Some children have physical defects, others have 

never acquired the correct use of the vocal organs—for instance,
of the letters.
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PHONICS. 343
especially 
least pos- 80U“d “8" in » word, some cannot sound 

at the beginning of a word. They say “ tat” for “ cat,” “ tap”
for cap,’ “turn” for “come.” Others, again, through ulovenly 
pronunciation, omit “t” at the end of a word, saying “hep” and 

sep f„r “kept” and “slept.” These defects can be readily 
detected, and by judicious treatment easily removed, 
the benefit of vocal gymnastics.

While this method begets and strengthens the power to think, 
? vocabulary, for a cursory investigation will prove

bat children can acquire more words by it than could possibly 
be done by any other. With the regular sounds of our letters 
find combinations, from 1,800 to 2,000 words 
tained, words, too, that children

c method 
pith their

st letters 
muds the 
ire found 
listinctly. 
f the let- 
or rather 

At first 
a story, 

s of the 
;ad them 
a.” This 
l of sym- 
y get the 
e mouth 
er’s does

Here is

can readily be ob-
. are able to use in every day life.

”mP’e ,or any child of six, seven, or eight years of age, 
and forms the nucleus of a vocabulary which will 
as its needs and mental power develop, 
incomplete articulation.

grow of itself 
It overcomes habits of 

Children are trained to observe that 
words have a structure, and are formed of a few simple elements 
while the teacher is enabled to study and set a high value upon 
evidences of original thought and effort.

I have said that at first I would confine myself to the short 
sounds of the vowels and;rs, they 

:e be no
one sound of the consonants, yet do not 

understand me to mean that I would teach the short 
the vowels one after another. Not at all. 
are taught, build words with them ; continue wi 

s,” “ t,” “ d,” “ r.” Take the combination “ ma,” pa,” and let 
the children build on them, as mat, pat, mad, pad, mast, and

Be careful to present only such letters to the little 
in which no mistakes 
will

sounds of 
a,” « p” 

new letters
After “ m,» «

ictly the 
lifficulty 
learner soforth. ones

be made in their combinations, and you 
be surprised at their interest in what they themselves do. 
Teach “ee” and “I” as soon as possible, so as to be able to 

make complete statements, 
lessons in composition.

I would teach “ ee” with a story; any teacher can devise her 
own to suit her pupils. For instance, suppose ee two little sis
ters that one fine day go out for a walk. They go down the street 
hand in hand, and wander on till they find themselves lost They 
begin to cry (here the teacher gives the sound of long e). People 
come out of their houses to see what is the matter with them, but 
they only continue to cry. At last an old goose, hearing this 
noise, runs out to see what it is, and going up to them makes the 
hissing sound of “ s.”

i of the 
it much 
ice new 
ind and 
e sound 
i black- 
upanies 
he eye, 
method 
ig men-

can

In this we can introduce our first

sounds 
rs have 
stance, (These two sounds, “ sV U ee,” make the

Then one of the little girls looks up and says, “ Iword see.) see
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ma,” and the other one looks and says, “ I see pa.” 
say, “I see ma and pa.” Similarly, “ea” are two little cousins, 
who one day went to the bush, and after roaming around found 
themselves very hungry. They began to cry for food, when they 
met the old man that always keeps his hat on “t” (teacher here 
gives the sound of “t”). They told him they wanted something 
to cat. He gave them some “ meat,” some tea, and a peach, and 
so on.

They both ness 
tendi 
so w

imag 
do s< 
easil; 
the “ 
wordi 
Agaii 
in a v 
trains

I
Such simple childish stories as these, with which any ingeni 

ous teacher can provide herself, lighten her work, make it more 
1 .leasing, keep up a lively interest in her class, and fix indelibly 
the sound intended to be taught. No fear of sounds thus taught 
ever being forgotten. Do not use stories except when necessary ; 
do not surfeit the childish mind with sweets of this kind, other 
wise they would lose their relish.

After the children know a sufficient number of sounds, give 
them a new word containing a sound they do not know; that is, 
let them feel the necessity of a new symbol. For instance, sup 
pose they do not know the letter “ f,” give them the word “ self” 
+o write on their slates; they will sound it s-e-l-f, and stop and 
ask you what is the letter that says “ f.” 
sound, by giving a number of words containing it, at the begin 
ning of words, in the middle, and at the end—as fan, fen, fog, feed, 
fed, aft, oft, often, soft, and if, of, snuff, cuff. In this system there 
are no arbitrary rules to guide teachers, as each teacher will have 
plans and devices of her own, which in her hands are more effi
cient than any that could be given. A variety of plans, depending 

the circumstances of the pupils, will be adopted by the teacher 
8he has abundant material to work with, and thorough prépara 
tion is the key to success.

The effect of silent “ e” on the vowels is another interesting 
branch of these lessons. First when it is placed at the end of 
the word, and secondly when closer to the vowel it lengthens.

If the teacher is careful in grading her lessons so as to make 
a gradual advance from the easy to the difficult, from the simple 
to the complex, she will not experience the difficulty that many 
anticipate in the same letter having several sounds, 
sons can be kept sufficiently far apart so as not to conflict with 
one another, and the little learner will not bother himself over the 
inconsistencies of our language. He will notice them when older, 
but will then have mastered many of them unconsciously through 
nractice in using them. MacLennan says, “ There is a memory 
for everything learned depending upon the vividness and distinct-
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ness of the original apprehension.” “When one thin» i« at 
ended to at a time, the requirements of correct apprehension 

so well met, that remembering follows naturally.”
imaJne 'Tt ^ t0 print is not 80 as many
imagine, and although I would not print, nor allow my nimils to
do so, yet by using the script and print together, the children

°' the « i-em pick "

words beginning with 'Z °'b 'T. F',1”*’ aDd ,ater thr
it®”while fllTh' arra°ge JT W°rd“ "f " paKe =lpehaWkallvh008e
::aa„:t- °c“- *** — ««

msr,Aa r"KaPd8 T11!”?' C<"™» spoiling in practical life beinga 
J': tram™f' rtphtly so or not, is a standard

by which we judge another’s scholarship. It is a powerful aceni 
as a means of discipline in observation and memory Now many 
argue that phonics spoil our spelling. I think not, for by it chif 

en are taught to observe whether or not the words are spelled 
they are pronounced, and thus special attention can be given to 

those words whose common and phonetic spelling vary. Again 
by tins method a chiid has only to learn the exception,; heTn 
at once spell all the words that are phonic. Whereas by thr 
other systems he mast learn all the words. Take, for instance 
the words such a, “ made,” « like,” how many do we not and, even 
in more advanced pupils, spelling them as mad, Ilk, while had they 
understood the phonic method they would know at once that --e" 
was necessary to lengthen the vowel. Again, in doubling the 
consonants in the middle of a word, children can easily be led to 
observe that the vowel sound is usually short when the 
is doubled, and long when it is not

Let ns examine our alphabet and tabulate it for 
find b? f? kj 1, m, r, cju v 

obles (1, b, k) being sometimes silent.
1. The short sounds of the vowels.
2. Simple consonant sounds.
3. Long sound of vowels.
(a) “ a, ’ “ e,” “ i,” “ o,” “ u ” lengthened by silent “ e ”

“ ea ” as “ ë.”
(b) “ ai,” “ ay,” “ ei,” “ ey,” as “ â.”
(c) “ oa,” “ ow“ o ” before “ 1,” as “ 6,”

are

once

consonant
so.

our own use 
w, z, sh, wh, oy are invari

“ee,” and

as in “ load,

(d) “ei ” and “ ie ’’ as “ ë,” as in " receipt ” and “ thief” 
N.B.—The “e” 

c (soft) and s.

” « window,”“ old.”

comes before the “i,” usually after the sounds of
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(e) “ 00,” as in “ moon ” ; “ ou ” and “ ow,” as in “ out ” and 
"owl”; "oi” and "oy,” as in "oil” and “joy,” and “ ew,” as in 
“ Jew.”

i mi
Vi «I

aw,” “au,” “a” before "1” and "a” after "w” as "Ô.” 
o ” after “ w ” takes the sound of “ I ” as in “ work.”

As . _gards the combinations :—
1. sh, ch, th, wh, (ph) as f.
2. ar, ir, or, ur, er.

* H
of

* «

me
noi
tha

3. ng, family (ing, ang, eng, ong, ung) ; nk, family (ink, ank, unk).
4. " tion,” as “ shun ” ( “ tious, cious ” ) as “ shus ” ; “ tial,”

" scient,” as “ shent ” ; " tience,”

Th«
to ;as

“ shal ” " tient,”
“shens ; "alk,” as in “walk,” “talk,” etc.

5. The three sounds of “ y ”—first, as in “ yet,” 
second, as “ë,” in "empty,” “ silly,” "Billy”; as 
“try,” "fly,” etc.

In cases like the different terminal sounds of “ y” show that 
it is usually in little words that y has the long sound, and I would 
at first mark it so.

em“ science,” as
ens

"yonder” ; 
in “my,” eve« X »1 ) mai

day
Giv
groi

Similarly with “ oy” and “ oi,” show that the symbol « oy” is 
usually used at the end of the words, “ oi” in the middle.

Then the effect of silent e on “c” and “ g” ; take words ip 
“ ace,” “ ice,

plai

met]
grac

V « age,” “ e” softens “ g” and “ c.”
I would keep a list of words in “ ough, 

irregular, and requires much more careful study.
There are some words, but not so any as is often supposed, 

which are non-phonetic. These eccentricities must not be antici 
pated, but dealt with as exceptions and memorized as they occur. 
In the First Reader, Part I., there are about fourteen such words.

It is the work and privilege of the teacher to lead the child 
through difficulties that she knows it can master and understand, 
and carefully cull out those requiring more effort than the young 
intellect can grasp. Step by step; “ Just a little every day”; 
“ That’s the way, That’s the way.” I cannot close without iefer- 
ring to the incalculable help and necessity of supplemental read 
ing. The words you present to the young learners must plainly 
illustrate the sound you desire to teach. The ingenious teacher 
will couple this

» U igh.” Ough is very

new sound with those already learned and make 
short stories of the words. These can be made on pieces of card 
board and distributed to the pupils. They read them silently at 
first, then tell her or tell each other what the story is. Again, 
they may copy the words on their slates and make up new stories 
of them for themselves. Here is an excellent exercise for lan
guage lessons.

2
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out” and 
w,” as in miliar ,h “ r° acd should b* method be made fa- 

“X Htawatha'- „Tt W°rkS °' ^(eiiow-the story tl 
of Whittier and itC ,'80,,, “ a“d Low’» « The Brook”;is « 6.”

rk.” mental h" °He™' ™<*rch in using supple.

tns character and gives higher ideals to life. * strength
Thus we create a

ink, unk). 
“ tial,” as 
ence,” as

ever, teacher to sat, ale'*» 

may be dormant in the children that 
day. It is for 
Give them

yonder” ; 
in “my,” germs of thought 

come before us from day to
Dowpl^^f6 t|1.e8e tmy seeds Pr°per nourishment, 
power to do for themselves, and by doins thev 

grow as they never could by imitation or memory work.
Giving knowledge is like giving light. It makes things 

plainer not only to others, but also to ourselves. g
m fe,e, \ ha*ard nothinS in saying that in using the phonic 
grades'! Wi" ”Ve at kast a Kart time in the primary

how that 
l I would will

l “ oy” is
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likeMiss E. J. Preston, Ottawa.

In preparing a paper it is rather difficult for the writer to pre
sent his thoughts in the form he wishes. It is easier for him to 
sa.v the things he knows are expected of him than his own inner 
convictions; easier to tickle the vanity of a people than to edu
cate their reason.
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My attention was drawn to this subject by looking over the 
answers given by some pupils in the Kansas Educational Exhibit 
at the World’s Fair, when one pupil gave me the astonishing in
formation that “ Montreal was a province of Great Britain,” and 
“ Canada was inhabited by hunters, fishers and lumbermen.” 
old Hebrew word “ Zadakali,” which we translate “ Charity,” in 
the original has the force of our word justice. Now, while I 
willing to throw the mantle of “ charity ” over such sentiments as 
that, I demand “ justice ” for my libelled countrymen.

I wish to present them in a three-fold aspect, the Past, 
Present and Future, viewed from the physical, economic and moral 
(or intellectual) standpoint. As the range of the subject is so wide, 
and my time limited, I must be brief, and you will please accept 
many of my statements without asking for proof. Professor Pear- 

says that “ Purely warlike nations cannot hold their 
against the industrial races”; and I shall start out with the asser
tion that an agricultural race will flourish and increase where 
stronger non agricultural one will decline. The Indian of North 
America, not having passed the hunter stage, faded before the 
white man; while his brother in South America, Mexico and 
Central America, being a tiller of the soil, held his own against 
even more cruel treatment by the Spaniards. These countries 
now mainly peopled by pure Indians or half-breeds.
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The success of Great Britain as a colonizer is due in a great
measure to her people being tillers of the soil. The early Cana
dian settlers, coming from northern France, were able to adapt 
themselves to the climate; but, being more of the roving fisher class, 
attempted little in the agricultural line. Apart from the military 
and church, they were not a high order of persons in any way. The 
French being for centuries a warlike people, the flower of their 
male population was in the army, leaving the weaker to till the 
soil and transmit to posterity their feebler physical and more con-
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father is the keeper of his conscience and his general adviser. 
Whatever may be said of the unprincipled conduct of the French 
in Canada, then as now, it was found outside the farming class. 
The habitant was fairly honest and industrious, paid his church 
dues and did as his cure advised. He was loyal, in a passive way, 
to France, but did not furiously resent the displacement of the 
Fleur-de-lis by the Cross of St. George.

With this change new elements were introduced. “ England’s 
younger sons and men in search of destinies ” arrived, much to the 
disgust and annoyance of the French. British redcoats were gar
risoning stockaded forts all through the forest, and the country 
was being slowly settled on a more agricultural basis. With the 
advent of the U. E. Loyalists began the history of 
vince.
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The founders of the United States left the mother country 

for a principle, and became the nucleus of a great nation.
United Empire Loyalists left their homes for a principle, and 
founded the banner province of our Dominion. Here they planted 
the Protestant religion, a high sense of honour and love of justice, 
not often found in these stormy times. These plants, watered by 
British law, and protected from adverse winds by the Union Jack, 
struck deep roots into the soil. Ontario’s population is 
two millions, all of British, German. Scandinavian or American 
origin, except about 6,700, who are Poles, French, Italians or 
Chinese. Springing from such a stock, being reinforced by men of 
the same language, principles and aims, with no immigration tend
ing to lower their morals or physique, can we wonder that Ontario 
leads the provinces in education, progress and commercial activity? 
What has produced this? Mainly the high standard of the pioneer 
se ttlers, and the absence of any contaminating elements in those 
who followed them. Taylor says, “The reformer’s path of the 
future must be laid out on deliberate calculations from the track 

And we can, if we will, produce on a larger scale 
in Canada what has been done in Ontario. Just here I will call 
your attention to the British settler, by whom Ontario is so largely 
peopb-d. because he is the same wherever found, from the equator 
to the pole.

The

now over

of the past.”

There are four classes of Britons: English, Irish, Scotch and 
Welsh, differing slightly from each other, but all having the 
principal characteristics. Leslie Stephens, in his reply to Huxley, 
asks. “ What is the most efficient type of human being? What is 
the best combination of brains and stomach?” And he answers 
it by saying, “ The best stock for the race is that in which greater 
intellectual power is gained without the loss of physical vigour.”
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perhaps not the half-breeds. Whatever may be said of the polite
ness of the natives of Old France, our habitant has it only on the 
surface. His “ Oui, oui, Monsieur,” accompanied by a smile, may 
leave a more pleasant impression than the gruff “ No, sir,” of his 
burly neighbour, but it amounts to the same thing in the end. He 
lacks the surly, sturdy independence of the Briton; looks more to 
his government for help, and when he becomes financially stranded 
falls back on it. This may explain in a measure the repeated de
mands made upon the Federal Government to pay the debts of the 
Province of Quebec, not to mention the persistent and almost bare
faced boodling of French Government contractors.

I have said he decreases physically, and his educational ad
vantages not being favorable, he decreases intellectually as well. 
You can readily see that in the course of time the enterprise and 
commerce of the country must pass into the hands of others, and 
the French (speaking in a general way) occupy a lower social posi
tion. This must follow, unless some power be brought to bear 
which will compel the people to at least be able to read and write. 
We cannot force a school system on their great stronghold, Que
bec, but could not the reading and writing test be made a requi
site for the exercise of the franchise? How is it possible for per
sons lacking these to be able to form a correct judgment on any 
public matter or vote intelligently? It is only in cities and towns 
where the French venture to think or act for themselves in politi
cal matters, and there but rarely. His spiritual adviser is not alone 
the dictator of his religious acts, but his political ones also. I am 
speaking of the masses of the French-Canadians, not of such 
as the late Senator Tasse or the gifted Laurier, who are admired 
and respected alike by English and French.

As to the loyalty of the French-Canadian, at present I do not 
question it. He is proud of Canada, but prouder of his French 
origin. He knows (or his leaders know, which amounts to the 
same,) that he enjoys greater privileges and freedom here than he 
could under any other Government, consequently he is loyal. And 
it is to be hoped that his advisers will not insist on stretching 
those privileges too far. Some time ago the Ultramontanes had 
dream of French domination in a Canada of the future, but

“ Sorrow hath come with the dawning of morn,
And the voice in their dreaming ears melteth away.”

I have dwelt more particularly on the French, as they form 
so large a part of the population. I shall now call your attention 
to an entirely different type of person : our staid, stolid German.
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In order to study the French-Canadian I had to kraal him in 
Quebec, but the German may be studied in the open ground. 
Apart from those who are Canadian born we have about 2,800 from 
the “ Fatherland.” Though not so active and fond of sports as 
the Briton, he is his equal in strength and endurance. As he is 
phlegmatic, cautious and fond of domestic life, his mortality is 
reduced. The Germans are an honest, industrious people, not ex
citable, more plodding than clever. When they come here they 
make it their home. They say to us in the words of Ruth, “ Where 
thou dwellest, I will dwell; thy people shall be my people, and 
thy God my God. ’ As he does everywhere, he settles down beside 
the Anglo-Saxon, readily falling into line with his surroundings 
and living peacefully.

They do not herd to any great extent in cities, but the great 
mass of those in Canada are farmers. Goethe, their great writer, 
once wrote of them, “ No German can buckle his shoe until taught 
by some foreign nation.” When he has buckled it, however, few 
nations will dare attempt the unbuckling of it. He is our co-reli
gionist, and being a branch of the great Aryan family possesses 

. the latent energy and ability of that race. He has his vices, but 
they are akin to ours. He is looked upon as one of the greatest 
beer consumers in the world ; but he takes this, like everything 
else, in a quiet matter-of-fact way; and even in his drinking habits 
is not an extremist, being able to pursue the even tenor of his way 
without being much demoralized thereby. He comes from a land 
of industry and education, but rather crowded population, so there 
is all the more probability that a large immigration from there 
may reach us. We hear a great deal about the Socialistic tendency 
of the German ; but in the Fatherland, though there are two mil
lion Socialists, the people quietly submit to restrictions which 
would set the Irish brandishing shillalahs or the French singing 
th * Marseillaise. German commerce has lately been forging to 
the front, and the recent sudden outburst of rage at the Kaiser 
may perhaps be traced to the growing feeling in England that Ger
many is becoming too close a rival. No one is more easily annoyed 
than the British public when it thinks its rights are invaded; like 
the Irishman at Donnybrook, “ Tread on whose coat-tails you like, 
but don’t step on mine.” The German has a dry sense of humor, 
too. During the late excitement about probabilities of war be
tween Great Britain and the United States, an enthusiastic Ameri
can was giving to an old German friend of mine a graphic descrip
tion of “ how easily an American ironclad could sink 
warship, by firing into her broadside.” “ You may be ride,” said
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mv friend. “ but deem Breetish sheeps do note coom sidevays, dey 
coom. Bit in. et nd fui'st. ’ In Ontario we find the greatest number 
of Germans, and British Columbia comes second.

Our next largest element comes from the United States. 
Those who come to Canada are of Anglo-Saxon or German origin, 
and need no special mention.

During the last few years there has been a small stream of 
immigration setting in from Denmark and Scandinavia.

a fine class of settlers. While perhaps not such an agricul
tural people as the Germans, in some things they are their supe
riors: their industry, education anl morality being of a high order. 
These are the people—if we can secure them in sufficient numbers 
—who will develop the great mines of natural wealth in Canada’s 
fisheries and minerals. Perhaps no people in the world are better 
fitted for this, and they are our co-religionists as well, being Luther- 

At present we have between eight and nine thousand of them, 
the greater part being in Manitoba. All those of whom I have spoken 
have been from the northern latitudes of Europe, and belonging 
mostly to the great Teutonic race will, in time, quietly sink their 
nationality in Canadianism. But we find little streams beginning 
to flow from the south and west. Russia has given us over 9,000, 
who are principally Mennonites settled in Manitoba. They re
semble the Quakers, and seem quiet and industrious, but not an 
enterprising or progressive class. Our Italian population 
bers over 3,000, being mostly found in Ontario.
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It may seem a

harsh thing to say of the dark-eyed children of sunny Italy, that 
they are a most undesirable class of settlers, but it is true. They 
rarely take to the cultivation of the soil, but herd together in 
cities. It is claimed they make good sailors, but as they bring 
homicidal tendencies, the vendetta, and the secret and dreaded 
organization known as the Mafia, if Canada is wise she will not 
encourage them. I have not spoken of our Indians, of whom we 
have (including those of Labrador) over one hundred thousand. 
More than fifteen thousand of them are entirely pagan. The red 
man is a vanishing quantity, and need hardly be taken in with our 
future population; but I might just mention that of the nominal 
Christian Indians over 41,000 are under the Roman Catholic 
church, and 25,000 the different Protestant churches.

Now we have reached a point in our history when it behooves 
as to pause and take our bearings. Up to the present our immi
grants have been of a superior class; but in our calculation for 
the future we may take into account many other nationalities, 
Austrians, Hungarians, Turks, Syrians, Armenians and Jews.
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Coming from countries ruled by corrupt or despotic governments, 
these people bring with them a haired of the civil power, engen
dered by ages of misrule, strange language, strange religion, and 
a host of customs and vices, inimical to our western civilization, 
and for some persons possessing a fascination, because of their 
strangeness. In imagination I see my successor of fifty or a 
hundred years hence, endeavouring to instil Anglo-Saxon ideas 
into the heads and hearts of the children of a partly semetic or 
eastern population. Thirty years ago the immigration to the 
United States from Poland, Italy, Russia, Austria and Spain 
formed only 1 per cent, 
risen to 50 per cent, of the total immigration.
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In 1893 from those countries it had
In 1894 our im

migration decreased as follows:—British, 27 per cent.; German, 
68; Scandinavian, 81; Belgium and France, 55.
Poland, Russia, Austria and some countries of Asia we find 
not a decrease, but the alarming increase of 143 per cent, 
is the time for us to lay our plans before the seed is sown. If 
Canada pursues the same reckless system as the United States 
we may well exclaim, “ What shall our harvest be ?” The United 
States is now suffering, and will continue to suffer, from her indis
criminate system of immigration. For over half a century she has 
been calling to the overflow of Europe’s nations, “ Come unto 
and rest. Lay down, ye weary ones, lay down, your head upon my 
breast ”—forgetting that centuries of tramping and vagabondage 
leave an unrest in the blood, not to be exorcised by handling 
ballot, or a breath of the air of Freedom, which Parkman 
is as “ malaria to those who have not been educated to it.” Of 
old, the Egyptians besought the gods for wealth, the Greeks asked 
for beauty, and the Romans for power, 
fulfilment of desire, and this became their ruin, 
crying out for population to fill in our waste places, 
careful that the granting of this petition plants not the seeds of 
decay in our virgin soil. A stock breeder chooses animals capable 
of standing the climate, and doing the work required of them. 
Shall we be less sensible ?

But from Italy,
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If Napoleon required six years to 
make his raw recruit into a veteran, we need not expect to purge 
the inherited habits of centuries from these people by placing the 
ballot in their hands, as we do. 
conditions that limit the geographical location of races, over which 
man has little control.
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'The black and yellow races are not 
found to have spread to any appreciable extent over the temper
ate zones. These seem to be the natural home of the white races, 
and with them alone we are likely to deal. But it seems probable
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that at no distant day China’s teeming millions may overflow, and 
be swept by a tidal wave of Asiatic immigration. 

k knowledged fact that when he can he follows the British flag. 
In the colony of Victoria in five years the Chinese took possession 
of cabinet-making, and drove out every white workman. We 
have now about 13,000 of them in Canada. As the Chinese empire 
is so vast, those from the northern provinces can readily adapt 
themselves to our climate, and these are the ones who come here. 
At present we have no restrictions laid on foreigners, except the 
Chinese, and if he pays his $50 and takes the oath of allegiance, he 
has as many rights as you or I, though he may not be able to 
write or speak a word of English, and knows nothing and cares 
less for the welfare of Canada. At present our hearts are stirred 
with sympathy for the Armenians, and projects have been ad
vanced for the settlement of colonies of them in our country. 
Leslie Stephen says, “ To develop sympathy without developing 
foresight is a one-sided development,” and Prof. Pearson says, 

There is no trace of Greek 
Asia Minor.”
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, _ A Semetic or Syrian race,

with a mixture of Turkish and perhaps a dash of Aryan blood, 
professing in part, it is true, our religion, but apart from this 
having little in common with us.
Armenians, Chinese or Russian Jews, let us pause ere admitting 
them to all the rights of citizens. It is probable that the 
lawless and reckless of foreign countries will

Who are they then ?

Whether those coming be

more
. not flock into our

country in such numbers as they have done into the United 
states, on account of the inflexible administration of our laws, 
and the prevalent idea among them that ours is a monarchical or 
despotic government. But they may come in sufficient numbers 
to be a source of trouble, unless care be taken to prevent. They 
will herd together in cities and towns, forming a little colony of 
11<‘"‘ own nationality, at first harmless enough ; but by and bye 
(through the power given them by the ballot), they become the 
Italian, Austrian, Armenian, Chinese or Jewish vote, and a men
ace to the government. Of late years the United States have seen 
their mistake, and through the “Immigration Restriction League” 
are trying various remedies. Among the latest is the “ educa
tional test,” requiring immigrants between 14 and 60 years of age 
to be able to read and write in some language, 
difficult for us at present to make this a part of our immigration 
aw, but it can and should be a requisite for suffrage We have 

no means of judging of the educational status of our immigrants- 
but I have drawn up a chart showing the percentage of those able
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to write in the countries of Europe, United States

* *ely Tt0 f.et more educated settlers. But education is
h li, lD the Ta mud w<‘ rea(1 thi,t a “father who neglects to 

teach his son a trade teaches him to be a criminal.” We need
skilled workmen, and Chart No. II. shows the percentage of such
ht°8 IT J,0 tîe^Dited Stat 8 in 1893 fr<>m the following coun- 

! ’ SC°t aad’ 25 per cenf-’ EnSland and Wales, .20; Belgium
06! Polami ' and Germany, .10; Italy, .07; Russia!
06 Poland, .04; Austria, .03. In this we find more skilled 
workmen among the nations showing the high 
education. 6
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singular tw”? mi8und^rstandinS the questions). It is rather 
nerrpjf th 2 Quebec the female Population shows a higher 
pe rentage than the male, while in all the other provinces^the 
reverse is the case. British Columbia (with its two men to each 
woman) stands at .75; Prince Edward Island and New Brunswick
le!ds wTth 93 ’ MC Te"1t0t8: l88; 0ntari°’ *91: whi,e Manitoba 
eads with .93. Certainly it is the “bulls-eye” (in

location) at which we should all aim.
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?nd. Most nations date their rise from some great defeat or slic
'd n war. After the fall of Sebastopol, Russia freed her serfs.
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away in the blood o Sedan, while Italy and the United States 
climbed into prominence under Garibaldi and Washington, and 

e Wars of the Roses cleared and prepared the way for the 
Elizabethan era and Great Britain of to-day. The Archduke
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Constantine of Russia once said, “I do not like war. It spoils 
the soldiers, dirties their uniforms, and destroys discipline.’’ 
True, but it solidifies the moving constituents of a nation. Cana
dians do not like war any more than the Russian Prince. We are 
willing to go slowly and trust to time for our development. But 
should the United States, yielding to the clamour of her foreign 
elements, force Canada to stand on the defensive, in fighting a 
common enemy and battered by the shocks of war, we would 
come out of the struggle, no longer in sections, but a united 
British-Canadian people. And now what is the feeling of Canada 
for the Mother Country in “ her splendid isolation”? In the 
words of her own immortal Tennyson, “ We love her still. Let 
no man dream but that we love her still.” Not for her white 
gulls of commerce skimming o’er every sea; not for her morning 
drum-beats, girdling the globe with a zone of sound; not for her 
Flying Squadrons, those dragons of the deep. But because as 
by cathode rays we have seen through these temporal integu
ments the white foundation bones of Truth and Justice ; because 
a. kindred blood throbs through the arteries of our political, com
mercial and religious life; because whatever in us “makes for 
righteousness” we owe to Great Britain and our British ancestors, 
on whose centuries of trials, defeats, sorrows and victories we 
have risen like corals “grave on grave, paving a pathway sun
ward.”
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By school work is meant education, esthetic, physical, intellec
tual, moral, and religious so far as religion is dealt with in the 
school. The subjects of the school curriculum have, at least, a 
three fold value: (1) as to information or knowledge, (2) as to 
raining or culture, (3) as to application or practical use. The im

portance of the first and second values is not to be detracted from 
in the least in this paper, but rather emphasized, as knowledge and 
training, when properly adjusted, are the most force ul fac 
determining the usefulness of the pupil’s future career. Without 
character, without proper motives and correct aims in life, a per
son’s usefulness is sadly marred, if not wholly impaired. Too 
much care and attention cannot be devoted in. the school-room to 
these all-important matters. Though the third value is to be made 
emphatic here, all three should be attended to jointly 
currently.

The occupations of the people of a country depend mainly 
upon the sources of wealth in that country. In our province the 
main sources of wealth are the farm, the factory, the forest, the 
fishery and the mine. These provide labor for the large majority 
o our people. Merchandise, professional work, carrying traffic and 
several lines of labor about complete the list of occupations in On
tario The peace, prosperity and progress of our country depend 
argely upon the attitude of our people to their environment and 

occupations. Anything that can be done to assist people in improv
ing their surroundings, in giving them a higher ideal of their own 
occupation and the occupations of their fellow-citizens and of the 
relation and interdependence of these occupations, is worthy of our 
support. We have ample authority for doing our utmost in the 
matter. There can be no better field for operation than ours. We 
have the plastic, youthful mind to act upon. We all understand 
what that implies.

Our object may be carried out in connection with history, geo
graphy, agriculture, or by information and observation lessons. A 
series of graded lessons should be prepared dealing with the occu
pations referred to, taking the chief occupation of the vicinity first. 
For the province, agriculture easily ranks as the most important. 
The large majority of our people are employed in farming opera-

and con-
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THE RELATION OF SCHOOL WORK TO 2HE OCCUPATIONS OF
THE PEOPLE.

J. R. Brown, Madoc.
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tions. and the whole population depends directly or indirectly upon 
the products of the farm for sustenance. Agriculture, on account 
of its paramount importance, is a school-room subject, and much 
has been done to give the young people of the rural sections better 
ideas and nobler aims respecting the leading occupation of the 
province. As there is a text book on the subject there is no need 
for saying anything along the line of its contents. However, it 
may be noted that by attending the lectures given at the farmers’ 
institutes, teachers may obtain much valuable information that 
may be used to advantage in the school-room. Tell the pupils 
about the work done on the experimental farms at Ottawa and 
Guelph, and at the dairy schools at Kingston and Strathroy. A 
lesson may be learned from our sister province, Manitoba. In 
1893, a resolution was passed by the Provincial Teachers’ Associa
tion declaring in favor of agriculture being taught in the schools. 
Action was at once taken by the Government. Suitable work was 
prescribed. Arrangements were made for procuring suitable ap
paratus to aid in teaching the subject. Much good has been done. 
Last year joint meetings of the Provincial Teachers’ and Farmers’ 
Associations were held. Cannot we in Ontario arrange for some
thing similar?

As to the factories, their names, locations, machinery used, 
raw material, mode of manufacture, nature and use of products, 
prices, places of sale, etc., may be dealt with.

As to forests, their extent, location, kind and uses of wood, 
danger from fire, manner of sale, lumberman’s work as a pioneer 
are among suitable topics for consideration.

As to fisheries, we may deal with the kinds of fish in the dif
ferent lakes and streams, their foc 1 and habits, the different ways 
of catching, curing and marketing, the location and management 
of fish hatcheries, close seasons.

As to mining, the names and uses of the metallic and mineral 
products, their natural locations, the nature of the ores and 
manner of reduction, some knowledge of the Laurentian, Huron- 
ian and other formations, and their contents, of sinking shafts, 
drifting, etc., are to be considered.

As to mercantile life, which seems attractive to so many of 
our rural young people, it should be said, among other things, that 
only a small percentage of the merchants make fortunes. A few 
more make a fair living, while the large majority fail after 
or less work and worry in carrying along and dealing with delin
quent debtors.

In the profession, due attention should be given to the nature 
and use of the labors of the lawyer, the doctor, the
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tensive manufactures are carried on in Toronto, 
this kind may be readily made for different localities.

This work may be made more interesting by having specimens 
of the products of the different sources of wealth, raw material 
and suitable manufactured articles. Foreign articles should also 
be obtained when possible. By these means the child’s faculties 
may be more readily developed along the lines of usefulness. 
Better citizenship, rather than mere passing of examinations, is the 
aim of the true teacher.

The general verdict is that our v oung people are not getting, 
in return for the outlay on education sufficient information and 
training for practical use in after life. Would more manual train
ing in school injure our pupils, or would some knowledge of co
operative industries, scientific farming, and cooking, of the prin
ciples of supply and demand or similar topics, dwarf them?

The necessary information for the teacher in this work may be 
obtained from practical observation, standard books, Government 
reports, the newspaper and other such sources. The Government 
reports may be placed with advantage in the schools for reference 
on the part of all interested in them. The school should be made 
the medium for as much usefulness as possible in the section by 
those in charge of it. Only one ideal vision will be given of the 
rural school a few decades hence. Methinks I hear the teacher 
receiving over the wires, in shorthand, by a copying machine, the 
chief news of the day, weather probabilities, etc. A copy is hand
ed to the pupils for each family in the section. The pupils have, 
at least, a one-plank sidewalk along the road to keep them out of 
the mud in wet weather.
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READING, AND BOW TO TEACH IT. 
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cidoption of wrong methods of teaching. The methods in vogue

the Look and Say, and the Phonic, so called. I never knew a
time°ônnthWer\ W3S taught in a reasonable
time on the Look and Say plan, or on the Phonic plan as generally
practiced, or by a combination of the two.
a school. I don’t believe there is
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I never heard of such
A . , , ---- .Of all the plans hithertodevised for teaching the reading of English, the Alphabetic is the 
shortest^ the easiest, the most philosophic, and incomparably the 

st. How, it may be asked, has the Alphabetic mode of teaching 
reading been so generally discarded, and modes so ineffective sub
stituted . Chiefly, I think, in consequence of undue haste, admira-

are of little general and permanent
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there is of most other subjects) mat must be thoroughly mastered 
before the advantages of reading can be fully reached and enjoyed. 
We cannot have the bud, the blossom, the formed fruit, the fully 
grown fruit, and the fully matured fruit, from the beginning, 
some shallow theorists would have us believe. Much that is me
chanical must be patiently taught, patiently learned.

^ hat is reading? The interpretation of a system of conven
tional signs. The chief signs are (1) letters, (2) syllables and 
words, (3) phrases, and (4) sentences. Now there are two maxims 
of great importance in teaching any subject; first, “Teach one 
thing at a time,” and second, “ Teach the simple before the 
pound or the complex.” In reading, the letters are the simple. 
They should be taught first. They are few; and the others are 
many. An additional reason that they should be taught first. All 
the others are represented by the letters. A further reason that 
the letters should be taught first. They should be taught in order. 
They must be learned in order some time. At the beginning is the 
best time. The best forms to teach first are vertical script. They 
should be large, simple, and perfectly formed. By repeated trac
ings the children should be made familiar with the names, forms 
and order of the letters, and their hands accustomed to the motions 
necessary to produce them. In naming the five vowels (a, e, i, o, 
u) the ordinary names should be used. The names of c, g, h, q, w^ 
y and z should be changed, for reasons that I shall endeavour to 
make apparent. Most of the consonants have phonic names, that 
is, names that denote their functions. No improvement could be 
made in naming b. The function of the letter is perfectly given 
in the name, and in the shortest from. The function of f is given 
in its name and in the shortest form. All consonants should be 
named like one or other of these two; that is, with a simple vowel 
after or before. It is we1! to remember that a consonant does not 
represent a sound. It represents how a sound begins or how a 
sound ends. The sound of b cannot be given. It has none. It 
has an etlect, anil that effect is perfectly shown in the name be- 
Be is the name, b .. the attempted Phonics. The former is a vastly 
more effective instrument for teaching and learning than the 
latter. It is familiar; it is easily made audible; it is easily learnt; 
is much more easily, and much more rapidly applied. So of all 
the consonants. The name is better than the attempted phonics.

The letter that we call sc was originally called ka- 
change in name was probably made by the Normans. The letter 
has the ka function ten times as often as the se function, and. 
fifteen times as often as k itself. When the frequency with which
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this letter is used is taken into account, calling it by a wrong 
name is a serious drawback to a learner. Nine words out of every 
hundred as they occur in a good English dictionary begin with this 
letter when it has the ka function. As a final letter it always has 
th.it function, and in a median position it has it more frequently
h ui t ** , the fl,8t part of the flrst b00k of the Ontario 

Readers it is used m only one word with the se function, and that
is in the word “ once.” By the wrong name given to this one letter, 
probably more than fifteen per cent, of all the words of the Ian- 
guage are made much more difficult than they otherwise would be, 
and the progress of children is retarded from six months to a year 
We cannot restore its original name ka, but we can give it one 
equaUv good. Ke 18 an easy word ft familiap word and should
under the circumstances be the name of the third letter of our al
phabet. All the organs of speech in beginning to pronounce the 
word ke assume the same position that they do when beginning to 
pronounce such words as cat, cot, cute, clime, clam, crop, crater,
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Per cent. of English words begin with the 
letter we call je. In eighty-five out of every hundred of these the 
initial function is that in * (as in geese), and only fifteen that in 
;e. As a final letter it has always the gr function, and in a median 
position it generally has it. Calling it by the name ge is in teach
ing and learning a by no means, inconsiderable advantage, as will 
be evident in naming over the words go, got, gun, gone, grass, glad, 
grope, bag, flag, frog, grog, etc.

The letter that we call aitch begins more than three and a half 
per cent, of our words. Its function is now always initial, and is 
iiexer that heard in its name. A name should be found for this 
letter as for ft by adding c to it. He is a name giving its function 
to perfection, as will be seen in naming hat, hem, home, hard, here, 
ire, horse, hurl, etc. Every one beginning like he; not one be

ginning like aitch. No wonder the Englishman ha .dies this letter 
so badly, since it has such an outrageous name.

Q. The name kn contains more than is necessary, and is, 
besides, a difficult sound for many children to utter. Koo 
tains all that is needed, and is easy to pronounce.

The next two letters are used both as consonants and vowels. 
Ibis double use must be kept in view in naming them.

Double u is a cumbrous

con-

name. At one time it was descrip
tive of the shape of the letter to which it is applied. It is not so 
now. The letter ought to be called woo; the letter itself showing 
its use as a consonant, and oo showing its cliief use as a vowel.
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The appropriateness of the name will appear in the words win 
wit, went, wait, west, William, new, blew, etc.

Y is peculiarly named. Its consonantal function is not in its 
It would be just as philosophic to call the letter b by the 

name de as to call this letter by its usual name. It should be 
lied yl. This will be evident from naming the words yet, yes, 

yaid, yarn, yell, yoke, yonder, etc.; every one beginning like ai, 
and not one like wi.

The last letter should be called ze. 
move reason

the
sen
nar

name. Sin

a d
giv1 ped

There is little
for calling it zed than there is for calling b bed, or d 

The propriety of calling it ze is apparent from zeal, zest, 
zone, zenith, zigzag, zodiac, etc.

The names of the letters as they ought to be taught are: a, be, 
ke, de; e, ef, ge, he; i, ja, ka, el; em, en, o, pe; koo, ar, es, te; u, ve; 
voo, eks, yi, ze. The changes suggested facilitate learning 
matter what mode of teaching may be adopted. They are equally 
applicable to the Alphabetic, the Look and Say and the, so called, 
Phonic method of teaching, or any combination of these.

There are a number of compound letters which should also 
receive names. The compound vowels are oo, as in ooze; au, as 
m aught, and aw, as in awl; 0u, as in out, and ow, as in owl; oi, 
as in oil, and oy, as in oyster. The compound consonants are: 
Ch (che), ck (ek), gh (af), ph (fe), gu (kwe), sli (she), tch (etch), 
tli (the sharp), fh (the flat), and roll (hwe). The advantage of giv
ing these names will be shewn farther

Syllables and Words. These may be taught as they occur in 
se ntences. Taught in this way the labour is great, the progress 
slow, and the result far from the best. They should be taught in 
families and the regularities presented first.

etc.
vin,did-
og,
cl Of
lun
pri

ao
woi

U not
do
tea

the
gim
mal
the

on. wh<
m bew

ami

an
Ah. This is the beginning, the first part of a family. It illus

trates a very important principle in English: A vowel before a 
consonant is short. 
mab, nab. pab, rab, tab, blab, flab, slab, crab, drab. grab. Here 
are a considerable number of words or syllables. In certain par
ticulars they are alike, both to the eye and to the ear. No two 
of them are exactly alike, 
accurate observation and strict attention. No better object lesson 
could be set before children to develop and strengthen these im
portant mental qualities. They should spell and pronounce them 
in order, backwards, promiscuously. Write them. Drop the 
spelling and pronounce only. Dwell upon until thoroughly known. 
Take up the families founded upon ad. ag, am, an, etc., treating 
in the same way. Each will be mastered in a shorter time than

Dai
gra 
e is
intr

Ab, bab, cab, dab, fab, gab, hab, jab, lab,

uni
neri
nite
fort

To distinguish them requires

But
enti

tice
thal
too.
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the preceding. Ere long a family will be known 
Rented. And, band, cand, dand, fand, gand, hand, land, mand, 
nand, pand, rand, tand, bland, gland, brand, grand, stand, strand. 
Similar on ang, ank, ant, arb, ard, arl, etc.

When syllables and words of one syllable founded on the short 
a digrams are thoroughly mastered, similar exercises should be 
given on short e, i, o and u, successively; ed, bed, fed, led, med, ned, 
ped, red, ted, wed. zed, bled, fled, pled, sled, bred, fred, pred, tred, 
etc.; in, bin, din, tin, hin, jin, kin, lin, min, nin, pin, rin, sin, tin, 
vin, win, zin, blin, flin, glin, plin, brin, frin, grin, prin, swin, etc.; 
og, bog, cog, dog, fog, hog, jog, log, nwg, nog, pog, rog, tog, blog, 
clog, flog, frog, prog, etc.; un, bun, cun, dun, fun, gun, bun, jun, 
lun, mun, nun, pun, run, tun, blun, flun, plun, brim, crun, grun, 
pr in, stun, trun, etc.

Some may say children will not be interested in this kind of 
work. This is a mistake. Children are interested in any work 
not beyond their powers, and continue interested until they can 
do it well. If there be a lack of interest, the fault is in the 
teacher.

ords win, as soon as pre-

not in its 
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should be 
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is little 
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irning no 
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ould also 
:e; au, as 
i owl; ot, 
lants are: 
ch (etch), 
ge of giv-

On account of the slow and unsatisfactory progress made by 
the modes of teaching usually employed some are advocating be
ginning with a sentence. If this mode be tried it will make 
matters worse. The learners will have to think of the letters, 
the words, the phrases, and the meaning of the sentence as a 
whole. Their attention will be distracted. They will become 
bewildered, discouraged, indifferent. They will come to have no 
ambition, beyond leaving it to the teacher to help them out.

Long vowels. Ave. In this e is silent, but it makes a long, 
an example of a very general expedient. From ave come, cave, 
Dave, lave, nave, pave, rave, save, wave, brave, crave, drave, 
grave, slave, stave, trave, strave. Have is left out because in it 
e is silent and useless. It is an evidence of defective teaching to 
introduce exceptions before the rule is impressed upon the learner, 
unless in unavoidable cases. Ere: dere, fere, here, jere, lere, mere, 
nere, pere, rere, sere, tere, stere, etc. Ite: bite, dite, kite, lite, mite, 
nite, pite, rite, tite, vite, smite, spite, trite, strite, etc. Ore: bore, core, 
fore, gore, hore, lore, more, nore, pore, tore, store, plore, etc. Ute: 
Bute, cute, jute, lute, mute, pute, tute, flute, etc. Other expedi
ents should be shown and learnt, as in maid, plead, meet, etc.

The naming of the double vowels as taught by those who prac
tice the so-called Phonic system, is the only part of their system 
that can be defended on philosophic grounds. Oo, as in ooze, 
too, tool, stool, pool, spool, loom, bloom, gloom, room, broom,
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S ejLhauaunt, gaunt, haunt, taunt, vaunt, fault, vault, etc. Aw, as in 
awl, awn, pawn, spawn, raw, draw, drawn, craw, sprawl, crawl,
sront hT’ a8 J" b°Ut’ g°Ut’ lout’ P°ut’ flout' snout, spout, 
stout, bound, found, hound, wound, count, house, mouse, grouse,
.. „ hfve t0 teach- Perhaps, five hundred words in which
norflT T °CCUrd' In about four hundred of them it is 
P i. ect,y Regular ; in a considerable number of the remainder
woîdsV FrPDCh °rigin) jt i8 ,ike oo; and in some very common 
Mords it has various sounds, generally like a sound of one of its
tmurh nv“ 1101,lg1’ lf 18 hke 0 lon9> in cough, like 
tough, like u short; and in thought, like
Fowl, cowl,
brow, brown.

sho
not
(etc
andetc.
the

etc. guis
(etc!
stitc
Th
siler 
gem 
to a 
pron 
be r 
flat). 
The 
Wht

o short; in
, . . Ow, as in owl.
howl (an Irishman would be inclined to include bowl), 

.. crown, drown, frown, gown, etc. In many words 
w is silent but lengthens o, as in grown, s>wn, blown, etc. 
as in oil, boil, coil, foil, soil, toil, spoil, broil, noise, poise, foist, 
hoist moist, mist, coif, coin, join, loin, etc. Oy, as in bo^ coy! 
foy, hoy, joy, roy, toy, and the proper names Bovle, Coyle, Doyle, 
Hoyle. This is spelling according to Hoyle and Coyle

Compound Consonants. Ch (che). Chap, chat, chin, chit, chop, 
chum charm, chase, cheap, cheer, cheat, chide, child. As a ter
minal: each, teach, peach, preach, such, much, march, parch, etc. Of 

is combination sixty-six per cent, is regular, as in cheese ; twenty- 
eight per cent, chiefly from the Greek, like c, as in chasm; and
feHP Ti ’’ Chleflj fr0m thp French’ like sh, as in chaise. Ck 
Don' ,6re arV°7Ur Characters which have the same main tunc-
bv nl*’,q a,nd f' They Can be di8ti”R»ished phonically only 

ame, Ze, la, koo, and ck; four characters, four names, one 
p ionics and that phonics in each name in the simplest form. 
Back. Jack peck deck, rick, brick, trick, rock, brock, crock, lock,
de™d * * ,ruck' rtr- Th" ability to pronounce a word
depend» on two things: (1) naming the parts, either by letter or 
phonically, and (2) the rapidity with which this is done
thTll ,La?' ”nd fhe ™0re raPid|y are put together, 
the more likely the pronunciation is to follow. Crli (af)
have three characters, f, and ph, whose function is the

ie.1 can be distinguished by naming them ef. nf. and /e; three
symbols, three names, one function, and that function in each
name the simplest form. Laugh, cough, trough, slough, etc.
Ph (f •). Phase, phasm. phis, phlox, phone, phrase, etc. Q„ (kwe).
Qnack. qnaik quart, quench, quick, quite, quoit, quote, queer, etc.
Sh (she). Shad, shed, ship, shod, shut, sharp,

aw.

Oi,
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ing a
shou
batte
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tiftei
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ot, crook, 
aul, Saul, 
A.w, as in 
tvl, crawl, 
ut, spout, 
e, grouse, 
in which 

them it is 
•emainder 
' common 
me of its 
short; in 

h in owl. 
de bowl), 
ny words 
etc. Oi, 

ise, foist, 
boy, coy, 
e, Doyle,

shout, show, cash, gash, hash, hush, slush, (bush and push
TuTta Fn»r1 •rregUlar’ “ being like M Tch

nH , \!n Engllsh’ 18 generally used as a terminal. Ch
and tch have the same function, as will be seen from examining

SUC^ and D“fch- Their names die and etch distin 
• m> an^ glve their function ini tin* simplest way. Tch
(etch). Batch, match, snatch, fetch, stretch, retch, ditch, pitch,

Ï’n , ’ ®WltCh’ b0tch’ scotch> crotch> clutch, smutch, etc. 
74 (the sharp). Theme, thank, thatch, thick, think, thread (a 
sdent and useless), thrush, thwack, thwart, (« like 0 short, as it 
generally is after w). If anomalies and absurdities are referred 
to as they occur until thoroughly known, and are thus brought 
prominently before the people at large, they will, after a while 
be removed, “ a consummation devoutly to be wished.” Th (the 
Hat). This, thine, these, those, that, them, etc. Wh (hwe). 
The order of the letters of this digraph has become inverted. 
Whale, wheat, which, whack, whim, while, whin, whisk, etc.

Thus far words of one syllable in their simplest form have 
been chiefly dealt with. It now remains to say a little of teach
ing various forms, and of words of more than one syllable. They 
should still be dealt with in families: bat, bats, batter, batters, 
battering, batterings, battered, batten, battens, battened, bat
tening, baton, batons ; fat, fats, fatten, fattens, fattening, fat
tened, fatter fattest, fattening ; let, lets, letter, letters, lettered, 
cttermg ; fetter, fetters, fettered, fettering ; titter, titters, 

tenng, titterings, tittered, titterer, titterers ; twit, twits 
*™tted’ twitt<^ twittered, twittering, twitterings

W • Ù ’ bl°tterS’ blotting> dotted ; flog, flogs, flogged,
flogging, floggings, flogger, floggers ; cut, cuts, cutter, cutters,
mnlT’ flmgS 5 ding* dingS’ diagiag ? ■»»& sings, singing | 
fling, flings, flinging ; think, thinks, thinking ; wink, winks, wink
ing , blink, blinks, blinking, etc. In order to distinguish the 
above words the learner must examine them thoroughly 
eye and ear. Words should not be left 
the name of any ordinary word 
sight.

are

iji,; I1
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>; three 
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u (kwe). 
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with both 
as the main object, until 

can be pronounced readily at

,, great step is a knowledge of phrases. Begin with
h;p V P}ra8€l A bat’ a hpa- « Pig- « fox, a bun, a slip, a leaf, 

a trunk, a branch, a railway, etc. In these phrases a is short
and obscure (2) The Phrase: the barn, the house, the stable, 
the horse, the buggy, the bran-box. the shovel, the currv-comb 
the horse-shoe, the telephone, etc. (In the foregoing the *e in flic
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is both short and obscure). The eagle, the owl, the old pasture, 
the ugly dog, the oyster-bed, the answering echo, the Indian war
rior, the unanswered letter, etc. (3) Other adjective and noun 
phrases: Humble name, ugly customer, great expectations, mag
nificent results, glorious victory, transcendent genius, multitudi
nous phrases, etc. (4) Prepositional phrases: At a time, at a 
house, at a church, at a dwelling, etc. (Changing the noun leads 
to the emphasis being placed on it, which is what is wanted). To 
the cart, to the buggy, to the waggon, to the steam-engine, to the 
telephone-bell, to the front window, etc. Similar phrases with 
in. on, by, up, of, off. Down the hill, down the river, down the 
deep ravine, down the horrid cavern, etc. Similar with from, 
past, round, save, since, till, for, with, through. After the wed
ding, after the noontide, after the shower, after the thunderstorm, 
after the great victory, etc. Similar with about, above, across, 
against, along, amid, amidst, among, amongst, around, before, be
hind, below, beneath, beside, besides, between, betwixt, beyond, 
during, except, into, over, out of, toward, towards, under, until, 
unto, upon, within, without, touching, athwart, throughout, under
neath, excepting, regarding, respecting, concerning, notwithstand
ing, A thorough knowledge of prepositional phrases goes a long 
way towards making an accomplished reader.

The Sentence is the grand object to which we have hitherto 
been working. The most important thing in reading a sentence 
is making a proper division of it. The parts into which a sen
tence ought to be divided may be called Reading Phrases. A 
Heading Phrase w all the words uttered without pause. A few 
examples will be given in which the reading phrases will be num
bered. (1) The little boy (2) tore his clothes. (1) For three days 
(2) no one (3) dared (4) to carry the intelligence to the King. (1) In 
the tropical forests of America and Asia (2) the vanilla (3) whose 
fruit is so sought after for its sweet aroma (4) twines its slender 
stem round the neighbouring trees (5) forming an elegant, flex
ible, and aerial garland (6) an ornament in these solitudes <7) at 
once grateful and pleasing. (1) Without a telescope (2) we can 
see at once (3) about three thousand stars (4) so that (5) as we see 
only half the star-sphere at one time (6 about six thousand stars 
can be seen in all. The phrases should be drilled upon sep
arately, then the sentence as a whole, paying attention to em
phasis and inflection. Some phrases should be rendered paren
thetically. The blackboard should be used, 
should be small. If class is large divide into sections.
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Following the course outlined, children of six years of age 
should be able to name all the letters, point them out, trace them 
and write them in two months ; in six months more they should 
be able to pronounce most words at sight ; and after a month’s 
drill on phrases, and another month’s drill 
should be able to read

871

on sentences, they 
an ordinary sentence fairly well. They 

should be good readers of books at the end of their second year 
of school ; and, taking it for granted that their teachers are such, 
they should be accomplished readers at the end of their third year.
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NA TIONA L PA TRWTISM.

W. Ip.wjn, Flesherton.

When I was asked to prepare a paper for this association I 
felt very reluctant about doing so, not that I desired to escape 
doing my duty in any way, but I feared to put myself in the way 
of other teachers whose wider experience and higher range of 
thought would enable them to present material more practical, 
more valuable, and more capable of being turned to good ac
count than anything I could say or do; and I had almost decided 
1o decline when I thought how inconsistent I would thus show 
myself to be, inasmuch as I have always tried to take an active 
interest in

natii 
grea 
into 
tutic 
the { 
we f 
This 
only 
also 
van i 
doub 
ties < 
are p

our local institutes, and to encourage others to intro
duce subjects that might be beneficial in our own community. A 

paper may be lacking in merit and yet furnish material for pro
fitable discussion; moreover, I believe it to be the duty of every 
teacher to reveal what he knows if such revelation have any ten
dency towards the betterment of the condition of the people, the 
evolution of true citizenship, and the development of true char- 

It should be the aim of every teacher to give to the world 
the result of his experience, or the benefits of any discoveries he 
may have made from a thoughtful investigation of any subject 
lie has carefully considered. In view of these facts I decided to 
be consistent, and in introducing the subject of “ National Pa
triotism” I do so with the sincere hope that the defects of the in
troduction will be more than counteracted by the merits of the 
discussion.

acter. 1
the p 
oped 
ultim 
In or 
conce 
try p 
many 
for oiTo many of our teachers, who are already overworked in the 

preparation of candidates for the various literary examinations, 
it may seem an injustice to expect them to do anything towards 
the inculcation of a patriotic sentiment; yet since education should 
fil a person for true citizenship, and true citizenship must be co
existent with love of country, it follows that the teacher who 
fails to instil into the hearts and minds of his pupils a feeling of 
loyalty to their fatherland fails to perform one of the highest 
functions of the true teacher.

Patriotism is defined to be “ Love and devotion to one’s coun
try ; the spirit that prompts to obedience to its laws, to the sup
port and defence of its existence, rights and institutions, and to 
the promotion of its welfare.” This is a comprehensive defini
tion, but to die for one’s country is perhaps a more popular and
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a more ancient definition of patriotism, 
to die, and, while it is 
country in such manner

We don’t always want 
our privilege to live, we may live for our 

88 to act the part of the truest patriots 
by using the talents God has given us in striving to elevate hu
manity to a higher plane of true Christian brotherhood, and as 
teachers, with an influence as lasting as eternity itself, we should 
do our very best for the universal good.

We want a broader patriotism than that which is limited by 
mal boundaries, an^ to grasp these higher ideals of true 
tness, and to appropriate to ourselves, and to incorporate 

into our constitution, what has proved a blessing in the consti-
!!É7mh,inn'V trU'Lgreat and nation should be

the ambition of every subject, and until
we fail to fill we are willing to do this

properly the highest duty of the best type of citizen.
. . .Uf to reallze tlle absolute importance of knowing

also thf dvil ^overnme8t of our own country, but
rlu il l ■T’Vn ,8°',ernme"t of ever>' nation that leads the 
van m social, political and religious reform.
doubt, this truly catheic spirit of
ties of nature force

This leads
not

We all admire, no 
a universal patriotism, yet the 

us into a deeper love for that land which 
pleased to call by the endearing name of Home.
Patriotism is

weare

Gie greater degree to which this love-of-country spirit is deveb 
oped the greater will be the height to whirl, such country will 

Innately and inevitably rise among the nations of the world 
In order to have a true love for our country we must have a full 
conception of everything true and noble and 
try possesses great that our coun-
mQ ... or 18 caP8ble of producing, and seeing that we have 
many things worthy of our admiration we will be forced to form 
for our native or adopted land a love that can never be estranged.
h„r fhJ. rmptB *° obed,ence *® «he laws of a country; 
but I believe only so far as these laws can be shown to be good
mad“; , ,1 democratic country like our own, the governments are
made by the people and for the people, and our representatives 
. ?ar,,ament «re there because of the expressed wish of the 
jonty of their constituents. Once in power, the partisan poli
tician feels the political pulse of his supporters, allows self-inter
est to overrule judgment, and legislates with a view to securing 
a majority vote at the next election. The political partisan who
hoM« ua e «anCe^° an’V ODV P0litical Part-V' and who blindly up- 

olds its actions through evil as well as good report, is not ' 
tional patriot, but a political bigot, 
the legislators, and the legislators

ma-

a na-
Now, since the people make 

make the laws, it is
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infer that the character of the laws 
reflects in some measure the character of the majority of the peo
ple. The patriot is liberal in his views, and willing to allow 
to others the freedom he claims for himself. The political bigot 
is narrow minded and intolerant, and sees nothing good outside 
of his own opinion. The patriot recognizes the importance and 
rights of other people and other lands. The bigot sees nothing 
in them worthy of his recognition. The patriot ’>es for the good 
of his country, but the bigot lives only for ^eif and party. Prin
cipal Grant says: “ The school should teach patriotism, but let 
us not forget that there is as great a difference between patriot
ism and the blatant, arrogant, spread-eagleism as there is between 
enthusiasm and fanaticism; the one is healthy and full of gener
ous inspirations, and the other unhealthy and the destroyer of pa
triotism and morality. The one teaches us to love our own land 
and race first; the other teaches us to hate men for the love of 
God or the love of country.” , We have also a pessimistic class, 
who never see anything good at home, who are always grumbling 
about our country, our governments, and all our other institu
tions. They are always attracted by the bright spots in some 
distant picture, which portrays to them the golden treasures of 
some far-off land where without much toil they may ever reap a 
bountiful harvest ; but while gazing on the shadow they lose sight 
of the substance.

The success of this association, or of any similar institution, 
depends largely, I may say wholly, upon the efforts of its mem
bers to make it successful, and to achieve the best possible results 
we must have unanimity and interest. If to make this meeting 
a success we have each a duty to perform, it must be equally true 
that each has a duty devolving upon him in the national develop
ment of the country to which he belongs. If our country is lack
ing in prosperity, whom should we blame ? If our governments 
are corrupt, are we using our vote and influence to make them 
pure ? If not, are we doing our duty as true patriots ?

The patriotic spirit of a country must be kept alive. If the 
flame die out its independent national existence is doomed. Were 
it not for the self-reliance, unity and patriotism of the ancient 
Greeks, their names would never have been handed down the 
pages of history as the conquerors of the largest army of which 
history has any record. Were it not for the intense and burning 
patriotism of her subjects Scotland would never have had a Ban
nockburn. History falsifies fact when it teaches that the English 
conquered Scotland. The patriotic love of native land still
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burned in the hearts of the Scottish people, and they only awaited 
a favorable opportunity to reassert their independence, and later 

this said-to-be conquered country gave to England a crowned 
head, one of whose descendants to-day sways the sceptre of that 
mjgbty empire whose colonies encircle the globe, 
triotic people knows no such thing 
says:—

the laws 
f the peo- 
to allow 

ical bigot 
d outside 
:ance and 
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■ the good 
ty. Prin- 
i, but let 
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i between 
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e love of 
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rumbling 
r institu- 

in some 
asures of 
er reap a 
ose sight

<in

A truly pa
ns conquest. Goldsmith

The shuddering tenant of the frigid 
Boldly proclaims the happiest spot his own ; 
The naked negro panting at the line 
Boasts of his golden sands and palmy wine.

zone

Here we have a text affording us a beautiful picture of con-
lnliT ~^°ne °f t!ie.mo8t P°tent forces iD building up a national 

* ‘i aD<* en£endenng a l°ve that is characteristic of and es- 
«•ntial to true patriotism. Now, let us look at our own country 
see what we have to be proud of, and investigate by 
we can imbue the minds and hearts of 
their native land.

what means 
our pupils with a love Jor

We have much to stimulate a pardonable pride—an extensive 
territory of fertile soil, vast mineral wealth, valuable timber areas 
a most salubrious climate, an inland water communication such ’ 
few other countries as

can boast of, wprld-renowned fisheries a 
network of oyer twelve thousand miles of railway and telegraphic 
and telephonic communication, unsurpassed in proportion to our 
requirements by any other land. Our postal system is almost 
perfect, and our civil and religious institutions 
deepest admiration.

stitution, 
its mem- 
le results 
meeting 

ally true 
develop

er is lack- 
ernments 
ike them

are worthy of our 
Our country is young; the industry, skill 

and energy of our forefathers have transformed it from its prime
val solitude into smiling gardens, luxuriant cornfields, and popul
ous marts of trade. Our sails of 
breeze of

commerce are wafted by the 
every ocean, and our merchandise is entering nearly 

every port; and now, even young as we are, we occupy the third 
or fourth position among the trading nations of the world. In 
science, art and literature we occupy no mean position, and the 
possibilities and developments of the twentieth century no one 
dares to predict. •

In the educational world we are making phenomenal advance
ment. We consider our school system second to none, each de
partment being so related to the other as to form an educational 
ladder from the Kindergarten to the university, yet fifty years ago 
our school system was in its infancy. Schools then were few and 
teachers of scholastic attainments hard to procure. The teacher 
of the past, viewed in the light of modern advancement, was a
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mere tradesman; the true teacher of to day is an educational ar- 
His work then was mechanical; his work now is scient5fie. 

the teacher of the present must understand the 
material on which he works.

!
5 3t.

nature of the
. He must be able togtake a psycho
logical view of the child’s mind, and knowing its operations he is
able to impart instruction by the most modern and most rational 
methods. The child of the past was often treated as if he 
a mere passive recipient; but the child now is an active agent in 
the acquisition of knowledge, so that teacher and taught are co
workers in the harmonious and symmetrical development of all 
the intellectual faculties.

were

Our teachers, with few exceptions, 
are men and women of principle, integrity and uprightness of 
moral character; and if it be true that “ like begets like,” we most 
have growing up amongst us and around us an army of boys and 
girls who will develop into men and women of the same stamp. 
Let us have trvly patriotic teachers, and we’ll soon have a patriotic 
people that will defy the very worst forms of despotism 
don’t want special text bèoks

We
_ # on patriotism. We don’t

want long-winded sermons on loyalty, but we do want an army
of teachers so full of love for their county, and for the 
institutions of their country, that their whole lives 
long sermon will be one

patriotism. The patriotic teacher will find many 
opportunities *or introducing incidentally the principal points by 
which the child will be unconsciously led to be patriotic. Some 
of our reading lessons are spiced with patriotic touches; our geo
graphy tells us of our territorial extent, our connection with the 
mother country, and the important position we hold in our rela
tion with other lands through her; our histories tell us of 
heroes and give us lessons in civil government; and by 
development of themes like these, the teacher will 
inspire his pupils with a spirit of 
American educator

on

our
a proper 

find means to 
e loyalty. An eminent 

. , . sa^8: “Every school should teach lessons in 
civics and patriotism. Whenever the sentiment in any lesson of 
any study touches the important field of civics, the mind of the
mT hSh°H V?,imbUed Wîth its nobility* The teacher should re- 
member that all studies at some time touch the field of civics and
should develop these lessons. Reading and literature are full of
passages fraught with sentiments of love for our country, of con-
fidence in our free institutions, and of respect for our nation’s

X?it'Z , IT0nS in CMCS "V be learned from ge"gJaphj
,TZi* with 1°,If “ reS0"rcesl ,ro™ arithmetic when 11 uea,s witn taxes or duties ; * *
serve health and devoid teaches to pre- 
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a stronger and better factor in the government Interesting ob- 
ect lessens may be given by taking the classes to con rooms

f“r thémtre,Th ”"d ba"8' "here ob^e
themselves the processes of government in actual operation

lnBg, rom,c qr,ons shM,d *

”oter7„tveslLT", '‘f* b“' r~ '» VoLLonZ Z[Z to investigate for themselves all questions of public import 

stand and %£££££* P°Wer aad ™“ra*a ”«««7 >»
tion ItVnd‘tonn11",? rra'iZe 'hal he »“"*<* “ <»«»ential post- 
fülT îb? . ther man’ not even the clergyman. We miv 
of lg * estimate of his power in controlling the character
the Iawye7wa"toTeTarethe nol‘H “"t"’*"’8 Way t0 the P01^' 
the merchant’s Lv ZX ’th politician’s way to par.iami at, and
way to thé nlou;hy on* 16 countlng-house, as well as the farmer’s
teacher aad **
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bond r “ 7 °°bler qUa'itles that 8" "> '""ke . perfect nnun

ood Bearing these facts in mind and feeling that “children are
i)ro£rrpm-)rr0W °f SOciety’” is essentially necessary for our truly 
P ogressive country that every school should have at its head a

.patno.t,c teacher, whose spirit of enthusiastic lovaltv may
SI-' “ /Canadian'

inir CanadAadian8iWeMh0Uld te$1Ch m°re °f Canada’ and in teach- 

BritiS f We Sh°U d teach lt as on,y one colony of that vast ltish Empire on whose dominions the sun never sets We
7 T a Canadian fearless In exalting the great
actions of Canada’s great men.
of the geography of
more of our commercial relations,* the value of our ex- 
ports from various sources, our imports, our material advance
ment and our relative position in the commercial world-in short 
we should know our geography, which consists of more than a 
nowledge of a few cities, lakes and rivers. We should honor our 

country s flag and know its significance, and in studying as a patri
otic object lesson the crosses of St. George, St. Andrew and St.
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I h trick, we must appreciate the fact that these emblems are typi
cal of a triune power, ready and willing and able to protect us 
from any insult that would bring dishonor upon our national 
escutcheon. Let us hope that the new national flag will have 
blazoned upon it an ensign worthy of “ the Ian 

It must
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not be thought that the patriotic spirit of the past is 
on the wane. At times when peace and order reign supreme it
hrjTT, °"r, PCOple are lMkl”R ™ patriotic sentiment” ' 
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find in our Canadian schools pupils in the highest forms, and per-* 
haps teachers, who would hesitate before naming the governors of 
Canada since confederation? This knowledge in itself may not 
be cf any great educational value, yet it would be well for every 
Canadian pupil to have a tolerably good knowledge of the history 
of his own country. Perhaps there are still those who think as 
some of my teachers did, that Canada has no history. Let such 
a one read Parkman’s admirable works, and he will find that Can
ada, has a history, and a history, too. whose truth is stranger than 

< tion. We have other writers on the same and different periods 
whose works are equally interesting, and, though the introduc-’ 
t ion of such voluminous works into the school room would be out 
of the question, the teacher’s knowledge of their contents would 
enable him to vitalize the dry bones of history, as it is often pre- 
sented, and to divert many a child’s mind from reading with sui- 
t al relish a class of literature that saps the intellect, destroys 
the manhood, an a unfits a person for true citizenship.

So far I have endeavored to give a presentation of the sub ect 
from a rational standpoint. We can hardly hope to make true 
Iatriots through intellectual training alone. We are all more or 
ess emotional. We need to cultivate the heart as well as the 

head, and I believe there is no more powerful means of touching 
lie emotional side of a man’s nature than through the ~ower of 

song; hence the necessity for teaching in all our schools those 
pa no ic gems of national song whose influer ce lires tin soul and 
awakens the emotions. The poet says. "Let me make the songs 
o the people and I care not who makes the laws.” In the teach
ing of song, as in everything else, the teacher must feel what he is 
doing. O Pedagogy, how long wilt thou continue to darken 
om with thy rules, leading-strings and machineries!” We have 

too much conventionality in our teaching, and we will hail with 
delight the advent of the time when the teacher will be 
by his ability to make true citizens
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„„„ . . „ . , rather than his aptitude to

am intellectual storks for the passing of some literary tests. 
We want a loyal people if we are ever to be a great nation. We 
should love and respect our country’s flag* and from every school- 
house throughout the length and breadth of the land it should be 
seen floating on every national holiday. We should have a patri
otic school paper, unstained by party politics. We ribald have a 
day in each year devoted to the commemoration of our dead heroes 
and our patriots of the past. We should know the lives and char
acters of our nation’s benefactors, and try to emulate their virtues. 
The teacher should be able to put on an emotional garb, and
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awaken the emotions of his pupils by a touching appeal to their 
sympathies, in explaining the conduct of our heroes. We have 
had few wars. In no case have we been the aggressors. Our 
school history says very little—much too little, to give us inspira
tion. Let us supplement these dry facts when we can, by read
ing to our classes literary gems whose tendency is to awaken the 
emotions. The reading of Hull’s bombastic proclamation to the 
Canadians, coupled with a touching word-picture of his subsequent 
cowardice when he saw the first redcoat, and heard the yell of the 
first Indian, will give to “ the war of 1812” a vividness it never 
had before. The teacher must feel what he teaches, and weep if 
necessary to give emphasis to his teaching.

We want a system of ethics that will not stop with the indi
vidual, but extend from the centre to the circumference of all 
corporations, even to our legislative halls, for after all - 
say and do, we cannot have a truly loyal, happy and progressive 
people unless the light of our constitution is made to shine in the 
hearts and homes of all classes; then, and only then, can we look 
for the truest loyalty, and feel that Canada is a habitation of 
patriotism, and the teachers of our public schools are the Archi
medean levers to whom we must look for the accomplishment of 
this great end.

Permit me to say a few words with reference to the qualifica
tions of the teachers who can aid in bringing about these results. 
The state says he must have enough intellectual power to enable 
him to pass his literary examinations; he must have good morals, 
tut his certificate fails, and ever will fail, to show his peicentagv 
of morality. There are other forces without which no teacher can 
b<- successful in building up a true citizenship. He must be truly 
patriotic; he must have character; he must have a strong per
sonality; he must have sympathy, and he mpst have will power. 
How is it that a teacher of Herculean strength physically has a 
ütl ool that might well be characterized as a pandemonium, while 
under Ihe influence of another, with scarcely strength enough to 
endure the fatigue of the labor, the same school is soon changed 
into a paradise? The former is lacking that decision oi 
acter necessary to the enforcement of his wn authority. A per
son who lacks will power or the ability to exercise it should never 
be a teacher.

our
we may

As to what we should teach, I cannot express it better than 
in the words of a liberal-minded American: “Teaching patriotism,” 
he says, “is teaching love of home and native land; love for 
the flag, whether it be the Union Jack of grand old Eng-

_______________
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land, or the Star Spangled Banner of our glorious Ameri- 
ean Union. Teach the national airs, whether it be “Ood 
Save the Queen,” « America ” or the “ Marseillaise ” hymn, 
leach patriotism as you teach national history; teach loyalty and 
fidelity to the government, whether that government be a republic 
an empire or a kingdom. Teach the duty of true citizenship, 
leach the triumph of national genius, 
of nations, 
soil.

Teach the achievements 
Teach the richness and productiveness of the nation’s 

_ each the grandeur and the beauty of the nation’s art, and
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bill
EQUIPMENT OF RURAL SCHOOLS—PRESENT CONDITION 

AND HOW IMPROVED.

(AN ABSTRACT.)

W. E. Tilley, M.A., Ph.D., Bowman ville.

Grounds. The usual size of the grounds in our rural sections 
is one-half acre, which, in my opinion, is much too small. Foot-

the favorite schoolyard sports, and neither 
of these can be played with satisfaction on grounds of less 
than two acres, especially when provision is made for school- 
house, wood-house, well and outbuildings, proper portions fenced 
off as private resorts for the girls and the boys respectively, 
and all surrounded and ornamented with trees, shrubs, etc. 
The water supply, too often,1 is far from being satisfactory; 
in many yards there is no well, and frequently where 
a well has been provided the water is unfit for 
is the case, not only where the trustees, through carelessness or 
indifference, have allowed the pump to get out of order, or the 
covering of the well to become defective, but also where the 
trustees have gone to a good deal of trouble to provide good water. 
It may be the result of some lack of care in finishing the well. 
The earth around it may not have been raised so as to throw off 
the surface water, and the platform tightly laid to prevent the 
waste water from the pump leaking through and mingling again 
with the water in the well. The closets are commonly too small, 
too much exposed, rough in construction, and in many 
tidily kept. Frequently they are without doors that can be pro
perly fastened, or walks leading to them, and as they are com
monly placed at the remote corners of the school-yard and 
high fences, they frequently become filled in with snow during the 
storms of winter, and in some cases even buried beneath the 
banks. When making contracts for lighting the fires the trustees 
should provide for shovelling the snow from the walks leading to 
the closets and for keeping the closets clem. The health of the 
children, especially in rural sections. whete so many of them take 
their dinners with them to school, and hence are from home com
forts not less than eight hours each school day, demands that 
every effort be made to secure all needed conveniences in each 
school-yard.
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hvlntol-house- Comparatively few rural school-houses are well 
Teachers and pupils suffer in health and comfort from the 

effects of bad ventilation and 
rural schools.

built.
'ION uneven temperature in many of 

Commonly the only means of ventilation is hi 
raising the windows and opening the doors. The windows are 
seldom hung on weights, and it is often with difficulty that they 
are let down from the top. The teacher and pupils become accus
tomed to the atmosphere of the room, and hence feel no immediate 
inconvenience from it, and prefer to continue to breathe the im- 
pure an- rather than to take the trouble of adjusting the windows, 
and then to submit to the more disagreeable and perhaps equally 
dangerous experiment of standing or sitting in draughts. It is 
difficult to keep the temperature of a rural school-room uniform 
in winter. In a single-roomed building the walls are all exposed 
to the weather. Frequently cold draughts from" open ventilators, 
or defects in the foundation, after circulating freely under the 
floor, keeping it cold, find their way through the floor into the 
room, and others enter through the wainscoting or defects in the 
walls. No amount of heat from a stove eight or ten inches above 
the floor will in such buildings keep the 
perature even throughout the 
rooms were heated by means of furnaces.
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room. It would be well if all school-the
the

Supplies.—The regulations of the Education Department re
quire that each school be supplied with good desks, maps, globe, 
cock, tablets, numeral frame, dictionary and gazetteer. To this 
list should be added at least a good tellurian and a modern en
cyclopaedia. It would be helpful also if a cabinet were provided 
for each school, to contain such articles as an inch, a foot and a 
yard measure; an ounce and a pound weight, a cube, a cone, etc., 
etc., together with such little articles or specimens as could be 
easily supplied by the pupils in each section. With these at hand 
the teaching could be made much more real to the younger pupils 
at least than it is at present. It would be in the interest of educa
tion also if schools were furnished with single desks, as this would 
ensure greater independence in work on the part of the pupils and 
greater ease in discipline and management on the part of the 
teachers.
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ake How Secured.—It is my opinion that we shall not have satis

factory school surroundings inoin- rural sections while the grants 
are distributed to the public schools as they are at present on 
attendance only. In the case of high schools the grants are dis
tributed, not on attendance, but
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buildings, supplies, et ., and wisely so. If an impetus of this kind 
was found to be necessary to secure suitable surroundings in the 
case of high schools, situated as they are amidst the liberalizing 
influences of cities and towns, it is difficult to understand why 
some such impetus is not even more necessary in the case of rural 
schools. This plea is not so much f jr increai ed grants to our 
pubHc schools as that the present grants to them be so distributed 
as to awaken and encourage local effort and liberality with a view 
to secure for the boys and the girls in 
and
school life.
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;ind
the

EFFICIENCY OF OUR RURAL SCHOOLS.

L W. Parsons, Delhi.

ing
vhy
irai
our 1 have no hope of saying anything new in regard to thy 

etliciency or non-efficiency of our rural schools, but I am content 
to be a repeater, knowing that it is mainly by repetition that 
some lessons are instilled.

ted
iew
ant
ilic The rural schools of Ontario are accomplishing important 

work in so far as pupils are there taught read, to write, and 
to do elementary operations in arithmetic, 
have been provided and parents have been compelled 
use of them, with the above results, and in some cases with the 
additional advantage of making some progress in grammar, his- 
tory. geography, drawing and so forth.

There is reason to fear, however, that comparatively few 
go beyond this primitive mark sufficiently far to successfully 
giapple with the High School entrance examination.

I am aware that departmental examinations

Certain facilities 
to make

are not an ab
solute test of the work done, but I may be permitted to make
use of them as a gauge, since they are the only statistical means 
the public have of judging of the efficiency of schools. In what 
may be considered, at the very least, an average county of On 
tario, the proportion of successful entrance candidates stands at 
about two per cent, of the entire public school population. In 
this county are one town and four important incorporated villages 
all coniaining flourishing public schools, and our of them efficient 
high schools. These centres, it will be readily understood, fur
nish the greater part of even this small percentage, 
these a number of smaller villages, containing schools presumably 
superior to the purely rural school, and it follows that the 
portion of entrance candidates from the latter is extremely 
If these results are to be taken as a fair average, then the time 
has fully come when we may properly consider whether we are 
int justified in taking a forward step and placing the education 
of our rural school pupils on a higher plane than it has hitherto 
occupied. Our financial ability, our sock.l status, our prominent 
examples of Canadian brain and energy all assist in teaching us 
that nothing is too good for the Canadian boy or girl In 
treating of the efficiency of our rural schools I readily admit and 
n >te with pleasure that in some cases the work is as good 
be desired, where not only entrance candidates
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prepared, but where fifth form work' is done, and that not per
functorily. but with such thoroughness as to enable candidates 
to pass creditably the public school leaving, our first great boon, 
and in rare cases even the primary examinations. But this de
sirable evidence of enterprise in public school work is, without 
doubt, exceptional. Should any of our high school friends object 
to the word “desirable” in this connection, and claim that we are 
on their side of the fence, the difficulty may be easily remedied 
by moving the fence over. We have no right to view this matter 
trom the standpoint of advantage or of disadvantage to any class 
of either schools or teachers. We have but one question to con
sider. What do the interests of the masses of the rural children 
of this country demand ? 
masses can not afford the
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deI say with no hesitation that these 

expense of attending our high schools 
and collegiate institutes, and the standard I have mentioned must 
, “;ref?re’ be obtained in their own rural school or not at all 

continuation classes,” a most important forward step, lessen the 
difficulty to but a part—the great mass is still on the outside. 
But some of my public school associates may complain that 
pose such a burden is to place the proverbial last straw, 
that it involves
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I know

world of arduous labor, and a rare economy of 
force, but I know equally well that it is not in

isa
th$

... ,, the region of the
unattainable, and that were such a standard of work at all 
era! it would lift our public schools and

of
gen-

our public school teachers
of the stupifymg and miasmatic swamps in which many of 

now exist up into a far healthier and more invigorating atmos- 
phere. I have said this higher rural school work is exceptional. 
It must and will necessarily continue to be so until certain ex
isting conditions are radically changed. The efficiency of a 
school is but another name for the efficiency of the teacher, and 
t ieie is no gauge by which we can more accurately measure the 
character of the work done than by the capacity of the worker.

what are the facts ? Hundreds upon hundreds of am- 
1 lous young men, with whom I find no fault, and whose ambition 

I commend have set their mark high, and in order to reach it 
have been forced to make use of every legitimate financial device. 
Here comes m the old and never-failing standby, “teaching.” It 
s not the chosen profession of this prostitutor, and he possiblv 

regards it with such hatred and disgust that nothing short of the 
exigency of his case will compel him to swallow the nauseating 
dose the only redeeming feature of which is that it is not to last 
Should he happen, by a fortunate accident, to possess abilitv as a
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387EFFICIENCY OF OUR RURAL SCHOOLS.

er-
teacher, his attention will be drawn away toward what he intends 
shall be his life work, so that in but few cases can we regard him 
as a really valuable acquisition.

These transient operators, augmented by a vast host of com
paratively uncultured, untrained tyros, which ere long, at our 
present rate of progress, will be such as no man can number, have 
come sweeping down upon our rural schools, and to this crowd is 
to-day committid the task of educating the great mass of our 
rural school children.
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We are the rankest of optimists if 
expect real and satisfactory progress either in the lower or higher 
stages of public school work to be the resultant of the spasmodic, 
desultory and in some cases destructive efforts of these passing 
teachers. The right of the people to this higher public school 
education is acknowledged. It forms a part of the public school 
curriculum, but it is practically nullified by the enforced absence 
of the strong professional teacher. He would be a great public 
benefactor who could invent a machine, a sort of fanning mill, 
that would sift out the grains of natural teachers from the bushels 
of chaff; but in the absence of this device, the next available thing 
is to induce our government to so perform its paternal functions 
that we may havb the establishment and permanent maintenance 
of a class of professional teachers of such an order of merit as 
is demanded by the nature of the duties they have to perform—a 
profession built up and maintained not for the purpose of sub
serving the interests of its members, but because the educational 
interests of the country imperatively demands its existence—a 
profession none of whose capable members are degraded by the 
assumption that its members are untqual to the task of doing 
their own work. The obstacles obstructing the entrance to this 
profession should be such as to deter those who have not made 
thus their chosen calling, and should be of such a standard of 
dïffleulty as to exclude those whose culture, power of inspiration 
and abilities are not commensurate with the high character 
importance of the work.
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No certificate should be granted to 

whose non-professional education is less than the junior leaving
ÎLiTÏ'Î /hJ M°del Sch001 should di8aPPear with this much 
talked about primary teacher, and its place should be taken by the
normal training school, in which the course should not be less than
be^firsf11* m d”ratlon- !t is here that the pruning knife should 
b( first applied, and that rigidly and unsparingly.
will tTitiate.°,f °ne Jear Sh°uld follow’ and here> 1 apprehend, 
will be the crucial test. The newly-fledged teacher will be thrown
on his own resources in an ungraded school to sink or to swim
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The born teacher will assuredly come to the surface; the other 
will as surely sink. The experienced and observant inspector 
will rightly average him up, and if he fails to show that he is the 
possessor of the qualifications that should characterize the true 
teacher, his sun should go down. Government having gone thus 
far in the way of securing the taxpayer against imposition, and of 
guaranteeing him dollar for dollar, should, in the exercise of this 
same paternalism still further encourage and stimu’ate him by 
classifying schools and granting government aid very largely on 
the basis of this classification.

Should the so-called objection be urged that the poor boy or 
girl would be shut out from this means of earning a living, I only 
reply that it is a question of brains and of energy and not one of
poverty, and moreover the profession is not for the individual, but 
for the people.

Should it be objected that many of our rural schools are so 
backward that the engagement of such an expert as I have out
lined would be superfluous, I reply that while the 
forward school creates 
poorly taught, backward
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well taught,
a necessity for its own existence, the 

... one never did and never will create any-
thing higher than the necessity for its existence. Should it be 
<• a med that the responsibility of making such eliminations and 
classifications is too great for one poor inspector (do not under
stand me to mean either inefficient or poverty stricken), I answer 
let him have help if he cannot do it alone. The truth is that the 
great objection to these proposals lies in their excessive radical
ism. Were it not for this, these changes, or changes analogous to 
them, would have little difficulty in their adoption, 
to realize an ideal, but a system fashioned more or less closely 
after the model thus roughly traced would, I believe, contain the 
elements of success, and go far to rescue our rural school pupils 
from present inertia and impending danger.
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TRANSITION FROM HOME TO SCHOOL.he
lie

Miss A. E. Mackenzie, London. sus
of W e are too apt, I think, to regard education 

for life, when in reality it is life.
ias a preparation 

We look to the future . 
than to the present, and the future in school is summed up in 
word, “examinations.” In dealing lately with a class of young 
teachers just graduated from the model school, I found that the 
great drawback to free work, to individual teaching, was the 
great necessity for having the pupils ready for another grade in 
so many months. They were afraid to take time for 
except the bare portion of work allotted them. ; 
know that these are usually the teachers to whom 
the little ones
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anything 
Now, when weit

are entrusted
from the free life of home, we cannot but 

be sorry for the children and for them.
One of the most well-known educational maxims, “ From the 

known to the unknown,” is almost entirely disregarded 
do not consider the reason for things. For example, I asked 
several teachers what was the first word taken 
and nearly all said “cat.”

o
t-

e They

e up in reading, 
When questioned further as to the 

said, because they were taught
, no effort to begin in a natural way with

something in which the children were already interested.
The question before us is a hard one to solve, i.e., how shall 

the chasm between the known world of home 
world of school be bridged over ?
first thing to look to is the foundation, so we must begin with

^ vï °rdef t0 lay a flrm foundation for the first arch. 
Education is hfe, and it must go on in an unbroken, continuous 
line if it is to be true free life. The beginning of life for the 
child in the country is altogether different from that of the city 
child, and I cannot but think that in almost every respect it is 
a much better beginning. Life is slower—there is not the rush 
and bustle, the quickly succeeding impressions, which are ant 
to result in confusion and surface thinking. One has lime for 
quiet observation, and patient waiting is ev;rywlure emphasized 
(seed time and harvest), and the free

1
reason of the choice, all but 
so. There seemed to be
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) and the unknown 
In building a bridge, the
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open air is full of sweet 
►ounds and perfumes, and everywhere the eye is rested with beauti
ful colors. There is little to hinder steady, sure growth of body 
mind and spirit. From the midst of surroundings such as these a 
child is suddenly placed in a small unlovely building—not always 
noted for fresh air. He is compelled to sit for
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day on a seat not at all adapted to his size, and with slate and 
pencil, which he finds great difficulty in holding, he is set to make 
curious marks called figures and letters, or to stand before a card 
and utter peculiar sounds; all of which is meaningless to him. 
Can we wonder that it takes a long time for him to get any idea 
of the meaning of all this, and why is it? Simply because there 
has been too great a leap from home to school life. It is as if he 
had been set down in a foreign country, without knowing the lan
guage or the customs of the inhabitants.

The first step necessary to bridge over this break in life is to 
bring what we can o:’ his former life into the school. Nature has 
be# n teaching the little one for five or six years, and her lessons 
are given in an orderly, slow, but sure way; many repetitions of 
the same principle but great variety in expression. Cause and 
effect have been so plainly taught that the child reasons out many 
problems which have puzzled older heads. His power of obser
vation is most acute, for has he, not watched the birds building 
their nests, the squirrel gathering nuts, the bees seeking for honey, 
the spider spinning its web, the fish darting about in the clear 
water, the habits of butterflies, grasshoppers and other innumer
able living things? He has watched the fruit and grain ripen, and 
has searched out the hiding places of the shy wild flowers. He 
knows the nature and uses of the trees growing all about him, and 
is a friend of all the animals. He can read the face of the sky, 
and can endure without flinching a great strain on body and mind. 
He has been so surrounded by the manifestations of God in nature 
that he cannot but feel all about him that love which is our life, 
and so we find him with body and mind and soul well poised. If 
we could only continue this teaching and turn his already awaken
ed interest and intense activity into the channel of school work, it 
would be, as some one has said, like turning the steam into the 
locomotive; we would, like Toddy, “ see the wheels go round.”

Could we not take as a groundwork for all study reading, 
mathematics, geography, drawing, etc., the wonderful works of 
nature with which he is familiar, systematize his experiences and 
wisely guide him into larger fields? Such lessons would be full of 
meaning to him, and his progress would be a hundred times 
rapid than it has been when taught in the old dead way.

Collections of stones, flowers, leaves, animals, etc., would 
iurnish the subjects for many a delightful language and number 
lesson, and who knows how many scientists might go out from that 
school, because they have learned to investigate thoroughly?

The child’s social life has been limited to annual gatherings 
at Christmas or Thanksgiving; a rare visit to friends and the
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nd < eklv assembly at elmrch are about all. This side of his nature
Y‘ e,nl®rged b‘v vontact with the many different people in 

school and the obligations of man to man are realized. The larger 
i e of humanity may be gradually conceived through the visits of 

trustees (representatives of the school section), and of the inspec
tor (representative of the Government), and a feeling of patriotism 
ÎS k.egU“ ,nl:iyalty t0 thp school and to the community in which 
ie dwells; in tact the years spent in school are really not years of 
mshings, but years of beginnings, and the only thing 

teachers can do is to lead the children 
acquaint them with their 
further investigation. *

In the pi ini ary rooms in London there has be;n introduced 
lately some ot the material used in the kindergarten-cards for 
sewing, folding paper sticks, etc.-all of which could be used to 
advantage in rural schools. If the students who attend the 
normal and model schools could be given time and opportunity 
to watch and study the methods and practical working of a kinder
and YffeCt °n their sch0°l8 would be very great. Songs 
and games have so much educational value, and yet even these are
no. made use of to any great extent. But there is almost no use 
m urging teachers to try methods such as these unless they have 
seen them in practice, and until people are educated to the idea
amn'aeh^1 'S the Chea>*'8t in the '»"* both equipment
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We all have higher ideals than we reach, but it is no easv task

mam with one teacher all their school course, and where there are 
not the distractions so inherent in city life. There is where a 
teacher can wield a power for good impossible when the children 
remain witli one only a year.
TheJmZt1111™ teaChe,‘S thorough,y consecrated to their work. 
Tlieie must be some more material provided in the equipment of
the schools (the use of which is thoroughly understood by the

acher). There must be some means of continuing the activity of
the bfdy, some work for the hands that have hitherto rarely been
tiol. . 1 KaUty °f the °Uter world be made of educa
tional value by bemg reproduced in form, color and sound. There
must be no break between the experiences of home and the new 
life upon which he has entered, or the structure built upon such 
an insecure foundation will fall at the first strain.

But though the necessity for all this is recognized, the ques
tion yet remains unsolved, How shall it be done?
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PARFNT AND TRUSTEE. offi
tioiJ. H. Burritt, B.A., Pembroke.

Every member of a Board of Education or of a Board of School 
Trustees assumes, either expressly or by necessary implication, the 
obligation to discharge the duties of his office faithfully, vigilantly and 
for the best interests of those concerned in the trust.

As a Trustee he stands in an immediate relation to the Parent, the 
Pupil, and the Teacher.

It devolves upon me to discuss only his relation to the Parent. Of 
this it may justly be said that, for the education of the child, he stands 
to a very great extent in loco parentis, and whatever a wise, well-dis
posed and generous parent would feel it to be his duty to do for the 
child’s education, that the Trustee is bound, for and on behalf of the 
parent, to do. If he fails thus to act, he fails in his obligation to the 
parent. He owes it to the parent not merely to perform the statutory 
and routine duties of the office in a perfunctory and indifferent spirit, 
but to take such an active interest in the matter of the trust as will 
secure its being placed in the highest state of efficiency that circum
stances will permit. He owes it to the parent that the parent’s best 
interests and highest expectations from the institution, that is the 
object of his trust, should be realized to the highest possible extent. 
It is not a faithful discharge of his duty towards the parent, if the 
Trustee through excessive parsimony or negligence so administers his 
trust as virtually to show in what a low state of efficiency the institu
tion can be kept alive.

The Trustee owes it to the parent to divest himself of all personal 
feeling, prejudice or predilection, ana to maintain a sole regard for the 
public interest in dealing with any matter within the scope of his 
official duties.

The parents of this Province of Ontario have long since decided, 
through their legislative representatives, that the efficient education of 
the youth of the Province, was with them a matter of the first and 
greatest importance. Again and again have they shown, by act and 
utterance, that they firmly adhere to the principle, and I venture to 
say if every individual school district were polled on the question to
day, there is not a solitary one in which the'vote would not be 
whelmingly in favor of the most efficient education that the circum
stances would Warrant. At the same time, the most advanced enlight-
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office of Trustee, he should feel that ho' 1 ’ “>y ^ 1CC6Pts th««on to administer he dutie of hi! offie ! “f ' “oral °b%-

Whatever, then, a Trustee can do whether in enml^ •
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partiality is his highest duty to the parties concern™ *** ^ 

inen there is a humorous side to the Trusteed ,
w. Notwithstanding the well-understood principle of ou “Com 

Law. that every promise to perform certain work 11 IT "sidération to support it eke u • , K must have s°me con-
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vested m us for the fulfilment of any contract or
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$5.00 or serve, may or may not be wise, but the alternative of paying 
the $5.00 rather than serve I have never heard of its being taken ad
vantage of. You may have observed, as I have, that as a rule, the 
School Boards contain more representative men than do our City or 
Town Councils. There is a charm about the work o a trustee that is 
not found in the grosser work of a Common Council ; the ideal of the 
work is to be engaged in is a high 

We have a knowledge that 
is preparing the children of

one. 
we are

country to take charge of the affairs of 
the country, in all of jts branches and departments, when we are no 
longer here to form part of that machinery ; and the thought is 
impelling us to do our duty to the parent with a single eye to the ad
vancement of the parent’s child, and for that parent to see that the 
child is as well equipped for his battle of life, in the matter of educa- 
tioç, as our now excellent system can make him. Viewed from this 
standpoint, then, the consideration is ample to support the promise. 
The prohibition or penal clauses may then be looked upon as so much 
surplusage. The trust fcis eagerly sought after and faithfully per
formed ; this is manifest in this assembly to-day, where amongst you 
the trustees from all parts of this large Province of Ontario are here 

representatives of the parents and looking after their interests ; all 
at a considerable sacrifice in time taken from their businesses, and I 
have no doubt, in some cases, by the payment of their own expenses. 
Seeing this, I may say with some force, that the interest of a trustee in 
his work on behalf of the parent never lags, and when a trustee resigns 
or otherwise ceases to act, a kind of regret seems to linger. I trust the 
office will never lose the charm it now has.
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the relation of principal and inspector., the 
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(AN ABSTRACT.)

A. B. Davidson, B.A., Newmarket.

The object of the inspector's visit to the school, as far as the

his d"ties-

d„tJsn>°rder that the insPector may efficiently discharge these 
duties * ,s necessary that the teacher, on the occasion of the visit 
should seek to realize the value of his work in the judgment of thé 
inspector, be ready to facilitate the aim of the latter, and to re-

h?Lihgg7 °n8' lt iS uecessary that the inspector, on his part, 
in b*eI?te mlmanner and thorough in collecting data, remember- 
»?n, 8U^SeqUent work of the teacher will be largely deter-
ined by the character and results of the examination.

unvt +8UfflClef “aterial t0 furnish an accurate and intelligent re- 
port .o the trustees he will require both to teach and to hear the 
teacher tench. He will then find ’ imself in possession of 
oi data from which it will be
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As a mere suggestion let 
Classify the pupil’s work with

all
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me add a thumb nail outline.
as writing, drawing and slate wortf© toWtouaT^ 

mental force and accuracy; (3) ethical
innhnnHi-t8; ^ ?**** t0 the ^ of the teacher (1) Skill 
n handling classes and the school; (2) methods of instruction; (3)

manner, taste, formative force and unconscious influence
In giving and receiving advice at the conclusion of the exami

nation it is well for both teacher and inspector to remember that 
that consideration and indulgence which might in private life be 
a virtue may easily in professional life be a vice, and, therefore 
only by the exercise of mutual confidence, absolute candour sin- 
cerity and gooil-will on the part of both can their duti^ to each 

other and to the school be discharged.
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Lil
THE IMPORTANCE OF KINDERGARTEN TRAINING TO 

THE YOUTH OF CANADA.
ha
rat
ere

Miss Georgina Loveok, Ottawa.

Any system of education is beneficial to mankind only in so 
far as it fulfils the true conditions of education.

What then are the true conditions of education ? Let us get 
the thought of some leading men on this subject.

Herbert Spencer says, To prepare us for complete living is 
the function of education.

Commenius states, Education is a development of the whole
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Pestalozzi’s education conception was that of a natural, 
gressive and symmetrical development of all the powers and 
faculties of a human being.

But it remained for Frcebel to show in its enliretv the great 
possibilities of child culture, 
life.
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Education to him meant complete 
From him we hear: Man is to know every power, use 

every power, and to govern every power; that is self-conquest, 
which is the only basis of true freedom; and this self-conquest is 
to be reached through self-activity, that is work.

Herbert Spencer again tells us, that the education of the 
child must accord both in mode and ages 
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arrangement with the educa
tion of mankind, considered historically, or, the genesis of know
ledge in the individual must follow the 
sis of knowledge in the race.

Let us look at the growth of national life, and see if our 
theory of self-activity holds good. In every nation we find that 
education begins with the nation’s own activity. When a race 
begins to work, it begins to grow. Man in his infancy, that is 
in a savage state, is utterly helpless; he is overpowered by all the 
forces about him. What does he do ? He invents some means 
of killing animals, in order to supply himself with food He 
erects rude huts, to protect himself from the weather; he trains 
animals that they may be his servants.

j
same course as the gene-
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]. In short, he uses his own
powers to gam his own freedom ; hence in their efforts to civilize 
heathen nations, we find the teachers introduced agriculture 
carpentering and industries that would make the people work’ 
U hat are our own Hudson Bay and East India Companies but 
industries to encourage partially civilized nations to carrv out 
their own civilization through work? In the legends of Indian
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ES^“ ““ .jïsk-js
individual can the race advance, 
child’s life is to arouse his 
This can

TO

The first need then in the 
self-activity, his power of doing work.

" ™’ practical! wmefttag to"ov^m “tat" wm

give his hands strength; that will give him 
and in which he will have interest, 
interest is the first condition of 
knowledge; knowledge

1 so

get
power over his body, 

Psychology tells us that 
This is the basis of

„ , . comes through the senses, and is based
on past experience, which again is the basis of interest This

a“d ™ order „ do this we mL rake 
note of the natural impulses of the child. Chief among these is
the nnpidse of perception, which is the foundation of the play

accordTng teethe T ****? ^ 8elfactivity Î hence to teach
* laWS of Psychology we must, through activity,

a,ain at 2 * 8elfexfe88ion- How can this be done ? Look
again at the progress of the race. Every nation in its early state
andV aDd WorshiPPed in symbols. The sun, moon, trees,

lack o truestWer? T them 8ymbols 0 a hidden power, and in 
ack o truer knowledge wo hipped they these as gods. In all
Z eVGrf human heart is uman, and in even savage bosoms 
bend ÎZ Tearning8’ strivings for the good thev compre-
: th , , ’ “ tbeiI‘ feebIe hands and helpless groping blindly 

. that darkness touch God’s right hand in the darkness and ara
thina , frengtl","cd- Savage nature symbolises
thing. Footsteps pointing towards
vitation.” “ Life and death
death is darkened,” and

The child himself makes symbols 
stick is a horse, a line is 
friends. Let

1 is
attention.
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a wigwam are a sign of in- 

are drawn as circles; life is white and
îat
ice

so on.is,
of all things; his father’s 

man. Cats, chickens, dogs are all his
us then utllize this power and lead the child to self- 

expression, through activity by the use of symbols.
of h mdth«e be done- Thro"*h the interaction
of hand and mind the child in led to gain power over himself, to
!his Wl‘,Ch ‘8 frcedom- » seems hardly necessary, at
mrten v0, •1,8raPr0grS’ *° giVe an-v explanation of the kinder- 

.7!' ,f ‘here be any who are not familiar with it, let 
say the k.ndergarten .s a process of development in which, through 
the on,on of body and mind, the child is led to express himself !o 
give outward sign to the inward spiritual life,
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part of his nature is supplied with food. When the children as
semble in the morning they tell what they have seen; they bring 
anything they have found which seems to have interest for them. 
An v unusual form of nature is spoken of and explained ; the little 
interests of each child are brought into unity and relation, and the 
one Father of All is thanked for his loving care. The children are 
led gradually to see the one power working in and through all for 
the good of all. Again, at the tables in the different kinds of 
work, building, stick laying, tablets, P folding, weaving, etc., what
ever it may be, some definite thought is being worked out, so that 
the child is gaining knowledge in number, form, etc., but the know
ledge comes incidentally. The little ones are so delighted with 
the expression of their thought that the abstract part is acquired 
with very little effort; and in the gaining of it, their hands are 
being strengthened, their minds filled, and their wills controlled. 
They are ever learning, yet never conscious of having to learn.

The child s education is a life-long process, nay, even an 
eternal process, for we are building the eternal part—the char
acter of the child. See to it, then, that we build on the right foun
dation. What now happens if we do otherwise? “ Every truth 
given too early by words plants the seeds of vice in the childish 
soul.” To try to teach little children abstract truths, in which they 
can have no interest, because they do not appeal to their past ex
perience, is wrong ; a wrong which can never be undone, for if the 
child does not give his interest, his attention to the work in hand, 
what does he do? He turns that interest, for it must have some 
outlet, in upon himself, and instead < f developing through self- 
expression, you are helping the child to destroy his own powers. 
It matters not so much what we teach as how we teach it. Every 
teacher who tries to teach without first interesting every pupil in 
his or her class, whether it be in the kindergarten or in other 
classes, is doing a moral injury to those entrusted to his or her 
care. To waste the time and mar the character of little children 
is one of the greatest sins which can be committed.
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Only through work can he overcome himself. Either we must 
have kindergartens or turn the primary classes into kindergartens, 
if the right development is to go on. Better still will it ’>e to 
have kindergarten work and principles carried forward through 
the whole school. Or s

If the theory of self-expression through work be true, it must 
be true for all classes. It is claimed that the chiefly literary 
character of school education does not meet the demands of the 
world’s industrial interests, that labour is shunned as degrading

Æ
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instead of being sought as ennobling. Yet the need of manual 
Mi a a”, educ"tl0Ml fMtor lies deeper in the necessity for
“s,rzr,itiH,e - ■"the

mostZMyMughMmd youwH. tavalwy gri

answer rim,la, to this: “Oh, those trained in the kindergarten 
because they know how to work.” When we can produce a nation
tories'a mf we “V Perhaps close our reforma-
° ‘a" °n.d Pr'sans, for Californian statistics tell us that out of 
4,Will who received kindergarten training, one only had been 
bund guilty of crime. Think of the $311,314.47 spent in 

reformatories, penitentiaries and prisons for Ontario 
If kindergartens were established in every city and town 

school in our province, perhaps in a few centuries this sum might 
< handed over to the Education Department for its uses. It is 

easier to form than to reform, and I know that work through the
* °J loJe can 80 raise tfae moral standard that even the
Divine idea! of love may yet come within the reach of little child- 
en Early work guided in accordance with its inner meaning,

1 Vr a mea.DS °f self exPression, confirms and elevates reli- 
gion Religion without industry, without work, is apt to be lost in 
empty dreams Simitorly, work without religion degrades man 
mto a beast of burden, a mere machine. Work and religion must 
be simultaneous, for God has been creating from all eternity. In 
the kindergaren the two are united. I ha e had children come 
to me with most savage instincts, and in short time, through 
work and love, there has been a total transformation. Oh! I 
would beg of you men in whom power is invested to study this 
question from a national standpoint. Will you let the children 
start their race in the world handicapped? or will you supply
them, as far as in your power lies, with the conditions of freedom 
Shall it be
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Force rules the world still,
Has ruled it, shall rule it.
Meekness is weakness,
Strength is triumphant
O’er the whole earth. Still it is “ Thor’s ” day.

Or shall it be

Swifter than arrows the light of the Truth is 
Stronger than steel is the Sword of the Spirit, 
Greater than Anger is Love, and subdueth.
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IMPORTANCE OF KINDERGARTEN TRAINING. 

W. H. Ballard, M.A., Hamilton.

In order to estimate fully the advantages which the school 
denves from the kindergarten, it would be necessary to institute 
a careful comparison between the condition of the school before
aftergth‘ 1° a hy the kindergart**> and that exhibited
aftu the kindergarten had been in operation long enough to make

‘Z'eTZ ,elt 38 “ edura,to"al «tern ,^’whkh ^ °'

This requires that suliicient time shall have been given for the 
g OSS novelty to have worn away, for the gradual subsidence of 
^reasoning opposition, as well as the due discounting of the
«T2r„r;sraims or e“ons °f

trial™,6 "»**?’ I0°' mUSt lmTe had time t0 exhlblt' after a fair 
into wMch it*has-been 'introd’uced^ ““ °f thC aCh00'8

me too far apart to lead to very accurate results.
Then again, all the observed improvements in a svstem of 

schools into which the kindergarten has been introduced' may not
Irt H ad0ptl0n’ b,,t’ like th* introduction of the kinder- 
garten itself, may be attributable to the liberality, intelligence
whielTh™ Tnt’ °r m°re advanced ideas on educational work 
which characterize the community adopting it.

Of this, however, I think there can be no doubt: On the intro- 
duchon of the kindergarten the necessity „„ce arises to To 
adapt and arrange the work in the public school course that it 
8 -v where the kindergarten stops, but that it shall
<irr> on a system of instruction quite as thorough in conception 

and execution, and exhibited with equal perfection P
will inevitably show distinctive results in improved school 
grammes and higher ideals in methods of instruction

Again, if children enter the primary grades with onlv such 
preparation as an education restricted to the experience of the 
family circle of each can give them, it must be evident that 
deal of mork has to be done to reduce so heterogeneous 
one uniform consistency.
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.

If this necessary preparation can be effected by mechanism, 
especially designed for this purpose, in charge of experts trained 
in this kind of work, it will, of course, be done more economically, 
in less time and with better results.

The primary grades will thus be supplied with pupils reduced 
nearly to a state of homogenity as to attainments and discipline, 
and prepared to enter upon a programme of work having a well- • 
defined starting point. This conduces to facility of classification, 

oes away with too minute a subdivision of classes, and introduces 
to the primary grades pupils already trained to obedience 
orderly school habits.

The public attention attracted by the introduction 
kindergarten reflects

:

hool
tute
fore
ited
lake
is a
sys-

il
and

of the
a certain influence also on the school system 

a whole. Fathers and mothers and friends, through frequent 
and often prolonged visits to the kindergarten, become 
less familiar with 
critical in

the as
? of
the more or

proper educational methods, and not a little 
comparing the work done by various teachers, 

is goes far towards producing a properly educated public 
opinion, the bright rays of which must accomplish 
results in lighting up the dark 
rational effort. Everyone knows that the 
old time-honored

Stic

very beneficial 
and shady byways of edu- 

regular drillers of the 
stamp, with not the slightest conception of the 

inner nature of the pupil, nor the faintest disposition to discover 
it, are all long since gathered to their fathers, but the ruins of 
the structures they builded still cumber the earth, and keep 
heaven s sunlight from waste places that would otherwise be 
gardens of flowers.
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Experience goes to show that wherever and 
creased attention and more critical observation are directed to the 
efforts of the educator, a much higher quality of instruction is the 
result; for the preparation for each lesson is made with the full 
consciousness on the part of the teacher that it may fall under 
public observation, and therefore earnest efforts are put forth to 
produce work of such a quality as will stand the keenest criticism.

this last advantage is not so necessary a result of the intro
duction of the kindergarten as the other.two; but I think I 
claim that all three will be present in a more or less marked degree 
wherever the kindergarten has been successfully introduced.
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not
IMPORTANCE OF KINDERGARTEN TRAINING

NATION.
TO THE lion

the
nat:Rev. Alex. Jackson, M.A., Ph.D., Galt.

The importance of kindergarten training to the youth of 
Canada from the view points of the child and the school has been 
dealt with in the able addresses to which this conference has just 
listt ned, and I shall therefore confine 
phase of the theme allotted to 
kindergarten training to the nation.

1. A thoroughgoing kindergarten training would tend to 
supply our country with intelligent, tactful and capable mothers.

his is placed first because it is fundamentally important. Na
poleon is said to have once been asked, “ What does France most 
need?” and to have significantly answered, “Mothers.” What 
the great soldier wanted, however, was only more soldiers to fight 
his battles. His answer did not have the high moral meaning 
with which it is usually credited. If I were answering such 
quesuon as a Christian minister, I would without hesitation 
that the greatest need of the nation is the Gospel, 
met as an educational ast-.dation. and I 
question in the line of

of t 
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my short address tq the 
me, namely, the importance of
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say, 
But we are

ingtherefore answer the 
our Provincial educational plans.

.. , our country is properly trained and capable
mothers to have the charge of the coming generation.

In saying this I am not to be understood 
favorably upon the homes of Ontario in

theThegreatest need of a gr
gart
sion
and
delic
teacl
abou
educ
desti
from
catin
grain
been
only
powe
and i

as reflecting un-
.. . comparison with those of

other countries. I think the home training of Ontario
pare favorably with that of any other country.

But the world is yet young in the study and application of 
principles which make for the best results in education, 
business man would employ

will com-

No wise
untrained and inexperienced per

son to manage an intricate and valuable machine.
allows ignorant, untaught, and undisciplined women to be put in 
charge of the most intricate, most delicately fragile, and most 
valuable machine within the scope of our knowledge. The Great 
Teacher said that

an
But the state

man is worth more than the whole world. He 
has the most composite of constitutions, allying him alike to the 
Creator and the creature, to the spiritual and the physical to the 
moral and the natural. And this most composite and important 
nature is placed in the care of the young and inexperienced and 
untrained mother to mold and fashion for citizenship in the state,

a

1
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not to speak of its eternal possibilities. The children of 
homes are to be our future citizens. In a few years they will be 
the voters, the magistrates, the legislators, and the mothers of the 
nation.

our
THE

All of the young women entering on the great responsibilities 
of the home are not ignorant or unprepared to assume them. But 
so far as the state is concerned, little is done outside of the kinder
garten training to prepare the young mothers for their great and 
honorable and far-reaching responsibilities. It is only in the 
kindergarten that any adequate attempt is made to prepare, to 
train, to educate the composite nature of the young, and thus 
qualify them for the responsibilities related to the body politic. 
If all our ycung women were required to take a course of kinder
garten training, they would be correspondingly prepared for the 
duties devolving upon the heads of our coming homes. Dr. Harris, 
the T nited States Commissioner of Education, gives it as his 
ture judgment, that the education of the hundreds of young 
as kindergarten assistants in the St. Louis public schools, of which 
he was formerly the superintendent, is worth all it costs to the 
state, even if they do not pursue the kindergarten profession.
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2. For the same reasons, a thorough-going kindergarten train
ing would be of great value to the country in properly preparing 
the teachers of its children for their responsible duties. There is 
a growing belief among the best educators that a course in kinder 
garten work should be required of all candidates for the profes
sion of teaching, 
and time again deplored the crude and bungling way in which 
delicate human natures in 
teachers.

are
the

The
ible

I am sure that these inspectors have timeun-
B Of
om- a formative state have been abused by 

Granted all that the most extreme theolrgian may say 
about total depravity and inherent evil, the work of a true 
educator is to implant and cultivate good in the child, and thus 
destroy the evil. No farmer ever succeeded in eradicating weeds 
from a field by a process, no matter how faithful, of directly eradi
cating them. The wise farmer plants some vigorous and healthy 
grain in the field, and in cultivating it he finds the weeds have 
been gradually smothered out of existence. With children the 
only successful method of eradicating evil is by the “expulsive 
power ’’ of graces and virtues which a wise and loving teacher may 
and always should implant and cultivate in the young.

The wise man has said.
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Doubtless chastisement is 
punishment

more or less necessary, and corporal 
may be profitably used at times; but it is as an 

educative agency, nearly always a radical mistake, and its fre- 
(iuen need a certain indication of a faulty education. The error 
n ay he in the home training, or in the previous school experiences 
of the pupil, or in the educational method, or in the teacher, or per
haps in part may be from all of them P
claimed that a

on ,
ing
per
tha
be
Irai

But it is confidently
cators will require very little p^shmenVtnd'ïatdly ever will

Fsneca0„vedrt * ^ arbitrar>' *>rms of chastisement.
Especially does corporal punishment tend to brutalize the nature
and destroy the self-respect, and crush back the manly and
•mTüh a-qUa ltleS m the young life- U is doubtful if tl/order 
and obedience secured by the constant use of the rod are worth

e aving. Where the rod as an agency in securing them pre
ponderates the tendency is to develop a deceitful, mean, and 
morose nature; and when the fear of the rod has been outgrown 
or removed, the undisciplined and cowed disposition 
tends to revolt, and the latter end of 
than if he had been left in ignorance, 
course

life, 
yeai 
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com 
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revolts, or 
worsethe pupil is perhaps

. ,. , x - If all teachers had a good
in kindergarten training it would enable them to exercise

aiiTth d-andi W18d0m aDd Patience in the maintenance of order 
and the disciplining of the pupils, as well as in helping them in
wide and wise and true education of the 
lives under their

the
a idee 
mind 
it. . 
the 1

a
young and susceptible

care.

rif "H P rar t.s, :ps t £
most completely and harmoniously articulated system of educa- 
t.on of any country in the world. Nevertheless, it has the fault 

all educational systems in being almost exclusively 
and bookish The kindergarten is the only natural and reason
ably adequate part of our system. It educates, or aims to educate 
the enùre nature, and it is educational pure and simple. The eve 
* trained, so is the hand, the body, the voice, and the moral and 
social nature, as well as the intellectual. And it aims throughout 
to educe the elements and qualities from their embryonic state in 
the virgin soil, while principles of life and conduct are revealed or
fndmoral aDdapplied ™ the conduct ™d Hfe. And the natural

methods8 n i ^ been far in adv™ce of those from the old 
methods. It is claimed that children who have had
ing in kindergarten work, have graduated from
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on an average, from one to two years earlier and with better stand- 
mg than those who have had none. As a result of extensive ex
periments in London, England, Sir Edwin Chadwick 
that ninety per cent, of the children of the criminal
triin?nlaimed t0 h°nest living by kindergarten

was assured 
classes could 

and industrial

country Sir wnr^ ” .l,"r.ned to death aimually in tl.e name 
M ‘y' 1 Wl. liam Fairbaim is of opinion that most of these

Th«U mind °C(‘UI‘ifthe kindergarten system were in universal 
he mind would become more methodical, accurate, adaptable 

and ready It was formerly believed that the mind was exclu
sive y located in the brain, and heat generated in the lungs. Now
whPth ^ Whenever an atom is consumed in the body
•Ttcd t ,iv eXtremities or in the heart, there heat is 
< th,e mind iS 311 the body. It has a
thn ont/’ telephone system, but it operates throughout
the entire nervous system. The expert mechanic
ai e< m his thinking by the sensitive and trained hand 
mind ,s never so well developed without manual training 

A normally developed body and social 
the best mental efficiency.

5. Then, the kindergarten training would tend to materiallv
in hVU„mber 0f CrimiM,e and ,he d“>‘ •» Z on

the one hand, note some results of our ordinary educational
dermrfunT C0mpr them Wilh the re8ults °< edlation iu kin- 
dergarten lines. Among the convicted criminals of the City of
'-d tu Z Z H °n,‘ year' ,here W< re "« 11 thouaaud cLe

8°4 HtZ • lawytre- 1,1 ,he 0hi» iu.1885 there were 
&>4 illiterate prisoner,, but 5,82.1 who had learned to read aud
h-rihe the PUbhC schools* and over 500 who had received a 
higher education 1882 there were 6g7 ^ aen™^
£Le,° à° Pen ,ry’ °f Wh0m 74 were «literate, while 511 had 
received a common school education, 22 had passed through
<"nt ctimTn’fll811'1 UaTre C°Uege ffraduates- Thi« i« the signifi- 
Cant criminal record for one year in one American State The
governor of a London prison recently said The greatest rascal
lh !f,in CUatiod^ can write the Lord’s Prayer in seven languages ”
> ir Edwin Chadwick suggests that the true explanation of all 
these unfortunate results lies in the faultiness of our education» 
methods. “ In some of the middle class schools of
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type in London, twenty per cent, of the pupils were disqualified 
from obtaining situations by misconduct, while among pupils of 
low parentage, in good industrial or kindergarten schools, these 
dismal failures averaged only two or three per cent., and that, 
too, where, before the establishment of such schools, the average 
had been as high as 60 per cent.” The kindergarten system would 
tend to save children for usefulness to the nation, to save from 
criminal courses, and correspondingly to save the cost of the 
prosecution and care of criminals. The cost of an education in 
the Elmira, N.Y., Reformatory is seven times greater per pupil 
than in the most costly kindergarten in New York. Mr. Gilder 
of that city says:—“ Plant a fret' kindergarten in any quarter of 
this overcrowded metropolis, and you have begun then and there 
the work of making better lives, better homes, better citizens, and 
a better city.”

I might have spoken much longer on the subject, but my time 
is more than up. The kindergarten is often spoken of as the play
room of the school. But, if all our educational work were car
ried on on natural methods and by true educators, that is, as I 
believe, along kindergarten lines and by rightly trained kinder
garteners, the tendency would be to make it all become a joyous 
pursuit. The young mind and hand find pleasure in the pursuit 
of knowledge and in doing or undoing things. Why not educate 
in the line of that natural instinct, and have the child develop in 
the school as in a playground ? This is what is now being at
tempted by the Board of Education of the City of Cleveland. The 
experiment may not be a complete success; but it is in the right 
direction, and will be watched with interest, 
would experience pleasure in any right pursuit, and, therefore, a 
right educational method ought to afford pleasure to the pupils in 
pursuing it.
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James Grant, Guelph.

It is a trite saying that the teacher makes the school. No 
matter what the material may be on which he has to operate, the 
end mmed at, or the tools with which to do the work, if the skilled 
artificer be acking, all is lacking. No system, however complete, 
can run itself Yet the matter of tools is no unimportant one, and 
other things being equal, the workman with 
ments will turn out the better work. This is an age of criticism: 
dogmatism counts for little, antiquity for less. The rule is “ Prove 
all things.” This is easier than holding fast what is good.

Our present public school course seems to be receiving a con
siderable amount of attention just now. At our last meeting I 
had the honor of moving a resolution which was carried unani
mous y to the effect that the time had arrived for a thorough 
revision of our public school course. I did not imply by moving 

ia resolution that I was the one competent to perform the work 
of revision or remodelling. Whoever sets about that task will 
soon discover that it is much easier to pull down than to build up 
I understand a committee from the training department of this 
association is to report on some phase of this subject. Last year
FdueXnnf flft*en-a committee appointed by the National 
Educational Association of the United Statea-was published
dealing in an able and exhaustive manner with the subject. The
eTucTtion^l LirePLc WaS, Dr- W- T- Harris’ PerhaP* the leader in 
educational thought on the other side of the line
well
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perhaps well-meant clamours of certain persons have led to the 
introduction of subject after subject, when the burden was already 
heavy enough in all conscience for ordinary shoulders. The ad 
ocates of the new subjects were apparently oblivious to the fact 

rhat room had to be made for them; but little attempt, even by the 
powers that be, was made to provide a place for the new-comer-

Z lrSt T 7,?’”'6'1 tha‘ as m,,ch tim= atten«„n should be given to the older subjects after the introduction of the
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And teachers, in attempting to overtake all the work, have in many 
cases destroyed the pupils’ interest in all subjects whatsoever. 
This is strong language, but is spoken advisedly, and for this state 
of affairs we teachers are not wholly innocent. I attribute the 
examination craze as in no small degree responsible for the public 
ideal of education. We have led the people to think that the pass
ing of a certain number of pupils at an examination is a proof of 
our success as teachers, as failure in that regard proclaims our 
lack of the teaching qualities. We have led them to measure our
selves and our work by the percentage of marks obtained, 
so we need not wonder if they try to exact their pound 
of flesh. The constructors of school curricula incur tre
mendous responsibilities. The child’s mental, moral and 
physical development may be wholly stunted and his career 
warped forever by the unsuitability, both as regards quantity and 
quality, of the mental or moral food administered. In noting the 
overloaded state of many a child’s mind with undigested matter, 
I have been tempted to wish tjiat nature, who apparently did not 
foresee the density of human ignorance, had kindly supplied for the 
mind such visible and repulsive means of relieving it as is pro
vided for relieve g an overloaded stomach. The best test of the 
fitness of material food is whether or not a craving for more en
sues in due season, and a healthy growth is induced. We believe 
a similar test may be applied to the mind. So far as the Oliver 
Twist desire for more is concerned, our much belauded system of 
education signally fails. We get the child brim full of a curiosity 
concerning the world of wonders that surrounds him; we put him 
through our educational mill and grind him very fine, and he 
leaves us in four cases out of five nauseated and disgusted with 
the whole affair. We pour such quantities of arithmetic, geo
graphy, history and grammar into him as imply that he will have 
no further opportunity of pursuing the subjects. He takes us at 
our word. His education is finished.

The trouble is not so much the number of subjects on our pro
gramme, as the attempt to cover so much ground in each, that is 
at fault. Most of the subjects must remain, and even others be 
added, if anything like an ideal and up-to-date programme is to be 
used in our schools. The three R’s must not be interfered with, 
only in the way of improved treatment, and this in the matter of 

thorough teaching, especially in reading and writing in the 
lower classes. Why should oral reading need much attention 
after the third book is passed? Few new principles of elocution 
subsequently arise; and oral reading is not so much a necessity
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nany
ever.
state

formerly, seeing that all may be cheaply supplied with reading 
matter, doing away with the need of one member of the family 
reading for the rest. The same may be said of writing, 
need little formal teaching after the third or fourth year at school 
if properly taught from the beginning. In regard to arithmetic, 
important as it is

as

It shouldthe
iblic 
pass
if of 
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ned, 
>und 
tre- 
and 
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subject for mental discipline, we are surp 
one half of the time spent on it is worse than profitless. We too 
often in our unholy haste attempt work wholly unsuited to the im
mature mind, and which, if postponed for a time, could be grasped 
with ease and despatch. In our teaching of geography we must 
discontinue the inordinate memorizing of dry and useless details 
if we would get time for other subjects. A rational treatment of 
flu* subject will discard almost all sailor geography, i.e., the learn
ing of each cape, gulf, bay, etc. Concerning history, so much is 
put upon us that it is the marvel of the uninitiated how we can 

so much into the small heads of the children. What masses 
of undigested and indigestible matter, falsely called history, is 
poured into our pupils, and chiefly, forsooth, that we may rear 
loyal subjects of our gracious Queen! and that we may properly 
glorify the old flag that has for so long braved the battle and the 
breeze! Now, I would advise my fellow-teachers to studiously 
conceal the avowed reason for this tremendous amount of history 
that has to be waded through. If it dawned upon the youthful 
learner that this severe affliction arose from a desire to keep ailow 
the “ patriotic tide,” and aglow the flame of loyalty, he would 
curse the existence of British connection, and hail with joy the 
speedy consummation of continental union. Seriously, our work 
in history is simply astounding. How few in after life ever take to 
its study? Many might if they were properly initiated into its in
viting vistas. What gallant could be expected to fall in love with 
a fair dame by contemplating her shadow as revealed by the X 
rays? History proper should be approached in our public schools 
through civics, or a knowledge of how we are governed, our insti
tutions, the duties and responsibilities of citizenship. If proceed
ing from the known to the unknown be a sound principle in peda
gogy, we must begin with that part of the subject that touches the 
pupil’s experience. The fourth class should be confined to Cana
dian history alone. British history should be reserved for the 
fifth class, and then most of the attention be given to modern 
times, with some knowledge of the constitution, supplemented 
perhaps by a brief account of the modes of government of the lead
ing nations of the day. No formal history should be taken up in 
the third class. Stirring and picturesque episodes in Canadian 
and British history might find a place in the third and fourth
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readers, as also biographical sketches of eminent 
would create a liking for more; and it must not be forgotten that 
our aim in this subject, as in all others, should be stimulus rather 
than satiety. In grammar much time is worse than wasted at pre- 
stmt, for it is not an elementary subject, and should not be intro
duced till the fourth class at least.

men. This t
u

ii
u

Till then language lessons 
leading up to oral and written composition should be used. 
Literature should not receive less time or attention that it does 
in our present course, for it is in this study more than any other 
that a taste for reading should be established, and that should be 
the supreme end of the teacher. The pupil who leaves school with 
a hungering and thirsting after the best in literature, will surely 
be filled, for the field before him is ample and the pasturage rich. 
Of course we must still try to spell, and in this the readers had 
better be supplemented by a good spelling book for such 
words as do not occur in the readers. Drawing must still be re
tained. It is valuable in many ways, and supplies relaxation from 
more severe studies, but morq time should be spent on it in the 
lower than higher grades. Manual training for boys and domestic 
work for girls should be introduced in at least the graded schools. 
If music cannot be theoretically taught in ungraded schools, 
singing should be freely practiced.
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song-
It is a wonderful relaxation 

from mental strain, and may be made a powerful means of cherish
ing national sentiments, as for example, in Scotland and Germany. 
We are not at all certain that formal bookkeeping should occupy 
a place in our public school course. It savors too much of a trade 
or calling, and although important in the counting house, does not 
merit, either from its training qualities or use in after life, but for 
the few, the place and time it at present occupies in our pro
gramme. In teaching commercial arithmetic, business forms and the 
making of accounts could be taken up. Euclid, as a basis for 
mensuration, but much more as a training in severely logical rea
soning, should not be dispensed with. Abraham Lincoln stated 
that he never knew what it was to prove anything until he had 
studied Euclid.
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I think, so far as our public schools are concerned, with 
the exception of a slight knowledge of simple equations, algebra 
had better be left off. It is a highly abstract subject, and the gist 
of the subject in its sweeping generalizations, and as an instru
ment in the investigation of the higher relations of quantities, is 
incomprehensible to the ordinary learner. It is not denied that 
the simple rules can be learned by rote by the average pupil; but 
if the subject is not to be pursued after the public school course.
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To physiology, hygiene and temperance I would give a less 
important place than they at present occupy. They in my esti 
■nation. sho„,d hold a p08it|o„ , moro eLn,ivT.ubj"t,te 
teaching of which is one of the great disiderata of our present 
couise I mean elementary science or nature knowledge. In an 
ge w ose proudest boast is the progress of science in all domains,
r reI7“a Careful1^ considered and well-defined course 

study of that which touches us at all points and at all times 
should be taken up. This subject should run through our entire
turerS%8PeCia 1Zmg m °Ur FUral 8ch00ls 8tron^ towards agricul-
Z w7! earaeSt-at*empt iD thi8 line i8 the crying need of the 

*y. e are above all an agricultural community. Two-thirds 
of our population live in rural districts and are engaged in that
ZZTTZ PTnit The fUtUre gr0wth and neatness of'our 
county almost wholly depends on the skilful farmer; so from
has ntlanan JK,lnt „ ^ !t deserves a Pla<* in our schools. It 

It and.eqaally imP°rtant claims. As a means of training
essenZ mrt f°terVti0n. “ 8tand8 Pre eminent, and this very 
ssential part of education is at present almost wholly neglected

Herberts688 *° °D ^ imPortance of the subject; from
Herbert Spencer downwards, a place has been claimed for it in
elementary schools by all educationists.

In a carefully prepared, able and exhaustive paper read by In
spector Dearness before the Central Farmers’ Institute in Toronto
m February, 1895, and published in the Educational Journal is to

""‘'t °f 11 —f *** mi=ht -- l

our schools. It begins with observations upon and conversations 
about common objects, ascending through the mo^ Zmon nhl
and v”ge"aMerL7Chi,1R T° meteorol°^. minerals, animals 

. . geography, h.vgiene, experiments in cl],-mis-
nHnZ Phy81^8’ etc>’ each mbiect in most cases leading up to the 
thr Z aiDd practlce of agriculture. Belgium and France 

ough such studies, have raised themselves above other coun’
"”d 8cle°tlac farminK- s«eh studies are taken 

up in Nova Scotia and in the now famous schools of ManitobT
™hoti ATn7iminnt,hProhdeea b0X °f natUra‘ I**— f*- each
toi» " ,P“P th8 banner Province of the Dominion mav 
take a complete course of study in our public schools without know
mg that electric,ty-that subtle agent by means of which such 
wonders are done—has so much as an existence and thin in last .rears o, the nineteenth centn^mt^Z^

be of little utility, and the time takencan
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Where can room be found in our already congested course for 
all this, desirable though it may be, and where are teachers to be 
found to do justice to such work? I have already hinted at an 
answer to the former, and I hope that when the subject is placed 
upon our programme, as placed it will be, we shall not be found 
faint-hearted, and unwilling to exert ourselves, that our children 
may get the very best education that can be devised by the powers 
of man. The half is often greater than the whole ; and half the 
time given to some subjects, while others are almost wholly 
omitted, will give ample time for such study as referred to. It 
may and will require a struggle to part with even our adversaries. 
It is reported that an old Scotchman who had pried rather curi
ously for his peace of mind into the vagariest and destructive ten
dencies of the “ Higher Criticism,” discovered among other 
things that belief in a personal devil was no longer tenable. 
Thîfe was too much for our canny Scot. He drew the line there. 
“ Na, na, I w'inna’ gie up ma diel! I canna’ dae without ma diel! ” 
We are all built a little that way, often very conservative, even 
the most pronounced grit among us. The younger pupils might 
with profit to all concerned (I speak of ungraded schools) be let 
home occasionally an hour or two earlier, when such simple experi
ments in chemistry and physics might be made. And what time 
could be better spent in school than an occasional hour in the field 
or the forest, or by the creek, river or lake side, communing under 
the teacher’s guidance with Old Mother Nature? Then, indeed, 
would be realized the poet’s words, that there could be found 
“ Books in the running brooks, sermons in stones and good in 
everything.”

Would not this help to solve the problem of keeping the boys 
on the farm, and lighten the drudgery of outdoor toil? And give 
subjects for much rational and enjoyable study after school years 
are over?
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Another subject must get such recognition as it has not hither
to received, and that is ethical or moral training. Although at 
present it is not formally placed upon our programme, it is not, 
nor can it be, wholly neglected, for habits either good or bad are 
being constantly formed, and where the teacher’s habits 
rect, and where punctuality, promptness, and other good qualities 

exacted from the pupils, exemplary conduct is being evolved 
and established.

are cor-

are
Morals are also directly and indirectly incul

cated in many of our reading lessons; in fact, every well-taught 
lesson on any subject is a lesson in morals. But at the best it is 
but taught incidentally, and not systematically as it should be,
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< nd on well defined lines. It should be so taught, that ignorance 
could be no excuse for crime. It is admitted that this is 
difficult subject to deal with; but the difficulty should be 
lor shirking the whole matter.

The formation of character in school training stands second 
o no other attainment. What we are is the final test, not what 

we can do or possess; and never more than in our own day are men 
and women of strong moral fibre neeued. That mere intellectual 
culture raises the standard of conduct among a people is not de
nied, yet it is far from being a panacea for all crime. In this 
department example and precept must go hand in hand, line 
upon line, and precept upon precept, here a little and there 
a little; and surely in this professedly Christian 
a Scriptural basis can be found for

a most 
no excuse

country,
, . . , our teaching without

doing violence to any creed or dogma. Religious instruction, 
much as it is needed and called for, 
the question, especially when it

seems to be out of
, . appears to be taken for granted

that the minority possesses all the conscience on the matter. But 
a serious attempt on the part of educators 
inculcate worthy of the name, to 

a love for the beautiful, the good and the true in the 
young, cannot be dispensed with only at the peril of the individual 
and the nation.

I shall here briefly summarize the course approved of in thispaper:

I. Reading, including literature and spelling.
II. Oral and written composition, but no formal grammar till

the fourth class.
III. Arithmetic, including mensuration, 

business forms.
IV. Euclid for fifth class, with 

simple equations.
V. Writing and drawing, but time given to each lessened as

classes advance. Manual training for boys and domestic 
work for girls, at least in graded schools.

M. Geography, but greatly abridged in worthless minutiæ, 
work taking an industrial and commercial direction, with 
physical and mathematical geography for advanced 
classes.

, -----for fifth—
attention being principally directed to modern times in
cluding form of government, etc., aiming chiefly at a pre
paration for an intelligent assumption of the duties of 
citizenship.

commercial work and

perhaps a knowledge of

VII. History—Canadian for fourth class, British —
Ü
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VIII. Elementary science, or naturateaching, including hygi
ene, specializing towards agriculture.

IX. Moral training and music, at least song^singing.

It will be a long time before the last word has been said on 
our public school curriculum. The conflict between the culture 
and utilitarian views of education—whether the main aim ir the 
matter should be mental development or the acquisition of such in
formation and facilities as shall insure in after life a modicum of 
bread and butter—will still be waged, but with lessened acrimony. 
The golden mean in this, as in so many other things, must prevail, 
for the acquisition of useful knowledge may be made the means of 
exercising, and consequently strengthening, the mental faculties, 
and so both ends be attained conjunctly. No course that leaves 
out of the count either the nature of the child or his environment 
can be successful.
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Much is justly expected from the attention 
given to child study by leading educationists in our day.

The course that has been outlined and advocated has no par
ticular reference to a subsequent high school course. The Minis
ter of Education is reported to have said recently that a course of 
study in the public schools that best answers as a foundation for 
higher study, is the best possible for the public schools. Some 
of us hold that the converse of this proposition is equally true, 
i.e., the course of study best suited for the public school, is the best 
possible foundation for high school work.
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J. R. Bulmer, Ailsa Craig.
When it was too late, I began to regret that

topics worth/ oPf lengthy discussion,6 mV°IVeS

most of us differ, and is constituted of 
not be set down 
ject can only be 
to-day.

1 had consented
so many 

so many points on which
so much matter that can- 

provided for in time tables, that I fear the sub- 
pproached in the few minutes at my disposal

*h<; out8et> us enquire what is our ideal of the result 
of school life, remembering that what we get from our pupils will
"**"** ”,eaa"r<' *pe-d on wh„, we think we ought togrt ,»
«amiMtiaon,,T h8pend8 ™ “T' time whieh is to tit him to pass 
exam,nations ? then expect plodding, often mechanical work Is
value ofT ge gained U8eful by the WQy ™ which it adds to the 

°f lts P?88es80v in the market of the world ? to the future 
credit it may help him win ? a commercial school, directed to the 
means of getting a living ? or does it help him to pceive he 
beauty and worth of an intelligent life, a school where taste 
p w< i and thought are the ends sought after ? ’

whijr^"r^i:r:r'e zz rz ma,ta
I would say we should first expect scholars who can see 

capable of understanding; however, a child mav lack
• ‘Î T8 u r a g00d disPosition and be taught by the teacher 
is, the teacher who has his attention. Then by all means expect

oa( lV,he, Ch!!d’8 a!ten,ion; **P«‘ the sympathy au,l co-opcra^ 
tion of the pupils. In regular school work expect the child’s 
best effort, his be,, attempt „,„ke that whfch ,,te tLeher
thafTî hl? °Wn,‘ . Teadl the pupil to live fnr something, to feel 

in view tT 18 eqUippiDgfhim f01‘ the future, to have an end 
! ’ / my are’ «“fortunately, like Micawber, always

waiting for something to turn up.” Pupils should make up 
then- minds to accomplish some one end—to go ahead turning 
every mg up until that end is accomplished. This will give 
motive for work and effort, and will help the pupil to appreciate 

u Aalue of time. He will be more earnest and enthusiastic,

more persistently; and if the pupil is thus

hear and are

that

a

and will push forward

me
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WHAT TO EXPECT FROM SENIOR PUPILS.
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aroused there will be little trouble about his “not having had 
time,” or “ I can’t do it,” or “ I didn’t understand,” and he will 
strive to perform his work intelligently. If he does not, in many 
cases it s’.ows a lack of honest effort, and the teacher who re
sorts to the “ pumping "process of obtaining answers ” will as time 
goes on be rewarded by having to materially increase the capacity 
of his “ pump.” We should expect our pupils not only to be 
prompt in their answers, but prompt in their work, to begin on 
time and not before the completion of the lesson, drawl in the 
minutes by watching the clock. King Solomon’s proverb, “ Show 

diligent in his business, he shall stand before kings ” 
very applicable to school life.

We should expect neatness in work.

me a man is

Although the depart
ment and our inspectors have urged neatness, and at examinations 
Put a premium on it, examiners complain much about badly writ
ten papers. These men cannot all be grumblers, 
conclusions must be that many teachers accept poor exercises. 
This is a matter of great moment. Habits of neatness in work 
inculcated in youth are like a cable; we weave a thread of it each 
day until it becomes so strong we cannot break it.

However, there are two educations which

One of the

we receive—one we
get from others; another, and a more important one, which we get 
from ourselves. Then, not only should we expect from our senior 
pupils close attention, sharp application and diligent work in 
school, but we should also expect faithful 
Under the standards of the

work out of school, 
present day a most beneficial and 

necessary supplement to class work is home work, 
cases private study is much

In many
m. , more beneficial than class study.
There are lessons which the pupil must master for himself, and 
there is no better place for this than in his own room, where he 
rises to a higher plane, a blessed independence, by conquering his
»«I!i/i!fflCUltir’ b!‘CaU8e he must r(St UP"” his own resources. 

Self help ,s best help.” It favors the formation of habits of
self-reliance and of independent effort, patient perseverance and 
courageous attack of difficulties.
which are to be fmmrl l'n nonnlxr

By reference books,

knowledge outside of his text books. This will broaden his
,. _ ,, 11 ma>' ** hlm thinking. It may help him to learn
that there is no high destiny without earnest perseverance and 
no real greatness without self-denial. Much harm is done pupils
whiiTh"'"8 nt7 b°M' ” ,m0ns f»r preparation, about
w inch the pupil knows nothing and cates still less, and in which
he can have no possible interest; or the amount is excessive, and
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which must, unless the pupil is endowed with more than the ordi 
narv surmounting ability, loom up before him like a mountain, 
bet all home work assigned be such as the pupil can master with
out too great difficulty, something that lias been thoroughly ex
plained beforehand, work in proportion to the powers and abilities 
ot the pupil; then, having done 
doing his.

your part, insist on the pupil

Ln,e Z,, ,a,man Wit" “ ‘rni“*d with common
toiled. “ °' gentlemanlï «<“l-»rtment, we have
« ComwT 7 7 DCe ot decorum. Matthew Arnold savs,
m‘a“” “nd 1^ °'^:,°f "te” “Th= father of the
man, and habits formed in childhood
or our worst enemies in after life.
standard on

are often our best friends, 
. , , . . We cannot set too high a

build „n right d0mg and riShtacting; cannot strive too hard to 

each act »,riZgdm0ra' T"*' in P-Pi'a- *° <=« the right, forh^e’cet,f m8ier ,0 Per,°™ *ha
and the

For no stream from its source 
Flows seaward, how lonely soever its 
But what some land is gladdened.

course,

•'^’i5“HE5E3rr'And all life not be purer ard stronger thereby.”

. JlKl1 exPÇct tiie senior pupils to be worthy models for the 
mnger ones, in appearance, in action. They should be neat and 

. m ress and person, and cheerful, respectful and attentive

om mid! rt ; 1 We "nd man* “ alattated barbarians » in

z r-~—^"es ,netraggïcd sZ] ThT b°ISter0aS’

of judgment davs md in/ Emerson sa^ “ The world is full

'■ "••»—r.S SKX' “

or on
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We have the right to expect that our senior pupils will not 
forget the simplest elements of politeness; that they will not pass 
in front of others without a word of excuse, or speak when another 
is speaking, or worse yet, neglect to hear another out. Then there 
are the words “ please ” and “ thank you,” the use of which should 
he insisted on in the school-room. These are the small points, the 
oil which lubricates the machinery of life, and lessens the friction 
and modulates the waves of human passion, and the less 
are thus taught at home the 
school. The simple couplet,

crei
our pupils 

more they need to be so taught at con
trai

1 ‘ Politeness is to do and say 
The kindest thing in the kindest way.” por

siglshould be indelibly impressed on the mind of every pupil.
We should expect moral support from our senior pupils, ex

pect them to frown upon wrong and to vindicate right; if the 
senior pupils discountenance wrong, wrong will cease; if the 
seni i pupi s condut < theni'elves when out of the teacher’s presence 
as they shoudd do when in his presence, there will be small diffi- 
cuJty with the younger scholars.

We expect the senior pupil to care for and guard common 
property as if it was his own: To return every article to its 
proper place after using it; to keep his desk neat, his books in 
proper order and to throw nothing on the floor; to avoid wast
ing 'e time ot others by whispering, writing or passing notes, by 
smiling, or by any of the many well-known 
school work.

In this hurried

win
idei
live
the
but

we
fror

pier
not

hindrances to good he 1 
trailpaper I have spoken briefly on pupils' studv 

and deportment; just a word and I have done. In this dav one 
of the most important and also most difficult tasks presented to 

e teacher is that of overcoming what have been termed our “ pro- 
vmcahsms.” The “Ain’t it jost lovely,” “ I 8ee„ it” ; the •• knowed ”
watchfulness^'' •,rofanitJ' of «*o°l life reqnire constant

guaj
Whi
mini
stud
calh
beca
will
and

Finally, expect what

Is our school a clock, great or small, in which each wheel has its 
place and does its proper work? Are we teachers in name or in

„ .0nly the PUP1,,S Philosopher, but also his guide and 
friend Are we teaching the head, the heart, and the soul? If 

yes, we may expect all that I have outlined; if “no” we must 
be content with much less. T
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THE EDUCATIONAL VALUE OF DRAWING.

Miss Jessie P. Semple, Toronto.

All true education has for its object the cultivation of the 
creative faculty in the child.

When we consider drawing as an educational factor, we must 
consider to what extent this creative faculty is developed and 
trained by it along art lines.

Though the development of the creative faculty is of first im
portance, there is still another aim, which should not be lost 
sight of—the cultivation of the æsthetic nature of the child.

Every child that comes into the world comes with a love for
What are we doing to raise his 

As Partridge says: “We must bring into children’s 
lives every poetic influence to quicken their minds and develop 
the æsthetic nature. Wé speak much of the beauty of holiness, 
but not enough of the holiness of beauty.”

Let us give our attention to that division of the subject which 
we call representative drawing, and see what the child gains 
from it.

'

ex- what he considers beautiful, 
ideals ?the

the
înce
liffi-

non
its ill

s in 
ast-

We commence with the study of models of type forms, sup
plemented by familiar objects. In this work the child is trained, 
not only to observe closely, but also to express by drawing what 
he has observed. Drawing thus becomes to him not merely 
training of the hand in harmony with the eye; but also a lan
guage in which he expresses what he sees.
While the child has been observing and drawing objects, his 
mind has become stored with the images of the things he has 
studied. These images will become a part of what I once heard 
called “ his drawing vocabulary.” I say a part of his vocabulary, 
because the habit of observation cultivated by object drawing 
will enable him to add to this vocabulary by observation alone, 
and he should be trained to do tMs.

Our next step is the introduction of. memory drawing. This 
cultivates the child’s imaging power, but only to the extent of 
enabling him to imagine what has already been impressed on his 
mind by drawing or observation. As imaging power must come 
from knowledge and not from mere fancy, this is well, 
point to be aimed at here being the memorizing of the vocabu
lary, which he has gained through object drawing and observa
tion. and which he will need when he has taken the last step and
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is beinjr trained to exercise his creative faculty, by doing imagin- 
am* raw,ng, that is, when he is drawing to illustrate his own 
thoughts and feelings. This exercise of the imagination 
I he developing of creative power. 
hod first to be imagined.

We may say, tiien, that in representative drawing the creative 
faculty is trained by training the imagination; imagination is 
iaim'd by training the memory and imaging power; and memory 

and imaging power must be founded on knowledge gained through 
model and object drawing.

This is the

his
blin
lessis really 

man
discThe greatest creations of

thrc

enti 
pict 
ly i;
on t 
will 
tion 
drat 
tion, 
then

sequence in the work of training the child to 
express his thought by drawing; but he should be encouraged to 
express himself by pictures, even before this training has been 
commenced.

What though this expression be crude ! Is not his oral ex
pression crude, too ? We do not keep him from speaking till 

e has mastered the grammar of his mother tongue. Let us fol
low a similar course with his drawing. He will gain in accuracy 
as a systematic course in the 
the regular instruction periods.

Even this expression of the child’s thought is not to the 
thoughtful teacher an end in itself. It only shows where thè 
child stands to-day, not merely with regard to drawing, but also 
"ith re^ard to his knowledge of what he is illustrating, with re
gard to his emotions and to his sympathies; and gives the teacher 
a foundation on which to build for increased

pres 
of g 
writgrammar of drawing is followed at

trait
fill, i 
obje< 
and 
that

power.
Thoughts, emotions and sympathies must be externalized be

fore they can be understood and directed.
There is a vast difference between what we train a child to 

do and what we allow him to do. The training should be in 
direct sequence and adapted to the capacity of the child. Its 
best results will be shown in the drawing‘the child is allowed 
° do. If he is interested in his work, and this is reallv the true 

test of successful teaching, he will spend much more time draw
ing than his teacher will spend in instructing him. Nothing will 
bo too difficult for him to undertake. A little child would as
fnmm.!n<1?ed rner;ldraw a,tro,leJ car, a steam engine, or some 
amihar toy, than the simple things his teacher selects for him,

and draw them better. At any rate, he should be allowed, as 
far as possible, to select objects for himself, even for the regular 
drawing lesson. For instance, suppose the apple to be the object 
decided upon for a lesson, the child should not pick out his ap
ple haphazard, but choose it, and have

sist

shou
We
will
spirii
more
ed;
beau 
after 
whet 
else i 
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1
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imagesome good reason for
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THE EDUCATIONAL VALUE OF DRAWING. 421
18 choice. Again, suppose that not a particular object resem 

bhng the sphere, but objects resembling it, to be assigned as a 
lesson, his range will be much wider and he must show greater 
discrimination in liis selection.

Here, too, is an opportunity for the teacher to study the child 
through the manifestation of his interest, as shown in his choice.

Is there any educational value in copying ? 
entirely on the object for which the

That depends 
If the^ , copying is done,

picture thus obtained is the end in view, the clild is trained 
y in imitation, and no creative power is cultivated at all. If 

on the other hand, a child draws entirely from objects, his work 
will be diagrammatic; and though giving 
tion of what he

mere-

an exact représenta- 
. . 8ees’ wil1 be Peking in feeling. An artistic

h2 T* f “ C°W’ 0f wbat 18 but an interpréta-
themselre. ™ d “ what "fllera bare done, in order to lift

ÆSÏÏ.ÏESSSS
Then, too. we must never lose sight of the fact that 

train the child in we are to
a knowledge and appreciation of the beauti- 

ful, even in the elementary stages of the work. In the commonest 
objects selected for study the element of beauty should be present, 
and the smiplest drawing done by a child should give evidence 
that he has tried to create beauty, even though that beauty 
sist OIlly m the drawing being well placed on the page.

The taste for the beautiful cannot be cultivated by itself- it 
should be developed simultaneously with the power to'express it 

™U8t remember, however, that the child’s ideals of beautv 
will be embodied in the things that interest him or appeal to him 
spiritually. We should not attempt to force the ideals of our 
more mature minds on him, or his own growth will become stunt
ed; and he will be a

con-

. 4. . hypocrite, pretending to appreciate
•eaiity, which he neither feels nor understands, and will become in 

after life like the many people we know who are 
whether they admire a thing or not till they have heard someone 
else express an opinion on it. Let us see to it that we do not 
crowd out the individuality of the child in this

mere

never sure

respect.
Then, too, the child’s environment does much to influence his 

appreciation of beauty. As his work in drawing from objects 
progresses, his power of observation is strengthened, and the 
images of the objects surrounding him are impressed on his mind
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Without conscious effort. He sees things that before he would 
have passed b.v unnoticed. The evil influence of discorda in fora

irrHatine Mm either in blanti"S bl« ««hetic sense, or

this should ur t Tgrnity- sch»"1 foom decoraton hL fed O a P i“ mmd- nnd care ,ak“ that the child is not 
, u mis' A few good pictures and casts

do much to cultivate aesthetic
continually before the child he will 
him.

of
ti’
ar

would
If high ideals are kept 

express the best that is in

btsense.
nr
oh

Kow taking up the departments of the work commonly called 
the industrial arts, that is, the departments of the work devoted

by XT and deCOrati°n’ We 8han 8ee what the child gains

creative faculty in the

in
an
frtLet us trace the development of the 

child through constructive drawing.
We commence by having the child draw views and working 

drawings of models and simple manufactured articles then 
memory drawb.g, of these. , He now has his vocabulary» and 
s ready to use it in the exercise of his creative faculty, which 

manifests itself in constructive design. We see here "that we 
haie exactly the same sequence in developing the creative faculty 
m constructive drawing as we had in representation In con-
“\!he observation must be exact and the execution clear 
<ind direct; this trains in definiteness.

Perhaps in the past, we have done more in decorative draw
ing than in the other departments of the work to develop creative 
power, but with very meagre results, and why ? Simply because
Httlfio, "UT6" !he.chi,d t0 draw from imagination, which had 
ittle foundation in knowledge; but was rather an exercise of
ns fancy. To understand the principles which underlie beauty 

in design, he must get a solid foundation by the careful study of 
istono ornament and good examples of modern design, 

too, he must study nature and learn to adapt it 
by conventionalization.

In industrial

vai
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Then, 
to his purpose

as well as pictorial art the idea of training in 
appreciation of beauty must be kept prominently in viTw 
curative art exists to beautify, while constructive 
with the utility of the thing to be constructed, 
sible the thought of producing a beautiful 
should be kept in mind, when 
that is to say. when making 
should have the

De
art deals more
As far as pos

as well as useful article 
a constructive design is being made; 
a constructive design the designer 

, ... . P°wer to imagine the appearance m the object
h( is designing when completed, and aim at producing beauty

-
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In constructive and decorative drawing we may be accused 

‘ ' ' »“■' =hlldr™ certain occupations, as in représenta 
- ,we no doubt have been accused of trying to train 

It M our aim that our pupils go forth into life well 
quipped for whatever callings they may engage in. 
be fitted to give to as well as

tive drawing 
artists.

They must
,. , . take from the social body, but

** mn°Cent 0f training them for special callings.
thef therif t0 glVe them greater interest and sympathy with 
their surround,ngs, and a greater reverence for God’s handi Jo k 
and the hand,work of man as we lead them all along to see beauty

Ind IZTT °bje;t8 iD Dature’ aad to recognize man’s *sltèVoVir of the simp,e8t arMcie that

t0 the —*
of the school course, wtether ln„ h u »" “ '°ther 8,ndi“ 
or bv the pupils in exnresei ■ ' tllnchcr in explanation
iorial illustration will aid a,f ™Pre8ain8 tlleir thoughts. Pic.
t»M>ar,,c„,ar,;:arb,ri:i:z:tic:n8ttr,:72ti'iM

ject we are illustrating is benefited hv tho. a H,e ..rawing not d'eterioJeX“ 

ts value would be questionable, inculcating in the child 
of carelessness. Carelessness is not freedom, 
not be considered as an accomplishment.
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ab
SCHOOL OFFENCES AND PUNISHMENTS. hit.

th$W. Hickson, Bobcaygeon.
pm

I shall begin by asking, What is a school offence ? 
answer that it is anything that tends to set at naught the 

rules or laws by which you govern your school: for if there is no 
law, then there is no law to be broken, and, consequently, there 
could be no school offences.

toAnd let
Me she

PU]
is

But since all institutions oflVare gov
erned by well defined laws, from the State down to the lowest 
organized society in our land, it then follows that one so import
ant as the public school should be governed by a few fixed rules 
or laws.

end
pup
eve;Now, since it is necessary to have a few fixed rules by 

which you must govern your school, and as it has always been 
found by the experienced teacher that these will be broken by 
pupils at some time or other, and in consequence of which the 
pupil who freaks them becomes an offender, hence we conclude 
that we have “ school offences.”1

for
thei

in 3
Pup

I shall mention some of them, beginning with what I 
sider the worst.

to t(con-
First, I shall class the use of profane or ob

scene language in or about the school or that of telling falsehoods 
among the worst of school offences.
How shall we deal with such offences
the best way is, when a pupil has committed any of the above 
offences, providing it is the first time for him to commit such of
fence, is to keep him in after you close your school and talk 
quietly but firmly to him, and endeavor to show him that 
acts about school

youi 
do f 
youiThen the question arises, 

I thinkas
01 II

doin, 
pupi 
pupi 
that 
or d<

such
or anywhere else are degrading, and also show 

nui at by doing these acts he will be thought less of by you by 
las schoolmates, and by everybody else, if not thoroughly ’ de- 
graded themselves. Ask any pupil if he would not like to be 
thought well of and be called a good, honest, truthful boy, and you
will find in every case that you will be answered in the affir
mative.

1
with 
real it 
ten, 1 
If th( 
The i 
all w 
same 
ment, 
of mi 
The g 
pect t 
tion ti 
abstrs

Having asked him such questions, and shown him, 
possible, that it is not only wrong, but that it is lowering 
the eyes of everyone who knows him, then ask him if he mean to 
commit such an offence at school again, and you will find that in 
ninety-nine cases out of every hundred he will tell 
will not.

as far as 
him inI

T, .. . you that he
* . " the PuPlJ Promise to keep from the offence, then
take him at his word, and treat him as if he were
that you may draw out his manly spirit, if there

29
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puuklimenl will' be'-'th™ it’h^'h"^ ,l,e 8ame tim*‘ what th<“

EE”^r5;EF:
Second, I shall mention truancy 

endeavor to find ont 
pupil can give a

425
about him; but at the
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why the pupil haw played
™ h», he™ «hrir-hfxr theT°.rr,”0"wha*-
for truancy is to make vour Snh i /" The best general cure
the,, p„pi,8 „,,, „le t/e„me L éZo, ' Pka8“nt’ “d 

ihird, quarrelling at school.
,n y°ur school is to try and 
pupils, every way you 
to tell tales

by
the

The surest way to prevent this 
create a kindly spirit among

r«=rà?3ïï3rSy,,u7,,,jli,dLtt,/:::-l;:r iL'ts:spWt amM*
fourth, destroying school furniture. Punils will a *
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something to do, but it must be something he can do, and will 
like to do; then he will have business, and will have no time nor 
inclination for mischief. Nothing is more active than the mind 
of a child.
perly directed it seeks after the bad as well as the good, and we 
are most of us inclined to think that it is more likely to seek after 
the bad.

■It craves and seeks after knowledge, and if not pro-

1
iPlace a child in a church during a sermon and watch his 

actions, and by recalling our own experience when a child 
easily imagine his thoughts. He is not interested in the sermon, 
because he cannot understand it.

iwe can
8

He soon grows tired seeing the 
people, and he shifts his position a hundred times, counts the 
panes of glass in the windows, looks at the ceiling, and tries every 
possible way to interest himself, and does nearly everything 
except to get into downright mischief, which he longs to do, and 
would do were it not for parental restraint or the awe of the place 
and restraint of the people around him. 
and is placed on a seat with others of like dispositions and like 
restless minds. There is not the awe of church nor the dread of 
the parents’ frown to check him.

P
iiI
o
P
d
alA child goes to school

P<
eiHe is assigned a lesson which

in a great part might as well be, for all he can understand of it 
portion from Homer in the original Greek.

ct, a
btIf this be the case,

we expect anything from the child but mischief, especially if 
he has an active mind ? Is it not from the child, who, if not fur
nished with employment would fall into mischief, that the world 
must expect the coming man ?

Then we must remember that here is where we must lay the
Provide all, if possible, with 

This is the solid rock on

arcan
th

as
hi:
cofoundation of school government, 

interesting as well as beneficial work.
which we must build. If we succeed well in this then our 
school government will be an easy matter, 
very large rural school we cannot succeed perfectly in keeping all 
employed, but we should do all in our power towards this end. 
We should try to teach pupils to govern themselves, and only 
when our best efforts to this end fail should we resort to coercive

no
So

It may be that in a noi
if i
a $
litt
Hemeasures.

Were children properly trained up from their infancy, I think 
there would never be any need of force in governing them; but 

have not had charge of these children from their infancy, and 
if we had them in charge, in nine cases out of ten we would have 
failed to train them properly; consequently, in considering the 
frailties of human nature, force sometimes becomes a necessity in 
managing the youth of our schools. I will not say whether I be-
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Here in provincial rights or not, but 1 certain!) believe in the 
schoolboy s rights. However, at the same time, I would say, let 
the teacher reserve the “veto power” fully. The teacher shiuld 
bt to some extent the autocrat of his school-room; but with this 
he should also lay before his school a few necessary rules, and as 
far as possible secure the voice of the majority of his pupils in eu- 
ac mg and enforcing them. Of course there may be cases where

'"mIT teaCher to Me his — WU-o-t «he

nuni^shTn Wl,lîle he d°eS DOt make a 8how of watching his 
St Ï r °n the a,ert t0 detect departures from what
of lern^ ^ C!leCk them' A firm staud at the beginning 
"li?*1™ !n a new 8ch001 is of great importance. One evil act

™‘d °/fla8S WlH bC followed hy a scove) hence a rather rigid 
discipline at first will prevent the necessity of close watching
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perf^mamce^Kf^eactual^'dutie^of’th^ school88 * 

enthusiastic manner, cannot be without 
course all

The
if carried on in an 

more or less noise, but of 
k A , unnecessary noise must be stopped. Alwavs remem- 

er hat forty pupils will make more noise than twenty and if 
anyone point, you ,» a very q„,et school, ask how 
there are. many pupils

as deathXYeaCher Wh° *° ^ MS SCh<X" alm»8t 

him.
„„„ as still
never saw any real progress made in studies under 

He was a success so far as keeping the school uuiet 
concerned, and that was all. *

Shull whispering be suppressed In school ? I answer yes and 
it is injurious in your school suppress It if possible

not be kve ir C“!fthey Can,süppress jt entirely, but I do
if Z Yany teaching at^the Ze"’ 

a great confusion will be caused if 
little.

the was
vith
: on no.
our

in a
all especially 

If your school is large
Then the teacher should do alît

riM “th! “ ”ece88a,7 to write the names of those who per 
st m the practice on the board. This should not be done 

much as a punishment, but as a reminder of the fact tw *>,
are disturbing the school The t fact that the7
mmilt, 8cn001- I he teacher should explain to his
P pils that it is necessary that they should refrain from whisper
ng, as it is impossible to do the work of the school well while 

there is a confusion caused by it. There may be extreme 
ich will require extreme remedies, and I leave it to 

devise his own method of punishment.
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428 PUBLIC SCHOOL DEPARTMENT.

said here on school government, 
is of more harm than good in a school, 
and the general principle, Do right, is all that is necessary. Let 
the teacher be orderly and systematic in everything he undertakes, 
and he will thus unconsciously teach order and system to his 
pupils.

A long list of rules laid down
i

A few necessary rules ]
f

8
1

Before leaving this matter of school government, allow 
to recapitulate a few of the leading ideas in the foregoing:—

1. Let the teacher teach well.
2. Let him provide means to keep all profitably and pleas

antly employed.
3. Let him be calm, watchful and firm.
4. Let him set the example of order and system by being 

orderly and systematic himself.
5. Let him secure the aid of parents and school boards, and 

let him work with them.

me v
n

1»
a;
el
tl
PiBefore closing let me revert to punishments. What is the 

best kind of punishment ? My opinion of it is this, that after 
you have succeeded in cultivating a sentiment of honor and that 
principle, Do right, in your school, then it will come to pass that 
the most effective punishment—indeed, almost your only punish
ment-will consist in the loss of honor. The giving of bad 
marks or the withholding of office, responsibility, all signs of 
es.eem and confidence, from him, will serve as the best punish 
m< nts. Hence I think we should look in this direction for the 
punishments which we may wisely use, and be dissatisfied with 
ourselvt s and our plan of discipline so long as we find it needed 
to employ any others.

What shall we say about corporal punishment ? Shall we 
begin by denouncing it altogether ? No, I think not. When all 
other means fail, the puzzled and baffled teacher has to resort to 
it. The punishment of the body for certain offences is nature’s

P<
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way of discipline, and therefore it is not necessarily degrading 
to . ung children nor unsuited to the imperfect state of their i.e.
mental and moral development.

Dr. Arnold was not wholly wrong on this subject when he 
vindicated flogging in certain extreme cases:—“The proud notion 
of independence and dignity which revolts at the idea of personal 
chastisement is not reasonable, and is certainly not Christian ” 
he said.

tha

8

It is sin that degrades pupils, and not the punishment of it; 
if there be certain forms of vice which can be cured more 

readily by the infliction of such corporal punishment than by
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lown
rules any other means, the punishment will need 

But while no other vindication.

severe, having no element of caprice or fitfulness in it; if the pub 
he opinion of the school is so formed that a pupil is unpopular 
who causes trouble in the school, then I think you will fiL that 
not only all the more degrading forms of personal chastisement
■teadUnne£e88arJ’ b-Ut tlmt need °f I,uni8hment of any kind will 
steadily disappear in your school.
PunifkamafT T ',‘"7 COn,luded that there « to be corporal 

in schools for extreme offences, then it follows that
in™;"! /<"«* ;-«etio= of each punishment eZ,dt

he d acWtac !< S'h<K>' laW' WC “re told to exercise 
nl.rn! U? V • a Judlclous Parent,” but the meaning of the
persons in sections^lf’’ 3 gFeat deal with the different
P soils ill sections, villages, towns or cities.

borne
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i his v «

/ me
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the
ifter 
that 
that 
lish- 
bad 

3 of 
lisli-

parents think this phrase 
offender in school is to be 
teacher may drive all vice 
are like some of the

means that the vicious 
thoroughly “ birched,” so that the 

out of him; while other parents, who 
. monarchs of old who did not wish to 

person exercise authority but themselves,
t?1S “injudicious” Person, who’is licensed to govern

'! ,8Cho?1' "h0"M lay a Hager „„ ,heir dear bovs and ifZ
Wvs the 7 a,t™Pt ,0 adm,nist" " J"«t reward to lln-se precioÜs

■lasaalt On T g° U> thl' pollc(l Murt t0 answer to a charge of
.issault. One clause in the school law could
as the noonday beam, and set this mattei „

Now, Mr. President, I shall close with 
tions :—

!
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take this phrase to
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make this as clear 
• at rest hereafter.we
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1. Never strike a papil with year band.
2. Never inflict corporal punishment in the heat of passion

t e for rtnDidto •°rPOra' P"“W,ment intellectual faults, 
u., for stupidity ',r ignorance. Reserve it altogethtr for vices 
that are moral , -regrading f„ the tone of ,„„r sZT

part of tL7h!„,7 °f p"nishni™t be included as a
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V
KINDERGARTEN DEPARTMENT.

j

TRUTHFULNESS. \

i
Miss F. Bowditch, Hamilton.

1. Do you find all children truthful; if not, what are some of 
the causes of this evil. Are there any distinctive physical marks 
by which this habit may be detected?

Answer yes, or no, and give reasons to the foregoing ques
tions.

2. What may we as kindergarteners do to establish truthfulness? 
Why is it (truthfulness) a necessary trait in the character of those 
to whom little children are entrusted?

Answer and give reasons to above questions.
3. How shall we deal with children afflicted in this way ? 

Answer under foliowing heads:
When cau ,_d by (a) Fear.

(6) Heredity.
(c) Imagination.
(d) Vanity.

i. truthfulness.

<

1

n
0
tl

b
b,
ti
d<

E
h(
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(а) No.
(б) Cause. : -Fear of punishment—Vanity—Love of approba

tion of elders Love of boasting—Too much self-esteem—Covet
ousness—Lack f power—Lack of freedom—Lack of self-control 
—Selfishness—Greed—Heredity tendencies—Influence of evil ex
ample—Stubbornness—The over-development of the imagination 
—Suspicious parents and guardians—Too trusting parents 
guardians—Placing children in positions unfitted for them, 
prudent promises and threats made without intention of fulfilling

and
Im-

(c) Physical Marks: An unwillingness to meet the eye of 
kindergartner—A tendency to turn the attention away from him
self—General nervousness—Change of color, restless behaviour— 
A shuffling of feet—Twisting of hands.

II. TRUTHFULNESS.

1. Give proper recognition of true merit—Avoid threatening 
Promise but little, but always fulfil what you promise—Gain

____
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TRUTHFULNESS. 431
V confidence of child—Be accurate in everything—Hold up true 

ideals Develop individuality Be watchful of circumstances, so 
as to avoid leading him into temptation.

2. Truthfulness is a necessary trait in the part of those to 
*hom children are entrusted, because they learn so much more 
readily from example than precept. Inaccuracy in those to whom 
children are entrusted helps to lower ideals.

\

ie of 
iirks III. TRUTHFULNESS.

Fear. Determine cause of fear and remove it—Seek to gain 
confidence—If through weakness develop his power.
Heredity. Develop his individuality—Substitute 

ment for heredity—Counteract the influence 
opportunities for untruthfulness—Since child 
truthfulness supply
h„. Rec°8nize efforts more than results. Tell stories em-
bodymg the beauty of truthfnlness-Avoid undue praist^-Show 
by story and song that it Is deeds not words which give man his 
t^utation-That t6e bM8*f"1 - «• Pla=e in “chin

hisues-

environ- 
of parents—Remove 

has no motive for

ess?
lose

one.

ay ?

Imagination. Reduce his illustration 
Encourage child to describe events exactly, 
hear correctly. Describe 
garten.

to actual experience. 
Help him to see and 

accurately the material in the kinder- 
Find the germ of truth in his imaginative narrative.
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432 KINDERGARTEN DEPARTMENT.

CHILDREN’S RIGHTS.
iiMiss L. P. Mackenzie, Brantford. v

Children’s Rights is such a wide subject I was almost too timid 
to attempt it, but have tried to say a little about the rights of the 
". ure citizens of the world. Miss Blow has said, “ To become con

scious of self is the first business of the child, and the whole busi
ness of man,” and that statement 
to oneself and duties of others to

t
si
t<
t<
lito include all the rights 

, , The child, then, has a right
to know himself in his totality-body, mind and spirit-and can
not do this Without assistance; at least he must, to attain anv 
degree of perfection, be helped by all else in the world. The next 
question anses, How is he to obtain that assistance? Has he any 
duty to himself that gives him the right to demand assistance 
from others? Assuredly. If he be endowed with powers capable 
of development, then he must exercise them. It is through ac
tivity or exercise that development is possible. A physical organ
ism develops by converting appropriate material from its sur
roundings into vegetable ceils or animal tissues-it assimilates 
foreign matenal and stamps it with its 
the same law.

seems
hius.
tt
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huown type. Mind follows 
Each stage of development, whether physical or 

mental has its own characteristic, and it always depends upon 
that which precedes it and foreshadows that which is to follow.

chi
m
to
thi“ See matter next with various life endued 

Press to one centre still, the general good— 
See dying vegetables, life sustain,
See life dissolving, vegetate again,
All forms that perish, other forms

nal
thi
the
tiessupply.”

• (^eatJ“istakes in education are made in the failure to recog
nize the different stages of natural development. “ We make 
knowledge our idol, and continue to fill the child’s mind with 
oreign material under the gratuitous assumption that at a later 

age he will be able, through some magic transubstantiate, to 
make it a vital part of his own thought.” (Miss Blow.)

To thus load the young mind is an offence, and we must be 
careful not to insist upon the exercise of faculties whose normal 
development belongs to a later period; hence it is the child’s right 
to be dealt with according to reason. We must not neglect him 
but we must not discourage or stultify by forcing upon him what 
his mind is not ready for-the bird that flies too soon cripples its 
wings so exercise should be proportioned to strength, if we wish 
to increase strength. ’
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children’s rights. 433
Every child has a right to know what his duties are, and be 

given the knowledge as to how to conform to these duties. He 
has rights in the home. He has the right to be educated in the 
widest, broadest sense possible to that word, and if he be given 

ie true training in these he will know himself in all his 1C 
s nps, individually, socially, civilly, nationally and spiritually, 
tend only to touch on a few points whereby we may help the child

ife Pa T iV°me °f hiB relationships at the beginning of i ' , P*Jrents and flrst teachers have much to answer for as thev 
ay the first foundation, and how important and essential it is that 

the uncertain inclinations of a child should be guided into good 
definite action. Implant right ideas and they produce right 
tions—right actions grow into right habits.

imid
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relation- 
I in-

ac-

“Sow a thought—reap a deed,
Sow a deed—reap a habit.
Sow habit—reap character,
Sow character—reap destiny.”

of in*°thtrZ edUC‘ati0D is made UP of two elements: Development o all the powers possessed and the acquisition of knowledge1 The
“r L r/;11 T'*"iated *the w X «£
hMhood eJ,V' , ' have "“‘S' to deal ”lth infancy and

LsDondin, d t Pm°r * "* °f interest8> and therefore cor- responding duties peculiar to itself. It is the right of an infant
to be cared for in regard to its bodily wants. No one will deny
this-and therefore just as important that its mental and moral

TT i Tv," reC6iVe f°°d’ f°r there are few people now who t ink only the physical nature of a child is to be looked after for
the first six years of its life, and that the mental and moral facul
ties are some way magically superadded after that period- and
bedmnce !S the key-note therefore of all the duties of a child, and

should ^ to ittLTv, W°rd;hat S° mUCh dePend8’ and Paints 
uld see to it that they understand what obedience means -md

therefore deni justly „ith the children. Many "TmplTZt

fore tT °f fh a are d,8°bfdie”t> too independent, and there- 
fore the new education is not so good as the old. where imnIM,
bedience in all things was the standard; and so there is a conflict 

h- tween the old and the new ideals. The new education aim, aî 

■ ”T' "elf-control and individual Insight; "substitutes the
internal, authority of conscience for the externàl author!,”
., er ’ ™ faet’ “ the new Meal regards insight into the 

ableness of commands the chief ends.”
Much of children’s resistance to 

instinctive opposition to assaults 
assaults come
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kindergarten department.

„„„ Th'“ore Parents "“'I teachers can train themselves to look . 
p n children as independent beings, and entitled as such to all

reîat onshtoh' T "m'selves aB °"r ■%«», the sooner will the 
relationship be adjusted upon that higher level which belones to
the present day. The fact that a child is born of certain parents
does not give them the right to tyrannize over him ?
Godîlw1 Îïat gT l3W ^hich g0Verns the diverse, and so is 

unchangeable sequence of cause and effect-is
recognized and co-operated with, will either the child or the mass
appealed foUCd ian<!ijU8t,î dPalt With; have its higher nature 
appealed to developed, made active; producing in consequence
that self-control which is the aim of all endeavor. The conse-

a C,",d s act 8,10uld be its punishment. This will lead 
to obedience. Some one has said, “ Let a child experience the 
sequence of its own mistakes, neither preventing these through 

t.ik indulgence, nor displacing them with others more in accord
ed Wis toTfford f6elingSiS t0 aCt f°r the best good of the
child, is to afford it the means for learning an inevitable lesson-
;ftaerP,TfearatiAn ^ ^ that * so many on^n
a ter life. As a man soweth so shall he reap.”

itv "m°ment ,hat Par™‘a' a"<i «*ool author.
and 1,8 *—•

of might, it is a rebel, not 
result. Infinite patience is 
a great one, for to call 
within the child is 
without.
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iron, forced by the strength 
a self-respecting subject, that is the 
necessary, but the result aimed at is 

up conscious, ready and willing action 
so much better than to endeavor to add from
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The child owes it to himself, therefore, to be obedient to all 
leasona ) e law; this will enable him to receive his rights at 
the hands of his fellows, and to accord them theirs. There are
thum”"hheSwhnaDd tle S°Mer hp maa»- «hem

in*
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pur

th,. k-^edg/™

his own mine,” as some one has said. If it be a gold mine, he
l-nowLd ff° n; lf SllVer’ 8iIver- “To master one branch of 
knowledge may be compared to a strong fortress in an enemy’s
country, from which we mav sally forth at will to 
rounding territory.”
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Knowledge may be likened to a sphere; from every point of 
the circumference we can by persistent labor dig down to the 
centre. He who has reached the centre commands the sphere.” 
(Adler.)

look • 
o all 
1 the 
?s to 
rents In the acquisition of knowledge there are some fundamental 

conditions of social life learned. Dr. T. W. Harris, commissioner 
of education, U.8.A., calls them cardinal moral habits. They are 
regularity, punctuality, silence and industry. Certainly they 
neet ssary in school life, also in the home and kindergarten, if we 
wish success to crown our efforts. They are qualities one has to be 
possessed of in manhood to be successful in any undertaking, and 
therefore must be given to children. Industry takes a high rank 
as a citizen’s virtue. We only acquire strength in any department 
by unremitting toil and industry. It is indeed true, “ Man shall 
live by the sweat of his brow.”

Children are, as a rule, industrious, and they have the right to 
be assisted, so their efforts may be in the right direction, and so 
all their powers become stronger. The trouble often occurs of 
giving them “ something to do, just to keep them out of mischief.” 
Something out of which they obtain no result and no feeling of 
satisfaction, and by so doing we discourage them and engender 
habits of sloth. Very little need be said regarding regularity and 
punctuality. We all know how important they are in every de
partment of life. In all industrial life they seem to be the hinge 
upon which all else depends. The management of machines re
quires the alertness which has its being in these qualities. Any
thing requiring concerted action requires punctuality and rhyth
mic action, which is only another word for regularity.

Adler says, “ Regularity is favorable to morality,” and proves 
in this way: He says it acts as a check on impulse; it is not 
really moral in itself, but it is favorable to morality, as it curbs 
inclination. So if we are able to implant ideas of regularity and 
punctuality in the child we are doing a great deal for him.

The silence imposed for short periods, either in 
considerate regard for the rights 

of others, and out of this will grow rational self-restraint, because it 
rests upon the considerateness for work and feelings of others. It 
is a great lesson in co-operation—a lesson on the moral code “ Do 
unto others as you would that they should do to you.” We might 
speak of the child’s right of property. He should have his own 
place in the home. His books and playthings should belong to 
himself, to do with as he wishes, and so be experinced in the duties 
pertaining to ownership, but time forbids.
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Wo in the kindergarten, who take the child from the home and 
introduce him into the larger sphere, should be very careful to 
study him aright, and then, so far as within us lies, give him right 
conditions for the

I

proper development of his physical, mental, 
and moral nature; help him to a knowledge of himself; help him 
to understand his duties to his companions, and after he has 
learned this he will be able to take his place in civil and national 
life; for he cannot learn all his duties at once. Out of family life 
he broadens into school life, then civic, church and national, and 
when he has done this he will have a knowledge of himself in all 
his relationships, and should know the true measure of life.

Si
SI

ei
“ We live in deeds, not years, in thoughts, not breaths, 

In feelings, not in figures on a dial :
We should count time by heart throbs when they beat 
For God, for man, for duty. He most lives 
Who thinks most, feels noblest, acts the best.
Life is but a means unto an end—that end 
Beginning, mean and end of all things—God.”
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INSPEOTOES’ DEPARTMENT.

IMPROVEMENTS IN OUR PUBLIC SCHOOL SYSTEM. 
T. A. Craig, Kemptville.

There is no class of men who have better opportunities to ob
serve the workings of our public school system than 
school inspectors. our public

And there is no class of men whose experi
ence in public education is broader and more worthy of beiue 
recognized than that of inspectors. An inspector cannot be a 
theorist, for he sees theories knocked to pieces every day; neither 
can he be a pessimist if he is alive to his duty. Believing then 
as I do, that inspectors are the most capable men in this pro
vince of suggesting improvements in our public school system I 
have ventured to introduce a subject for discussion by the 
bers of this section ot our association, and to learn the opinions 
of my fellow-inspectors regarding it.

An educational system like ours, which is based on the ex
perience of nations, and is in process of development, must, in 
order to keep pace with the progress of the times and the evolu
tion of educational ideas, be continually undergoing change 
what we conceive to be change for the better. It is not my in- 
en l011 to criticize the basis of our system or to introduce a dis

cussion on the connection of our schools with politics and re
ligion, or to argue that the education of the people should be 
controHed by the church or by the state, or by a happy combi
nation of both. The subject assigned to me is a broad one I 
may attack the educational structure anywhere, from the foun
dation to the topmost stone. If I were to attempt a review of 

e entire system I would require days, perhaps weeks, to get 
through with ,t. I will, therefore, deal with only one important 
particular, viz., the teacher. y

In Ontario we have three classes of public school teachers, 
teachers holding first-class certificates, teachers holding 

ond^c ass certificates, and teachers holding third-class certificates. 
In literary and professional qualification there is a vast differ
thar th WT tî-e8e Cla88eS °f teachers- Every inspector knows 
that the educative work done by a first-class teacher is much
superior to that done by a second-class teacher, and that the work
done by a second-class teacher is superior to that done by
class teacher. If we are to improve our schools we
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1892 442 2,999

1893 428 3,047

1894 379 3,074

1895 442 3,181

On examining these figures we learn that we license on an 
average about 1,500 third-class teachers every year, 
to take the places rendered vacant through teachers becoming 
disqualified or leaving the profession for other callings, 
also learn that a very large percentage of our second-class teach-

These are

We

Number Trained 
at

Normal Schools.
Number Em

ployed.
Year. Increase. Decrease.

1892 4,299

4,259

4,351

1893 40
1894 92

SECOND-CLASS TEACHERS.

/
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438 inspectors’ department.

hope to do so by improving the teachers, and consequently the 
teaching. The three great problems which confront us to-day, so 
far as our teachers are concerned, are:

1. How to retain our best teachers in the work.
2. How to get longer service from those who enter the pro-xfession.
3. How best to secure a higher standard of qualification.
In order that we may more clearly understand the work that 

doing in training teachers, I have tabulated the following 
facts regarding our second and third-class teachers, from the last 
report of the Minister of Education:—

we are

third-class teachers.

Number
of

Year. 3rd Class 
Teachers 

Employed.

Increase. Decrease.
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iLive hAcCOrdto« %ure, wh,ch
1884, and 268 in 1885 Cher" were lo8‘ •“ 1883; 401 in
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440 inspectors’ department.I

of professional perfection.
teaching ability depend very much upon experience, 
during the first two or three years in the school are mere appren
tices and experimenters. Our model schools certainly do much 
in the w w of fitting the teacher for his work, but model school 
experience differs very materially from actual practice and 
the responsibility of a school. The teacher who does not im
prove his management, discipline and methods as his experience 
increases, should be disqualified, and thus removed from the work. 
Granted, then, that a teacher of experience is superior to a 
teacher without experience in professional skill, why do we dis
qualify teachers of three years’ experience ? We deal with this 
matter as if teachers of experience were inferior to teachers with
out experience. The disqualifying of third-class teachers when 
they have completed their three years’ apprenticeship has always 
appeared to me an anomalous proceeding, and a proceeding which 
could not be justified. The regulation regarding the extension 
of third-class certificates does not meet the case, because exten
sions are “ granted only where it is shown that the trustees have 
used reasonable diligence to obtain a regularly qualified teacher,” 
which means that if granted the teacher in nine cases out of ten 
must take a smaller school and a lower salary, in other words, 
step downward—a course which no teacher with the true progres
sive spirit will enjoy.

Again, according to our present regulations a third-class 
teacher is qualified to take charge of any public school except a 
model school, and thus compete with our first and second-class 
teachers for positions. The appointments to these positions 
entirely in the hands of representatives of the public, and properly 
so; but, owing to the peculiar character of education, a large 
percentage of the officials empowered to make appointments are 
not competent to form a proper estimate of the value of the work 
to be done, and consequently qualification and experience are too 
often neglected factors in the selection of a teacher. If the num
ber of vacancies in an inspectorate is not equal to the number of 
teachers from the same inspectorate granted certificates during 
the year, the beginners will in most cases secure places, while 
the teachers of one or two years’ experience will be compelled to 
take a reduced salary, remove to another county, or quit teaching.

Another reason why so many teachers annually drop out of 
the profession is because so many make use of teaching as what 
is called a “stepping-stone” to other and more lucrative profes
sions. A young man can obtain a third-class certificate at very

It will be admitted that skill and
Teachers
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What, then, is to be done in regard to these evident weak 
points in the teaching department of onr public school system ?
‘ ° far,as ! can 8ee’ 1 am of the opinion that we should offer some 
spec-ia I inducement to teachers to remain in tne work and to trus
tee boards to employ teachers of high standing. The committee 
appointed last year to report on “How to Retain our Experienced 
leathers,” recommended that a small fixed gran of $5 or $10 be 
given for each teacher who holds a second or a first-class certi
ficate I think we acted wisely in adopting the principle sug
gested by the report, but the amount mentioned ($5 or $10) is 
not great enough. I would say not less than $15 or $20.

Third-class teachers, unless they have had at least three years’ 
experience, should not be eligible to take charge of a school hav- 
i ig an average attendance of over 25, unless on the special recoin- 
mendation of the inspector and in sections raising at least three 
mills on the dollar for school purposes.

Third-class certificates should be renewed at the end of three 
years on the teacher passing a satisfactory examination, based on 
teaching experience. The present plan requires a teacher to again 
attend a high school and review the work to which he has al
ready given a number of years’ time. If the renewal were based 
on professional work the teacher would be require to devote 
more time and give better attention to the study methods 
management, etc. Besides this, the inspector, who would, no 
doubt, be a member of the examining board, would be in a posi
tion to interfere with the further qualifying of unsuccessful teach-

<>. The annual increase in the number of first and second-class 
teachers employed is too low in 
trained. comparison with the number

i. There is annually an immense loss of that teaching 
which results from experience.

8. Teachers abandon the profession because:
(a) Third-class teachers are disqualified at the end of three

are compelled to compete

power

years.
(b) First and second-class teachers 

with third-class teachers for positions.
(c) Teaching is made use of as a “ stepping-stone” by younc 

men entering other professions.
(d) The talent and brain - 

ful teacher will command better
power necessary to make a success- 

remuneration in other callings, 
(e) Their positions are not free from the favoritism and whims 

of the public.
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THE NECESSITY FOR INCREASED
SCHOOLS BY PUBLIC SCHOOL

INSPECTION OF MODEL 
- INSPECTORS.

f\ L. Michell, Perth.

In the treatment of this subject I must necessarily be guided 
largeJy by my own experience, and if I happen to find fault whtre 

fault exists, I must claim your indulgence. My paper shall 
bave a leas. one merit of a very high order-it shall be briefwM,esor rx/ti— srvr °r
lhe'aT„rkTi8o,8 the ““8 • “**

.etrn already far too shoTt'To’r thfwork to beteXkL Again 

tbe methods elaborated by the inspector may not always fu“v’ 
agree. wHh those propounded by the model school master, and hence 
., y fd(i to confusion. To the former objection 
that the model school exists for the 
ing, and anything of most good 
ence with the school, 
second objection, but with 
the inspector has

from a

I would answer 
good of the teachers-in-train- 

to them can be no real interfer- 
More weight may be attached to the 

egard to this I have only to say that

the

-T» l t

»bo„,d be informed as to 'the conditions, ££ wbth marks^

che” kiengha8,bZ0rt:b„tie8 Cheerhg ‘h0Se 

These visits also

ineces- 
duties

in the model school. These
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1
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fbe awarded.
rare diffident, 

timely counsel, 
work before strangers. 
l>een pupils in

are doverconfident by 
prepare the teachers for 

o.,r ,.®lthert® these young people have
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teacher must be taught to accustom himself to the presence of 
strangers, and to perform his allotted task as well before visitors 
as if no one were present In order to break down their nervousness, 
the inspector should visit the model school as often as possible. 
Again, marks are assigned for governing power at the final exami 
nation. Either such marks must be a bonus or a mere guess 
less the inspector has had opportunity during the term to find 
at least approximately the power of each teacher in this regard.

Important as these duties are, of infinitely more importance 
are the results of careful visitation to the model room. Here it 
is the duty of the inspector to criticize, correct and cheer—duties 
apparently contradictory, yet quite possible. As pupils in the 
public schools, as candidates at the departmental examinations, 
the teachers-in-training have acquired a feeling towards the in
spector not akin to friendship. They must now be accustomed 
to consider the inspector as a friend and helper, and themselves 
as co-partners with him in the important work in which they are 
to engage. They must learn that the best results cannot follow 
their efforts unless full understanding and full confidence exist 
between them and the inspector. These important objects can not 
be fully overtaken at all, much less in the minimum time assigned 
by the department. Then there are difficulties peculiar to each 
school section-local difficulties, if you will-that are known to 
the inspector, and to him alone. These may be pointed out and 
suitable action suggested to meet them. Again, there are matters 
of school management, etc., concerning which every inspector has 
special methods. It saves an immense amount of labor to exem
plify these matters to the class while in session, rather than to 
each individual teacher after the school work is begun.

would not advise any changes in the regulations, but would 
urge frequent visitation for the reasons already advanced. Advice 
however, according to the G. O. M., simply chills, example inspires.'

, S6t an examPle’ therefore, I may say that I visit our school 
always seven or eight times, sometimes more, and I have never yet 
lelt that I have exhausted my usefulness in this direction. I do 
not wish to be understood as encouraging a system of martinetism, 
isagreeable alike to inspector, principal and teachers. If the 

inspector does his work in a generous spirit, with the evident de- 
Sire for the general good, no misunderstandings 
parties interested will come to fully understand and trust 
another, and this is the main end to be accomplished 
visits—a consummation impossible in two visits.
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I can todT”"a,irjthWp^eL8ta„Prra°t “‘T imP°r“u>ce,
Deration here lies in the ,mn i \ ,lIlgement8- The true remu
low work Of this nature6 TiJlZl o^e T *>'
waters.” case of casting bread upon the
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:„‘£r “ z
I suppose), and counsel the teacheriUn tra' °“r ?resen<:e («“erest, 
their studies." Thus we maj ^Tsmo,tt™ma'gn,t “ ,h« «*

In conclusion, I hare found that when
here, been better able to mark the n!
bad better results from the t 
than when my visits
psys; that it is easier to 
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we like.
I have visited often 7 

pUpils intelligently, and have 
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re few. I found that frequent visitation
a class of 40 than to ' nerfL^ ^ m establisl1 a Principle 
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SOME OF THE DUTIES OF A PUBLIC SCHOOL 
INSPECTOB.

G. D. Platt, B.A., Picton.

I have no intention of rehearsing the long category of duties 
prescribed for fulfilment by inspectors, for are they not all set 
down seriatim in the book of the law and subject to quinquennial 
revision by the Legislature ? But there are duties to some ex
tent incidental which are not the less important on that account, 
and it is to a few of these that I would respectfully ask your at
tention for a few moments.

First, what is an inspector’s duty in reference to the popular 
view- of the end and aim of education ?

Do not most parents send their children to school 
mercial investment, and a means of promoting their material wel
fare ? Do they not first fix their eyes upon some position of ease 
or emolument, and make the education of the child subsidiary to 
its attainment ? Somebody says, this is making the school a 
grindstone and the child a thing to be sharpened, and he might 
have added, it is making the teacher a grind rather than an instru
ment of true education. This is the fundamental error to which 
may be attributed many of our educational grievances, 
influence which largely controls the teacher’s

as a com-

It is the
work, compelling 

him against his better judgment to work for present results rather 
than to lay broad and deep foundations for the future, 
directly responsible for the popular rage for passing examina
tions with its concomitant evils, and leads to the teaching which 
is calculated to make the pupils dislike physical labor and become 
discontented with the lower planes of life.

It is

Hence tin* general 
tendency on the part of senior pupils to desert the farm and 
workshop and enter the already overcrowded professions—a mis
take for which teachers and inspectors are to a considerable de
gree responsible.
the teacher to skim over the mental soil without reference to the 
latent wealth of the unstirred subsoil—to store the mind 
finished bales of information rather than awaken thought and 
thus develop mental power.
principles of instruction as laid down by Sir John Lubbock, who 
says:—“If we had to choose between attainments and the vigor 
of mind which has the power to attain what it wills, we should

The over-anxiety for immediate results leads

with

It is directly opposed to the true
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choose the latter. The important thing is
tokLf"MU,‘rld, b" ""T- “ that =hild should wish ' .

th«M h eave "Ch0°l with a thirst for knowledge
with a mass of information without the thirst ” \nd tt™/ 
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bilityfor reason8 inspectors bear a still
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its citizens, and if the state is to be prosperous and enduring its 
foundations must be laid in the morality of its citizens, 
other foundation is sand rather than rock, 
says:—“All history emphasizes the fact that in times of great 
depression, severe calamity, or high partisan feeling, the moral 
character of the people is the only reliance and hope. The stay
ing and sustaining power of sterling morality exceeds 
fold all the brute force the disciplined intellect

There is, therefore, a necessity for rigid, thorough and 
continuous moral training in our public schools. Dr. Parkhurst 
says “ Every school maintained by the state should inculcate 
the principle of dependence upon God and obligation to Him. 
These things are essential to sound learning and safe citizenship. 
This is psychology, not propagandism—patriotism, not piety.

uch teaching is not so much for the purpose of keeping the 
children out of hell by and bye, as for the sake of keeping hell 
out of the children

Any
A recent writer

a thousand 
can summon or

control.”

Moral teaching by example and pre
cept is within the reach of every teacher. Let us emphasize 
realities rather than names.” And Emerson says, “It matters 
uot what you study; the question is with whom.”

The moral character of the teacher is doubtless the first con
sideration, and that matter is to a considerable extent under the 
control of the inspector. Immorality in a teacher should be dealt 
with in a decided manner, as a protection of the school and the 
community.
tected and pointed out in the same way that the neglect of other 
instruction is dealt with. Appeal should occasionally be made 
to the pupils’ sense of right and honor. If it is the duty of the 
inspector to measure as accurately as possible the intellectual 
giowth of the pupils, and to give some attention to their physical 
welfare, certainly it is equally his duty to give some attention 
to their moral development. He should take care that the usual 
safeguards are employed to prevent the spread of immorality— 
that no incorrigible pupil is allowed to remain in the school, and 
that due regard is had to the influence of companionships arising 
from sitting at the same desk. I fear too little attention is paid 
this very important matter. No doubt many a youth might date 
his first lessons in immorality from the influence of 
at the public school.

now.

A lack of moral teaching in school should be de-

a seat-mate
Many children attend school from homes 

where there is a low state of morals, and it would be most impro
per to make them the companions of those who have had careful 
home training. The objection of some parents, that at the public
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p'i pr.xx*=sa;
to prevent its becoming a means of moral injury
th tht Fe?ding le880ns whi<‘h appeal to the sympathies of
tile children should be emphasized by the teacher 
heart-culture.
Testament for this

1
0l . as a means of,

Dr. Stanley Hall pleads for the stories
nn, ... . purP°se- He 8ays, « The supernatural is the
nly possible regime and treatment of the heart, by which it can

he kept, as it always should be, larger than the intellect. If 
the supernatural did not exist we should hove to invent it for the 
education of the deeper elements of the soul. Self-sacrifice is 
the moral of all morals.”

After the teacher, the school-room and its accessories should 

V1.6 m0ral instruction and elevation of the pupils. rh.th the exterior and interior should be as attractive and tasteful
should beCZn!a°7 Wi" admit' 3in addi«»n «aitable mottoes 
fuUeàct • nf a UP°n ,he B™id-8 ‘he thought-
.O some brJL ex^iST* “T * "* b'a“ 

the same weekly or more frequentlv 
is not easy to estimate the effect 
the mental and moral growth of the children.
tendJncvd,rf tlhl‘i9 an ‘""pector’s duty in relation to the present 

t> of teaching to run in grooves ?
The groove may be a brand 

the Normal

of the Old

or poetry, changing 
as the pupils may prefer. It 

of these simple devices 1
upon i

1
(
i

x, x new one with the fresh patent of
orthodox no School upon it; but it is a groove however 
orthodox. Do we not set up uniformity as a golden calf and
iogv V DoTy0nt 8h8L b°W d°Wn to * or be counted an old 

og.A Do we not make machines of our teachers ?
tf changing our appliances to fit the individual boy do 
compel the boy to fit the method ? 
flian children

i

1

Instead 
we not

Are not the heads of Cana- 
as rigid and ridiculous 
Would it not be about as

cramped into moulds 
those which deform Chinese feet ?

t» prescribe the same treatment for each
coum. ^t, “ r Pah“tB "8 tor the teacher to adopt the
...... j „ ,th ? ,te "umber of P'lpii" ? No matter what the
turai inclinations of the rising generation may be after
years of school drill the dead level of uniformity is reached
s n„ premium on originality, because it is made impossible in 

any branch for which we have a method P !b,e m
is nominally a great time-saver!

g "8‘klller. Who is satisfied with the results of

as

same
na-

a few
There

proves 
our school
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training? We may be able to boast that a high percentage of the 
population is able to read and write, but how many brilliant grad
uates has < anada produced as the result of forty years’ experience 
of her educational system ? The trouble is that we as educators 
have worshipped the machinery of our system, 
polized our attention to such an extent that the heaven-born light 
just breaking into the life of some child-pupil has not been cher
ished, because unperceived.

It is our duty as inspectors to encourage individual teaching 
to the fullest extent, and to give the right hand of sympathy to 
those teachers who realize that the end of their calling is 
much to drill their pupils upon nice points in grammar and arith
metic, as to develope whatever may be their mental tendencies 
and help them to become worthy men and women.

Of course a reasonable attention to method is necessary, but 
teachers should not become slaves to it. Boys and girls do not 
exist for the method, but method is made for the benefit of the 
pupils, and is therefore to be sacrificed to their welfare if need 
be. A teacher impressed with the responsibilities of his voca
tion, and with even a comparatively brief experience, will find a 
method that will produce better results than the most thoroughly 
trained teacher who is wanting in appreciation of the 
character of his work.

It has mono-

not so

serious
It behoves an inspector to be wary in 

making suggestions and proposing changes in the methods 
sued by the thoughtful teacher.

pur-
To aim at uniformity in pro

fesses is to degrade the grandest profession of humanity to the 
level of a mechanical trade.
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t*an,„0„ons, to account for Its existence, to suggest “ZeT

»? Ætsxrrand «““-V
writ,Tha=tatirmd„2i °' TerCy d0eS eïUt “”»”** ‘hose who

hud spellers and who LZt'wrUe a IrtteMn d“SisÏ"tha"

n,anv o these ..... wre,ched grammar in their K ’
teaching before the examiners,
tion. Every public school
boards of examiners,
mony to their existence.

conversation, and in 
are facts that are beyond ques- 

mspector, every member of our county 
every model school master, can bear testi-

!™L°! „thi8 ““‘"a» » proof be required, I give below
a
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A WESSON from the model school

H. Reazin. Lindsay.

examinations.

MISSPELLED WORDS.

thar^ofthefrrete8’ ^7 ^ess^hereand

^s^,ZoriEE3Ebonaceous), inspecter, corporal seal calender willful „

SBEH5E55ÉIjeo (you), practioe (practise), religeous, recieve, contageons Here 
follow some of the funn.v things said and written bZme ofZ
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A LESSON FROM THE MODEL SCHOOL EXAMINATIONS. 453
candidates: “ The blood is loaded with impurities when it should 
be loaded with purities.” “ Chemical foods.” “The alimentary 
canal is the throat.” “ The alimentary canal is a large vein lead 
ing from the heart to the lungs.” “The pharynx or windpipe is 
the passage rom the larynx to the lungs.” “The teacher shall 
not be allowed to teach in a public school no other language ex- 
cept the English, abiding he lives in Ontario.” 
story to who.” 
the revice.”

rJKS.

arge
liool
edv,
ility

“She told the
ur, 1 dldnt get aIong ver^ good” “Subject by 

xPal,inff out.” “ Alcohol is an irritant because 
‘ Antiseptic meats antidote.” “The oreans of

foods"btl0ld ai\the ,!UDg8’ liVeV and 8tomach” “Carbonaceous
uu tn ?he “ The gaH aDd l,ancreatic juice are stored
up in the gall bladder until needed.” “ Organs becomes.”
bile and pancreatic juice changes.”

Seventeen of

it soothes.”
who
wry
/ing

“ Theare
hat 

1 in 
ues-

our candidates were the authors of the above 
literature and much more of the same kind. They all hold nri-
leaver'11nT’ï Î7 1:°,d jUDi0r leaving’ and one'at least senior 
eaving But what I chiefly regret and what I would call your

particular attention to is the fact that 13 out of the 17 carried off
third class certificates. One of the 13, who writes cloths for
clothes and possiable for possible, applied for a school taught by
car,eiedeiient-ra°îd-C!aSS teaCheP’ and by taking *50 le88 8alarv
carried the citadel victoriously, and the former occupant was com- 
pelled to beat an ignominious retreat.

Now, the lamentable thing, the mysterious thing, the thimr 
hat we as examiners must consider, or the public will soon be 

considering the question for us, is how so many of these illiterate 
candidates manage to slip first through the primary examination 
and then through the model school examination. Whether it is 
through ‘ a streak of good luck,” or whether through the care-
the8 examiners,^i7erenCe’ " inCOmpetency’ or Personal interest of 

tion.

nty
sti-

low
the
del

se,
ell,
ds,
nd
ed

question that is already engaging public atten-

cause a primary certificate hurts no one, no matter how illiterate
s owner may be. No board of school trustees is deceived b 

primary certificate, 
of an illiterate

aib-
re,
-r,
is-
ie, _y a

It is the third class certificate in the hands 
person that practices all the deception, and the 

responsible party on every county board of examiners, viz., the 
public school inspector, is the party that is chiefly 
for this deception. These certificates

tr-
?f-
rn
ts answerable 

go forth to the public with 
are received by trustees with 

proof of the scholarship, the training and the

(
l),

our names attached to them, and 
confidence as a

re
le com-
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petency of the happy possessors to teach a public school, 
humiliating to know that in many cases they are no proof at all 
It trustees who have engaged such teachers; paid their money and 
lave not got their money’s worth, were to accuse their inspectors
rmDkeïaTArething 3 8wiadH what answer ™a»d

make And if the second class and other experienced teach
ers who have been underbidden and' elbowed out of their situa
tions and perhaps out of the profession by such as these were to
ex-im?6 IT °f thGir mi8fortunes aSainst the county boards of 
examiners, how many of us could plead innocence ?

But why do such illiterate candidates 
school examination ? How are we 
in our own

It is

ever reach the model 
to account for this illiteracy

in thn h <;°Unty ? R WiH D0t do t0 sa*v that Victoria county 
LtU back;iCOuntry- becBuse we have one of the best colic date
inTuek IT" PT"'6’ ** 3 ^ °f dSht tea^s, aad 

unlucky 17 were all prepared in that institution.
them was prepared in any of the public schools of the county in 
llfl . primary candidates are still prepared. Candidates 

. !n the public schools for the primary examination 
write this kind of nonsense ! 
prevalence of

]

our 
Not one of i

t
ipre- 

do not
... How» then> are we to account for the

thJ hLn,I".°Vln^ V T,he hîgh 8Ch0°ls mU8t take a lar^e share of 
ne. High school men prepare the primary candidates;

m , .. men prePare the examination questions; high school’ 
men read the answer papers; high school men grant the primary 
<(itif,cates. The entrance examination is their standard of ad^
missmn. They draft pupils from the public schools who only 

kn°w public school work, and +hey neglect to teach them 
the other half. To the high schools and to the entrance 
tion I attribute all the blame.

1
1
c

high school I
?
s
c
I
A

examina-
i The entrance examination has

echoo! course ^depleted pupHs, dmve

out the fifth class and reduced them to such a primary condition 
more especially the rural schools, that they could be taught by 
y ung girls holding third class certificates, and who were willing 
t„ «eac for *225 to *250 a year. And it âlled the high 2ÏÏ 

with some very crude material. A good public school education 
s a necessary foundation for all successful after study and 

especially is it.a necessary foundation for the education of that 
f a88 of students who are to become public school teachers
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Hut why should illiterate individuals, even if they hold pri
mary certificates, ever receive third class certificates ? Umli 
s< ool men, unless they are members of county boards of exami- 
ners are not responsible; and I hold that no high school master 
should ever be a member of a county board of examiners to ex
amine and grant certificates to his own pupils, because he 
hardly help sympathizing with them. The county boards are 
solely responsible. The sin lies at their door, and for the action

r!ie 8';h°o1 insPector is chiefly responsible. 
Regulation 51 of the Education Department says the board shall

tZZT t0, ?jCC* aDy Candidate8 wh° may show themselves deficient in scholarship. The country is overrun annually with
nearly ~,000 additional third class teachers, the output of our 
model schools, mostly young ladies of tender age, licensed to ap- 
ply for any experienced teacher’s position in the province, ready 
to underbid any such teacher, if necessary, in order to secure a 
situation. Surely under these circumstances 
the illiterate ones !

455
It is 
t all. 
, and 
ctors 
:ould 
iach- 
itua- 
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7 in

we can do withoutpre-
not
the THE REMEDY
ich- lies in the public school leaving examination and with the county 

boards. The county boards must reject all those who are « defi
cient in scholarship” at the model school 
public school leaving must do the rest, 
good.

gh-
of

examinations, and the 
T. . Already it has done much

“ attendalMe »( “bout 300 pupils, and we passed 37
Et “r°“ COUnt)- »«. standing erst in the province.

ldlesex stands second, having passed 120. All praise to the 
insiKc ors of Huron and Middlesex. The province passed 1,358 
public school leaving candidates in 1895, being an increase of 81
i*lCent; °,Ver the Previous year, which shows the growing popu- 

* y o -his examination. I do not know of any pupil, and I 
mve not heard of any pupil, who remained in the public school 

until he had passed the public school leaving examination 
has failed either at the primary examination 
school examination.

es;
ool
iry
ad-
lly
em
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»se
he
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ve

thatn,
or at the model 

There is only one place in which a thorough 
_ can be secured, and that is in the public 

If the pupil does not get it there he is not likely ever to 
get it And will anybody have the hardihood to say that a model 
school graduate who has never received a good public school 
education is a fit person to teach a public school, and especiallv 
a public school with a fifth class in it ? Any pupil who goes to

ig public school education 
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the high school as as he is able to pass the entrance exami
nation that is, as soon as he half knows public school work—is 
not likely ever to know it. He cannot teach what he does not 
know, and should never be allowed to attempt to teach a public 
school. Our hope, then, is in the public school leaving examina- 

Admit no one to any county model school who does not 
hold both a primary certificate and a public school leaving certi
ficate. Let us all unite in securing a regulation to this effect. 
L is not better trained teachers the country requires, but better 
(dvcatcd teachers. Not better educated in the higher subjects 
but better educated in the lower subjects. Not better educated 
in high school work, but better ei ncated in public school 

^ien we as inspectors have broug.it about these things,

soon

lion.

work.
an un-

and from the teaching profession; and although future genera-
ons may not rise up and call us blessed, those who know will 

say that we have done 
and we

a good thing for the present generation, 
shall be conscious of having done our duty.
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DIFFICULTIES OF THE TRUANCY ACT.
D. McCaig, Collingwood.

I have been induced to introduce this subject to the notice of

~ irrH
rEEF-r™" -' as .aml mrestramedlj- as before Its enactment In
W partteHv ^ Tgn°0d' ?* leaSt’thle ia tr"«, »d I think it mast 
in partially or wholly so in other places.

Last fall, when
brought over to
statement
were

a consignment of English waifs- were being
ot the Barnardo Homes in this Province, the

arm hWa81.ma(ie in 0Qe of the Hamilton papers that there
eared but 'rim 1°“ the streets of that citJ> for whom nobody 
haDg ’mav uh n dl< î10t pay to save Canadian boys. This, per- 

P ’ ■ 1 a somewhat exaggerated example of the freedom of
Üirr ïfe ‘ tear “ a verj substantial

' 1 truth. It is, however, unnecessary to go very far
of this cri,raCt8-, a1' 18 bUt 8 ^ -=-»-■« “me since ,hector, 

as city waited upon the Minister of Education
tion, asking for his assistance _ 
phase of this troublesome question.
the Art °f the,CMef difflCUltie8’ 1 think> ia the administration of
tl.e t T fr°m the great number of ways in which the law in 

ie case can be evaded. Poverty, pressure of work at home- sick
ness, real or feigned; distance from school; home-teaching, 
a few among tne many excuses which may be put forth as reasom. 
why the law should not be enforced in nearly all the cases which

°r The question of aSe is also taken advar*
tage of to evade the Truancy, as well as the Compulsory Act.

-18 a,glTat deal of truancy under 8 and over 14 whim, 
scapes being dealt with, on the plea that the truancy officer has 

no jurisdiction except between these ages. It is plain, that if tins 
be the correct interpretation of the Act. that nearly half the pupils 
who attend school may do as they please in the matter of truancy; 
yet Regulation 5 requires that every pupil whose 
on the register of a public school shall 
regularly every day of the school term 
entered.

one

as a delega- 
in dealing with some particular

are

name is entered 
attend punctually and 
in which his name Is
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Hut I think the chief cause why the law with regard to tru 
ancy is largely inoperative, is the hesitation which school boards, 
and other officers whom the successful carrying out of this law 
principally depends, have in coming between parents and their 
children. As the law now is the whole punishment falls upon the 
parents, even when they are neither morally nor practically guilty. 
Truancy in most tases exists in spite of them and their strongest 
anxiety to overcome it.

on

I know personally that in the case of 
many parents having the utmost anxiety, and making the most 
strenuous efforts to keep their boys at school, they fail to do so. 
Tn our town of Collingwood, and I suppose in most towns, many 
° t l<‘ fatlierN of families are from home a great part of the year, 
as travellers, as railroad men, as fishermen and seamen. They get 
home for a short time, perhaps once a week or once a month, and 
the boys during the intervening time are left with their mothers 
and thy simply lose control of them, and the boys live on the 
street. Officers become tired working 
widows and mothers, who, with

up cases against poor 
, prayer, tears and entreaty, have
done their utmost to send and keep their boys at school, but have 
utterly failed in their efforts to do so. The boys themselves are, 
meantime, simply allowed to drift, and their resorts and haunts 
become the nurseries of our criminal population. Many know this 
to be true, but no one will take the trouble, the responsibility or 
odium of asking or showing whether or not these boys are fit sub 
.jects for the reformatory, though it is plain to everyone they are 
\ery unfit to be at large on the streets. Yet we all hesitate to 
drag them by force from the control of parents who may still have 
some hope of their betterment, and cling to this hope' long 
all the world beside has abandoned it.

Another reason

after

...... , wh*v the law fails to secure the intended result
that this element is not really wanted in our public schools, as 

at present constituted, First, because
is,

the influence on other 
pupils, and secondly, because of its troublesome character. In 
fact, if teachers and school boards.. . ... ,. P(‘t rid of it with any reason
able justification. they are quite willing to let this element take 
its chances on the street, and leave it in the hands of the police
man, where it now virtually is, as a street colony of amateur 
thieves and highwaymen.

The causes which have led up to this condition of things 
of a very complex character. First, these bovs, the habituai 
truants, are generally big. overgrown fellows: cunning in many 
things, but away back behind their years in educational attain- 
ments; rarely fit for the second book, when they ought to be in

can

are

t
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the third, and not fit for the junior third 
m the senior fourth, 
graded school

when they ought to be 
But, secondly, the requirements of our

pupils take the whoTe curZl™ "ZZT'* !,' imperative “**
they are behind in „ V , fhese bt^8- therefore, because 
all ' must ^ D1,J 7m~r °f #ubiects’ “ 'hey come to school at 
children * 1 i 111 le 8ame dusses and departments withZT::z t ami mtk «2 2, b°y always measures greatness bv huit k<

u»7tad^'auttX°grarXibDtthe "TT™’ P»« »«.
*hnr -tthishéyi,;„e:^tttwhisZ7tha,r,rom

I t 18 !IDg demorallzed and contaminated. The crisis 
hist; endurance is no longer nossihln

x £E=F0»s jut. uncertain conditions^, h,8‘

the difficulties Üf’the'cZe P“ftiall-V’ altempted to set forth 
more problematical i thme \ e“Pt *° ,umish “ remedy i, 
ha listed nil oniZnrces .ndlfT”'': ” haVe .** «

improved methods o deilin r >1 JV*' 18 a P08sibility of greatly 
educational problem Tn the T l * “8 trouble80me Phase of the«uch boys, „,P I ta" bei 2mpt2 tCoede 'T" *» P>~
ditions and teachers as are found • £ * , d 8cr,bt> ,mder such con 
schools. The teachers found in th! °Wer rooms of 0,1 r graded
characters, and tl* surrounding ' T»* CanDOt contro1 these 
flitions. V andings are wholly unsuited to their con.

suffers, 
comes at

These boys are to-day, 
and a few there, scattered 
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as a matter of fact 
over the lower room 

our towns and cities; sometimes in
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and made as difficult as possible to be got at, in the way of infor
mation or discovery, by the truant officer; and if one or two of 
them be absent here and there they are rarely missed. In fact 
the teacher is rather pleased than otherwise to be rid of them. If 
is for her a holiday and release from an overhanging dread. Now, 
instead of having this impossible element of trouble and constant 
danger spread over our schools in the way I have attempted to 
describe, why not have it all gathered into one or two rooms where 
you can keep track of it, and see at once how much of it is where 
it ought to be and not on the streets? And, not only that, but 
know also where to find it at once, and where are, at least, its 
haunts or the place known as its home. This, instead of going 
round all the wards and schools of the town, would surely be one 
great advantage in favor of this first step in the scheme. Now 
let this troublesome element so collected in one place be given into 
the hands of a good, strong, healthy male teacher, of large experi
ence, known governing power, a good man, physically and morally 
strong, and a lover of his work and his kind. In this ungraded 
room let there be more personal contact and individual teaching. 
Let the course of instruction be more in consonance with the pos
sibilities, and probabilities, that are before the boys of this truants’ 
room. Leave off ornament, for a time at least. The three R’s are 
the first educational prerequisites for the rough-and-tumble strug
gle of life. After these teach whatever it is possible to overtake 
of the whole school curriculum. It is the most consummate folly 
to put a boy such as I have attempted to describe, and there are 
dozens of them in every town, in with children half his own age 
to drag along the snail pace of a second book room; and know 
nothing more at the end of six months than he did at the begin
ning. We recognize the wisdom of this course in the work under
taken in our town and city night schools, established to assist in
telligent clerks and mechanics. Why not with this element, which 
xs more hopelessly out of the run of the full public school course 
than the clerk or mechanic just alluded to? You do not place 
these in the second book because they are ignorant of grammar,

• geography or history, but you take hold of them where you find 
them, and make the best of the conditions forced upon you. There 
is nothing so discouraging to a big boy with only weak moral con
victions, as to place him away down with children half his 
age and size, where, as he returns to school from time to time, he 
finds himself in the same place, term after term, often year after 
year, simply because he has forgotten, or never learned, some 
details of grammar, history, geography or drawing.
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I do not think this is putting it too strongly, nor do I think 
that the boy is much to be blamed if he find 
able to this treatment.

There is in all our towns and cities an element which the 
exigencies of existence force very closely upon the precarious 
ditmns of the street Arab-conditions which keep many of the 
jouth of our cities hnnmn forever on the borders of the slums;

moral obliquity, or perhaps by the 
equally potent force of hereditary tendencies, but equally so by
othP,rtennU rt°f Ci7mstances> wh ch forces so many of the race 

to that condition which makes up one of the dark extremes of civil-
booth!!; v ! 8?rr 8trUggle f°r existence drives the newsboy and 
bootblack into the street; few take to these occupations of sLple

oice, and truancy sometimes is an outgrowth of one or other
element "“thT^. C.°nditions- If- therefore, we could handle this 

ement without trying to force it into the impossible conditions of
he graded school, and feeble authority of the young lady teacher, 

it appears to me that something might be done to 
From my present views and convictions 

ancy, I would establish in connection with all our town and city 
schools at least one ungraded room, if you object to the designa-

n tiuancy room. In it these unfortunates or delinquents should
>e cared for, and taught with a view to their probable condition 

and occupation in life, and not for the 
some

s even truancy prefer-

mere
con-

d riven there by their

save it. 
with regard to tru-

purpose of rounding out 
am not sure, after all, 

we are

ideal educational system. Though I 
but this would be complete rounding out of what 
prone to regard as a nearly perfect system.

It may be objected that this would be establishing „ 
reformatory, as a department of our public school system, 
better establish one reformatory than give to very* many of our 
school rooms the very opposite tendency from the too effective in
fluence of this aggressive element.

The plan, then, which I consider worth a trial, at least, would 
be to place in a single room all truants and incorrigibles who have 
not placed themselves outside the pale of public school advan
tages; and under such a teacher as I have already described, I 
would leave him and them the full latitude of common sense, to 
make the very best of the conditions in which they found them
selves, keeping in view in its full acceptation the probable condi- 
hon and requirements of the pupil, and the time and mental capa- 
b.lities for its attainment The fear of being assigned to this 
room would, it appears to me, be a very wholesome deterrent not 
only against truancy, but against many other forms of insubor
dination.

a more

a kind of 
Much
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I am absolutely certain that the relief of the young and inex
perienced teacher from this Very troublesome element, which 
generally finishes its erratic school course with the third book, and 
the moral advantages consequent upon this relief would amply 
justify an experiment in this line being made. Besides, the fact v 
that this class of pupils were being taught and held together under 
the eye of one teacher, with the history of their daily conduct and 
whereabouts easily got at, and dealt with by the teacher or tru
ancy officer, as tin- case might require, would, it appears to me, be 
very effective in stamping out the evil. From a mere economic 
point of view it would certainly be an advantage for the truancy 
officer to learn at one point the probable truancy cases for the day, 
iather than be forced to visit and inspect every school-room in 
town to obtain the same result.

But, apart from the insubordination and truancy phases of the 
case, it would appear to me that, in connection with our large 
graded schools, an ungraded room is almost a necessity. Every
where inspectors are met by the difficulty, presented usually in 
this way by the teacher: Here is a big boy; he has been away from 
si bool all summer; he knows nothing of history, geography or 
grammar; what shall I do with him? Where shall I place him? He 
is too big to go into the second class. Most teachers, and perhaps 
most inspectors, would simply say: Well, he has not got up the 
work for the third class; he must be placed in the second till he 
does so. The truth, however, is, that if such a boy is so placed 
you destroy his chances in nine cases out of ten of ever accom
plishing anything educationally. If he remains a while in the 
school he becomes idle and troublesome, perhaps disobedient; and 
if he is not dismissed from the school he leaves in disgust. And 
this class of pupils, which is met everywhere, is never up in all 
the subjects of any grade in the school.

If, therefore, it is understood that there is a room where such 
pupils can be attended to, and their particular case dealt with, 
their self-respect does not suffer by placing them there.

I think I have now sufficiently outlined the scheme, which I 
believe it would be an advantage to adopt in all our town and city 
schools, and shall simply leave it with you for discussion, if you 
think it worth any more attention than it has already received. 
Suppose any such method of dealing with truancy and the other 
difficult ies alluded to were adopted, there would, of course, require 
to be legislation in the case, or, at least, some regulations setting 
forth the course to be pursued and the work to be done. The 
regulation might perhaps take this form:
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difficulties of the truancy ACT. 4U3

An Tlle tioard of Education of any town or city may set apart
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Id iù f ° 7 ” desi«nated a” "-graded room, to be
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g ed education, or other causes, are unprepared to enter any
of the regularly graded rooms. Such rooms shall be placed under
L nit eaCîr °f kn°Wn teachin^ and disciplinary ability 

g not less than a second class professional certificate.
may just say in closing, that this system of dealing with 
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464 trustees’ department.

TRUSTEES* DEPARTMENT.

PRESIDENT’S ADDRESS.

Rev. Alex. Jackson, M.A., Pu.D., Galt.

(а) “ The status and influence of the Trustees’ Association in relation 
to Public Education in Ontario.”

(б) “ The relation and responsibility of the Department of Education to 
societies, such as the College of Physicians and Surgeons, the Law 
Society, the School of Pharmacy, and others, which enjoy public 
franchises and Provincial protection, and have power to frame 
restrictions affecting the curricula of our schools, the educational 
interests and the public welfare of the Province.”

Gentlemen There is an old proverb which credits some unde
veloped beings with “ rushing in where angels fear to tread.” While 
not claiming to belong to the latter class, it is to be devoutly hoped 
that no one will rank me with the former, because I am called upon to 
speak on two subjects of such delicacy and importance. I am only 
paying the penalty of a generous desire to advance the usefulness of 
the Trustees’ Department in the better education of the youth of the 
Province. When asked to suggest topics which might be profitably 
discussed by the Association, I gave the two now associated with my 
name, and in return was asked to introduce them. Considering them 
of very great importance, I was desirous to hear what the members of 
the Trustees’ Association might think of them. But as the Depart
ment has honored me with the office of its President, I shall open the 
discussion as requested, and leave all further debate to your wisdom.

The two, topics have much in common. The natural relation of 
the Trustees Association to the public on the one hand, and to the 
Educational Association, of which it is now only a department, on the 
other, is somewhat analagous to that which subsists between the De
partment of Education and the public on the one hand, and the various 
learned societies, which enjoy liberal franchises from the Government, 
on the other. In the professional service of the community, the various 
learned societies pursue their respective profe monal courses, avowedly 
for the good of the community, and in that pursuit are protected by 
the franchises given by the Government, of which the Education De
partment is the general executive in their direction. Similarly the 
educational service rendered by the teaching profession is under the

___
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control and direction of the various Boards of School Trustees in their 
i espective districts and departments. Of course, Boards of Trustees of 
all sections of our educational system are also under the Government. 
But there is a very important difference in their public status and 
that of the teaching professions. Ultimately the Government, and its 
executive in educational matters, is the voice of the people.

• the Public and High School Trustees represent the people, they also in 
a material sense may be said to have a superior bearing even on the 
Education Department itself. The Government and the Educational 
Department represent the people in administering educational interestsj 
subject to constitutional safeguards ; and when they cease to represent 
the people, or appear to, the appeal is always to the latter. Even so, 
Boards of Trustees administer their trusts for the people, subject to 
Governmental or constitutional safeguards; and they, too, are ultimately 
subject to the people. And as the Trustees’ Association is a representa
tive body, in which every Trustee Board in city, town, or rural district 
is, 01 may be, represented, the Association really represents the people 
of the Province who are directly interested in educational affairs. This 
claim is not made in any pretentious spirit ; but only as the statement 
of a fact, and as carrying with it serious responsibilities. It should be 
realized, not only by the members of this Association, but bv every 
school trustee in the Province. The Education Department ultimately 
represents the people in its relation to the self-governing learned bodies 
within the Province ; and the Public and High School Trustees’ De
partment also ultimately represents the people in its relation 
to the educating bodies. Both the Education Department and 
the Trustees Association ultimately derive their authority from 
the people, and both have an important trust committed to 
them. Both are responsible to the people for the 
in which the trusts committed to them, and by them delegated to 
others, are administered in the interests of the public.

And it will not be out of place here to notice the spirit of the 
head of the Education Department in relation to the Trustees’ Associa
tion. The Honorable Dr. Ross has shown his large statesmanship, as 
well as his uniform courtesy, by the attention and care he has shown 
in the consideration of all matters brought before him by the trustees 

the representatives of the people who bear the public burdens, and 
in whose interests our Educational system was established and is 
maintained. The trustees are usually business or professional men 
who have no personal “ axes to grind,” who give their valuable time 
and services with no hope of fee or reward, other than the conscious-
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n« that they have been of some material service to their fellows and 
to the commonwealth in a department, than which none of 
character has a public

and virtuous people is the great true aim of a national educational 
system worthy of the name and of this age ; and this is the aim of the 
educational trustees of all grades in our Province. They receive 
profit or personal reward, other than the consciousness that they have
tried to serve their respective communities in particular, and the 
country m general.

ft is, on the other hand, no reflection upon the integrity and pub
lic spirit of the great body of teachers and educators, to say that they 
are professional, that it is the business of their lives to serve the public 
m return for which they are to receive an adequate support and * 

onorable recognition. As, however, human nature is human nature, 
or as Tom Hood would say, « There’s a great deal of human nature in 

a wise arrangement will always seek to balance professional
ism with interested lay authority. Experience in 
ment has shown the wisdom,

a more

no

an

man,*’

religious govern- 
fhe necessity, of this. A church 

governed by professional religious leaders alone, tends towards reli
gious despotism and pnestliness ; while a church governed by laity 
alone, tends towards religious anarchy and the subordination of 
religion to worldlmess. In a similar way we are always more likely 
o secure the best interests of the community and the country when 

professionalism is properly balanced by lay authority.
The need of this was illustrated no later than during the past 

year. One of the learned professio s, to which in its corporate capa- 
c.ty had been delegated power and uthority to regulate admission to 
t ie ranks of its members, without any warning set up an arbitrary 
barner because of which a multitude of candidates who had attained 

e requisite literary standard as far as had previously been required 
and many of whom had even exceeded it, were shut out. It is to 
the very great credit of the Ontario Government that, having exhausted 
all ordinary means of securing a rectification of the wrong, a bill was 
introduced into the late legislature to secure that end. The leaders of 
the professional body referred to were roused to consider the matter 
and on consideration voluntarily offered the Government to fully and’ 
handsomely rectify the wrong which had been done by a smalCcom- 
mittee, whereupon the bill was withdrawn. The incident no doubt 
has taught its own lesson. The body referred to is one of the most 
honored in the Province, and among its members are many of the
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honorable and useful of our public servants and citizens, yet it 
brought into disrepute by the arbitrary and selfish action of a very few 
of its members. There is no doubt that its watchful leaders will be 
careful to not allow a similar blunder to be made, 
ism there is the

was

In all professional- 
danger ; and it is the duty of the Government to 

promptly rectify any wrong done, or attempted to be done, under the 
authority of a public franchise granted by it to any corporation. In 
the present case the Government and the head of the Education 
Department deserve credit for the firmness, tact and courtesy with 
which they managed a most delicate and embarrassing affair As a 
result of the course of Dr. Boss, both the Government and the profes
sional body referred to have a more honorable standing with the public 
than they previously enjoyed. v

The Public and High School Trustees’ Association, while an 
independent organization, acted as a balancing element in our Provin
cial educational system. Dealing with vital questions of education 
from the standpoint of the people, its discussions and decisions tended 
both to liberalize and broaden the teaching profession, and to materially 
aid the Minister of Education and his Department in administering th 
educational trusts o. the Province.

The question, however, has been raised whether the Trustees’ 
Association has not materially impaired its usefulness by amalgamating 
with the Educational Association. As a department the Trustees’ 
Association is anomalous with the other departments of the General 
Association. They are properly mass meetings of those interested, 
while the Trustees’ Department is a delegated body. There are five 
departments of the professional side of the Association, each of which 
sends three members to the Executive Board of the General Association 
(one sends six members), but the one department of Trustees sends only 
three members to that Central Executive. There are upwards of 
10,000 teachers of all grades in the Province, but nearly 20,000 trustees. 
The 10,000 teachers have
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five departments and may have fifty ; 
and they are represented by eighteen members of the General Execu
tive. The nearly 20,000 trustees have only one department and are repre
sented on the General Executive by three members. Professionalism is 
to the front in the Educational Association Executive, while the great 
body of trustees, who give their valuable time to support and direct 
education in their respective communities, appear as a sixth wheel.

I hen the Association meets at a time to suit the teaching professions, 
but most inconvenient for many of the most able, interested and useful 
of the Public and High School Trustees. It is a wise provision that the
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468 trustees’ department.

teachers should be considered, as the benefits of such 
must be very great to a live tea, her ; but a number of the leading mem
bers ot the Trustees’ Association have not been able to attend since it 
was amalgamated with the General Association, and its weight and 
influence have been correspondingly impaired. Still further, the 
representatives of the Trustees’ Department on the General Executive 
have been embarrassed by a sense of incongruity in their presence 
there. It is but natural that, in such a body, the leading themes should 
be professional, and that the leading exponents of professionalism should 
be put forward, and it would be ungracious and ungenerous to complain 

< f it. . The feeling is, therefore, also natural for those », hose interests 
wide apart from the great majority to remain passive. Where the 

trustees are recognized in such circumstances, it is from a sense of obliga
tion to a body affiliated with them, or from courtesy to gentlemen 
whom they respect and wish to honor. At a recent meeting of the 
Executive a request was made to the Minister of Education for a larger 
appropriation for the uses of the Association. A committee had been
appointed to interview him, but he preferred to meet the entire 
Executive.

an Association of
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m<After hearing the appointed spokesmen of the Committee, 

the Minister turned to the representatives of the Trustees’ Department, 
and asked their opinion as representing the taxpaying interests of the 
Province. The President of this Department had not been named on 
the Committee, n-r one of his colleagues. The professional members of 
the Executive doubtless did not think that there was any necessity of 
specially recognizing them, and they in personal self-respect did not 
feel like obtruding themselves in the matter. But the Honorable the 
Minister of Education evinced his good sense in recognizing an element 

the Executive, wholly different in character and iu its financial 
relation, from the majority. I have no delicacy now in discussing this 
matter, as according to the practice of this Department my successor in 
this Chair will sit on the Executive Committee, and this discussion is 
in his interest and that of his successors as representing the Trustees’ 
Department and the taxpaying people.

There was even a
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significant misunderstanding ventilated in 
exceedingly embarrassing to the 

representatives of this Department, at least it was to your President. 
When the amalgamation of the Trustees’ Association with the Educa
tional Association was in contemplation, the committee representing 
the latter body assured this Trustees’ Association that it would be to 
their interests to unite. It was pointed out that, this Association 
being a representative body, it was necessary to send out to the Boards
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of Trustees throughout the Province the necessary reports an.i pro
grammes. It was promised that this would be provided for, and so 
long as one of the members of the delegation remained on the Execu
tive, the agreement was recognized. Nevertheless, in connection with 
one annual meeting no programmes or notices were sent out to Trustee 
Boards, and as a result the meeting of this Department was that year 
nearly a failure. Next year, on the representation of the Trustees’ 
representatives, provision was made to supply Trustee Boards with 
programmes and reports. But, at the Executive meeting last November, 
a motion was made to rescind this resolution. This provoked an 
acrimonious and unkind discussion, to which your President declines 
again to be exposed. In the discussion, the Secretary of the Executive 
denied that any such arrangement had been come to with the Execu
tive. That body, however, accepted the statements of the Trustees’ 
representatives, and induced the mover and seconder of the resolution 

As, however, the Executive is constantly changing its 
personnel, it was agreed, on the request of your Prerdent, at the 
meeting of the Executive on Monday, to have a memorandum inserted 
in the minutes which would 
of future debate. Thus, what

to withdraw it.

the question from the contingency 
was both a right and a necessity 

granted as a courtesy. In all of this, it was exceedingly humiliating 
for your representatives to appear as “ boring ” the Executive with 
what some looked upon as sectional matters.

Pev contra, it is pleasant to notice the uniform courtesy shown to 
this Department by the Honorable the Minister of Education and his 
deputy. With the Minister our relations have been from the first most 

1 here has not been the shadow of a single misunderstanding. 
Where he has given us a good reason against any action, our body has 
cordially acquiesced. And on the other hand, where the Trustees have 
given the Minister a good reason for any action, he has either 
acquiesced, and at once inaugurated such steps towards the attainment 
of the end sought as might appear advisable, or assured us of the 
adoption of such steps at the earliest practicable moment. In regard 
to any necessary expense which might be called for, in properly adver
tising the proceedings of this body to all the Trustee Boards of the 
Province, the Minister assured our Committee that if necessary he 
would try and secure a special appropriation for the purpose. And it 

partly in the line of implementing this pledge that an additional 
grant was last year made to the General Association. The Honorable 
Dr. Ross has also more than once courteously given credit to this De
partment for material assistance rendered to him in Departmental affairs.
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of We reC9gnize the somewhat anomalous positionx isrjss:, th the present head of the Education Department. At the sam« 
time ah necessary measures should be adopted and persistently prose
cuted to bring all the trustee Boards of the Province into interested 
co-operation in Provincial educational affairs, and to enable this Depart
ment to exert a beneficent influence on the educational system of the 
P. ovince^ The Public and High Schools Acts passed by the Legislature 
winch adjourned yesterday, show in many of the most important 
changes m the law, the influence of the Trustees' Department; and 
the Honorable the Minister has. as already mentioned, courteously 
recognized that assistance. There is an important place and work for 
the Trustees Association. It has been of material
past. There is no reason why it should not exert 
hereafter.

0

Adi
Alt

assistance in the
mi « • - a healthy influence

... , 18 not necessarily to be advanced by constant tinker
ing with the educational machine, but by the awakening of public 
interest in educational p oblems, the dissemination among trustees of 
a wider knowledge of education, and by carefully studying the law in 
its practical application and suggesting to the Department of Educa
tion such modifications as may be shown by experience to be 
and prudent.

Gentlemen, I thank you for the honor which you have conferred 
upon me m electing me, by a unanimous and standing vote, as your 
President for the present year. I congratulate >ou on the past history 
and important services of the Public and High School Trustees’ Asso 
dation and Department, and I welcome you to these sessions and 
respectfully and confidently look to you for that courtesy and assist
ance which you have always given my predecessors, and upon which I 
depend for the successful and pleasant prosecution of the business of 
this Department. Our sessions are now open for business.
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LIST OF MEMBEBS

OF THE

ONTARIO EDUCATIONAL ASSOCIATION.
1896-9-7. 7z

Addison, Miss M. E. T..........Stratford
Albarus, Miss H. S .
Alexander, R...........
Alexander, W. J......
Allan, Thos................
Allen, John,............
Allen, T.....................
Anderson, G. K........
Anderson, John.........
Ardagh, J. A.............
Armour, S..................
Armstrong, M. N.....
Atkin, Wilbur..........
Aylesworth, G. A......

Baker, Alfred...........
Balmer, Miss Eliza....
Ballard, W. H..........
Barber, A...................
Barnes, Ohas. A.......
Baskervilla, MissN....
Beeton, Hugh............
Bell, J J....................
Bell, W. N.................
Bellamy, W................
Bingeman, Miss S. M,
Birchard, A. F...........
Black, Miss...............
Blakeston, M. J..........
Blanford, Miss..........
Bolton, Miss E..........
Bonner, R. J. ...........
Bonis, H.....................
Bowditch, Miss F.......
Boyd, Miss ...............
Brebner, John...........
Brick, Wm...................
Briden, W...................
Brightley, Miss M...„
Broderick, Geo. E.....
Brook, B. F.................
Brough, T. A..............
Brown, A.................... .

Brown, Geo. L..........
Brown, J. A...............
Brown, J. Coyle.......
Brown, Jno. R..........
Brown, S. W..............
Brown, W. H............
Brown, W. R..............
Brunton, T. H............
Bulmer, J. R..............
Bunnell, Miss E. M....,
Burns, W. J...............
Burritt, Jas. H..........
Burt, A. W...................
Burwash, Chancellor . 
Butterworth, Miss.....

..Morrisburg

........Whitby

.... Peter uoro

..........Madoc
■ -Dunn ville 
Gravenhuret
.........Picton
Newmarket 

..Ailsa Craig 
...Brantford 

....Caledonia 
...Pembroke 
...Brantford
.......Toronto
...... Toronto

Morrisburg
............Gal'.
......Toronto
....Durha n

..........Paris

.....Durham
.....Windsor
....... Arthur
.........Barvie
..... Lindiay
.Orangeville 
St. Thomas 
. Newburgh

J

...... Toronto

...... Toronto Cameron, J. II. ...
....Hamilton Cameron J. H.......
... Brampton Cameron, Mrs.......
......London Campbell, James ..
...Brampton Campbell, Jno.......
......Petrolea Campbell, N. M...
......Petrolea j Campbell, N. W...
........Simcoe ■ Carm.chael, J. H...
— Colborne I Carnochan, Miss J 
—Harriston
.......... Elora
...... London
.... Priceville
.....Inr-ersoll
........Ottawa
Collingwood 

Vienna

..........Brussels
.......... Toronto
.......... Toronto
.............Forest
.......... Toronto
.....St Thomas
..........Durham
...... Wood ville
..........Niagara
St. Catharines
.................Galt
..............Elora
..........Toronto
..........Preston
.........Toronto
........Goderich
.........Toronto
.........Seaforth
....... Kingston
.......... Simcoe
..... -.Toronto
.........Toronto
.....Walkerton
..Owen Sound
..........Aylmer
.......... Simcoe
.........Ottawa

:

\| Carroll, Mrs...........
Carscadden, T.........
Carter, Miss J. W. . 
Chadwic!-, C. W.„. 
Chambers, Miss R.
Chapman, W. F......
Charles, Miss H. ...
Chase, Geo. A..........

• Cheswright, R. C...
Chown, Geo. Y......
Christie, J. D..........
Clark, Miss A. E.....
Clark, M. S............
Cleudenning, W. S .
Cole, G. A. .......... .
Cole, J. M...............
Collver, Miss M......
Conklin, J. D...........

%
y

.....Hamilton

........ London
..........Sarnia
.........Ottawa
......Ingersoll
—Peterboro
....... Lindsay
...... Lis towel
Owen Sound 
. Morrisburg
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...........Kingston
.......Hagersville
..............Toronto
............. Toronto
.....Owen Sound
........Woodstock
..... ..Woodstock
..............Toronto
...... Waterdown
........ Port Hope
....Bowmanville

..............Mitchell

...........Hamilton

Fletcher, W. H........
Foreman, J. H..........
Forfar, Chas.............
Fotheringhain, D.....
Fox, Miss M.............
Fraser, G. J...............
Fraser, W. A............
Fraser, W. H.........
Freeman, J. A..........
Frith, F. W...............
Frost, F. H..............
Fry, F. D...;.............
Furnival, Miss........

Galbraith. W. J.....
Gardiner, Miss E. .
Gavin, F. P..............
Geeson, Miss F........
Gib bard, A. H........
Gill, James................
Glashan, J. C...........
Glashan, Mrs. A. J
Glassey, D. A............
Godfrey, E. Y........
Gordon, Nathaniel
Gowenlock —..........
Grant, C. L.............
Grant, James........
Grant, W..................
Gray, H....................
Gray, R. A...............
Green, Miss.............
Greenlees, R. F......
Groves, W. E...........
Gundry, A. P.........

.........London
...... Cornwall
..... Strathroy
....Brockville
...........Sarnia
..........Guelph
...... ....Arthur
...........Ottawa
...Kempt ville
.........Toronto
..... Hamilton
............Forest
.Bowmanville
.........Toronto
Niagara Falls

Dales, John N........................ Kingston
Davidson, A. B...................Newmarket
Davidson, Miss....................... Peterboro
Davidson, Miss A.................... Toronto
Davidson, Miss J...........................Elora
Davidson, Mrs. M 0............. Hamilton
Davidson, R. D.................Bowmanville
Davison, J.............................  ..Guelph
Day, Isaac................................... Orillia
Deacon, Goorge.......................Toronto
Deacon, Jas............................... Lindsay
Deacon, J. S.................................Milton
Dearness, John...........................London
Deike, A. H................................ Guelph
Delamere, M.es L....................Minden
Dent, Miss.................... Toronto
Delgaty, Jam s.......................Centraha
Dickenson, J. A.........................London
Dickson, J. D.................. Niagara Falls
Dickson, J. E......................Newmarket
Dingman, W. E...................... Listowel
Doan, Robt. W..........................Toronto
Docker, W. A............................ Glencoe
Dow, John B..............................Whitby
Downs, Miss...........................Harriston
Duff, Miss................................. Toronto
Dupuis, —...............................Kingston

Eldon, R. H............
Elliot, Wm...............
Elliott, J. G............
Elliott, T. E...........
Elliott, W. H..........
Ellis, W. S...............
Embree, L. E..........
Errett, C. F.......
Evans, W. E...........

Fallu, L. K...........
Farewell, J. E........
Fenton, W. J.......
Fenwick, M. M.....
Ferguson, W. C....
Fletcher, Professor.

Connell, Charlotte A
Connolly, J................
Cook, Miss M............
Copland, J. S..........
Corbett, L. C...........
Cor mack, J................
Coutts, Jas................
Cowley. R. H............
Craig, T. A................
Crawford, H. J.........
Crawford, J. T........
Crosley, A. C............
Cubitt, F...................
Currie, Miss.............
Currie, P. W.............

Hi
Hi
Hi

* Hi
He
He
Ho
Ho
Ho
Hu
Hu
Hu
Hu
Hu....Brampton

......Belleville
.......Windsor
......... London
..Georgetown
..... Hamilton
.......... Ottawa
...........Ottawa
....St. Mary’s
........Meafcrd
...Orangeville
........Seaforth
........ Durham
.......... Guelph
......... Toronto
......... Toronto
..........London
....... Chatham
...........Picton
.......Toronto

, ..... Ingcrsoll

Ing
Irvi
Irv
Irw
Irvi

Jacl
Jacl
Jam
Jeni
Jen!
Jevt
Johi
Johi
Jolli
Jon<
Jom
Jord

Kodi
Keit
Kell;
Keni
Kerr
Kerr
Keys
Killi;
Kinv
Kirk,
Kirk]
Kirki
Klota
Knig
Knot"

Hallet, W. J..................................Barrie
Hamilton, J. R......................Brantford
Hamilton, W. J.......................Cobourg
Hardie, Wm..................................Perth
Hare, J. J................................... Whitby
Harlton, W. H...........................Toronto
Harper, J. A...............................Elmira
Harstone, J. C...........................Lindsay
Hatton, Professor...................Toronto
Haviland, H. J.......................Listowel
Hay, J......................................Cobourg
Heakes, Miss............................Toronto
Helm, J. H......................... Port Hope
Henderson, A. G.......................Whitby
Henderson, J...............St. Catharines
Hendry, Miss A. S............... Hamilton
Hendry, W. J...........................Toronto
Henwood, Miss M. E..........Port Hope

Portsmouth
...... London
......Toronto
Bobcaygeon
.......Guelph
......Toronto

...Toronto 
..Mitchell 

..Kingston 
....Weston 
.Hamilton 
..Kingston 
....Toronto 
St. Mary’s 
.......... Galt

Laid! 
Lane, 
Lanig 
Lattei 
Lawle 
La wet 
Leibn 
Leitcl 
Lemai 
Lennc

Heustridge, J. W
Hicks, Miss.......
Hicks, R. W.......
Hickson, William
Hill, E. L...........
Hill, J. A............

............Elora
........Whitby
....Brampton
Bowmanville
........ London
........Toronto
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avilie
ronto
ronto
lound
stock
stock
ronto
down
Hope
nville
tchell
lilton

Hill. R............... ..
Hillock, Miss Julia S
Hind, E. W........
Hindson, Wm.... 
Hogarth, E. S..„, 
Hogarth, G. H..„ 
Hogarth, J. W....
Hogg, John.........
Houston, Wm.....
Huff, S................
Hughes, Miss A... 
Hughes, T. J..
Hume, J. G..., 
Husband, A. J.

Ingall, E. E ...
Irvine, Miss...,
Irv in, John.....
Irwin, J. W.....
Irving, Martha.....

Jackson, A.............
Jackson, J. A.......
Jamieson, J. S....
Jenkins, R. S.........
Jenkins, W. H......
Jevons, Miss G......
Johnson, G. W......
Johnston, John....
Jolliffe, O. J.........
Jones, Miss L. L... 
Jones, Miss M. H . 
Jordan, A. A........

Keddie, Miss H. M
Keith, Charles.........
Kelly, M. J...........
Kennedy, G. E......
Kerr, Miss C..........
Kerr, C. S.............
Keys, D. R.............
Killins, Miss A.....
Kinver, Miss M....
Kirk, Geo...............
Kirkland, Thomas .. 
Kirkman, Mrs. B..
Klotz, Carl E.......... .
Knight, J. H.........
Knowles, R. H..... .

Laidlaw, Miss.........
Lane, J. S................
Lanigan, G. H.........
Latter, J...................
Lawler, Miss G........
Lawson, Miss...........
Leibner, M. E.........
Leitch, —................
Lemaire, L. R..........
Lennox, Miss M......

.............Dundas
........... Lindsay
............Toronto
........Dunn ville
.........Hamilton
........... Whitby
.........VVingham
....Collingwood
............Toronto
..........Meaford
.........Kerwo >d
..........Toronto
...........Toronto
...... Brockville

Lennox, Thos. A. ..
jevan, I. M...........

Lewis, L.................
Libby, M. F............
Liddy, W. R...........
Linton, William..... .
Linklater, J. C........
Little, J. G..............
Living, Miss M. E 
Livingston, Miss M 
Livingstone, Miss M
Longman, E..............
Lough, W. R...........
Loveck, Miss...........
Luke, Miss M. E.... 
Lynch, Miss B.........

Martin, S................. .
Marty, Miss A. E....
Mason, J. J..............
Massey, A. W..........
May, Geo. S.............
Merchant, F. W......
Miehell, F. L............
Michell, W. C......... .
Milden, A. W..........
Mill, W. T.........
Millar, Miss...........
Millov, C. W...........
Mills; D.............
Mills, G. K................
Mitchell, Miss J. A. .,
Mordon, G. W.........
Morgan, J. (.............
Morgan, J. J.............
Morgan, S. A..............
Morris, Ida................
Morton, W. C.......... .
Moses, Clark.............. ;
Muldrew, A. H...........
Mulvaney, Miss M ....
Munro, John..............
Murray, R. W............
Murray, T....................
Murton, L. K..............
Musgrove, A. H.......... .
Myer, A. N................

Macabe, J. A..............
Macintyre, Miss M......
Mackenzie, A..............
Mackenzie, Miss..........
MacMurchy, A.............
Macmurchy, N.............
Macpherson, F. F.........
Macpherson, J. G........
McAllister, S...............
McBean, Miss Mary__
McBride, D..
McBrien, Jas

....... Woodstock

............ Toronto
..........Norwood
........... Toronto

■........Shelburne
New Hamburg
...... Gananoque
...... Ridgetown
............. Ottawa
.............. Forest
........Harriston
...........Trenton
........... Clinton
............ Ottawa
........... Oshawa
........... London

• .....St. Mary’s
.....St. Thomas
........Hamilton
.....Morrisburg
........... Ottawa
..........London
.............. Perth
St. Catharines
.............Barrie
... North Bay
• .........Toronto
............ Lucan
......Bay View
....... Stratford
........ Watford
........... Picton
........... Barrie
....... Omemee
......Hamilton
........Listowel
.....Hamilton
.....Caledonia
.Gravenhurst
.........London
.........Ottawa
........Toronto
....Brampton
........Oshawa
....Wingham
....Dunnville

îpton 
e ville 
ndsor 
>ndon 
atown 
nilton 
ttawa 
ttawa 
lary’s 
safcrd 
;eville 
iforth 
irham 
uelph 
•ronto 
(ronto 
jndon 
itham 
’icton 
iron to 
icrsoll

••••••*•M.
I

....Trenton

...Stratford
Flesherton
.....Clinton
..Chatham

.................... Galt
.............. Iroquois
.........Morrisburg
....... Orangeville
......Owen Sound

.............Stratford
.......... Toronto
........... Belleville
................Ottawa
........... Kingston
............Marmora
............ Men ford

........... Oshawa

...Bowma 1 ville I

........Brai itford
..........Stirling
........... Ottawa
.....Woodstock
.......... Toronto
.........Wiarton
.......... Oshawa
..........London
.........Toronto
.........Seaforth
St. Catharines
.........Lindsay
....... Hespeler

.........London
.........Toronto
...... Hamilton
.....Doncaster
.........Toronto
........Toronto
.....Harriston
. ...Brantford
.........Weston
....St. Mary’s

Barrie 
ntford 
ibourg 
Perth 
/hitby 
oronto 
Clmira 
indsay 
oronto 
stowel 
>bourg 
oronto 
Hope 

Phitby 
larines 
milton 
oronto 
, Hope 
mouth 
jondon 
oronto 
rygeon 
xuelph 
oronto

.....Ottawa 
...Toronto 
...London 
Brantford 
...Toronto
...... Elora

■ Hamilton 
Bothwell 

...Toronto 
....Forest 

Port Perry 
:.....Prince Albert32
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McCaig, D............................Colling wood
McCarthy, Mary ...........................Madoc
McCaughey, Miss M..................Cobourg

’ ?........ :............ . ..........Meaford
McCutchion, Miss C................ Strathroy
iVlcEachren, N..........................Toronto
McEachren, P..........................Tqronto
McEwan, John............................ Toronto
McGibbon, W.................St. Catharines
McGillivray, C. F........................Whitby
McGregor, M....................... Tilsonburg
McGregor, Miss E. G..........Max ville

..........Toronto

.............Madoc
St. Catharines
....... Alvinston
...Newmarket 
....Wardsville
.............Orillia
.............Barrie
.Bowmanville
..........Toronto
..........London
.........Watford
....... Goderich
....... Brighton
.........Toronto
.... Walkerton
....... Cornwall
.......... Lindsay
...Hagers ville
....... Almonte
....... Kirkwall
......Strathroy

.........Toronto

........ Toronto

...Woodstock

........... Barrie

.......Napanee

..........Dutton

Poe, Miss A..................
Potter, Miss Clara......
Pottinger, Miss S. V.
Powell, G. K...............
Prendergast, John......
Preston, Thomas .......
Pugsley, E....................
Putnain, J. H.............

Radcliffe, Miss S. J....
Radcliffe, S. J..............
Ramsay, Walter.......
Rannie, William
Readman, Miss............
Reazin, H..................... .
Reazin, Miss M. G.......
Reid, J............................
Ritchie, Geo. VI..........*
Robb, D..........................
Robertson, Miss Annie
Robertson, H. S............
Robertson, J. C...........
Robertson, W. J ..........
Robinson, W. J.............
Rogers, J. C...................
Rogers, J. W...............
Rogerson, John.............
Rose, Miss A..................
Ross, Miss C.....................
Rowat, I. S.'................„
Rowe, Miss A.................
Rowlands, E. J.............
Rowsome, Miss A. R....
Russell, Miss................
Rutherford, J. R............
Rutherford, W. R..........
Ryerson, J......................

Scholey, Miss Lizzie......
Scott, Miss .....................
Scott, Miss Bessie M...
Scott, R. H.....................
Scott, William.................
Scott, Wm.....................
Scriver, Miss E. M.......
Seath, John........... .........
Selby, Wm.....................
Seymour, W. F................
Shantz, M........................
Shaw, A............................
Shaw, Geo. E..................
Shaw, J. W.....................
Sheinck, Miss A.............
Shepherd, Geo. K...........
Shepherd. Mrs...............
Shortill, R. N.................
Shultis, Adam .................
Sidey, T. K......................
Sidley, H. R......................
Silcox, S...........................

........... Cobourg

..............Ottawa
..............Sarnia
........... Toronto
........... Toronto
...............Forest
"•••••• ...Simcoe
.............Ottawa

Sit
Sit
Sit
Sk
SU
Sir
Sir
Sir
Sir

..........Stratford

.............London

........... Fox boro
......Newmarket
.............Toronto
............ Lindsay
............Lindsay
• •• ......Dundas
........... Toronto
.............Clinton
........... London

...........Seaforth
........... Toronto
St. Catharines
..........Florence
..............Picton
........... Toronto
..............Barrie
.............Guelph
.......Port Hope
.............Simcoe
.........Trenton
......Walkerton
......Brockville
...........Toronto
.............Aurora
.........Ampricr
.............Orillia

Sir
Sp

McIntosh, A...............
McIntosh, Wm..........
McIntyre, E. J..........
McIntyre, Miss M..„
McKay, J D..............
McKay, J. W............
McKee, George........
McKee, Thos..............
McKenzie, Miss M. A
McKenzie, W. L....... .
McKirdy, Miss...........
McLeay, J. A.............
McLellan, Miss K......
McLeod, A. K.............
McMillan, Alex..........
McNamara, M..............
McNaughton, A..........
McNeillie, J. R...........
McNicol, Jas...............
McPhail, A. C.............
McQueen, Robt.......... .
Me Vicar, John...........

Sp
Sll
St«
Stt
St(
Stt
Stt
ru
Stt
Stt
Sti
Sti
oil
Sui
Sui
Syl
Syl
Syi

Tai
a Ta:

Ta;
Tei

Narraway, J. W.. 
Needier, G. H ....
Nethercott, S.......
Newman, Geo. E. 
Nicol, Miss M. A. 
Norris, I. T...........

O’Brien, Michael.
O’Dell, A..............
Ormiston, D........

Pakenham, W....
Palmer, J.. .........
Panton, Miss J...,,
Parkinson, M.......
Parry, John..........
Parsons, D. W......
Passmore, S. T......
Paterson, D. S.... 
Pattee, Mrs. A....
Peene, Miss.......
Perney, Frank E.
Philips, W. A.......
Plat , G. D............
Pla j, Miss C..................

Th,
Th,
Thi
Th

.......Stratford

.........Toronto

..........Ottawa
• • • • Brantford
.........Toronto
..........Guelph
.Maple Lake
........ Toronto
■....... Toronto
........ Niagara
....Caledonia
...Walkerton
.......Toronto
.........Clinton
.........Ottawa
.. Woodstock
........ Guelph
.........Norvai
.........Guelph
.......Whitby
...Brockville
Collingwood

Til
Til!
Toi
Trt. Peterboro 

...Cobourg 
....Whitby

Brockville 
....Norway 
. ...Oshawa 
...Toronto 
Dunnville
.......Delhi
Brantford
..Chatham
...Trenton
..........Galt
.Norwood
..Listowel
..... Picton

■ Chatham

!
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Tripp 
Tuckei, 
Turner, o

Underhill, J.

Van der Smiaae.

Walker, D...
Walker, Misa 
Ward, E. ...
Ward, Henry 
Wardlaw, H. J. T....
Wark, A.....................
Watt, William........
Watson, MiaaK........
Watson, R................
Waugh, Tohn............
Weidenhammer, —.
Werner, A...............
Wherry, Alex...........
Westland, Miss L. S 
Westman, Miss H...
Wetherell, J. E ........
White, Mrs. A. G. H 
Wilkins, W. T.... 
Wilkinson, Wm...
Wilson, E. H.........
Wilson, W..............
Wismer, J. A........
Woods, Miss E. O 
Woodworth, S. C.
W right, A. W....
Wrong, G. M.......
Wylie, Mrs...........

:w,

>: '
.

.
Wa.

b.

. Peterbc 
..London 
.. Toronto 

. Strathroy 
.. Toronto 
. .Trenton 
Brartford 

.. Markham 
Toronto Junction
................Toronto
................... Perth
............. W elland
............. .....Galt
................Toronto
... .Buffalo, N.Y.

Yellowlees, Miss....
Young, A. H...........
Young, D...............
Young, E. M.........
Young, E. T...........
Young, S. S.............

......... Toronto
.........Toronto
...... . .Guelph
........... Picton
......Hamilton

......... Trenton

Simpson, H..............
Sinclair, S. B...........
Sing, J. G.................
Skinner, Mrs. K. C..
Slemon, E. T..........
Smith, I. J...............
Smith, Jos. H..........
Smith, L. C............
Smith, Wm..............
Smith, W. E............
Spence, Misr Nellie..,
Spotton, H. B..........
Squair, J.................
Stafford, Jos.............
Standing, T. W........
Steele, Alex.............
Steinberger, F. G.... 
Stephens, Miss A.....
Stevens, W. H..........
Stevenson, A...........
Stone, S. 3..............
Strang, H. I.............
Stuart, F. A..............
jtuart, Jas. G.......... .
Suddaby. J............ .
Summerby. W. J.....
Sykes, F. H ............. .
Sykas, W. J...............
Symoads, H..............

Tamblyn, W. W......
Taylor, S. Y............
Taylor, W................
Teskey, Miss E........
Thomac, Miss Janie 
Thome; Miss M 
Thompson. Mrs 
Thompson, R. i.
Tilley, J. J...... .
Tilley, W. S.......
Tom, J. E..........
Tracy, F...........

........... Orono

......... Ottawa

......  Meaford
.........Guelph
.........Oshawa
...Morrisburg
.....Hamilton
.........Oshawa
.....Peterboro
........Tor into
........Toronto
........Toroi.to
........ Toron,o
...Morrisburg
...Pembroke
...Orangeville
........Toronto

.......... Athens
....... Lindsay
..........Arthur
.......Meaford
...... Goderich
....Brampton

......... London
..........Berlin
.........Russell
........ London
.........Ottawa
Ashburnham

.....Whitby

.........Paris
...Chatham 
Morrisburg 
.....Toronto

..........Port Perry
..................Forest
.............Hamilton
............... Toronto
...... Bowmanville
..............Goderich
................Toronto
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SPECIALLY 
RECOMMENDED 
FOR SCHOOL 
TEACHERS

A
6

1Open Face, Solid
Silver Waltham $9

10 k. Solid Gold Waltham, Hand- 
nomely Engraved Cages.........

14 k. Solid Gold Cases......... $**
l>

1 »

0

j*4 (»

Gentleman’s sixe—Solid Silver Cases, screw-back 
and bezel, fitted with a 16-Jewel Nickel 
Waltham Movement, Patent Regulator, 
Patent Hairspring, etc A watch we 
guarantee to ran within 60 seconde a 
month..... ...............................................

Same Movement in a 14 k. Gold Filled Case, 
guaranteed for 21 years............................

Same Movement in a 14 k. Solid Gold Case........

»

( $15
$20 

$50;

1 .—s

Remember 
Sign of the Big 

Clock
««HO»O- oor>«*

or Post Office Order.
Your money back if 

I you are not perfectly 
satisfied.

144 IRente'YONOE ST., 
TORONTO (Late of Kent Bros.) *
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TRINITY MEDICAL COLLEGE, TORONTO
V Î HSipSt it §Sa

■

established WT>.Ill
FACULTY

PROFESSORS T J ^

IIP ^—•-■*’
283 *

TH0Î&WRKLANd“ M.A , Principal of the Normal bcuool, Toronto.—483 Jarvis St.

» l&NS£“Sï>f ft* Ap^h., W > B,.Cb-ro- 

FBSrr^Mn^Rr8’iTM,r,U^1'7à.0.a.E.: M.R.Ç.S.. Eng; M

W. ÎTm™ F Ch™W.
Dental College, Toronto.—165 Spudlui Are. ^f|i^baASHUBJfeSŒS,,.

o. «SSSSBastf * -
Phyakiat, Toronto

of toe
Physician, To- 

-- f ilia, 52 Malt-
II-.

Tor. mto General

Ï

M.R.C.S., Eng. ; Physician, Toronto General 
■ Hick t : hil.lren.—314 Jervlt 8t.

LUKE

joSHBonffl: •*£ «Sra.'D.. C.M., SAF.C.S., Eng., 

n-neralHôpital—12Charles St. ____ ■

j

GEO. A. BINGHAM, M.U., U.M., irm. vou.; oo.d., Ayr. 
ment, Toronto General Hospital ; “o^geon to the Hôpital forSlek

sMpfeïàfipïOwffl MLD'çffiSHSfSCÏÏK2WMed. Coll., N.Y.;

■SeHj Proftuor of Mtuioal J urn prude nee and Toxicology, -.edarcr on Clmwai Surgary, ana aurgu
D. GiÊbERTGORDON, B.A., Tor. Unl^, M.D., C.M.,

U P. & S., Glasgow ; Phvsieian, Out-door DeparUnent. Toronto General HospitaL~«46 3paina Ave.
E. BW8HUTTLE^TORra"aPha^ IL* Trin? Üniv. F“d Profe8*or of 

Chemistry and Pharmacy. Ontario College of Pharmacy.-») Sh^rbourne 8t.
H. B^NDE^SOnTiLD^^.Îl!i/jFSjfi!; Pathologist to Toronto General Hospital ; Curator

°froftu<^mp^^]Xe^ In Charge of th$ Trinity Siicroccopic Pathological Laborat-ry, Tor.

LECTURÉR8 DEMONSTRATORS, INSTRUCTORS AND ASSISTANTS
fflfc f SPILSBURY," M.D., C M., Trln. Unlv. ; Surgeon u> Nose and Throat Department 

Toronto General rfo.pital.-180 College St. ’ '

wUS'&eiïtÆ&i SgSZfi&mZ
Medica, College of Pharmacy-iiti Yonge St.

H. RANDMON,VS?gÏl, F.T.M.C.-233 WeUeeley St.

C ^^TuTc^TilLC.. Assistsntat St. Michael’s HôpitalSpadina Avs. 
FKÎDER^: FENTON, M.D., O.M., F.T.M O.-Oer. Scollara and Yonge Sts.
A*IL GARRATT, M.D . C.M., F.T.M.C.-1W Bay St 
pA pnT.n C. PARSONS, B.A., M.D., C.M., F.T.M.K>

*»«•-*> u***-4**
Department of Toronto Geeeral Hoepttat.-67 Carlton St.Mm , w. f,#Z8.î£‘&.. j-b, a**,, SU;

FREDERICK FENTON, M.D..C.M.. F-T.81C.-06r. SeeUârd end Yonge 8*
A Mutant in HiiMogy.
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